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MR. BLISS CONGRATULATES THE AUTHOR ON GETTING SUCH A BEAUTIFUL TROPHY 

M Hunting in Northwestern Quebec 
A Southwestern sportsman and his friend visit a Northeastern game field 

and secure, in addition to some tough wind and water experiences, 
a prodigious moose of wonderful horn palmation 

oo TRY Northwestern Quebec,” said Cyrus which proved to be the hotel, and our leader 
Thompson, that youth of 76 years, Dr. R. Fred Pettit was seemingly the host, porter and general 

who is one of our best known big game owt. This clap ee ne which 
hunters, when I te him about the fall sounded more or less like “Pocket,” so we 
haat foe ae aed that erate ettiow I i There emerged from the London-like fog called him Pickpocket, as he had a way of 
came interested in hunting in that far-away @ burly form, swinging. by way of salute a lightening the purse known not alone to northland after the biggest game on this con- Smoky lantern. He told us of a hotel to be hotel men an thinly-settled districts. 
tinent. My partner, E. E. Bliss, had made found some blocks away, and we fell into We were immediately assigned to rooms 
two former trips into Ontario after moose, his wake as he scurried ahead. Now, as we on the third floor. For doors, a highly- 
and it was finally settled that we should hunt were encumbered with much luggage and colored bit of calico did noble and waiver- 
this year in Quebec. All arrangements were fatigue, it was somewhat difficult for two ing duty, being ever ajar, as it were. Surely 
made in advance, with an organization who weary travelers to follow closely along a this north country believes in the “open door would furnish us with guides, tentage and single plank sidewalk after a will-o’-the-wisp policy.” Partitions of the thinness of build- grub for a consideration. light that ever and anon flickered and ing paper secured one the entire privacy of We left our homes in Albuquerque, N.M., winked and threatened to blink out into the apartment. This possessed the advant- on September 10th, and on the dark, rainy utter darkness. These planks were laid age, however, of Bliss and I being able to 
night of September 16th we detrained at a_ rather hurriedly one day, and it appears that converse across one room that intervened, small French town in Northwestern Quebec. they were patterned much after the stag- without any especial inconvenience, unless It was at about the hour that the boy of gered tread of a follower of our former well- to the occupant of the said room. However, 
history stood on the burning deck, and we known townsman, John Barleycorn, and it we hope he was an old sojourner in this were a bit disappointed to discover no light was only by dint of much effort and dexterity land and so familiar with conditions that he in the depot nor anyone to meet us, notwith- that we succeeded in keeping our beacon could sleep thru our pre-retiring conversa- standing we had made what we thought were within sight. However, something suddenly tional hour. 
complete preparations with the party who loomed up in the darkness that resembled Next morning came about an hour later was to outfit us from this point. nothing so much as a shoe box set on end, than usual, with the inevitable rain and mud
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indigenous to that country. We descended guide who works for the same outfit going we known as much about the wind storms 
to the breakfast room and partook of what, back without a “sport,” as the hunter is on old Abitibi as we learned in the next 
from now-on for three weeks, we are to know called in this country, and an oldman named three hours, we would doubtless have pre- 
as “porridge”—nothing more nor less than Bill, who is going as far as Lake Abitibi ferred staying out in the rain to any attempt 
oatmeal stirred into boiling water. This is Post. He is taking in a monument to be @t crossing. ‘ 
the regular, unescapable breakfast dish. No rected at his father’s grave. At the time 1 _ | should have mentioned that we were ac- 
home is complete without one. I came later . . . companied by C. W. Lidkey, assistant man- : = d had no idea this Indian thought we would eothe Had Bay G 
on in camp not to feel too unkindly towards be foolish enough to take this stone with us #8 of the Hudson Bay Company post at 
this dish, but my hunting partner never ieee: teanct dé frou tesaote Lake Abitibi, and it was this store we now 
grouped “hisself” around the breakfast table @!t¢r the transter was made fr ah were trying to reach before nightfall. 
and stared into the porridge pot with that boat to the twenty-foot freight canoes wit We three held a consultation, and as Led- 
wild abandon with which one is wont, in Which we were to make the first six miles key was more or less familiar with Lake 
hunting camps, to gather at meal-time. across a point of Lake Abitibi. conditions, but had never crossed in bad 

The wife of our host served us with such We made the eleven-mile run thru one of weather before, we thought best to take old 
unfailing good humor and with smiles con- the most disagreeable rain and sleet storms Bill and load the belongings of we three 
trasting so strongly with the environment I ever encountered, and unloaded our plun- into one freight canoe and let the three 
that it thawed the heart of that hardened der at Point Diones, whereupon the motor young bucks, loaded with wine as they were, 
companion of mine, and perhaps eased the boat turned around and chugged its way come in the other. We therefore told them 
pain when we came later on to : that was the way in which we 
settle with our friend, Pick- a ¥ = ea would make the crossing, and 
pocket. ae i : be _- “‘ei) proceeded to load accordingly. 

After breakfast we marched eer i : ‘. -—«|_sC#Bll_ then insisted upon taking 
forth, expecting to find our out- ec _ Ox \-* Ql) along the above-mentioned monu- 
fitting party. However, when he  [Rimoee 5 it hee tye, — *@| ment. We did not desire this, as 
failed to appear, we began to i ee % 4 ay ae, | tt aed eon ae Pounds, 
cast about for other means of | #@= Pe f Ss gee om pia TE A scl a ic panne 2 : = eS more than overload the canoe, getting into the hunting country. , & : eae aa yo Eee eres which, with our combined weight It ene about this time that our * ni ~ . : | es # of four men and luggage, ran at 

WSS BNe ee Pore an Bote ne a : te ‘| about 1,000 pounds exclusive of boat, having been windbound ‘eters , oF eek ‘ cj the wié > Pig 4 nument. 
some hours on an island. We a ws : . YS Hi Bill ld 
were to discover later on that a ‘ Bigs 2 . Hi never, -Bil--could--ngtobe 
being windbound is one of the ——a ll A |  Persuaded to leave the ae 
favorite pastimes in this country fe. | ment, and as Ledkey said he 
of large and numerous lakes. ta wl os i (Bill) was an extra good man 

This man had engaged guides f Degghe y= Jf A with the paddle, we finally con- 
for us, and they were bringing os : iY N sented to making the attempt 
out a party of two New York % ‘ps » | ‘| with our luggage, some freight 
sportsmen, arriving that evening. - j HS e a ot }| for the Hudson Bay Post and the 
These men had been in the in- pa ja == precious monument. At about 
terior for a month, fishing the a4 : 2 o’clock we steered our craft 
first three weeks and hunting the i t oe! ‘Be out into the fairly quiet water of 
latter ten days. From them we se ee the lagoon formed by the chain 
learned that the fishing was won- “fi Co Ss SS : of boom logs. Some few mo- 
derful—bass, pike and_pickerel A caren “7 é ments after our start we noted 
being the three most numerous. ~ eee 7 as % that the Indians thought better 
They reported a splendid time eee — 2 2 ; of the decision to stay on the 
fishing, but seemed not quite so_ | 4 ae <= sc] 3 point all night, and likewise 
sanguine about the hunting end i "es : f made preparations for crossing. 
of the game, altho they both had | sy ede ee ee = | They, however, were coming 
had chances at moose. I am_ | ‘ : = ae light, even leaving a sack of po- 
sorry I cannot recall the names |} me ee oe) tatoes that were likewise part of 
of these two men, for they were | $ Se ge a the load we were supposed to 
good sportsmen, had whiled away | “ Cee Po oe . = freight across. 
ay coe a rod and gun in ; : 2 pater pessing i large log 
other and divers places, and it pyramids that served as corners 
was a pleasure to meet them JIM USING THE TUMP-LINE ON THE PORTAGE to the booms, we came in sight of 

here. the open water, and a nearer view 
Among the men who came out from the back over the dark and sluggish water out did not lend encouragement, and then we 

hunting country on this day was Dr. F. A. of sight. knew how Jim felt when he had told me an 
Parsons of Cherokee, Iowa. He had had a We had not been informed by our out- hour earlier, “Guess no can cross,” for the 
successful hunt, securing the first moose of fitter anything excepting that all arrange- water was running in short, choppy swells, 
the season and a small black bear, both of ments were made for our transportation, and and to one totally unaccustomed to canoes 
which specimens we saw later on at the head as it was noon when we arrived at the point, it did not appear that our frail craft would 
camp. Dr. Parsons spoke very enthusiastic. we suggested to the guides that they make live long once we got out among those waves. 
ally of the country and its game, and as he a bit of lunch and then get ready for the However, no one would openly state his 
had- outfitted thru the same party as we lake crossing. We thereupon found to our views on the chances of a safe crossing, and 
were employing, we were more than glad to chagrin that no lunch had been provided, thus we passed over a short bit of chain 

: get his approval of this organization. nor was tentage available until the night of that served as passageway for canoes out 
The evening was spent in reducing our the second day. However, we made a pot of into the rough waters of Lake Abitibi. 

duffle bags to a minimum weight and in the inevitable tea. The wind meanwhile Our destination, the Hudson Bay Post, lay 
otherwise getting ready for the final start having freshened, and while we could not ‘some six or eight miles around the point 
into the “bush.” We met our guides, who see out onto the great body of water, for and across a very open looking bit of water, 
were Indians of the Ojibway tribe, and a Lake Abitibi is some eighty miles across, for, unlike all other lakes in this region, 
time was set for an early start the next and the channel was blocked with a boom, Lake Abitibi does not have the great num- 

morning. filled in part with logs being gotten out for ber of islands that are seen thickly studded 
This proved to be a dark, gray day, a bit pulpwood in anticipation of a railroad being over the surfaces of most of the lakes. Led- 

more windy and a bit more rainy than the built to some point on the western shore, we key held the first position in the bow; myself 
preceding one. Our outfitter had taken the suggested to our guides that we prepare for next; then Bliss; and lastly the Indian with 
night train for his home, and we find our crossing, as we did not relish being stranded the largest paddle. We had gone out onto 
guides much the worse for wear from look- on this mud-soaked shore without food or this lake depending upon his skill and ability 
ing on the French wine, and they are in that shelter. more perhaps than we realized, but once we 
happy stage where nothing matters, neither There were some murmurings of dissent at. were in rough water he calmly placed his 
work nor obligations—starting or staying is this, and one Indian purposely absented him- paddle astern and seemed to think he was 
all the same to them. However, after a long self so that we must delay starting, and had doing his full duty in steering the boat, and 
delay while much unnecessary load is placed 3 even in some of the dangerous moments that 
in the boat as freight, we start down the te, followed we failed to secure any further co- 
White Fish River in a big motor boat that é & y Ps operation from him than to steer the canoe, 
is to drop us where the river emerges into OY er mnemanengie *. and this he did most ably, and when some 
Lake Abitibe. There are four Indians with = — bts Be. Uy . of the largest waves would seemingly be 
us, our guides, Jim and Charley, another —— Sas about to swamp us he would steer the canoe
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up into the teeth of the wind and yell, “Pull z a: 5 : 
your paddles; pull your paddles;” and I 4 sae 3 . 
want to say that we pulled those paddles Bi eae s 
until our muscles were tired and aching, : ree ee aie a 
until it seemed it would be impossible for > : 3 ee eg j 
us to pull another stroke, but the rapid ap- 3 Soe 
proach of another white-capped wave always i Bo ay 
found us putting every ounce of our strength | Ree ey oo 
into the effort to keep the good old canoe oe eae cS te 
upright and free from water. ‘ zi Eien : 

We had arranged a tarpaulin and some | fs ee : 
oilskin capes along the right side of the : : 
canoe to assist in keeping out those waves Oe me pa a za 
that came too high for us to entirely over- Mae 
ride, and on several occasions I believe we i rae ig. 
owed our lives to the fact that these turned ae 7a $ 
back the water as it raced over us. It was ee oe 
necessary to take a quartering course in ap ee <. 
order to make the point of land aimed at, See cS 
and this was dangerous on account of the Fis A ed 
waves, and momentarily we had to turn and : ae NY so, oe 
face the storm to avoid being swamped, and ae eR @ ow P 
twice Ledkey, panic-stricken, called for Bill, 4 is. oe 
the Indian steersman, to turn the canoe and “ee Cee 
run with the wind for land. This would a 4 al fe Z ‘ 
doubtless insure our safety, but would have 4 y § 
placed us stranded on the shore. The taci- Sh : . ; 
turn old Indian held stedfastly to his course, Bheie Oe ae E a 
taking csders from no one, and after three Pcouaen ee 
hours of tossing around more or less at the > ie Minako] Fa : 
mercy of the wind, we rounded the point ae SS eek ay Q Fa ee ae AT 
and drove our canoes among the rocks that |/9) 99) 9 = 7) | j i> a 
formed the landing place of the Hudson Bay |™ 9555) 9 = | , id pA P 
Company’s Post on this lake. It is need- ee P k 
less to say that we were glad to get ashore, ye Z % 
altho slightly in the rear of the guides who s % d . : é 
had passed us en route, and we were met by ice a & 3 , i, 
all the people of the little settlement who a al ae ba re : 
were out to see the foolish white men cross Se ? Fe. Le 
in the soem 2 : a eens al 

An old miner, likewise windbound, who - =i 
had lived for years on the opposite shores je | 
of the lake, was the first man to meet us, 4 5 
and said: “No one but a fool would try to es : q 
cross Abitibi in such a wind.” We agreed ee z 
without argument. We would have agreed 
unconditionally with anyone else that might 
have condemned us for the foolhardy stunt, 
and we would not have tried it either had 
we been well informed about these things A , 
or had we been properly equipped at the aN = 
starting point. Howare or 

Mr. Ledkey invited Mr. Bliss and myself {ff a. ps Pe. : 
up to the factor’s house, a kindness we were baa La bes PS 
not slow in accepting, where the living room Ges 
was placed at our disposal, and here I 
opened my duffle bag and, taking everything “YOU MUST STAND UP TO SHOOT,” SAID JIM, AND I STARTED SLOWLY TO GET 
out, managed to get the contents dry in the TO MY FEET 
next thirty-six hours that we were wind- é 
bound, waiting for the violence of the wind found the beautiful specimen that fell to my evening the rest of the hunters came up to 
to diminish and our guides to sleep off the lot. As he was likewise windbound waiting the post for a few supplies, and we gathered 
effects of the alcohol. for a chance to start on the back trail to around the stove, spent a very pleasant hour - 

The rest of the day was spent looking thru Montreal, I did not see him again, but the with them, Mayer making two drawings for 
the storeroom, taking notes about the place, little map he drew on the back of a card us from a map he carried that were of much ~ 
which dates back to 1670, the original build- was consulted many times during the trip. help to us in the days that followed. They 
ing being still in use, altho a new storehouse About an hour later a man came walking were an especially nice bunch of sportsmen, 
was built two years prior to our coming. up the shore from a camp hastily made a returning home without a moose, largely 
When they took us out to the dog kennels mile below the post, where Joseph Mayer of thru inefficiency on the part of the outfitter— 
we realized that we were actually in the Far Erie, Pa., and four companions had been a crime that should not go entirely un- 
North, for here were the sled dogs with forced ashore the day before by the terrific heralded. : 
which all travel is accomplished when winter wind, after vainly trying to make the post, The next day, thru the courtesy of Ledkey, 
covers the ground with several feet of snow. and had been unable to erect tents, but had who was in charge during the factor’s ab- 
These dogs are kept chained in small, stall- camped as best they could in the wind and sence, we spent going thru the old post 
like sheds, one dog to each stall, and are rain. These men had been outfitted thru buildings. Above in the attic we found a 
fed fish daily, the supply being gathered by another party, and were much displeased large number of old muskets, some of which 
the use of large nets set off the rocks for with the treatment, guides and arrangements were made historic by the traditions that 
that purpose. in general. They had been sent out with clustered about them. A few there remained 
We were glad to meet a body of students guides who did not know. the country, and of those early weapons that were used to 

from the University of Quebec who had it was only by the use of maps and the rare withstand the attacks of Indians in the days 
spent the summer months studying and pros- good luck of having with them Mr. Lindsay when the Hudson Bay Company first tried to 
pecting the rock-covered shores for minerals. of Vanderbrook & Lindsay, Riley Brook, New become established in what was then, and 
And to the leader of this party, whose name Brunswick, old-time guides, that they had now remains, a total wilderness. There were 
I have unfortunately forgotten, I owe much, been able to find their way back after spend- old snowshoes, old curios of many kinds, 
for he kindly drew a map showing me where ing several weeks in this territory vainly and one beautiful caribou head which had 
the best moose hunting would be found if looking for moose. been placed there in the days when the cari- 
the conditions prevailed during the fall | They were unanimous in praise of Lind- hou herds drifted down that way in count- 
months that held true in the summer, and it say, and I could well believe him capable less thousands, and which for some ten years 
was on a small stream, too insignificant al- of earning it, as he is a typical woodsman back have seldom sent even a few along the 
most to have been noticed, to which he di- and guide, a man who has spent his life in old routes, altho one youngster had been 
rected my special attention, as he had seen that kind of work, and to whom hardships killed the week we arrived. My guide, who 

. many moose there earlier, that I later on are an every-day occurrence. Later in the was but 20 years old, told me later on thal
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2 : large bull moose during the summer, and 
soggiee when Bradford came along he had taken him 

out to where this fellow fed, feeling sure he 
Te A s| could procure Bradford a good shot. As the 

; : ¢ : Lee fA’ ‘ story went, they had hidden on the left bank 
J , as h of the river, remaining in the canoe, but 

sheltered by the screen of the overhanging 
branches, from which vantage point Erni had 
used the birch bark horn to good advantage, 
so much so that three cows and two bulls 

ane Soe s =o appeared, one of which was the large bull 
Ie A eae ‘| they were after. It seems that he came down 

F 5 : - é nae __ | well within a hundred feet, and Bradford 
. ; ~~ * | had a good standing shot, but missed. At 

k ‘ i ‘ + =| this writing I do not recall if he shot more 
ieee ee é ee bee _ =~ | than once or not, but the moose escaped, 

fee ee oe ies ee =| and he was the most dejected hunter imagin- 
Sesh eae mn peg ae =| able when we came into camp. I should 
"ele eae et ee ae ee Se as =| say, by way of extenuation, that Bradford 
Ss fri a Sy ~ | was undertaking his first big game hunt, and 

pe ——e Sead Fs Saisce 2 4 that he was badly broken up nervously from 
ee ae PN - x ~~ =~ 4% {| some months spent in our country’s aeroplane 
a aa i i service. 

ee < ian Sail is Bex EG Later in the afternoon he and I went out 
I , a ‘ae in one of the canoes and he tried for bass, 

= but casting from a zound-honom canoe isa 
pretty desperate undertaking, and we gave 

CARRS ING THE CANOES OVER AY PORTAGE up the venture after a half hour without a 
rise. I am most happy to record, however, 

he and his father came across a bunch of old elm had its feet down deep in its watery that some two weeks later, when we returned 
ten in deep snow three years before, and home. through the head camp, we found that Brad- 
killed four of them. With every lift of the paddles the water ford had stayed on and secured the very 

The wind continued its violence during was whirled forward in myriads of dropsthat moose he was after. We saw the head which 
the day, a register of its velocity being re- struck the unruffled surface of the water like he had left to be shipped out later. It had 
corded upon the government instruments at white pearls, and so for a moment held their a very fine spread of 57 inches, 20 points, 
the post showing as high as 74 miles an shape and skittered over the glass-like sur- and while something of the spread was due 
hour, but dying away during the afternoon face, only to merge into the great body of to the flatness of the palms and the failure 
hours sufficiently to permit the Mayer party the water again. A great stretch of beauti- of the points to turn upwards, yet it was a 
to move up to the post, and just as dusk fell ful scenery and we come to the only rapids nice head, and I believe the record spread 
they started back towards the railroad for in Abitibi River, known as Dancing Water taken out of Quebec in that year. 
the return trip homeward. Portage, deriving its name from the fact that We also saw at this time the trophies 

We saw but little of our Indians during the water comes dancing and racing by rapid spoken of earlier belonging to Dr. Parsons. 
the day, and as their home was but a half yet gentle degrees down from the higher The moose head was about 44 inches spread, 
mile from the post, they spent most of the level. For the first time on this trip the killed before it had become colored nicely, 
time there, but the next morning, the wind tump line is brought into play, for here we and the points were very short and blunt. 
being only moderately bad, and no white- unload, as we must carry everything around During the evening the guides got our 
caps on the water, they appeared with some- the rapids onto the higher ground and launch grub and tentage together ready for the start 
thing like a smile on their countenances. the canoe again. It brings back recollec- the next morning, which we made at 9 
Particularly was this true of Jim, who be- tions of other portages to my companion, o'clock. Our route took us across the re- 
came from this onward my personal guide. and he tells me of a seven-mile “carry” down mainder of the lake, passing into the mouth 
He was the most intelligent of the lot and in the French River country he took with a of Canasute River, where is located the 
showed the intermingling of white blood in guide a few years ago while after moose. I winter hunting and trapping cabin belonging 
his fairness of skin and hair, which was most did not at the time give much thought to to the father of our guides. The country 
unlike that of any of the others; and after what a seven-mile portage meant, but later now begins to look like moose country. Lily 
debating the matter they decided we could on, as I became more familiar with these pads line the water’s edge on all sides. 
now make the real start in three 16-foot portages, I yielded a proper respect to any- Somewhere in reading a story of the war 
canoes, which was done about 9 o’clock. one who could endure the strain of those written by a boy in Flanders I recall that 
we ae no sooner started than the wind long detours. — : he says: “Remember that with all other 
cine and a pee ae s Broleeting arm Eighteen miles and much effort bring us features here it is always raining.” And 

fete scdthers Sead oof ke ahiuhe ° he - to Lake Duparquet (Lake of Many Islands), ow I say, remember that here it is always 
Seu aah taccicad a ahe cd © which is totally unlike Abitibi in that it is blowing, and we face a very stiff headwind, 

Tae a a © fouds and the day clearer, much deeper and rockbound, with the progress being necessarily slow, the fact 
Tae into oneré magnificent beauty. beautiful islands on every hand, and only 44, a a river being our 

The river’s entrance into this lake was so occasional wide sweeps between. It looks me ve Bre tomes Ue ; v ith 
hidden that it could not be noticed until : pe s only protection, as the banks are lined wit 
one had Hed Gieh - h the habitat of many fish, and we learned trees which afford us some respite from the 

jad approached right up to its mouth, this is true. Some twenty to thirty miles wind. 
reminding me of such eee Warburton across and as picturesque a bit of water as § We come to our first portage of the day, 
Pike tells of in his travels farther west in J know of anywhere. "T'would delight the a short carry, where we “bile the kettle,” 
Canada, but whereas his was concealed by soul of O. W. Smith, our Angling Editor, to and the only thing I found in that country 
rocky formation, this was impossible to de- look upon this virgin water, and I am sure that exceeds the regularity with which the 
tect, due to the heavy growth of rushes, and that were I more the fisherman and less the wind blows is the clock-like precision of tea 
it seemed we must be going to land, when hunter I would yield to the ineffable lure of time. Nothing is allowed to interfere with 
with a quick turn of the canoe we were pro- Lake Duparquet to visit it many times. this function. A short distance and another 
pelled into a river of some 150 feet in width, We find the head camp of our organiza- portage, where I go out after partridges 
whose sluggish waters cannot be seen to tion located upon a southwesterly point of while the guides are carrying the load over, 
flow, as this country is extremely flat, and this lake, a splendid promontory that owns secure one and find a lot of fresh moose 
as we are north of the Height of Land, all the only hill in all that country, which is an tracks, come across the only runway I saw 
rivers run north into Hudson Bay. We sub- immediate invitation to climb to the top—a on the trip, which turns abruptly towards 
sequently found this to be true of all the thing I did after we had acquainted the head the river, and I follow it back to the water, 
rivers in that part of the country. It was guide, Erni, with our presence. As it was call the guide’s attention to it, and he tells 
necessary to ask the guides which way they the writer's birthday, I took along the us that he snared a moose on this runway 
ran, and as we encountered headwind so Stevens .22, with which six grouse, or as last winter. Some little distance above we 
much of the time, it would have been more they are called in that country, partridges, come to three portages, close to each other, 
or less confusing anyway. were added to the pot, and were much en- and a good deal of time is required to un- 

Bliss and his guide were leading some joyed. It was here we met a young fellow load and reload the canoes so many times. 
hundred yards as we passed up Abitibi by the name of Bradford from New York, We had debated the possibility of hunting 
River. The water was as smooth as un- who was hunting out from the head camp near the runway for one evening, and after 
broken glass, and the flashing of their twin with Erni, and he had a most distressing tale we had paddled up to the end of this river 
paddles, like two great fish, slipped in and to relate of the night before. It seemsthat and into the northern shores of Lake Das- 
out. The banks were lined with the white Erni, who had been in the camp all summer, seratt we made camp, but the ever-present 
birch, small pine and spruce, and the good erecting some new buildings, had located a wind had now become a gale, accompanied
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with rain, so that we were glad to erect our aS by: i” “ 
tents and after dinner take to the blankets. a aH 7 1Z id 
Our guides are not the early-rising kind, and = Be E beth, is 
we are late getting started the next morning, pee E ; ; 
but eventually shove off, headed for Smoky Pree 3 x ‘ i S 
River, where we had expected to camp and BTN hy 33 BB oD t 
hunt a few days. However, we find another |BK, oP ak 
party had already taken possession, so with- ei . eee 7 5 
out going ashore we decide to turn west and |iaak ia) “ E 
south, cross over to the mouth of a small a eat 3 4 
river that empties into Lake Dasseratt from ie or Ne Tea rape r . 
Lake Labyrinth, which we do, getting into nO, Roa See Wied . 
camp about 4 o’clock, and after the inevit- |iaahiarmt Agen eases Si 
able tea, Bliss and Charley go up this river, |iemr as eo are A eee 
which had been especially well favored in bea PRs ar | a : 
previous reports, to spy out the country for i eta ee a 2 
moose signs, while Jim and the writer go rE sama 2 SP at a , A MS : 
some distance south and pole thru a small |aReehgawrednan te ra < : a * 
marsh covered with rushes, scaring as we ae es) Aig ei! ag : * _ ea 
do so hundreds of ducks up and away. We |jeie ar ky ‘ ee FT os a small pond ee 200 nese wide, and eee > %. 5 a a3 Pe a Hi) on the west side find a small, obscure chan- ded ae ee oe a ep ees a All nel leading into another and larger lake. rey A See. AS Nt at wy Sa fat 
This channel is filled with rushes grown to aes NC eer eames  §) “a= “2 A ul a ‘ 
a height of some seven or eight feet, and it gee ay CX o ee ge f AN = 
is difficult work getting thru this a foot or ie ov Presi 4 ye Se, 
two at a time, but we finally emerge and Pg = a 3 -S . =f 
paddle slowly around the lake, finding a few ~ 

one but nee oe eneourebine: ah acl “TEA TIME.” LEFT TO RIGHT, DAVE, CHARLES, JIM AND THE WRITER 
owever, Jim selects a favorite spot an 

a Rese (oe we ie my guide, and he finally moves across to the but with extreme slowness. We could hear 
during the day. After about a half hour, other side. This seems to me an error of him walking in the watery marsh, stopping 
during which we call from different points judgment, but he declares he will make the every few steps to listen, and for all the 
of vantage, we get a reply, but one only, bull swim out towards us. That sounds in- world like an old domestic bull, as he worked 
and as it & now dack wo Patent camp to teresting, and I am willing for any such his way thru the herd on the mesquite- 
find Bliss and Charley have already returned. Diamond Dick stunts, so his move is always sorcred Pe of our ee 

mine. ways starting anew a > Tul 
Lee en iis mt In about an hour the bull comes slowly grunt, this old fellow came on, and as we 

ritory. out to he ee side of the lake st a half oye peeve codldeet aishot at we 
i igg mile distant from our position. Jim encour- in the moonlight, we ro S 

an re oe avakeaed ee ages him, and he walks back and forth along in the direction he was coming, aiming to 
of the tent having been left open, he sees the shore, wading out at times 200 or 300 strike the shore at about the same place. 
meveral partridges in a near-by tree, and Yards into the water, but he hesitates to take Whenever he started walking we—or rather 
rising merely to a sitting position, Shoots the plunge, altho Jim, who is a master with Jim—drove the canoe forward with powerful, 
three grouse from off a small ich tree di- the horn, coaxes him and urges by every silent strokes of the paddle, which he. kept 
rectly in front of our doorway—a rare ex- lure of the call to come on over, and at one under water—and surely the Northern Indi- 
perience, I should say; but Bliss says he time it seemed almost as tho he would come ans are adepts with the canoes. In this 
always), likes ‘his “picked fresh for break. 2°T088, but we were doomed to disappoint- fashion we crossed the Jake and rapidly ap- 
fast.” Hates for ie finely peresi to come around, ee the Put but again letele tails 

ollowing the shore line. ortunate, in that he was comp! 
eae a ee As he went towards the eastern end of the from us, and when we had gotten up to 
Ohio and his guide, they having dropped off lake there was a long neck of land project- within what we estimated to be some hun- 
to see what luck we were having. They re- i out into the water, and as it was now dred feet from him, but protected by a 
ported having run onto a nice bull the day Setting dark, Jim said when he crosses that screen of bushes that grew out from the 
before, and having knocked the old fellow neck we will paddle over and get him as he water’s edge, we allowed the canoe to drift 
down twice with shots from a Savage .25. 2PPears on the far side. This we tried to silently into the rushes and come to a stop. 
3000, but he got up and ran away, duns do. After he had gotten onto the wooded Thinking he would come out to meet us, we 
the country is so marshy and Tiererers go Point we crossed furiously and rounded the paused, Jim holding the canoe motionless 
many other tracks, they gave up trying to Point not more than thirty feet behind him, and I holding the Newton pointed directly 
find or track him after several hours Egon but while the moon had now risen, he was towards the spot where he should appear. 
in: that manner. counletaly qusen by ths overhang of the A long pele eased never ae 

trees, and as we drifted silently in his wake it was one of his regular pauses simply pro- 
ae iene in water not over eighteen inches deep, it longed or if he had suddenly become sus- 
quarter of a mile long, on the ieee south. Was as impossible for us to see him as tho picious, but at any rate he made no move 
ern point of Lake Dassarett. From camp he had been but a creature of fancy. to come forward. We remained in suspense, 
we can view the Height of Land, which is A moment more and he was on the bank hardly daring to breathe. 
about a mile south of us, eamered with a gain, and some slight noise of ours, or per- A gentle movement of the canoe showed 
short growth of new birch and spruce, as it haps the wind, warned him, for he turned, that Jim was getting to his feet, always a 
had been burned over a few years previously, and for _Just_a moment we could see his dangerous thing in one of those small round- 
and the bright green of the ene eyes, which showed green in the night, and bottom canoes, and more especially at night. 
blended with the autumnal tints of the birch Ji™ called on me to shoot. As I could not A moment later he touched me on the shoul- 
trees makes this place a thing of beauty discern where his body was, I would not try, der and said, Get up. I raised onto my 
which we never tire of looking upon. and in another moment he had turned again, knees, but he said, “You must stand up to 

Directly east of camp is a chain of three and amid a great crashing and breaking of shoot”; and I started to get slowly to my 
lakes, where we propose to hunt. As the branches and small trees, had passed deeper feet. As I look back on the happenings of 
cee at ji at : into the forest. the next few moments, from the perspective 

noon wanes, Jim and I prepare to goto =§'We were naturally much annoyed at the of a few months, I can laugh at what we 
the farthest, and Bliss and his guide to one turn fate had given to the affair and to have would term our “tenderfoot” methods of a bit south of the others. Jim and I arrive been out-maneuvered by just a few moments working in a canoe. At any rate, I got to at Lake Burut, and as the air currents are of daylight. However, the fascination of my feet, or just about that far, holding the 
shifting, we paddle about while he calls lying there in the canoe, in the mystery of rifle ready for a shot which must perforce 
from time to time. We presently get a reply the night, while Jim and the bull talked to be a poor one from a moving rest. Just as 
from a far-off bull, and Jim then begins to each other, was a rare treat, and it left me I got to an erect position over went the canoe 
cast about for a good place to hide and with a feeling of satisfaction and enjoyment, —too many trying to see the old moose. As 
await his lordship. The wind makes this a thrill such as I had never gotten from any I fell I tried to save the rifle, and threw the 
more difficult than it seems, for it was con- other form of hunting. left arm carrying the rifle back against the 
stantly changing, and we, it seemed, changed Now, during the time we had been playing canoe, and it discharged directly in the di- 
as much as it did, until I begin to wonder with this old fellow another bull farther east rection where the moose must have been 
if the bull would not think we were playing had answered and had been coming up, so standing. He was in about three feet of 
hide and seek with him. No place on the that we now turned our attention to him. water, for we had about four where we were; 
closest shore met with the entire approval of He was approaching along the north shore, and as we righted the canoe the whole night
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Coe ‘ Jim calls at intervals. As night deepens he 
. ‘ rolls up his coat and, placing it under his 
*‘ 3 : : head, goes to sleep. I awaken him about 
nde every twenty minutes to half an hour to call, 

ie a ov ' whereupon he immediately drops back into 
Agee See re deep slumber. 
Re, he As I lie there imagination brings the call 
Soe i, * S of the bull moose in unmistakable rhythm 
ae 7? { ee. until it requires a prodigious mental effort 
ee E i m A to clear away the mythical sound and dis- 

. = . 4 * iH 2 i associate it from the possible and real. The . 
Ee be i Bh sd night gets colder. One feels damp in spite 
Pg - % “4 of clothing, and the chill creeps stealthily 
gn IF . ] ? over one until it seems impossible to main- 

sec : i Le tain the cramped position made necessary by 
: ae eo \ pee | ee ty AY : mF the thwarts of the canoe. At 1 o’clock I pull 

yg a ea ah | & ey J Jim’s foot and he awakens, gives a series of 
7 OE eX \" ee ee es a 3 s calls and falls into the sleep of the tired boy. 
A ak AS oe as y 7 oe at ed At 1:20 I hear afar off the reply of the bull. 

a ‘i pS 4 : = fA SS Xx ye Jim is immediately awakened and informed. 
ie e z . . —~ o , He calls again, and immediately we catch bY i 5 . Ss Y Se ie ei At the sound again on the moisture-laden air. 
oe Ps [ 4 “4 I had expected that Jim would beach the 

> : pe s : a - rah canoe, and that we would hide in the short 
ae is — er brush and ule oe maaee tere, ioe the 
8 gt Tas oa : & oe a water is somewhat lower than the bank, an 

. N ae | De x A Be 4 aaa the muskeg stands about three feet high, so 
3 v ar iE” i eee on ae | ew re aa that the moose would not be visible to us 

wa { pee PP a “ aot unless he came right up to the bank, some- 
eres Se ees ane a ee $ 3 thing I did not believe possible; but Jim Vag ts - toast 8 a“ rs ae 
Me, Fe & 5 wie RA would not put the canoe ashore, backing it 

i — 4 . into the stream instead, and sullenly refused 
8 to discuss this feature. I pleaded with him, 

eae for I realized that if the moose came up at 
~ * any but one spot I could not see him, and I 

F Le, would not stand a chance of getting a shot 
ea ~ a Beta even tho he might come within fifty or sixty 
ae = r a oS fis feet, which I conceded to be as close as any 

os , a eG oR be ee moose could be expected to approach. 
ay ae ee aes Ree Jim told me afterwards that a moose will 
jas 4 ,6e, Ge a scent one quickly in the brush, but will 
| ia ox ‘a V i Pe J i > - - approach closely to a canoe on the water, 
a be A nage . . Se something I now believe to be correct. The 

oe ae a i orgy 2 : Pa - bull meanwhile is coming closer, and when 
ty va Say i i * ‘ ‘ he gets within a mile we can hear the sticks 

i p és fe ee : i and limbs breaking. Again I ask to be put 
; F a Pie ie a : ashore that I may at least have ground upon 

Fs ~ abel: ‘ 4 2 which to stand, but Jim wraps himself in a 
dense silence, encouraging the moose mean- 

THE AUTHOR AND HIS BIG BULL MOOSE while with little grunts and calls. 
Forgotten now is the cold of the earlier 

must “have been awakened by the sound of the territory of other sports, Jim and I de- evening; forgotten all the discomforts of the 
the old bull making his getaway, the splash- cide to hunt elsewhere, and hold a council ‘tip, and we give ourselves to the witchery 
ing and racket he made as he charged for to determine where this is to be. of the night, the fascination of the call from 
the shore being tremendous. It is at this time that the map drawn on_ the birch bark horn and the “wough” return 

We got to shore as hastily as we could, the -visiting card and referred to earlier of the bull. As he approaches to what we 
turned the canoe over, built a fire and tried comes into play. I bring it out, show it to imagine to be some 150 yards, Jim gives a 
to get dried out. As dawn approached, we Jim and suggest our going to the little river ast low lurking gurgle close down to the 
started for camp, calling en route, but with- emptying into Lake Dassarett from the Water's edge and the horn ds silent. He says 
out avail. We got back to camp at 8 o’clock South, but Jim says no such river exists. I to me, “Sit still; don’t miss”; and the bull 
to find that Bliss and his guide had not can’t concede this, as the man had told me Now crosses the stream for the last time. We 
raised anything and had returned early in it was an especially good hunting ground, hear his feet pulling out of the deep mud; 

: the evening. so finally we cross over to the south end of he is on the ‘west shore. ‘ 
At noontime Jim and I troweled a brace the lake, and Jim refreshes his memory The moon Js now directly back of him 

of fish, catching a nice three-pound pickerel enough to say that there is a small stream and rapidly sinking from sight over the tops 
and a wall-eyed pike. These, with the ever- there. This is indeed welcome news, for I of the spruce trees. He reaches a point 
present grouse, made splendid additions to am becoming more or less distrustful of directly opposite the canoe and turns at right 
our daily fare. moose hunting on large open water. angles and starts from the brush across the 

The next afternoon Charley and Bliss de- We find the stream, and as it is still early, open point towards us. Thru my mind runs 
cided to hunt the lake Jim and I had used we paddle up it some ways to look for sign, the saying, “Here comes the King”—and 
the night previously, and so Jim and I started and find tracks more numerous and fresh surely here comes the monarch of the forest, 
out for some lakes about seven miles north than any place we have previously visited. his slow, steady tread giving you less idea 
and easterly, leaving at 2 o’clock and pad- It looks to be a splendid place, and we there- of his latent speed than his size and close- 
dling across Lake Dassarett to near the fore draw back to the mouth of the river, ness. 3 7 
mouth of a bay extending back towards some make a pot of tea, and as the long, slanting Jim now moves the canoe with almost im- 
little lakes, when we noticed some four shadows of an Indian summer afternoon be- perceptible sweeps of the paddle broadside 
canoes headed in the same direction coming gin to play across the smooth water of this into the stream, and my hopes sink as I re- 

in from the north. We meet them and find river we start slowly up its course, calling alize that we are moving out into the moon- 
them to be Dr. Thomas S. Arbuthnot, dean at intervals. light. I look pleadingly at Jim, not daring 
of the Medical Department of the University As darkness approaches the fog, like blue to _speak. His face is immobile, no sign 
of Pittsburgh; Dr. Ogden M. Edwards, owner smoke, drifts gently across the face of the Written thereon. A long line of Ojibway 
of the famous Walnut Hall Farms in Lexing- stream, billowing into little clouds that float ancestors conspire to defeat my desire. The 
ton, Ky.; and Charles Arbuthnot, member of ever ahead like some magic lure. It is now tread of the bull now is on the opening, and 
an old established firm of wholesalers in getting cold and we cover our clothing with gradually I see above me, as it were, the 
Pittsburgh, Pa. These three men, who have oilskin capes to shut out the dew and cold. quiet, uplifting of a mighty head, and the 
hunted together for many years from Alaska Night comes on apace and with it a big, bull takes form, grotesquely outlined and 
to Mexico, we came to know better later on. beautiful moon. This suits Jim’s methods of enlarged in the moonlight. 
We talk a few moments and find they in- hunting, and we push the nose of the canoe The moose is now less than fifteen feet 
tend making camp at the place Jim had se- gently into the shore at a place previously away, directly facing us. I look along the 
lected, and as it is the unwritten law of selected, where there is a slight command- barrel of the Newton, as I cannot see the 

good sportsmanship not to encroach upon ing point of land covered only with muskeg. sights facing the moon, and aim at a spot
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where I think the neck enters the shoulders, Loo 
but Jim whispers, “Wait, don’t shoot,” and ‘ - ge 
I feel the canoe, which is directly in his s 3 | 
path, move forward some six feet, and then 3 ees 
Jim says, “Shoot.” The report follows 5 ee 
closely upon the spoken word. The bull : ] Pe Ce 
wheels and starts.for the timber. I jump to i y Pee | 
my feet and shoot again, now entirely by ‘ wT “y Sage 
sound. We hear the bull go downward, and a > 
I shoot the third time. We can now hear a 4 a gt 
him blow. Jim says calmly, “Well, you have rs a y ee 
your head.” an / «3 oa 

We beach the canoe and by the time we CY . “ee | 
are ashore there is no sound from the moose, 
which has gone down at about seventy feet, J 
with the first bullet running back thru the PY - >: : 
neck and emerging on the opposite side after 4 79 
passing thru the lungs. The second shot had ~~ | 
caught him across one horn, breaking it off; ee? 
the third missed. ‘ j oe 
We were deeply pleased to find his was a_ |’ Gs 

most extraordinary head, spreading fifty-four ee i 
inches, with beautifully broad upturned ’ r rs 
palms, carrying on the left side a double A wd 
palm formation, altogether thirty-seven ye. eee 
points, most of which are well pointed, and oe 
the entire set being later on pronounced by ae » € 
old moose hunters one of the best heads ever ’ = >. 
brought in from the Northland. — - i) > 

We return to camp and Bliss gets in the | : ee, | _ 
next morning, having had three bulls re- Be wns Y PGs | 7 

spond to the call, but by poor jockeying they - — , a Ds 
had all gotten away without his getting a 5 =z = as 
shot. Once, indeed, they had a splendid THE AUTHOR’S MOUNTED MOOSE HEAD AS IT LOOKS IN HIS DEN 
chance, but the guide left a paddle stuck in 

the mud alongside the shore, and after-events Here we find the “Three Musketeers,” as the hunted pretty much all over this continent, 
proved that the bull came close enough to hunters from Pittsburgh were aptly named, and three finer men it has never been my 
this to smell of the wood. Why the seeming already starting on the return voyage. pleasure to meet while out on the trail. 
lack of fear on the water I don’t know. Charles Arbuthnot had killed a moose with The third day everyone broke camp and 

We spend the next five days at this camp a forty-inch spread, the only one seen. It started for the railroad again, and the big 
while Bliss tries to get a shot, but the was, however, a nice, small head. game hunt of 1920 had become history. 
weather changes again, and we have rain and We spent two days at this place while I wish in closing this narrative to acknowl- 
high winds every day. Once he gets an- Bliss and the others tried to secure a head, edge the unfailing courtesy and never-tiring 
other bull coming towards the canoe, but the but without avail, and it was here that I eagerness to be of service that we met on 
guides, who are both with him on this occa- came to appreciate the wonderful qualities every hand from the Canadians—trainmen, 
sion, spoil his chances by talking. of good fellowship and cheer on the part of customs officials, ever yone—contrasting 

It is with much difficulty we get the cape these three old-time hunters. They were strongly with some of the bruskness, lack of 
dried sufficiently to ship, but the two days’ royal good sports, and it was a pleasure to interest and positive discourtesy we encoun- 
trip is made back to headquarters camp, the know them and swap yarns with them over tered on this side, notably with the Michigan 
last mile crossing being particularly nasty. some of the hunts of other days. They have Central employes at Detroit. 
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Y Roadside Home—the Tent 
Our autocamping editor discusses some motor touring tents of known 

‘value, and flashes some instructive sidelights on how to 
equip for a motor-camping trip 

ys nine cases out of ten, when planning to e heavier weights. Subjected to a successful 

autocamp without a trailer outfit, the first F. E. Brimmer * water-proofing process the light weight 8- 

adventure is deciding upon your tent. This COME Pre Oudoon ene ounce or 10-ounce :naterial makes a fine 
chapter might well be divided into two parts: se canes os sco uen adnek pees 

i ; > 
Snelere ae sa ee maa good ‘act ny away because of the fact that not an ounce and the other double filled. The double fill- 
primarily made for autocamping, but that 4f gilk comes near it. There is other ex- ing is the closer woven duck, and the tex- 
may be converted to the neM, faith, while cellent patent tenting, such as airplane cloth ture is a better cotton fiber and by far the 
the other part would deal with the true auto- and silkette. Each kind of material has its best tenting material. Sometimes canvas is 
tent. Another chapter will be devoted to special points of value. Canvas is usually triple, quadruple, and the makers alone know 
the trailer and to the tent-bed. the old standby for tenting, but where light how many more times filled. Double fill is 

A great many tents used in the past have weight is the prime consideration, then ‘bal- _ best. 
been made from canvas or cotton duck, gen- loon silk, or some other reliable patent cloth The ordinary canvas comes in 29-inch 
erally water-proofed, at least the roof. There built to beat the law of gravity, is more width, but sometimes 36-inch material is 
is coming into favor a popular material much popular. offered the tourist. Remember that the 
lighter than canvas, known usually as balloon One should remember that canvas is not wider duck is relatively one-third lighter 

a ‘ilk. hile this is a misnomer, since it is of just one single kind of tent material, for than the narrower when a yard of each of 

not silkt but very closely woven fabric sub- there are many kinds, and also it comes in equal weight is considered. If the cotton 
jected to a most exacting wet-proofing various thicknesses or weights, known as 8- duck is offered to you in such a weight, 

process, still none of the virtue is taken ounce duck, 10-ounce, or so on up thru the make sure that such weight is really 29-inch
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RE the big bull moose. be- is different. The bull will not res- get away on hearing the human 
A coming less plentiful or are pond to every call. In order to yoices and footsteps, and the firing 

they merely acting canny interest him, the call must be «4 fe : = 
during the hunting seasons? realistic. No amateurish call will ne i. ee be escape: wand 

During the past few years it has attract the really big fellows. Such C@™S°, se oe all. : 
been noticed that the bull moose a call may get a rise out of a An illustration is cited. Along 
killed during the hunting seasons young bull, on the threshold of the Pocologan River and Lakes in 
have rarely been of the extremely maturity, but the older animals are eastern Canada is a bull moose 
large type. The weight of the car- backward about coming forward. which undoubtedly weighs about 
easses has usually ranged from five. The biggest bull moose ever kill- tiva—thonsand_pounds, The spread 
hundred to nine hundred pounds. ed weighed sixteen hundred pounds|§ must be about eighty inches, And 

And the spread has ranged from His antler spread was seventy-three the number of points in the antlers 
forty to sixty inches. The number inches, with the antlers containing by actual count is thirty—fifteen on 
of points on the antlers has ranged twenty-two points. At present, in each side. This big bull, now about 
from ten to sixteen. the woods of eastern Canada are ten years old, has been consistently 

During the closed period of the bulls that are bigger than this prize in the Pocologan territory all his 
year, guides report that much larger specimen, but indications are that life. Even in his calfhood, he was 
bulls than those killed during the they will die of old age rather than a naturally large bull. How is it 
open period, are seen regularly via the bullets of hunters. Thus that this bull has escaped the bul- 
in the woods. In fact, not content will senility take the place of the lets through the ten hunting sea- 
with wandering through the forests, cartridge. : : sons? Not one person has seen 
they penetrate into the cities and The natural impulsiveness of him during the open period of each 
towns and villages. But just- as youth leads the very young bull year. Unlike other moose, this bull, 

soon as the hunting season opens to his death. Having seen his pals even in his calf days hid himself 
these self same behemoths of the disappear, the old bull is wary. during the open season of each year. 
wilds, apparently hermitize them- Even when quite hungry he re- Intuition seems to tell him when 
selves, and, rarely are they seen ,fuses to emerge from his retreat. to conceal himself. He is safely 
by guides, woodsmen and huntsmen. {i may be a_cave. Or it may be a planted a week before the open- 

Evidently, the bull moose is prof- ‘clump of white woods, in which he ing of the season. And, singularly, 
iting by the errors of his ances- can lie down and be hidden from this bull often wanders through the 
tors. Years agone, all that was view. He chooses the best of cover. villages in broad daylight during 
necessary during the mating period And; moreover, when human beings the closed period. The impression 
was to call, in order to bring a big approach he remains absolutely is that this huge bull has a cave in 
bull crashing through the woods quiet. A young bull, in a perfectly which he buries himself from human 
toward the call. Now the situation safe rendezvous would attempt to eyes, during the open period of each 
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year. How he feeds himself is Falding decided this was the bull Me found where the bull had knock- 
more or less a mystery. he was after. This bull seemed to ed down several young poplars in 

An illustration of the canniness feel the decision of the man for getting away; apparently staggered 
of the big bulls is afforded in the he hid behind a clump of white against the trees, from weakness 
experiences of Percy B. Falding, woods. And he remained very caused by the wounds. The second 
one of the most proficient as well quiet. Falding waited for about shot had wrought grievous injury. 
as one of the veterans among the a half hour on that birch, but the Some distance ahead was a turn- 
syle of northern New England bull did not stir. Falding had some ed up pine, a very big tree, and 

id eastern Canada. 500 grain bullets and these had behind this the moose had been 
When nearing the close of the never been used nor had he seen any- lying. But the trail of blood be- 

1924 season, Falding decided he body else use them. He was eager trayed his place of concealment. 
wanted a bull moose. ‘‘The moose to try them out. He inserted some Seeing his hiding place was dis- 
are more valuable to me alive than in his 45-70 rifle, and, sighting covered, the bull arose and crashed 
dead’’, says Falding, ‘‘but in this where to make room the moose was through some maple trees. But 
case, I wanted something to pro- hiding, fired. There wasacrash,and changed his mind and rushed at 
vide food for the winter.” although he could not see the bull, Falding. The charge was stopped 

It was daybreak when Falding he knew the bullet had struck home. by another bullet. And this time 
quit his camp on Serpentine Lake, The moose started to get to his the gigantic form nose dived to the 
in one of the most densely wooded hoofs and tore through the white ground, and was still. The bull 
sections of the Canadian woods, woods, now thoroughly alarmed, showed a spread of seventy inches, 
from coast to coast. He caught but slightly wounded. This act of and weighed approximately fifteen 
what appeared to be a warm trail indiscretion allowed Falding an hundred pounds. It was the sec- 
of a young bull moose. He follow- open shot, and he made the most ond largest moose ever captured. 
ed the trail for about three miles, of it, although the animal was There is no doubt that under 
and then came across a clearing. wending a very circuitous course the law of averages, the bull moose 
In the clearing were dozens of dif- through the white woods. The bull cannot be as abundant today as 
ferent tracks. The turf was plough- went down for the second time and twenty years ago. Each hunting 
ed up considerably, indicating that then hid behind a big birch. This season, more are killed than would 
some of the bulls had been fighting. tree was one of the biggest along be the rule, in three hunting per- 

He trailed the numerous tracks the Serpentine. Falding was un- iods, up to about fifteen years ago. 
for about four miles, and came long he was frozen on that fallen The breeding has been evidently on 
upon more testimony of fighting birch but it seemed like four hours the same plane as ever, but not 
among the bulls. Finally, he heard able to get a shot at the moose, as sufficient to fill the gaps created in 
the rattling of the moose horns the animal was completely hidden recent years, The majority of bulls 
about two hundred yards ahead of by the huge tree. The moose quietly killed during recent years are be- 
him. He stole forward, through backed on a line parallel with the tween three and six years old. 
some spruce trees, and the rattling birch, thus allowing ample protec- Under the law, a bull under three 
became more distinct. Seeing a_ tion from Falding’s bullets. He got is without the killing pale. If a 
fallen birch tree, he climbed on it away so quietly, Falding did not bull reaches six without becoming 
and stood upright, to get a better hear him. However, unable to the prey of a hunter, he becomes 
view. And he found himself star- understand the continued quietness more difficult to capture with the 
ing into the eyes of a cow moose. from the rear of the birch, Falding passing of the years. That is if the 
The cow had been feeding, but came closer, prepared for attack by killing is made during the legal 
stopped on hearing the jump of the bull. He found no moose in hunting season. But all the moose 
Falding to the tree. Falding im- sight. He rushed through the killings are not made during the 
mediately ‘‘froze’’. This means woods in quest of the wounded bull. open seasons yearly. 
standing without the movement of ee 3 : 
a muscle. He does not know how _ EES 
to him. The cow kept looking at Lae aa Pe ate 
him. Finally, the cow resumed | Ry B Ak Gs Sa tS 
feeding, apparently convinced that > NN ‘ AR ey ~ 
Falding was harmless. tI A \ \ Wig ea RES 

From his standing attitude, Fald- ally a sks . Sey eS ey Rae 
ing could occasionally secure a t \\ My a fs CS NERS, 
glimpse of a bull moose. To his y \N er Cd a RY WS 

ytight, was a big fellow, indeed. & Na a Gee ; ay. es \ oan) = d mi 
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Medison, Wis. 
2222 Van Hise Ave. 
March 18, 1925. 

Mr, Wm. J. MelNulty, 
C/o Bditor, Canadian Forest & Outdoors, 

¢ Stendard Bank Bldg., 
Ottawa, Canada. 4 

Dear Sir: , ‘i 

I have read with great interest your article in the 

March number entitled "Canada's Moose Supply." In the last 

paragraph of the middle column on page 160) and agein in the 

last peragraph of the right-hand column of the same page, 

you touch upon the use of caves by moose. I happen to he : 

working on the eaving habit of mountain sheep, especially | 

in the Southwest, and would be very much interested indeed aa : 

to learn anything that you may know about moose in this : 

respect. It had never occurred to me that they paid any 

attention to anyskind of e cave or even overhanging ridges. : ; 

However remote the comperison with mountain sheep might be, : 

it would be a new idea and decidedly velueble. | 

Pie Very truly yours, 

ALDO LNOPOLD. 

4 a . 
* “ a ee ee



ez IT6 Prince Edward St. = 
= = St.John N,B.. eS 

March 25,1925, a 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, se 
2222 Yan Hise Ave. eS. 
Madison Wis. = 

‘Dear Sir; = 
Your letter to the Canadian SS 

Forest and Outdoors, Ottawa,has been relaved on to me, = 
Both bull and coW moose.as well as calf moose will a 
seek refuge from fierce storms in caves,pabticularly as 
the caves with good sized openings.Cow moose have 3 
been known to give birth to the calves in caves, be— = 
cause of the quiet,and the ability of the mother to = 
watch the entrance to the cave . Bulls are not as a, 
strong for the caves as the females of the moose 2S 
spectes=and yot coulis will frequently wander—intoe : ae 
caves, that serve as protection from storms or from = 
the vision and bullets of hunters. The moose isa == 
very .canm animal after reaching the age of five. : a 
The moose is also gifted with wonderful hearing and = 
scent. The cow seems less afraid of human beings : s 
than the bull, Some claim the cow knows she is im- ae 
mune from danger owing to the ban on the killing of = 
Cow moose, During the regular open seasons,tho pull = 
Whe hes been in and about the villages, sottlenents, = 
toWns- and cities,will remain in hiding. Some of z 
them will remain in caves, exiting only to secure = ES 
food from the young poplar trees, grass, herds, berries, as 

; eto. soe = = 2 
eee ee : = The mountain sheep and the = 

moose are entirely dissimilar in their traits. During x 
the fall the moose seek shelter for the winter.Perhans = 
it is in a thick clump of woods, possibly white woods, : 
Or it my be under a protruding ledge of rook,cen @ : a 
slope. Again, it may be in « cave, If there hag been a 
plenty of snow,and he is unhampered, the bull will 3s 
wander for many miles, Semetimes he will return to = 
his rendezvous at nightfall,Agein, he will plant = 
himself wherever he may happen to. be, If there hag z 
been some rain and there is a coating of frost over = 
the snow,he sticks to his rendezvous a lot, for the 3 
bull finds it very hard to get about when there is = 
& crust on the snow surface, aa 

With the passing of the vears, the 
moose seems to be growing wiser and more discreet. sate . —— =“Phatis,the bull noose over five and some over four, SSS 

: An ola bull moose will locate almost anywhere,his in 
‘tuiting tells him he will be safe from attack by hum 
an being,animal that is hestile,or the elements, 

: A bull, his cow and a calf have 
taken to a cave for tho worst part of the winter, Very 
fow of the caves in the Moose country which includes 
Maine, New Brunswick, Nove Scotia, Quebec, Ontario, New 
Hampshire,are large. enough to accommodate even a. 

2 small moose herd,So, the individutl moose largely ; 
seek sholter there,or & bull and-his mate, 

Tam glad te be of service to you 
Steel 000 the information is. satisfactory. If not let 2 ~~ ne kneWthesdecdeiongies oni To. 1: 1 undertake to ; satisfy you. entire 

a - : a = eS. —— 

very truly yours, 

Wdits:HS William J.MoNulty 

bh) Lhe. | x | 
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: Memo for "Southwestern Game Fields" M Go 4 |p Is 

The Hiding Habit in Lerge Mammals he 

We Te. Cox, Consulting Forester, St. Paul, told me 

substantially the following: 

In September, 1924, he made a reconnsissance by sea- 

plane of the territory lying between leke Winnipeg and Hudson 

—- Bay. "This work was done jointly for the Abitibi Peper Co., 
who were interested in the supply of pulpwood, and the Canadian 

Government, which was interested from a more general standpoint, 

including the mapping of the region. The work did not consist 

of a single flight but rather of a thorough covering of the 

entire country from the mouth of the Churchill River east to 

the mouth of the Nelson River and south to Lake Winnipeg. 

Cox says that during this work big game animals were 

frequently seen while the plane was flying low. In the case of 

moose, in particular, however, theyinvariably took to cover 

before the plane actually passed over. In taking to cover 

they apparently did not run away but rather skulked and hid 

in the nearest cover they could find, acting practically in 

the same way as many birds do under similar circumstances. 

The same phenomenon was observable with caribou in the prairies 

adjacent to Hudson Bay, but there was not equally good opportunity 

to observe the behavior of deer. ‘ 

With the exception of white tailed deer, such behavior 

has never been observed when approached from the ground in so 

fer as I am aware. These observations would indicate the 

a.



survival of an instinct, possibly dating back to pre-mammalian 

evolution. On the other hand, it may simply be the reerudescence 

of an instinct based on the experiences of fawns and calves, 

which are no doubt attacked often enough by eagles to preserve 

a Similer habit during the juvenile stages. Regardless of 

where the phenomenon comes from, it seems to be a new observa- 

tion of very great significance. pr 

: Aldo Leopold. 
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Reprinted from JouRNAL oF MAMMALOGY 
Vol. 9, No. 1, February, 1928, p. 65 

ABNORMAL GROWTH OF MOOSE ANTLERS 

The following notes, accompanied by several photographs, were sent to me by 
J. W. Rust, of Fairbanks, Alaska: 

In the latter part of September, 1924, an Indian shot a moose on the Dry Delta 

River, in the neighborhood of 100 miles south of Fairbanks. He found that the 
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animal was in very poor condition and that the antlers were abnormal, as shown 

in the accompanying sketches. The structure was a soft, lumpy growth with a 

harder outside layer. A few pieces of velvet still adhered to the surface. Un- 

fortunately, nothing more is known that would indicate the pathological con- 
dition of the animal. It was thought that the skull was still in Fairbanks, and the 

intention was to deposit the specimen with the Alaska Agricultural College and 

School of Mines.—Oxaus J. Muniz, U. S. Biological Survey, Jackson, Wyoming.



Cabano Pe Ov, 
Temisconata County, 

Quebec, 

Canada. 

4 Dec. 15th, 10306 

Frank WM. Warren, EPoqe, 
Izaak Walten League, 
Minneapolis, 

inne U.S, 

Dear Sirs 

Thanks for the kind encouragenent contained in your letter, 
which wis forwarded to me by the courtesy of Mr, Dallyn of "Canadian 
Forest and Outdoors". 

ZL Witte regard to the matter corcearning the moose, I have this 
to stye After the water becomes cold in the fall, moose no longer 
eat lily roots but browse considerably on hasel and maple buds. As 
the weather becomes colder they turn their attention to balsam (called 
"fir" in some districts in the Baet), which then becomes their prin= 
cipsl article of diet. The hazel and maple buds are eaten only in 
Spring and fall, and the leaves of them in carly summer. 

<< Daring the winter monthe the fronds of balaam form their 
pringipal food. They browse off the low hanging limbs of the large 
trees, and trim off, and in the oase of the bull, break down the 
amaller onese In Ontario, I have seen considerable sreag, sometines 
of an sere, of amall talsane trimmed off in this way. 8 fond are ; 
they of this tree that they are never found during winter except 
where it ccoeurs, and will always yard up where it ia the thickest. 

I think, without knowing them, that the gentlemen who wigh 
to shoot off the moose from Isle Royale wigh merely to deatroy them 
from selfiah motives, ee any excuse to that end. 
They cannet have the true love of nature that is possessed by every : 
true sporteman. There is little enough left of our wild life on this 
continent without destroying the pitiful remnant that ia left, 
unnecessarily, especially on an island where there ia little or no: 
chance of recuperstion from outside sources. 

: If a moose were xilled in January and its stomach ¢xamined 
you would have proof of my statements regarding ita feed. 

I wold like to have @ apeoimen of the group you mention : 
with mo in the bush for one month, so I could have him see the 
wondera, the beauty, the ee and the privation of wildernese life; 
show him how the beavers build their lodges, how the humming bird 
protests its young, how the leon takes ita fledgling er on 
her bask, and aes, 4a I once saw, an old bull moose kill two wolves 
on @ lake shore. Also I would cheerfully lead him for days in a



Be : 

country denuded of — of all kinds to hear him curse the selfish 
vandals who had killed everything, so that he now starved, and then 
gnaw bungrily on the inside bark of birch trees that I would give him 

; It 48 men ouch as these that have a North Amorica 
from one of the best hunting grounds in the world inte a alanghter- 
house, @ deserted warren in which atalk the ghosts of whole 
species of animals now extinct, and incidentally, of whole tribes of 
WON 

I wish you the best of luck in your eoreiy to ———_ those 
animais,and hope that may few words may be of a little assiatance to 
yous i would be glad to hear the result of your attempts to: 
preserve then, onee the matter is decided. ; 

Yours very sincerely, 

GREY OWL. 

// PeSo TL would add that the baleane trimmed by tue moose do not jim 
except those which the bull breaks by straddling, which consists Egee 
only of those of a convenient size. Z
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ISLE ROYALE MOOSE \\+ | 
The Michigan conservation commission has 

recently renewed the Isle Royale game refuge for 
another five years. The regulation prohibits taking 
game of any kind on the Island at any time and gives 
absolute protection to the moose, the number of 
which is variously estimated from 600 to one thou- 
sand. 

Meanwhile agitation has commenced in Michi- 
gan looking toward legislation to permit an open 
moose season on the Island on the ground that there 
is not sufficient food to support so many animals. 
This is denied by Frank M. Wanen of Minneapolis, 
Minn., and Dr. Frank R. Oastler of New York City, 
both of whom are intimately familiar with Isle Royale 
conditions from long observation, and by others. 
Mr. Warren has spent his summers on the island for 
upwards of 20 years, and Dr. Oastler has spent sev- 
eral seasons there photographing moose. 

There are no deer on the island and little wild 
life of any kind except moose, some coyotes and a 
few beaver. 

Isle Royale is probably the only place in the 
United States where moose can be seen in considerable 
numbers by tourists. There are no roads on the 
island but the moose haunts can be easily reached by 
motor boat, canoe and on foot. There are from 1,200 
to 1,500 moose in northern Minnesota and perhaps 
as many in southern Yellowstone, but they are more 
scattered and not easily seen. All are protected 
against hunting. 
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, Digest of a 
F Moone 

5. A. Barrett. Ancient Aztalan. 

(On Growfish River near Ieke Mills, Jefferson Co,, Wis.) 

Bulletin of the Public Museum of the City of Milwaukee, Vol. XIII, 

PP. 1-602, April 24, 1933. 

pe 356, te "Yowever, we find interest in the work of Somers who, in 
+ made a special collection of bone fragments from the refuse 

heap alen¢ the river, He states that he has identified the bones 

vatatt, welt ian qual, tomes seats turtles, pickerel, 
pile, perch, bull~head, and’ gadcors.!" 

(Note absence of turkey, prairie chicken, ruffed grouse, elt.) 

De 379. Quoting %, T. Sterling's visit in 1838: 

10m malcing a section of the wall we could see.each stratun 
Be eet sees 2 ee ee 

the « the clay was mixed with either marsh grass or the 
atelks of wild xige which grew abmdantly in the stream near by." 

Pp. 386, Again quoting” Somers: 

™ Bear Racoon Buffale 

e * 

Rabbit as 

Sea eas ena, ok an aes dotemained, 

"3, Birde-- 

wala Qaath Yood oy . Styziyoms), several other mot yet 

* Somers, a 

192, *opgatsterte Ouuttelien 2 Anarion,* Popular Seflenece Monthly, 
Vol. m, Speer. (Reprinted in Wis. Archeologist, Vol. 19, 

: Ho. ly Bye eo
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The Moose Problem 
By LEE C. BRADFORD 

HIS discussion of the moose problem 
{ is not a technical treatment of the 

subject. But there is much to be eas is 

said for the views of such men as the late = Z Scaeeiniacaes 
John Linklater of Winton who approached Since the year 1890 the forests and drain- 
it from the standpoint of experience and age of Isle Royale have remained practically 
ren cao nena the same while those of the mainland have 

fiaet yen dt oqas oe uncommon on the undergone a serious process of depletion. : 
Norile shore. 1a; fade noone on torent In some districts the land has been denuded 
dead after they had been trying to scrape by wind storms and fires. In other sections 

ticks from their back and sides by rushing the timber has been stripped off by lumber 
through the woods. Their death came SORES 
about from loss of blood and energy which Due to this condition of the forests the 
brought them to a state of madness. natural drainage was impaired and in several 

This alarming condition was brought to parts the springs had dried up completely. 
: the attention of the State. Action was taken For evidence of this one only needs to view 

immediately and an analysis made, but an the condition of the Baptism and Goose- # 
immediate solution was not forthcoming. berry Rivers on the North Shore which at 
This was not to be wondered at as the prob- Present are extremely low. 
lem was a difficult one. Vaccines were This drying up of the springs and par- 
developed to counteract the effects of the ticularly those of a mineral nature may be 
tick, but then the problem arose as to how at the bottom of the moose situation. Robbed 
the vaccine would be administered to hun- of the necessary mineral salts that were 
dreds of wild animals. furnished by these former water supplies the 

Perhaps the experts did not intend to moose and other game animals suffer from a 
administer it at all but were only experi- type of malnutrition which leaves them 
menting on general principals. At any rate unable to counteract the effects of parasites, 
the remedy was not applied. Moreover and finally it leads to the outbreak of such 
no further solution was offered and the moose madness as swept the country last i 
disease wore itself out in the course of the + summer. 

Seasons If this supposition is correct, there is 
The moose extermination scare was only one immediate remedy. There is a 

over, but viewing the situation in retrospect possibility that block salt and sulphur dis- 
we find that it may be indicative of certain tributed strategically throughout the forest 
underlying causes. ¢ reserve would furnish the big game with the 

What are the underlying causes for the necessary mineral element and make it 
extermination of wild life through disease? possible for them to withstand the attacks 
In the opinion of John Linklater, disease of parasites of the tick variety. This remedy, 
among wild animals of Northern Minnesota although simple, might prove effective, and 
gained unusual headway because of de- at the most would be inexpensive to try. . ficiencies in the diet of those animals. He a ee 
often cited the case of the Isle Royale moose. 

In the year 1890 there was practically = 
no disease among the moose of Isle Royale 
and also among those of the North Shore 

= and the border territory. The species was 

uniformly hardy and only annoyed by a S 
: normal number of ticks. Since that time ) 

the Isle Royale moose have remained the 
same. They were not attacked by the ticks 
last year as were those on the North Shore, 
yet the territories were only separated by a 
hundred miles of water and subject to the 
same climatic conditions. 

It is true that the Isle Royale moose were 
isolated and thus not subject to the same 
exposure as the moose on the mainland, 

yet it is scarcely believable that Isle Royale e 
was historically immune from ticks. Ticks 
existed on Isle Royale as well as on the main- 
land, according to Linklater, yet the Isle 
Royale moose were not attacked as were the 
mainland moose. Why not? What was the 
reason for this phenomenon? The following 
is Linklater’s explanation of the recent tick 
epidemic on the North Shore and in the 
border area and its absence from the Isle 
Royale moose.
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ee AMERICAN MERGANSER Chronology of Moose HAVE DAILY SCHEDULE e gems a 

Caught on Isle Royale Observations of sharptailed grouse made by 
Farley F. Tubbs, ornithologist of the Game 

: Division, in the upper peninsula during Feb- To what extent is trout fishing affected by 
Nov. 24—Paul Hickie and Ellsworth St. Ger- ruary, revealed something of the daily winter|the American merganser? J. Clark Salyer, 

maine arrive on Isle Royale for winter | schedule of the birds. formerly of -Michigan’s Institute for Fisheries 
moose studies. Few moose reported in Tubbs learned that the sharptails usually| Research and now of the federal Biological 

vicinity of Chippewa Harbor. emerged from their beds in the snow between | Survey, has this to say: 

Dec. 15—Cow moose visits birch tree-tops to| 7:30 and 8 o’clock in the mornings, walked a| “gtomachs from the trout stream area in 
feed. Men at work nearby, cutting | Short ways, then flew into the trees to begin} general show that in the upper reaches of our 
fire wood. budding on birch catkins and occasionally on] petter trout streams such as the AuSable and 

Dec. 17—Four moose seen near newly con-|* poplar. 2 : 2 __ | its branches, the Big and Little Manistee, the 
structed live-trap. Tracks of many|. Were the day bright, the birds might remain} Jordan, the Sturgeon and Black rivers and 
‘other quduseticenmencd: in the trees until 10:30, basking in the sun.| other streams of that area, the food of the mer- 

Dec. 19—Moose livetrap and drift: fences ‘com- ean He day, they would uSuay: Hy, ganser is more than 70 percent trout. 
onto the snow, walk a short distance and bur- te aa = ata 

pleted. Trap set. row into the snow to spend the night. By upper reaches is meant the portion of 
; arte es the streams which is available to fly-fishing by 

Dee. 22—Small cow moose captured in trap. i 
* Lacs a Le ee a man. in waders. Downstream: fromp the ‘heat- Corral proved inadequate and moose Rae aes re Roe fe 

escaped. Trap reset and corral re- waters where the water begins to average four 

. SPECIAL NOTICE feet deep, other and less important: species of 

Dee. 2% a pulleee Givad aude fishes commence to take correspondingly larger 
. 27 Ss ose - n apes erganser’s di i ee ee nered in corral, Proves truculent, at.|| ‘The monthly bulletin of the Department of pines i ene meee cee and we ae 

- ae i rout below vher rg 
tempts to chase captors away when Conservation goes on a subscription basis ||.) important factor in the trout fishing sport. 

“ they approach. * with this issue. A year’s subseription for 12 1T_am confident. however that mer certain 

Jan. 8—Bigger and better bull moose cap-|| monthly issues may be obtained for 25 cents || weather conditions in certain years the Ameri- 
tured and released in corral. in coin. Kindly use the Following form: ||¢#% ™erganser is a very important, if not a 

Jan, 14—First bull moose dies after being in : determining factor, in the ensuing season's fish- 
captivity 18 days. Death due to gas-|| Educational Division, ing returns.” 
troenteritis. Department of Conservation, SER Ja eee 

Jan. 18—Cow and calf captured, but calf es- Lansing, Mich. : GETS HEAVY FINE 
capes. Gentlemen: Enclosed find 25 cents in coin 

Jan. 20—Cow and calf captured. for which kindly ee my order for a year’s aad 
Jan. 21—Cow taken, but escapes when trigger subscription to MICHIGAN CONSERVA- One hundred dollars, the maximum fine as- 

of drop-gate catches. TION, monthly bulletin of the Department || sessable in Michigan for a violation of the Con- 
Jan. 22—Calf taken. of Conservation. servation laws. was imposed on John Shamion, 

“ : SR 30, a tavern keeper of Iron River, when he 
Jan. 23—Good oe bull moose captured and re- Name : Ba See reas pleaded guilty to illegal possession of venison. 

leased into corral. . He paid the fine and costs of $7.25. 
Jan. 26—Another bull moose with horns taken, Street .. pe sepa eit tha Sateen ae Shamion was taken into custody by Max 

~ but sheds its horns on day of captiv- Post Offi Jaeger and Archie Beauchamp, conservation 
ity. es ee Print Name and Address plainly officers, in the vicinity of the Broznowski camp. 

Jan. 30—Another bull captured, marked and re- rint Name and Address plainly Iron River township, Iron county. They charged 
leased while movies were taken. him with possession of parts of three deer car- 

Feb. 1—Cow moose which strayed around area casses. 

of trap was captured and its calf taken WILL USE AIRPLANES The. venison, consisting of about 175 pounds, 
in the following day. Sea was turned over to needy families. 

Feb. 10—Cow moose approached cabin door in| The Field Administration Division, Depart- ——_ 
search of food. Collie dog tried to|ment of Conservation, plans to use airplanes milli i 
chase moose away, but cow became | during the fire hazard season this year on days fal ere He Ea na ee Deters 

angry and chased dog to door of John-| of high hazards or poor visibility. Aerial patrol CAR HI SARIS RASA aH ae 3 
son home. of forest lands under~protection against fire une Bichiena eS UE ndlegon, Aarne ese aes pe arecsoripatieeantly é 1938) 5 cording to the Fisheries Division. 

The red squirrel has a solid hazel brown back The mileage of truck trails built by CCC men More than 87,000,000 young game fish were 
in summer, but it changes the color of its coat|from Emergency Conservation Work camps in| planted in the inland waters of Michigan during 

to a cinnamon with a broad rufus stripe on its| Michigan equals the round-trip distance from] 1934 by the Fisheries Division, Department of 
back in the winter months. Lansing to Jacksonville, Fla. Conservation. 

Sec, 562, P.L. & R. 
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Albert Pulling, U.S.F.8. says moose occurred on Moose River, Ashland 

County, till 1880 or 1885, Ask Ashland Historical Society or 

: president Northland College. a2
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LANSING, November 18. Michigen's moose on Isle Royale 

ere facing a shortage of winter browse which, if combined with a 

succession of severe winters, may result in deplction and possibly 

total extinction of the herd. Outside aid, if attempted may or 

mey not provide suitable assistance to the moose. 

This is the substance of the report of Paul Hickie, 

memmalogist of the Game Division, Department of Conscrvation, who 

hes comploted his prelimincry studics of the moose conditions on 

the islond, Dr. Don R. Coburn, pathologist of Michigan State 

college, collcborated in preparing the report. 

7 No specific disease of moose, to which the heavy mortal- 

ity of the past winter could be attributed, was found on the 

island, the report scys, but ample ovidence was scen to indicate 

thet the moose were affected by « number of unfavorable factors, 

chief of which was a shortcgc of food associated with weather of 

erect severity. 

The moose have apparently been decrocsing sinee cbout 

1930 when Dr. Adolph Murie of University of Michigan estimated 

there were ct lecst 1,000 moosc on the islend. Hickic cstimates 

thet there arc now between 600 and 800 moose on Isle Royale and 

thet closc to 90 percent of the balsam, which is the chicf wintcr 

browse of the cnimels, hes been consumed. Evidence of an infesta- 

tion of spruce bud worm was found in the balsam in certain creas, 

which will hcve « decided cnd unfevorcble effect on future forage, 

the report statcs. 

: “Since the balsam is crrecdy browsed out to a stertling ~~ 

degree throughout thc islcend and the sprucc bud worm has infested 

tht which remcins, there ecn be little doubt thet the moose cre 

h-rder pressed then ever to find any forcge of cccepti.ble nature,” 

Hickic scySe 

: (more )
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"The coming wintor, as a consequence of these conditions, 

cugurs ill for many of the moosc. Expericnce hes shown thet when 

browsing animels such as moosc or dcer begin to cxhaust thcir food 

supply, deplotion comes with c suddenness and complctencss unknown 

among grazing cnim:ls which depend particlly or ontircly on grass." : 

Hickie cites the case of St. Ignace island and the account 
of George Shiras III in which Shiras estimated there were 300 moose 
on the little island which is about a mile or more off the Canadian 
shore and north of Isle Royale. This estimate was for the summer of 
1917, At that time there was a dearth of all accessible forage, 
causing the moose to depend upon acaquatic plants. It was reported 
that during the succeeding winter all of the moose not swimming s 
ashore or crossing on the ice from St. Ignace island died. 

"There is good reason to believe that if left to them- 
selves the Isle Royale moose may meet a sillitar fate and experience 
alone will show whether feeding can be successfully practiced," 
Hickie says. 

"The Report considers four courses of management, which 

have been suggested. First; fetroduction of some native large pred- 

ator or predators, such as bears, wolves or cougars, Second, Hunting 

either by state paid hunters of by state supervised private hunters. 

Third, Transplanting moose to suitable areas_on the Michigan mainland 

after live-trapping. Fourth, Temporary winter feeding. 

Atl of these have been subject to more or’less criticism, 

Hickie relates. The feeding of moose might prove a practical emer- 

gency measure, but the freighting of hay or grains to the island 

might prove expensiv» and futile as well, since moose are strictly 

browsing animals and might not use the fced brought in. 

The logical feeding measure, Hickie points out, would be 
the felling of balsam treetops so as to keep a small moose herd in 
good condition in a sclecvéd areca, but a wholesale attempt to feed 
them over a prolonged poriod by this method would only aggravate the 
situation. Furthermore, the timber on the island belongs to private 
owners who might not give consent to cutting, Hickic points out. 
As a temporary measure to be uscd in somc form of permanent super- 
vision and management, however, it might be of value by making it 
possible to hold a small selected hcord over the winter period.
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‘ January, 1936 17 fold 

GENERAL NOTES 

Identity of the Bowron Lake Moose of British Columbia—Mr. and Mrs. 
Thos. T. McCabe and Major Allan Brooks in The Murrelet (vol. IX: 1, 43, 60) 
have discussed the probable geographic origin of the moose at Bowron Lake, British 
Columbia, and when reporting on the McCabe's collection of mammals from that place 
(Univ. Calif. Publ. Zool., vol. 40, p. 381, 1934), I referred the moose to Alces 
americana americana (Clinton), but pointed out differences between the scanty eastern 
material of americana and these British Columbian specimens. Indeed I felt that when 
adequate comparative material of true americana from the east became available, the 
Bowron Lake specimens would be seen to differ markedly, possibly even to a degree 
which would warrant their subspecific separation from the eastern race. 

It was only this spring, and through the efforts of Mr. R. W. Tufts, Chief Fed- 
eral Migratory Bird Officer of the Maritime Provinces, that the Museum of Veterbrate 
Zoology came into possession of a skin and eight skulls of the eastern animal, amer- 
icana, from Nova Scotia which permitted of satisfactorily comparing the eastern and 
western populations. 

With the skins of two adult males, one from Indianpoint Lake, British Columbia, 
and one from Wentworth, CumberlandsCounty, Nova Scotia, each in fresh October 
pelage, it is seen that the specimen from Indianpoint Lake, has the -withers and all the 
back (excepting a one-inch wide, dark mid-dorsal stripe) light reddish brown as op- 
posed to black. This condition is an approach to.that in Alces americana shirasi Nelson, 
described from Lincoln County, Wyoming, which has the withers-whitish and the 
entire back, especially the withers and hinder back, lighter than the sides. The legs and 
inside of the pinnae of the ears in the animal from Indianpoint Lake are only slightly 
less reddish than in that from Nova Scotia and more nearly as in shirasi, although less 
whitish than in that form. To me the coloration appears almost exactly intermediate 
between that of americana and shirast. - f x 

With 8 skulls of americana from Nova Scotia, measurements of 10 of the same 
race from Minnesota; and 4 of shirasi from Wyoming for comparison with the 8 
from Indianpoint Lake, ‘the latter are found to differ importantly from americana in 
only two respects, namely. shorter upper tooth-rows and narrower external nares as 
measured at the junction of the nasals and maxillae. These lesser dimensions are shown 

also by skulls of shirast. 5 

A. a. shirasi and Alces americana gigas Miller from Alaska may be distinguished 
from the British Columbian population here in question by several characters as set 
forth in the previously mentioned paper treating of the McCabe's collection of mam- 
mals from the Bowron Lake region. : 

In summary, the population of moose in the Bowron Lake region of British 
Columbia may be referred to the subspecies Alces americana americana (Clinton) 
though they approach shirasi in lighter dorsal coloration and agree with shirasi in the 
two cranial features by which they may be distinguished from eastern specimens of 
americana. So far as I can see they show no characters of gigas. These specimens from 
the Bowron Lake region are intermediate in the sum total of structural features, as 
they are also geographicaliy between shirasi and americana.—E. RAYMOND HALL, 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, California, February 28, 1936. 

“Reprinted from THE MURRELET, Vol. XVII, actual date of publication, 
March 28, 1936.”
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fann es fie nicht verurjacht haben; denn dieje Zunahme datiert [hon  Gamsgatter auf der jogenannten ,Kdnigslehne” in dentbar giinjtigiter 
aus der Zeit, als es die neuen Jagdgejehe nocd) gar nicht gab. Lage mit abwedhjlungsreichen Beltands- und ausgezeicyneten Ajungs- 

Sreiherr von Bijdoffshaujen, Giersdorf. verhaltnijjen in einer Ausdehnung von 25 ha errictet. Widriger Der- 
a i fei baltnijje halber fonnten bisher nur zwei aus Steiermart bezogenen Bode 
|chechoflowatei. in demjelben gehalten werden, da alle ebenfalls aus Steiermart und 

Gamseinbiirgerung im Altvatergebirge. Mit Bezug auf meinen aus den Karpathen bezogenen Gamsgeigen eingingen oder aus dem 
Airtifel ,, Cinbiirgerungsverjuche mit Gamswild” in Nr. 36 des ,Deutidhen durch einen Windwurf undicht gewordenen Gatter entfamen. Sr. Emi- 
Jagers", Jahrgang 1933, tann ic) heute iiber den bisherigen Erfolg des  nenz dem Breslauer Kardinal Dr. Bertram ijt es 3u danfen, dah trok 
Gamseinbiirgerungs- dem bisherigen Miper- 
verjuds im Altvater- folg und den hoben 
gebirge genauere Da- Kojten Montag, den 
ten angeben, welche 25. Mar3 1.3., einneuer 
infolge durchgefiihrter Transport mit fiinf be- 
Erhebungen eine halb- Jehlagenen Geiken aus 
megs genaue Ab- dem djterreichijchen 
{chabung des Gefamt- Eo a Bundesfor|t Ebenjee 
jtandes des heute im im Sabfammergut 
Altvatergebirge ver= . Pr z mittelft Lajtauto beim 
breiteten Gamswilds : = Ea “ Gamsgatter im Sorjt- 
ermégliden. — Nach- a | be Basa tevier Gabel eintraf. 
dem wegen der 3u- é ‘ - . Alle fiinf Gams hat- 
nehmenden Derjdhlech= ten die lange Sabrt 
terung der Ajungsver= $ : , in den ausgepol|terten 
haltnijje das Gams- é isi ae, : Kijtengut iiberjtanden 
gatter , Schotterjteine” ‘ “A und wurden von Herr 
derDeut/dhordensforjt- Me Sorjtmeijter Hohlbaum 
verwaltung Huberts- | i im Beijein des Unter- 

fird) imJabhre 1924 auf- P 3eicneten und einer 
gelajjen werden mupte i groRen 3ujdjauermen- 
und die darin befind- : ge unter den bejten 
licen 21 Gams nun- Wiin|chen fiir ihe fer- 
mehr volle Sreiheit er- ve neres Woblergehen 
langt hatten, verblie- iE und ausgiebigen Der- 
ben fie 3unachjt 3um er se ee vy ae ee = mebrung 3u den beiden 
grdpten Geil in’ der Sum Vericht ,Clefund im bayerijhen Wlpengebiet” auf Seite 279. Ginjiedlerbéden — ins 

Mahe des bisher einge- Gamsgatter ausgelaj- 
-gtimten Waldorts .Schotteriteir a Setanta Sanit im Faufo jon Wenn inater der Wachmuchs dicler Gams oder fie felbjt in Sret=
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LANSING, May 16.2, i, = Bao four-dozen live 

moose captured during the past winter by Department of 

Conservation workers on Isle Royale will be planted in 

three different areas of Michigan's upper peninsula, 

The numbers of moose reloased in these 

"plantings" depend lsrgely on how the animals ondure the 

long boat ride from Isle Royale to the Michigan mainland. 

But it is definitely planned, however, to make releases noar 

the tin of Keweenaw peninsula, in the Cusino Game refuge unit 

and in tho Msceneba River tract, 

One truck load of moosc, probably a half-dozen 

in number, will be planted near the tip of Keweenaw peninsula; : 

. two truck-loads, about 12 in number, in the Escanaba Rivor 

tract and the balance of the moose, or about 30, in the : 

Cusino Gamo Refuge unit where nino Isle Roysle moose, live- 

trapped on the island during tho winter of 1934-1935, wore 

rolcased & year ago. 

Paul Hickic, mammalogist, and Dr. Don R. Coburn, 

pathologist of the Department of Conscrvation, aro on Tslo 

Royale supervising the crating and transfer of the moose 

captured at Chippewa Marbor and at Siskiwit bay. 

Before relcasc on the Michican mainland the 

moose will bo car-tagged and numbered with aluminum tags, 

an almost bloodless operation, and sprayed to kill the ticks 

with which they may be infcsted.
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The moose ragonnaissanee erew hae been transferred to t 
other activities, “t was impossible to carry out trailing 
operations after the spring brackeup, The rewlts of the winter's 
operations have not been tabulated or fully brought together, Much 
valuable data were accumlated on this species, Yood habits rengs, 
conditions, winter concentrations, cruising radius, and many other 
related life history facta were brought te light. 

Decimation of the moose throough poaching, disease and 
other destructive foreces does continue unabated, Four dead deer 
were found during this period (two which were eutopsied) bringing 
the total of mown moose found dead within « redius ef thirty-sée 
five miles, to fifteen in the past eighteen months, The possibility 
of a jcint paper by Dr. Penstermacher and Mr, Manveiler hes been 
brooched and approved. The following report of the findings of the 
autopey has been trenemitted at e vrevious date, wt as a matter of 
record will be included here, 

‘we, Manweiler has called your attention to repeated observ 
ations of moose found deed from gun-shot wunds, or causes 
undetermined, In checking through notes made at these times 
and in discuesing individual instances of wach findings with 
the men present, it becomes more and more apparent that the 
syntoma wore similar to those recently found in contagious 
gbortion. This statement is a made with some reservation 
since, it was not possible the time to ascertain positive evid- 

ence +t hes only been during the past six weeks that sick 

moose have been found, making it possible to perform autopsies 
of some falne, As you know,an amimal found several days 
after death is almost valueless for autopsy purpseses, and 
vice versa, animale found sick or on the vores of 4eathe are 
invaluable, Therefore, shile the writer felt somebhing was 
anies in finding a total of fourteen moose\nerhaps = small 
percentage of those actually dead) whithin a rodius of 
thirty-five miles during the post eightean months, particluar 
significance was not attached to them until the recent evidence 
cane to Light of » contagious disease, The writer docs not 6s 
intend to convey the impression that little attention was civen 
to animels found dead before, but merely to st-ess the fact that 

it was impgesible at a prior date to have any concrete eveduesa 

evidence of causitive factors to tie to. 

I should be remembered be the finding of tue positive cases 
is not all conclusive, It is important from this viewpoint, 
and from that of doing justice to Dr, Fenstermuchor that inform 
ation contained herein he considered confidential and net releas- 
ef in technical terms to the public without due consideration 
and proper permission, As you imew, Dr. Fenstermacher had de- 
voted years of research to this partictler problem and it would 

be unethical for the writer to "horn-in" on the grounds that 
his department happened to esll attention to the sick animals., 
and helped diagnose the casos. ‘The writer has, however, written 
Dr, Peastermacher suggesting that publicising our findings 
might bring about favorable public reaction and resubt in for 
warding further research, Such information always has great 
humas-interest possiblities.



and the press, if properly handled, can draw ravorable comment 
te results obtained through game managment principles. 

Theres are several diseases thet effect moose. In most instan- 
ees these heve not bean proven and, for that matter, have not 
even been definitely estebliched. It is assumed that external 
and internal parasites play an importont role in the decimation 
of moose, sither by phyeleal destruction or as vecotre of dis 
BABE. or the external parasites Dermacente: albinictus is, 
of course, most prevalent, and the female examined carried , 
literally thousands of these ticks, The internal parasites, 
wach as lung worms, liver flukes, Taenia (internediate host 
in carnivore) and Mematodes appear to be norma, 4n eye worm 
has been found inseveral instnces, In both mooae autopsied, 211 
of the above parasites were found with the exception of the sye 
Woke 

Many of the symtoms noted in the male are identical to those 
found in Bang's disease in cattle. It was a surprise to ree- 
etve Dr. Fenstermachsr's report thot the causitive organien, 
Brucella avortus, had been isdlted, not only in the most common 
organs of attack but also throughout all tissues and muscels taken 
for histopathological examination. The disease has teen known 
for mamy years and in some instances has completed wiped out 
large herds of pure-bred cattle. In minnesot« approximately 
12% of the cattle have contagious abortion. Needlees to say, 
if this is an average, and it is taken as such, the percentaze 
of tarriers in isolated communities where veterinarians are 
fav, and where inspectors rarely enter the field, is dowbtless 
mich higher. ‘Ths writer feels that it would be safe to state 
that twenty to twenty-five percent of local cattle would give 
positive agelutination tests, 

The germ is found commonly in the pregeant uterus, udder, and 
in the vaginel discharges, common when the enimel is in heet, 
or efter maturation, and in serers eases throughout the body 
tissues. Infection is possible through nursing, contact with 
food having beon mibjeéted to micturation, and through bree- 
ing activities. Infection through the eye is not unknown, 
The causitive organism hes been found in one or two case out 
of a large number of elk and bison slaughtered in Yellowstone 
Park, tat has never been found in moose. ‘The strains of the 
organism are the porcine, bevine, caprine, and melitensis, 
The caprine tent ont the melitensis (hmmen) in all probae 
pility do not enter the picture, and there is little Likelhood 
of the poreine factor, indicating that the source of infection 
is by contact with cattle, the nesrest point of hebitation 
where eattle are kept is approximately eight miles from where 
the mle was found, but since the cattle could and did range 
north approximately five-miles, it is probable that infection 
come from this =e © is nee that these cattle 
will be tested in the future. tributaries exist that 
might carry the organisn to the moose, Yowever it was estab- 
lished through the moose survey underway during the winter that 
some of the animals range sight miles in a very short time,



Im the mooue exemined, near Center Gamp, the right testicle ms 
firm, much enlarged and heavily diseased. The blood serum sub- 
jected to an agglatination test through a medum of an antigen of 
orgenisme from abortive cattle, tested an extremely high titer, 
fhe maxinum titer wos found by Yr, Fenstermacher to be 1:50,000 
in other words, one part of moose serum a@é@ed to 50,000 parts 
of test fluid caused agglutination, This is by far the highest 
titer of any serums ever tested at this leborator, including 
cattle} others having reached not over 1124,000, ‘The animal ws 
severely emciated and weak, Ome man could easily hold him by means 
of a rips. The imees were not enlarged as is common in cattle and 
the blood wae net anemic, One new internal parasite, se yet uniden- 
tified, was found in the lining of the peritoneal cavity. 

The female examined in the vicinity of Norden Gamo by Mr. Manweiler 
assisted by Mr, Wentling, had beendead several days, and, therefore, 
yieldéd little tangible evidence, but served to substantiate the 
results ef the former autopsy, The body Juices had completely 
digested 211 parasites in the alimentary canal, and these external 
to the exnel were too dscommosed to be recognized. The léver, lang 
and perioneum were so covered with adhesions and micas in both animals 
thet it was possible to get almost any quantity by simply scraping any 
portion ef the bedy cavities, This condition alone vs sufficent te 
eause tooth in sither of the animals through peritonites, The liver 
appeared abnormal in both animale, No Cephenomyie were found in the 
resnirstory passages as is common in decor, The uterae of the moose 
wes, beyond doubt, abnormal, ‘The cotyledons or butions of the uterus 
were vory noticeable, but no foetal membrane was present «2 might 
have bean the cuse had recent abortion teen place, The vaginal open- 
ing end ressages seemed such inflamed but gore Little evidence of a 
discharge, due perhaps to the fect that the animal hed been dead 
for several days. The inflamed apne rance of thsi organ could result 
from a deferred menstrual peried, Starvat on was not a factor in either 
of the animals since the paunch was filled with food mteriasl(chiefly, 
Willow, Red Osier, and some coniferous mit wous material), 

The latter animel died between noon on March 6 sri githt 4M, on March 
Sth. determined by the fact that men paseed within forty feet of the 
apot where the animal wae found and would have noticed it. The tracks 
of the enimal were plainly visible, showing that she hxc walked down 
a steep grade directly to the soint at wiich she died without falter- 

ings



A multitude of factors enter into the picture that make this reednt 

discovery extremely import nt. There is no reliable cure for contag- 
ious abortion; vaccination is still in the experimental states, and 
the habits and temperament of the animals prohibit any preventive 
steps as employed in cattle, ‘The effects of this disease on the moose 
herd in Northern Minnesota, is hard to evaluate since they are so 
diversified, In many instances a loss of virility, weight, milk prod- 
uction, and enen permanent sterility is found, ‘This not only has a 
direct decimatory effect, but also makes the animals more susceptible 
to secondary killing agents, Calves are exposed to infeet on through 
nursing and are often brought forth in a weakened condition and are, 
therefore, unable to throow off even the slightest afflection, 

The writer does not intend to exaggerate the gravity of this situation 
by the above statements, but feels that for best comprehension and prep- 
aration, interoretat.on of known facts in a pessimistic attitude is des- 
irable. % treat such a potential source of decimation amoung one of our 
most valued gate species lightly wouhd be pure folly," 

ELE Project: 

The elk herd has, for the most part, over-wintered in fine shape, 
The animals are now ragneing widely, but the sexes are still separated, 
The cows were found throughout the winter tro miles north of the Haug 
Ranch at the Sharptailed Grouse Cam, where some emergency feeding was 
carried out, and the tulls were in the vicinity of Headquarters camp, 
There seemed to be no animals ntervignling of sexes through the winter 
months, the immeture animals remaining with the cows, 14 is of considers 
able interest to not that the bulls have as yet not shed their antlers, 
Four buils, one adult-one four prong, and two spike, were seen May 13, 
Since twenty-seven elk were liberated and from seven to nine calves 
borm last svring, with a known decimat on of three animals, the number 
of eldk shouhd be in excess of thirty animals, 

Two animals, as reported before, were shot during the hunting season 
last year, and on April 22 an immature cow elk of approximately the 
two and one-half year age class, witht(messed) 200#, died in Seetion 
S=?,158N-R-36W, The animal was not noticed particilarly until ,bout 
February 1 of this year as being abnormal in any way, At that time it 
Seemed to have no fear of man and would walk only ea few steve and then 
turn about to look, Sincethe animal sepmed emaciated it was taken by 
tobogan to a wildlifs camp where it ws fed until about April 3.
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Excerpt from Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, October, 1937, p. 25: 

Wisconsin Moose 

Several people have reported seeing a large bull moose near Florence. 
The animal was seen by Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Tennermann and son, Herbert, Jr., 

running down the road. Two truck drivers later reported seeing the animal. 

The moose is believed to have come into Wisconsin from the Excanaba river 

tract in Michigan. Eighteen moose were brought to the mainland of Michigan 
from Isle Royale by the Michigan Conservation department. 

'



File: Florence Co. 
Moose 

Extract from Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 3, March, 1938, 
pp. 4O-H1; 

MOOSE HISTORY 

The history of the moose which was killed and left in the woods in 
Florence county during the deer season has been furnished to the Wisconsin 
Conservation department by Paul Hickie, mammalogist of the Michigan 

department. The animal was identified by its ear tag. 

The letter from Mr. Hickie declares: : 

"This animal was trapped on Isle Royale at Siskowit bay in the 
winter of 1935-36. It was transported to upper Michigan on May 16, 1936, 
and instead of being released as were most of the other animals it was 
kept in captivity at the Cusino game refuge for observation. It was 
one of the few animals which injured its hocks on the crate during 
transportation and we wished to see whether or not they would heal. We 
held it in captivity until August, 1937, and used it in our experimental 
feeding and weighing work along with our moose. In August, 1936, and 

again in August, 1937, this animal was exhibited at the Upper Peninsula . 
state fair at Escanaba. Instead of being returned to the Cusino refuge 
in 1937, it was taken to the Escanaba river tract where it was released 
late in August. We have no information on this animal between the time 
it was relased and the time it was shot in Wisconsin." 

Wardens reported four other moose in the vicinity where the one 

was shot and all are believed to have come into Wisconsin from Michigan



Moose 

Extract from letter from Orville 5. Lee, Sagamore Farm, 
Paradise, Utah, March 22, 1939: 

"Most of the deer shed their antlers during January and 

February. The moose had shed one antler by March llth."
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ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY :.:. 
IN OFFICES 

MILWAUKEE * WISCONSIN ; f ths. 

Anovat 
prclec. February 24, 1943 Sled: : 

a IN YOUR REPLY / f 
PLEASE REFER TO A ( . 

Ay ets 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold:- 

The enclosed pictures are those of which 
I spoke to you. They were taken at various times during 
the last few years in the gutter outside of the balustrade 

: around the 20th floor of the Sun Life Building in Montreal. 
e These falcon have nested there for many years and are cur- 

rently doing so. Some of their close-up expressions are 
quite interesting. 

I am having made for you and will send separately 
an enlargement of the moose which I photographed in the 
fall of '41 on the north side of the English River in 
Weston, Ontario. This moose had been killed fighting, 
probably late in September. The horns were scratched from 
impact, and the brush for some distance around was badly 
broken down. A single horn wound between the forelegs 
about the width of the palm of the hand extended appar- 
ently directly into the heart and lung region. No hunter 
had been on this branch of Wilcox Lake all fall. I be- 
lieve it wes a clear case of fatal ending of a normal fall 
scrap. 

Incidentally, the moose which I got with the bow 
that fell was younger, had younger front tines on his horns, 
and was badly cut in the scalp between his horns, though 
these cuts were partly healed. They also show in the at- 
tached view. My moose was shot 5 miles away from where the 
big animal lay; but moose were very numerous in that district 
and probably 50 or more were in this 5 mile space. 

It is of interest that the head and horns of a moose, 
shot by a local Indian trapper during the week I was there, 
were picked up by a black bear and carried without dragging 
on the ground. I followed his fresh trail for nearly a mile 
before he dropped his load. I could hardly pick the total 

a6ory Weight off the ground myself, much less carry it with any 
$ % facility. I would like to have seen how he accomplished it. 
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Daniel Carter says Sheep were living on Dalton Cr. 

up to I886—he also saw one killed on this creek by 

a Frenchman who lived bn this Canyon.



Mt Sheep. 

According to Amado Chaves,Roman Antonio Baca,Captian 

in 2nd N.Mexico Regiment in Civil war,shet anc killed 

the last Mt.Sheep in the Mt Taylor country in the 

year 1876,this was a buck.



Daniel Carter says Goat lived on Truches Peaks about 

1886,rumor had it tha there were five or six at hhat 

: time,says a man by name of Bullock killed one early 

in the "80"s



Account of Mt.Sheep (Carnero cimarron) 

P.262. “*Meat “takes siacekned beds a comestible point of 

view." 

' “Jumping on their horns" legend seriously repeated 

by Ruxton. 

Horns"often 3'in length with a circumference of 20" 

near the head," 

C« ~-\ Range - Main chain of the Rocky Mts., particularly 

} wile, in the vicinity of the "Parks" and Bayou Salado, and 

range between upper waters of Del Norte and Arkansas 

called the "Wet Mt." by the trappers. On the Sierra 

Madre of New Mexico and Chihuahua also numerous. 

Scent - Once was awakened from a nap by the "goat" 

odor of a bunch of rams whig@h had come within 10 

paces to inspect him. : 

Voice - These gave a "loud bleat" when stampeded by 

his arising.



Lincoln Inspection - 1921 

Mt. Sheep, Messer's brother killed a sheep 

at the Messer Spring (ewe) N.E. of Alamogor- 

do in 1900, Were 3 in bunch,
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one of the most intensively used mountain | tana, and turned loose in 1922 on the 
recreation regions in the United States. Montana National Bison Range. On this 

The Lytle Creek drainage will be the | 18,000-acre game refuge in the north- 
boundary between the new San Bernar- | western part of the state they have bred 
dino National Forest and the Angeles | twice, and the flock now numbers 28. 
National Forest. The Saugus district of As far as now known, the breeding of 
the Santa Barbara National Forest has | mountain sheep is similar to that of 
also been added to the Angeles so that | domestic sheep, with which 75 and 80 per 
practically all federal forest lands in Los | cent lamb crops are not unusual. The 
Angeles County will be under the juris- | Biological Survey, therefore, confidently 

dicti ne U. S. Forest Service officer. | looks forward to the time when the 
mountain sheep on the Montana Bison 

BE ee ae Range will number 500—say 450 ewes 
Be 2 and 50 bucks. With such a flock, allow- 
Can you tell me where I can secure ing a wide margin for losses, there should 

two buck mountain sheep and three ewes | pe 350 or more available each year for 

for extensive ranges in this state which | shipment from the range to stock suitable 
were once occupied by large numbers of | areas throughout the country. 
big-horn?” Such inquiries are quite com- One shipment of mountain sheep 
monly addressed to the Biological Survey recently received in this country from 
of the United States Department of Agri- | the Canadian Government was placed on 
culture. The only answer that can be| the Guster State Park and Game Refuge 

given, says Dr. E. W. Nelson, Chief of | in the Black Hills of South Dakota. The 
the Bureau, is that there is no.place in| six ewes each gave birth to a lamb the 
the United States at present where moun- year they were received. One animal, 

tain sheep can be secured either for | injured in shipment, died during the sum- 
exhibition or for breeding purposes. | mer, but at last reports the others were 
Several shipments of big-horn have come doing remarkably well. 

into the United States recently as a re- There is an enormous acreage of good 

sult of the courtesy of the Canadian | mountain sheep country in the western 
Government. These animals—eight ewes | United States, and there is no finer big 
and four bucks—were captured in one of |game animal for such areas than the 
the Canadian parks, shipped into Mon- | big-horn.
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"It might be of interest to you that seven mountain 
sheep have been seen in the San Andres this spring. The last 
report that we had on them was in the fall of 1919 when sev- 
eral Turney cowboys saw five in the San Andres." - 

(Sxtract from Mr. Nelson's letter of 2 
July 24, 1922) 

For Mountain Sheep file 
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with not over 4 feet of line dangling. Just the water is high and muddy, as so often ing season the less brilliant Wickham’s . 
where the water emerged from the debris -happens after a rain. The fishing of a Fancy, the Duns and Stone Flies will come 
I dropped my hook, the current gripping it brushy creeklet with bait of any sort in the into their own. Follow this matter carefully 
and carried it down. With my left hand I month of June is apt to be vexatious, there and painstakingly and discover for yourself 
stripped line from the reel until perhaps 8 are so many leaves—leaves everywhere—but if I am not right; as the months slip by the 
feet had disappeared. Then I waited. how the fish will take when they do; for flies should be smaller and less assertive in 
Round and round milled the hook, or at least there is no more uncertain appetite than that tint. While early there will be little use 
the line circled. Then it grew taut, hesi- of trout, and I am thinking especially of the for the simon-pure dry-flies, along in June 
tated and came over the rod to me a ques- three species, one of which is not a trout, that method of angling will come to its 
tioning tug. It was like bullhead fishing, with which this trilogy has to do. Ordinar- crowning, tho to my mind it is never at its 
with this difference: I knew that whenever ily, on open streams, where fly-fishing is at best until the goldenrod and black-eyed 
the fish that was fooling with the bait de- all possible, there is no need for bait of any Susans march rank on rank in every glade. 
cided to swallow it, things a-plenty would be. variety in June, for the insects are being When the June roses bloom is the time for 
doing. Straight away shot the line, straight born over night and the trout fair crazy with the green hand at fly-fishing to essay the 
across the pool. It was enough. With a feeding. The rise may take place early, tho sport. 
quick upward swing, upward and away from it is more apt to occur between 9 a.m. and The rodster desirous of employing the 
the over-leaning brush, I struck. The barb noon, and again late in the afternoon. I lightest of tackle can gratify his desire in 
went home. I was fast in a bunch of golden. have had my best luck from 11 to.2 p.m.; I June, providing always he is willing to take 
trouble. No, I am. not going to attempt to don’t know why—probably, undoubtedly, be- a chance, for be well assured there are days 
tell you of the fight, how again and again cause on my stream that is when the rise and waters in the month of roses when the 
the fish tried to get into the debris above, takes place. large trout will rise with avidity, and woe 
and again and again attempted to reach the There remains but little space in which betides the user of light tackle who does not 
sweeping brush below; but never would the to talk of June trout tackle, tho for the life understand how to favor it. I want a light 
rod and reel let him have his way, and in of me, why it should differ from that of rod, from 3 to 4 ounces, tho I am not recom- 
due time I slipped the net beneath his im- May or August I cannot see. This is true, mending that for the rank and file. You : 
maculate form and drew him into shore—a however; the tendency is towards smaller better err on the side of safety and go an 
2%-pound brown. I honestly think he was sizes and less pronounced colors; even as ounce or two heavier, especially where the 
one of the most beautiful browns I have the season advances and the waters wane, fish may run large. Single . action reel,, 
ever seen, perfect in form and brilliant in that is true. While on wild waters and rapid enameled line, single or double tapered. A 
coloration, clean and fresh. streams, the Royal Coachman, Black Gnat, 6-foot leader with but a single fly if using 

There are days in June when nothing but Scarlet Ibis and that class of attention ar- dry-flies, but two if employing wet. But for 
worms will lure the trout of the smaller resting attractors will forever remain in the a full discussion of this matter we must wait ; 
creeks, or the larger ones as for that, when forefront; it is certain that with the advanc- for August fishing. 
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D t Big H : BS 9 ris N oe esert Big Horn = yt : 
\o ; ie : Kh 

Cow Y An account of the habits of Mexican big horn and of a hunt where the TA ES 
\ sportsman meets both disappointment and reward. 

TH opinions and ideas that are gained A or due to the fact that the country inhabited 
by men who are keen in the pursuit of Ben Tinker by man extended into this low country. 

different species and types of the ovis family = In this section of the country and in 
are as interesting and varied as the sheep Mexico, where the mountains in which sheep 
themselves. While my experience has been a wt A : are found are generally far from human 
confined to that type that inhabit the bare a 4 : habitation, I have frequently found them 
and desolate ranges of malapais and granite ‘he feeding and bedding on the low, sharp 
that extend from the Castle Dome Mountains ‘ breaks in the mountains, and most of these 
in Southern Arizona to the Tinaja Altas . 4 occasions were in the latter part of the 
Mountains on the border of that state and 7 e\ winter. 
Mexico, and thence south and east to the | e — 2 I have on two trips found them far down 
Sierra del Picu on the extreme coast of | - ‘ ss Peet on flats that surround their mountain homes, 
Mexico; but in conversation with men who i BS 4 de cea and upon sighting myself and outfit they 
have hunted them in latitudes farther north, 1 a Ce ef, ;| immediately took out for the high country. 
in mountains that lie in the states of Mon- |=.” ; OT I was very anxious to kill a ram down on 
tana, Wyoming and Idaho, and in British | =" | a of fF -__-|__ this low country, but on one occasion they 
Columbia, Alaska and Canada, I gain that | ##| #f ; oe were out of range and traveling, and on an- 
the general habits and peculiarities of the | [4 Ly” | other a poor exhibition of shooting brought 
Rocky Mountain sheep are much the same. |i 1 Ee : en me nothing but food for thought. 

I have observed that most accounts record re bares I have a friend who has a small ranch 
that the sheep found in those rugged moun- : Pe near the base of a huge granite range in 
tains in the Northern United States and in |§ Arizona, and he tells me that he has found 
the sheep country still farther north are eee them down in the level plains, but never far 
found ranging and inhabiting the high open * from the base of the mountain. This range 
spots in the mountains near or above timber- . s ae extends south to the Mexican border, and 
line; but have seen very few accounts by Le : : north to the Gila River, and when the year 
sportsmen who have killed the wily big horn 4 os he . : is very dry and the few small tinajas in the 
in the lower mountain spurs that run into <a i southern parts of this range dry up, the 
these high ranges. This might be accounted wee ‘i . sheep can frequently be seen on the skyline 
for by the fact that in this sheep country " or in the evening, traveling toward the river. 
the season—when they do come lower down |¥ - se See The trail they use in this migration is worn 
—is late in the winter, when snow lies deep, erate " = several inches into the hard granite by years 
and few men—only the most keen and and years of their travel. 
hardy—are on the trail. Also the fact that THE BIG DESERT BIG HORN I recall a trip in Mexico some years back. 
in years past, when sheep: were on the open Leet ae es ul eee aes De Myself and partner had left camp early and 
season, the migration to the lower country 49 inches from base, and 35 inches on the out. Were just a few hundred feet from camp and 
took place after the close of the open season, side of curve barely starting to climb a low and rocky 

“~ ra
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mesa that wea connerted to the ae 4 ‘3 2 the left, saw a ram coming direct- 

saddle with precipitous sides. We | air HAW jerds amby, Pactod howe sides. . ae i : yards away. gured he was 
had gone but a short distance up Be le ph tae mine, and raising the rifle, fi u e oO ee ae ed. 
the mesa side when we noticed ae Py Bt F ae. : i evidently aiteedl aerate ie 

three iderk obec ae slowly sul as ie Ss . as he kept right on toward me, 
toward a sharp ridge. We stoppe hele es eo oe ie ig ii i 
beneath a ll palo verde, ay a 7g Pd i oS. ae aie Tied Se ee 

. - : : bs te ‘ Sot Bees 7 

paring ie glasses on nea ue ‘om 2 ‘) ce Ses | hurriedly, expecting every second 
oun ey were a small band o! ee essed /\\ eh vere ba oy ec i . 

big horn, two ewes and a ram. oa tag sirsr ‘ian eS ee ease ane ell On the four 9 ‘ ram, Testo Ee — x DA ale report he suddenly came to, and, 
ie latter carrying a fine pair of \aeimawes Ce i a Yes wheeling around, his great head 
one. sid sachin Vie wetls Stee Noah easiamee, > > os Ps) 'e . BY held high, He was otay down the 

a my a Ge | Fak oe canyon and out of sight. 

ee AN LY ya aioli ae ee Vie Ue / < sc Gi lt MS AGG ane at my genes shooting, and 

going directly as possible to the a ee, NA af fe a fi £ ite ck ‘of ‘th -da mast Paes 
saddle, and I to cut back to the [iwi 9 AN) # Be) Fe ae hin Ea "Ne ae 
west and then bear northward to- a A l Wes r Ly 4 < [oe fe ae rN ie did Tee of ie that ae dee 
ward this same objective point. iN a | re ay ys tee We rived at camp after d: eS id ay 
The going was rough, and I had oh Mh @ ¢ (ete a artner | ich eo fo 1 ie Ling 
gone but two or three miles when Ne i cy Be vie 4 * s Leese Se 8 i Be ae Mi DE On ORR 

T heard the report of my partner's i RE a 2 SP ead 4 ta if aC iad File Penh eae 
. 3 = RG atte fae e “ See cided to leave the 

rifle echo in the canons My & pet Wg eS le = 4» “3g | meat with the scalp and horns in 
ft Soo srt, here sees | cee NM SB pe {ae the hills, and go back with one 

rectly toward the sound of his Sem ag Com]. AS ee foll ga a Sue L ‘ Kasei Oe dk“ fF To = og ee = following morning. He was so 
shot. As I gained the bare, wind- Secon \ Be es AE peel eee oy =| sincere that I hated to tell him 
swept slope I noticed a great a eae Weck ess rate a eee > | what happened. After having 
numer of sheep tracks, and ea PTF MR ones MM ger ek | some hot grub I told him about 
paused to look over some country ae Rr te oa ES fee 2 cer me it, and the onl: lation I MONG 2 Yarra Pe eet lg er Oe . ly consolation I got 
on the ‘opposite side of the ca i “g PE Leia ogee 3 a Fo. Bir ciara was that che “reckoned that I 
yon, when out on some sma Be OE ah ON gl lee xT ema VRE couldn’t hit a fat squaw in the 
bluffs very nearly avery over = a BAG ES ee NS back with a fryin’ pan,” which 
me and not fifty yards away. eli 

stepped a big ram, closely fol: Oe Gee eee BIS BORN Nes ie Hosts ge 
lowed by three others and twelve T have been fortunate enough Rs . igh to 
ewes and lambs. 1 got i abe dene ee “connect up with” in this lava-strewn coun- 
ae a bosses and brought him down wit try have been shot as they paused on shelf- 
a broken back. ee ae like projections found in these mountains. 

At the report of the rifle two of the ot! i by 0 One that I killed just recently paused long 
rams became confused and came directly i Se e> enough for me to put a bullet thru his fore- 
Jjoward, ane on the ae Led gee a mn mY = a a quarters, and the shock was great enough to 
a att a ue es ee oe ls eee ae ae Ss ls SE oo Ze tumble ata = sian ES turning 

% > - REY = SRS. R over twice in his descent. As I saw him 
ne » ae oe one _aT aaa yy, : L- aa ead ( ‘sh pee jutting pou ma a Hom Boe 

went into the job of skinni ut (os 2 FRM, made up my mind that this head wou 
ram. He proved to. be a fine Hig specimen Pr 3 Re" <A y ary 7 suey be ruined, but after reaching him, 

messting Seer ae A eT RS CNAME fom cc ee Beau r SE See orn resulted. 
removed the scalp and cut off the neck, and 2 It is a sight that no man can forget—to 

picking up the rifle started for camp, carry- see these magnificent animals plunge down- 

weet gies ae Tee Senay fond tie old owe we ave frequently found the old ewes when 
same load. We immediately exchanged followed by lambs to be cautions and wai ) ry 
Ole and, laying om Burden co pene PPD = to a degree. Old rams are, as a rule, the 
ack over the ground and found that he ha Pi same way. 

arrived at the saddle just in time to get a | ~ : Z I remember on one trip I was hunting in 
shot at the ram first seen, and also to cut - a chain of mountains in which the canyon 
off this bunch of sheep I had overtaken from p sides were steep cliffs, dropping off sheer 
qoming ts eddie and had headed then é - 500 to 800 feet, with only a narrow sheep 

ack toward me. is incident goes to show eS : trail here and there leading to the bottom. 
that being familiar with the field is a big : Sw. r a In some places the cliffs jut out in such a 
factor toward success in the pursuit of big tll a > ee manner that if one is directly on top he is 

Pe Nlaiough the big horn is one of the most ats ee f the elif b So er A si : , ™" e cliff base. 
wary animals to be found on this continent, we eo 2 On this particular day I was going directly 

he pal at Bales give exiibinous of down- |e o} ee } | over the top, in order to reach some high, 
right stupidity and carelessness that are ~~ el na Ba | open breaks in the ridges, where I had on 
aston ne. Se a of this ante a 2 - | P oO a former occasions been able to find a sheep 

recall was on a fine November day in z eee 4 |  féeding in the small mountain meadows that 
My partner and I had been endeavoring to ae 4 oS ‘ | are confined to these breaks. Several times 
ee: Si ae avelt in ~ Saag 4 ‘ | that dey Uiad heard the sharp, metallic-like 

ut ru; e out one | | reais t| sound of hoofs striking rock, but was un- 
day’s pack across the border. We had |im y ok a ii i i 
mopped at the head of a large canyon to a ae a a ee fast coe esp nibs toe 

scan the surrounding country, and, seeing ; 4 ‘ saddles, when I looked up, and across the 

reeks be eliealt selene CO ‘ SAE te copraligatds, Teeny ee ints, en he claimed, pe er to climb the opposite side. was fully ex- 
at that, will you!” Below us about 600 a posed on the top when they spotted me, but 
yards, standing broadside on a small point |@ Mi. : oe dropped over on the other side and made my 
on the left hand side of the canyon, was a a a nr way toward an old sheep trail that evidently 
ae sae pay re arate s ao ‘ crossed to the canyon side where these sheep 

yy gol nm on a s a oe: . were. 

side, and I followed down the right. * When I had last seen them they had di : s y had dis- 
On the aide iL went down ihe nate many F appeared thru a small cut in the mountains, 

st ‘olum: and i i i pe ee a 
the ridge of one of these when I heard the eis sabadelct uve. a ase, 88 ipches following it a ways I had paused and was 
noise of rolling rocks, and looking toward between tips looking at a small break in the canyon wall, 

~ ;
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when behold, out steps)this bunch of sheep. slope and across toward some steep cliffs yards away. Putting the rifle up, I led a 
The rams apparently felt out of danger, and that lined the other side. little on the big ram, and at the report he 
two of the smaller ones were playfully shoy- After about two hours hard climbing I rolléd over. The rest scattered in confusion. 
ing each other about. Another, a fine big reached the canyon bottom and ate a few Going over to the one just killed, I found 
fellow, was yet a little uneasy, and I could pieces of jerked sheep meat and got a drink him dead as a stone. He proved to be a 
see him thru the glasses turn his head from from a small spring of cold, clear water, very old ram, the teeth being worn a great 
side to side, scanning the country for the Which refreshed me, and I again sought the deal, and the carcass weighing about 325 
hidden danger he knew still to be some. TMs. ‘ pounds. The horns, with enough of the skull 
where. I endeavored to work myself closer I traveled the mountain contour close to bone to hold them together, weighed actually 

anne bar di ime T wok antese the cliff base, and about 3 in the afternoon 45 pounds, and measured 16% inches at the 
toward him, but the next time I too & ‘ook found their tracks crossing a small canyon base, with a 35-inch curl. I did the neces- 
into that break they were gone. Climbing head near a low picacho. I had just come sary job of skinning, and, carrying the horns 
to the ridge top again, I was just in time over a sharp ridge separating two canyons, and scalp on my shoulder, picked my way 
to see them going full tilt down the canyon when out jumped the whole band about 150 toward camp. 

Be ee ee ee eee 
ge ee a 

—— Se a acer ow 
Lae Sen Sat ae Se 

: A Good Camp House . 
A description of a unique auto-house that makes the sport of touring 
enjoyable for the owners and arouses the curiosity of the neighbors of the 

road. . 

THE subject of this article is a car that out of the way when not in use. When 
has attracted an unusual amount of at- E. B. Moreland being used, two stiff steel rods slipped into 

tention along every highway which it has sockets that had been bored at the correct 
traveled. The owner has been frequently olted to the woodwork permanently, and angle in the under side of it and in the 
urged by many who saw it to give it wide when in use are also bolted to the ends of /©Wer.2x2. In this way it was held as if on 
publicity for the sake of those who would the running board with small stove bolts, rackets, and the harder you pressed down 
“do likewise,” but who cannot quite manage The top over the front seat is also a part ou it, the tighter the rods were held in their 

a good working idea or plan. of the camp-house, as can be plainly seen ?*2C®S- A 
Its appearance in a public campground jn illustration. It was made upon an old Strong canvas pockets were nailed to. every 

was always a signal for such an amount of auto bow that was somewhat wider than the #V@ilable space upon the inside of the board interest as finally became rather embarrass- one removed—a circumstance that was very walls. These were divided into SOOO NS ae 
ing to the owners, because it frequently de- pleasant when riding over the desert in ©°Pding to the size and shape of the articles layed their evening meal for hours, and after scorching sunshine. It was also lined with ‘hey were intended to hold. China cups and 
a day’s riding they were rather hungry. dark canvas to better protect the heads of S@ucers carried safely in this way for mere Scores examined it with the intention of the riders from the sun’s heat. Its front ‘han 6,000 miles, and arrived home with copying one or more of its features. was fastened above the windshield in the Mever a crack after going over some incred- Outside of the work, it cost no more than same way the other top had been, and its ‘Ply rough roads. All’ our ‘small’ articles an ordinary tent. When on the road it is rear ends by iren brackets to the wooden Were carried in pockets, which was found to no higher than a touring car, and no wider. corners of the house. be a very convenient way—because they had 
After the bed and the stove had been placed The same illustration shows that the seat ‘2 be put in their places to keep them out 
in it, it weighed only 140 pounds more than for the driver and his companion has been ©! the way when not in use, and, by having the empty car had weighed before the in no way disturbed, so it is just as com- the pockets to fit, they had to be put into change. The traveling weight is really less fortable as ever—a fact that surprised many. the right ones. Thus we always knew where than when the old camp equipment was The front wall of the house back of the ‘'® look for them, and, the pockets being carried. rider’s shoulders is not too close for com- 4¢eP, they couldn’t get onto the floor while 

It is a Hudson Super-Six from which the fort. The lower half is of canvas and the ©" the road. By the way, the front of the 
top and rear seat have been removed. Only upper of wire fly screen. This strip of pocket has to be larger than the back to 
a very small cut had to be made just below screen is mainly for ventilation, but also per- ow for bulging. 
the hinges of the rear doors. This, with the mits the driver a view of the rear, there A galvanized iron wash tub that could be 
removal of several bolts that held the rear being no panel of glass in the door at the ‘lipped under the bed—when not in use for 
of the body to the frame, allowed the rear back. either bathing or washing—held packages of 
seat and top to be taken off with no damage To give the camp-house firmness and $toceries. A box that fitted alongside of the that cannot be easily remedied when they strength, a framework of 2x2 was used, care tub also held supplies. 
are to be put back. being taken that there were no knots or The fenders projected into the room, but The rear doors were then taken off by weak places in them. One of these was left spaces under the head and foot of the 
slipping the pins from the hinges, and they, placed upright in each corner and their tops bed that could be fitted with boxes holding 
with the seat and top, stored in the garage, connected by others. To make the sides, changes of underwear, towels, etc. 
ready to be used again when the car is double-faced ceiling boards 5 inch thick A set of aluminum cooking utensils that B needéd for home use. were fastened to these 2x2s by screws. This fitted into one another was strapped in place A 2x2, 51% feet long, was then fastened gave the effect of a large box 4 feet 5 inches under the shelf that held the stove. In the across the back of the front seat by two flat- high, with a door in the rear. Three other Opposite corner, at the end of the table, was 
headed bolts that held it firmly to the parts pieces were used along the sides, two on the @ seat (to be used by one of us while the of the hingés that were left when the pins right hand and one on the left. The upper Other used a folding camp chair), and under 
were removed. Two 2x4s, 6 feet 10 inches of those on the right hand held the ends of it was strapped a galvanized iron bucket in- long (they could have been 7 feet just as the boards that had to be cut along the top side of which was carried the gallon can of well) were then securely bolted’ to the iron of the foot extension (described later), and kerosene for the stove. The kerosene would 
frame of the car using the bolt holes that also the hinges for the table. The lower have been unnecessary in some instances. 
were already in it. passed along under the foot extension to But in this case the cook was afraid of gaso- The camp-house was then built upon these hold it and the foot of the bed. The one on line, so refused to use one of those little 
three pieces, great care being taken not to the left was at the same level as the lower camp stoves so many campers are using. make any part fast to that part of the body one on the right (just high enough to escape Beside the bucket there was space for the which was left in any way that would pre- the curve of the fenders), and held the head an of oil for the engine, which allowed an 
vent its being removed without damage to of the bed and the shelf for the oil stove. extra supply being carried. 
the car. The little table, which was fastened by The bed, placed crosswise of the car di- The fenders are a part of the camp-house, hinges to the upper of those on the right, rectly behind the front seat, was constructed being old ones from another car. They are could be turned up against the wall entirely in two parts each 2 feet wide, one part per- aa
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; Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Mt. Sheep Joe ‘Gonneriy) herder for Camp- 

bell & Francis, told Mickelson on 1920 that 

there were sheep around Squaw Mt. He did not 

take any stock in it at the time. I think 

this is worth investigation, even if there 

is only a small chance of its being true. 

If true the wild goats should be killed out 

and an excluded area established for them.



Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Mt. Sheep horns hanging in a cedar tree 2 

miles west -of- upper a ranch, old, Doggett 

SaySe Thinks there may be a few sheep left 

on the high rough peaks. I doubt if any left,



Prescott Inspection - 1922 

M&. Sheep. now found in Jarquillala Mts. 

in S.W. Ariz. according to Talieferro,
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Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Mt. Sheep One killed by Jim Carter about 

1900 at his ranch near Walnut Grove. 

Horns found by Taliaferro on Minnehaha 

Cr. near Thompson Peak. 

Horns found by Hi Calkins on Blind In- 

dian Cr.
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S Gila Inspection - 1922 

Mt. Sheep horns found by Winn and Lyon 3 

miles above sheep crossing in canyon of 

Little Colorado on Apache. In a rock shelf 

with a human skull, said to be that of an 

Indian woman.



Gila Inspection - 1922 

Hatchet Sheep. Kellogg says Hotchkiss 

saw 30 sheep about 6 mos. ago in Hatchet 

Mts.



Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Mt. Sheep in Santa Maria Mts. according to 

Carter. Nearest other occurrence, past or 

present, at Walnut Grove where a stray ram 

was once seen,



, 
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Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Mt. Sheep 

Christensen says were none on Crook, 

Rencher says he found horns in 1901 

on Flattop Mt., east os Hagerville and 

also on Water Can. on west side 15" mi. 

S.W. Ranger Station.



Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Mt. Sheep (Biol. Survey) Thinks 1,000 head,



Manzano Inspection - 1923 

Mt. Sheep. 2 seen at head of Santa Barbara 

in August, 1913. Wintered on head of San 

Bernardo,



Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Mt. Speep Cross 8. of Ajo. Somebody gave 
@ squaw a Rambouillet ewe. She turned it 
loose with range goats. Came home with half- 
breed lamb (ewe). Next year this ewe brought 
in a 3/4 mt. sheep ewe who is 3 yrs. old but 
has no offspring. Wool on these is in spots, 
pintoed with hair.
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. Someone TE recently e Oe: Ovis of the Sun 
Te : Mexico _ prohibit- 

oe ing the lawful 
tl gk: be 4 hunting of big- Ben Tinker Papago sal’ trail, or by going over the moun- 

i s4 ’ id = hor fuas (taken a : tain have made it with a little daylight to 
Ti” fe oaway from the 4 visit to Mr. Bighorn in Mexico, during spare. The Emila lies on the east side 
: Wi | qporismen of the which the writer climbs mountains and more about two-thirds up toward the three main 
I ¥ { Sit | Eastern United 0umtains, and at last succeeds in finding peaks and about at the center of the range. 
ae Sires and arnne Ovis at home on a sunny pergola as yet The Tule lies on the ocean, or west side, ~ 

ee i. re id the saan unequipped with modern elevator. and just starting up the first big mesa. The 
5 | ee a hie hantee ee Chivos lie a little farther to the south of 
4 eee c.| : have endured the acetates ttztztttstttsstststnmnnsnnnsennnnnnnnnnennnnenennes the Tule on the same side, but I have found 
—— ot hardships! cf the the Chiyos dry a number of times. This 

mighty deserts of the border where both water and feed are ‘&"8° 18 comparatively easy to hunt, as most 
that surround the mountain homes of these to be found sufficient enough for the class of cg ab ean (be eidden waver horseback, or Baten 
Java sheep, a variety of bighorn, hunting game country you are in, with the exception, Y°> muleback; and as the ride from the 
that stands in a class alone. The few white of course, of a very dry year. north to the fouttt’ ea ee this range 
native hunters, like myself, who have al- The Pincate country is well watered com- ©?" Be een a Pa “ca cease 
most ceaselessly followed this species of pared to the sheep ranges farther south, as Aue 2 ones h Saree Cn one ene 
Ovis canandansis for the past fifteen to there are three permanent tinajas in the ° te =) Mone ae eae’ cS ue a me 
twenty years cannot but regret this ten-year range—the Papago, Tule and the Galletal— C©*S''Y S€ a ote ‘i ® a Thi onan ee = 
law, as we all believe that it will grow as while the Emila, the Cuervo and three other CO™MParatively small held: i ne ecco ‘igh 
ancient as a great many other Mexican laws, smaller tinajas always contain water if there the: Pincate pune Wicca! 2) . of out 
and fully believe that this will mean the has been any rain at all—not just showers, I have hunted in this region since early 
passing of lawful bighorn hunting in but desert rains. Any of the first three 1900. My grandfather hunted sheep in 
Mexico. Not that I do not think that the tinajas named can be reached from each there as early as 1859, and my father in the 
law is not needed for the saving of the other in a day’s ride. For instance, T have Years from 1881 to 1900, and from their 
sheep, as Obregon has done a wise and far- gone many times from the Papago, in the Views on the number of sheep seen, and 
seeing act, but the absolute closed season extreme north end of the mountain, to the from what I have found, the decrease has 
in any country where men ride and hunt Galletal, on the been tremendous. There are a few left at 
almost constantly, and where the few people far south point Pincate yet, but very few, 
that inhabit this part of the world hunt al- of the range, in ¢ _ =z and it has been a very poor 
most instinctively, is going to be a hard law a day, by the old = - A; 0s place to take a sportsman 
to enforce; and to LP gf 4 eS . desiring either 
keep the vaqueros, 5 Mal koe play in eheeb ne 
prospectors and ieee sees ueeeeleme SNe ‘ ve P Oe ig heads, for the 
hunters that. live . OX ey _— = ae wee , last six years. While 
their lives in these f ee ee “ Be & I always go into 
malapais and gran- Co ie Waly or é aie them each year and 
ite ranges which can Ly" Be maa nals , hunt, it is merely as 
contain bighon | sta i] eae Of mn" a by-place on my 
from killing them SAN Eee sue oe agen ae ‘i OM aN eit - trips farther south, 
is indeed a problem. §% * =e i wt : ae Pa) and the Galleta 
I personally believe 3 SS Sere MEG - meadows in the ex- 
that a season limit é a =, a % ae Ve oe Pet treme south end, 4 
of one ram to each = re bee A ip me Ce 2 and the water at the 
man would have te tole en he 8 ae en ae ef.) Tinaja del Galletal 
helped to solve the & ei i Oe a. i) i qe] has often been a pace problem much Lee 2 X Ngan ry ea s life-saver for both 
etter, ; i i aun sa. 2. a LA uh myself and_ horses 

have never been nu- aye 9 ST Ve J fe or of those burned- 
merous, but the ; -\ t ee a - bis AS hoe a out granite ranges far to the 
mountain chains in : sa Bs a pase.” eos south. It could not be said 
which they are | cow aa ik brace ges ae ngs | that I would go there any 
found and the des [iy fy geen @ Ma os rae ee : more for a permanent sheep 
erts that contain Tee ee bi os en OE - camp. It has been necessary ss 
these mountain Soe ene a ees t 8 Te ak ge " for me to turn down a great 
chains were for =) tae f aa vee Ky il : many good sportsmen who 
many years a won- ws, I , 3 “ 5 Va Sy wished to make a ten or fif- 
derful natural pro- a oa 7 i as. iad ee teen-day hunt in this region, : 
tection for these ne, ee 7 é, ee ‘ga = as the best country cannot be 
animals. Water and a Iba: >>> ‘ fs a DS 2 reached by auto, but must be 
feed for your pack os eee re ee, e 3 gotten into by pack, and it 
outfit ate ie prime as ee on a PA oe eee i takes nearly ten days to ‘get 
essentials for any = Oia gE he to the best bighorn countr 
hunt, and both of A Os oe <a. going via auto to either Sine. 

Ithese are few and (Mg tae aater Strat eect oir ae er yata or Quitivaquita or the § 
far between in. the ae eo : ‘ : cp Tinajas Altas and meeting 
best Mexican _big- . . . . m your pack outfit at any of 
horn country. There ingle Titers dal (ealietal these points. While I could 

are a few ranges Lower left—The ram with a 16-inch base and 88-inch curl, I had to Have taken them into the Pincate country 
that lie just south gut him on the mountain, which accounts for the thin appearance and shown them sheep, I frankly told them
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what to expec, and advised them to take ram had evidently lost his footing and was head of a large open “aes, walled in on 
more time and get the value received for unable to get out. We camped at this place each side by sheer cliffs, and in whose rocky 

their efforts and money or not attempt the about eight days and used this water with- bed there were three medium tinajas, which 
trip, as I had rather see a man return from out boiling, and suffered no apparent ill lay in the blue limestone like huge shim- 
a trip for bighorn fully satisfied or not make effects from it. This was pretty good sheep mering crystals. Close to the canyon’s walls 
dhe ie ee : counteys Bee ae a many each day i in were dense thickets of palo fierro, some of 

e hunted sheep in every range on the fact, the first day when we were making which were thirty in in ci 
west coast of Mexico that contains them, camp I looked up and saw five sheep ae and ore Mee SS oe 
and have killed rams in the Pincate, Sierra ing practically over us on top of a small verdes, their bright green stems and leaves 

Blancos, Sierra del San Francisco, Sierra table mountain not over 200 yards away. I forming a striking contrast against the dull 
Pinta, Sierra del Pozo, Sierra Alamo, Sierra pointed them out to my companion, and as green of the palo fierros and the black lava 

del Picu, Rosarieo, and Sierra Viejos; also soon as he could pull his rifle from the walls of the canyon. I had camped here 
in a small range that lies out in the midst scabbard he shot at the most prominent ram, many times, and about three miles above 
of an immense field of sand and three days but unfortunately missed. Big rams in some this place, where the big canyon split into 
from the nearest water. This range is un- of the mountain chains in which I have three smaller ones and where there were 
named and practically unknown, and a man hunted, where man is seldom or never seen, small meadows of fine white gramma grass, 
puts his life at stake when he turns his pack are at times not frightened in the least by [ had found and shot at on several occa- 

sions two fine big rams. After getting my 
aes oe ce eee ee fe camp in shape and putting shoes on two of 

h . ©. the mules, which consumed two days, I sad- 
i | se dled the little gray mule, Kangroo, and 
i E ee ©) slowly rode toward the rough country above. 

: - = There rams I had noticed before would gen- 

M : > erally feed on the small meadows right on 
e | e = *, the canyon edge, and in a position to com- 

mcr TM, lle “ * mand a full view of the entire country be- 
a eee © low. As I drew near to this country I tied 

peli bi ey - the mule to a pithaya stem and, taking off 
: Sh 4 s my boots, picked my way over the lava 

. ‘ = “ 4 _ boulders in my stocking feet, and from a 
c Bs Neate na S ae 3 small seedless mountain eupoais these 

= . 2 dows looked carefully for the sheep, but 
Fa lee al e * he E ae y a . Sa eg he a not one was to be seen.» I went back to 

ee it Ve i i Se) ae the mule and, slipping my rifle back in the 
x a en ee ct scabbard and putting on my boots, mounted 

x - “ fi a: and rode toward a canyon head that ae filled 
with palo fierro trees. As my mule picked 

outfit toward their finger-like peaks and meee ee hie ole fe ce the 7 at leva Leanne a 

Heels over the sand guns: tothem. I have Ns _— 0 ee at approached: this palo nee thicket I 
pee ae oe are Det ike de to. TA: : Bo — 7 heard the sharp, metallic sound of hoofs 

verbial “crow bait,” but with the largest au Bil striking rock, and a big ram appeared, go- 

bighorn head I had ever Killed, and told 2 VAW@ Amato 7 a 
7 friend of mine who has a ranch on the : a oO” ee 

American side of the border where I had ae aie : 
been, he “lowed I was a plum fool,” and a) of eas Ta Mate ‘i 
assured himself many times under his breath pe ee a l/l P ee ee 
that I must have “stuck a ram-rod up my Ne ee SMS ie a. 3 nee 
back before hitting out” for this range. The Sees CC cm a 
worst of the traveling is that these sand oe oe s a ee ek ae 
dunes are completely honeycombed with “fare a A M4 28 vi ig wT 
tunnels of some animal similar to a badger, Re . : a A a | 
and your horses flounder belly deep in some Nie alee ad oh ae 2 % Se Lig OARS den] i, 
places for miles. This plays them out and LDuier ant 4 a? ree a | eat 
they soon get wise to this “mal-tierra,” as 4 Nic) bai : « Pe a . Pr 
my Mexican wrangler calls these tunneled : Es CANS “A q EN y a oes Ae 
fields, and will detour a good many feet eg gee 34 3 , = k a 
trying to avoid them—and then they gener- 2 Tans 28 oe | Aa . pas ~S * | 
ally fall into others. eo ee —_ a F 

There are plenty of sheep in this range, ea 
as I saw fourteen big heads the first day * 7 “en 2 

of hunting, and it was with a feeling in- : : : 
describable that I watched the bands of big- 
horn feeding undisturbed and heard the Top—General yiew of sheep country. I killed two rams just to the ing full tilt across the 

scream of the Mexican condor overhead. Circle—Digging for eae Peer GE Siete del’ San! Francieco canyon and toward 
I once had a very well-known British Bottom—Mr, Tinker and his Mex wrangler the opposite side: He. 

sportsman on the first range south of this ‘ had era the ian at 
panes Beis 

one, and asked him if he didn’t want to his sudden appearance, provided, of course, the canyon side when I got my rifle on him, 
cross the sand and hunt in this range; but ; : Fi : : he rolls no rocks or makes no other dis- and the 180-grain boat-tail from the .30 
as we had just experienced a day of travel- bi d N medi th: Gir similar to Mab omlnche webwouldahave turbing sound. 3 __._ Newton caught him directly thru the fore 

Sacre I once got an English sportsman within quarters, and he fell among the black lava 
to go thru to reach them, he said it would - = Gould Lf * * 
be a “jolly lark to hunt the great sodden forty yards of a big ram, and when he taised ~ boulders. ound him to be a fine big ram 
rams” over there, but in the next breath VP ‘ shoot, the seal es facing him and with a longer a to ne horns Shan any 
added! thal he thought next year qrould he l0OMMe suuarely at/hun 2 Clie was too much. ran Hey need naa 
a better one for him to make the trip. It for the Britisher, oe he missed by several measured 38 inches, while the base alee re 
petincrecary forte to aeok sealertenonch inches. He fired twice without connecting, ference was 16 inches. I managed by main 

to last thruout this trip into this range, as eullathe eheen scarcely broke into @ ran get- Strona tnearl arate oe nes 
the three small tinajas I found were dry. Hag ont of the way. My companion was the oe oa arr e eyee, Beautoh 
But there are undoubtedly larger tinajas in much excited and was eager to hurry and on him, made it back to camp. 

these mountains, try to get another sight of the ram, but I These rams browse on the palo fierro 

I had the experience of finding a three- cautioned him to sit still for about ten leaves, and that was what he was engaged 
year-old ram drowned in a tinaja on a re- Minutes. We then followed in the general in doing when I rode up on him. I dis- 

cent trip. This tinaja was in a range at direction the ram had gone, and not half a emboweled him and found his stomach con- 

Granite Hills and was about eight feet deep mile away had the same identical shot as tained between forty and fifty pounds of 
and the sides absolutely perpendicular. The the first, with the same results. these leaves. My pardner was anxious to 

sheep that watered here had to practically Not long ago I was hunting in one of get a photograph of this ram on account of 
stand on their heads while drinking, es- the biggest mountain ranges in this country the extraordinary long curl to his horns, 
pecially when the water was low, and this and had worked my pack outfit up into the and he found it necessary to pack him sev:
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eral yards away from camp and to the edge yelling “whoa” at his mule. The mule paid and told my companion that it must have 
of a small, grassy meadow in order to get no attention to this, but finally was forced been his one shot from his .405 Winchester 
the proper light. to stop between a big rock and a mesquite that killed the ram, as I was using the 

An incident that amused me happened on tree, and I ran over and helped him release Springfield, shooting the 150-grain bullet. 
a trip a few years back. My partner was himself. Just how it happened was plain. But he replied, “I don’t give a d—, I am 
a half-breed Mexican and American, and When we got off to shoot at the sheep, we gonna shoot that mule.” We packed the 
was a very skillful rider and roper. We each threw the reins over the mules’ heads, ram to camp, and the last thing I heard 
were camped on the plains below a moun- and my partner, having an extra long pair, that night as I crawled in the blankets was 
tain chain where sheep were fairly numer- had stepped into his, and at the first shot his telling the cook he was “gonna shoot that 
cous, but was not sure if there was water in the mule bolted and the reins caught on one mule in the morning.” 
the canyon opposite us, which was literally of the big Spanish spurs he wore and over The effect this desert bighorn hunting has 
filled with huge rocks which had broken off his ankles, making it impossible for him to on different types of men is interesting. 
the canyon sides and rolled down, so sad- release his foot from the reins. He was sure Some are beaten completely and baffled by 
dled two mules in the morning and rode mad all the way thru, and the first thing its dry and rugged mountains. This type 
into the canyon. We were within a few he said upon getting to his feet was, “I am is generally unsuccessful. I have seen 
yards of the place where we expected to gonna shoot that mule.” I tried to soothe many of them turn in the saddle as we 
find water when we jumped three sheep on his wrath, but the only thing that saved the traveled back toward the border and view 
the canyon slope. We both dismounted and mule’s life was the fact that he did not the hazy blue ranges with a look of loathing 

each fired. I noticed I managed to get in want to walk back the four miles to camp. and disgust plainly written on their faces, 
three shots while he fired only once and In fact, the only thing I could get out of while others more hardy and adventuresome 
quit immediately. I heard him yell, but him all day was, “I am gonna shoot that are most always successful, and loath to 
paid all my attention to the fast-disappearing mule.” We picked up the sheep trail and leave this country, and turn back and view 
sheep; but when finally I looked around I found blood splotches, so followed and soon these same ranges as distant paradises, filled 
saw my partner was being dragged by one found a five-year-old ram stone-dead in a with the most golden of pleasures—the days 
leg across the boulders at a furious rate and small side canyon. I examined the wound spent in hunting Ovis of the Sun. 
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A Collecti { Antique Pistols 
Adelaide Wayland ee ie 

: aii Clan 
A hobby may be anything from collecting i $IEV SEE ESS reaceass 
specimens of fleas to breeding skunks for a, ee . << RAS Such He A 
their fur, but few have as much practical “ Pes a "4 - ; <4 
value to all who a them as does the collec-  |\ame ni i b) < <€ ’ od , 
tion of antique firearms described in the ¥ Baad = &: £456. 

following pages. P a ; Ea Ke € «Ss & 

ae TASS Dp the four centuries that have elapsed pay + ee ew ae BY i 
since Louis XII of France made the first atti a , . 

collection of arms and armory, at Amboise, a . ‘ S 
in 1502, there have been many other group- _- wi Ps en 
ings of this kind made by public museums a. oe , Ts >» ~ 
and private owners. < ‘a ss a #8 3 1 | 

In the United States there are but few Se ee eee 
that can compare in age and variety with . 2 i ’ 
ihe tiniaue reollestonieg? pistols sade evalvars An interesting group of guns and cases of dueling sets 

owned ‘by ¢. isu Saunders; and none, who spent his life in fiddlin’ “The Arkansas The owner has about 750 pistols and re- 
er ane safe poy COYNE, 101 8 Day with these Traveler” may be surprised to learn that volvers that, in a period of twenty years, he 
firearms in condition. . this private museum is in Mr. Saunders’ has collected, personally, in nearly all the 

The world, acquainted only with Arkansas heautiful home at Berryville, Ark., in the countries of the globe. His earliest collec- 
thru the facetious accounts of “The Slow romantic Ozark Mountain region of Carroll tion of some one hundred weapons was 
Train Through Arkansas,” and the native County. huctedieatethe erimemeferhen Sanieninina eee 

a earthquake. 
| : He has models ranging from the very 

eS oldest makes manufactured in China early 
la ye én 2 in the sixteenth century to the latest and 

CS SSS . ~a . = : most complete American automatic pistols. 
a > _ See tee | ee me The large cabinet cases filled with their 

Sa Ye = ~ pee Pela assortment of shining guns elicit praise and 
s = } ee admiration from the novice and the con- 

: 333 . p= ——- ‘ noisseur. 
— eee —_ : ts A large percentage of the weapons in this 

: > eS —— ae collection has intricately carved ivory 
>? — =" = == 3 nandlee aa wold OE lye plied: barrels 

—— >> a7 and cylinders beautifully engraved. e 
F < ee ~~ 4 = — = y complete collection represents an actual out- 
a Se : “ <<) ~> ‘ € ~| lay of thousands of dollars. One pistol 

* oe > ——: > — _ .M% | alone, once the property of King Phillip of 
ss : a SS —_> oe. Spain (1737) cost Mr. Saunders $1,350. 

ns " 3 . =a) => <= a The enormous cost does not cover the 
De ~~ ie ee . = {= =< | actual value, as many of the guns were gifts 
~s ™ >? > s >| from noted characters, good and bad. 

> ~ — m > 3 ho There are various models of the old flint- 
3 Se a >> i Ce eee ===. | lock pistol, with large caliber and smooth 

La a h bis ee . S | bore, that was such an indispensable weapon 
of defense in the horseback and stage travel 

A group in the collection of more than 700 old guns, representing over 500 models, owned by ays of our early history. As these were 
C. Burton Saunders meant for short range work, accuracy was
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March i?, 1924 

Mountain Sheep. 

H. R. Leatherman of Taos came to that country 15 years 
ago and states that when he came he heard that there were sup- 
posed to be three mountain sheep near Cabresto Lake five years 
before. This would be around 1903. 
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Pish & Gene. March 26, 1924, 

The Porester, 

Washington, De Ce 

Dear Sir; 

Ranger Pred Lb. MeCement whe is in charge of the Jewett 
District on the Datil, hes submitted ea horn or tusk found in 
the Indien ruins near the Jewett Station. He says thet from 
time te time quite a sumber ef similar horns or tusks have been 
unearthed there. He supposed that this specimen constituted 
the core of the horn of a laub or fensle mountain sheep but we 
ere not 86 Sure what it is. It might be such a core; aoe 
be a piece of a deer horn cut for use as an instrument, or it 

—_ might be the tuek of a javelina, The metter is of considerable 
importance in working cut the former ranges of the various gane 
species in the Scuthwest, on whieh projeet Mr. Leopold has oon 
eugaged for some time. Ye would appreciate your se gong | 
the specimen te the Biclegical rae tara Opinion and an re 
eopy of this letter is enclosed for thet purpose, lrobebly 
Dr. Nelson, Dr. —— or Dr. Goldman would be the aust fauiliar - 
with the Southweet the best able te pass on the specimen, 

If the specimen is the core of a shesp horn, we might 
sey that we have no record of any former 7 closer then the 
lower reaches of the Prisco River, srobably miles southwest, 
or the box of the Little Coloradc, 60 miles northwest, If it 

- ig @ javeline tusk, we heave m recoraé of former javelinas closer 
then the Hatehet Mountains on the Mexican border or the Tonto 
Bagin in arizona, 

if the specimen ehould prove to have great scientific 
Velue, we would be glad te have the Survey retain it and we 
believe that Mr. McCament would look at it in the same way. 

fhe Jewett ruins were not inhabited within historia tines 
SG fer a® we know, 

Very truly yours, 

FRAUK C.¥.POCLER, Distriet Forester, 

Copy for A.L's file = 
: By dohn D. fone’ » Acting. 5 

* a
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- Saving the Big Game of Mexico pe 
4 a’. 

wi President Obregon’s Surprise to the “ Vw 
Friends and Foes of Sheep and Antelope Mat Ke 

rn 
By WILLIAM T. HORNADAY os 
Director of the New York Zoological Garden i 

ON AUGUST 1, 1922, the mountain sheep and lated contingent of the regulation Rocky Mountain 
prong-horned antelope of Mexico were so big-horn (Ovis canadensis )—one-fourth smaller 

fiercely beset by hunters that their speedy extinc- than the northern stock, with short, harsh coat of a 
tion seemed fixed and certain. The only question chocolate brown color, and an almost naked tail. 
about it was: Which hunters are the most deadly— The horns of these dwarf sheep are of standard 
the American sportsmen or the Mexican meat hunt- form, but noticeably smaller than those of the 
ers? Both elements were proving serious factors. robust Montana-Alberta type. We met these sheep 

And now, by just two Pe exseg in their home, became per- 
turns of fortune’s wheel, Vi se sonally acquainted with 
all that has been changed I gO. oa them, and found them to 
for the better. The Mexi- si. es on be the most hardy and 
can Government’s coup is Ln hit Bt persistent sheep in the 
so gratifying that the ° ‘s game world. Just how they 
story of it is here re- tng Nd en mica) manage to live in summer 
corded. P Se on the awful 

Be it known Fe ci ‘ @ Pinacate lava 
that the = P : = “sy field is a 
mountain = 7B sti ' rs “ mystery; but 
sheep of ea a € { they do it, 

Mexico. hap- ec . Pi aa and possibly 
pen to be par- Ni i py think that 
ticularly in- need they are even 
teresting to a happy there. 
some zoolo- Upon the 
gists. They represent the most south- mountain backbone of the Lower Cali- 
erly outposts of the genus Ovis in its fornia Peninsula, from the San Pedro 
march southward from the Asiatic- Martir Mountains southward to La 
American crossing at Bering Strait. In Paz, but no farther, there lives a third 
northwestern Mexico the sheep migra- species, the Lower California big-horn, 
tion was finally stopped by desert bar- named, by D. G. Elliott, Ovis cremno- 
renness, fierce heat and scarcity of t bates. This sheep is somewhat larger 
water. On one Mexican sheep group than either of the other two, and occa- 
these conditions have scored heavily and sionally its horns attain fine propor- 
produced a colony of dwarfs. Oe De on tions. For it the first-record-for-the- 

The fauna of Mexico still contains C¢aljporNIA MoUN- WOrld is the grand head shot by the late 
three species of mountain sheep. That TAIN SHEEP George H. Gould, of Santa Barbara, 
one which lingers on the brink of ex- _ This head was securedby California, and presented by him for 
termination in north central Chihuahua, Ns Cree, Santa display in the National Collection of 
on the Santa Maria River and Lakes, is presented by him to the Heads and Horns. 
Ovis mexicanus, or the real Mexican National Collection of The following are the measurements 
sheep. This is a sheep of good size, of the finest heads of the three Mexican 
with fairly abundant hair, an extra long molar sheep species that are known to me: 
tooth-row, and extra large ears. ie ae ee ee 

In northwestern Sonora, inhabiting a triangle soe | Brat | che Gnitt Head) 
with a base fifty miles long on the international fens'h_on the curve..... “eee | a o. . 
boundary, and extending down the east side of the Greatest outside spread.. 2534” 
Gulf of California to the Seri Mountains (opposite eee ua Ses Neen 
Tiburon Island), there lives a small-sized and iso- __ _| River | Rosaria__| Pedro Martir 
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DWARF SHEEP ON THE BASALTIC LAVA OF THE SIERRA PINACATE 

Many clumps of white brittle bushes and two dwarfed giant sahuaros are to be seen. Vegetation is rare in this desolate country, but 
the small sheep are the most hardy and persistent in the world. 

The Mexican mountain sheep of Chihuahua Nevertheless, there are a number of surviving 
never were very numerous (at least during recent bands, and if all shooting is resolutely prevented 
years), and even when Dr. Merriam described and during the next nine years, the Lower California 
christened the species, in 1901, it was next to im- big-horn will be saved to the fauna of Mexico. 
possible to procure museum specimens, because of That species is so fine that its loss would be de- 
their rarity on the hoof. It was only after five plorable; but we are now sure that the Government 
years of correspondence that we were luckily able of Mexico will protect it from going into the dis- 
to procure, through the alertness of Mr. Ben card. Game wardens are needed at Calexico, El 
Tinker, the head listed above, which came from the Centro and Magdalena, to prevent hunting parties 
Santa Maria River region. I know two American from organizing and departing for the southern 
sportsmen who went hunting to the Santa Maria mountains in which sheep might be found; and any 
Mountains and found not one sheep. Mexican citizen may well consider it an honor to be 

The sheep of Lower California have been known so appointed. 
and diligently hunted for more than twenty-five The prong-horned antelope of Mexico may be de- 
years. George H. Gould, Fred W. Norton, Wilson scribed as a smaller, less robust and small-horned 
Potter and many other Americans whom I cannot race, inhabiting the plains regions surrounding the 
name, went in from Calexico with Captain Funcke, mountains of northwestern Mexico that still con- 

from Magdalena and other places, and secured good tain mountain sheep. The exacting zoologist may 
trophies. In some places, and by some men whose regard this brief statement as quite insufficient, and 

names I do not know, there was genuine slaughter were we writing a treatise on the antelope species 
of sheep, and the wonder is that any sheep now re- it would be indeed so; but as a one-sentence defini- 
main alive in Lower California. tion it is the best I can offer. At all events, however,
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DWARF MOUNTAIN SHEEP RAM ON THE LAVA OF SIERRA PINACATE 
Just how the animals of this small-sized and isolated contingent manage to live in summer on this awful lava field is a mystery, but 

they do it and possibly think they are even happy there. 

we know that in northwestern Sonora it is literally who went there shot sparingly, as gentlemen should. 
true. But alas! The prong-horns of Mexico are I now recall Captain Kermit Roosevelt, W. B. Mer- 
even fewer in number than the sheep. In 1907 we shon, Gustavus D. Pope, Carl Lumbholtz, Charles 
found not more than a score of antelope, all told; Sheldon, Charles A. Gianini and the Dracopoli 
but of sheep we saw at least three times that num- brothers (from England). The cairn that I built 
ber. They were living on the level deserts east and on the summit of Pinacate in November, 1907, to 
west of the Pinacate Range, and the three that we contain our record, is now said to hold a large col- 
took fell on plains of lava and volcanic ashes. lection of visiting cards. 

It is an unfortunate fact that in the breast of the And all this while, Charlie Foster and other 
standardized American hunter of big game, the Mexican sheep hunters diligently have been hunting 
love for mountain sheep hunting amounts to a rul- and killing sheep in that country, for meat. Sev- 
ing passion. He will go to the gates of the infernal eral large piles of mountain sheep horns—all the 
regions, if necessary, to have his fling at sheep work of Mexicans and Papago Indians—have been 
hunting and bring back the head of at least one reported by Mr. Tinker. It is not strange, there- 
“big ram.” And considering all the fascination fore, that Mr. Charles A. Gianini, who went hunt- 
there is in hunting grand game amid grand sur- ing in 1921 in the Sierra Pinacate, found no sheep 
roundings, I do not blame him! In 1907, we, also, whatever in that range! Whether any sheep are 
were among those present when Dr. D. T. Mac- there today, we do not know; but it is at least 

Dougal, Director of the Desert Botanical Labora- doubtful. In that event, we can only hope that 
tory, led an exploring expedition from Tucson to bands will migrate into that range from somewhere 
the Sierra Pinacate. We wished to know (1) else and populate it once more. 
whether any mountain sheep were there, and if so On January 1, 1922, the outlook for the moun- 
(2) what they looked like at that jumping-off place tain sheep and antelope of Mexico looked black in- 
of the genus Ovis. deed. The efforts for sheep protection that we 
We found sheep there. We took away half a made in 1908 with Secretary Olegario Molina, of 

dozen good specimens; and the only bad thing the Government of Mexico—and up to the over- 
that we did was to make a book about that coun- throw with excellent prospects of final success— 
try—which at once set in motion a long procession completely lapsed when the Diaz Government was 

of sheep hunters headed for Pinacate. I think that replaced by that of Madero. But we are familiar 
at least twenty parties have hunted there since that with “the darkest hour.” 
fatal red-covered book appeared. With but one ex- About August 1, 1922, the most distinguished 
ception—a party from California, that slew sixteen zoologist of Mexico, with his little daughter Lucy 
rams, ewes and lambs—all the American sportsmen as a companion, came to New York City, to spend
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THE FAMOUS PAPAGO TANK IN FLINT-HARD BASALTIC LAVA 
The best of the only two water holes west of the Pinacate Mountains, containing water that is clean, clear and good. The mountain 

sheep live in this kind of desolate and unpromising country. 

a month in studying some of its institutions. Pro- save the mountain sheep and antelope of Mexico 
fessor Alfonso L. Herrera, the dean of the biolo- from complete extermination. Professor Herrera 
gists of Mexico, is a distinguished man. He has solemnly promised that he would do everything 
made his mark as a , ; , that he could to accom- 
zoologist and botanist, | i plish that end. “But,” 
author, teacher, founder ee gle ae he added regretfully, “I 
and director of scientific | bed y E* fear that nothing can be 
institutions in Mexico. . p e of 3 done until the Mexican 
His title is Director of | ry a ¢€ ; ; Congress again reassem- 
the Biological Studies of a “ bles. That will not be 
Mexico, and under him | ; ua a or Ph : until, next winter” 
are the National Mu- | . be eas re (1923). It was pointed 
seum, the new Zoologi- | . fi ae) out that this would mean 
cal Park, Aquarium and. ; e another six months of 
Botanical Garden. | : . 4 sheep and antelope hunt- 

Being one of those | Sess, / A ing, with terrible results 
now rare survivors of [> \. asses. ie : to the remnant bands of 
past times—an “old- [i 3 ee i ; 2 : those vanishing species. 
fashioned naturalist”— ee ee ee ge PS oe Vowing to the last a a ee : Saree Professor Herrera is in- [fae  . ° 9a moment, “I will do my 
terested in practical We ee ee best,” Professor Her- 
zoology and wild life [ag Sashes rera left for Mexico 
preservation. During eae) no a ; about September 10. 
the week that he spent , aS Bd On October 3, 1922, 
in the Zoological Park, | we were thrilled by the 
we spent hours in dis- , 9 = receipt from him of the 
cussing the present ; astounding news that on 
status and the future : September 30, President 

prospects of the fauna Alvaro Obregon had 
of Mexico. We put up ; aan cee signed two separate de- 

i special plea for PEORIDE This animal is here seen on the black lava of Pinacate, as immor- crees granting ten years 
measures that would talized in a painting by Carl Rungius. of absolute close-season
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protection to all the mountain sheep and antelope of the species to be benefited is dead and gone. Yes; 
Mexico, and that the decrees actually became effec- I can give a score of examples, whenever I choose; 
tive on October 1! The proclamations prescribed, and I can prove that too much “judgment” often is 
as punishment for their infraction, fines ranging a dangerous thing for wild life. 
from $50 to $500, or the alternative of fifteen days The swift and far-reaching action of President 
imprisonment, for first offenses, with double penal- Obregon was a delightful surprise. It was as re- 
ties for second offenses. : = 

The above delightful decrees have been supple- Se Bog Gucsay 
mented by another making Guadalupe Island a per- ¥ < RIRS TD 

Jie ; wodp, PROTECTED 
petual wild life preserve—which saves the elephant SQ SSS, AREA: 
seals thereon; and still more recently (May 28, oo aR AR : Or Oe IZONA 
1923) by another giving five years of protection to { Mt to tay oo 
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& MEXICO’S MOUNTAIN SHEEP AND ANTELOPE 

t The remnants exist within the three areas shown by dotted lines, 
HEAD OF PINACATE DWARF BIG-HORN but only in very small and widely scattered bands. 

Al i d by Ben H. Tinker wh h : ’ : 5 srge Specismail remnants which have survived, freshing as a mountain breeze in August. “There, 
said we, “isa Man Unafraid! God send to the wild 

the deer of Cedros Island and those living on the life of America a thousand men like him!’ 
west coast of Lower California. On looking over the cards as they lay face up on 

Here in the United States a five-year close season the table last March, several facts stood forth and 
is a desperately difficult thing to achieve. Some impressed our alleged mind. 
state conservation commissions which have been In the first place, the Government of Mexico now 
given the power to declare long close seasons for has many irons in the fire, in setting that nation’s 
vanishing game refuse to exercise it. In taking affairs in order after years of grave disturbances. 
drastic measures in behalf of imperiled wild life, The zoologists of Mexico are busy founding their 
we Americans are timid, vacillating, too wise, too new Zoological Park, Aquarium and Botanical Gar- 

judicious, and entirely too slow on the draw. Often dens, and in placing the fisheries of the nation on a 
and often, by the time we have conceived an idea, better basis. It is perfectly certain that nothing 
incubated and hatched it out of its steel-clad shell, but live men can or will enforce the decrees for the
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AUTHOR AND DR. MacDOUGAL MEASURING THE RAM SHOT BY JOHN M. PHILLIPS 
There are a few surviving bands of these mountain sheep and if all shooting is prevented for nine years they will be saved to the 

fauna of Mexico. The outlook in this respect is promising. 

protection of the Mexican sheep and antelope. It ride and shoot; he is a good mixer, and he makes 
is quite possible that just at present the Mexican no enemies unnecessarily. 
Government will not feel like putting up new money The Government of Mexico, through Senor Dn. 
for a new line of game wardens to reach from Ramon P. De Negriy Secretary of Agriculture and 
Sonoyta to the Pacific coast. Fomento, and Senor Carlos Lopez, national pro- 

The answer was clear. It was the duty of the tector of game, appointed Mr. Tinker as its hon- 
Permanent Wild Life Protection Fund to show its orary game guardian for the enforcement of the 
faith by some works. In Tucson, Arizona, a man new game laws in the State of Sonora. He was 
was found, and a plan was worked out. clothed with authority to arrest violators of the 

Mr. Ben H. Tinker, of Tucson—young, keen, law, deliver them to the nearest Mexican court of 
capable and courageous—was for about fifteen justice, and also to call on civil officers for all 
years an acceptable guide for American hunting needed assistance in such work. At present the 
parties going into Mexico to hunt sheep and ante- Permanent Fund meets the cost of that service. 
lope. He is good to look at and to listen to. In- Mr. Tinker entered upon his duties on October 1, 
stead of grouching over President Obregon’s de- 1923, fully equipped to make good, everywhere 
crees, he instantly and loyally accepted them, and throughout northwestern Sonora. He is assisted 
informed all negotiators for new hunting trips that by an extremely capable Papago Indian from Pozo 
“Tt is all over in Mexico.” And without losing a Serna, who also has been a guide for sheep hunters 
day he entered the service of the Southern Pacific in Mexico. With an automobile, and also a pack 
Railway at Tucson. outfit, those men are regularly patroling every foot 

Would Mr. Tinker care to take on the job of of the international boundary from Sonoyta to the 
really protecting the sheep and ’lopes of Sonora, for Colorado River, a distance of 150 miles; and it is 
a consideration? Assuredly he would; and he a safe guess that no hunting party will enter or 
would guarantee to make a thorough job of it—no operate in the sheep country without their knowl- 
cure, no pay. He knows every desert, water-hole, edge. Inasmuch as there are now no deer alive in 
tank and mountain range, and every band of sheep, that whole region, there will be not a shade of ex- 
as no other living man knows them. He can pack, cuse for big game hunters to enter that region on
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the pretext that they are searching for big game. handsome gold medal “For distinguished services 
But Mr. Tinker believes that no Americans will to wild life” to President Alvaro Obregon, and an- 

desire to cross the boundary for hunting contrary other to Professor A. L. Herrera. 
to the decrees, and that none will attempt to do so. ae BB LBA a Nl ce 5 & a oo FR aa a ae As for Mexican hunters, he is of the opinion that ~ crema oo TTT ee 
as soon as they become convinced that the decrees ee be / sa HTT ee 
are to be effectively enforced, they will accept the gli Seite a 
situation, and refrain from hunting as the law ee ‘ Stee 

directs. As for the Permanent Fund, nothing a 4 aM os a) N Wa ide 
Se a 3 oa 

iz 5 wb, 7 ae eal 
a ane f wey, vr ai Lo ; A aa 

| - a a 3 ees et Pa edi a s : », f a 
Es ey Sue , ee ‘ , baat | yA (a Na | £% te 

4 | Chee NV Gg iL Vi \. 
ee hn A Ha SS o Sees E - FS 
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= AAS : cA i 7%.’ 7 A e BR e ar hohe: a8 g rs E h: SCNT 7/3 Me Peacer (a ||. : as 5 DO ag |" 7} i oN Che ba a Dy pagal ANS if { Be Boe cig. =f ae Oa! Nie ees ‘ / 
Ch iter. | : S| ) eg A le ma I 
1 ae fn aah par EM 4 oe 
ae \ ey) a ae) © ee Ee ly fs BE ‘aac j gee aX ge a ) gs é PS eee Z Pa GS a d foal y — ae wi 

| eee ere IN ye | Sere ae IN See 
26 NI ee “eS aN A ee PE Eo Roaes Uy Cer maine ct aA ced ney 
ac eu ee ice eee 4 Ce «bee ee 
bo NG i eae \ 4 PROFESSOR A. L. HERRERA : 
eek SS COE RO EY Step aud eo A oe oe Director of Biological Studies of Mexico. In the valley of Mexico, 
eee ee eat eee pete re ee collecting for the Mexican National Museum. 

Cc : : : : 
A oS oe = — E Ee Se apg It is now a satisfaction to report that Mr. Tinker’s 
De 2 ese neeeeiesteny Sonora Ale ice: work has been, and today is, satisfactorily effective. 

His surveillance of the hunting field inhabited by 
would give the trustees greater pleasure than a_ sheep and antelope seems to be thorough. Between 
complete absence of lawbreakers. October 1 and December 15 he visited the camps of 

Concerning Lower California, it is safe to pre- 26 hunting parties in and around the following 
dict that Senor Lopez will be enabled to take all the mountains: Sierras Viejo, Picu, Rajon, Joboja and 
measures that are necessary to enforce the law Coloral, and on the Rio San Ignacio. All those 
throughout the whole of that peninsula. It is per- parties claimed to be hunting mule deer and white- 
fectly certain that President Obregon is not a man tailed deer. Eleven of them knew nothing about the 
who will ever permit his decrees to be in any man- new law on sheep and antelope, and Warden Tinker. 
ner flouted or ignored. We, therefore, look for- reached them in time to prevent illegal hunting of 
ward with confidence to the practically complete those species. 
immunity from slaughter of the mountain sheep In the Pinacate region, Sierras Pinacate, Blanco, 
and antelope of Mexico for at least ten years from San Francisco and Pinta were searched, and four 
the memorable date of October 1, 1922. parties were found who had come in to hunt sheep 

One of the functions of the Permanent Wild Life and antelope—the only game to be found there. 
Protection Fund is to express its appreciation of They did not know of the law protecting those 
successful efforts toward the preservation of van- species, and fortunately had killed none, because 
ishing species. As a gesture of that kind it has they were found before they began to hunt. On 
established a substantial token. It is now some being informed of the law they willingly abandoned 
months ago that the trustees awarded the Fund’s their trips, and left for the American side of the 

(CONTINUED OW PAGE 236)
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The exposure should be a good printing negatives of 
ample for the darkest sa Ra general subjects may 
shadows or tones, but not SS es be used—but it is impor- 
grossly overtimed, the } & tant to avoid overdevelop- 
idea being to so adjust = ing negatives of flower 
matters that sufficient es subjects, since any excess 
shadow-detail will be visi- a 2 of density in the higher 
ble in the negative by the Ss yh ft ae ‘e lights will give the petals 
time the high-lights have f - | a F x either a chalky or a china- 
attained enough density to .¥ a y _ \4 like appearance, neither of 
print well. According to § ec a ae” ; ™ which can be considered 
my data, the average ex- fe ri A aes ok truthful, or agreeable to 
posure by good north light ae « ts oe se = theeye. Aim for softness 
indoors is two minutes ae a, cf >t a e | without flatness, a happy 
with stop F/16, when ea 8 oY : + medium that is most easily 
using a light-yellow filter \) Oy attained, and maintained, 
and rapid orthochromatic ras y i by timing development. 
plate. Such an estimate, Vas ike PE a eg es A well-made print in 
however, can be only ap- ae 2. ~=monochrome of a well- 
proximate, for aside from e aad ey, composed and lighted 
differences in strength of \ + ‘ : oo See group of flowers is suffi- 
lighting one must take e ; 4 coo eee ciently beautiful from the 
into consideration varia- re : oS pictorial viewpoint to need 
tion in actinic character : 3 A no additional work upon 
of strong colors and : oP ay it, but the botanical inter- 
range of contrast in the : ; Pi ee ee est of some floral studies 
subject. Practical expe- Ga may be increased by care- 
rience is a good teacher, ‘ a ful hand-coloring. Prints 
particularly if a record is PINK ROSES that are to be thus treated 
kept of each exposure and Flowers of delicate tint and texture usually look their best ina Should be made upon a 
the conditions under glass receptacle. smooth or slightly rough- 
which it was made, such surface paper and kept a 
factors being noted as color of the flowers, strength bit lighter and softer in tone than those that are left 
of light, stop, plate and filter used. untinted, since the greys of the photographic image 

The particular developing formula adopted is of showing through the transparent washes of color 
little importance—any developer capable of giving reduce the purity of the latter. 

— 

Saving the Big Game of Mexico 
(conTINUED FROM PAGE 219) 
boundary. A number of men were met from Ajo, issued definite instructions that no permits for hunt- 
Phoenix, Tucson and Yuma, without arms or am-_ ing sheep or antelope are to be granted. This effec- 
munition, who were going to Adair Bay for fishing. tive action now renders the protection of the sheep 

The Department of Agriculture of the Mexican and antelope of Mexico effective everywhere, save 
Government has called the attention of the Admin- in Chihuahua, and concerning the latter we are at 
istration of Lower California to the new laws, and this moment lacking information. 
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CHECK LIST POR LIFE HISTORY OF 

MOUNTsIN SHEEP 

A. Le & J. Se Le, December, 1924, 

A.B.C. Size, Yeight, Heads 
Comparison of size and heads with regular Rocky 

Mountain form. Comparison of heads with heads found in 

Zuni Malpaco caves (specifically the McCarty and other heads 

in Magdalena, Ray ‘orley, Jerry Wheeler, etc.) Comparison 

with Mexican forms and Texas. Get pictures of Zuni heads, 

for pictorial comparison. Also heads in place in caves, and 

position in cave. 

. Note: Avoid taxonomic disputes in all this. 

D. Fhenology : 

B. Distribution 

Did S. W. sheep have lower sltitudinal range under 

virgin conditions; i.e., did they use the plains? (See Co- 

ronado Journal), Comparison with Missouri River distribu- 

tion. Emphasize that there were no "timberline” sheep, even 

on Pecos. ; 

Migrations: Find out moresaboutemovement between 

Davis & Guadalupe ranges. Cause, season. 

Range: Bring out spotty original distribution with 

hypothesis of reasons, if any.



Have any traces of herd at mouth of Frisco 

; River (described by Pattie, 1824) ever been found? If not, 

is it possible that other original herds have been "spurloss 

versen kt"? 

Get former and present distribution in S. , Ari- 

zona. 

F. Food Habits 

: Try to get something on foods from Mayberry of 

ikon Cruces, McCollum of Carlsbad, and eee 

of Van Horn, pumper for T & P Ry. Co. 

Salt: Need? Supply? Where did original herds 

in 3. W. getitheir salt? (There is a head at Becker's store 

in Springerville killed at Salt Lake, N. M.) Did they make 

iong journeys to such places? 

Do they eat Loco? Suffer from it? 5 

G Hater Resations 

4re there any instances of waterless ranges? Doubt 

it, as much of the hunting was done at springs and seeps. 

H. Breeding Habits 

fwins or single lanbs? Lambing period? Does 

iambing period show same adaption to spring drouth as black- 

tail deer? (Determine by getting lambing data from other 

regions.) Why have the 3. W. herds failed to "come back". 

-ke



Crosses with Domestic Sheep discovered and photo- 

graphed by Musgrave. (This is very important but probably 

belongs to U. 8. Biol. Survey. Try to get it published 

and then quote from it, with pictures.) 

I. Pathology 
Did they get scab on introduction of domestic 

sheep? (Correspond with authorities in northern states/. 

What caused the death of the sheep found in caves, 

2 \often mature uninjured animals? Disease, age, or starvation? 

Probable age of cave remains as indicated by decomposition, 

and uniformity or variation of thet condition? 01d, young, 

or mature? Male or female? 

J. Haturs] Snesies 
Mammals: Ligon says lions and cats probably do 

not like to stay in as rocky ground as they inhabit. 

Birds: Importance of golden eagle. If possible, 

examine nesting sites for bones of Mountain Sheep iambs. 

Cite eagle nest that blew down at Armer ranch on Gila Forest 

(Aninas Co.) and found to contain dozens of tie-ropes used 

to tie goat kids. Probable analogy with Mountain Sheep. 

Locating sheep by eagles in spring (McCollum says 

this). look into alleged numerous sheep bones at spots in 

sheep trails in Catalina where lions be in wait on a rock 

or defile. (Ask Musgrave or Calkins to look this up.) 

-3-



RK. Miscellaneous 

Caving Habit: Sxamine sll known sheep ranges shown 

on map and see what proportion is cave country. Did sheep 

stick to cave country in 38. 4.? Where are they found in 

other than cave couhtry? Do the caves contain water? Are 

they light or dark? Did sheep resort to caves regularly? As 

shelter from storms? Shelter from heat? In old age or dis- 

ease? For water, or to escape excessive evaporation of water 

from body? Shelter from wild animals (because of darkness 

' and rough nature of surroundings?) 

Location Caves: Guadalupes, Supai, Zuni malpais, 

Little Colorado Canyon, Currizozo malpsis? Big Hatchets? 

San Andres? Diablos? Daves Mts.? 

Old Bucks: Two instances (Supsi, Walnut Grove) of 

old bueks coming down off Mountains and getting caught in 

fences. Due to being fought off by younger bucks? oes 

this happen in other sheep regions? 

De we ever have special color phases in 5. ¥. such 

as the alleged "Black Rams" of San Pedro Martiy, Baja, Cali- 

fornia? 

L. Sporting Qualities 

Quality of meat. Speed. Ability in rocks. Wari- 

ness? 

whe :



M. Management 

Lack of patrol for refuges. Lack of any special 

interest by State Game Departments. Possibilities of replant- 

ing in areas from which they have been killed out. Source 

of stock (Ouray)? 

=e
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CHECK LIST FOR LIFE HISTORY oF m 

MOUNTAIN SHEuP 
AL jst kee 1G2Y 

ABC Size, Weight, Heads 

Comparison of size and heads with regular kocky 

Mountain form. Comparison of heads with heads found in 

Zuni walpaco caves (specifically the McCarty and other heads 

in Magdalena, Ray Morley, Jerry Wheeler, sto.) Compa rison 

with Mexican forms and texas. Get pictures of 4uni heads, 

for pictorial comparison. Also heads in place in caves, and 

position in caye. 

: Hotei. Avoid taxaneni.s disputes in all this. 

D. Phenology 

E&. Distribution 

bid S. W. Sheep have lower altitudinal range under 

virgin conditions; i.e. did they use the plains? (See 

Coronado Journal). Comparison with Missouri River distribu- 

tion. Smphasize that there were no "timberline" sheep, even 

on Pecos. 

Migrations: Find out more about movement between 

Davis & Guadalupe ranges. Cause, season. 

Range: Bring out spothy original distribution with s 

hypothesis of reasons, if any. 

Coase Unt Og oe & Pelt



Have any traces of herd at mouth of Frisco 

River (described by Pattic, 1824) ever been found? If not, 

‘ is it possible that other original herds have been "spurloss 

versen kt"? 

Get former and present distribution in 5. W. Arizona. 

F. Food Habits : 

Try to get something on foods from Mayberry of 

las Cruces, McCollum of CQ@rlsbad, and 

of Van Horn, pumper for T & P Ry. Co. 

Salt: Need? Supply? Where did original herds : 

in S. W. get their salt? (There is a head at Becker's 

store in Springerville killed at Salt lake, N. M.) Did they 

‘ make long journeys to such places? 

Do they eat Loco? Suffer from it? 

G. Water Relations 

Are there mny instances of waterless ranges? Doubt 

it, as much of the hunting was done at springs and seeps. 

H. Breeding Habits 

Twins or single lambs? lambing period? Joes 

lambing period show same adaption to spring drouth as blacktail 

deer? (determine by getting lambing data from other regions.) 

Why have the S. W. herds failed to "come back". 

Crosses with Domestic Sheep discovered and photo- 

graphed by Musgr@ve. (This is very important but probably 

—2e= . 2 
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belongs to U. 5. Biol. Survey. Try to get it published 

and then quote from it, with pictures.) 

I. Pathology ; 

Did they get scab on introduction of domestic 

sheep? (Correspond with authorities in northern states). 

What caused the death of the sheep found in caves, 

offen mature uninjured animals? Disease,age, or starvation? ‘ 

Probable age of cave remains as indicated by decomposition, 

and uniformity or variation of that condition? Old, young, 

or mature? Male or female? 

J. Natural Enemies 

a Mammals: Ligon says lions and cats probably do 

not like to stay in as rocky ground as they inhabit. . 

Birds: Importance of golden eagle. If possible, 

examine nesting sites for bones of Mountain Sheep lambs. Cite 

eagie nest that blew down at Armer ranch on Sila Forest 

(Aninas Co.) and found to contain dozens of tie-ropes used to = 

tie goat kids. Probable analogy with Mountain ’Sheép. 

Locating sheep by eagles in spring (McCollum says 

this). Look into alleged numerous sheep bones st spots in 

sheep trails in Gutukaun where lions be in wait on a rock 

or defile. (Ask Musgrave or Calkins to look this up.) 
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K. Miscellaneous 

Caving Habit: Examine all known sheep ranges shown 

on map and see what proportion is cave country. Did sheep 

stick to cave country in 5. W.? Where ave they found in other 

than eave country? Do the caves contain water? Are they 

light or dark? Did sheep resort to caves regularly? As 

shelter from storms? Shelter from heat? In 01d age or disease? 

For water, or to escape excessive evaporation of water from 

body? Shelter from wild animals (because of darkness and 

rough nature of surroundings? ) 

Location Caves: Gua@alupes, Supai, Zuni malpais, 

Little Colorado Canyon, Currizozo malpais? Big Hatchets? 

SQ@n Andres? Diablos. Daves Uts.? 

Old Bueke: Two instances (supai, Walnut Grove) of 

old bucks coming down off Mountains and getting caught in 

fences. Due to being fought off by younger bucks? Does 

this happen in other sheep regions? 

Do we ever have special color phases in 5. Wie such 

as the alleged “Black Rams" of San Pedro Marti, Baja 

California? : 

i. Sporting Qualities 

Quality of meat. Speed. Ability in rocks. Viarinesg? 

ie



M. Management . 

Lack of patrol for refuges. lack of any special 

interest by State Game Departments. Possibilities of replant- 

ing in areas from which they have been killed out. Source 

of stock (Ouray)? 
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\Wws No. 25-180 U. S. Forest Service February 5, 1925. At —— 
¢ vv Southwestern District Cow 7 5 Due Ce 

Ready Made Coffin: It is said that the first wooden coffin used ¥ 
England was that of King Arthur who was buried in a hollow log. 3 W 

ft 

Getting Hawaii's Goat: Hunters are being paid $1 each by the Terri- Tp 
tory of Hawaii to shoot wild goats, which are extremely destructive 

of young forest growth in the Islands. It is estimated there are 

70,000 wild goats in the Hawaiian Islands. These live in caves among 

the volcanic crags and are extremely wary. Goat hunting is one of J 
the sporting pastimes of the Islands. (Calif. Dist. News Letter). 

Mhat Would He Do Without Pockets: A forest ranger usually has two 

shirt pockets, two rear and two front pockets in his riding breeches 
and a couple of cantinas in which to carry the stuff he wishes to 
take with him to the field. These various receptacles are general= 
ly bulging. He will appreciate his advantage over the natives of 
the Gold Coast for whom, it is said, nickel coins are made with a 

hole drilled through the center so that, having few clothes and no 

pockets, they may string their money around their necks. 

Land Exchange Passes First Annual Report Period: The first annual 
land exchange statistical report has been completed for D-3- Tk.: 
shows 41 anplications received during the calendar year 1924, 25 of 
which were in New Mexico. The total area offered was 131,000 acres 
and of this, reports have been completed and approved by the Secre=- 
tary of Agriculture for 10 cases covering 17,807 acres of offered 

land valued at $34,184. Im exchange it is proposed to give up 6,070 
acres of land within the National Forests valued at $9,856 and some 

$29,000 worth of puvlic domain. Practically all of the remaining 
land covered by application during the year has been examined in the 
field and exchange repests completed but many of these are still in 
process of nezctiation with the owners to determine satisfactory 
values and conditions of exchange. 

Forest Homestesi Claims Nearly a Past Activity: During 1924 the 
District listed for hasesteading a total of 23 parcels of land of 
which 18 were on the Coconino Forest. The number of possible list~ 

ings is growing smaller each year and even on the Coconino it is wn- 

derstood that the eud is neare Against the new listings, final ac= 

tion was taken during the year in 155 claims cases. Twenty five 
were on the Tuszyen, 14 on the Santa Fe and 12 on the Coconino. 
This is the smallest year in claims work for many years und only 
about half of the normal for the past several years. It is natural, 

however, with the roduction in the number of onen claims cases on 
the Forests, that the cnnual output will fall cff. The most amazing 
thing in the figures is the fact that only cne mfavorable report was 
made in the form of protest during the year and that even this case 
was finally dismissed by the Assistant to the Solicitor without hear~ 
ing. 

Field: Pooler, Kircher, Mullen, Marsh, Kerr, Hussey (Tucson } 
Loveridge (Tist. 4—Ogden) 

Acting: Jones
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, oe oy. 
Forest Service Laboratory, Po OM 

Madison, Wisconsin. Nay wn oh 
2 / yy ay A 

Dear Leopold: a 
eS of 

A carbon of your letter of March 30 to Mr. Rush y 
of the Lewis & Clark National Forest has been received. 

I think there is no question but what mountain sheep 
have su@fered from scab iin many regions of the west. Whether 
or not they die of it is another thing. Scab as a4 rule sel- 
dom kills sheep but merely reduces their vitality, so that 
during a hard winter they are not able to withe the lack 
of feed, and naturally those suffering from are the first 
to succumb. 

We have an absolute case where an elk hide was taken 
from a scabby elk in the Yellowstone ea ught to the 
east, and sent to the Bureau of Animal Industry for identifi- 
cation. The ticks were still on the hide = it was received 
here in Washington and were identified as cattle ticks. As 

_ @ Pule, however, it is safe to say that cattle and sheep ticks 
do not under ordinary circumstances infest other animals ex- 
cepting in extreme cases. Among these are vrimarily a very 
low physical condition of the animal, which ‘the Bureau of 
— Industry felt sure was the reason why the elk was in- 
ec ° 

I doubt very much if mountain sheep throughout the 
west were exposed to sheep scab fromdomestic sheep in the 
early days. This of course was merely because in the — 
days domestic sheep did not reach the hich) regions where the 
mountain sheep ordinarily range. Wit comparatively recent 
years, however, where the mountain sheep have been forced out 
of the higher ranges due to heavy snows, they have come down 
lower than usual, which brought them into ranges where domestic 
sheep had previously fed. In these instances there is no ques- 
tion but what the disease could have been picked up by the 
mountain sheep end carried back to the higher regions and 
left there, so that the mountain ranges have finally become 
infected. arino: 

: ‘ Sincerely yours, 11 G, BARRE 
wi | Li. 

Z Assistant Forester.
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March 30, 1925. 
Personal 

Mr. %. MH. Rush 
lewis & Glerk National Ferest, 

Choteau, Mont. 

Deer Mr. Rush: 

‘ I read with on interest your article in the 
Mareh 16 Service Bulletin on pmeumonis in mountein sheen. 

I have alwaye been particularly interested in the 
reseon for the nonrecovery of mountain sheer in the Southwest 
under complete legal protection. 

De you know of any msn who knows whether ws 
is an old or o new disease and what has been its past distri- 
pution? 

More pertioularly, I em snxious to learn the exact 
evidence for your belief that "thirty years ago the sheep became 
infected with seab and a large pereentage of them died from this. 
disesse. Even now seab is found to exist to some extent.” 

Please do not think that I doubt your statement. I 
simply would like to be in a pesition to consider it proven. 
I have heard similar assertions as to seab in mountain sheep . 
when domestic sheep were first introduced in the Southwest, 
and have tried for many years te get real evidence to prove 
the fact, but have bem unable to do so. If it ean now he 
considered proven in Montana, it would be valuable circum. 
stantiel evidence in the Southwest, It might also form the 
basis for action te prevent exposure of our Southwestern 
remnants te domestic sheep. 

With kindest regards and assuring you of my appre- 
ciation of your article, 

a Very sincerely yours, 

aes a Re” 7 
Ahern Brut, DT A POLD. 
wnat, Ban od MAR 3 91925 RK . “< 

br. / Th -
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describe the stocx by b¥ahd skar a bwmcins of identification, and seci- 

fy the time and place te Yeeedid Yn default of redemption by the 
owner. If the stock de hot, 3 edéemed on or before the date fixed for its 

sele, it shall be ‘Pete sole to the highest bidder, or othervise 

disposed of The x Bay redeem the stock by submitting proof of 
ownersi Mayall Expenses incurred by the United States in ad- 

vertisha ering, pasturing, and impounding it. Upon the sale of any 

st Za cordance with this regulation the Forest officer shall issue 

‘i a@Gertificate of sale. Any stock impounded under this regulation which 

; i fored at-public-sale-and no. bid received therefor may, in the dis- 
tion of the Forest officer, be sold at private sale or be condemned 

and destroyed." 

eS de eee ae 

PROGRESSIVE PNEUMONIA I} MOUNTAIN SHEEP : 

y By 7. M. Rush, Levis & Clark 

Mountain sheep have becn protected in Montana since 1914 arm, in 

certain localities in the State have mide sore increases since that™time. 
It seems that this species of game animal, although having vonderful 

physical pover, has but little disease resistance and is an easy prey to : 
any contagious malady. 

About thirty years ago the sheep became infected vith scab and a 

large percentage of them died from this disease. Even fioy scab is found 

to exist in mountain sheep to some extent, and up to a far years ago there 

was some loss from this source. 

Now it seems that progressive pneumonia is to threaten the exist- 

ence of this species in parts of Montana. Ih the Levis & Clark National 

Forest probably more sheep have existed than on any other area of equal 

size in Montana. Nearly ell of the sheep winter cither in Sm River Can- 

yon or in Villow Creck Canyon, summoring back on the high ridges. As soon 

as the snovs start in the fall they drift dom to their winter range and, 

oving to the protection they are given, have become quite tame. 

: Last fall it was noted that they did not come on to their winter 

fecding groumés in their usual uumbers. Later in the vinter some which 

were apparently sick were seen ané a little later some dead ones were 

found. The sick ones were observed to de couching and heaving, and in- 

@ividvals in a more advanced staze vere weak in their hind quarters, 

standing with their hind legs braced backyards ane ide apart. Dead 

ones. shoved a mucous blooéy discharge from the nose, anc an examination 

of the body shoved that the disease had simply wasted avay practically 

the entire Iunzs. The horrible suffering that these animals undergo : 

with this disease can easily be imagined. 
i 

ei :



The Livestock Sanitary Board examined some specimens which had : 

been killed for their purpose. 4 coming two-yéar old ram which was in 
the advanced stages of the disease shoved that-part of the right lume 

had adhered to the diaphram and Wall of the thorax. The left lung was. : 
éomupletely disintegrated with the exception of a very smail part on 

wnich was an abscess.. ote ; 

A four or five-year-old ave which could hardly walk was killed 
and examined. The lobes of its lungs were partly consolidated and had 

adhered to the ribs. Numbers of abscésses were on the more healthy part 

of the lungs and ¢ohsiderable pus had formed around the lungs, This ani- 

mal was in poor flesh and undoubtedly would have died from the disease 
in a fev days. : Sac AS ergs es 

It is unfortunate that nothing-¢an be done to relieve the situa- 

~ tion, it being impracticable. to capture and treat the remining animals. 

it is.the opinion of the State Veterinarian that the disease will have = 
to run its course and gradually subside, but whether there will be any 

of our mountain sheep remaining after the disease rums its course is at 
the present time very doubtful. soe : : =< 

: Tt is apparent that the disease has gone so far as to wipe out all 
_the old rams and eves and to infect.all the remainingyoung ones, there 

being but a pitiful remnant of the herd left on their winter range. Ov- 

2 ing to a fer small bunches scattered aromd in more remote parts of the 
- Forest, it is hoped that some of them will escape the disease, thus leav- 

ing the nucleus for-a future herd. . : 

It may be practicable in other localities not yet infected. to-adopt 
some control measures if this disease makes its appearance. : 

ote : : 
eee aaa 

: . LIGHTNING 
: By T. WV. Norcross, Jashinzton 

Recently at the request of Operation, I investigated the best 

method of protecting lookout towers and cabins against lightning. I found 
that the Bureau of Standards had made'a very thorovgh study of this subject 

and that it is one of the projects of the American Engineering Standards 

Committee. The pamphlet containing the temporary code and discussion of 

the characteristics of lightning and other matters is well vorth reading. 
The following, I think, will be of general interest to the readers of the 

SERVICE BULLETIN; 

aoe
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wt July 27, 1926. 

Mr. W. M. Rush, 
Forest Service, 

Livingston, Montana. 

Dear Mr. Rush: 

I want to thank you heartily for the pains you heve 

taken in sending me your letter of June 30 about diseases of 

mountain sheep. : 

Yours ig the first attempt I have seen to really 

analyze this subject from a research point of view, and I 

think you have made a valuable contribution to game manage- 

mend. 

If in writing our book on the Game of the Southwest 

we run into any information which would help you analyze the 

problem, I will make it a point to send it to you. At the ; 

present time your own information is so much more complete 

than ours that I do not feel that I heve anything which wonla 

be of vealub, Your sisze-up cives us an excellent basis from 

which to analyze the probabignhistery of sheep diseases in 

the Southwest. ; 

. es 

i é
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Any material on the subject which you assemble 

in the future, I would be very much pleased to receive. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO L&S0POLD 

we 
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lir. Aldo Leopold, Nth NS 

% Forest Products Laboratory, . 

‘ Madison, Wisconson. >» 4 

Dear Sir: hye 

Reference is made to your letter of March 30 and my 
meply: of April 13. 

; ; The information which I have secured to date on the . 
diseases which mogntain sheep have suffered from is as follows: 

From symptoms described by old timers in the sthte 
pneumonias, scabies end hemorrhegic-septicemia were the causes 
of the epizootics of 1883, 1889 and 1909. ‘This cannot be con- 
Sidered as strictly reliable but is the best dope I can get. 

Scabies is prevalent in the Yellowstone Park at the 
present time to some extent, and is caused by the Psoroptic 
mite. It is not readily tranusmissable to domestic sheep as 
two domestic sheep were exposed for two months in confinement 
with mountain sheep: afflicted with scebies without becoming 
infected. ‘This was a part of the experiments carried on in the 
Park in 1917 by the Bureau of Animal Industry. 

Five mountain sheep died from hemorrhagic-septicemia 
during these experiments, so there is no doubt but that sheep 
are susceptible to this disease. . 

Progressive edematous pneumonia was the disease which 
caused the heavy loss in the Sun River sheep last winter, accord- 
ing to the liontana Livestock Sanitary Board. It is not believed 
that the disease was carried to the mountain sheep by domestic



sheep for these reasons: (1) fhe heavier loss occurred in the 
Sun Kimrband which is a considerable distance from any domestic 
sheep and the bands of mountain sheep nearest the domestic sheep 
renge suffered the lighter loss. (2) From descriptions of the 
symptoms by old timers this disease is identical with the one 
which took hundréds of wild sheep along the Yellowstone valley 
north of the Yellowstone Park, in 1883 before there were any 
domestic sheep in this part of the country. (3) None of the 
domestic sheep ranging in the Lewis & Clark Forest have the 
lunger disease according to the best information obtainable 
from the stockmen and others who had a chance to observe them. 

The following extract from a letter by iir. Hadleigh 
March, Patholozist - Bacteriolosist of the Voutsens Livestock aoe 
Sanitary Board will give you ‘some information on the lunger . 
disease in domestic sheep: : * 

"(his disease in sheep was first broughtto the 
attention of this office in 1915, but we do not «now how long 
it may have existed in the state previous to that time. Some 

* gheep men say that they recognized this condition 25 years ago, 
but most of them say that they never noticed it until recenty 
years. It was first brought to our attention by two sheep out- 

: fits on Shonkin Creek south of Fort Benton, and seems to be 4 
more prevalent in the middle third of the state, east of the 
Continental Divide, then in any other place. In the last few 
years it hes apparently spread to some extent into. eastern 
Montana. ie know that this condition exists slso in parts of 
Wyoming, Ideho, Utah, and Washington. 

we do not have figures on which to base an estimate 
of the loss from this source in Montana, but this disease is 
taking a heavy toll from the sheep men, especially in the 
central part of the state. In affected bands, the averege loss 
is probably about 2 per cent. There are, however, many bands 
that are apparently.entirely free from this trouble. 

We believe that this pneumonia is infectious, but 
it does not spread rapidly, and apparently is not easily com- ; 

Z municated from one sheep to another. It develops very slowly, 
and is not usually recognized in the sheep until the advanced 
stages have been reached. 

E It is our observation that visibly affected sheep 
never recover, and many sheep men who recognize this cnndition, 
destroy the affected sheep as soon as they can be spotted. fThis 
practice probably keeps the loss down to a minimun. 

-2- : é 
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the cause of the disease has not been definitely 
established, but it may be that constant dust irritation of the 
respiratory tract is a predisposing condition for the specific 
infection. 

For a more detailed discussion of this disease, I 
‘refer you to an article in the Journal of the American Veteri- 
nary Medical Association, v. 15, no. 4, January, 1925, p-. 458." 

I do not believe there is anyone in a position at 
the present time to say whether or not these diseases are the 
same or whether or not they can be transmitted from one species 
of sheep to another. * 

: that tape worms and stomach worms are fatal to moun- 
tain sheep is evident from the findings of the Bureau of Animal 

: Industry in the case of two lembs slaughtered on Sun Rinérlast 
spring. A part of a letter by the Chief of this bureau is ; 
quoted: 

"Tapeworms were found in the small intestines and in 
the livers of both lambs. In one of the livers most of the bile 
ducts were plugged with these parasites. These worms are doubt- 
iess more or less injurious, put their exact pathogenic effects 
and life history are unknown and there is no known treatment 
or prophylaxis. : 

Large numbers of a small stomach worm, (OQstertagia 
marskalli) were found in the fourth stomach. ‘These parasites 
Occurrin=S in excessive numbers might readily have caused an 
emaciated and weakened condition such as was observed in these 
two lambs at time of slaughter. In gevieral the evidence points 
to worm infestation as the cause oi the trouble. Weakness and 

: eneaciation..iniyoung: ruminants areceommoniresults of grass 
infestation with worms, and the post-mortem exeminstion points 
to thisscauses Por domesticated.sheep.the control measures 
would consist in repeated medicinal. treatments with copper = 
sulphate solution or one of the other effective preparations, Fie 
coupled with pasture rotation and similar measures. In the : 
case of wild ruminants such as mountain sheep, we do not know 
of any applicable control measures. One csnu only depend on 
the ultimate occurrence of weather conditions unfavorable to 
the worms and a subsequent diminuation of infestation on the 
range." : 

: My belief is that these diseases originate in the 
sheep themselves and are not transmissable to other animals. 
I base this belief on the fact that mountain sheep do not 
G¢losely intermingle with other animals and from the opinions : 

es es 
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of a number of medical men that pathogenic bacteria does not 
remain active in the open very long, exposed to freezing and 
sunlight, two of nature's most effective disinfectants. I am 
inclined to believe that the problem of préséting this species . 
of game animal is a much more difficult one then is generally 
recognized. 

Any: further data which I can furnish you will be 
gladly given. 

: Very truly yours, 

Assistant Forest Supervisor. 

PRP. S. I just recéived a letter from Mr. li. P. Skinner, Field 
Naturalist, located in Yellowstone Park, from which is quoted: 

"The sheep here in Yellowstone Park were almost P 
destroyed by scabes. They were so near extinguished that a 
few years ago we could not find more than one hundred and fifty 
of these animals. Since that time the scabes seems to have 
disappeared through all the affected animals dying or through 
the recovering of some. At the present time we have four or - 
five hundred mountain sheep here and they seem to be increasing 
very satisfactorily. = 

We have another disease, Hemorrhagic Septicemia, 
that affected the mountain sheep to some extent, im fact we 
have already had a few deaths from — disease but I am not al 
prepared to say whether it is presentthroughout the herds, or not,  — 
but I am watching the situation very carefully. At the present 
time especially, other animals besides the mountain sheep are 
affected." 

qn. 
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| car A Flock of Unique Hybrids gee 

we Nature Plays a Curious Prank in Mating a Domestic Sheep and a Wild Ram woh - 
x 

By Ethel W. Musgrave rx we 
ow Ky 

Gag N an isolated section of southwestern is the half-breed ewe. Following a second mating desert to find them and drive them home. But that 
ro Arizona, surrounded by barren desert with the mountain sheep a male was born, the winter the girl went to a government school, and 

| | | mountains, lies the valley of Quijotoa. handsome young ram referred to. The half-breed during her absence the animals roamed about as 
_ Tall, forbidding cacti gird it about, ewe has likewise mated with a wild ram, the result they chose, and were gone for weeks at a time. 
- —— jealously guarding its entrance. So re- being the strange brown creature which is the most Juan knew that their favorite resort was on a moun- 
mote is it from civilization and so uninviting in interesting of the flock because three-fourths of the tain between his hut and Altas Tinajas (The High 
appearance that few have cared to visit it until the blood coursing in her veins is of the wild strain. Tanks) or waterholes where the mountain sheep were 
last two or three years, when it was discovered that These three are certainly hybrids of the rarest sort. so numerous, and where, it is probable, the strange 
here Nature had played one of her curious pranks The group had increased, by last year, to twelve in mating occurred. 
and had created a small group of animals worth number, but what the younger lambs are, none can Winter passed, and one day in late spring the 
traveling many rough miles to see. positively say. They are, of course, hybrids, too, lamb, now a full-grown ewe, came in with a wee 

. The old adage that the world will beat a path to but whether they were sired by a wild sheep or by lamb at her side. Quina was delighted, and, gather- 
the door of the truly great has been demonstrated the young half-breed ram that is now grown and ing the baby ewe into her arms, looked lovingly 
in this instance, for many curious sightseers have running with the flock none may know. into its bright eyes. When, shortly afterward, she 
followed the trail to this remote laboratory of Mother The origin of these strange creatures was pieced discovered the points of horns coming through on its 
Nature’s. Some have come away frankly puzzled; out from information gathered in part from “Old head she thought surely the old billy-goat was its. 
others have differed as to their opinions of the origin Juan,” a Papago Indian, who, with his family, lives father. 
of the queer creatures they had seen. That they in this lonely little valley. The following spring both of Quina’s ewes 
were the offspring of a domestic ewe was an assured Years ago he selected a site on the bank of a brought lambs, the older one a male, and the 
fact, but the sire was unknown. Supposition has stream created by the bubbling waters of a living younger a female. The Indians thought this the 

ea spring. There in the shade of a huge willow tree. ppp te 
eae a he built a small house of adobe and proceeded to By es Fe ce he P 

pares eee. eo, Sa family. The mother and the daugh PEG? PS aide pe eo] heigl Pee Ae a | reat a family. mother and the daughters os Me Le Cee Ec 
re aS os =" | worked in the garden, raising beans, melons and ak [neem oe —~ .~\ S 

| of . tae, “ a “chilis,” while Juan roamed abroad, often going into Dow aa ye ie ee, ne 
ieee cer Qnd © P| the mountains of old Mexico, a few miles to the Ltt Be * | Sapam ngs 
Maes & i "4 south, whence he brought home meat of the moun- : by a . 4 
bigs Soe WE ee, = tain sheep which were there quite plentiful. : ak . 

Ee ne FI ‘ Once or twice a year the entire family journeyed a 
P F cy { north to the little towns of Ajo or Gila Bend to buy k pt has 

& F | : supplies of flour, sugar and coffee to supplement 4 4 
r F eas. their meager rations. It was on one of these trips y | 7 4 

eed u ee eee | sthat a man who was shipping sheep from that rail- rs a 

i ehae aies ee ee | road point had given to the little Indian girl, Quina, 

fe] small lamb, an unfortunate little “leppy” or [Em 
THE QUEER BROWN HYBRID “bummer” forsaken by its mother. THE FIRST-BORN HYBRID 

Its body is covered with brown hair instead of wool That was the beginning of a period of faithful She is on the left. Her second offspring is on the right 

Fs care and devotion. Through the long months that 
placed him everywhere in the category from a billy-  ¢o)jowed she watched with pride while the lamb fat- funniest little animal they had ever seen with its 
goat to a mule deer. i j tened and grew. She often wondered why it had no Coarse brown hair with the white patch in the rear 

| So heated were the arguments, so nife the discus: laree dike the onal banacek white nanny-goats that, and the horns that soon came. But Quina loved 
sions, so varied the opinions that, three years ago, with a patriarchal old billy, belonged to old Juan. them all. : ‘ ; 

the news drifted into the office of a local representa- Quina’s pet was turned out to graze with these goats, In fair English she tells of how a white man rode 
tive of the United States Biological Survey. He im- and when they went into the mountains and failed UP to watch them as they drank in the cool brook 
mediately discredited a cross between domestic sheep to yeturn she trudged many weary miles across the while she sat nearby weaving a basket of yucca 
and either goats or deer; but, desirous of securing fibre. He admired her pets and delighted her by 
scientific data, and bent upon satisfying personal [WT ae Os ee aS | | expressing the opinion that they must surely be part 
curiosity, he undertook the rough trip to the Mexi- oa ges a et =] mule deer, because that animal has such heavy horns 
can border where he made a thorough investigation - me ae 7 | and also wears a light rump spot. Before leaving, 
and returned the following authoritative verdict: oka Sika | a he warned her that there was great danger of their 

The animals are undoubtedly a cross between a uae ee a 2 cn _ ~=—S——<CssS +L sCbeeing killed by coyotes, but the old billy-goat and 
domestic ewe and a mountain sheep—the only cross ‘ . me > ae a | the young ram proved to be capable defenders of 
of the sort positively known to exist. Perhaps the ‘ 1 vf = oie Ca. ; | the flock. 
coarse hair and the presence of a pair, or some- ie es < Le eli a Many have visited the valley to see the rare ani- 
times four horns, on the head of the sheep raised eck ‘ae 4 \ _| mals whose fame is spreading rapidly, and a short 
by the Navajo Indians on their reservation may in- Fe es % _| time ago a patron of science wanted to purchase 
dicate the same strain of blood. That, however, can 4 : # | them as a gift to the state university. But Quina 
be only conjecture. ‘a - = @ shook her head. “No want sell,” she said. “Maybe 

The little group in Arizona was found to consist ; , take hund’ed dollar, one sheep.” The sale was not 
of one old unshorn ewe, the mother and grandmother a made. 
of the line, a half-breed ewe with a lamb, a magnifi- ff It seems inevitable, however, that some day they 
cent ram, and, queerest of all, a dark brown crea- } ‘ will be bought by someone who will perhaps place 
ture with no vestige of wool but covered with coarse | Van a them in a private park where they will be under 
hair and equipped with a pair of dark, heavy, cor- ae =.| constant observation and where an accurate record 
rugated horns. All have well-built bodies, sturdy, 5 a a -*| will be kept of their increase. Even as this article 
square feet, bright, beautiful eyes and a light rump 5 B J «| is being written rumors are afloat that negotiations 
spot, unmistakable marks of mountain sheep. The ay * are under way for such a deal. Let us hope that 
old ewe has undoubtedly mated with a mountain ; ' - | these efforts are successful, for although a park may 
ram, for the entire line shows.the same cross-breed- : %| not furnish so picturesque nor so unusual a setting 
ing, a result both amazing and amusing. THE HALF-BREED RAM as was the valley of Quijotoa, it may mean the 

The first, and therefore the eldest of the hybrids He was three years old when this picture was taken assured preservation of this group of rare hybrids.
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a taascmonng 12 27 
There have not been any of these preda-| Branch, visited the so-called petrified 
tory birds or animals killed in several | forest in this neighborhood, and traveling 
years to my knowledge. Also we have|up the canyon for some five or six miles 
had several partly dry years which were | yeyond the point known as First Palms, 
not favorable to quail, as they do not pair| we began to encounter detached speci- 
off in extremely dry years and only partly | mens, of at first unidentified skeletons, a 
in the short years. vertebra, then a limb fragment, some- 

Restrict the man with the gun, and the | times badly bleached or weather worn; 
quail will come back—J. E. Newsome, | finally, however, sufficient material was 
Newman, California. assemble to identify the animal as a 

large sheep. In the progress up canyon we 

A MEAT EATING TROUT. finally discovered a complete skull of a 
In August, 1926, while fishing on Hol- | 2™ and came soon upon its decomposed 

low Tree Creek, Mendocino County, I | C2tcass, almost entire; at another point, 

landed a large rainbow trout. Being in-|the skeleton of a lamb of perhaps one 
terested in the food of trout, I opened the | Year or less age; farther still, the weath- 
stomach and was surprised to find in ad- | ¢red skull of an adult female. This ex- 

dition to remains of crayfish, a sizeable | Citing chase finally consummated at a 
salamander. This salamander was not | Water hole, or what the Mexicans call a 
the typical, reddish “water dog,” but was | ‘asa, a mere basin in the rock which 
apparently a marbled salamander —E. H. held rain water. i About this tinaja the 
Kocher, San Jose, California. tracks and droppings of sheep were ex- ¥ 

tremely abundant, some of them having 
been made within the last twelve hours PILOT FISH. , presumably. The water in the hole was ‘fake 

A Naucrates ductor or pilot fish WaS | very low and extremely offensive in odor. | 
caught out of San Diego by a fishing boat, | joating in the water was the carcass of 
fishing for Van Camp’s Cannery, 01/9 jamb and stranded on the farther edge 
August 13, 1926. One specimen was| under the cliff, the carcass of an adult 
brought in, but the fisherman, captain on| female. The precipitous sides of the 

the Balboa, reported he had seen a small | hasin were such as to prevent an animal 
school of them. This can not be substan- | from getting out once it had fallen into 
itated, as no more have been caught or | the water. 

oe ais fish is losy related a the! On circling the basin by climbing out 
yellowtail, but a SSSR : a Slof the canyon from a point below we 
reported by ne . Starks that it @S/found a gorge above the water hole, of 
only been caught once or twice on our| ortreme depth and narrowness. At the 
coast. The pilot fish has about five broad bottom of this) con th 3 f 
dark bars extending from the back to the ea th h 80 Conte a aoa 2 
lower part of the body.—S. S. Whitehead, vo) oe er BRED: ne of them showed San Di California, fracture of the hip bones and parts of the 

cee = backbone. These various bones were 
gather 

THE MOUNTAIN SHEEP IN THE SAN) ee Be aang ene ee 
JACINTO REGION. leagt nine individuals were represented in 

The present rarity of the mountain | the‘accumulated mass. 
sheep, of the subspecies Ovis canadensis At A%point above the water hole on the 
nelsoni, makes it of interest to conserva-|mountam side, commanding a view both 
tionists and to laymen in biology to put | up and ddwn the canyon, there had been 
on record any information that may come | built a rock wall about two feet high 
to hand regarding this splendid animal. | encircling a little depression in which a 
There are rather indefinite reports from | man could lie concealed and observe the 
time to time concerning its presence in}surrounding country. We searched the 
the broken country east of the San Ja-| vicinity very carefully for empty car- 
cinto Mountaing in southern California. | tridges or for arrowheads but nothing of 
These rumors undoubtedly have good] that nature was discovered. We have no 
foundation, and yet they are mere rumors | reason to believe that the animals, whose 
and not definite records. It was, there-|remains we found, had been slain by 
fore, with considerable degree of interest |man. ‘Their presence in the bottom of 
on my own part that I came upon sign] the gorge and the fractured pelvis could 
of this animal, while exploring certain | properly be explained by accident befall- 
canyons south and west of Kane Springs | ing the sheep that had tried to reach the | 
on the Colorado Desert. water, driven by the extremity of thirst 

On November 26, 1926, a party from| (if these sheep ever experience thirst) 
the University of California, Southern | at the end of a long dry season.
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Down the cnayon about a mile below] parable to the hoof and mouth disease 
the water hole we found evidence of an|that had, at least, reduced their vitality 
old camp, cast-off shoes, tin cans and|or dulled their judgment and driven them 
tobacco boxes. In the neighborhood of| to the vicinity of water where they per- 
this camp, after careful search, we found | ished. 
the remains of the legs of one sheep The remains of these individuals so far 
clearly cut off from the fresh carcass.|as it was possible to get them back to 
This constitutes the only evidence we]camp are carefully preserved in the uni- 
have of infraction of the law. All the] versity collection so that they will be 

other sheep found showed no signs of| available for study by the scientists who 
having been slaughtered and no signs of| may need such material. A second visit 
any part having been carried away by| to the locality will be made later on to 

man. It is, of course, barely possible | Sather up the remains of those that were 
that a depraved individual slew them and | ®¢ that Ene even Gietool 
let them lie. It seems a more plausible a would Beem phengt a ff one Co ony 
explanation that the sheep met their of these interesting animals has persisted 

. in these desert ranges, and that at least 
death in attempts to reach water or per-| some of the colony still survive in the 
haps even more plausible in case of an} peighborhood, and that the individuals 
animal so wonderfully sure-footed and so| make frequent visits to the vicinity of 
incredible a mountain climber, that the| the water hole—lLoye Miller, University 

sheep remains about the water hole may | of California, Southern Branch, Los An- 
be in part the result of some disease com-| geles, California. 

- 
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Fic. 15. Pintail ducks on Victoria Island, San Joaquin County. October 26, 
1926. Photograph by Wm. H. Armstrong. 

CONSERVATION IN OTHER STATES. 

FIVE MAN COMMISSION APPOINTED,made to increase the number of game 
IN VIRGINIA, sanctuaries. 

A Commission of Game and Inland 
Fisheries has replaced the office of Com- Beers ENE Were 
missioner of Game and Inland Fisheries} A recent survey of game conditions in 
in Virginia. The five men appointed met|the state of New York has shown that 
for organization last summer and com-|there is a shortage of deer in two of 
mittees were appointed to investigate|the divisions in the northern part of 

matters pertaining to pollution of streams|the state. In sections with no open 
and the state game farm. The number of|season, the deer have increased to such 
game wardens was reduced to 120 men/an extent and are so destructive that 

, including the ten supervisors. The plan|an open season is being considered. The 
is to pay the warden force larger salaries|deer seem to be moving out of the un- 
and have them devote more of their time] protected districts into the counties where 
to the service. Plans are also being|a permanent closed season gives them
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GLACITR PARK NATUR™ NOTTS NO. 2 JANUARY 19, 1927 

CHAS. J. KRAPBTL, SUPERINT@NDENT 

This bulletin is issued, whenever time can be spared for its 

preparation, for the ourpose of reporting high-lights in the 
ceaseless drama of wild life in Glacier National P ark. 
Eaving no permanent naturalist to interview them, the wilder- 

ness inhabitants of the Park depend upon the rangers to ob- 
serve their daily doings and record them in routine reports - 

whence may be gleaned the most interesting events to form a 

“nature bulletin". ‘ 

[succor \ 
Had the patriarch ram of the band {of Bighorn sheep which in- 
habits the vicinity of Many Glaciers) been able to talk on 
December 31st, he might have expressed himself thus: 

"On Christmas Day I and thirty of my band huddled, bewildered, 
in the shelter of the chalets. Ten others lay motionless on 
the hillside below me. One by one, they had ceased coughing 
and gone to sleep. In the band around me my dams and some of 
my sons and daughters continued to cough, hunching up their 
backs and shaking their heads. Those that coughed hardest 
trickled blood from their nostrils. N one would eat. At noon, 
alert, I saw the man approach, the one who spreads our hay. 
When he came near, the sleeping ones did not rise. T he man 
touched them, found them cold, dead. He walked about, touched 
all the sleeping ones; they were all dead. Then he came closer 
and looked a long time at my coughing ewes and rams. A t last 
he spread fresh hay, but only I and a few of my band went to 
eat. The coughing ones were not hungry. tate in the after- 
noon the man went away.” 

"Ali last week the coughing ones continued to cough, and others 
began to cough. Sometimes one would ctop coughing and lie down 
to sleep. Six have done this since Christmas Day, but they 
never got up. One day the man came on horseback with another 
man, and dragged all my dead mates away. Then they put out more 
hay and salt, but I do not care to eat since I began to cough. 
The coughing hurts, and I am in pain when I move around and have /
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to oreathe hard. I am tired. I want to lie down but I can't; 
Eamuse “btand up and waten my band 6% se 65 se) ee ee Ss OS 

But the old ram, too, lay down to sleep at last, and First 
é£ssistant Chief hanger Frank O'Brien, who has been giving 
special care to the band, had to take him away like the others. 
The outbreak of this epidemic among the Bighorns was the most 
serious occurrence in G lacier National Park during December. 
Ty December 3lst a total of sixteen had died, including five 
rave, ten ewes and one lamb. 

Ags soon as the matter wae reported to Park Headquarters, ad- 
vice was sought from State and F ederal experts, and the State 

_ Veterinary furgeon arranged at once to mak: an examination of 
/ the epidemic in the field. The severe storm which has pre- 

{ vailed over the entire Park for some time has undoubtedly 
i delayed the inspection and no report has yet been received. 

It is the general opinion however that the discase is pneumonia, 
Since the symptome are identical with those of a Similar epi- 
demic which visited the Sun River band of Bighorns in the Rocry 
Mountains south of Glacier National Park several years ago. 
The disease has not been reported from any other part of Glacier 
Park and no reports of its occurrence in the country adjacent 
to the Park have been received, 

SE eS Ee ae ce a OR ae 

COMBAT 

On the day before Christmas, Rangers Lee and Whiteraft, having 
come on snowehoes from the Waterton L ake District, arrived at 
Headquarters carrying a large golden eagle which they had found 
dead at Avalanche Creek. F rom evidences in the snow, the 
rangers were able to reconstruct the story of how the eagle had 
met ite death in combat with a emall goat. Apoarently the eagle 
had died of its wounds, and the goat, seriously injured, had 

: crawled about a hundred yards from the scene of the battle. At 
that point, coyotes had taken advantage of his weakness and had 
killed him, leaving only a few scraps of the carcass on the 
ground. The coyotes had not disturbed the eagle. Probably 
they were satiefied with the goat, or probably the eagle had 
Strength enough left for successful defence. 

* KR OK KH KO OK OK K Kk KK K OK OX 

GAM’ AND BIRDS 

In general the condition of game throughout the Park is re- 
ported excellent. D ucks are reported to be wintering in the
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isolated Mishenehn district along the upper reaches of the 
North Fork River. Chicadees, creevers, nuthatches, stellar 
Jays, camo robbers, nuterackers, ravens, magnies, various 
woodpeckers, and flocks of snow buntings are some of our 
regular winter bird visitants which add interest to the 
winter forest. Coyotes appear fairly numerouc in the north- 
west corner of the P ark, but cougar and lynx are extremely 
ssarce, only three indications of these animals having been 
reported. 

SRS Se a eae te Nee ae oe ke Sok ale acca 

THE WEATHTR 

On January 16th, a blizzard which had been reported aporoach- 
ing the Rocky Mountains finally struck the Par with zero 
temperatures and a thick driving snowfall. The storm contin- 
ued violently until the morning of the eighteenth by which 
time & blanket of snow three feet deep covered the entire Park. 
At the time of the writing of this article, we are husy opening 
roade between Caildings and to the postoffice, and in general. 
recovering frou the onslaught of Boreas. The Flathead River at 
Park Headquarters is solidly frozen over, giving to the land- 
fecape an air of immobility and silence which is very strange. 
With this storm, the feeding of game has definitely begun and 
will be continued as long as the deep snow lasts. 
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\Y DAILY BULLTTIN 
No. 29-1 U. S. Forest Service Jenuary 2, 192.8 

Southrestern District 

Valnut Creck District lieets Disester: A wire hes just been received from 

Supervisor Grubb stating that the “alnut Creek Renger Station and Office 
burned this morning and ere a total loss. Wo other particulars. 

Big Horn “heep Lassoed 15 Miles From Tucson: A mountain sheep, with horns 
six inches through at the base, justifying the nome "Big Horn", hes been 
lassoed within fifteen miles of this city, according to informetion brought 
here by Forest Ranger J. S. Pomeroy. The big horn wns roped by Kk. Great- 
house, @ rencher in the Tanque Verde Distriét. Noticing the rare wild— 
animal evidently suffering from a bad case of screw worms in the nostrils, 
the remher ren it to a rocky ledge of the Rincon Hounteins before dropping 
his noose over it. He treated the sheep end released it, according to the 
forest renser. (Tucson Citizen 12/4/28) 

Another Lonace Of The ijodern Age: In tabuleting causes of deaths occurring 
in Mew lexico the number of instences of fatal burning with gasoline is 
striking, Among various causes of such fires is the washing of silk cloth- 

ing in sasoline. There apnears to be a tendency to genernte very high 
electrical chorges in these high altitudes. Rubbing silk accumulates a 
charge repidly, followed by 1 spark thet ignites the volatile vapor. It > 
is not possible to give finol figures to these accicents, at present, as 
the work of tabulation hes just gotten under vey and will not be coupleted 
for several morths, (Bulletin State Burecu of Public Health.) 

A New Preservative: The Western Union Telegraph Compeny has developed a 
Near wood nrmenri hive lnaem ae gtee mobs aeeaete- TH a sean on me =
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Rocky Mountain bighorns in a corral, waiting for shipment 

Sheep trapping by Royal Mounted Police 

Wardens near Banff to restock ; kK Pp 

less fortunate sections 

By W. E. ROUND 

IFTY Rocky Mountain sheep have been built of pine poles. About forty feet telephone wire, strung along the trees. 
: been trapped along the West High- long by twelve feet wide, with walls more Unrolling the light wires from around his 

way about five miles from Banff, than twelve feet in height, it differed from phone, he attached one to the wire over- 
safely corralled at the buffalo pad- a corral in the fact that no gate was to head; the other he placed under his foot. 

dock, and shipped to Kamloops and vicin- be seen in its walls. Peering through the Holding the instrument in such a way that 
ity. These animals were caught by the bars, the warden exclaimed, “Two beau- the tiny receiver at one end was close to 
game warden of British Columbia to stock ties!” Inside were two rams whose heads _ his ear and the slight aperture into which 
sections where the species had been sadly were as fine as any seen in these parts. he must speak was in position, he pressed 
depleted. In late years, sheep have be- Warden. Peyto, or Walter, as he is a small button. 
come so numerous along the first few better known, next took from his pocket In Chief Warden Warren’s office in 

miles of the Banff-Windermere Highway a metal object about the size of an or- Banff, a buzzer sounded. Below the 

that the number shipped each year will dinary flashlight. This was his pocket buzzer is an ordinary phone labeled 

not be missed by the tourists, to whom telephone. Walking a short distance into “West.” Taking down the receiver, Jack 

these bighorns are a great attraction. the bush, he halted at the game wardens’ Warren gave the customary announce- 

During February and ment. “Two fine rams,” 

March, 1927, a daily act Feeding one of the wild deer that roam the streets of Banff in the winter. curtly stated Peyto into 

of interest took place in This deer has practically been raised in Banff. Every winter it has fed his diminutive mouth- 

connection with this ship- as in the picture, yet notice how far it keeps from the feeder. Notice how piece. “Be out as quick 

ment. Each morning, Sun- it is ready for flight. Compare this with the picture of the lady feeding as possible” was the re- 

day excepted, _ shortly the sheep on the opposite page ply he received through 

after 8:30 a light Ford jyggegg ey aoe ih Ne the insignificant-look- 

truck was seen traveling @ oe at: PCy / ae oe Wage ay ing article in his hands. 

westward, plowing faye at oT 4 : ee er ra’ In a short time a 

through the deep snow FR Rear og ppt ae t i ee i. igor ui By, large government truck 

and zigzagging contin- Be i So et i a ve @&) arrived at the scene, 

ually as it followed the F ar Wie! _ eae ah a aa Pf bringing the Chief War- 

snow ruts. At the steer- ant D Oe es. 2. «| Svea ee 7 . den, two of his men and 

ing wheel was usually il y wy ee a: a iH TRH ee a1, oh the necessary crates for 

Game Warden Peyto. I i ate ns. So = i aa le “4 conveying the captives 

had the pleasure of ac- |) i ; Me rt—‘“<C“ Ct the buffalo paddock. 

companying him one ‘| OEE i UL aay Se i The first act was to 

morning, and this is what if i ¥ ‘ toe 4) I throw a rope over the 

happened. i Se 2. . : o- hey) top of the front wall. 

About five miles from Fe - 2 - mh Pease Part of this solid-look- 

Banff, at a place locally [Eeige. "WME tee 2, Nc i eae | ing end proved to be a 

known as Sheep Point, ee a ee \. ee F suspended gate which, 

Warden Peyto stopped [gmemm ==: ee <.. SP bese = 4 eee {whilst it could be swung 

the truck, and we de- —e 22 jummrmenees 2 ae ee ee; _sinward, could not possi- 

scended. Here a structure #Rey = = ===) pg Ta oe Re hae a @= bly be opened the oppo- 

resembling a corral had eee ge ge ee eo rae eng eS ie iis! site way. The rope was 
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Planting Mountain Sheep 
fastened to the bottom rail of the trap sil re bid “9 gg s J oe 

* gate, and the crates, each with a sliding Fy P ort A in NA ke ea 4 
end, were pushed into position, completely ig ie* raw ~~ 4 a Sas : 
covering the gate opening. When the aT eer BE : acs eg yk 
crates were securely lashed in place, the Jpg SMM 9. @0 0 Ge a oo eee 
gate was raised by the rope, and the lat- & ‘ a ys 5 oon : ee a 
ter made secure. Pa oh Pe - <_< : ‘ o ae. 

While these operations were in prog- FNP 0 egy 8 ee ot he 
ress the rams had been making strenuous [APSA AMA ois ‘ : = : 
efforts to escape, giving fine exhibitions “aR MRS: a - 4 tae “ e 
of their marvelous climbing ability. Many card Bi Aaa ea ros isd Xe Lf a q 

) times their heads were over the top of Mitkas Aim@Gha Sag a ‘ - 
the twelve-foot wall, but always they fell te » cage o3 PA Le oe , : ‘ - 
short of making the desired escape. Not oo re woe fy Ri MA Fe : ” . 
in the regular front-end-first method did ey yj ry eee rae we cee ea as a , 
these animals try to scale the walls. Rac- (NM ry a iS heal a es a. ho 
ing madly from one end, as they neared 4 KP ay ee “} nS fay ee 4 , an me oo ‘ Lm . 
the opposite wall they turned sidewise to i Lj} ris AY free 3 oe , 
it, and in this position ascended nearly to iy we SY i ae 
the top, each pole a ladder step for their @ a J ~~ | ~ o. 
nimble feet. re Eat ee oe es me i f bf a a | 

With one man stationed on top of the ee | ; a 5 en : A 
crates to drop the slides when the sheep ig y 2 po FP din: cs 
were safely inside, the other wardens, i r F ie sk 
carrying long poles, went to the back of ae Lg ‘ q 
the trap. Pushing the poles through the = ev’ PN P Rs 
interstices of the walls, they gradually ~ * | Spe 3 Pt 
worked forward, driving the rams ahead ~~ ee < 7 : Si 
until the latter, afraid of the men and the “| 4 A ge co! = _ oo 
poles behind them, entered the crates and | + )7@) 17) a, ie Pe 
were quickly imprisoned. be 1 >< ae oe era de Pete i. nee 

They are not always so easily driven , lie : ea | +) _ 
into the crates. Sometimes it is necessary oe. eos — “~) Sem Oe ee to. 
to rope them. Running free, these animals — > ‘a 2 sperncens Pres cees, 
are very timid. When trapped, they are ae i ; : : Stiri 
extremely dangerous. With lowered “ . : : 
heads, they charge with great speed, the 3 ‘ oe. 
power of their assault being sufficient to = = | . . : 
crush a man’s body. It therefore being ee a VO ge ‘ a . 

y rE We 7 - -~— = SF 

a 4 ores & ss se : a a 
oT a ee fo -_— t—™” _ 

Hq at , — ff oe ee. — 
_ ttl serge = 6 * ro eS Pe 

” P| a eae nate ay Cae Coe A ee 
Us A as ll a . rl 

Mitt whe At ae ve al aay A ee Ce. ‘ 7% ee wa eT r—“‘RCOOC CCCs 
Sa! Ae oy er fe a 

SE —— = sinh ae ee oe oe eee 

. nn retain ese mnone - of Mrs. Round, wife of the author, feeding a sheep that was running free in the 
NoPE pe anne aa nano o mountains a year ago. This was Mrs. Round’s first visit to the sheep 

i re 
cs == Ee 6 SEE pear ees = pe waar loaded on the truck, it was possible to in- 

oe peewee jo: etna) age ge Fee sf spect the workings of the trap. Many a 
a = ean ea ete J OS ee ae man can today remember the old boyish 
wt = ets EF PS fe Ne “ee stunt he used for catching birds. A sand 
a PPA nen ee | re | jo sieve, a short stick and a length of string 
ghee weet ~~ = aN ee hs : oe were the working parts. A few bread 
ge ee ee y E i ieee crumbs were scattered under the ae 

a ee Re ee BE the sticks and the tone fastened te the 
peak eee Se oe a —— Oe > a RB prop. a he opposite end of the twine vs 

Pit ve Tannese — ‘mn Peg CG grasped by the trapper, who was generally 

At right—The crate in nee at en- a. eee SY an tue si Oe ee ay oe Vi Le, A a pints were expected to go under 
ee ge etal 1s we ¢. the sieve for the crumbs; the youthful 

2 : 2 : Soe ree i i | eax, hunter pulled the string; the birds were 
unsafe to enter the trap for roping pur- #Bgem ‘ caught—at least, they should have been. 

poses, the act must be performed by a [BRM =a Occasionally it worked; usually it didn’t. 
eat perched on the topmost rail of the eid lo The sheep trap is the same idea. The bait, wall. z + u ‘ 
Once the noose has settled round the gis ; ot Cee 

animal’s horns, the roper snubs it to the y4 > cape. Unlike the bird trap, the sheep 
end of one of the upright posts and tosses fgg - 7 | trap never fails. is 
the free end toward the crates. One of : . A short distance from the rear end of 
the other wardens now enters the trap, * ee the trap, a length of wire is strung across, 
pushes ee sone oe through fhe bac of ee Z running parallel with the short. ends. Be- 

he crate and climbs quickly back to safety. Pe eee §=6 yond this wire and a little beyond the 
When this is accomplished and the rope, ~ ee sheep’s reach are placed two large pieces 
passing through the crate, is in the hands ~ of salt. Under the swinging door is care- 
of the other men, the roper releases the : fully placed a prop from which a wire 
snubbed rope, and the sheep is hauled into runs to the cross wire. The sheep enter 
the waiting crate. oy a in search of the salt; the cross wire, 

The crates and their prisoners safely e - placed at about (Continued on page 64) 
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Field and Stream—February, 1928 
i y ROY Ak ae PLANTING MOUNTAIN SHEEP given them the greatest caré and placed 

i ys. er (LF i ge ‘ them in their natural environment. Quail 
74 SSR I oa WESTERN ‘ (Coninted Gromenege 31) . Will Jay quite a few eggs, byg not enough 
4 a py Pa the height of their chests, prevents their to give any real production. Jfow, a game 

LE, st Hi ill Toy reaching the desired luxury. farm has to be a paying bu—hess. There- 
ks ly Ss” Determined to get at the salt, they press fore, if for no other reasot "ll vote for 

oy ! ee . Mh against the wire, which pulls on the one the pheasant, as he can be r. sed in num- 
PIS connected to the prop. Out falls the latter, bers at small expense and will reproduce 
i Ht \ eS ao down drops the heavy gate, and the sheep _ prolifically.” 

HS Ns NM ——— - are prisoners. Simple, very simple. Apropos of a game farm being a paying 
Seat se Fr At the buffalo paddock the captured business, the New York Game Farm is 

| i NM Tm. ‘A IN wou SS ‘ee animals are allowed to run with the few just that. One hears so often the expres- 
i mmmmey EE) ol Ge kept there for show purposes, until the sion, “If the state and Federal govern- 

<i ee ph eae date for shipment arrives. ments would run things as big business 
= pees 2 ee Much has been written about Rocky does—” Well, big business could take a 
i S gre *~ | Mountain sheep and their habits, but few leaf out of this activity of New York 

Rs) (ers a know that these animals are probably the State. Mr. Rogers’ has always kept within 
NS Sd ”” ve easiest of all native quadrupeds to tame his appropriation, His books are accurate. 

g NT They quickly learn to trust human beings The resources of the place are tabulated, 
ae 4 2 and, when tamed, seem to lose all of their and the production is down to the lowest 

Os natural fear. cost. 
Many tame deer roam the streets of Posted in the big barn, where every 

‘next Ss s Banff, begging from door to door; yet employee must come some time during 
ummer no matter how tame they appear to be, his working hours, are the only rules I 

= ¥ they cannot be trusted. One sudden un- was able to discover. Here follows a copy: 
acation in expected move on the part of es life an for Em ft 

. : is feeding them will bring a quick hoof rmation jor Lmployees of the 
Northern Wisconsin and strike aoe upward thrust of the horns. Game Farms 
the Arrowhead Country Deer will take crusts of bread from a This Game Farm is operated on a 

of Mi person’s hand, yes even from that person’s business basis. The cost of labor and 
innesota mouth, and the next minute, scared by general up-keep is charged against 

where you can enjoy a real vaca- some move will strike unexpectedly with the production of birds and eggs sent: 
tion—camping, canoeing, golf- hoof or horns. They will not allow any out for distribution. Unless we can 
ing, hiking, or basking in the person to place a hand on them, no matter produce birds and eggs at a cost not 
warm sun and breathing in that how gently it is attempted. to exceed the price they can be pur- 
delicious pine-scented air—build- A tamed sheep, however, will allow chased for in the open market, this 
ing up a tired mind and body. caresses, can be taught oe tricks aut farm would not be a success and 

Pr ae not afraid to rear, to reach some tit-bit could not be continued. 
Soe Seu sole sig el from an outstretched hand, and to bal- We are allowed a fixed sum of summer home opportunities. Address ance itself by placing 8 front feet on money to operate—this sum not to be 

S the body of the person feeding it. Care- exceeded. The employees have re- 
oe Grew nce ce Mamaaen taker McTrow, of the buffalo paddock, ceived an increase in naaet but the 

ae has had sheep doing such stunts six money for operating the farm has not 
CHICAGO & NorTH WESTERN Ry months after they had been trapped on been increased accordingly. | 

| the highway, and not only doing them The time of every employee is valu- 
for him but for any visitor. All folks able, and it is important that each 

Wh Y R 1 d | look alike to Mr., Mrs., or Miss Sheep. one renders the best possible serv- 
en you eloa Once they are tamed, they seem to lose ice. 

et the Ideal Hand all fear of man. ; Acai tie a eae Api IN AMERICA wee the employees ave Deen with 
both beginner and experienced reloader, not M then scent enthusiastic Everybody sea 
found in any other book. New edition No. (Continued from page 11) worker, but not one desta the ‘class with 
28 revised and ‘Canter by eu honties And the phone seems to ring constantly. the Superintendent himself. ; 

- y SOME & celeee No one wants to take time for a letter It is impossible for Mr. Rogers to stick 
i j Table? show. to reach Mrs. Rogers, as it is she who to just one “why” of pheasants. He knows 

/ DE : . | | helps you out. The telephone is used, and too many good points in favor of the bird. 
/ Be: AL } tec the lady seats herself at the instrument to “He’s adaptable,” he tells you. “While 

i] 2nadp, oll casslaces have a nice comforting chat with the ex- originally pheasants fed on the ground, I 
/ x ok ff Cartrid: = q@ | {Cited questioner. Mrs. Rogers seems al- have found them feeding in growing 

[ 2 28 - ways to have time, and yet the calls upon numbers some twenty feet above it, bud- 
/ Saves, snore aa her are heavy. It is easy to see why, if she ding on apple trees and feeding on fox 
facet ¥, ely “Tables, | | Were not interested in the propagation of grapes, which grow from twenty to 
—— aro fae sidan | pheasants, Mr. Rogers would go intosome twenty-five feet. He is an intelligent bird, 

ee Reloading ‘Tools, 1l- | | other work. and the very thing which would seem to 
ore TE eee “Now, getting back to disease,’ Mr. limit the number of birds that survive our sia 60 pages. Worth many 1 BS 4 1. : times its cost. Sent on Rogers begins as we meet in the rearing hard winters makes for the development 

ae field at the next feeding time, “the most of that intelligence and his survival. 
THE LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORP. necessary thing in producing healthy Scarcity of food in the place he would 

eee ee bud to give them clean ground. We formerly search soy it ee cloned his 
never raise birds on the ground used for nature. He goes up for food and finds it. 

EDESUat OPES SULe ——— | that purpose the year before. In fact, it “As for hunting him, well, I’ve been a 
is not until the third year that the piece gunner all my life, and I surely get great 

Want to Swap Guns? of ground is used for a rearing field. sport from the pheasant. Didn’t know 
: 5 : “Take the field where the breeding pens much about anything else but hunting 

We pil ney east for voor ean fille or mistols are now. It will be plowed after the laying when I was a kid. We lived on Long 
eae ead ea us what you have, season, in the spring planted to corn, the Island, and men from all over the country 

fae yeaa and we will make you an offer following aa eee to one and cas a us to nant, i can e pen AEE 
eee 2 clover, and the third year is ready to be when I was too little to go along. I al- 

IVER Jono Syoe NG Gon. ce, used again. Selective breeding, clean con- ways had a gun, always had a hunting dog. 
Loco a ditions, the right foods, plenty of liberty “I wasn’t so very old—fifteen maybe 

—~ARCHERS ATTENTION, | —that’s what gives us healthy birds that —when I saw my first, pheasants. They 
swe fiave lle toictoucaphetar art Youn gia alee resist epidemics such as game farms have had escaped from captivity. They were 

kan and African hunting trips; Lions, Moose and generally known. brought to Long Island by a German who 
fae eens eee | “You talked about propagation of had an estate near us. I saw how. well 
mee ee ee ee grouse and of quail, too, yesterday,” he they got along in this country, got inter- 
been selected from Mr, Young’s intensely inter- continued. “You know, don’t you, that ested in rearing them, and have been 
geting collection and they are offered to you at very few hen partridges will lay in captiv- actively interested in them from that time $1.00 each, or a series of 6 for $5.00. ; : > 

NATIONAL ARCHERY TACKLE Co. ity—one hen out of three, maybe. It on. 
3142_West_l0th St. Los Angeles, Cal. doesn’t seem to matter that you have Liz and Helen told us to come on 
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DESERT MOUNTAIN SHEEP ; 

(From the "California Fish and Game", April 1928) 

Life on desert ranges is not easy. Scant food ; 
supply makes desert animals sturdy of limb; lack of suit- 
able hiding places increases danger from predatory species 
and this increased danger must be cared for by keen eye—- 
sight and sense of smell. While taking motion pictures 
of mountain sheep in Inyo County, Mr. E. 8. @heney had 
under observation eleven ewes. By October 1, each of these 
had lost their lamb, although previous to this time, several 
had been followed by their young. The mountain sheep of 
desert ranges have not increased greatly since total 
protection was given them. It is difficult to determine 
the factors concerned which prevent increase. In the Rocky 
Mountain region many mountain sheep have died from "lung- 
worm," a common ailment of domestic sheep. The main point 
is that after long years of protection, mountain sheep are 
not sufficiently abundant to warrant an open season.
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Diseases in Mountain Sheep 
HE. headwaters of Sun River in the Later in March after the disease had 

I Lewis & Clark National Horest has By W. M. Rush apparently run its course two lambs were 

long been noted as a range for moun- —‘The disease in the Sun River bands was slaughtered for examination. They were in 

tain sheep. Before a closed season was jnyestigated quite fully by the Montana 4 very emaciated condition and would most 

placed on sheep by the Montana law in Livestock Sanitary Board and the U. S. likely have died anyway within a few days. 

1914 this territory was such a favorite [Forest Service. The first indications that These were sent to the laboratory of the 

hunting ground by those sportsmen desir- aj] was not well with this particular bunch Bureau of Animal Industry at Washington 

ing a sheep that these animals were re- was in the spring of 1924. Some individ- and in the opinion of this bureau. these 

tect to bata —smnatt—remmem—uf—thet— ats showed a lack Of lite and were in tembs were suffering principally from tape 
former numbers. Under protection for ten yery poor flesh early in the spring. This Worms in the liver and small intestines 

years they increased to between 600 and condition in a few head of any species of and stomach worms in the fourth stomach. 

700 head and conditions were very favor- game animals is not unusual but as these The lungs of these lambs showed some con- 

able to a further increase with a promise Sheep did not recover with the coming of Sestion but no marked evidences of pneu- 

that in the next few years an open season the good forage later. in the spring it was 00/4; 

for a short period could safely be allowed. apparent that something out of the or- So it is evident that our mountain sheep 

However during the winter of 1924-25 dis- dinary was wrong with the animals. are subject to at least four malignant dis- 

ease in the form of pneumonia took such i eases, viz., pneumonia, « hemorrhegic sep- 

* heavy toll from these bands that they were 18 THE fall there were not the same ticemia, scabies, and worms, and at the 

actually fewer in number in 1925 than in numbers of old rams on the winter range present time there is no known practical 

1914. as usual and some of the older ewes and method of combating any of these dis- 

Heavy losses in the Sun River moun- rams were noticed to be heaving and cough- eases. It seems that their ultimate fate 

tain sheep from pneumonia raise the ques- ing considerably. Somewhat later numerous rests largely with our scientific medical 

tion of whether our mountain sheep will old ewes and the larger rams were seen to brother sportsmen, for no matter how well 

long survive the ravages of diseases even be standing with their hind legs braced we protect our game against hunting, pred- 

if protected from hunting and predatory backwards and widely apart. Some were atory animals and starvation some way 

animals. walking with great difficulty. Others could must be found to combat these diseases if 

Epizootics have occurred in bands of be approached to within 5 or 6 feet. we are to preserve for many years longer 

these animals at irregular intervals ever (This last symptom is the one most clearly the Rocky Mountain sheep, 

since white man came to this part of the remembered by the old timers of the dis- © - ‘ 

country, and no doubt for many years be- eases in 1883 and 1889.) A slightly bloody ¢ 

fore. The heavy losses in 1883, 1889 and mucous discharge from the nose was ap- 

1909 in various parts of Montana are re- parent in many of the weak animals, which 

membered by many of the old timers. could be approached closely. They began 

From their stories the disease which caused dying before Christmas and continued orf 

these deaths were either pneumonia or thru January and February until by the last 

“hemorrhegic septicemia,” altho in those of March barely sixty head were left out 

days but little attention was paid to the of about 250 and later reports from resi- 

matter. Symptoms were not carefully ob- dents in this locality placed the number 

served nor the extent of loss very carefully remaining somewhat below sixty head. 

noted, but in many localities the bones of During the investigation several head of 

these victims still bear witness that the the sick animals were shot for examination. 

losses were tremendous. A 2-year-old ram was examined in_ the 

Scabies was rampant in the Yellowstone laboratory of the State Livestock Sani- 

Park for a number of years and caused tary Board and the disease was pronounced 

the death of large numbers of mountain “progressive edematous pneumonia.” In all 

sheep. This disease was investigated by the animals killed and examined the same 

the Bureau of Animal Industry in 1917 and general conditions were found. The liver, 

during the investigation five of the sheep kidneys, intestines, spleen and heart were 

which had been confined for a short time normal. Consolidation of the lobes of the 

died from hemorrhegic septicemia. It is lungs; abscesses varying in diameter from 

gratifying to know that the scabies has 14-inch to an inch and a half on the lungs; 

apparently run its course in the Yellow- adhesion of the lungs to the walls of the 

stone Park and the sheep are again on the thorax and congested areas in the lungs 

increase there. were some of the principal conditions noted.
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Mountain Sheep Transferred from Canada.-~Fourteen mountain sheep were shipped by 

the superintendent of the Rocky Mountain National Park, from Banff, Alberta, Cariada, to 

Laramie, Wyo., and Cache, Okla., on December 28, 1928. The transfer of these sheep was 

arranged for by the U. S. Forest Service. The Biological Survey, the City of Laramie, 

Wyo., the State Game and Fish Commission of Oklahoma, and citizens of Lawton, Okla., co- 

operated in covering costs of shipment. Sevson of the sheep were delivered at Laramie, 

from which point five were taken by truck to the Sheep Mountain Game Preserve within the 

Medicine Bow National Forest, where they were liberated on an exposed rocky hillside covered 

with scattered yellow pines. The sheep had been in crates for so long that they were ap— 

parently somewhat stiff, but otherwise in excellent condition. One male and one female in 

the shipment sent to Laramie were forwarded to Cheyenne, Wyo., to be placed in the zoo park, 

at the expense of the Cheyenne Council of Industry. The shipment to the Wichita Game Pre- 

serve, consisting of two rams and five ewes, arrived at Cache, Okla., on January 2, Govern- 

ment trucks were at the depot awaiting them, and the sheep were taken to the headquarters 

of the Wichita National Forest. The next morning they were turned loose in a corral, in- 

closed by a fence 10 feet high, and though somewhat wild at first, they soon settled down 

and began eating hay. When the sheep become well located, it is planned to put one ram and 

two ewes in the exhibition pasture and turn the other four into the large buffalo pasture 

where there is plenty of rough land on which to range.
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LIFE HISTORY NOTES he 

GROUSE RESPOND TO PROTECTION | roosting in a large cedar back of the 

The intelligence of animals is often| Store. By the latter part of October 
strikingly presented in their ready re-| when the resort is closed the young 
sponse to kindness and protection on the | birds are able to shift for themselves and 
part of man. The Wallmick summer | return to the wild. The old bird, how- 

resort at the Jordan Hot Springs, Tulare | ever, has so far always put in her appear- 
County, California, has offered protec-| ance with a new brood with the opening 
tion to a female Sierra grouse (Dendra-|up of the resort—Ropnry §S. ELis- 
gapus obscurus sierrae) and its operators | woRTH, San Francisco, California. 
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Fic. 31. Sierra grouse and brood of almost full-grown young, Wallmick summer 
resort, Jordan Hot Springs, Tulare County, California. Cross indicates 
mother bird. Photo by Ray J. Bullar : 

with the liberal aid of nature are actuallyf DESERT MOUNTAIN SHEEP OF THE 

aiding grouse production. INYO MOUNTAINS 
A report from Deputy Ray J. Bullard On October 4, 1929, Mr. B. S. Cheney 

states that the bird is in the habit of} and I arrived at our base camp east 
appearing in the spring with a brood|of Big Pine, Inyo County, California. 
shortly after the Wallmicks commence | There are several large springs along the 
operations. ‘This has been a regular | Western edge of the sheep range flowing 

event during the past seven years, the ou fn the:base of a spur of the Inyo 
mother rearing her family within the monn ae x : 
shadow of the resort. Food is supplied |; ree eee piahera ayes ar aa . - ~ , |ing at one of the springs when we arrived, 
the birds twice daily and the Wallmick ited for him to depart 
child considers them her special pets. BO EG Ee tee emer Ph, De 0. sual ae iP pets. | mountain before putting up a blind. We 
Jecasionally the mother conducts her| placed the blind about 90 feet from the 

tiny flock into the adjacent woods. When | spring from which the ram was drinking. 
night comes they can always be found|It was at this same spring that Mr.
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Cheney made photographs of mountain|lambs. It looked like there were six of 
sheep two years previously. We remained | each, but it was so far away that I 
in the blind for the rest of the day, but | could not be certain. 
saw no sheep. At 10.30 a.m. I saw four rams together 

The following day, shortly after rising | under some pinyon pines near the main 
in the early morning, we saw a ram on|summit and a few minutes later I picked 
the skyline above the spring and about | up a big black ram. This may have been 
half way up the slope of the mountain. |the same one Mr. Cheney photographed 
He was working upward and finally dis-|two years previously. He was all alone 
appeared over the ridge. on the ridge and appeared extremely 
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Fic. 32, Average sized desert mountain sheep ram, Inyo Range, Inyo County, 
Caloris Enlargements from moving pictures by E. S. Cheney, October, 

Mr. Cheney entered the blind and I large with very heavy horns. At 11.80 
went ony On ihe flat to ee wie Bo a.m. practically all the animals under ob- 
ains with twelve-power binoculars. ervation laid down. Most of them found 
soon spotted the ram we had seen earlier, | shade under pinyon pines but some picked 

still one up oa mee a ee out more exposed situations, especially the 
ing him for several hundred teet, 1 OD |rams. They remained at rest until about 
served that he came to another ram which | 4 45, p.m. I located the white rumps 

I had not previously seen and they both of three more rams about 2 p.m. and a 
proceeded up toward the pyor pues of little later I saw two more on the sky- 
the main ridge. A few minutes later I li Eee mat ane 
located a lone ram and another above |™° ® eS nee ‘ 
him, high up on the main ridge and fully As I was returning shortly after sun- 
2500 feet above me and more than a mile| down, I saw two rams I had not seen 
away. previously standing on pinnacles to get 

The first two picked out a shaded spot | the last rays of the sun and one last view 

under a pinyon pine and finally laid|of the valley below. As I came back I 
down. noted that five of the rams were located 

Farther south along the range I located | on the tops of crags, pinnacles and ex- 

twelve animals, apparently all ewes and | posed situations.
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The ewes do not seem to spend as much| He stopped, gazed about for sometime, 
time gazing about as do the rams, con-| trotted down to the water and looked 
sequently the ewes are much harder to| about some more. He seemed to sense 
locate against the grayish brown back-| that something was amiss with my rock 
ground of rocks and soil. At best a| pile but.could not determine what it was. 
desert bighorn is extremely difficult to see | He gazed intently at the aperture where 
unless it is rear end to or moving along| my kodak was inserted but finally began 
rather rapidly. In feeding, the white rear| to drink and I began snapping pictures. 
part of the animal is generally on the | He was medium in color and carried a 
downhill side whether the general trend | fine set of horns for a relatively young 
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Fig. 33. Young ram, three ewes and a small ram drinking at a spring, Inyo 
County, California. Enlargements from moving pictures by E. S. Cheney, 
October, 1929. 

of progress is up or down the mountain) animal. One horn was practically per- 
slope. These twenty-eight sheep were all | fect but the left one was frayed and worn 
seen in about three miles of mountain | a little at the tip. The horns spread, I 
range. should say, about 20 inches and were 

On October 6, Mr. Cheney went to the | from 15 to 16 inches in circumference at 

picture blind while I used the observation | the base. I was only about 80 feet 
blind on a nearby rocky knoll. I spotted | distant from him. 
the large black ram high on the slope He drank about 40 seconds and gazed 
of the main ridge and a little later| about; then drank 65 seconds and turned 
watched him pursue a ewe around the|to look straight at my blind; 53 seconds 
sidehill. the next, and 46 the last time. He stood 

Another ram was noted working down |® few moments and shook himself, then 
the mountain as though coming to water. | Teturned to the same ridge which he had 

I lost sight of him, however, and watched | Come down about 600 yards south of the 
the ram chasing the ewe. All of a sudden, | SPring. 
at 10.30 a.m., in front of me there was At 1.30 p.m. I noticed some sheep com- 
a tremendous rattling of rocks. There|ing toward the spring from the same 
was the ram I had seen coming down! | direction in which the ram had dis- 
He was only a few feet from a smaller| appeared. At first I was unable to deter- 
spring which was strongly sulphurous.| mine their number. They were coming 

6—72372
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directly toward me and I was unable | grass seems to be the staple food, how- to count the white rumps. As they were | ever, along with the mahogany. 
approaching, I heard a tremendous noise Since Mr. Cheney could only find 
of rolling rocks and pebbles high up on | thirteen sheep two years ago on the same the main ridge. I turned the glass toward | range and there are now at least twenty- 
the sound and here came the big black eight, and according to men living in the ram leaping and bounding down the vicinity from thirty to forty-five head, it 
mountain from about 2000 feet higher | would appear that the range is desirable 
up. He had seen the band of ewes ap-|and that the sheep may be on the in- 
proaching and was coming down at a erease.—D. D. McLran, San Francisco, 
tremendous pace. How any animal could | California. 
descend over such country, so rapidly 
without a misstep is more than I can| ELK THRIVING IN SHASTA COUNTY 
conceive. Forest Ranger William Spargo at Win- There were two other large rams with throp, Squaw Creek, reports at least 500 : 
the bunch, one young ram and fourteen | elk in this district at present. He says ewes. They arrived finally and all they are somewhat scattered, some rang- drank from the sulphur spring except one ing as far south as Grizzly Peak and young ewe and one ram which went to|some as far north as McCloud Flats. the spring near Mr. Cheney’s blind. The Forty head are also reported in one herd black ram did not drink. fifteen miles south of the Pit River. One ewe called to another in a very|There are more calves this year than 
deep tone, not unlike a single note of the| ever before and the animals are reported 
eastern bullfrog. It sounded like “baw” |to be in good shape. Mr. Spargo insists 
given in a deep guttural bass with a slight | that this estimate is very conservative, 
gurgling of the note and sustained for | though it is based on the signs as well as 
two seconds. A ram called to a ewe in| the elk he actually saw last winter after 
the same tone quality and pitch but with | all stock had been taken out.—CHARLES R. 
no vibration or gurgling. Love, Redding, California. 

The dark ram was rather oddly colored, 
being solid black on the breast, dark} SEVERE WINTER THREATENS 
sides with a grayish cast, white-tipped PLUMAS COUNTY DEER 
nose and light amber colored horns. We have been having such light winters 
He was more bulky than any of the| in the Quincy section that the deer seem 
others. I would judge his horns to be|to take it for granted that we will never 
between 17 and 18 inches in circum-| have any more hard winters. As a rule, 
ference. in the first indication of storm the deer 

All of the sheep returned by the same|start to move for lower country. The 
route they used in coming. There were | last six or seven years, however, they 
no lambs with them, but when they came | have all stayed in and if we ever get a 
to a canyon farther along the range, I| big snowfall all at once the state will 
discovered five lambs left behind with| suffer a tremendous loss of deer from 
four other ewes. starvation. 

This seems to corroborate the obser- Legal protection and a more wholesome 
vations of others that the lambs do not| attitude toward the fish and game laws always come to water with the ewes. have increased the number of deer. It is 
Mr. Cheney saw one lamb come with the | 20thing unusual to count a hundred or 
ewes on his previous visit, but it did not | 8° in areas where ten years ago deer were 
drink, spending the time while the others|uite uncommon. Protection and con- were drinking playing about over the| trol of forest fires has increased cover 
rocks nearby. The ewes apparently come |and given a good food supply. As a o water about once every seven days, |esult deer do not need to make migra- 
whereas the rams come every two to four | tions of considerable extent in order to 
days. During the rutting season, the| find food. I am afraid the deer have be- 
rams are likely to chase the ewes until | come so accustomed to staying in certain 
they become thirsty and have to come to} Parts of the high country that some of 
water more frequently. Normally the these winters we will call on every pos- 

rams come from 9.30 to 11.30 in the|sible means to save even a small per 
morning and the ewes from 1.30 to 3.30 | cent of the deer we now have in Plumas 
in the afternoon, but during the rutting | County—C. J. Barnus, Quincy Cali- 
season they may come at any time. fornia. 

Mountain sheep seem to feed on every- 
thing in their range that could possibly BEALE SCEER OSs aNieeas 
be eaten. I saw some even picking at A deer hunting license tag No. 85518 
the tips of pinyon pine branches. Bunch | discloses that P. B. Pugh, of Tipton,
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Cross Reference — 

See letter from E. R. Sans, Reno, Nevada, July 31, 1930, on 

' water requirements of mountain sheep. Filed in antelope folder.
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Dear “Ww ctr. 

I em preparing a book on "Game Management," and also a 
report on the "Game Survey of the North Central States," . 

I am lacking the information specified below and would 
appreciate your filling in the revly blank in so far as you are able. 
Please return to me in the enclosed envelope. Tharks for your cooper- 
ation. 

Yours sincerely, 

: Av 
ALDO LBOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ; 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY \\ 

IN REPLY REFER TO 450 Gazette Dldg., «Sy : 
P.O. 30x 805, 
Reno, Nevadae 4 

August 9, 1930. 

. > 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Gane Survey, 

, 421 Chemistry 3ldg., 
Madison, ‘Jisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : : 

Your letter of August 4th received. It was during the 

middle of the month of October 1925 that I observed mountain 

sheep watering in the Silver Peas country about twenty-five 

miles south of Coaldale. Weather conditions were moderate, 

cool nights and as the natural grasses were iry, there was 

considerable green browse on the mountains. 

Very traly yours, 

Sea ee 27D 

: . E.R. Sans, 
BRS : 2H : Leader, Predatory Animal Control.
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THE MOUNTAIN SHEEP OF CALIFORNIA ~ / 

By E. H. Ober 

Inyo County is bounded on the east by the Nevada line, on the west 
by the crest of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. For its southern bound- 
aries it has Kern and San Bernardino, and to the north Mono County. 
Its latitude checks up with that of Virginia and Kentucky, and its 
area of 10,294 square miles makes it the second largest county of Cali- 
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Fic. 17. Supreme as rock-climbers, desert mountain sheep are at home on the 
highest crags and peaks. Photo by E. S. Cheney, Inyo Mountains, Inyo County, 
California, October, 1929. 

fornia. The county can be spoken of as being somewhat unique. No 

other county in the United States presents such a varied surface in 

view of the fact of its having the highest peak, Mount Whitney, (14,502 

feet elevation) and the lowest depression, Death Valley, (over 300 feet 

below the sea). Its surface is largely mountainous, interspersed with 

valleys, of which the Owens Valley is the largest, being over 100 miles 

long and in the northern portion 20 miles wide, and somewhat varying 

in width as one goes south, the Sierra here being impassable by wagon
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or motor car. The valley is reached from the north or south only 
from California points. 

The altitude of Owens Valley ranges from 3620 feet at Keeler, the 
southern. end, to 4148 feet at Bishop, the northern end. Mount 
Whitney is, as has been stated, within the boundaries of Inyo County 
and many slightly less high neighboring summits afford scenic views 
scarcely less grand. Death Valley, one of the very lowest depressions 
in the United States is remarkable for the following facts: On each 
side of the valley mountains rise to an altitude of ten and eleven 
thousand feet, and a temperature of 120 degrees is not at all rare; 
people as a rule, and somewhat as a whole, are quick to accept the 
function of the valley as that of Creation’s morgue and where desola- 
tion reigns supreme. However, north east, south and west of the main 
floor of the valley, and almost at its very heart, springs of pure cold 
water are to be found. This holds true throughout all of the moun- 
tain ranges bordering Death Valley. Furnace Creek ranch is located 
directly on the floor of the valley, and to the north comes Saline, Grape- 
vine, Eureka, Cowhorn and Deep Springs valleys, and to the west 
Panamint Valley, all of which are located in Inyo County. 

Writers of note have often referred to Inyo County as a sportsman’s 
paradise, and have maintained that the Sierra Nevada mountains, par- 
ticularly their frontage west of Owens Valley, together with those rare 
and silent mountains of Death Valley are, from a unique and scenic 
standpoint, unsurpassed by any other portion of the globe. 

The county, as a whole, is extremely well supplied with game and 
game fish, and has the distinction of having within its boundaries 55 
per cent of all the mountain sheep contained in California. 

The origin of our American mountain sheep, it would seem highly 
probable, was by immigration from the Old World. The writer has 
given much time and thought to this subject and has found much evi- 
dence to substantiate this view. It would be quite reasonable to figure 
out that the North American sheep came in a roundabout way across 
Behring Straits’ ice pack ages ago, and are really descendants of the 
Central Asia sheep, which are known as the Marco Polo and Argali, 
both of which roam the rugged mountains of western Mongolia. The 
two species are quite distinct, the Marco Polo is recognized by its wide 
spreading horns and the Argali by the large circumference of its horns 
at the base. According to Dr. W. T. Hornaday, as the sheep spread 
to the southward they produced the rather small Urial and Burrhel 
sheep, but that all stopped short at the northern edge of the super- 
heated plains of India, while to the northward their fate was very 
different. 

Continuing a little further regarding the sheep of the far norti. 
and their relationship, it would seem quite reasonable to presume that 
those of Alaska and those on farther north were the Marco Polo type, 
which would include the white sheep, Ovis dalli and the Ovis fannini, 
and the so-called black sheep, Ovis stonei. All can be distinguished 
by their wide spreading horns from tip to tip, and their comparatively 
small cireumference measurement at the base of horns. Fifteen inches 
seems to be a fair size at base of horn for the black or stone sheep, and 
a tip to tip measurement of forty inches. Any white sheep around 
the Kenai peninsula, Alaska, can be considered to be a good specimen,
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that measures thirteen or fourteen inches base measurement and a tip 
to tip measurement of twenty-eight or twenty-nine inches. Corres- 
pondingly all of the sheep that migrated to the south check up with the 
second species from the Old World, called Ovis ammon, which have 
large base horn measurements and small tip to tip measurements. 
Rocky Mountain sheep, in rare specimens, have measured seventeen 
inches at horn base with a tip to tip measurement of seventeen inches. 
The Argali sheep of Central Asia have in rare adult specimens a horn 
base measurement of nineteen or twenty inches. Those of the Marco 
Polo, in the same locality, have horn measurement at base of fifteen or 
fifteen-and-a-half, with a tip to tip measurement of thirty-nine or forty 
inches. 

As has been said, North America contains seven or eight so-called 
species of mountain sheep, which we are told form two fairly distinct 
branches of the genus Ovis. The big horn of the Canadian Rockies 
forms the stem of the first, and from it branches the Nelson and Mex- 
ico sheep. The stem of the other branch is found in the black and 
white sheep of the far north. 

To this writer it has always seemed strange that where the ranges 
of the big horn of the Canadian Rockies and the so-called ‘black 
sheep’’ came together, the so-called Fannins sheep seem only as a form 
standing between the white and black so-called species. The white 
sheep, however, have an immense range, covering half of Alaska and 
practically the whole Yukon territory, as has also the Mexico sheep, 
which can be found in many mountain ranges throughout Mexico, 
including the mountains in the immediate vicinity of Santa Maria Lakes 
in Chihuahua, and southward to the lower end of the Lower California 
peninsula. 

From northern British Columbia and Alaska to northern Mexico 
there was formerly a practically unbroken range of mountain sheep 
for 3600 miles. Scientists have reported finding several species of 
mountain sheep in this broken range, all of which have been described 
since 1883. Of all the so-called species only three or four are suffi- 
ciently interesting to observe separate mention in this paper. The first, 
the largest and most widely known of these sheep in America, is the 
big horn of the Canadian Rockies, known to science as Ovis canaden- 
sis. The writer has always thought, and still believes, that the so-called 
Nelson Death Valley sheep (Ovis nelson), including also the ‘‘Mexico 
sheep’’ (Ovis mexicanus) are really the variants of the big horn sheep 
from the Rockies, as it is very reasonable to presume that in the long 
span of years this stock migrated from the Canadian Rockies as far 
south as the northern states of Mexico. But as they came south, vari- 
ous climatic and geographic conditions were met. As a matter of fact 
the environments of the localities where the sheep have made their 
homes for years have necessarily had all to do with their size and form. 
This fact is particularly exemplified in the Death Valley sheep. 

It seems reasonable to believe that all of the sheep which migrated to 
the south, including Death Valley and Mexican sheep, are the same, 
under geographic changes. We must also note that the three sheep 
look alike, comparatively speaking; all have large horns at base 
measurements, and above all rather narrow horns from tip to tip; all 
have about the same build of body and the peculiar white or cream
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patch on the hind quarters completely surrounding the short tail. The 
Rocky Mountain sheep will, of course, always outmeasure the Death 
Valley or Mexican sheep when the tape is used. This is due, I am 
sure, to different food and water conditions embracing their chosen 
habitats. 

There are numbers of Death Valley and Nevada, or Mexican, sheep 
that can compare favorably in horn measurements with the Canadian 
Rocky Mountain sheep. A big horn of the north can be considered 
good that will measure 164 inches basal cireumference. That measure- 
ment would be practically the maximum for California or Mexican 
sheep. I have heard, from time to time, all sorts of stories concerning 
17 or 18 inch horn measurements for California or Mexican sheep, but 
they are few and far between. I doubt very much if there can be 
produced, living or dead, a California sheep with horns which will 
measure 18} inches at base of skull, particularly if the horns are’ one 
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Fic. 18. Mountain sheep ascend and descend the steepest canyons, crossing 
with ease the most perilous passes. Here a _ group of ewes with young are 
entering a steep canyon. White Mountains, Inyo County, California. Photo 
by Robert Symons, March 21, 1930. 

or more years old. It must be remembered that all sheep horns shrink 
in circumference with age. A large horn will, in two years drying, 
shrink nearly an inch in basal circumference and there seems no way 
to prevent it in a mounted specimen. The largest mountain sheep 
horns contained in North America come from British Columbia and 
southwestern Alberta and are from the true Rocky Mountain big horn, 
now Ovis canadensis, but for nearly ninety years called Ovis montana. 
A record head of any big game animal is not necessarily the largest 
head that can be found ;-usually it is an impossibility to find the finest 
head of any given species. So many qualities enter in for judgment 
that it is almost impossible for any one specimen to combine all of 
them.
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I have read with interest the published report by Allen (1912) which 
deals with the nomenclature of the North American mountain sheep. 
He revives the old name Ovis californianus of Douglas for a hypo- 
thetical race ‘‘formerly inhabiting’’ the ‘‘Cascade Mountains of south- 
ern Washington and Oregon and Mount Shasta and the mountainous 
country to the eastward in northern California’ and ‘‘now probably 
extinct.’’ He establishes ‘‘Mount Adams, Yakima County, Washing- 
ton,’’ as the type locality of Ovis cervina californiana. : 

Joseph Grinnell (1912) in his report on ‘‘The Big Horn of the 
Sierra Nevada’’ says ‘‘The existence of the distinct race, with the above 
range, for which the name californiana is useable, is suggested by 
Allen, thus wholly on geographical grounds.’’ On the same grounds 
Grinnell would point out the probability of the former existence of 
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Fig. 19. When motionless, desert mountain sheep are difficult to discover. Inyo 
Mountains, Inyo County. Photo by EH. S. Cheney, October, 1929. 

separate races in the Cascades and in the Sierra Nevada. He claims 
it would appear illogical to assume that the Sierra Nevada form is 
identical with that of Washington. To this writer, also, it would 
seem quite logical to assume that the sheep described by Allen from 
Washington came perhaps as far south as Mount Shasta, but no far- 
ther. The sheep described by Grinnell from the Sierra Nevada 
Mountains differ from those from the Panamint Range of mountains 
bordering Death Valley. The Sierra sheep are, quite naturally, con- 
siderably lighter in color than the desert form, due to geographic con- 
ditions. 

Old timers maintain that before the advent of the white man in 
Owens Valley mountain sheep crossed and recrossed Owens Valley
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from the Death Valley ranges to the Sierra in several places south of 
Big Pine. As time rolled on the progress of civilization and the works 
of man in the valley seemed to check these migrations. For the past 
sixty years I have never heard of a mountain sheep making the cross- 
ing. Not so, however, with our mule deer. To this day the deer per- 
form, as of old, crossing at various points throughout Owens Valley 
during the late fall, and recrossing to the Sierra in the early spring. 

- Of late years, however, many deer have wintered in the lower portions 
of the Sierra, west of the Owens Valley proper. 

The difference in form of the Sierra and Desert Mountain sheep is 
due to their environment. The Sierra sheep hug the snow line at all 
times of the year, and as a consequence have been supplied by nature 
with a heavy pelage. These high Sierra sheep perhaps have never 
migrated further to the north than Mount Ritter or Banner. They 
have reared their young as best they could and now their numbers 
have reached about two hundred head. Scattered locally, their range 
extends from Convict Lakes Mountains, Mono County, to northeastern 
Kern County. Mount Tom, directly west of Round Valley particu- 
larly the eastern slope, holds upwards of thirty-five head at all times of 
the year. Most of the others are found around Mount Baxter saw 
mill and Oak Creek passes west of Independence, Inyo County. The 
erest of the Sierra Nevada Mountains thus forms the Western bound- 
ary of the present range of the mountain sheep in California. 

Mount Montgomery, in the White Mountains, forms the northern 
boundary of the Desert Mountain sheep. This variety can be found 
here and there southward throughout the White Mountains. They 
may almost always be found around White Mountain Peak and its 
immediate vicinity to the north, and Deep Springs Home Stake Can- 
yon, Piute Monument, Beverage Mountains, Wacoba Mountain, Lead 
Canyon, head of Willow Creek, Saline Valley Mountains and on down 
as far as Cerro Gordo to the south. They range to the east in nearly 
every mountain range throughout the Death Valley Section to the 
Nevada line. 

In southern California, Mount Baldy and Cucamonga Peak have 
small remnant herds and Old Grayback Mountain, it may be said, 
contains just a small number over the remnant stage. The San 
Jacinto Mountains contain sheep west of Palm Springs and around 
what is known as Borago Valley sections, and to the south sparingly 
in the range to Campo, on the Mexican line. The mountains to the 
east and north of Imperial Valley, together with those of Riverside 
and San Bernardino counties, east to the Colorado River contain 
mountain sheep in the remote and extreme sections. San Bernardino 
County has the distinction of having, in the mountains to the north 
and east, the second largest number of mountain sheep in California. 

Tf all of the mountain sheep contained in California could be gath- 
ered together and a careful and accurate check could be made on their 
numbers, I am of the honest opinion such would not reach 3,000 head, 
as it must be understood that sheep are few and very much scattered 
throughout the mountain ranges, regardless of the statements of those 
who claim thousands of sheep for California. Such statements usu- 
ally come from people who are not accurately informed and who are 
usually ever ready to jump at conclusions.
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There seems to be now just about as many mountain sheep in Cali- 
fornia as there were thirty or forty years ago, and in the opinion of 
this writer, their numbers will continue to be about the same from year 
to year. 

No wild animal other than the mountain sheep has circling horns. 
Large rams are readily recognized by their massive round, curving 
horns, which in profile describe from one-half to three-fourths, or more, 
of a cirele, and which are never shed. ‘The ewes have horns which are 
erect and flat and usually about nine or ten inches long on adult speci- 
mens. Mountain sheep do little migrating from rough and steep sec- 
tions to lower or rolling hills, contenting themselves with the higher 
elevations no matter what the weather conditions may be. However, 
Death Valley sheep are known to have crossed Owens Valley and 
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Fig. 20. Desert mountain shéep travel through inaccessible country with won- 
derful reserve of strength. Inyo Mountains, Inyo County. Photo by E. S. 
Cheney. 

others of the state sometimes cross other valleys from one range to 
another. The ram mountain sheep is, as a rule, much darker in color 
than the ewe. The average life of a mountain sheep reaches about 
seventeen years. Their age is reckoned by their teeth, and their span 
of life is determined by their range conditions. Their round, thick, 
and comparatively short body is covered with practically the same 
pelage as that of a mule deer. Some writers and nature fakirs have 
given the public the impression that wild mountain sheep are covered 
with wool, which is quite wrong. The hide of a mountain sheep in no 
way whatever resembles the wool pelt of the domestic sheep. Moun- 
tain sheep are very much like the domestic sheep in their feeding 
habits, but must not be confused as being similar in any other way. 

881627
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These animals, like deer, gather in large herds during their rutting 
season. In California rutting season begins in October and sometimes 
lasts over into November. As soon as this season is over the sheep dis- 
band, the large rams scatter everywhere, and the ewes, yearlings, and 
the two and three year old sheep remain in bunches throughout their 
respective ranges. 

Large rams, in the rutting season, indulge in some great combats. 
Two rival rams will usually choose, as near as possible, a level spot, 
back off ten or twelve feet from each other then come together with 
the impact of a heavy sledge hammer. The force of the collision some- 
times throws both sheep upright on their hind legs. The combat never 
lasts very long, two or three lunges as a rule ends the fight. While 
I have never witnessed a complete ‘‘knockout,’’ I have seen on two 
occasions ‘‘technical knockouts.’? The loser usually runs away at 
top speed after he has given up the battle. Rams never break their 
horn tips in fighting, as many sportsmen and naturalists have hastily 
concluded they do. Coming together head on, it would be a physical 
impossibility for the tips to be harmed. Nearly all of the older rams 
of Death Valley, and California desert mountain regions have the 
ends of their horns broken off. This is due to their use as prys 
among the rocks while they are in search of certain succulent bulbs 
and roots eaten during the seasons of drought, a favorite is desert 
or matilija poppy roots, which are greatly sought after by the sheep 
in all of the Death Valley mountains. 

Likewise, all of the desert mountain sheep ewes have more or less 
tender feet (if observed when not alarmed) due to their digging for 
bulbs. Apparently this food seems to serve as a thirst quencher until 
rain falls and the various remote springs are replenished. The Sierra 
mountain sheep, on the other hand, never have broken horn tips except 
by accident. They have at all times abundance of water and forage, 
and do not find it necessary to use their horns for prying rocks to 
unearth succulent roots. 

Mountain sheep seldom come to water where green feed is in evi- 
dence. In all of the desert mountain ranges in the very hottest and 
driest months, (which are usually July, August and September) sheep 
come, if possible, to water twice a week, and sometimes more often, 
if not alarmed at their accustomed watering place. This habit 
depends, of course, on conditions and circumstances. Sheep can and 
do go a long time without water if necessary. The animals are very 
apt in securing and eating roots yielding moisture. They perform 
their longest migration when pressed too far by thirst. Sometimes 
they are so famished for water that they will come in to the water holes, 
drop on their knees when necessary, and drink for a minute or so with- 
out once looking up. Their usual custom, however, in drinking is to 
look up carefully and quickly every few seconds, their thought being, 
perhaps, to survey their immediate surroundings for protective purposes. 

Lambs of mountain sheep never come to water during the entire 
nursing period, which runs usually about four or five months. They 
are generally left high up on the mountain side, and their colors blend 
so perfectly with the rocks that it is like looking for a needle in a hay- 
stack to find them. The lambs while in their hidden position are nearly
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motionless and extremely quiet until the return of their mothers from 
their upward and outward routes to their feeding and resting places. 

There are watering places for mountain sheep in numerous locali- 
ties throughout all of the desert ranges. A knowledge of these some- 
times affords occasional unscrupulous and contemptible hunters the 
opportunity to lie in wait and indulge in indiscriminate killing. This 

is a very old custom and there seems to be every indication that the 
habit will continue in the future. In view of the tremendously large 

and remote areas over which these animals range, there are perhaps 

a thousand places where sheep can come to water and where killing 

can be indulged in. It is hoped that more of such law breakers will 

be apprehended and brought to justice, for they are depleting the 
number of our mountain sheep throughout the desert mountain ranges. 

Mountain sheep are very playful, particularly the lambs and young 
rams and ewes. It is truly a great sight to see a herd of them, when 
in no way alarmed or suspicious, at play. 

Bold and somewhat reckless climbers, they are capable of feats that 
really are astonishing. However, mountain sheep can not, and never 

did, or never will, alight upon their horns. When pressed or pur- 
sued they perform almost miraculous climbs, jumping here and there 
as they traverse the rocky ledges, always coming out all right, when 

to the observer it would seem certain that they would be dashed to 
death. 

The young of all mountain sheep in California are born in May and 
June, and almost always two in number. The mothers, if possible, 
always pick-out the most dangerous and inaccessible crags and prec- 
ipices imaginable. Their idea, no doubt, is to have their offspring far 
beyond the reach of foes (other than the golden eagle). Another reason, 
T imagine, is to teach the young the first rudiments of negotiating steep 
and rough country. The lambs remain where born for a few days, or 
until such time as the degrees and yariations of the mountainside have 
been properly figured out for mastery. The mothers with their young 
are exceedingly alert and watchful at all times. From their usually 
safe positions they ean detect the coming of man or other enemy. All 
mountain sheep have one bad fault, that of curiosity, which holds them 
too long when approached by man. Once alarmed, however, they can 
disappear like magic over the points of the prominences they have been 
occupying. By the time the human reaches the spot where the sheep 
was standing the animal is usually out of sight. 

The lambs of mountain sheep are able, at a very tender age, strange 
as it may seem, to follow their mothers down and through the very 
steepest cliffs and roughest country without the least difficulty. 
When mountain sheep have been fired upon in steep or rough 

country and are once thoroughly alarmed, they will leave such sec- 
tions and will go until other rough and steep country is found, whether 
it be two miles or twenty. All mountain sheep seem to thrive equally 
well under varied conditions. This is due wholly from their feeding 
on every growing plant and bush found in their domain. The usual 
conception of wild mountain sheep being inhabitants of the clear cold 

upper world is exactly right and justified, particularly in the case of 

the Rocky Mountain, Alaska or Sierra sheep, for in late spring or 
early autumn they seek the rugged high elevations where they remain
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until the heavy winter snows drive them down to open and lower 
uplands. “ 

Death Valley sheep thrive practically all winter, from top to bottom 
of the desert mountain ranges where they seem to be perfectly at home 
amid the cactus, yuecas, and other thorny vegetation where water is 
extremely scarce, and where the midsummer heat rises about 110 
degrees Fahrenheit in the shade. The sheep seek, in the heat of the 
summer days, the sheer cliffs, and lie at their base, and venture out 
to feed very late in the afternoon and at daybreak. Old desert moun- 
tain sheep often can hardly hear a sound, owing to their very small 
ears being cemented up with desert ticks which start from the time of 
their birth. Their sight and scent, however, are exceptionally keen. 
In the spring and early summer, when the grasses and wild flowers are 
in profusion throughout the desert mountains, sheep travel but little. 
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Fig. 21. A fine picture of alertness is presented by this band of ewes with 

young of previous spring. White Mountains, Inyo County, California. Photo 
by Robert Symons, March 21, 1930. 

As soon, however, as the green feed begins to dry, these animals are 
constantly on the move, going down over canyon and up another desert 
mountain. Sheep often go twenty miles for water then feed back to 
where they started. 

The weight of an average California mountain sheep ram, depending 
on its condition, seldom goes over 140 pounds dressed. The head and 
horns on a large specimen runs about 31-or 32 pounds. The ewes are 
very much smaller in proportion. The writer has had much to do with 
weighing and measuring California sheep specimens. He has from 
time to time been collecting for scientific research. Under his super- 
vision was collected the group of Death Valley mountain sheep which 
filled the gap of North America mammals now on exhibition in the 
Bronx Museum, New York.
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The hoofs of mountain sheep are excellent for use as brakes in 
descending inclines that are very steep and smooth, and likewise for 
clinging in very steep and high country. They are somewhat long 
and narrow, hollow cupped, with sharp edges, and fitted inside, near 
the heel, with a soft, rubber-like substance, all of which seems to have 
been provided by nature for the convenience of these rare and elusive 
animals. Their form and shape in all their respective domains are 
the same. Those of all desert mountains are of a light steel gray and 
those of the Sierra Nevada mountains are of a very light pearl gray. 
Their eyes are not black in color, as recounted by some writers, but 
are dark yellow in hue, with the iris a straw color, a shade darker than 
Naples yellow. 

There has been no open season on mountain sheep in California 
since 1883. To open a season would, in the opinion of this writer, be 
nothing less than a crime, and would be, and prove a step in the wrong 
direction. There are no men or set of men in California today who in 
or by any manner could particularly increase the supply of mountain 
sheep sufficiently for an open season. Taxidermists and perhaps others 
equally interested may take issue with these statements; nevertheless, 
such are the bare facts surrounding this situation. 
Many factors govern the decrease or increase of California mountain 

sheep far beyond the control of man. These animals have a tremen- 
dously large mountain area to roam over which harbors many natural 
enemies. Always they are combating the destructive golden eagle. 
This large bird frequents all of the mountain sheep territory in Cali- 
fornia. The writer, after a lifetime of study and protection of the 
birds and animals of California’s great resort region, has had the 
privilege of witnessing many strange and unexpected happenings 
which are seldom seen, but are part and parcel of events that fill the 
lives of nature’s denizens of the desert. The most thrilling and inter- 
esting, in my opinion, was my presence in a ‘‘ringside’’ seat among 
the pinnacles of the Grape Vine mountains of Death Valley, there to 
witness the following drama of the wilds. 

After a morning spent in reaching the summit of the range where 
a band of mountain sheep had been sighted the day before, we found 
“‘sions’’ and started stalking our game carefully, finally jumping and 
killing a fine large ram. My party was engaged at the time in secur- 
ing specimens of the desert mountain sheep (Ovis nelsoni) for the 
great naturalist, Dr. Hornaday. The ram, along with a female sheep, 
were later placed in the Bronx Museum in New York, as above men- 
tioned. 

At the firing of our few shots, the rest of the band of sheep 
promptly scattered, jumping and running over trails that a man would 
not care to walk carefully over. One yearling sheep, confused and a 
bit inquisitive, became separated from the bunch and circled back and 
up toward where we were preparing our kill for transportation to 
camp. Sitting motionless we allowed the sheep to get within fifty 
yards of our position before he became aware of our presence. Upon 
sighting our party of three he wheeled and began a mad flight down 
the long sandy draw in which we had made our kill. Suddenly. out of 
the sky came a thunderbolt of dark hue, the wind hissing through its 
wings; it shot straight down to deal the yearling a resounding blow
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on the back. The sheep staggered by the blow kept gamely on. The 
. golden eagle soared up for another attack, while its mate struck the 

yearling. Four times each great bird zoomed and struck, always in 
the same place. The sheep, badly wounded by the attacks, was plainly 
weakening. The final act came when the largest of the birds, the male, 
flew ahead of the sheep and alighting on the rocks in front of the 
animal beat its wings and screamed repeatedly in an effort to head 
the sheep off. The yearling, awed by the terrible figure of the killer, 
paused to seek a new exit; that pause was its doom. Straight and as 
fast as a bullet came the female bird, striking this time at an angle in 
order to get the sheep to fall. The angle was perfect, and the blow so 
hard that the badly weakened sheep fell sprawling down the draw. 
Both eagles pounced on the careass, tearing madly at the choicer parts 
of the anatomy. Upon close examination we found that the killing 
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Fic. 22. Desert mountain sheep find nourishment in the sparse vegetation near 

the summit of desert mountains. They are partial to browse off various suc- 
culent bulbs and roots. Photo by E. S. Cheney. 

blows were innumerable punctures by the birds sharp talons into the 
back over the kidneys, the sheep bleeding internally, scarcely a drop 
of blood being visible on the outside. In all my experience with the 
wild life of this section I have never witnessed such remarkable team- 
work or such a parallel to human intelligence in making a kill. 

Mountain sheep lambs are born late in May and early June, and at 
the very time young eagles are in the nest. The parent birds are 
wonderfully active in supplying their young eaglets with food, and 
unfortunately their favorite delicacy seems to be the young lambs 
of mountain sheep. The writer, in November, 1922, in company with 
two witnesses, discovered three golden eagles’ nests in the Death Valley
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and Panamint ranges. Upon careful investigation of the nests, their 
structure, position and locality, there were discovered five small moun- 
tain sheep lamb skulls, together with various other bones of desert 
rodents. 
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MASSACHUSETTS FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION 
4! MOUNT VERNON STREET 

BOSTON,U.S.A. 

July 28, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: : 

Attached to this letter are some notes 

made last winter on the status of mountain sheep in 

Southern Arizona. These sheep, as you know, have been 

protected by state law for a long time but it is doubtful 

whether under present conditions they will ever show a 

satsifactory increase. 

It seems to me worthwhile to have a special 

study made of these animals with a view to formulating con- 

structive efforts in their behalf in the future. 

I am sending these rough notes to twelve or 

fifteen persons who seem to me most likely to take an in- 

terest in the subject. 

Sincerely yours, 

President. 

JICP/DCG 

Lor theRational Conservation ofall Wild Life
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REMARKS ON THE NECESSITY FOR SPECIAL 

PROTECTION TO MOUNTAIN SHEEP IN ARIZONA - 

WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR RESERVES DEVOTED TO 

THIS PURPOSE. 

By JOHN C. PHILLIPS ~ JULY 1931 

: During the winter of 1930-31 I lived at Tucson 

and had an opportunity of making a number of short trips to 

various mountain ranges between that city and Yuma. I was 

also able to talk with interested persons in the University 

of Arizona and had as a guide a very intelligent man who had 

hunted widely in Arizona and in nearly all the states of Mexico. 

Being naturally interested in sheep I made a good 

many inquiries concerning them and it is my opinion that the 

Desert Sheep of Southern Arizona and Northwestern Sonora are 

doomed to a slow extinction under present conditions. af 

' such a thing should happen, it would be a real calamity since 

these sheep are adapted to very peculiar conditions and re- 

present a race by themselves. It is doubtful if they could 

even be replanted, once they are gone. 

It is true that sheep do exist in some numbers still 

in parts of Lower California but at any time a road may be 

built up the length of that Peninsula and if this happens it 

is scarcely likely that either sheep or antelope could sur- 

vive for long. Motor cars have already made the journey from 

San Diego to La Paz.
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The race 0. C. gaillardi is confined to small, 

scattered areas in Arizona and to a considerable concentra- 

tion in Northwest Sonora between the Arizona line and the 

Gulf. They are protected by law in Arizona. 

In the little corner of Northwest Sonora which 

constitutes one of the most inhospitable and waterless 

deserts in all North America, they have survived because 

pack animals could not live in the region for any length of 

time, and because hunting trips were really somewhat dangerous. 

This factor is no longer a safeguard since the whole region 

is easily accessible by properly equipped motor transport or 

by aeroplane. 

No large game is safe in Mexico and it is too much 

to expect that these sheep will ever be given real protection. 

The present Mexican regulation against sheep hunting is merely 

a bluff and is absolutely ineffective. It does not save any 

sheep either from Mexicans or Americans. Mexican border offi- 

cials pay no attentiion to it. 

THE ARIZONA STOCK. I personally inspected sheep ranges in 

the Catalinas, in the Tucson Mountains, in the Growlers, south 

of Ajo and in the border mountains west of the Tule well near 

the south end of the Gila Mountains by way of the Camino Dia- 

balo. I also went across the line into Sonora in the so-called 

Tusereal Mountains. 

The following is a rough calculation of the sheep as 

gathered from "intelligent guesses". I did not check up at
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all with the Arizona Game Commission and do not know how 

their information agrees with mine. 

Beginning at the Colorado River the Muggins 

Mountains close to Yuma have about thirty-five. The Gila 

Mountains perhaps fifteen. Eastwards the Chocolate 

Mountains have twenty-five? The Eagle-Tails have forty. 

Near the Eagle-Tails the Haqua Hala Mountains have about 

twenty-five. The so-called S. H. Mountains have twenty; 

the Big Horn Mountains, twenty-five; the Mohawks, thirty; 

the Estrella Mountains, three or four. The Growler 

Mountains have twenty; the Ajo Mountains, twenty-five; the 

. Quitajoa Mountains about nine or ten (on Papago Indian Re- 

servation.) The Mesquite Mountains (south of Indian Oasis) 

have about fifteen; the Bolos Blancos Mountains, six; the 

Coyote Mountains, eight; the Tucson Mountains close to the, 

city of Tucson, five or six. (This is now a game reserve 

with a small herd of mule deer upon it also. A ram was 

‘ said to have been introduced here from Sonora a few years ago. 

This is a waterless range except for one well, which ought to 

be developed into a drinking tank.) Next the large Catalina 

range with thirty or more. Some said there were seventy- 

five, but I doubt it. I have reason to think these sheep 

are not in good health. Some of them have been found dead. 

They are on only a small portion of the Catalina Game Reserve 

in the western and northern spurs. There is some poaching
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as I saw where a deer had been crippled last February. Also 

there are some mountain lions. I shot two lions here in 

1930 and two more in 1931. 

East of here there are said to be no sheep until 

near Animas, New Mexico (Big Hatchet Mountains) where there 

may be twenty-five. It is barely possible that one or two 

still exist in the Sierra Santa Maria in Chihuahua (0. C. 

Mexicana) but if so they have no chance of survival. 

In the Grand Canyon between House Rock Valley and : 

Marble Canyon there are a few sheep. 

SHEEP EXTIRPATED FROM: 

Arizona - Black Mountains near Casa Grande; Artisa 

Mountains, southeast of Indian Oasis, and the Grand Wash 

Mountains in Northwest Arizona. In New Mexico from Magdelena 

Mountains and the Datel Mountains not far northeast of Silver 

City on the San Francisco River. 

Probably, of course, from many other smaller ranges. 

FACTORS LIMITING PRESENT NUMBERS. 

How far the various parasites have contributed to 

hold down numbers nobody can say, scabies, lungworms, etc. 

There must, of course, have been some contact with domestic 

Sheep and there is still much contact with cattle. Neverthe- 

less, as near as I can make out in talking with old timers who 

remember the early days of Tucson when much game meat was sold 

in that city (chiefly antelope) very few sheep came in. 5%
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is probably that these desert sheep were never really 

very abundant, at least not in our recent historic period. 

At one time, of course, these sheep ranged freely 

all over the desert valleys and crossed from one range to 

another as they do still under the more primitive conditions 

of the desert mountains of Northwest Sonora. Even today 

sheep feed there at night in the valleys and go back onto 

the rocks in daytime. 

At present the various little flocks of big horns 

in southern Arizona are mostly isolated by highways and other 

developments and it seems likely that much interbreeding will 

take place. As regards the Catalinas it is said that sheep 

did not exist there originally but came there from the West 

after a very prolonged drought when food failed. The Cata- 

lina Mountains are not a typical range for desert sheep. Too 

wet? 

As to persecution from man, comparatively few are 

deliberately hunted out and killed. But many ranch hands 

(Mexican) carry arms and on cattle round-ups in mountains far 

from any ranch house or road they kill sheep when the oppor- 

tunity offers. Some of these sheep are very tame, especially 

ewes and lambs. 

We must not forget the prospector who still holds 

out in southern Arizona in numbers. These men roam over 

every foot of the desert mountains and sometimes run short of 

food. As a class they have absolutely no use for game laws
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' and regard them merely as annoyances, to be broken at 

every opportunity. 

Then we have the modern deer hunter and peccary 

hunter turned loose from the cities by the thousand and 

some of these sheep are shot through ignorance. i. is 

also impossible to see how the desert mule deer can survive 

(in spite of closed seasons) where white-tailed deer are 

hunted legally. It may well, be that the peccary also needs 

; additional protection. It has decreased greatly in numbers 

in the past decade and is easily killed ahead of dogs by 

anyone hunting lions with a pack of hounds. I spent some 

time observing these animals in the Bobaquiviri Mountains and 

in the Catalinas. There are a few in most of the desert 

ranges but nowhere plentiful. 

NORTHWEST SONORA. 

The conditions here are very different from those 

in Arizona. This is an absolutely uninhabited desert and 

no cattle can range here. There are a few prospectors and 

sometimes a line of coyote traps is set along the Camino Dia- 

balo on the border. This region contains about thirteen 

separate mountain ranges, mostly close together and there are 

probably three hundred to five hundred sheep in all this re- 

gion. I will not bother to list the mountain ranges con- 

taining sheep. Pinicate is well known but nearly shot out. 

All this region is now easy to get at and only awaits exploita- 

tion. Some of the best of it is only seventy-five to one 

hundred miles from the main Gila Bend-Yuma road. These 

sheep could easily be cleaned up in two or three years. Only
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ignorance of the country and its game, with a wholesome respect 

for the desert, saves them today. The mountains are low and 

easily climbed by even a moderate walker. There is small 

chance that Mexico can assure permanent protection over this 

area. It is far removed from any Mexican border stations. 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

My own travels were too few and too brief to warrant 

any specific recommendations. I make these notes merely with 

the hope of bringing about some discussion of the subject. 

Inasmuch as most of the Arizona sheep ranges are on federal 

lands it might be possible for the Biological Survey to send an 

expert out to study the situation. It must be borne in mind 

that no sanctuaries will be worthy the name unless they are 

carefully marked by physical signs and given actual daily in- 

spection by a resident guardian. Probably developing drinking 

places by dams in suitable canyons and also by trapping coyotes 

much good could be accomplished. An interchange of blood with 

other flocks could be tried out. I have in mind one or two 

areas like the Growler Mountains which could be very easily con- 

trolled by one guardian with suitable motor vehicle. 

The question of the salary of the guardians is the 

first consideration. It is doubtful whether the Arizona Game 

Commission can assure permanent help from their regular funds 

from game licenses. 

The proposed sanctuaries do not come under the classi- 

fication of National Parks, but are in the category of small 

"nature monuments", We should have provision under the Depart- 

ment of Agriculture for just such areas as are here suggested.
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Photo L. S. Landmicht 

| HERE is a four-horned mountain-sheep head from the Owl 

| Creek Mountains in Wyoming. The top horns have a spread 

of 28 inches and the lower set a spread of 16 inches. 

: |
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Dr. John C. Phillips, President 
Massachusetts Fish and Game Association 
41 Mount Vernon Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Dear Dr. Phillips: 

I was especially interested in your notes on the mountain 
sheep in Arizona because my own speculations as to the probable future 
of these animals date back to my early years in the Southwest. 

The peculiar thing is that the species lone ago disappeared 
in the large and apparently rich habitats of northern Arizona and New 
Mexico, but still persists in the poverty-stricken southern ranges. 

You conclude that something is retarding productivity. 
I reached the same conclusion about 1915 when I learned that at least 
two of the New Mexico herds (Guatalupe and Sacramento) had in the - 3 
past experienced sudden periods of expansion during which they spread 
into new territory but later retreated. 

I thoroughly agree with you that a competent life history 
might reveal the cause of the now uniformly static condition of these 
herds. ‘The possible causes which have run throuch my mind are: some 
disease or parasite, some new and extraordinary predator relationship, 

induced by the stock industry, or a shortage in succulent plants neces- 
sary for water supply induced by livestock competition. ‘The water 
theory is the least likely because in ranges where stock watering has 
been developed, sheep likewise show the same failure to increase. 

The best posted man on the life history of the desert sheep : 
is J. Stokley Ligon, Carlsbad, New Mexico. 

Why should not the Boone ani Crockett Club sponsor an inves- 
tigation into this problem? It seems to me they have not tacied any- 
thing specific for a long time. I happen to kmow that the University 
of Arizona would be extremely keen about headquartering such an inves- 
tigation and would contain many of the consulting facilities necessary 

for success.
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TI would be entimsiastic about helping to push any 
scheme of action which you and your other consultants may decide upon. : 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

AL/vh
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Can We Bring Back the Sierra Bighorn?=-In an article in the Sierra Club 

Bulletin for April, 1932, Vernon Bailey suggests the possibility of restoring the 

Sierra bighorn sheep, whose numbers seem to be decreasing, to much of its former Ie) 

range, especially to the part lying within Yosemite National Park, Records of aK 

the finding of fragments of heads and horns of these sheep indicate that these ani- ve 

mals originally ranged over the entire eastern part of the park, and that they were \4o¥ 

once abundant there. Mr. Bailey says that in order to bring them back to the region 

they once occupied, a thorough study of the sheep in their present habitat would 

be necessary. Their enemies should be better known, he says, and measures should 

be instituted for protecting the bighorn both in the area now occupied and in the 

park. The presence of these animals would add greatly to the interest of the parks 

and to the high mountains generally.
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Mountain Sheep Started 
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AN experiment in trapping and transplanting mountain sheep, 
which is really a pioneer effort in this particular direction, is 

being conducted by the Department of Game and Fish in the Big 
Hatchet Mountains in Hidalgo County in the extreme southwest 
corner of New Mexico. The experiment is being conducted under 
the supervision of J. Stokley Ligon, specialist for the game depart- 
ment. 

Recent surveys indicate that a conservative estimate of the moun- 

tain sheep to be found in the Big Hatchets is about 250 animals. 

The game department is hopeful of trapping and transplanting a 
portion of these in the Sandia Mountains near Albuquerque and 

some other locations in widely separated parts of the state where 
it is believed this animal will thrive. Most of the areas where 

| plantings are tentatively planned are shown by early records to 
have been inhabited previously by mountain sheep. The sheep in 
the Big Hatchets are known as the Mexican Big Horn and are 
believed to be better suited to areas like the Sandia Mountains 
than are the Canadian or Rocky Mountain Big Horns, four of 
which were released near the Aspen Ranch in the Sangre de Cristo 
‘Mountains near Santa Fe a year ago. 

Although the game department has been planning for some time 
to attempt to trap the sheep in the Big Hatchets it was not until 
the latter part of January that arrangements were made to pro- 
ceed. Mr. Ligon supervised the construction of a flexible wire 
fence corral trap with wings in the foothills of the mountains. Salt 
bait has been placed in the corral. The wire fencing of the corral 

has been so constructed that it is believed to be flexible enough 
to prevent the sheep from injuring themselves by running against 
it. The difficult problem in the trapping of these larger game ani- 
mals always has been to catch them and move them to the point of 
liberation without injury. Mountain sheep have not been success- 

fully trapped in this country heretofore. There have been some 
trapped in Canada but they are of the semi-domestic type. The 
band in the Big Hatchets is one of few in the United States con- 
taining any considerable number of sheep which has had no contact 
with domestic sheep from which the wild variety nearly always 
appears to contract disease. 

The Big Hatchet band of mountain sheep has shown considerable 

increase recently due to the fact that the area they inhabit has 
been converted into a sanctuary by the game department and has 
been better patrolled to eliminate poaching by hunters. Through 
the cooperation of the game department and the U. S. Biological 
Survey there has been fairly good control of predatory animals 
and eagles but what loss has been suffered by the band it is | 

_ believed has been due tc these predators. 
If the present plan is workable as many animals as can be taken 

successfully will be removed to other portions of the state. No 
effort is being made to trap the sheep at present as the corral is 
being left unattended so that the sheep will become accustomed | 
to it. At such time as they begin to go into the corral in any 
number the trapping operations will start. | 
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Aldo Leopold 

A WAY TO “BRING BACK” THE NATIVE 

BIGHORN TO THE YOSEMITE 

By JosepH GRINNELL 

MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

Cd 

{ the earlier days of John Muir there were still to be seen on the 

uppermost shoulders of the Yosemite Sierra small bands of big- 

horn, or mountain sheep (Ovis canadensis sierrae). Muir describes 

vividly how he himself, in the fall of 1873, watched a band cross 

the gorge of the upper San Joaquin not so very far south of the 

present southern boundary of Yosemite National Park. The very 

last record known to me of living bighorn anywhere in the Sierra 

Nevada north of Mammoth Pass is based on what was related by 

George Smith, a packer with whom I made a trip in September, 

1915, from Walker Lake up Bloody Canyon, over Parker Pass, and 

on the Gem Lake. Smith had herded domestic sheep over much the 

same ground for many summers prior to the time of exclusion of 

sheeping from the Yosemite Park area in the ’90’s. The last time 

he saw bighorn, a dozen head or so, was in the summer of 1878, in 

the vicinity of Sonora Pass, a little north of the northern boundary 

of the park. 

And what caused the general disappearance of the wild sheep 

from their former range? After having listened to Smith’s stories 

around the camp-fire, and heard the offhand comments of other old- 

timers, my impression has grown that the sheepherders and other 

mountaineers of those days were accustomed regularly to shoot any 

and all bighorns met with, for food, and also with the feeling that 

unwelcome competitors were thereby being removed from the graz- 

ing-grounds. It was the uncontrolled rifle that sounded their final 

doom. 
Muir intimates the same thing when, in 1901, he said: “Few wild 

sheep, I fear, are left hereabouts; for, though safe on the high peaks, 

they are driven down the eastern slope of the mountains when the 

deer are driven down the western, to ridges and outlying spurs, where 

the snow does not fall to a great depth, and there they are within 

reach of the cattlemen’s rifles.” 

There is also the possibility that the native sheep became more or 

Reprinted from Sterna CLuB BULLETIN, 1935, WO], XX, pp. 28-31.
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less infested with parasites brought onto their common forage- 
grounds by domestic sheep, such as scab mites, liver flukes, and 

stomach worms. Relatively slight disability incurred from this 

source by the wild individuals, inducing lowered resistance, might 

have been sufficient, in combination with impoverished grazing re- 

sources, to cause many deaths in severe winters. 

The finding of many relics of late years in the Yosemite high- 

country, consisting of much-weathered horns and horn-cores, and in 

1933 of the entire desiccated carcass of a bighorn yielded up by 

Lyell Glacier, has stimulated the repeated suggestion: that mountain 

sheep be “brought back” to the Yosemite. And why not? Domestic 

sheep have long been barred from the park; the vegetation to all 

appearances has largely recovered; all-year forage for bighorns is 

now available; specific sheep-parasites must have disappeared. 

But just how shall the bighorn be “brought back”? This very 

question was put to me recently by a national park official, who 

further suggested that if I had, or should develop, some pertinent 

ideas I might well make them known through the Sierra Club; and 

having developed some ideas along this line, I accordingly offer them 

for whatever worth they may prove to have. 

My main suggestion is that a “corridor” be established along the 

crest of the Sierra Nevada from the Mount Humphreys district 

south of Mammoth Pass, where bighorns are known still to persist, 

continuously to the Yosemite high-country. The essential condition 

which must be insured along this corridor fifteen miles or so wide 

is absolute freedom, uninterruptedly, from grazing by domestic 

sheep. This condition will mean restoration of forage, elimination of 

domestic-sheep-borne diseases, and return toward the natural estate 

on all scores. ; f 

Large portions of the Sierra crest, especially on its eastern side, 

are grazed by domestic stock each summer—which means that there 

is little or no forage left to tide over the needs of the wild animals 

that are dependent on that country through the winter and following 

spring. The boundary of the suggested corridor should to the east- 

ward extend down to the 8000-foot contour; for it is generally 

thought that the chief wintering-ground of the bighorn was on that 

side, of quickly diminishing snowfall toward the lower levels. Mr. 

George M. Wright, Chief of the Wild Life Division, National Park 

Service, concurs with me in this view, as also with my general thesis.
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Recent reports indicate that the native Sierra sheep in the region 

between Mount Whitney and Mammoth Pass are, fortunately, in- 

creasing in numbers. This means that in the natural course of events, 

food supply permitting, a larger and larger area will be occupied, by 

natural process. Thus, it is held, if the way be open, the succeeding 

generations of sheep will reclaim territory formerly occupied, farther 

and farther to the northward; and this was, according to dependable 

evidence, even as far north as Sonora Peak, Alpine County. 

Not only would the native bighorn thus be benefited by the estab- 

lishment of this corridor freed from grazing, but so would every other 

native mammal and bird, all being in final analysis dependent upon 

normally abundant vegetation; all these animals would be stimulated 

to resume their former status as to kinds and numbers. While this 

would apply to carnivorous species as well as to herbivorous ones, 

there is no ground in my mind for fearing that the native carnivores 

would seriously interfere with the expected “recovery.” The original 

proper balance in the food chain, from the vegetational level up to 

the terminus in the réle of the mountain coyote and wolverene, would 

find support and all classes of animals become available for scientific 

study and observation by summer-time visitors to the High Sierra. 

Thus, as regards the bighorn, there would return to Yosemite, in not 

so very many years, through entirely natural means, without appre- 

ciable cost, one of its original, spectacularly interesting, large mam- 

mals. 

A different plan has, I am quite aware, been suggested for restor- 

ing native sheep to the Yosemite region: that of transplanting some 

animals from the Rocky Mountains. This plan I unhesitatingly 

j oppose because the subspecies of the Rockies is not at all the same as 

ours. Aside from doubt as to whether any foreign race would suc- 

ceed under the special conditions obtaining in the Sierra Nevada, I 

; would hate to see our native race supplanted by an alien—on senti- 

mental grounds. Perpetuation of every member of our own native 
fauna is by far the more desirable course. Then there is a serious 

practical reason against it, in that risk might be incurred of scab or 

some other affliction being brought in with non-native stock; if the 

latter became established and widespread, such affliction might be 

communicated to the residue of native sheep to the southward — to 

the latter’s further undoing, perhaps final extinction. 

Yet another plan lately proposed is by special effort to eliminate
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the “natural enemies” of the sheep from all along the Sierra crest, 

on the (dubious) theory that all or most of the annual increase of 

the bighorn is being taken by carnivorous mammals. Then, through 

further efforts of rangers or local men on the ground, portions of the 

population south of Mammoth Pass could from year to year be 

urged or nursed along toward Yosemite Park. This might also 

involve more or less taming, semi-domestication, of the animals; and 

much “management” would be involved, costing money. But does 

all this meet the ideal of the nature-lover? Would it insure the 

preservation of our native wild animal life under free, normal con- 

ditions of its existence? 

I agree exactly with what John Muir said as to the enemies of 

mountain sheep, after his own long experiences of the Sierra Nevada. 

“Eagles and coyotes, no doubt, capture an unprotected lamb at times, 

or some unfortunate beset in deep, soft snow, but these cases are little 

more than accidents [italics mine]. ... Man is the most dangerdus 

enemy of all... .” Given all-year natural subsistence, and given a 

continuous territory uncontaminated by domestic sheep and strictly 

patrolled against poaching by human hunters — furthermore, the 

animals let alone, without any “nursing” whatsoever—then, I say; 

our noble bighorn will “‘come back” in a very few years to its former 

range and numbers, and thenceforth hold its own, to thrill with 

keenest esthetic delight every summer-time visitor to our Yosemite 

highlands,



Rocky Mountain Sheep 

Gestation period - About 6 months 

(C. Emerson Brown, Jour. Mammal., 1936)
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: GAME, FISH & OYSTER COMMISSION 
AUSTIN, TEXAS, 

September 
LS4h 
1936 

Mr. Richard H. Pough, 
National Assn. of Audubon Societies, 
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Pough: 

In compliance with your recent request, I am reporting 
the location of mountain sheep west of the Pecos River, 
as given to me by our representative, Mr. A. R. Wil- 
liams, 

“There are about three hundred mountain sheep in the 
Trans-Pecos region located as follows: 25 in the Del- 
aware Mts. that just came in there in the last one and 
a half or two years. 5 old ones went into the Eagle 
Mts. that have probably raised a few this year. There 
are a few along the rim in Hudspeth and Presidio Coun- 
ties, along the river. About 60 in the Guadalupe Mts. 
150 in the Diablo Mts. and about 50 in the Beech Mts, 
across the canyon from the Diablos", 

Trusting the above information will interest you, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

(Wm. J. Tucker) 
Executive Secretary.



February 
ninth, 
a937,. 

br. Charles T. Vorhies, 
University of Arizona, 
Tucson, Arizona. 

Dear Br. Vorhies: : 

As evidence that past correspondence has not created any 
impasse or hostility between Barker, Game Werden of New 
Mexice, and this Association, please be advised that Mr. 
Barker came te my hotel in Sante Fe last month and spent 
the entire afternoon in my room discussing various mat- 
ters. This was done in a perfectly friendly and an en- 
tively frank manner. 

He stated, as regards Desert Mountain Sheep, thet they 
: only occur today in three mountain ranges in the state 

as follows: 1) From 150 te 250 in the Hatchet Mountains 
in the southwestern corner of the state. The figure is 
an estimate of his based on the entire number in the \ 
Hatchet Mountains, including that portion which is in 
Mexico. 32) About 50 on the ridge of the San Andres aoe 
east of the Jornado Experimental Range. 3) About 1 
in the Guadalupe Mountains, including that part of those 

: Mountains extending into Texas. 

I haveno idea what reliance you may place _— these 
figures of Barker's. I would assume that his knowledge 
is accurate, insofar as the places in which the sheep 
exist in New Mexico are concerned. Personally, I would 
want to see a check-up made as to quantities. 

Sincerely yours, 

Copies to Messrs. John H. Baker, : 
Leopold and Executive Director, 
Anthony.
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N io yy Dec, 
hr o 28th 

we 1937 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

7 Dear Professor Leopold: 
a 4 ° 

JP Think you Will be interested in the enclosed copy of 
Lig Nichol's latest report as Audubon Research Fellow on the 
Lhd / Bighorn Sheep Project. 

fgiFa ~~) From his reports of the first year's work, we have ob— 
NSE 5 tained certain very valuable information which has en- 

ANT abled us to bring pressure to bear in Washington and 
lec” through Vorhies, I believe, on the State Fish and Game 

gS Commission to set up refuges, monuments and warden ser-— 
I vice. None of these have actually been initiated, but 

they are definitely on the way. When we have those, 
then we can proceed to help out financially with improve— 
ment of waterholes, as recommended by Nichol and by tak-— 

1 ing up with the Southern Pacific the suggestion he has 
’ made about areaways over their tracks, 

A My Two men were within a month arrested near Ajo for kil- 
(eo ling sheep and were there convicted and fined $200 each, 
i That's news, isn't it? 
Se ee : 
SSeS To go into all the facts as regards the progress of the 
~ filly SS establishment of the refuges and monuments would be a 

oof" long story, but I have been at it pretty steadily not 
on _— only with the Park Service and the Biological Survey 

- but with the Arizona Congressional delegation and Gab- 
rielson, Cammerer and the State Fish and Game’ Commis— 
sioner have been regularly supplied by Vorhies with 
copies of Nichol's reports and followed up from Ari- 
zona to some extent by correspondence. 

me If it were not for the conflict between Agriculture 
y and Interior, the Cabeza Prieta and the Kofa Mountains 

Jp, Refuges would have gone through before this. I think 
@e=the former will go through quite promptly now because 

==" the Park Service is not involved in establishment a 
=—_—— monument in that area. I ama little pessimistic about 

<—-- prompt action in the Kofa Mountains because of such con— 
< flict. I have, however, induced the Park Service to 

prepare an executive order establishing a monument 
in the Eagle Tail Mountains, northwest of Phoenix,
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based on Nichol's reports, and as they seem wil- 

2 ling in this case to not try to grab a lot of sur- 
rounding land, but limit the monument to the moun- 
tain range, I think there is reasonable prospect 
of its going through fairly quickly. 

Lewis is out as the State Game and Fish Commissioner, 
and Sawtelle has been appointed. Vorhies thinks the 
prospect good, but I have no definite word yet of 
Sawtelle's committing himself to assign state war— 

dens to the Bighorn Sheep Project. It needs to be 
done to cover the area up the Colorado River from 
around the Big Williams River to the @r non. 

é Ez sincer¢ly, : 

John H, er; 
Enc, : Executive Director,
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Desert Bighorn Sheep Study, June to November, 1937, Inclusive. 

Locations -- (chronologically arranged) 

Ajo Mountains, West side, June. 
Puerto Blanco Mountains, June. 
Growler Mountains, Southwest, June. 
Ajo Mountains, East side, June. 
Arizona strip, from Toroweap Valley, west and north 

to St. George, Utah. July and August. 
Bighorn Mountains, west side, September. 
Eagle Tail Mountains, northwest 1/2, September. 
Rawhide Mountains, all, September. 
Black Mesa of the Alamo, September. 
Hualpai Mountains, September. 
Chemehuevi Seuntalns (arisen) (on some maps Mohave), 

September. 
Aquarius Cliffs, September. 
Lower Santa Maria drainage, September. 
Agua Dulce Mountains, November. 
Sierra Pinta Mountains, east side, November. 
Mohawk Mountains south 1/2, November. 
Castle Dome Mountains, all, November. 

Went into the Ajo region in June in company of E. A. and L. G. 
Goldman. First worked the mountain north of Pitahaya Canyon and 
then Pitahaya itself, as I felt I'd overlooked water here because of 
the number of mosquitos. Found no water (mosquitos probably per- 
sistent from a rain two weeks previously) and found both days the 
sign of one lone sheep working southward toward the tank above and 
southeast of the main canyon. He had tried to dig through the sand 
for water in two places, so it appears ppssible this is the closest 
permanent water. 

This is a richly vegetated area and would make ideal sheep 
range if watered. There is little or no accelerated erosion due 
to the complete plant cover. With water Pitahaya Canyon alone 
could support a herd of 75 animals. The only feasible structures, 
however, would be concrete basins in the stream bed proper that were 
allowed to fill with sand and gravel, with a short pipe line pro- 
tected and leading out to small troughs or tanks located on the sides 
of the canyoy. There is too much danger of scouring floods to risk 
structures in the stream bed. 

Attempted the west side of the Growler Mountains, but was unable 
to get up in the mountains in a short time. Sheep have not been 
reported for years from these mountains. Probably a combination of 
Indians and miners. The Indians have good sized charcos (open dirt 
tanks) just east and below Growler Peak. These collect much water 
ee normal rainy seasons, but are used exclusively by horses and 

cattle. 

On the east side of the Ajos. found no sign of consequence. 
This is the Papago Indian reservation side of the mountain. It 
should be excellent sheep range. 
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Joined with the Goldmans and a party from the San Diego Museum 
under the leadership of R, Huey for a trip onto the Arizona Strip. 
This country is so difficult it appeared practical to throw in to- 
gether, but we were forced to leave the museum party on Mt. Trumbull 
with a crippled car. me 

Four days were spent in Toroweap Valley, the greater part of 
the time in the south and where it breaks o¥er the rim of the Colo- 
rado,. In all this time definite evidence was found of only one ewe 
and one lamb, There is much evidence, however, that this area has 
been heavily populated with sheep; and it certainly could carry a large 
herd as there is an excellent spring of water which could supply the 
needs of at least 100 head of animals, The location of the water 
on a long, narrow ridge makes it virtual suicide, however, for a 
sheep to attempt to obtain it if pot hunters are after them. Desert, 
grassland, pinon-juniper, and sagebrush plan associations almost in- 
termingle there, and there is an abundance and unlimited variety of 
food available throughout the year. 

Somewhat contrasted to the more southern areas, the sheep here 
appear to stay more closely to the rougher terrain and canyon walls. 
Whether this is habitual behaviour because of the wolves and coyotes 
that ranged the grass and sage lands immediately above the breaks is 
a possibility; (and coyotes and bob eats are still very abundant), 
but at present it would appear that the predator stress might be al- 
most equal because of the mountain lions that inhabit the rougher - 
areas. Lions are abundant in the Trumbull region according to re- 
ports of the residents. 

Attempts were made in company with the Goldmans to get into the 
Fekoon Spring region east of the Virgin Mts. and also to Mt. Del- 
lenbaugh, both places reported as containing sheep. In both cases we 
were forced to turn back. An old prospector in St. George told me 
that for the past several years he has seen two old rams along the 
gorge of the Virgin southwest of St. George. He thinks these two 
animals are all that are left in this region. There was no oppor- 
tunity to check this. 

In September four ewes and three lambs (approximately four months 
old) were observed in the Eagle Tail Mountains. Water was still 
available, and late August rains had allowed the sheep to scatter. 
The main drainage of the north one-half of the range goes southwest 
past Willow Spring. The upper watershed of this area has good cover 
and feed, but has no permanent water. Sheep find it necessary to 
eross one or two high ridges and drop into a precipitous canyon 400 
or 500 feet, to reach permanent water in two deep rock tanks. These 
tanks are inaccessible to domestic stock and largely to humans. The 
canyon is also an ideal lambing area, containing innumerable rock 
caves, giving the ewes a natural protection from predators. Fox and 
coyote. *- =" = sign indicated these animals were much scarcer than 
a year ago. One golden eagle was observed. Sheep sign would allow 
an @stimate of probably ten to twelve adult animals in this part of 
the range. I would not attempt a figure for the south one-half as 
there had been enough recent rain to scatter the animals. Counting 
sheep ufter summer rains or in mid-winter is too difficult and too 
inaccurate to be of much value. When the catch basins and rock 
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pockets are dry, and green feed is not available, a reasonably accur- 
ate count can be obtained by using the permanent water holes as census 
centers. By mapping these watering places and taking into considera- 
tion the distances, barriers, terrain and vegetation between a given 
water and those tanks or water radial to it very definite census fig- 
ures (for game) can be obtained. 

For example: Three Tanks and 29-Palm Tank in the Kofa Mountains 
‘ are approximately 23 miles apart. This distance is well within the 

eruising radius of sheep. There is little use, however, of both wat- 
ering places by the same animals. To so do means either going over 
fhe highest, roughest part of th mountain or skirting the foot of 
vertical cliffs. The sheep do not go over the mountain, but occas- 
ionally come out in the open fo and follow the bases of the cliffs. 

: Any movement that has taken place between the two waterholés can read- 
ily be &etected since there is only one, narrow definite trail that 
the animals use. 

On the other hand, there appears to be a dual use of Ladder and 
McPherson tanks in the Castle Dome Mountains. Two high ridges are 
also between these tanks, but the sheep have found circuitous but easy 
gradients between them. The vegetation is more or less uniform and | 
the distance well within a daylight walk. Adding the counts at thesé. 
two tanks might give too high a population. 

Water can easily be developed in flood tanks on the upper Willow 
Spring Drainage, and would be a great advantage (provided there was 
protection from poaching ) because of the proximity of good forage. 

In 1954 I had scouted Saddle Mountain very thoroughly. There 
were probably 10 to 15 sheep here then. I do not think there are 
over 3 or 4 here now. This area was heavily hunted from Phoenix and 
the Salt River Valley. 

Worked both the east and west sides of the Bighorn Mts. Found no evi- 
dence of sheep. Sheep have been reported as absent from this range 
for years. However, it seems possible a few may still persist in the 
higher and greatly inaccessible peaks and basins on the south end of 
the range. Domestic stock range on the north and east sides and the 
mountains were very accessible to the old Vulture mine that operated 
years ago. It is reported that the sheep were heavily hunted to supplg 
meat to the mining camp while it was running. On the whole, these 
mountains are excellent sheep range. 

After scouting the above three ranges, went to Aguila and picked 
up John House, an ex-deputy game warden, an old resident who knows the 
country and sheep areas very well in this part of the state. We camped 
the first night nineteen miles above the Alamo crossing of the Bill 
Williams River. I was in this same area two years ago and House last 
year, Both of us had found satisfactorily abundant sheep and deer _ 
sign at these respective times. There is much less this year except 
in that area under the control of a prospector by the name of Tom 
Rogers. He is very militant for wild life and does not permit hunt- 
ing on his plate or his mining claims. We estimated there were 12-14 
sheep on the high volcanic ridge that furnishes the west drainage 
Slopes of Centennial Wash. (This Centennial is not to be confused with 
the Centennial north of the Gila Bend Mountains). 

From the Alamo we worked northward to Signal and the Hualpai Mts. 
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to Kingman, south th the mouth of the Bill Williams, northeast 
across the Chemehuevi Mts. to Yucca, south of Topock, and eastward 
again to Aquarius Cliffs and followed the Santa Maria drainage down 
to Ives Peak, crossing Date Creek approximately 15 miles west of 
Congress Junction. 

This entire area north of the Bill Williams River and south of 
the Santa Fe railroad can almost be regarded as a biological unit. 
The colorado River bounds it on the west, the Hualpai Mts., the Big 
Sandy and the Qquarius Cliffs on the east. 

The Hualpai and Chemehuevi are the two principle mountain ranges 
in this area. The Huelpais go above 7000 feet to spruce, pine and 
aspen. The Chemehuevis above 4000 feet, but are sparsely vegetated. 
There are none now, but sheep at one time were found on the south 
one-half of the Hualpais. It is good sheep country. Hunting alone 
has eliminated them as it has most wild life in this little policed 

area. I do not think the Chemehuevis ever had a dense sheep popu- 
lation unless it was the northern part of the range where it nears 
the Colorado River. There are a few head (6-10) reported there now. 
Aside from the available water, forage and natural protection there 
are additional elements rather difficult to characterize which go to 
making a mountain area a good or, as is the case of the Chemehuevis, 
a poor Bighorn environment. In part it appears to be the soil type; 
the closeness or wideness of the contours, their direction and prob- 
ably other items as yet not recognized. It may be noted here that 
the reputed behaviour of the sheep in seeking advantage points of ob- 
servation is nor more marked than for deer; and they frequently bed 
down in basins or pockets where their visibility is decidedly limited. 
Because they have excellent distant vision and are usually omserved 
on some far point or ridge watching the intruder intently, probably 
has given rise to this belief. Usually there is more than one exit 
from a bedding ground, although occasionally single animals may be 
found which actually have allowed themselves to be caught in caves or 
eanyén cul-de-sacs. 

Setting aside from consideration as sheep territory the Hualpaid 
and Chemehuevi Mts. the only areas of consequence left in this region 
are the Rawhide Mts., stretching along the north side of the Bill Wil- 
liams River and some low volcanic hills and ridges north of Parker 
and near the river (Colorad). By far the greatest percentage of the 
sheep between the Santa Fe and the Bill Williams are in the Rawhide 
Mts. The Alamo crossing is at the eastern end of the mountains. 
They follow the river closely westward on the north bank until the 
Gastaneda drainage is met at the old Planet crossing. West of Planet 
the topography is again rough and continues so to the confluence of 
the Bill Williams and Colorado Rivers. This north bank strip is by 
far the best sheep country and could remain so if it were not for the 
fact that on the east end the Alamo crossing has recently been improved 
so it is traversable most of the year; and at the west end automobiles 
ean now cross on Parker Dam. Since this gives a quick back door en- 
trance and exit to California it is a forgone conclusion that the herds 
along the Bill Williams River will dwindle rapidly unless the warden 
—* takes cognizance of these changed conditions and acts accord- 
ngly. 

Parker Dam will back water above Topock, Arizona. The maximum 
fluctuation permitted in this reservoir is 9 feet and it should make 
one of the outstanding water fowl resting and winter grounds in the 
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southwest. Also it will automatically solve the water problem for 
deer and sheep on both sides of the river, but will be mae advanta- 
geous to the sheep as the dam will carry the water up against the 
foothills permanently, and so relieve the sheep of the dangerous trek 
they were forced to make through the dense screw bean and arrow-weed 
bottom lands in time of water stress. 

There is an excellent forage cover and variety on the Rawhides 
and extending as far north from the river as Castenade and Shuts 
wells. In times of drouth (as was the case this season) the sheep 
have drifted within reach of the river. This range of mountains 
could well support a permanent herd of 500 or more animals. 

Occupying the entire south side of the Bill Williams river are 
the more extensive Buckskin Mts. Their east and west length is ap- 
proximately 50 miles. There are very small scattering bands (3-6 or 8) 
still holding out here. This depleted condition is due to the ac- 
cessibility to the many towns, mining camps and the transcontinental 
highway south of the river, Although very sparsely vegetated on the 
western part of the range the Buckskins could support as many or more 
Bighorns than the Rawhides. Water is a partial factor only, as the 
sheep can go to the Bill Williams, and there is considerable drifting 
back and forth when the stream is dry or nearly so. Naturally the con- 
tinuad persecution on the south side keeps the greater number of the 
sheep north of the river. 

In November took J. F. Arnold, Ass't. Range Ecologist, and made 
a@ cheuit of the Agua Dulce, Mohawk, Sierra Pinta, and Castle Dome 
Mountains. Intended to get into the Cabeza Prietas and Tinajas Altas, 
but could not cross the Tule Desert from the east. 

Met two old prospectors in the Agua Dulces. They said they hadn't 
seen any sheep for three years in this region and that they were ex- 
tinct. After spending a day in these mountains feel this is not far 
from the truth, although I saw two sheep here last year. This entire 
area except the Papago Well flat is extremely dry and sear. Feel very 
discouraged about the status of the Bighorns in this area. The only 
hope now appears to develop 3 or 4 good waters, (in Agua Dulces, 
Granites and south end Mohawks and Sierra Pintas) give them absolute 
protection and hope new stock will drift in from the Victoria and Pin- 
acate region to the south, in Sonora. Historic and centrally located 
Papago well would furnish excellent and abundant water if it was opened 
up -- and the sheep would utilize it if they were not molested. 

While I have not met Mr. Michel C. Curly, manager of the Cornelia 
Copper Co. at Ajo, I understand Mr. Curly has had a keen interest in 
Papago well, probably for sentimental and humanitarian reasons and 
might be induced to become interested once more in getting this well 
cleaned out if there was any assurance it would not once more be filled 
up with rocks as was done in the past by some one whose lack of con- 
sideration of the prosperity and lives of others was only equalled by 
his ignorance. The 8-inch casing (iron) is still in excellent condition 
-- I do not know the depth, but a cleaning bucket would probably be all 
that was necessary to remove the rocks. Using a windmill with a large 
blade and a small eylinder with a float to automatically start and stop 
the pump would insure a tank of water here at all times. And by the 
use of a small amount of concrete dome construction the entire structure 
could be made practically tamper-proof. Water might be made available 
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for travelers at the well, while three or four hundred feet of pipe line 
could carry additional water to a reservoir or tank for game. If such 
a thing was done and the wild life was given the best protection (sheep, 
deer, antelope, quail and others) I would like to prophesy a condition ex- 
isting here in a few years that would be comparable in miniature to an 
African water holé. 

Excellent food reeords were obtained in the Sierra Pinta, Mohawk and 
Castle Dome mountains. In the Sierra Pintas the sheep were grazing on 
palo verde, iron-wood, the dried inflorenscences of Encelia farinosa and 
E. frutescens, and heaviest of all on Ditaxis lanceolata. This last is a 
Key food plant in the mountains around the Tule Desert as a 
macrodenia is the key plant in the Kofas, Plomosas, and Quar e region. 
It is so heavily grazed that a specimen for positive identification was 
diffi cult to find. In the Castle Dome mountains Polygala and Ditaxis 
intermingle, At this time of year Ditaxis has preferred palatability. 

In addition to the above five plants the following were being utilized 
in the Mohawk and Castle Domes. 

Brickellia californica, moderate use. 
Hofmeisteria,pluriseta, slight use. 
Colunbrina eabeecceree’ slight use. 
Rbutilon incana, Slight use. 

apia ramosa, slight use. 
iplLopappus spinulosus, slight use. 

anusia gracilis, moderate use. 
rameria grayii, moderate use. 

@, moderate use. 
S mann nflatum, moderate use. 

onia chilensis, slight use. 
Tetodte mutica, heavy use. 
ris orcuttiana, moderate use. 

a ero! » heavy use. 

It is interesting and almost as important to note what plants the 
sheep are not using. For exmmple, in the Castle Dome Mounteins, in a 
plant association containing abundant quantities of Briogonun rhe and 
Muhlanbergia porteri, two plants which are given a very high palata ty 
Yating for deer end domestic stock, here remain absolutely untouched, (al- 
though they are now green and platable) while the less common slim triodia, 
the presumably poisonous spurge (Ditaxis), Polygala and Zenusia are heavily 
eaten. Also interesting is the use 6: reaeese nia, this last species having 
a dense cover of urticating hairs which greatly inconvenienced the collector. 
In the Granite, Sierra Pinta, Gila, Cabeza, Prieta and south one-half of 
the Mohawk Mountains, the vegetation is truly lower Sonoran, and the com- 
monest trees and shrubs are the same as those found in Northwest Sonora. 
Bursera microphylla, jumping bean, \Septee biolooulare) Jatropha thulata, 
—— varbinodum, Condalia mexicana and others are prominen aaabors or the 

Dp associations. 

In the south pass of the Mohawks where I camped in 1935 there appears 
from the sign to be about as many sheep as at that time. Found my old 
camp site and tracks and I believe there have been very few people in here 
since. Would estimate there are at least 15 sheep in a Mile's radius of 
this pass. Saw sign of only two lambs. The sign pointe to most of the 
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animals being ewes although there at least 2 large rams going together. 
The animals are evidently hard up for water. Nine out of ten sag- 
uaros are eaten as high as the sheep can reach, and in places 1/2 to 
3/4 miles onto the flat desert. Eriogonum inflatum (being somewhat 
succulent) is also heavily grazed. 

Saw one young golden eagle. Also sign of where fox had killed 
and eaten a lamb. Sign is somewhat old but plainly accurate. 

In one place a sheep had gone off the mountain recently in ex- 
treme fright, because it had x Some the most inaccessible ridges. 
A measurement of the longest Jump I found was 25 feet. 

In the large canyon ten miles north of the south pass (and on east 
side of the range) there are at least ten sheep, and of these three are 
this year's lambs. Here (as is true of the Sierra Pintas) the sheep 
are now grazing and bedding down in the sand arroyos and canyon bottoms. 
In some places where they have grazed the visibility (for a single ani- 
mal) could not be over 100-150 feet. 

For a long way on the old auto trail which we followed north from 
here, 2 sheep had used the wheel tracks for a trail in going south 
cane the mountain;-- probably a distance of two miles was traveled 
hus. 

In the Sierra Pintas (at the black and white or pinta junction on 
the east side) there is evidence of 5 sheep in the two small canyons 
respectively north and south of the pinto junction. This is north of 
Heart Tank which was north and south of the pinto junction. This is 
north of Heart Tank which was not visited. One sheep in south canyon 
is evidently an ol@ ram; several measurements of his feet gave the left 
hind foot (slightly larger than the right) as 2 7/8"x 3 1/3". Here also 
most of the saguaros are eaten as high as the sheep can reach. The 
Gallouses, however, are a few weeks old. Rain fell here in late summer, 
and hence, everything points to semi-permanent water. Saguaros are not 
eaten in the neighborhood of pana water, yet the sheep could not 
remain if the water was not more persistent that furnished by temporary 
catch basins. Did not locate any such tanks on this trip, but there 
are literally hundreds of canyons in this range and the sign did not 
point to any particular canyon. The saguaros in the Mohawks near south 
pass are now (Nov. 15) being utilized for water. 

In the Castle Domes, examined Ladder, Mc Pherson, Horse and Huachita 
tanks. These tanks give an excellent distribution of water in the Castle 
Dome range (Big Eye Tank on the southeast was not visited), and although 
the mountains are rather lightly vegetated, the vegetation is largely 
made up of good sheep forage plants with excellent distribution. 

ane. 
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In density of cover the mountains are below the Ajos, Kofas, and 
Rawhids, but above the Agua Dulces, Sierra Pintas, Mohawks and Gilas. 
The backbone of the forage here appears to be palo verde, catsclaw, 
ocatillo, ironwood, Krameria grayii, polygala, Ditaxis Menceolata, slim 
triodia, and bladderstem (Eriogonum inflatum). All these plants are well 
distributed throughout the mountains and go a long way to compensate for 
the lack of density. Mr. Fry, manager of the lead mine at Castle Dome, 
is a conservative and careful observer. He has been there 22 years, and 

says it was not uncommon in the early days to see several herds with 75 
to 100 sheep in them. After covering the range reasonably thproughly 
from the dome rock northward I would estimste there are probably 30 sheep 
in the entire range. The range wouth from the dome was not covered, but 
Mr. Fry, and Mre Hack (the latter has lived in the southwest part for 
28 years) both state they think there are no sheep at all in this end of 
the mountain. This would be logical as 5/6 of the permanent water is in 
the north 1/2 of the range. 

There was absolutely no sign of hseep at Horse Tanks. These tanks 
are by far the best. watering place for sheep, a series of 3 wide basin t 
tanks, any one of which is easily reached from the surrounding ridges. 
Horse Tanks, however, have long had in Arizona game history the reputation 
as being the plece to see and shoot sheep. The well worn trails that come 
in to them from the north testify to this being true. With warden service, 
however, it is just as fine a set-up for the police service as it is for 
the sheephunter, and cam be quickly stopped as it is practically impossible 
for a poacher to come near the tanks without advertising his presence. 

These four tanks all carry permanent water; there is abundant 
watér in Horse and McPherson tanks, yet the sheep numbers are exception- 
ally low for the excellent condition of the environment. Ever since 
the work has been started there has been another possible factor in the 
background - and enough circumstantial evidence has been gathered now 
to warrant consideration of it as one of the elements whieh may affect 
considerably the numbers and ststus of the Bighorn in Arizona. This is 
the migratory factor. 

I do not know of any scientific observations of migratory behavior 
on mountain sheep except the seasonal shifts made by the higher dwelling 
species which is caused by temperature or snow. Ever since I have been 
interested in the desert bighorn, however, I have repeatedly had resi- 
dents, prospectors and other people who have been in a position to make 
worthwhile observations declare the sheep are "migratory". While I feel 
this migration might better be desdribed as a drift, induced by fluc- 
tuating conditions of food and water, it apparently is a phenomenon of 
great enough proportions to warrant serious study in the ecology and 
management of the species. What the maximum distance traveled in any 
one movement might be, I would not attempt to estimate. 

First, there is a well-marked seasonal shift, from the mountains 
onto the mesas and into the valleys when the winter annuals and ephemeral 
plants are green. There is good evidence showing that the sheep, once 

they start following out upon the winter vegetation, may continue to other 
ranges and not return to the mountains they left. Also following local 
rains I have observed sheep (as have others whose observations are fully 
as reliable as my own) leave the mountains to eross valleys in order to 

reach the recently watered areas. 

The second phase hes to do with the cyclic precipitation factor, 
when periods of wide-spread drouth send the animals on long journeys 
toward permanent water -- water that is as permanent and as old as the 
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mountains themselves. It is ténable to assume that these periodic drouth : 
stimuli could by repetition through infinite periods of time set up a 

‘migration complex. Merely as theory the question might here be asked 
whether or not the arrival of adverse conditions may not stir some 
relic stimulus in the species into a northward movement as a partial 
response to a subconscious racial memory of the more optimum environment 
the race knew in the more northern country. The Colorado stops any 
migration. The evidence as yet is the merest of circumstantial, but 
after talking to many people in the Kingman district, and many in the 
Strip and southwestern Utah, this at least interesting difference can be 
noted. North of the river the sheep are spoken of as local inhabitants 
of any given area; - while south of the river the accounts deal with 
descriptions of herds whose numbers swell and diminish and swell again 
and which are first seen in one range and then in another. 

Earlier in the report it was mentioned that the sheep on the north 
side of the river seemed to remain closely to the canyon breaks, and the 
question of the influence of predators was then raised in this connection. 
Now I would like to add this additional consideration to the picture. 

Farther south the picture develops stronger, cuoting: 

Tom Rogers, north of the bill Williams: "Those sheep some years 
come across the bill Williams and go through my (Rewhides) mountains. 
Where they go I do not know." Mr- Rogers has lived in this locality 
approximately $5 years. 

John House, Aguila, Arizona, ex-deputy game werden, thoroughly 
acquainted in west central Arizona since 1920 or earlier: "The sheep 
used to come down from the Plomosas, west end of the Harquahalas, etc., 
and strike off ecross country mostly looking for water I think. But 
there are places you can still see today where the old trails were 
made." This is still observable in the Mohawks, Gilas, Kofas, Eagle 
Tails and northeast end of the Harcuahales. 

Mr. Fry, Castle Dome, resident in this section for 32 years}. 
"The sheep used to drift up years ago across the Gila River in great 
bands. I'm sure those bands (because I've been all through the moun- 
tains down to the Mexican border) came all the way from Mexico at 
certain times in the year." 

Mr. Hoch, 28 years resident in the Castle Domes, expresses an 
identical belief. Both these men claim this so-called migration stopped 
at once when the Southern Pacific fenced its right-of-way. 

Nate Meadows, prospector in the Growler Mountains: — years 
ago drifted back and forth across from Mexico. I've seen bands of 25 
or 50 just "marching" across the desert and not looking for feed or 
anything else that I could see.*® 

Fred Wright, Ajo, resident 27 years: "Sheep used to go back and 
forth across the line all the time until they started hunting them the 
year around in Mexico. At first we had a hell of a lot of sheep on this 
side for awhile until the hunters got most of them or the drouth killed 
them off because they could not go back to the Sonoita River." 

Mr. Smith, an old resident in Telegraph Pass in the Gila Mountains: 
"The sheep drift back and forth the full length of this range at certain 
seasons (the range is 40-50 miles long) and into Mexico. Up here (north 
end) they try to get down to the river but the railroad fences stop them 
now." 
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These are a few opinions of many similar ones. While the field 
observations I have made are still limited the evidence that has been 
gathered to date tends to support this view, and the number of herds of 
identifiable stationary status are relatively few. The Eagle Tails, 
northwest Kofas, Gila and central Mohawks appear to have what might be 
ealled stationary herds. 

Finally, one of the most outstanding features of the present pic- 
ture in southwestern Arizona, is the a at the present time 
of sheep in the northern part of the Gila, Sierra Pinta and Mohawk 
Mountains, and the very few numbers in the Castle Domes north of the 
river, and of particular significance, north of 4 east and west fences 
that bound the Southern aa right-of-way on both sides of the Gila 
as far west as Wellton. mly by interpreting these fences as barriers 
can a logical explanation be made of a distribution of sheep which at 
the present time is out of harmony with the water, food and poaching 
conditions in these respective areas. 

While I want to avoid any appearance of picturesque speech contrary 
to scientific fact, I would like to rish this figurative expression of 
the western Arizona area and the desert bighorn sheep. After traveling 
several thousand miles through this part of the State, and making obser- 
vations on these animals within my capabilities, the entire region re- 
solves itself into a unit area in which a species of animal is hedged 

in by natural barriers on all sides, never-the-less seems to have a surge 
and ebb type of movement within the area which has been developed by the 
factors of food and water mentioned above, or is a relic behavior, or is 
caused by yet undiscovered factors. 

if ae is the case, there are two suggestions for consideration. 

The first iS areaways which will allow the sheep to cross the railroads. 
Fences are of little a to deer, but to sheep and antelope they 
are effective barriers. udging the way in which sheep make use of nar- 
row defiles and passés in the mountains I feel it logical to presume that 
open areaways or underpasses would readily be used by sheep provided 
they were located at the terminus of the mountains where the sheep would 
naturally descend to cross the valley to the next range in a northernly 
direction. 

The second suggestion is one that concerns the possibility of chang- 
ing the legal status of this one mammal so that it might be given a mi- 
gratory status and hence be eligible for treaty agreement with Mexcio. 
My knowledge is too limited to estimate the difficulties in bringing this 
about. It is possible they might more than offset the advantages to the 
bighorn. However, if it could be done, effective protection and manage- 
ment could be obtained quickly for the entire Ovis gaillardi species and 
would not be limited to refuge areas alone. With the animals under the 
jurisdiction of the Federal Government (U. 8. Bur. Biol. Sur.) they would 
pe removed from the uncertainties and whims of loeal politics. Convic- 
tions of violators would be more certain and impartial. Long-range 
management programs could be planned and looked forward to with confidence. 

Concerned only with the animal itself as an entity land ownerership 
difficulties would be avoided. 
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In addition it would be a definite step in building up good-will 
game relations with Mexico. At the present time, and justly in many 
cases, we are criticized for having little consideration for the wild- 
life in northern Mexico. And while helping Mexico directly in a 
definite piece of conservation we would also benefit directly ourselves. 

Definite proof that the sheep actually migrate for considerable 
distance back and forth across the International Boundary is relatively 
easy to get. Should this suggestion have merit and be feasible of 
execution, some of this proof would probably be easier to obtain 
before rather than after the program ee known to the 
public. If not feasible, the*mircratory*® vior of the sheep still 
remains a major factor in any management plans. 
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# : EXCERPTS FROM FIELD NOTES ON BIGHORN SHEET PROJECT ar 

GB, — Machel cae 

Ls wf Ong ewan ye 

April 16/436 Tried to get into Gaufman Ranch country but ground too soft, - 

Made start for Aquarius Cliffs but too much rain here also, 

One Bighorn (from description a ram five or more years old) 

salted this winter in corral immediately behind the Indian agency 

: at Valentine, ; 

Watched buck antelope feed for seven consecutive minutes on 

fruits of Opuntia whipplei in Aubrey Valley. Have never failed 

to see antelope when crossing the valley. 

17 Went to Black Mt, and Tres Alamos (So. of Ives Pk.) northwest 

of Congress Jct. Only worked the base of the Black Mt. as Tres 

Alamos was the chief objective. Estimate there are from 7 to 10 

sheep still on the Black (probably permanent residents as permanent 

water is close by). Picked up an excellent head in here in 1930, 

too heavy to carry out the several miles necessary -- it is now 

gone, 

On the Tres Alamos there is a sign of sheep--and on the north- 

west side there is now one, evidently an old ram, as I disturbed 

him from his bed, but he kept successfully out of sight by encirel- 

ing a small hill and going through a pass to the main mountain. 

(See photo of bed.) Found where he had recently been eating 

ocotilla, Eriogonum polyfolium (buckwheat), and small amounts of | 

Hileria mutica (tobosa grass). 

Wild burros are so abundant here they are without doubt 

crowding the sheep for usable range, water (especially in drouth 

periods], and increasing the mountain lion density far above 

average. It is no effort to find lion sign here--which means many 

lions, as lions track wrg little and usually dung only once every



other day. 

There is an excellent forage on this mountain--good water 

well distributed (3 permanent water holes) on the east side, but 

so far as I could determine, nothing permanent on the west side, 

The west side has by far the best forage cover, well covered with 

bobosa grass, wild buckwheat (Eriogonum) and other browse shrubs. 

One or two semi-permanent tanks here would (provided the burros 

were controlled) greatly increase the chances of a permanent Big- 

horn herd being developed on this mountain. Tres Alamos appears 

very little ceeds ag yet--no signs of hunters were found-~and is 

only lightly used from below by part of the D-K cattle outfit, Its 

topography, vegetative cover, and location is reference to the lower 

surrounding hills makes it an ideal area for the development of a 

reserve herd to supply the surrounding region. It should be kept 

in mind for this reason. 

Returned to Arch Tanks, east side, in Date Creek. This is 

: exceptional water; accessible and unlimited in amounts for both 

stock and game. During drouth seasons it would be an excellent 

place to observe quail, deer, sheep, coyotes and lion, 

i865 As not time to make extended trip I went south to entrance 

of Palm Canyon and noted vegetation. Glimpsed one sheep in very 

entrance to canyon, but could not determine sex, Had eaten on 

Eriogonum inflatum. (This plant has been reported as poisonous, 

but I find it steadily graced and know the Indians (Mojaves) use 

it for greens; and steep the roots as a tonic and for intestinal 

disorders, ) 

19 Went south to first canyon south of Palm Canyon, approximately 

14 miles, Worked up this to top but had to return to same canyon 

because of difficulty of getting dow. See sketch. 
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In canyon sign of young sheep and ewes - not over 3 total 

On top very little more. The only apparent water available for 

this canyon and the upper basin it drains is a rock tank hear (4 

mile) the entrance of the canyon. Vegetation on top is very 

scarce and there are extensive areas of sheet rock; and the re- 

mainder is rubble and boulders at the angle of repose. This 

upper area is very difficult and hazardous. On top, there ap- 

pears to be no other mammal than the few Bighorn, They are grazing 

Eriogonum wrightii, small amounts of green Hilaria rigide, Quercus 

dumosa, Parkinsonie, microphylla and Kremeria grayil. 

The tank in the canyon now holds about 500 gals.of water, 

Ten sacks of cement and two days work by two men could increase 

this to at least 1500 gals. capacity. The Rew sities this 

tank would, if unmolested, grace and browse around the canyon en- 

trance as the forage here is more varied and denser than higher up. 

Found one sheep killed along the lower edge of the cliff half- 

way between tke Palm Canyon and 29 Palms Canyon. An old kill - up to 

2 years ~ shot with a 250-3000 or 270 caliber. 

Burros are low down only, : 

Saw 2 pair of golden eagles, 

20. Went east up Pelm Canyon, topped out north and returned home 

by Three Tank canyon, approximately 14 miles north of Palm. Saw no 

sheep but considerable fresh sig. Feel an accurate estimate in 

the basins between Palm and Three Tenk would be seven in one herd, 

four in another, and probably two or three lone rams. These esti- 

mates are made on the basis of surveying fresy day beds, which if 

carefully made in a given area is about as reliable as seeing the 

sheep themselves, (The argument on this method is Biven in enother 

place.) (I have a most interesting verification of Mr, Nichol's 
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estimate of this bunch of sheep. Mr. L. N. Goodding, and an 

assistant, of oil Conservation Service, reported two or three 

weeks later to me that they had seen 12 sheep in the Kofa Mts. 

a few days before. Comparing with Nichol proved they were in 

the area in which he had made the above estimate from day beds, 

Goddding's trip and observations were entirely independent of 

Nichol's and made without knowledge that he had been ehrer. C.T.V. 

This is much superior sheep country to the area south of Palm 

Canyon. See sketch and photos, 

There are three good vegetated basins in this area, but the 

sheep must come to the three tanks in the lower part of the canyon 

for water. These tanks are very accessible from the dessert. A 

car cen be driven to within a mile's easy walk of these tanks; 

and there is plenty of evidence most of the automobile sign here is 

made by sheep hunters, If water could be developed higher up it 

would be the best conservation measure that could be made for the 

sheep, as this area is simply too difficult and hazardous for the 

average hunter, It was necessary (literally) to use hands and 

feet for a mile or more to get into these fine sheep basins. These 

are the places Bighorns are found, contrary to generel opinion, 

They are not on the high rugged peaks, but in basins, on mesas and 

plateaus protected by difficult and precipitous cliffs, 

The three rock tanks of semi-permanent water in Three Tenk 

Cenyon now hold approximately 750-800 gals. For less than $100 

(exclusive of mileage) they could be enlarged to 3500-4000 gals. 

Sheep were feeding in these basins on Lycium sp. (a nightshade) 

Salezaria mexicana, Eriogonum polyfolium, Triodia sp. (grass), 

Encelia frutescens, poppies, and Ephredg. 

21. Struck camp yesterday at 4 P.M., Kofas, mede camp at Mescal 
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Pit Canyon. (This is the first canyon south of New Water Pass.) 

Worked north from the head of this canyon. In an old mine 

tunnel which contains an apperently permanent supply of water a 

sheep (lone ream from size and tracks and other indications) had 

watered so recently that the water was still cloudy in his tracks, 

but I did not locate him nor any other significant item. 

To obtain water it was necessary to walk about 30 feet back 

into a tunnel. No other water was located in the vicinity except 

@ well-like rock tank, about 3/4 mile south which could only be 

made available to sheep through a pipe siphon. The tunnel water 

could be let out very cheaply. 

On the south side (where sheep were common) I could find no ! 

sign of anything more recent than the winter rains. Everywhere 

there are signs of the effect of the drouth in this region, The 

last 24 years, following the period of depression when so many people 

were in the hills prospecting and all carrying guns has put the 

desert Bighorn down to the lowest numbers this species has ever 

known. A few years ago the drainage courses of the Ranegras and 

La Posa Plains conteined an abundance of quail, rabbits, deer, coy-— 

otes, foxes and even encouraging numbers of Bighorn sheep, While 

the watershed of the east side (Ranegras) is in slightly better con- 

dition than the west side the country is almost destitute of mammel 

life. Nuclei of the various species exist in isolated small areas 

of better water, food and cover. No further study needs to be made 

to state definitely that these areas should be protected and cultured 

with the utmost dispatch. I heard one coyote in two weeks where a 

few years ago the night was continually full of their yodeling. I 

saw one deer, a doe, where it was almost pot hunting to go after a 

buck, I saw seven quail at water, where five years ago every bush 

and rock was almost hid from sight by them, I saw one fox -- she 
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hed a litter of only two, I saw eleven golden eagles - after 

watching three nests - they ure having a hard time finding food. 

Wild Burros are weathering better than the rest - and at the ex- 

pense of the rest. In addition they aren't hunted except as 

emergency meat, 

22. Left Camp below Hidden Waters and worked east and south 

around Eagle Peak and the escarpment about Ranegras Plains, 

East of the water (on top) found two rams. Observed them 

feeding and resting from 6:50 to 9:30 when they apparently 

bedded down for the day. One of these is the largest, finest ram 

I have ever seen, He was the youngest of the two but in good 

flesh and with a magnificient head. Appeared to be 5 or 6 years 

olé, The older sheep was lighter, in poorer flesh - but makes 

a much larger foot print. Could never catch the light right to 

estimate his age, - and he was much more restless than the younger 

animal. 

The younger fed for eleven consecutive minutes on a single 

shrub of Acadia greggii. During this time the older ram was 

bedded down, although he got up once to change positions. 

Both then moved and grazed intermittently on Eriogonum inflatum. 

As far as observed and followed by a close examination of the 

area after 9330 this one Acacia and the buckwheat were the only two 

species grazed at this time. 

The sheep were at no time nervous and bedded down at 9:50, 

although both had lain down four or five times each for short periods 

between 6:30 and 9:30. Whether by accident or not the sheep 

never faced the same direction when down, When one was down 

he always looked down the canyon -when both were bedded the other 

faced right or left hillside they were on. 

Since the bedding down at 9:30 appared to be for the day, I 
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left them to encircle the mountain, believing to pick them up 

again from the other side. In the intervening four hours, how-=- 

ever, they had left - going directly from their 9:30 beds - back 

north, they way they had come. About 10:30 an exceptionally strong 

wind arose and as they were exposed and the wind cold, I believe 

this moved them, 

On the east side of Eagle Peak a fox had recently killed a 

lamb, This is the only sign I have seen of lambing this season, 

\ \ O'Connor says they are borne in February and March. In this region 

| the old hunters say May and June! The fox had taken the lamb from 

\ a@ cave, which from the sign, Was evidently a lambing cave. ‘his is 

| on the highest (except inaccessible Eagle Peak itself) end roughest 

part of the renge. See picture. 

The eagles were feeding their young - but could not determine 

the food - both eagles appeared very scrawny and in poor condition. 

Found a fox den (grey) had two young foxes not over three days 

old. These I tried to raise, but one died from injury three days 

later and the other four days. The female fox ren up cliffs that 

would do credit to a mountain sheep. 

May 14, Camped a few miles west of Robles Well, Pima County. 

Went to Sonoyta, Mexico, to contact C. C. Ren - a guide and out- 

fitter for Mexican hunting parties. Ren in Phoenix. 

Returned to southwest quadrant of Ajo Mountains. (Correctly named 

Sierra del Alamos). ; 

In Devil's Rock Canyon (most southerly) there are large tanks 

of water, but these are inac€essible to sheep at all times. Pipe 

siphons end floats would make at wery little cost abundent water for 

sheep, deer, and javelinas--all of which are in the immediate neigh- 

borhood. 
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There are two species of deer here, the desert mile deer and a 

smell white-tail which I feel confident is an undescribed species, 

I was fortunate enough to see one in the Ajos, and sign of several 

more on the mountain foothills, Have previously examined three 

hides and heads from northern Sonora; and this rare northern Sonora 

fame resembles more nearly thé Florida deer (Qcocoileus osceola) 

than the Arizona white-tail, 0, couesi, Did not take the specimen 

because of disturbing the sheep, and also because this area has 

recently been set aside as a national monument. If this animal 

is present in any other of the Arizona mougtain ranges, I have 

never heard of it being reported, 

(While in Ajo, I again received the report of a tiny "brush 

deer" found in the mesquite and palo verde bosques. This is such 

a persistent report by people in this vicinity that it would bear 

investigation. The "reports" are consistent in that they say the 

deer is more often seen during the summer rains.) 

No sheep were seen on the south end of the Ajos, although 

fresh sign was fairly common on the higher, more vegetated areas, 

Estimate: 6 ewes, 2 rams, ‘no lambs. 

Moved north to Del Alamos Canyon, where there is permanent 

water (mainly used by the cattle and horses of the @ray Bros, Ranch.) 

Saw onelone ram abowé the water, which is probably one of the 4 rams 

the Grays report as watering at the stock ranks. 

The only feeding records was found on Eriogonum wrightii which 

is common here and now (May 15) putting out much growth, 

No eagles or lion signs were observed, although several coyotes 

came to the tank through the night, 

May 16, Moved north to Pitahaya Canyon and made southwest loop over top 

of mountain returning to the desert just north of Del Alamos Canyon. 

Four years ago sheep were fairly common in lower Pitahaya, one of the 
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most richly vegetated areas in this part of the State. Absolutely 

no sign was observed at this time, except on top where day beds 

would indicate about six ewes and one lamb. (The north part of 

the range was not examined, more sheep might be found there, as 

it is better sheep country than the area I went through in going 

south.) Never-the-less the sheep are scarce, compared to what I 

found when here for three days in February 1931, and two days in 

February, 1933. The change is tragic. Poaching is not entirely 

_the reason for the diminished numbers, but poaching set the stage that 

has p ermitted the drowth to play the disastrous part that it has in 

the recent reduction in the Bighorn numbers. (See photo #20.) 

I do not feel I could at thistime make a sound recommendation 

on the predator influence ani what steps should be taken in reference to 

the eagles, coyotes, and mountain lions, There is not enough data, 

and so far, in the areas examined there appears to be a curious lack 

of correlation between the distribution of the sheep and their preda- 

tors. A continual observance of other food sources, such as deer, 

burros, rabbits, Javelinas and others has not yet helped to clear the 

matter. 

But I do know that at the present time these desert Bighorns 

are in such a precarious conditions of survival that at the risk of 

altering the status of this scholarship I cannot but recommend that if 

research and management cannot be run concurrently, then abandon 

research for a time and apply a first-aid type of Management, 

In explanation to the reader's justifiable demand for proof 

and capable judgement, from what would appear a very short period 

of investigation on which to base any recommendations, the writer 

draws attention to the fact that he is rechecking areas now which he 

has examined at least once and frequently several times since 1930, 
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The immediate management needs lie in two fields. 

The first 1s regulatory--The absolute need to stop water hole 

hunting at once. All hunting, if possible--but it isnot possible, 

end the poachers who hunt sheep away from the water holes get a very 

small fraction of the total number killed. At one watering place 

sever carcasses were found, Unless it is in the El Dorado Canyon 

and Davis Mt. Flocks, no herd is Arizona now can afford to lose that 

much of their breeding stock, An estimate of this particular slaughter 

would give seven as probably one-half entire sheep pppulation in this 

little range of mountains. 

Induced by the confiding influences of a good meal and the know- 

ledge that his confidant would not “squeal on him" one poacher told 

the writer he got a year's supply of "jerky" in one day at a water 

hole in west central Yuman County. The acquired kill was four 

sheep, two of which were ewes. Two woundéd animals (one a short 

yearling t) got away! 

As an investigator the writer cannot take any specific part in 

the much needed police work in this field. He loses no mportunity 

to make the violators he meets see things in a different light. In 

several cases he knows he has succeeded. Knowing the people and 

knowing the country, however, if 1t was believed that he "@oldthe 

law" the writer might as well give up the investigation at once. The 

least that would happen would be a total shut-down on valuable in- 

formation on sheep, waterholdes, terrian, range, history, etc. 

Moreover, while I am not timid, the risks in this work are multiple 

enough without adding the one that follows a person who is marked as . 

a tale-bearer in a region which still uses very strenuous methods in 

an attempt to keep alive the code of the old West. In thése harsh, 

lonely mountains only "accidents" happen, It is essential that two 
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men work together if anything is to be accomplished in the warden 

work, They need courage, ability, to be able to withstand hard- 

ship, and know the ledge of the country. If they hunt the viola- 

tors in the same manner as the violators hunt the sheep, and are 

given the support of the courts, - they will stop 95% of all sheep 

killing in 16 months, 

: The other management phase, slightly less urgent, is the devel- 

opment of additional water, both in amount and in distribution, 

The forage supply can safely be disregarded for some time. The 

food plants that the sheep prefer, such as Polygala, Salazaria, 

Ephreda, Eriogonums, Hilarias, Lyciums, have survived the drouth 

exceptionally well and have made good growth this season, The 

above are woody shrubs or herbs and grasses. Jt is the succulent 

plants, such as the cacti, portulacas, Echeveriass chico (Allen- 

rolfia) ad others, which have disappeared during the drouth; - and 

which could furnish sustaining moisture for the sheep. In an abso- 

lute, long time drouth succulents are not the most tenacious. The 

ephemerals can be disregarded for the present. While they produce ; 

a great amount of good forage when certain combinations of moisture 

and temperature occur, there is too little regularity in their ap- 

pearance to allow them to be factored in the sustaining forage supply. 

Some evidence is at hand, however, that these weeds may be very import- 

ant in the lamb crop of a particular year. 

While only the roughest estimate, I believe at the present time 

less than 10% of the available, palatable forage is belng utilized, 

For a long time previous to the winter rains of 2936-37 that utiliza- 

tion was in the vicinity of the permanent water. Development of water 

to permit a more uniform and wider distribution will do more than any- 

thing else (provided there is a reasonable restriction to hunting) to 

insure a desirable and permanent Bighorn population, This development 
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must be practically applied and based upon proven data; - rainfall 

records (minimums) evaporation, water-shed, capacities, etc, 

4n exception to the statement that predators should be left 

alone at the present time, might be made for the Bill Williams River 

district. Mountain lions and coyotes are very abundant here; - the 

} excessive lion density that has been built up here on the wild burro 

| herds could well be reduced. Directly the burros are the more % 

| serious factor; they have ruined much good sheep range by over= 

} grazing, preempting the water, and actually driving the sheep 

to poorer and more limited rantes, Rehabilitation work in this 

area would obviously cell for reduction in both lions and burros 

et the same time. Removal of the lions, which would permit an un- 

taxed kmemm increase in the burros for a season or two would seriously 

affect the few small flocks of sheep which are still holding on in 

this territory; and removal of the burros would on the other hand be 

immediately tiagic. 

Wild burros, common in much of the sheep range, have put an ade 

ditionel and very important figure in the sheep-predator equation 

and while remedial measures are needed they should be slowly and care- 

fully handled, An extensive program that is wrong (which so many can 

be because we have overlooked or not found all the factors) might be 

the most injurious thing that could be done, 

Bubonic piaggs plague 1s present in the smaller mammals in the sheep 

country, and from the extreme scarcity of rats, rabbits, foxes, coyotes, 

etc., compared to a year or two ago it may be presumed the disease 

reaches epizootic proportions. The sheep themselves carry the Rocky 

Mt. Spotted fever tick (Dermacentor andersoni). A few cases in humans 

are recorded from Arizona~-two had a history of illegal hunting of sheep! 

Early in the 18th century a sudden and devastating spidemic prac- 
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tically wiped out the Indian population in Southwestern Arizona and 

northern Senora. Whether this was an indigenous disease or not 

is unknown, but there is in the legend of these few remaining 

Indian-stories of similar occurences before, 

May 17. Left Pitahaya Canyon and went into the north Puerto Blancos. 

Three rams are still watering at Dripping Springs, despite the 

fact Ajo hunters are shooting white wings and valley quail continually 

at the dienes This is permenent water, excellent located and 

while a lerge reservior supply could never be built, a few dollars 

and a few days wrk wuld make available mough water the year . 

long for 50 or 60 head of sheep and as many deer. : 

Thousands of whitewings and hundreds of quail water here-~cr 

did; they are being rapidly eliminated as the hunters sit concealed 

in the volcanic rock pockets (See photo #23) and pot@shoot them as 

they come to water. 

There are 1500 miners in Ajo who on their days off are now busy 

sweeping the desert clean of all bird and mammal life. Most of them 

have cars, Tucson ami Phoenix are places too far to go to regularly 

in search of recreation, there is little else to do, and new trails 

are continually being made into the desert, end old ones pushed a 

little further; - end lizards and signs, rabbits and bottles, and 

Quail and deer and Mountain sheep are continually being killed under 

the year-long fusillade of these miners, No attempt is made to hide their 

actions and quail and white-wings are openly brought into town, 

No management cen be exercised on the sheep in this region until 

hunting is_ stopped, 

One resident went out hunting whitewings with a shot gun (in 

May} and returned with a sheep. 
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BIGHORN SHEEP AND MOUNTAIN GOAT 

by 

F, W. Godden, Forest Supervisor, Salmon National Forest 
and 

L. T. Gutzman, Forest Ranger, Salmon National Forest 

Paper presented at 
Second Idaho Technical Game Management Conference 

—____—__Iniversity of Idaho, March 19, 1958 

The status of the mountain sheep and goats in central Idaho has caused 
much concern to game managers end wildlife interests for many years. Records 
and observations of Forest Officers and game people over a period of 20 years, 
agree that the increase of these noble animals is not satisfactory. Statements 
of pioneers in Lemhi County in the 70's indicate that at that time sheep and 
goats were more plentiful then deer throughout the mountains of northeastern 
Idaho. In the 80's a serious scourge apparently hit the sheep and they died in 
great numbers. In all of the rugged ranges adjoining the Salmon River, remants 
of horns and skulls may still be found, indicating a very wide distribution and 
a great number of these animals. For the past 20 years their range has been 
confined to a relatively small area in the Middle Fork and Main Selmon River 
Canyons and restricted areas in Custer County. The advance of civilization has 
probably been largely responsible for crowding the sheep and goats back to these 
restricted areas. 

We are limiting our comments and recommendations to the sheep and goat ter— 
ritory found on the Salmon River drainage within the Challis and Salmon National 
Forests, for this is the territory with which we are familiar. 

Census records of the Forest Service for the Salmon National Forest over a 
period of 20 years follows: 

Year Nos on Forest (Killed by Hunters Killed by Predators 
Sheep Goats Sheep Goats Sheep Goats : 

1917 205 240 25 
1919 250 200 § 40 20 
1920 250 200 4 40 20 
1921 250 250 20 20 
1922 255 350 21 20 
1923 250 385 15 80 1 
1924 250 312 37 25 10 
1925 331 312 22 120 10 
1926 320 275 53 28 17 
1927 236 310 15 34 25 30 ‘ 
1928 156 319 10 37 20 25 
1929 94 235 16 5 
1930 112 230 21 14 17 
1931 198 258 27 29 19 
1932 196 300 20 23 20 11
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Year Nos on Forest Killed by Hunters § Killed by Predators 
Sheep Goats Sheep Goats Sheep Goats 

1933 205 317 ‘ 20 20 12 
1934 271 315 4 17 35 16 
1935 245 305 4 18 53 33 
1936 2350 310 5 22 60 15 
1937 223 253 8 38 50 20 

These statistics since 1933 indicate stability for goats and an increase 
for sheep, which actually is a decrease because of added territory on the Mid- 
dlefork being included in the inventory. 

The above are, of course, very general estimates made by Forest Rangers and 

men assigned to game studies work, and are not based on scientific counts. But 
they were made by men on the ground who were interested in getting as accurate 

data as possible, and the statistics are, therefore, indicative of broad trends and 

represent the best opinion of the field administrators, It can be noted that for 
both sheep and goats the numbers have held to a pretty constant figure throughout 
the years with possibly a decline for later years on an area that can support many 
times the numbers present. One would immediately ask, with the small man kill, 
why should there not be an increase? Mr. Harlow B. Mills in his article on the 
Yellowstone Park Bighorn in the May 1957 issue of the Journal of Mammalogy observes 

the same situation in the Park herd. This herd is remaining static at around 200 
head under rigorous protection, with no apparent reason why they should not increase. 

Any intelligent approach to the problem relating to the Mountain Sheep or Big- 
horn Sheep mst of necessity be based on reliable information on habits, life his- 
tory, decimating factors, etc. A review of the literature or studies on either 
sheep or goats leaves one appalled at the small amount of reliable information 
available, even on the most fundamental factors affecting their numbers. The 

Forest Service, the State Game Department, interested sportsmen, all have made 

general observations in the field but in all too many cases these general observa~ 
tions have not been verified or brought together into a clear-cut statement of 

the problem or any well-rounded program of remedy. 

During the period 1929 to 1935, inclusive, the Forest Service, in cooperation 
with the Biological Survey and the State Game Department, kept two men on deer 

studies work in the Middle Fork of the Salmon River during these winters. Much 

worthwhile data on deer were gathered and a few incidental observations were made 

on sheep and goats, insofar as these animals were observed on the deer range. The 

findings of this survey were released in a mimeographed publication in February 1955. 

Observations made on this study, and those made by Forest Rangers and other game 

managers on trips over the sheep and goat range, are in agreement that there is not 

a satisfactory increase in the numbers of either species. We offer in this paper a 

summary of information gathered over many years of observation on the ground by 

Forest Rangers and game studies men.
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Habits 

During late March the sheep leave the winter range and work up to the 
summer range. During the summer they range through the high country from 8,000 
to 9,000 feet elevation,,spending the greater part of their time in the small 
parks and glades in close proximity to cliffs and bluffs. The ewes and lambs 
form small bands, which have been observed to consist of up to 25 in number, 
The rams also band up into small groups of males with little mixing between the 
sexes, excepting for the yearling rams which remain with the ewes. Their summer 
food seems to consist primarily of Equisétum, sedges, rushes, some browse, and 

weeds, and a small amount of grass. This is contrasted to Mill's reference to 
Yellowstone Park studies, which indicated that on Mt. Washburn grass made up 
60%, weeds 35%, and browse 5% of the summer diet, and grass made up 98% of the 
winter forage. g 

In early November the bands drift to the winter ranges at the lower alti- 
tudes adjacent to the Main Salmon and the Middle Fork. In the latter part of 
November they mix up and the rut starts, which continues to the latter part of 
December. With a gestation period of 150 days this would indicate May lambs. 
(Seton, Lives of Game Animals, 1929). Mills, in his park studies, indicates a 
much longer rut prevails and more uneven aged lambs in the Yellowstone herd than 
has been observed in the Salmon country. 

Winter food habits, insofar as they have been noted, indicate a preference 

for Equisetum, the sedges and rushes, and, possibly, more consumption of browse 
than is taken in the summer. Again we find very little evidence of grass consump- 
tion by sheep, even though the winter range has an abundance of western wheat grass. 
A stomach analysis of one ram on January 20 indicated the following: Forsellesia 
10%, Equisetum 80%, Unclassified 10%. 

Decimating Factors 

The sheep and goat problem in the Salmon country seems to be one of deter- 
mining accurately just what is preventing the increase that we have a right to 
expect. Much has been said and written about losses from hunting, eagles, cougars 
and coyotes, disease and parasites; but all of these statements are based on 
occular observations with very little accurately known about any one of them. A 
consideration of these loss factors and a recognition of the limited knowledge of 
them, is necessary to any intelligent consideration of the problem. In this paper 
we will review briefly the information available on losses and our recommendations 
as to a reasonable approach to a solution. 

It has been observed on the limited studies conducted by the Forest Service 
that the increase of young lambs within small bands has been about 50% for the 
ewes of breeding age. Even this ratio would indicate a quite rapid increase in 
numbers if no losses prevailed. However, the spring counts always show a very 
serious loss of yearling lambs. On one actual observation on the Middlefork in 
February 1937, only four lambs were counted with a band of fourteen grown ewes. 
Mr. W. B. Davis in his article on the Yellowstone Park mountain sheep, in the Jour- 
nal of Mammelogy for February 1938, records the same findings. We quote from Mr. 
Davis' articles
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eagle used as an emblem on the Coat of Arms of the United States, This is the 
_ Bald Eagle, which is scarce in our back country, 

It is a possibility that the Golden Eagle is responsible for a considerable 
loss of sheep and goats, and to verify this fact some definite studies should be 
made to determine the extent and seriousness of the loss. This research will be 
necessary as a basis of a co-ordinated predatory control program, if such is under~ 
teken, as well as a source of definite statistics for management guidance and for 

the information of various Audobon and nature societies who are interested in the 
preservation of the eagle. 

Parasites end Disease 

It is felt that a certain amount of parasites and disease prevail among the 
sheep and goats, but the extent of loss from these causes is not know. 

It is definitely known that a disease is generally prevalent among the sheep 
which causes violent coughing, a wasting away and finally death. These symptoms 
would indicate a probable infestation of lung worm, but of this we are not certain 
because no scientific diagnosis has been made. The first case noted was in 1933, 
end an alarming increase has continued up to date. This particuler malady should 

be studied. 

Also, nose fly larvae infection, tape worm, and the common woodtick have 

been observed on the sheep which, while not fatal, are probably causing weakening 
and indirect losses. Further studies might disclose other parasites or diseases 
that are a factor. It is exceedingly difficult for administrative game managers 
to intelligently study and isolate the various disease factors affecting wildlife 

due to a limit of available time and lack of technical knowledge. Game Management 
requires a technical study by quelified scientists of these diseases and research 
for control methods. Z 

Food Factors 

It can readily be observed that there is no shortage of forage which might 
cause losses. The five year winter game study on the Middlefork referred to above 
indicated that in even the worst winters the sheep and goats wintered in excellent 

; flesh with apparently no possibilith of a starvation loss. The small population 

of sheep and goats occurring on several hundred thousand acres of suitable range, 

with practically no competition with deer or other big game animals, and none with 

domestic stock, would indicate that forage conditions are not a serious factor. 

Recommendations 

I. The appalling lack of reliable statistics end study data indicates a serious need 

of a game management organization capable of organizing a definite management and 
study program to which all agencies, Federal, State, and Private, cen contribute. 
This probably should be a state organization, devoid of politics, and blessed 
with a continuity of purpose that would assure execution of a long range and long 
time plan of action. :
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II, A definite research program under the organization indicated in (I) above 
to determine for management purposes: 

1. Wumbers, habits, range, migration, reproduction, etc. 

2. Losses from hunting, coyotes, cougars, eagles, cats, disease, parasites and 
other causes. 

5. A determination of what causes the loss of yearlings, if not brought out 
in the two above. 

III. To effect (II) above, provide the following research program as a minimum: 

1. <A technical research man to study disease and parasite conditions for 
probably six months each year until control measures are perfected. 

2. Personnel to secure data on numbers, losses, habits, hunting data, etc. 
Probably four full-time men required for two to three years at least, 

$. Additional housing facilities for the studies men above. Probably six 
to ten small cabins needed. 

4. Personnel to conduct a predatory control program, if preliminary studies 
“show this to be necessary. 

IV. Perfect q@ salting plan and provide:not less than four tons of salt to be 
placed on the sheep and goat summer range. 

V. Gonsider the need of closing the hunting season on sheep and goats until 

numbers increase enough to justify an open season or until a studied policy of 
hunting is agreed upon. 

VI. Preparation of a long range management plan that will definitely state the 
policies to be followed relative to hunting, control of losses, increase in 
numbers, and other vital factors affecting the wild sheep and goats. 

We have briefly covered the problem affecting the mountain sheep and goats ia 
as we see it. We have suggested a possible approach to a solution of that problem. 
We leave it before you game people with the earnest appeal that you do something 
about it.
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From Rocky Mountain Region Bulletin, Wildlife Number, 
(U.S.Forest Service), Vol. 22, No. 2, February, 1939. . 
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BATTLING RAMS fee 

Most of us enjoy a real contest, whether it is football, hockey, 
wrestling, boxing, polo, or any other sport, I want to assure you that 

3 not all the thrills are confined to the contests on the football or 
polo fields, in the squared ring, or any of the other contests sponsored 
by man. Mother Nature promotes some of the most thrilling contests, 
which are all open to the public. No reserved seats and no tax, 

Since the time I was old enough to buy my first hunting license, 
I havé been interested in and thrilled by the Rocky llountain’ big horn 
sheep. Year after year I have hunted them with rifle, kodak, or bi- 
noculars, and not once during that tire has the sight of an old ram 
failed to give me a thrill, 

I have watched rams many times in the summer or early fall in 
their playful bouts and for years one of my great desires was to see 
a gehuine fight between two of these magnificent animals, This ambi- 
tion, or desire, has been realized many times while I have been making 
wild life studies on the Pike, 

The first genuine battle I saw was one in which four large rams 
took part. Théy were with twelve ewes and lambs, and when I first 
came upon them, iw the Tarfyall Mountains, the rams were in a "huddle" 
similar to a football team, with their heads together and noses close 
to the ground, probably talking things over, Suddenly they broke out 
of this huddle and for about twenty minutes were engaged in a genuine 
battle-royal. ; 

The fight was confined to a small area, and while there were no 

long head-on charges, nothing was barred, and the pace was terrific. 
One’ ram after another would be knocked down in a very unorthodox man- 

ner, and at times one would jump over a second ram to hit number threé. 

One ram watched for the chance and finally backed away from the fight, 

as gracefully as was possible under the circumstances, and scampered 

up into the ledges. Shortly after, a second ram made his exit and the 

other two battled alone until tired, They laid down about fifteen feet 

apart’ and facing each other. They must have been calling each other 

names, for suddenly they came to their feet, charged, and were at it 

harder than ever, The ewes and lambs fed away from the battle ground, 

and were not concerned over the battle in the least. I was forced to 

move because of the cold wind, and as soon as I did so, the ewes be- 

came frightened and the fight was over for the time being, 

This was one of the highlights of my wildlife experiénce, but ; 

I learned that it was "only the beginning". Shortly after, I saw 

many individual battles and another amazing battle-royal between 

: nine ramse 

I heard this battle from a distance of’ one-half mile and worked 

my way into a ringside seat ina rather deep, rough canyon, This 

‘ pattle covered a large area and was far more savage and spectacular 

than the first one, The rams raced at times with tremendous bursts 
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of speed back and forth and even up into the steep granite rims, each one 

striving to take advantage of any handicaps impcsed on others, and at the = 
same time attempting to defend himself from similar attacks by thé other 
eight. Several times rams, and the one ewe mixed up in the fight, were 
knocked down and rolled off of ro¢éks, some of which were quite high, I 
watched this battle for two hours, until dark, and could still hear it for 
some time after I left the scene, 

On another occasion I watched three battles from one position on 
Sugar Loaf Mountains. I was quite close to eight large rams, attempting 
to photograph them, when they were suddenly charged by six other rams that 
had come down the ridge from above at full speed. They passed within a 
few yards of where I was hiding, and the battle that followed was very 
similar to the others and lasted more than one hour, 

While watching this battle-royal, I saw two other individual bat- 
tles nearby end worked my way close enough to take a number of pictures 
of these rams as they fought, 

The individual battles are quite different from the battles-royal. 

The charges were from twenty to sixty feet, At times they would stand side 
by side, facing opposite directions, each ram's head over the other's backe 
They would walk away from each other various distances, suddenly whirl and 
charge headlong with great speed, muscles bulging and coordinatéd so that 
every ounce’ of their bodies was used to advantage in the impact. About half 

of the time, instead of continuing the charges on all four feet, they would 
come up on their hind legs and cover the last four or five yards in that 
manner, with forelegs rigidly extended, and at times the head turned to one 
side. Just before they hit, the heads are lowered and they attempt to meet 

squarely, horn to horn, 

The impact, after these charges, is terrific and, after it, the twd 
rams would stand apparently dazed, with noses close together, eyes glassy, 
and sides heaving, for perhaps twenty seconds, Very carefully and slowly 
they would back away, stiff-legged, each ram watching the other to see that 
no unfair advantage would be attempted, After this short "time-out", they 
would get set and charge again, 

The big horns love to fight and the main difference between their 
"playful" bouts and real battles during the mating season seems to be that 
in the former, one ram would not take an unfair advantage of another, If 

the opponent happened to be off balance, or not quite prépared, the other 
ram vould give him a chancé to "get set" before charging, During the real 
battles, nothing is barred, and each ram triee to do away with his opponent 

by any means possible, 

- C. C. SPENCER ~ PIKE 

GAME CYCLES : ’ 

The Rabbit cycle in the Gunnison Valley and on the Gunnison Forest 

is at avery low ebb, Signs of small fur bearing animals are in a direct 

ratio. This rabbit shortage is turning the coyotes and cats to the deer F 

herds for food, . 
- M. R. HICKEL - GUNNISON 

~2e
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porcupine 
accidents 

Honess, R. F. and N. M. Frost. "A Wyoming Bighorn Sheep Study. 

Wyo. Game and Fish Dept., Bull. 1, July 1, 1942, p. 15% "The carcasses 

of two bighorns were found in which the faces were full of porcupine 

quills. There can be no doubt the quills were fatal to the ewe, as 

they protruded into her mouth in such a fashion that eating was 

impossible". (Photo p. 16)
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. : May 15, 1922, : 

MEMORANDUM: e 

: Mr. H. F. Robinson, of the Indian Irrigation Service, 
tells me that in 1905, while excavating. for the Zuni dam, he 
found two musk ox heads buried in the creek bed under the dam 

oe site. One wag sent to the Smithsonian and the other acciden-= 
tally burned in a fire that occurred in a local store. He 
stated that at the time he received a letter from the Smith- 
sonian Institute which indicated that the skull represented a 
new species and was also the southernmost musk ox remains as 
yet discovered. .
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Xi DALIY BULLETIN 

Ve. 28-201 U. S. Forest Service February 27, 1928 
\w Southwestern District 

Vy Javalinas Wicked Fighters: Carrol Wilbanks, foremn of the Elying 7 
cattle outfit reports that he and Jim Sam Haught had some experience 
witha javelina boar, states the Tonto Bulletine Jim Sam set his dogs 

after the boar which was killed, but two dogs mde violent entry into 

dog~heaven and the other three died from injuries. The dogs were 

valuable hounds used for bear and lion hunting. 

Mahogany Imports: Imports show that there ms been a mrked incrcase 

inthe demand for mhogany in the last five yoars, scys the Mtional Bank 
of Commerce in & survey of the subject. Imports have risen from 
50,000,000 bourd feet in 1922 te anavermge of more than 70,000,000 in 

the three year period from 1925 to 1927. In comparison with the peek 

year before the wer recent importations do not represent a large gain, 

it is pointed out, but they are some 35% greatcr than the general pre- 

wer average. "This increasing use of mhogany,"” says the survey, "has 
been an accompaniment primrily of the extensive building operntions car- 

ried on in this period..." (ily Digest) 

Innd Grant Cases The Department of Justicc, in an opinion handed down 
at Washington, February 9, on the land grant case of the Northern Paci- 

fic Riilroad, recommended to Congress thrt title to the disputed 
3,000,000 to 5,000,000 acres be declared forfeited and th:t suit be in- 
stituted in the courts to bring about a final adjustment. The prcss rc~ 
port says: "Both the Government and the railroad company claimed they 
were entitled to part of the lands which werc included in an original 

grent of 44,000,000 acres to the railroad company. The Government claimed 

roturn of 3,000,000 to 5,000,000 acres on the ground that forest pre- 
serves, mincral deposits and Indian lands hed been improperly transfcrred. 
On the other hand, the railrosd comany contendcd tmt if the lands 
claimed by the Government were taken, additional acreage should be al- 

lotted to the amount taken. " 

What Similer Blunders Are Wo Committing? (Reprint of a clipping from a 
Boston newspaper published 61 years ago} "A mn about 46 yoars of age, 
giving the name of Joshus Coppersmith hes been arrested in New York for 

attempting te extort funds from ignomnt and superstitious people by 

exhibiting a device which he says will convey the human voice any dis- 

tance over metallic wires so that it will be heard by the listener at the 
other end. He cclls the instrument 2 'telephone' which is obviously int 

tended to imitate the word 'telegraph' and win the confidence of those 
who know of the success of the latter instrument without understanding 
the principles on which it is basede ‘Yell-informed people know thnt it 
is impossible to transmit the humn voice over wires 2s my be done with 

dots and dishes and signals of the Morse Code, ond thnt, were it possible 

to do so, the thing would be of no prectical value. The authorities who 
epprehended this crimim1 are to be congretuleted and it is to bc hoped 
that his punishment will be promt and fitting, tmt it my serve as an 
exnmple to other conscienceless achemers who enrich themselves at the ex- 
pense of their fellow crenturcs.” 

Fiela: Hussey (Tonto); French (Phoenix, Ariz.) 

Acting: Jones
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Goat 

New Soils Building 
August 29, 1934 

Mr, B, Dick Churchill 
7, a, Box 4137 

Portland, Oregon 

Dear Mr, Churchill: ; 

IT am delighted to know of your goat study, but I know so 
little about them that my long-distance suggestions are liable to 
be worth nothing. 

You of course have the U,5,B.5, "Outline for Mammalian 
Life History" which covers all the usual points, but only a few of 
these have mich direct bearing on management. ‘The outline fails to 
emphasize: (1) the composition of the herd by sex and age; (2) the 
actual rate of reproduction, and of survival (as compared with breed- 
ing potential). 

You will, of course, try to mot the key foods at the 

eritical seasons, 

Nobody has ever done a complete management study of any 
mammal, 

Does the University finance you for a period of years? 
I want to know in order to classify this project in my records, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold . 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh 

P, S$. If you get really into this, we might get the Boone and Crockett 
Club to help. AL.
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Berkeley, California, : 

2334 Magnolia Street, 
S eptember 2, 1935. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, i 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Since visiting you this Jme, we have spent the summer in Glacier 
National Park and the Canadian Rockies. However, we have had to return early 

this season in order to get our material in shape for illustrated lectures. 
We shall use colored stills and movies combined. The lecture on Wild Animals 
of the Rock#es will first be given at the University of California on 
September 24th. Then our first lecture in the east is in Chicago at the 
Field Museum on October 5th, after which time we shall return to New York 
City as headquarters for the winter. We shall not go on a very extensive lecture 
tour because we have quite a program of writing ahead of us and we hope to 
go north soon after the first of the year. 

As soon as we have an address in New York City, I shall let you 
know because I am anxious to accept your kind offer to keep me informed of 
the scientific works in our field. 

We noticed about the same evidences of poaching the valuable 
fur bearers in Canada that are so distressing in the United States. Perhaps 

even more important than poaching is the hostility which the average human 
being bears for any creature that, like him, has to kill for a living. In 
this connection, we were pleased to have a second acceptance from National 
Geographic on "The Rare Otter", and hope that our illustrated article 
may help acquaint people with something of the nature of this fascinating 
fur bearer. Our first article appeared in the August Geographic, but the 
otter will probably not appear for some months yet. 

i I wish you could have been with me several times this summer, 
AU and in particular when a coyote ran through a group of mountain goats. 

x That was the only time I have ever seen goats loose their heads, but they 
W went just plain cuckoo. Unfortunately I was unable to record it in movies, 

XH but I took down complete notes. 

With kindest regards to Mrs. Leopold and yourself, in which Mrs. 
Chapman joins me, I am 

Very truly yours, 

Wendell 20 Ara parmitn)
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SOUTH DAKOTA CONSERVATION DIGEST Jens 1938°7 

MOUNTAIN 60 ATS The 1938 seasons on South 
Dakota’s upland game birds will 
be prescribed at a meeting of 

THRIVE IN HILLS the state game and fish commis- 
e sion in a oy, Saturday, 

arent ose . Aug. 13. e department has 
The Rock Mountain goat pic- os out etienete to war- 

ture shown below was taken in dens, farmers and sportsmen 

the Harney Peak area of the throughout the state asking 
Black Hills. Forest rangers their recommendations for the 
and others familiar with the Jength of seasons and bag limits 
area say there are approxi- on pheasants and Hungarian 
mately twenty of these animals partridges. 
ranging in the vicinity of the 

5 er The state game and fish com- 
a. mission has officially designated 

8.  * ce an area adjacent to the Garret- 
ee son dam in Split Rock park in 

: | _ +» @ "| Minnehaha county as a state 
“a game refuge. 

af é F : The South Dakota division of 
.. hs "| the Izaak Walton league at its 
a te *| recent state convention adopted 

oe lm” aioe a resolution commending the 
_ BR eh ee ee personnel of the state game and 
ae it toe ol fish department and commission 

, | ~—Sst—‘“ ae eg, for “their cooperative spirit and 
ae effort” in the interests of wild- 

 . ae '_ .. life conservation. 

3 a oF Sale of federal duck stamps 
Loe Le at $1.00 each reached an all 

ee time high of 757,000 last year. 
ae — | Every migratory waterfowl hun- 

. —— ==! ter over 16 years of age is re- 

peak. A number of big-horn Wired to purchase a duck 
sheep and goats from the Can- Stamp. The previous record 
adian Rockies were taken to Was the 635,001 purchased dur- 
Custer State park about 1919. !& the 1934 hunting season. 
The sheep are confined in the Seay ee 
vicinity of the game lodge. A total of 17,069 birds com- 
Five of the seven goats brought prising 95 species were banded 
to the park escaped and formed at the Sand Lake, waterfowl 
the foundation of the present refuge during the 1937-38 fiscal 
Harney peak band. year. £
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| sBIG TIMBER, Mont., Apr, 29 — 
UP) An: important phase of an ex- 

periment that Montana sportsmen 

hope will result in founding of a 

Rocky Mountain goat “dynasty” in 

the ‘Crazy mountains was complete 

today as 12 goats — probably the 
first of their kind ever to travel 
in a motor vehicle — roamed Cra- | 
zy mountains ranges. | 

| The goats were “transplanted” 
from the Tetons near Choteau, un- 

der a project financed by the Mon- 

tana fish and game commission | 
‘and the Big Timber Rod and Gun 

club. Eaich supplied $500 to meet 
expenses. 

The major problem in moving the ' 

goaltis was to catch them, Deputy 

State Game Warden Robert Coo- 
‘ney devised a special trap, baited 
with the salt that the animals love. 
| The first catch was four goats, 

‘tthe second eight. The trap consist- 
ed of a fence of poles and wire 12 

feet high and was approximately 

60 feet long and 25 feet wide.
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IMPACT OF AN ZXOTIC ON AMERICAN TUNDRA = REINDEER 

DISTRIBUTION: Uriginally in Lapland (Northern Sweden, Norway, Finland, and 
fussia), Siberia, and, up to 1000 years ago, in Ureat Britain, Its domestica- 
tion is buried in antiquity end few remain completely wild (the last are geing 
shot out in Norway). Now introduced in Iceland, Spitzbergen, Greenland, New= : 

foundland, Labrador, Canada (H. \. Territories), and Alaska. 

_ -PUNCTIONS: itilk - used fresh, evaporated, frozen, and as cheese. ; 
ueat, fat and dried blood - as native diet supplement. 
Hides ~ used for boots, garments, robes, harness. S : 

‘ Tendons ~ sinew thread. : 
: Bones = sleds, tools, buttons, needles. 

Transport - bec:use they thrive in extreme cold, deep snow and ice, 

find their own food (unlike sledge dogs requiring fish) and can travel up to 

22 miles per hour for 10 miles, they are the ideal pack animal of the Arctic. 

HISTORY OF INTRODUCTIONS: 
Alaska: 1891. ilissionary zeal of Sheldon Jackson brought 16 from Siberia 

to Unalaska. during the ensuing decade 1000 more were added. - 

L 1894. First Congressional appropriation for import ($6,000). : 
1896. «sussian prohibition of further exports. a 

1898. Sixty-three “aplanders complete vith fanilies imported me 
to teach iskimo reindeer culture-origin of roping, close-herding, 5; 

and milking on this continent. Government loaned herds of LOS 

to Lapps; iiskimo apprentices worked 5 years for pay of 6deer 

per year, 
i 

Labrador: 1907. Grenfell missions imported 300 fro: Lapland (to New : 
foundland). B8y 1913 herd ecualled 1500 and American exploita- 

tion began simultaneously with liudson Hay Company monopoly in ‘ 

baffin Island. 

Alberta: 1911, Canada purchased 50 from Grenfell - 3 arrived alive. . 

North .icst Territories: 1929. Alaskan purchase of 3000 followed by fan= sas 

tastic 4 year drive to liackenzie delta. oe 

BRERDING HABITS: Uetween ages 2 ~ 12 the femele produces one fan annually. S 

Occasionally conceive the first year. Bucks first rut at 2 3/4 years. ‘Their ox 

season begins two weeks before the fenale's and lasts from August 25 =~ October, — ae 
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Gestation period given as 217 days or 240 days! Herd buck + doe ratios kept 
at 1:20, but 1:44 nas. proved successful, 

ANTLERS: Fawns shed at 12 montis of ase; new c¢rowth complete in 3 months, 
Does shed few days after fawning; bucks shed after rutting season subsides. : 

POPULATIONS: “erds showed 40% annual incre:se during first 10 years in Alaska. 
By 1905 numbered 10,241. and 10 million were predicted in 30 years. But by 
1922 after 30 years) population numbered 200,000 = half that number had been 
harvested, Annual gross incresse now 33% (herd profit 27%). By 1934 the 
annual increase was of 20%. Uy 1929 a million reindeer estim:ted to be in 
Alaska, - ; 
Sex ratio in 1905 (natural? at least no general slaugliter as yet), 

fawns 50:50 in total of 2,978 : : 
sdults 37:64 in total of 7,263 

: RAG: aretic tundra, mainly beyond treeline and where no agriculture is 
practicad. “uve herds naturally loose so they did net browse 6a¢é their range 
as under Lapp close~herding, Seasonal shi’t from lichen range in winter to 
browse and nushrooms in spring to sea coust in summer. This summer coastal 
habit avoids insects and provides salt in diet. 4In 1695 Lapland carried 
23 reindeer per square mile ami Alaska was thought to have 400,000 square miles 
of renge with capacity for 10 million animals. omen !ros, reiterated this in 
1919 but Biology Survey Lab.in 1922 estimted Alaska's capacity as 4 million. 
Twelve years luter they have not altered this figure although the following 
requirements have been found: fall range - 10 wcres per reindeer 

winter range = 20 " Pigmcra) site : 5 
sumer range = 5 " . i 

; or 35 " a o per year 

NUTRITION: (1) The longer antlers, faster growth end closer herding make 
- bigger mineral demands than in caribou. This leads to carnivorous nebits, 

esting of antlers off each otlers heads es well as consuming shed antlers. 
(2) “ichen analysis by rqt assay methods indicates total absence of vitamin B, 
scarcity of vitamin (A in tall lichens, end of D.in s!.ort lichens. ‘rotein 
content of short lichens 2,6 x th:t of tall ones which make up the bulk of the 
diet. % E 
(3) Daily reuciramant air dry weight of forage for confined animals: 

250 lb. caribou = 10 lbs. or 1 3/4 tons per year 
500 lb. musk ox = 10 1b, Q : 

1200 lb. moose = 35 lb. 
(4) Clip cuadrat studies show lichen stands praluce 5-7 tons per acre dry weight 

annually. — 

ECONOMICS: at peak 20,000 hides ani 23 million lbs, of meat were shipped 
annually to markets in the U. 5, but by 1929 the decline had begun and has 
continued since that tine. This has been due to loss of markets, cattlemens 
lobby preventing federal government from buying mt white oiners and restoring 
the industry to the natives. ‘“chite monopolies df narketing facilities has led 
to insoluble labor problems, herd degredation and depletion, A lost cause in 
Congress since 1939, :
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CONCLUSION CONCERNING MANAG! ENTS 

(1) Vnless reindeer are kept from trampling dry lichen ranges in summer they will. 
se replaced by cotton grass, iJepleted lichen range requires 20 - 10 years to 

come buck; depleted browse range 4 = 25 years, Deferred and rotation grazing 
essential if range isto be maintained, ‘ 
(2) Fire must be excluded to prevent encroachment of weeds and browse and 

conversion to moose range. 
(3) Reindeer compete ith caribou for annul increment of lichens. keindeer 
destroy caribou lichen ran-e by trampling. iieindeer may degenerate curibou by 
hybridization, To prevent these their ranre must be restricted and regulated 
by international agreement. Sy 
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THE OLD NEW ENGLAND BOB-WHITE. Re 4 

BY JOHN C. PHILLIPS. 

Plate XVI. 

Ir has long been remarked both by ornithologists and sportsmen 

that the Bob-whites of New England and the north central states 

were somewhat larger than those of the Mid-Atlantic states. The 

name Colinus virginianus was given to the bird by Linneus, based 

entirely on Catesby’s material, so that the type locality may be 

fairly placed at South Carolina, probably near the Georgia line, 

for Catesby’s bird collecting was done on the Savanah River. 

Catesby’s plate represents a distinctly dark bird. 

The question of a northern form is however somewhat compli- 

cated by the zealous efforts of sportsmen in transplanting Bob- 

whites from more favored to less favored regions, a process which 

has resulted in the entire or partial replacement of the native stock 

over most of its northeastward extension. It is interesting to note 

here that the subject of quail transplants was not thoroughly aired 

in sportsman’s journals before the late seventies. By 1880 quail 

were advertised from various southern localities, Tennessee, 

Indian Territory, Texas, etc., at the extremely low figure of $2.00 a 

dozen. Between 1880 and 1885 there was great activity along this 

line and large transplants were effected in southern Vermont and 

in Massachusetts and probably over the whole of southern New 

England. Many references to this can be found in the files of 

‘Forest and Stream’ between 1876 and 1885. 

It appears however that the traffic in live quail existed a good 

while before this period for I have a record given to me by Mr. G. 

A. Peabody, of Danvers, for March, 1870, at which time 184 birds 

were let out in Essex Co., Mass. They were sent from Greens- © 

boro, N. C., but whether actually trapped there is of course un- 

certain. Mr. Peabody himself kept a few quail in a pen in the 

sixties and liberated a few at Danvers, Mass. He is certain that 

other sportsmen were doing the same thing about this time and he 

says that the planting was done with the utmost secrecy, which 

may account for the late appearance of reports of these transplants 

in the journals of the time. It is a fact that on Cape Cod quail 

were planted very early, for Mr. Peabody informs me that Mr.
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Bos-wuite (Colinus virginianus). 

Row 1. Old New England Birds. 
Row 2. Birds from Southern States (two on left = C. v. floridanus). 

Row 3. Birds from Illinois, Indian Territory, ete.
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Storey Fay brought many quail from his place near Savannah, Ga., 

and liberated them on the Cape (Falmouth?) in the late fifties. 

It is well known that at least some of the quail of Cape Cod are 

small and dark colored, and three male specimens taken at Ware- 

ham, Mass. (Bangs Coll. Nos. 4196, 1059, and 3347) between 1882 

and 1901 are very heavily barred on the flanks and breast, like 

birds from Georgia and So. Carolina. On the other hand two 

specimens from the same collection and locality, nos. 1060 and 

11492 are typical northern birds and these bear the dates 1882 and 

1904. On measuring these skins I find that the three dark males 

from Wareham have a wing average of only 110 mm., while the two 

normal females from the same place average 114.5 mm. In other 

words there is evidence that the native and imported birds may 

have existed side by side and kept their identity, for a time at least. 

In Mr. Brewster’s collection there are some fine specimens taken 

near Boston between 1871 and 1891. These show no trace of 

imported blood. The largest specimen has a wing of 120 mm., 

being far larger than any of the specimens in the collection of the 

Museum of Comparative Zoélogy, either from New England, the 

Atlantic States, or the Dakota-Missouri region. In measuring 

these skins I divided them into three regions: Ist, Old New Eng- 

land, 2nd, Virginia to So. Carolina, 3rd, the western area, including 

Indian Territory, So. Dakota, Kansas and Missouri, 4th, a series 

from the Thayer museum at Lancaster representing Maryland, : 

Virginia, and localities near Washington, and lastly another lot 

from the same collection taken at Sing Sing, New York. 

o OES 
eee ee 

| Tar-| No. | | Tar- | | No. 
| Cul. | sus | Wing | Tail | spec. | Cul. | sus Wing) Tail | spec. 

Old New England) 15.8 31 | 113.7|57 9 ane 113 |55.6| 6 

Sing Sing, N.Y. |15.6|31.6| 109 Bete. | | | | | 

[Ma. & Va. 16 [31.3 Lia one ol 8) | | | | 

be Atlantic 15.8 30.4 |109.8|53.3) 6 15 29 | 109 52.7| 4 

| Western 15.7 ee 57.3| 12 |15.4|30 | 109 ei 10 

merery 15.5 31 107.5 |53 | 2 |15.5 |30 | 1 (56.5 | 2
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Two o'o' and two 2 Q from Mt. Pleasant, S. C., near the type 

locality are added. 

The old New England series is limited to birds collected near ‘ 

Boston in the seventies, mostly in Mr. Brewster’s collection, and 

I am assured that the localities Belmont, Concord, and Brookline, ' 

where this series was taken, were not affected by southern quail. 

The wing measurement is large in both male and female, but the 

other measurements do not show much size difference. Probably 

in the flesh the birds were larger and heavier. One of these speci- 

mens has a wing of 120 mm., which is maximum for all the quail 

examined for the combined localities. 

The South Atlantic series measures slightly less in both sexes 

than any other group, but the difference is surprisingly small. 

The Maryland and Virginia series are pretty well up to the New 

England standard and taken altogether the regions show far less 

difference than I had been led to expect. 

; Now the matter of coloring is not so easily settled as the size 

question. The spring plumage of Bob-whites is much grayer than 

the fall plumage, especially on the lower back and rump. The 

typical and extreme Massachusetts birds have a very light buffy 

appearance, the top of the head has very little black and the mantle 

is apt to be plain colored. There is a marked tendency to a more 

delicate barring on the under parts, and to an absence of barring 

on the lower breast and abdomen. In females the barring is much 

less heavy. . In typical specimens of New England birds the 

barring is by no means transverse as in Georgia and South Carolina 

specimens, but very distinctly V-shaped, the pattern drawing out 

more and more toa sharp point on the lower flanks. It must be 

noticed, however, that our series shows no constant color difference 

between North and South Atlantic birds till one reaches at least the 

vicinity of Charleston, where specimens show a distinctly heavier 

and more transverse barring over breast and abdomen. Also the 

backs, scapulars, and tertials are darker in southern birds as well 

as the whole top of the head. There is no way that I can see of 

telling western from New England birds, while the Sing Sing, N. Y., 

series is identical with the Maryland series. Variation is very con- 

siderable, especially in the width of the barring on the lower parts, 

and in the extent of the barring on the abdomen. ‘There is one 

: a é



Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Bob White 

Swift says he has killed several in 

hunting native quail along foot of Graham 

Mts. Probably strayed introductions.
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INTRODUCTION 

The sportsmen in the vicinity of Pullman, Washington, 

have repeatedly called to my attention the fact that the 

Bob White quail, Colinus virginianus, is decreasing in 

number from year to year. Known for their insectivorous 

habits and wonderful gaminess as a bird, this fact war- 

ranted consideration. Therefore, in the fall of 1928, I 

endeavored to gain material which might lead to the solu- 

tion of the problem. 

The only information that I have been able to obtain g 

as to what years these birds were the most plentiful was d 

from the sportsmen and older residents of the vicinity. 

Information from the county game commission dealt with the 

entire county and not with particular reference to the dis- 

trict studied. Some sportsmen were of the opinion that the 

quail had decreased to a very small proportion of the numbers 

that were found here formerly. However, several of the far- 

mers stated that they could not remember the birds ever be- 

ing very plentiful on their ranches during the past eight or 

ten years. The general opinion was that there had been a de- 

crease, however, and that the birds were most plentiful some- 

where around 1915-1917. 

(Note) It has been estimated that there are but three- 

fourths as many quail in the United States as there were ten 

years ago. 

AREA STUDIED d 

The area studied was typical of the Palouse district, 

and extended from about nine miles southwest of Pullman around 

to a point seven miles north of this city, the tract being
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L-shaped and offering a wide variety of covers and feeding 

conditions. Some of this area was studied in detail and all 

of it was checked for the location of coveys. The Palouse 

country is a natural bunch grass region with rolling hills, ; 

and with scattered rose thickets, snow berries and thorn 

: apple brush areas in the valleys. ‘The district is drained 

by the Palouse river, a small stream flowing on the average 

about ten second feet during the summer. (estimated by H. He 

Boehme, Dept. of Engineering, W. S. €.) In the spring this 

“stream swells to a considerable size, probably 300 second 

feet. ‘The soil is a very fertile Loess. 

The major occupation is the reising of wheat, and the 

ranches in the area studied ranged from one-half to one and 

one-half sections, the average being about three-quarters of 

: a section. Only enough truck and other farm products are 

raised for home consumption. Orchards are not plentiful. 

Coveys of quail were found only in or near areas containing 

natural vegetation. Only one covey was located in an or- 

chard, and two of those found in wheat fields were close to 

brush areas. 

This territory has been somewhat settled since the 

introduction of the birds, but the valleys still contain bush 

snd rose, since the lowest parts of the valleys are not dis- 

turbed in the process of farming. There is approximately the 

same amount of satisfactory cover as there was in the past, 

although there are a greater number of birds to use this 

available nesting territory.
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CLIMATE 

During the winter of 1928-29 the temperature was re- 

ported as low as 22 degrees below zero, and the snow level 

was in excess of 43 inches. The snow remained on the ground 

for 49 days without thawing, and snow fell periodically dur- 

. ing that time. Following is a report for winter weather 

conditions from 1913 to 1928, inclusive: 

Year Degrees Fahrenheit (Lowest) 

1913 - 8 

1914 - 6 

1915 = 4 

1916 =e 

1917 = 

1918 = 3 

1919 : - 16 

1920 # 10 

: 1921 48 

1928 = 13 

1923 -2 : 

1924 = 16 

1925 7 10 

1926 =~ 

2927 = 16 

1928 #2 

The winter of 1928-29 is not completely shown here, but 

the coldest part came in January of 1929, which was previously 

mentioned as being about -20 degrees. (Hstimated.) ‘The above 

temperatures were taken on the State College campus, and were 

given to me through the courtesy of the Plant Pathology Dept.
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@he average snowfall from 1893-1894 to 1926-1927 by months, 

(Popular Bulletin #138, State College of Washington, by F. Jd. 

Sievers and H. F. Holtz, 1927.): 

Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April 

«10 864.34 9.09 10.89 9.34 5.24 98 

The total yearly average for the above period was 39.98 inches. 

INTRODUCTION OF BOB WHITE 

Twenty pairs of Bob White quail were introduced into Whitman 

county in the vicinity of Puliman on or about Feb. 5, 1897. 

(Pullman Herald, Issue of the above date, Vol. 10, No. 16, under 

heading, "Bob White is Coming.") The birds were protected dur- 

ing the hunting season until 1902 (U. S. Dept. of Agr. Bull. . 

No. 180, Bull. No. 160, Limit 15 quail in one day), and the 

only birds taken during the intervening period by gun were 

taken by poachers and the number cannot be estimated. 

INTRODUCTION OF OTHER GAME BIRDS 

John C. Phillips (Wild Birds, Tech. Bull. No. 61, Apr. 1928) 

introduced or transplanted the Ring-necked pheasant into the 

state of Washington, and they were accorded three months open 

season in 1903 and 1907. However, I was unable to determine 

the exact time that the bird appeared in Whitman county. Dur- 

ing the open season of 1928 it is estimated that 10,000 phea- 

sants were teken in Whitman county alone. The number of quail 

taken was not estimated, but was very small in comparison. 

In 1906, 250 pairs of Hungarian partridges were intro- 

duced into Spokane county, and es the above have increased to 

great numbers. The first open season was in 1915. (Phillips, 

loc. cit.)
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POSSIBLE CAUSES FOR DECLINE IN NUMBERS 

Several possible reasons for the decline in the number of 

birds are as follows: 

1. Driven out by the Ring-necked pheasant, Phasianus Colchicus 

torquatus. 
2. Driven out by the Hungarian partridge, Perdix perdix. 

3. Destruction of nesting pleces. 

4. Destruction by vermin. 

5. Destruction by disease. 

6. Destruction by cats and dogs allowed to range. 

7. Poisoned by grain put out for ground squirrels, 

8. Emigration of birds to other areas. 

9. Driven out by extreme winter weather conditions. 

10. Driven out by over-shooting. 

EFFECT OF OTHER GAME BIRDS 

With the great increase in numbers of other game birds, it 

is possible that these birds may have taken a considerable nest- 

ing area, and some of the available range away from the Bob 

White. However, I have found no material to verify the opinion 

of some that the introduced birds attack and drive the native 

game birds away by force, except perhaps in the defence of their 

nesting areas. During the hunting season 1 have flushed coveys 

of quail and Hungarians within 75 yards of each other, and Ring- 

necks within 150 yards of quail. It must be considered, however, 

that the birds are under abnormal conditions at such times, and 

may not normally remain in such close proximity. 

FOOD AVAILABLE 

The lack of food during open weather is not probable, for 

with the increase of farmed area the possibility for the quail 

to obtain food has greatly increased, insofar as the bird fre- 

quents the open fields and cultivated trects.
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During the hesvy snow and coldest temperatures this year, 

feeding stations were established, but few quail were attracted. 

It was practically impossible to get to the quail coveys often 

enough to keep the shelters in repair. However, several of the 

ranchers fed coveys for me on their ranches and the birds win- 

tered with few losses. From 25 to 30 quail were reported to 

be feeding near the barns on Hendricks Kanch No. 2. The Hun- 

gearians and Ring-necked pheasants responded well, and were in 

good condition when the weather broke. 

Due to the impassibility of the roads and the limited time 

available for this work, it has been impossible to locate all of 

the quail coveys located last fall to determine just how they 

have wintered. Several Hungarians and Ring-necked pheasants 

were delivered to the Department during the winter and starva- 

tion was determined as the cause of their deaths. Such being 

the case, it is more than possible that the quail have suffered 

to some extent also. It was reported that two quail were found 

‘frozen, but since the birds were not sent in it is impossible 

to give the cause of their death. The difficulty of the birds 

getting gravel and grit during the winter is great, and feeding 

stations should have this available for the birds. 

The coveys located in the fall of 1928 consisted of from 

four to ten birds; however, after the hunting season the flocks 

were so scattered that it was impossible to estimate how many 

had been killed. It is possible that some of the smaller coveys 

were entirely annihilated or driven from the area in which they 

were originally found. One covey of ten birds found before the 

season and residing on posted ground was noted to consist of but 

seven birds the last time it was noted before snowfall. The covey
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was Lecated April 7, 1929, and there were six birds at that time. 

The loss of the additional bird probably occurred during the winter. 

Four birds were taken during the season for stomach enalysis. 

Three were kept intact for the purpose of looking for parasites 

and disease. 

Bird No. 1, found 14 miles west of Pullman, Nov. 4, 1929. 

Animal, 2%; Vegetable, 98%; Mineral, 2%. 

72 seeds Polygonum convolvulus. (Wild buckwheat) 

42 seeds Dipsacus sylvestris. (Teaselweed) 

155 seeds wheat. 

40 seeds various weedseeds. 

581 seeds unidentified. 

Bird No. 2, found on Union Flats, Nov. 11, 1928. 

Animal, 0%; Vegetable, 100%; Mineral, 10%. 

98 seeds wheat. 

34 seeds Polygonum convolvulus. (Wild buckwheat) 

: Bird No. 3, found 9 miles north of Pullman, Nov. 18, 1929. 

Animal, 0%; Vegetable, 100%; Mineral, 10%. 

58 seeds of wheat. 56%. 

4 seeds of Bory sonum convey yulus (Wild Buck.) 24%. 

Bird Nol 4, found at Yakima, Feb. 23, 1924. 

Animal, 0%; Vegetable, 100%; Mineral, ?%. 

3,180 seeds Amaranthus graecizans (Tumbleweed) 98%. 

12 seeds Setaria viridis (Foxtail) 2%. 

Bird No. 5, found 9 miles north of Pullman, Nov. 18, 1928. 

Animal, 0%; Végetable, 100%; Mineral, 8%. 

27 seeds wheat. 45%. 

43 asais Polygonum convolvulus. 12%. 

887 seeds unidentified, same as bird No. 3. 34%. 

Mass vegatable matter, 9%.



* PARASITES AND DISEASE 

No parasites or diseases were found on the birds examined 

above. 
VERMIN 

Natural enemies found in the Palouse country are hawks 

and owls. (D. J, Leffingwell) 

1. Marsh Hawk Circus hudsonius 

2. Sharp Shinned Hawk Accipiter velox 

3. Western Goshawk Astor atricapillus striatulus 

4. Western Red Tailed Hawk Buteo borealis calurus 

5. Sweainson's Hawk Butea swainsoni 

6. Rough-legged Hawk Archibuteo lagopus 

 %. Golden eagle Aquila chrysaetos 

8. Bald Eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus 

9. Prairie Falcon Falco mexicanus 

10. Richardson's Merlin Falco richardsonii 

11. Sparrow Hawk Falco sparvarius 

12. NcFarlane's Screech Owl Otus asio macfarlayeti s 

13. Dwarf Screech Owl Otus flemmeolus 

14. Horned Owl Bubo virginianus 

15. Snowy Owl Nyctea nyctea 

Qther Birds 

Magpie Pica pica 

Crow Corvus americanus 

Raven Corvus corax j 

The above is a list of the hawks and owls found in the 

Palouse country, some of which may be detrimental to the quail, 

but the extent of damage done by any one species hss not been 

determined. Two ranchers, Arthur Dole, Union Flats, and Roy 

Wiggins, between Johnson and Colton, reported this winter seeing the
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magpie attack the Hungarian partridge on the wing and success- 

fully kill the birds. This bird would likewise be capable of 

destroying quail if in need of food. 

Coyotes, weasels, skunks, rats and bull snakes are found © 3 

in limited quantities in end about the area studied. The dan- 

ger from this source would likely be lessened with the advent 

of settlement, with perhaps the exception of the rats. Stray 

cats and dogs are a problem here as in other districts and 

measures should be teken to rid the area of them whenever possible. 

POISONED GRAIN 

Considerable poisoned grain is placed in the fields for 

the destruction of the Columbian ground squirrels, which are a 

serious pest in this community. lo birds have been found or 

reported dead from poisoned grain; one covey was flushed on a 

plot poisoned last year. 

"EMIGRATION OF BIRDS 

As to the emigration of birds to other districts, no 

information was obtained other than reference to the distance 

traveled by these birds. (See references.) Prom this infor- 

mation it is not to be expected that the birds would leave 

under favorable conditions. : 

POSSIBILITY OF OVERSHOOTING 

Shooting has greatly increased in this area to date. The 

information obtained and given below was received from lir. E. 

Rosenkranz, county game warden, Whitman County, and deals with the 

county as a whole. However, it is indicative ena gives some idea. ; 

as to the increase that might have taken place in the number of



hunters that ranged over the specific area studied. These figures 

do not take into account the many state licenses used in this area, 

but purchased in other counties, for it is impossible to estimate 

the number accurately enough to warrent consideration here. The 

number of licenses issued in Whitman county from 1924 to 1928, in- 

clusive, is as follows: 

1924 : 

State licenses 99 
County 1338 
Nonresi dent 2 
Tourist i 
Alien i 

1441 

1925 

State 110 
County 1734 — 
U.K. State 12 
Tourist 1 
Alien x 

1858 ; 

1926 

State 115 
County 5036 
N.R. State 3 
Nok. Bird 50 
Alien 3 

3205 

Loa's 

State 132 
: County 3428 

.R. Bird 62 
Tourist 8 
Alien 3 

3633 

1928 z 

State 156 
County 5463 
N.R. State — 
Tourist 3 
N.R. County 59 

. 5680
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SUMMARY 

Considering that the feeding conditions are favorable, 

that the vermin problem has probably improved rather than 

become more acute, and that the winter conditions are no 

more severe than in the past, it would appear that the natural 

conditions would warrent the Bob White quail holding its ow. 

The Hungarian partridge and the King-necked pheasant 

have probably taken a portion of the breeding grounds since 

the area is limited, However, I do not believe the factor is 

of major importance. : 

Excessive shooting seems to be probably the largest 

single factor. The area is not ideal for these birds to multi- 

ply in, and their natural cover instinet calls for brush in 

which to hide and protect themselves. They become an easy 

target as soon as driven to the open fields, where they may 

be flushed singly. The brush areas are usually too small in 

the Palouse country to offer sufficient cover for these birds. 

It is probable that the birds would hold their own and 

perhaps multiply with some degree of success in this territay 

under strictly natural conditions, but they cannot compete with 

these conditions in addition to the numerous guns and dogs in 

the field.
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Food d Di Studi h ood, Nesting and Disease Studies of the 
Bob White 

Progress of the Cooperative Quail Investigation 

By HERBERT L. STODDARD, U. S. Biological Survey 

HE general program and organization of _ cally known in the south as “bull grass” and rich, plump seeds much relished by the birds. 

+ the Cooperative Quail Investigation was “water grass,” appears to be of outstanding This food is of such value that methods of 

outlined before the 1924 Conference of | importance in the dietary of the growing birds gathering the seeds have been developed for 

the American Game Protective Association, of late summer and fall, as well as during the experimental plantings in woodland “feed 
patches”. 

7 ws The desirability of an abundance of wild 

® 2 ; ) fruits such as blackberry, dewberry, huckle- 
berries of several kinds, wild cherry, sumac, 

gallberry, wax myrtle and many others is evi- 

‘ + rl dent, as quail of all ages subsist upon them to 

j Lo ae eae ENE a an important extent. A fruit supply is of 

as ee sera HRT Sap Leama vest ‘ particular importance during the summer 

é aes sy te ive Bade Sane os ae : ley months, furnishing both food and moisture. 

a ark coer eee ye Sets Saigo ee ea) cur As however, most of these fruits only bear on 

Says ss <i ROE I cereee  oe a Pi me ater ee al a areas that escape the fires for one or more 

ase Hcp pul ees ee eS ae EN Shae nua Nene Reece i ili tp neta seasons, the importance of plowed fire guards, 
La via Rito es ee Fy a Ly 5 = api rme we Peter i Poe dec A both for the protection of fruit bearing shrubs 
oa ee i jst Sy eee Cee en ae uses <1 and thicket cover, and to diversify. the food by 

k SS : e A ee “ Ser pee ee bringing in plants common to cultivated ground, 

oe ie oe ist TR ce to ag Rg er ee 4 should be plain. The value of these plowed 

ee FE ge IONS se es - strips both for the protection and the production 
ee cord Sad aN a ew — ——_* Be of quail foods is so evident that tractors, 

Sa a ees fi Ss a -_ s equipped with disc plows, are rapidly coming 
Photo by H. L. Stoddard, ane of Biological Salrwen: into use upon preserves in the south, 

Type of trap used to catch un-mated cock Bobwhites in summer. A hen is TRI cunlieskcaietad on lee lceenc nee =e 
confined in central compartment as an attraction. : ee 

year show that an abundant and varied supply 

of the various quail foods are essential to a 

while the progress of the work was summarized winter. It is abundant in spots in many corn- heavy stock of these birds, but such food must 

in papers presented at the Conferences of 1925 fields and furnishes a tremendous abundance of be in close proximity to thicket cover and 

and 1926. I will this time sketch briefly the 

developments of the past year, dwelling par- : : 

ticularly upon parts of the study of greatest in- LN = a : 

terest to sportsmen, for it will be impracticable to came Ape. SS ee eee 

report in detail upon all branches of the work eee ie 3 : Miilies a ee 
in the space at my disposal. It will be remem- ee ane So geN a ee es 
bered that the work is now in its fourth year, ec am a ae Fee ae Get ee 

an extension of one year having been granted cae ‘of I gies ghee ee 

to more fully round out the work. 2 4 2 gon So es Regs 

Pes plier ae ‘abit asc Smee ae The Food Study ae FRE oe 

| ae ae SRE Chas. O. Handley, who is specializing on the ane me pee ee — “gee aac 

study of the food habits of the bob white, has = | mae a oe * «= Regie 
made steady progress on the analysis of the ex ys SoS pt eres i 

stomach contents during the past year, although rote | ae eS ae oS s 

the results have not been tabulated since the og | — ae cee ae ae 

published report of 1925-26. To make this food eed a Epi 9 Cam an 

study truly representative of the whole south- ae eee ee Bee 

eastern group of states, stomachs of guail shot ie =~ he. 
in Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee and the see er ae LE § 
Carolinas have been obtained through interested ate Sea | oe ma eS ; eal 

sportsmen, and additional material has been col- | 5 Bete ces . Se ya i 

lected from adjoining parts of Georgia and Ae eS Oh Ne ~ ea, — y 
Florida. Ses Sea SB ES Pa 

Though the bob white utilizes a wide variety ie = as ne s 4 : ri : 

of foods, the analysis is revealing the great ee as — ae 
importance of acorns in their fall and winter pe Pek ee i api | ae 

diet, as well as their dependence upon the seeds Z ew OT a J ce 
of many wild native legumes. The common Se ee oe te gn 

ase « ee: ee 2 == 
ragweed furnished seeds of value in the south “¢ rig sg anstn ae ae z < 

as well as in the north, and several grasses : Photo by H. L. Stoddard, courtesy of Biological Survey. 
furnish much favored seeds. The coarse grass, Introduction chamber developed by Quail Investigation for holding quail chicks 
Bose’s Paspalum (Paspalum Boscianum), lo- in intimate contact with cock quail until they are adopted.
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suitable nesting cover, if the birds are to mul- where they were liberated eight to eleven following two or more unfavorable breeding 

tiply in any area. Vast tracts, even in the south, months before, many were returned from points seasons. For this reason it would be the course 

are fast becoming unsuitable for quail due tothe two to four miles distant. Two had moved of wisdom to shoot lightly or not at all when 

modern tendency of cleaning up thickets and twelve miles and one of a banded pair was the stock is low, reserving liberal indulgence 

brushing out hedgerows and otherwise removing killed by a dog in a dooryard over twenty miles for seasons when the birds are plentiful, and 

protecting cover, without which quail, and many distant, only nine weeks after release. This ex- always leaving a plentiful breeding stock. 
other birds of value to sport and agriculture, tensive wandering appears to be rather excep- Nesting’ Studies 

cannot long exist in abundance. tional however, and the imported birds have Then i087 mieaitee ceaconmoroved: excepacrs| 

: = 5s in several respects, and new and interesting in- 

eae Res ee ae It mee a r . | formation was secured. The season was the 
} a oars F \ | dryest in the history of the local station of the 

Card. ba RR Nae i U. S. Weather Bureau, only 32.36 inches of 
< t e i x or es Cnr aig i rainfall being recorded at the Thomasville, Ga., 

eG Vat oA NY ft . cd <6 | station in the period from Oct. 1, 1926, to Oct. 

\ Abin at fe ty \ ear: a re | 1, 1927, while the average annual precipitation 

_ = Pz SAL Saari, 1G nc oid tase es Ne ‘ for 33 years is 52.71 inches, and over 70 inches 
Ln OY 7 } ; ete x ae x ral has been recorded. Through the interest and 
tT a ben) Ss a } S a | cooperation of others, I was enabled to study 

i PS Rie ae fa. aS i oe 3 . <M, | 354 quail nests during the 1927 breeding season, 
ew oc yeas ry 4; Sas PS rs a bis ae 2 ae 345 of which were on the heavily stocked pre- 

i bie AL ats eS ROG ee X57 \ ey et a serve where most of my intensive work has 

WS ees SS Rae 2); x elt. ate a 52 y [-¥ on ' been carried on in Leon County, Florida. This 
, . a AN fe oe ee - SCR br , we : is in country of the open, agricultural type. 

ea = < a t Toe get PS dss i. SR. Sr Due to lack of moisture, nesting cover was 
5 ae “ a my F Wo Se aes | short, open and scarce at the beginning of the 

ome > eae ~~" ee SS cs a a a: a ee at \ season. The ground dried out to a considerable 
ac a " “~. Je ve oy | oe ie | depth, and eggs in nests in open situations, with 

Sa + je aS | ee vg | little protection from the direct rays of the sun, 

SF ie he EE ge aw oer ee ee ee ee 
Se ee ~ x Reinet Rr i 4 as we ; | ecame very hot ai imes, so much so that they 

We PELL » “Sr a i Rx Ae - ons pias could not be theld comfortably in the hand. De- 

iF Pie Pa) “52 ee ." on! ee aS - ia we aa velopment of the embryo was frequently started 

at. er “ ed Po Y in such eggs before the sets were completed, 

Biological Survey Photo. and large numbers rotted or hatched at irregu- 

A typical house cat job. Cock Bobwhite killed and eaten in front of the lar intervals. This state of affairs was plainly 
nest upon which he was incubating. reflected in the season’s hatching percentages 

. which dropped to 85%, as against 92% for 
The Cooperative Quail Investigation is mak- done excellently in the region, breeding among 1926. Fortunately, this period was of short 

ing every effort to work out methods that will themselves and crossing freely with the native duration, and the harm done was more than off- 

prove of practical assistance to preserve owners __ birds. set by favorable conditions for growing chicks. 

and other sportsmen who may desire to improve Judging from returns so far secured from It showed, however, what might be expected in 
their properties by developing a proper balance banded bob whites, these birds have a short “life severe drought of long duration. 

of food supply and sheltering cover, so that expectation” in a state of nature, which ac- Another condition not previously experienced 

quail may be maintained in maximum numbers. counts for the great decline in their numbers (Continued on page 19) 

Although small weed-grown fields, both cul- = =o = = -_ 

tivated and fallow, with an abundance of well CW AY ce aN G23 ann hit J. aye } . y wh oo 
distributed thickets and woodlands in small par- om a he a ‘es 6. e fe. ce Suet iL: ees S, “ ct Ce 

cels, are recognized as ideal for quail, almost io eee Ae NL EX oo I as Hank fa Di 
any agricultural area can be made habitable for Sy 258 a if] WAS ‘ 7 ee : ee Se ar, Wy 3 ‘ BY ene 

these adaptable birds if certain fundamental re- be “ x wi Dy he) ee \ tae J Bs Ye DWE) Ci a ae 

quirements are borne in mind, and conditions YO a alec bey A Ns f NS he HX a eae ay 
altered to suit their simple requirements. a5 Reta i ie ; Se BL kn SRO ESN <a 

gM Kane \ Pa PSN Beto seen PRONE | AY se REA RS Wala 
The Banding Studies REEF ON Fela eee Ri i Lk ee 

eit ee 2 Pass: re ape States 
As the Investigation is nearly finished, only en \ aN + a Y “Chie af ant 2 : ae oo i Faas 

about 350 wild, native quail were trapped and : eA a rte ae POF ; ge 8 y “ay 

banded during the past year. A good many i Soe Ds ea ax en : ARS woe 
“returns” of real value were, however, received ria i me | i\ is wt pe b ane BO A 

from birds previously marked. These “returns” BS jae, iene \ i> J rs A yy. a Pa CaS 

were comparable in every way with those of J. s 5 Mf’ > o 7 4 ] aS FEN = 

the past two seasons, and show that the quail BE! pa hf, ag ras s LY mi \ ANG EAs Ny 
of the region remain to a large extent in the ya 'g yb, Y o dj Fj BT SS\ Abe a . 

general vicinity of their hatching point. Move- 2 f : Me ‘ta fe Mo a WA se et XN J z 

ments of over a mile seem confined to a minor- A io id is “A eB WD DAA : ae ace : [A = SUZ eA SA ans 
ity approximating 20%. A few are taken up to fen i b — ‘ 

= 3 = * ae 3 7 
three miles distant from the marking point, / Tiar 7 aes Wa aa 2 i 5 eS 

with an occasional one even further. £ H , RON Cae Tay: r aes 

As a good many of the Texan bob whites were <i \ Pes es y ! " ap <6 MEE 7 Se 
: Ser eae 5 e) if Sad Ny % . g ere. | imported from Mexico into the region in the eS i " “Le. 2 ., NY ee” Seis ae 

early spring of 1927, opportunity was taken to SO Sy i ae, md fe 7 ee at 
i va ss ee , b Bg SEO 

band approximately 1,500 more of them. ‘“Re- , ree i Ce ‘ we, x i Te ee oe 

turns” secured during the past year from im- * a og Sa N) ae? SS ab NS — 

ported birds served but to confirm results pre- * I} sess Da : ease eS Sa 

viously recorded. While fully half of those re- Photo by H. L. Stoddard. 

ported were killed within a mile or less from A bantam hen lays her eggs in a Bobwhite quail nest.
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FOOD, NESTING AND DISEASE their eggs in chicken nests, and the chickens and blood. The chicks have the freedom of a 

STUDIES OF THE BOB WHITE returned the compliment by laying in two quail two by six foot run during the few days they 
(Continued from page 8) nests, but no mixed broods were hatched as far are confined and are fed in the usual way, with 

as known. Other interesting and unusual nest- the addition of blackberries, or other small 

on a large scale, was the destruction of whole ings too numerous to mention, were observed. fruits, and a plentiful supply of insects caught 

sets of quail eggs by small red ants (Solenopsis | Mated birds were watched from “blinds” in in an automatic trap at night, by means of a 

molesta Say). Drought appears to favor the many instances this past season, and most in- _ light. 

increase of these ants, which became very nu- teresting notes secured as to their behavior near The broods are released with great care in 

merous in the region. They took over many their nests, while nest construction and breed- suitable cover when from four days to a week 
nests at the hatching time and literally con- ing season behavior was also studied from an of age, or when strong and lively, and past the 
sumed the chicks alive as soon as the inner observation tower in the center of a series of most helpless period of their lives. Approxi- 

membrane of the egg was “pipped”. Or if an enclosures as a check of the more difficult field mately 500 of various ages were so released in 

egg was cracked in a nest, ants soon swarmed _ studies. the region during the experiments, one hundred 

in and buried the eggs. They caused some Judging from the results of the past four of which were permanently marked. A few of 
trouble in two local propagating experiments as years, dry seasons are more favorable to the these were later retrapped and proved to be of 

well, killing whole broods of young quail chicks increase of bob white than wet ones, though perfectly normal weight and development. 

confined in coops for the night with a bantam — severe drought, as well as extreme wet, may be About a hundred were also reared to matur- 
foster parent. It is interesting to observe that expected to prove more or less disastrous. It ity in 30 ft. x 50 ft. pens with cock foster 

quail avenge themselves in later life by eating js also evident that quail respond readily to parents for purposes of observation. Among 
many of these ants. partial protection from the activities of nest other things, it was determined that a fair sized 

Due in part to control work and to the high raiding enemies, and multiply rapidly when the cock could successfully brood about a dozen 
pricé of furs which prevailed all over the south balance is thrown in their favor. chicks through heavy rains and on cool nights. 
last year, destruction of quail eggs by predatory As bantams only were used for the hatchi : £ : : i: ifici i i f ow s 7 
enemies was materially reduced in the area. Experiments in Artificial Quail Propagation tee eh ie a c. ee ae spa oa is year, sol atched tw Vv 
Skunks, for instance, were responsible for only he eray anirideesot neeBrHich Isieee a ae P : ‘wo and one even three 

7% destruction on the preserve in question in . ca cicero bees sets of quail eggs during the season. There is 
oe Te Be | bird twice as big, but with many habits similar a4. 4 Die eay inguin Whemeener mented: c 

1927, as genet 16%2% in 1925 over the same to hob white, has long been known ‘for the pro- e shi 3 4 DE aed 
ground, while cotton rat destruction dropped pensity of the cock to adopt chicks of his owa pense, while the chicks that escape their nu- 

f: 7% ess tha y ic eg tod oregte : merous enemie: red i a 
erOme 7G to less than 3%, due to systematic kind, an inclination sometimes taken advantage Ae eS) BEC reared on the natural man- 
poisoning. The ants, however, largely offset or by gamekeepers with surplus chicks on their ner. : he Rearipe of a satisfactory percentage 

this gain by the destruction of 6% of all nests jands. Bob white has the same tendency to a f chicks with bantams has appeared well nigh 

studied. Thirteen, or nearly 4% of the nests most pronounced degree, cocks, hens, or pairs hopeless in the three experimental plants in 
WEEE broken ay by. cur dogs, while cats caught adopting chicks readily under favorable con- the region, due to coccidiosis, chicken pox and 
a incubating birds and others of all ages. gitions. This propensity for adoption first came tapeworm infection, as well as the prevalence 
Due to lack of pereiad a eo ee to my attention during the 1926 experiments, of house cats, shrikes, snakes, ants and other 

but loss fre ssi : has not pro serious sas j ¥ rita : ; 
stip ae eae od ence a DOE Mice on lost chicks placed with them. W ‘liam B. spite of precautions. Most of the parasites and 
in the region and may well be disregarde Coleman, of quail rearing fame, also discovered the diseases . 
present conditions ; ite le diseases appear directly traceable to the Dic rf this the same season, three cocks out of four bantams, many of which act as “ Py 
Nests with complete sets again averaged 14 adopting chicks with which they came in con- ait Sure Reece BCEa. 

and a fraction eggs each, as they have each year tact, in one of his numerous experiments. Microscopic examinations made during the 
ite ae Se aS. year have rev e f of the study. Due to the heavy breeding stock, As we had already demonstrated that there : ae the fact that many of our 

and lack of nesting cover early in the season, was a decided surplus of cocks in the south, antam-reared quail are carriers of coccidiosis, 
two to three hens would sometimes deposit their G44, 4927 experiments were entirely devoted to tremendous numbers of the oocysts being dis- 

eggs in the same nest. Twenty-six nests con- determining the practicability of utilizing them Covered in the droppings of a few adult birds. 
taining 20 or more eggs were noted, while four in our efforts to build up the stock upon pre- Such a carrier was used experimentally as a 
held 26 and one 28. Such large seme e serves, where cock quail for foster parents could foster parent for young quail, every one of 
sets were almost pond Se ae fe be trapped without difficulty. The results of which died of coccidiosis around the eighth day. 

ree oe dest Unies ego an Hse ar the season’s experiments were so encouraging As a few of the wild quail from agricultural 
tificially. As cover grew heavier this condition 45+ the system will be tried out on a faree 3 ‘i : 

2 1 Puree i ae ) g country show an occasional oocyst also, it be- ‘ was no longer observed, and nesting became  caje on at least three preserves of the Thomas- Z 
al the latter part of thesseasone vb worors mee S hooves one carrying over a flock of cocks from 

gD ERT a aeae ieee) peu S ville-Tallahassee region next year. the April . ae A 
three hens that lay in one nest are not mates GEE ee ee eo e April trapping to use necessary precautions 

i - e >: ny y a at o - 4 . ; : . 
of a single cock as generally believed. Obser- Sugeno a Ping eae ne to prevent infection of their chicks with Coc- 

vation from blinds at such nests showed the bt . BS S  cidia. The pens in which cocks are held should 
A a : = 2 plants. Though far from perfected, the follow- 

birds approaching and departing in pairs at. : be Jarge and numerous, so that they can be 

Liffe tn a cock usually waiting patiently 8 DECC CGUT pie Si seat gage eeceeos flamed, d: id rotated b k different hours, < usually w g pa yea 3 5 ned, dug up an vo week 
nd ee ae hil ee laid ee bas Eggs were produced from hand-reared quail | ; SUP en Posed at about two wee 

a w yards dis' while hits a ees. . 5. 
ates > : i : E _ and incubated under bantams by the usual Cole- apietvals 

4 he ~ of the incubating birds A ciate ye man method. About twenty-four hours before Diseases “and Parasites 
169 of the nests was determined this year, the chicks were due to hatch, a full winged cock 
being in charge of cocks and 123 of hens. Hens — was confined in a small “introduction chamber”, Large numbers of examinations for evidences 

also started incubation in two nests that were developed for the purpose of holding the chicks of disease and for intestinal parasites have been 
subsequently taken Bu and incubated by cocks. and their prospective foster parent in intimate made during the year, both upon captive and 
Shires ee partial mse es S Sexes contact. Chicks to the number of twelve to wild quail. Chas. O. Handley, assistant in the 

y has noted. n this case i , Tg 7 : : : . es duty Dee es ie a oe Gee ae fifteen, were put in as soon as dry. Usually Investigation, spent a week during the height 
a hen was observed once cov: 5 i , : s Boas 

2 aa the, little ones were adopted and brooded at oF the past rearing season at the Virginia State 
the cock once, followed by the hen eight times. once. and almost invariably within the hour. - E 

if y x : : Game Farm with Supt. Coleman, studying re- 
Due to shortage of the usual nesting cover, Only three cocks out of sixty odd tried failed : 

: 5 2 4 cent advances in propagating methods, and ex- 
more nests than usual were placed in cultivated to adopt promptly due to exceptional wildness. sciidee Vouae Mee we 

corn and cotton fields. As usual, by far the In many cases wild, unmated cocks, were caught ae is 9 i 8 ¢ : ji : 2 ae g eos ee 
greater number were near roads, paths, field up in our hen baited summer trap, adopted a  S!™ar studies being carried on by us in the 

borders, and other open spaces, 70% being brood the next day, and were released within south. Our thanks ae due Supt. Coleman for 

within fifty feet or less from such openings. the week, with their charges, which they cared much helpful cooperation since the start of the 

Instances were observed where quail deposited for exactly as they would for their own flesh Investigation, and the certainly deserves the
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gratitude of the quail sportsmen of the whole and a great deal of volunteer assistance has NEW PRESIDENT ELECTED 

country for work on the problems of artificial been given the investigators by employes of the _The Pennsylvania Board of Game Commis- 

propagation on a vast scale. preserves we have worked on, as well as by the ese Peotzaniaed ihe ie of the ae ey elect- 
a i ? : A ‘i od cones ‘ a - ing Ross L. Lefer of McKeesport, President, to 

While loss of growing quail chicks due to eee Scientists ee Department of Agri succeed Dr. H. J. Donaldson of Williamsport, 

tapeworms has proven a serious obstacle in rear- culture and other Gov omen departments are who has served in that capacity for several years. 

ing experiments in the south, killing many and rendering assistance of incalculable value in the Mr. Leffler was appointed to the Board last 

stunting more, little trouble was noted at the study of the diseases and parasites of the quail sumer De Donaldson remains as a member 

Virginia establishment from this source, while and are assisting us in a wholehearted way to E 

the greatest losses there appear to be from dis- bring the study to a successful conclusion. DEA Or AN HONORaS PATRON 
eases not encountered by us. All of the facts so far secured, have served Charles S. Bird of East Walpole, Mass., an 

e 3 to convince us that the bob white quail is an Honorary Patron of the American Game Pro- 
A full report upon the parasites of the bob EM ay Se eaaa i with iatellieent tective Association, died Oct. 9, 1927. Mr. Bird 

white is not possible at this time due to the fact 1°C@! Dird te work with, anc with intelligent, was a manufacturer of paper and during his 
that our collections are still being studied and constructive effort, we should have them always entire life prominent in public affairs. His 

: Bias in tremendous numbers, not only in regions €Normous business interests did not prevent an 

senot ted oon by cooperate eae! a where they are still abundant, but over aed active interest in public welfare projects and 
U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry and the Na- Pan h xa Vee 1 the cause of conservation is indebted to him for 

tional Museum. It is of interest to note how- fe aes ue ae a ed b ae foes © effective and generous encouragement. 
yi * is t of the fact that in the bob white we ee 

ever, that the three species of quail tapeworms BSeoStETe s F a 
{denied coche ce are epecies fore on have a bird which the sportsmen, agriculturist, PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED 

domestic poultry as well. One of these, Da- and bird lover, all desire in abundance, and more a eeAN Game is in constant need of good 

a ihe | fe SS ibl effort has been wasted in the past in squabbles photographs with which to illustrate its pages. 
vainea tetragona, is the large form responsible i Gagne ait ete Pictures of live wild game animals or birds are 

for serious mortality among our growing quail VT methods of preserving the remnant, than particularly desired, but occasionally pictures of 
chicks. All three species have been found in in constructive work for increase in their num- camping: fishing or hunting scenes or attractive 

Ae q : : % wilderness landscape can eb il- 
captive quail, as well as from wild birds from BEES oes lustrating sncideate in Ue eee ot 
agricultural country. LONG ISLAND FIELD TRIALS the ordinary will be appreciated. This publica- 

The majority of the captive quail examined, At an enthusiastic meeting recently held at tion can not afford large expenditures for illus- 

a Gee, = 1 t £ tt eon * the Hunter’s Inn, L. I, N. Y., the Brookhaven trations, not being a commercial publication, and 

BAG BA ares Ure G erm ee ena g ee Game Protective Association, decided to hold must depend upon members of the Association 
show oocysts of Coccidia in varying numbers. t zi 99 ce = and other sportsmen and naturalist friends for 

This parasite develops in the intestinal tract of its Spring Field Trial on April 14th and 15th. its iftustrations. 

mature quail without appreciable injury to them, The Field Trial of this Association held last SSE OF ne a 
: i . . Spring was one of the best ever held on Long jy EO RSHIP, MANAGE- 

though deadly to young chicks under certain ENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., cae BY 
conditions, /as when very aumerous.. We have Island. Forty-four dogs of note were entered. cree OR CONGRESS OF aut ST. 24, a, 

S, y 5 : 5 es i ‘ E AME, Bulletin. o! ie America ame 

received no evidences of serious losses among This year’s prizes will be the same as last, the Protective Association, published bi-monthly, ‘at New 

wild quail of the region from either disease on LEE consisting of $200, divided 50 per cent, 30 ae . ne . one a ' i t and 20 nt. The Field Kitchen Gounty of New York | 5 
parasites during the three and a half years of Per ena ee pee County of New York’ 4 

eas : : : in ch e of Gardner Murdock will take care of Before me, a notary public in and for the state and 
the Investigation, the quail proving remarkably i eee a Osher Field Trials in which the 29020, af0fes8id, “personally appeared NGadles Avery: 

— healthy at all_ages_and-seasons. the inner man. Other Field Trials in wh ich the who, having been duly sworn according to law, de- 
. SGnaET isa ssted in > SO Sa peri tad eee tentine-incedtitor oft AmrRre<n GAME —————— 

It is interesting to observe however, that a Sao ante inta ais ce : ae the Bulletin of the American Game Protective Asso- 
- a : - March 30, 1928. Long Island Field Trial fepuon, aad that the following is to the best of his 

small proportion of the wild quail contain para- aes % aS) 1owledge and belief a true statement of the owner- 
yi z ° z Association at East Hampton, N, Y. ship, management (and if a daily paper the circula- 

sites of species known to cause mortality at 9, oO, Field Trial Medford tion), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date 
i ‘ zi April 2nd, 1928. ie’ rial at Medford, shown in ‘the above capti aed 

times, among related upland game birds of the N.Y. August 24, 1912, embodied peauied by ge aoe 
De . pepe ae te ate ia eee Nae : Re itecan Laws and Regulations, printed on th "si 

British Isies. As ee es cshiy ot ue ony April 7th, 1928. Field Trial of the Haup- this form to wit: SRE ea i ieeeruraner nice sen 
nematode worm Thichostrongylus pergracilis, paiene GunlClun Le the es and dara of the publisher, 

Ei is : 1 ee Sue . < gi naging editor, and business managers are: 

eae bai pe cies ae ae ia Ste April 21st and 22nd, 1928. Southern New PaE ee ee S a Post Office Address 
seas 1 s, hav oun y : mee ee sher, ican Game Pro- 
oy oy ritisn moors, Have been tour’ PY York Fish and Game Association at White tective and Propagation As- 

us in a single quail. Thus it will be seen that Plaine, N.Y, ee = aie Broadway, New York, N, Y. " : : eat is, N. ¥. ee ane e itor, Carlos Avery, 3 Broadway, New York, 

eae ihe ee a — RS on Ecce George Turrell of Bellport is Chairman of Wr aincee Mane, Bien None. 
: nder presen’ itions ani A 3 : 

pee see oe = ee ne ae in their the Committee in charge. oi ainat Ae owner = (give names and addresses 
m eir pres num . y iu of individual owners or, if a corporation, give its name 

5 : peter = Saar and the names and addresses of stockholders owing 
2 ic ae which ay =“ ee ELK WINTERING WELL of holding 1 per cent or more of ihe tofal amount ot 

y G r conditions. This ms as a n Game Protective and Propagatio 
ot 2 ae Me Pe eae ones Under date of Jan. 12, 1928, State Game and Association, ‘Inc,’ 289 Broadway, ‘New York, nati oe 
ae ston [ ie uals ed e he Fish Commissioner Bruce Nowlin of Wyoming Tota _s Rea becoa esky Cee ee eee 

a 3 a Pe nee ie gee eee writes AMERICAN GAME the following encourag- riepedeny on a ee 
ve i$ <i a serve, ‘OK . : : . * very, 7 

2 CE see Maye event - Te ees ae ing information in regard to the Jackson Hole New York, N. Y. 
the stock scattered. The old theory or belief elle: 3 That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and 

rapa eons 3 2 _ other Security holders owning or holding 1 per’ cent. 
sh cua a noe aver a be oe “We are starting today to feed the elk in oe more pe total Cee: of bonds, mortgages, or other 

ar 'S vation, 15 nS: ae : sa 

Sane - Se een a Jackson Hole. At present there are around 4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the 

Pe 6,300 elk on the feed grounds, ‘They are in first Ramey of, he cums, Oggi 300 Peet fer 
: ‘ ei etree hough and security holders as they appear upon the books of Miscellaneous Studies class condition at this time and it looks as though and ta esa enee here she vaenedholde: 

2 = : , they will pull through the winter in A 1 con- or security holder appears upon the books of the com- 

; Miscellaneous studies of wide variety along. gition if it is not too severe. pany. ore eee ei ee 

lines previously reported upon have been con- “T will make a trip into the Jackson Hole trustee is acting, is given: also ee the oo two pee 
; , & ‘. & " graphs contain statements embracing affiant’s fu 

tinued. The long period of semi-drought has country, starting about Jan. 22, and will be Enowledge and belief as to the circumstances and 
offered an exceptional opportunity to determine accompanied by T. Joe Cahill, Secretary of the Cee ee eee rhe isl ect the 
the sources from which the bob whites draw ciate Department of Commerce and Industry. company as trustees, old stock rue scene 3 

their moisture supply, a matter of such inter- pen eae Sh Spee s ‘ capacity other than vihet of a’ Bone Bde owner? an 
their mi DPy, On this trip we will have two motion picture this affiant has no reason to believe that any other 

a 4 & . - ‘son, s tion, ti interest 
Hs - aes that a separate paper has jen with us and will take motion pictures of fireet or" indirect” in’ the said stock, “Bonds, or other 
een devoted to it. ore : ‘ securities than as so stated by him. 

: : antelope, mountain sheep, cattle, domestic sheep S UUREE the Wvenee Tutaber GE copies of each seste 

Many quail preserves in the southeast have and elk in their natural range and on the feed of this publication sold or distributed through the mails i e ee U : i d : ae 
started developments to increase their oe sup- grounds at Jackson, Wyoming. preceding te dete shown above jeunes (Chui forma. 

i s il Investi- seete tion is required from daily publications only). 
ply along lines suggested by the Quail Investi i se ; eq Bente HO Ot) Taian, 

gation in preliminary reports, and these now The eeniasny La eee a ee cover Signature of editor, paeushes Pere manages Oe 

i xperiments to demonstrate Page was photographed in Alaska last summer owner, Sworn to and subscribed before me this 11th 

ee bees cues “ Me 4 by Dr. Frank R. Oastler. As an artistic nature- day of October, 1927. he Bore 
the practicability of the Woes be study has photographer Dr. Oastler is in a class by him- (aca) Notary Public, eee Co. 
become more truly cooperative as time passed self, Certificate filed in New York County.
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BOB-WHITE AND SCARCITY OF POTATO BEETLES 

BY E. L. MOSELEY 

For more than ten years Ohio has protected Bob-white with a- 
closed season, and a great increase in the numbers of these birds may 
be seen. If we may judge the abundance of the birds by the frequency 
with which they are observed by human eyes. we would say that Bob- 
white is now fully twenty times as numerous as when there was an 
open season. These birds have, however, not only mukiplied. but have 
become so tame that they do not take the trouble to keep out of sight. 
The apparent increase may be due, therefore, as much to their tame- 
ness as to their actual increase. Students in my classes have come to 
the State Normal College from all counties of northwestern Ohio. and 
also from other parts of the State. Not one among them knew of any 

: county where the Bob-white had failed to increase in recent years. 
Most of them would not attempt to estimate the extent of increase: 
some thought tenfold, others two, three, or fourfold. 

For several years past potatoes have heen raised successfully on 
many farms in Ohio without spraying for beetles, or taking any meas- 
ures to combat the insects. In fact many patches have been practically 
free from the “bugs.” I have never known of the potato grower being 
so fortunate in previous years. For more than half a century the 
Colorado potato beet.- has been a very serious pest wherever potatoes 
were raised. Why it should disappear I could not explain. I had 
wondered if ladybirds, which fed upon the eggs of this beetle, had 
multiplied; or if some other enemy was holding it in check. The 
Rose-breasted Grosbeak is so uncommon here that few people ever see 
one. A captive mole which I fed for some time would not eat potato 

beetles, either larvae or adults. These insects are not relished by all 
the birds and mammals that greedily devour white grubs and grass- 
hoppers. 

Last year while cutting weeds on the farm where I had first noticed 

the scarcity of potato beetles, I discovered a Bob-white’s nest near the 

potato patch. I reflected that these birds had probably found breed- 

ing places and been numerous near this potato patch for several years. 

In the city of Sandusky. where Bob-white is presumably uncommon. 

I had helped a friend in gathering hundreds of beetles from his small 

patch of potatoes. I decided to make further obcervations and inquiry. 

Close to the much-traveled Chicago Pike I noticed a potato patch 

badly infested with beetles, while other potato patches which I ex- 
amined showed few or none. Most of the farmers I talked with re- 

ported seeing few potato heeiles in recent years. So I enlisted the 

help of my students in making further observations and inquiries. 

Below is given a summary of the information thus collected.



Bob-whites have been observed to spend much of the time among 

the potato vines. 

They have been seen to follow a row. picking off the potato 

beetles. 

When the potato patch was located near woodland there was no 

trouble with the beetles; but when the patch was near the highway or 

buildings, even on the same farm. the insects were troublesome. 

On farms where the Bob-white found nesting sites and protection. 

the potato vines, if not too near the buildings. were kept free from 

the insects. 

A patch of potatoes surrounded by open fields, without bushes 

tall weeds, or crops that might shelter the Bob-white, was likely to be 

infested with beetles. 

A farmer living eight miles south of Defiance raised about fifty 

Bob-whites on his place. During the two years that these birds were 

there he had no trouble with insects on either potatoes or cabbage. 

The following autumn a number of the birds were killed by hunters. 

while others were frightened away. The next summer the potato 

beetles were back in numbers. The farmer is again raising Bob-whites 

and protecting them from hunters. 

A student coming from Potsdam, in northern New York, reports 

that they have no Bob-whites, and that potato lvetles are plentiful. 

Another report from western Pennsylvania, where the Bob-white is not 

as plentiful as in Ohio, potato beetles are still very numerous. E: A. 

Forbush wrote me from Mas:achusetts as follows: “When the Bob- 

whites were most plentiful on my farm they kept the potato beetles 

in check, so that we did not have to spray at all; and I have heard of 

several other similar instances.” 

More recently I have learned from A. F. Conradi, General Mana- 

ger of the Southern States Chemical Co., Birmingham, Alabama, that 

in the truck growing regions of the south a greater quantity of arsenical 

spray (calcium arsenate) is used for potato beetles than for any other 

insect. He also states they have an open season for shooting the 

Bob-white. 

It has been suggested that this evident scarcity of potato beetles 

may be due in part to the work of the Hungarian Partridge. It is 

true that these imported birds have become common on many Ohio 

farms, and some credit may be due them. But the Bob-white is much 

more generally distributed, and its habits are much better known: 

and we are much more inclined to regard this species as the principal 

cause of the recent scarcity of the potato beetle in Ohio. 

Strate Norma CoLLece. 
Bow inc Green. Onto.
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Winter Feeding of Bob-White Quail 
5. E. LEE LeCOMPTE 

State Game Waiden, Maryland 

Illustrations by Courtesy of the Maryland Conservation Department 

VERY state and province where Bob- Food and Cover Requirements ous kinds on which the birds feed. In Mary- 

E. white is found have been for some years ak glee . 5 land where farming in some sections has de- 

making laws forbidding market hunting, ous preamble as Oe aes ane ecesy) stroyed the cover, even to cutting the stubbles 

exportation, reducing the shooting seascn, bag ot tumishing fggd and. cover to Sane quail from the wheat fields, quail will be found liv- 

limits and imposing other restrictions, but stat- ea ee puter Se Ce me ing entirely in the acorn swamps from Novem- 

utes alone will not preserve game. Other meth- brood stock will diminish op year to year un- ber until the following spring. ‘During the 

ods must be employed. The covers in a great til this wonderful game bird will become a propagating season of 1927 I noticed at the 

many sections of America have been reduced at Soe urged the public eh one sige for state game farm two to four-week old Bob- 

least 75 per cent within the last twenty-five YC@TS (and especially our agriculturists) to whites picking clover. 

years; it therefore behooves the sportsmen to leave patches oF gtainvgfe-some kind; Cee 

realize the necessity of furnishing cover and pea oe Sco ee Methods of Feeding 
saad 5 5 during the winter. On the state game ref- 

vges the planting of buckwheat, kaffir corn, Our wardens from all sections of the state 

Results of Research: millet, cow peas, soy-beans, wheat and rye, agree that the best method of feeding quail 

which is left to stand.during the winter months, during the winter months is to locate the birds 
The report of the Co-operative Quail Inves- has produced excellent results in those areas, and if there is snow on the ground, clear same 

tigation of 1925-26 by Mr. Herbert L. Stod- and brood stock has been carried through the away and start feeding grain and grit, if the 

dard, who is making an investigation in south- winter sometimes without having to furnish ad- latter is available, and by watching the point 

ern Georgia and northern Florida, under the su- ditional food. We also use “wind rows” of buck-' daily, they find the birds increase in numbers 
pervision of the Bureau each day at the dinner 
of Biological Survey, con- z ri fs a a 2 E .. hs V9 * a ae table. We issued instruc- 

tains some very useful in- i = oe - i al 2 4 x tions to all of our game 

formation for the sports- dd z oth y: oe - oa? - wardens, beginning with 
men of this country. » f é ay. eon January Ist, after the 

Valuable data has devel- ’ a] oe close of the hunting sea- 

oped in almost every line 6 Da he cal son, to get in touch with 

of the study of the quail; © 2 every farmer in their 

for instance, the nest = counties and request them 

studies show that about a ey _ i oe Mend to locate birds in their 
50 per cent of empty bs : q 4 covers and feed same be- 

nests found had been - 2 y — fore the snows arrive 

robbed by enemies that a - ~ Cd thereby assuring strong, 

ate the eggs, shells and ‘ ee & i a od hearty birds in case a 
all without leaving a Corr — ee 3 a ao a heavy snowstorm comes. 

trace of their presence. a aaa ; _ es Dd This method has worked 
Mr. Stoddard states that P 7 a_i i if 4 bi very effectively. In some 

for nesting, it is essential Dt ai 4 ‘ counties, 90 per cent of 

to leave an abundance of ie ao ras : the farmers are respond- 

suitable cover of the pre- E Cas C ing to our call; a great 
ceding year’s growth in “" 4 many refuse to accept 
small patches from which geet ‘ feed from the game di- 

material can be gathered ; vision, which we furnish 
by the birds. Where ' wherever desired, : 

birds are compelled to There seems to be a di- 
congregate in limited 5 vision of opinion about 

cover, they are largely at fe furnishing shelter. Many 

the ete oF prowling A tense moment when dogs and gunner thrill in anticipation of the imminent Bes ee that, feeding 
enemies. There is no explosion of a bevy of “brown thunderbolts”. in the open is better than 

question but that if we providing shelter, but I 

expect to keep Bob-white with us during wheat, wheat, rye and corn, by building what we cannot agree with them, and believe that “wind 

our life time and preserve this wonderful game term a trestle bench from 6 to 10 feet long and rows” of corn, etc., leaving an opening at each 

bird for future generations, we must furnish placing grain on either side, leaving the bottom end, not only furnish good places to feed but 

cover and food as well as protect by restrictive open to furnish cover for the birds. When feed excellent shelter in cold weather for the birds. 

legislation. The investigation further shows is supplied you will find the birds ready to come Where food is placed on the ground without 

that the Mexican quail introduced in this coun- to the dinner table. By icaving the bottom open cover, it is very apt to attract vermin. Our 

try breeds very well, either crossing with vermin cannot get in and do their deadly work. wardens are also instructed to ask the farmers 

the native birds or pairing among them- We have also found that shocks of grain, left to leave a piece of grain standing, especially if 

selves. standing on the field where cut, are beneficial. it is sowed near a woodland. 

The food study develops the fact that Bob- The sportsmen of Maryland are co-operating I have gone into this matter thoroughly and 
white can adapt his appetite to sit food con- more each season and are instrumental in get- correspond with the commissioners of all 

ditions as he finds them, as his food habits vary ting the farmer to plant certain grain during states north of the Maryland-Virginia line from 

from year to year, even within a limited area. the summer which is left standing for the birds, the Atlantic Coast to the Rocky Mountains, as 

In years when food was scarce, the investiga- and also by purchasing grain and having the well as the provinces of Canada and it is rather 
tion shows that the major portion of Bob- farmer feed the birds during the winter surprising to note that some of our northern 
white’s diet was pine “mast”. If they can months. states, through neglect, are without quail in 

digest and thrive on pine “mast” they will surely A great many of our game refuges contain their covers. 

eat almost anything’ found in other sections of large tracts of timber land, on which will be Reports from Northern Areas 

the country. found the acorn, sumac, and berries of numer- Quail are reported to be on the increase in
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the southern and western portions of Ontario, county superintendents of schools, furnishing siderable extent, when ice or snow appears, be- 
due to the interest of the farmers in protect- every teacher in the rural district schools cir- ing encouraged through newspaper publicity. 

ing and feeding these birds during the winter culars on winter feeding, screenings being fur- Boy Scouts are very active in distributing grain 

months and by providing adequate shelter; said nished free of charge to anyone who wishes to in localities where the birds are found. 

shelters being erected by driving crotched stakes feed the birds. Dr. James’ advice as to the best Mr. George N. Mannfeld, Superintendent of 

in the ground, laying a pole across, covering method of feeding coincides with our method Fisheries and Game of Indiana, employs a very 

fine method of getting this matter before the 

, public He issues a pamphlet on conservation 

of birds, requesting sportsmen and farmers to 
. feed, protect and care for quail during severe 

we 4 winter months. This pamphlet is distributed to 

ee 300 sportsmen’s organizations and 350 news- 

age eo papers in the state. ‘Game wardens are also 

: mu WF | very active in seeing that the birds are fed. 

on ig sf West Virginia Method 
5 ar ea 4 ( The Wild Life League of West Virginia has | Laan * i ay ars 

Nae 3 done very effective work along this line. The 

(; ae A) Charleston branch of this League in 1926 fur- 

fo ia ‘ \ . nished 125 bushels of millet, soy-beans and 

‘/) ns ‘ h buckwheat to the farmers to be planted for 

gy pm se: i feed and cover for the birds during the 
r i , winter. The county agricultural agents are 

oe gi Fs ‘ also very active in securing co-operation 

|” fe A a ts of the farmers in allowing a certain 

7 a Lm Lf SN N NI part of their fields of grain to stand as 

te pa ‘ e | : food for quail, A number of other branches 

ou ee a yh 5 dic ie A. Wii i have followed the example of the Charleston 
oo ewe yp 2 ™ . es we branch. The method used is not to wait until 

at ys a se 2 Si ;  “ eNOS. deep Snows come but to try to locate birds and 

. ‘ . za é 4 j é oe oN establish feeding places for them so they will 

beg. ree , m= a oe come to the same spot to feed, so when freezing 

ee x 4 eg | - jae wi 4 ~ Fs weather arrives the birds can be taken care of. 
‘Ais a A, 7 : i ) ‘ = AY Corn shocks, left open at the bottom so as to 

a ( fk oa j Ww Ae ri \ wy give the birds a chance to get in and out, also 

= ps an d gd ba email 5 ssl. _ ae Bey 2S eo large entanglements of briars and grape vines, 

ra a ; - . vz i ea furnish good feeding places. The rural teachers 
Ms é - ee i "he {| \ ee of West Virginia are also active in instructing 

sa % . a b | Bos Pm their pupils to look after Bob-whites. One 
a as nis Nal Monga teacher in Marion county stated that her pu- 

< oe PS 5 pils looked after sixteen bevies of Bob-whites 

“Trestle bench” and cornstalk shelter and feeding station for Bob-white ee ee eee eaeellenk litera 

with evergreens on both sides, and under same in Maryland; i. e., building shelters with both ture on the subject, which is distributed in all 

placing straw and leaves and sprinkling grain. ends open so the birds can escape quickly if at- sections of the state through different agencies 
Shelters of this kind have attracted many bevies S = se — 

of quail that come regularly for shelter and ee : Bi i 

food. oe ke 
One method recommended by Mr. Rathbun of Ry a 

Washington for winter feeding is the spread- : ne: a , 
ing of fresh manure, especially where the snow ‘ Bp ‘ 
is on the ground, then scatter feed for the birds : 3 “ el > : 

into the manure. The heat of the manure pre- w ; Ba ses Sige e 

vents fresh falling snow remaining, also melts i s : : oY e 

the snow on which it is placed and the food is ae -_ , te, ed 

less exposed. He states this method has proved y cs a Mi , 

very successful in one of the northern counties 4 ® if h " be 

where the climate is severe. ys FT antes ‘ Ss \ 

Mr. R. E. Thomas, Game Warden of Idaho, ; ci Sea . “e a ae) ~ : 
which state does not have a large number of 4 ie wh Ee p woe oe WAGs 

Bob-whites, recommends feeding or roosting ran ct WS Nee es 

places where there is shelter and where there is ee Pag hs seas Sy eM as 

not, provide same so as to protect the feed from zs . hon. s 

the winds and driving snow. He also recom- ‘ w ti, 1 i 
mends the building of shelters providing ample 3 ‘ \ ‘ 4 ie A 

exit for use in- case the birds are pursued by ‘ - Pe ey 
vermin and recommends where grit is not avail- 4 ‘ Bee ee ee Me ? i ‘ 

able, it should be furnished. 4 ' ft A ‘ae sgn i aay Ke We 
A < SAU “ abe Lae hyp 4 f 

Schools Co-operate - : — 
State Game Warden LeCompte of Maryland and assistant locating winter feeding 

Dr. F. S. James of Winona, Minnesota, gives places for Bob-white 

a very interesting report of the work being tacked by enemies. Bob-whites are fed by the farmers, sportsmen 
done in. winter feeding of Bob-whites and other In Michigan, Bob-whites are classed as song and groups of Boy Scouts. Methods include the 

birds... This work is carried on through the birds. Winter feeding is carried on to a con- placing of feed in selected brier patches, which
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furnish adequate protection to the birds from of the Bob-white’s worst enemies. He states which can be located by their tracks. 

vermin when deep snows occur, and provide he believes with adequate food supply, cover “Do not place food in the open where the : Ameen je Bobeata All i A wind wil! blow the snow over it, but find where 
feeding shelters made of corn stalks and other 4n¢ vermin control, Bob-whites will increase In the birds frequent an old straw stack, brush 
material, left open at the bottom at all times, "mbers almost anywhere. i thicket or clump of weeds. 
Pendevivana Gest: @ Gulisin entitled “Winter New Jersey has adopted a policy of winter “Loose straw, dead grass, corn fodder or 

Feedin of Game” which contains some very Needing aud the wardens job ech county aie ee se Be e nae a ee e se 
g a c is some very 5 ; ft o f adi, informnton” Auden ed’ recor’ feted tooente 08 hay bei Gt indy ax’ ge Ga aay eta ees a oi a en ee ee 5 a ~ eS - ee possible. Early in the season they erect shel- should be on a south slope, protected by grove 

mended is tying masses 0: PUSSY out 708" ters and furnish food for them during the or otherwise sheltered from winds. 
feet from the ground on saplings, which fur- winter months; also the wardens work in co- “Screenings, wheat, barley, rye, buckwheat, 
nishes excellent shelter for the Bob-white, es- operation with the farmers, sportsmen, rural Ser cece gies De eae fon ie end 

pecially when high winds drift the snow badly. mail carriers and other agencies and furnish “The biede Choad fe aor Ofien dale. at See 
; The sportsmen of Connecticut are very active suitable grain to persons who will attend to the — sible, and in small quantities, as they are heavy 
in the winter feeding of Bob-whites. The state feeding of the birds. Their wardens report feeders and should not be allowed to stuff them- 
department encourages the planting of food- that during the winter of 1927 they located and foes A pint of food is oe ay Ha 

: . . . ¢ c . : er a v z yey producing shrubs and in certain sections of the fed 329 bevies of Bob-whites consisting of ce ER Pe cave a Nae 
state Bob-whites seem to be on the increase. 3,403 birds. Starvation and exposure are not the only 

causes of mortality among quail in winter. 
2 ea PY x gn! eRe ’ ma Mink, weasels h ts are very dan- 

ben es - ‘¢ a @ nt Ail i Ou FLD A, Af \ «A | ' gerous ee tt ed ects be killed if 
: fy " LENS a Dat xR) BS SW) aN LA Kine x wy UY PR the birds are to be saved. 

-, ‘3 ESN we q PS es Sap hy ix ee eS oy ey: we The care of the quail is effort worthy of all 
1 a "S ‘ xh ee a a Res A A ea My ESS, ; i Se (9 x farmers and sportsmen, as the Bob-white is 

ty LAGOS rN ae MN RRR ES DEN yi most beneficial to agriculture and is a highly 
A s+ re ei ae eas cal Uae aL A a prized game bird Ye F J 5 Beh EGE TE ONY NO bec ar fe s 2 . ; o¥ PR 2k \? eI p QF is ‘y Nae 4 HEXy Sy Wh be “It can be saved from destruction and made 

ef rh " x {/ Ke oe Beas Ue. cer aN very abundant in Minnesota by proper care in SY Af ed Cs winter.” ee Volek) Ua / Ns \ See =a | es . iS) >. EN PA ee Fie ars eerie ¢ “ i oe jj As ONL Sh ae en fs PY a 
ci 7 i jl ils espe eke ach |S. Ay ead >i TS a a a! SHOULD WE PROTECT THE MARSH 

vy) / 5) a ol ISR SS tS HAWK? 
f NW ea : Pee Ay. i A ‘a } ne acy + Wh ae (Continued from page 88) 

al Ra Ni re Vie on oon deny that it is a most expert mouser. I have 
\ . a oe woe 3 even known one that was full to the neck with 

PA a Al fe aN : eo duck meat drop on and swallow with tremen- 
 ] a vad . ——e ‘ & i v as oy ae Ne . 4 ( dous difficulty a meadow mouse, but we must, 

of a + ° wa : a ih for the benefit of really beneficial hawks, cease 
od Sa ape meee a — ee Se mer" rw = to hide its iniquities and record it for what it is,. 

i aA | i ag , en ae | - hr the most destructive hawk in all America to, 
j \ B,\. ‘ per Bg = 4. : re , eS a at. 6g et. our marsh-nesting waterfowl for at least three 
a : —) eS eee 8 ~ oo months in the year, 

wm AT AO gee ]..Age ee eee : TOE AK gee ee ee ee | aes 
WY A ( Af ER ee Pee F rhe j ; ’ r r (MO unde Ree cr ak) ag ~ i t e foregoing article was returned to me by t A : i he — af ee .. aa sone eo | the editor of one of our prominent bird maga- é E oa a — — : zines as being likely to prejudice the public 

A natural shelter and feeding station for birds formed by entanglement of grapevines against really beneficial hawks. A comment aad. Briss made was that the investigations of Stoddard in 
Georgia on Bee ewe up by Marsh Hawks 

‘ k isclosed the fact that this hawk did not kill Notable Work by Sportsmen It is evident that the oss of Bob-whites is quail to any extent but lived almost exclusively 
The Brookhaven Game Protective Associa- Chiefly caused from neglect of winter feeding. on rodent (Cotton rats). 

: ¢ é eat s worked 1 believe the Bob-white will thrive in the cov- “Anyone who has kept hawks in captivity tion of Long Island, New York, kas worked 3 ‘ : : should know that pellets are no criterion of a wonders through winter feeding. Each season TS Of any state if they are properly taken care raptor’s food, only fur or feathers that cannot 
their barns are stored with hundreds of sheaves °F during the winter season, as I have always be plucked make pellets; birds are carefully of rye and wheat. Late in the fall these found if the birds are fed and kept strong dur- plucked and no recognizable remains can be 

sheaves are tied to trees about a foot from the ig the winter months, Mold weatlier does not found in the poles as a rule. But every meal 
ground with the heads of the grain down. In hurt them. Snowstorms are harmful and the apie ne Be aie 
snowy weather the birds can always get to the birds must have grit. .™ “In this connection see the footnote to page at W: ss ae ; 2 —- 235, Vol. II of Forbush’s Birds of M: hu- grain. When snow does arrive, they clear the , See aasacy 
brier patches and other covers so the birds can 5 OW TO PEED oa es ee Rorhushs cas we ana cae 
get to the ground and scratch for various seeds The ‘Minnesota Gameand sist Department “1 16se SOmewiat one Snes ue the ecqnome 

to hold fee bevies within the Club’s as S0me Years, ag0, inauguIy ied an azeTessive cam pee ie ae ee 
They never feed in the same place twice but pasar See oe Pe im meatee men a ALLAN Brooks. [boat stehec bauice and Gatien ne ieeenoedl has been continued since, in sections of the state Comox, B. C. 
Sindee a ae feando THEY Tee ies cika : in which this bird is found, with good results. Aug. 1, 1928. 

= Bas 2 2 ee tae Among the circulars’ of instruction issued, renee method of building hutches by cutting down Care ; : 
small pines and feeding under oe It fenes the following directions were printed on cards CLAPP SUCCEEDS DOZE 

sential for Bob-whites to get to the ground to and furnished to game wardens, school teachers, J. B. Doze, who has served with distinction as 

secure seed and gravel het foro also Boy Scouts, rural’ mail} carriers, sportsmen’s State Game Warden of Kansas for five years, le Si oe S$ i i vail Bat epee 1 ed clubs, farmers and other individuals, many of has resigned to resume his former ee produces many natural foods, such as acorns, Hori ea food este aith th 2 of newspaper editorial work and will return to 
sumac, etc., and they seed millet, rye, buck- Ly Candee 1000 ae pe with them Rees Victor Murdock’s paper “The Wichita Eagle,” wheal ‘sorshum, con nea: and ‘clover, cutting larly whenever traveling where Bob-white a an outa capacity. He gives assurances 

ST nee us © might be found: that his interest in conservation will not wane about two-thirds of the crop and leaving the I ¥ and that he will continue to preach the gospel 
balance to stand for food and cover. Secretary 4 nstructions ; of game conservation through his newspaper. 
Jerome claims they lose very few quail from The quail should be fed wherever possible Mr. Doze is succeeded by Alva Clapp, his starvation and that vermin destroy more birds ducing periods of deep snow and low temper- bredlecreot an otiee, we mate a splendid rec- 

: ; ature. ~ ord while in charge of the department and wha. than any other agency, the stray cat being one “Find their usual feeding or roosting places will maintain its ‘high sonnel
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: STATE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

Madison, Wisconsin 

December 21, 1928. 

TO ALL CONSERVATIONISTS IN WISCONSIN: 

If past experience repeats itself, we may expect that in 
a few short weeks from now many of our game birds in Wisconsin will 
bo‘up against it! for something to eat. In the southern part of the 
state it is bad enough to find every field corner cultivated right to 
the fence, no weed seeds over large areas, no standing grain, and 
even most of the once available cover in the woodiands long since 
eaten by domestic animals. Add to these conditions drifting snow, 
sleet, intense cold and wind, and you have a combination of circum— 
stances that ought to send any weak-hearted game bird way down south 
in Dixie. 

However, our game birds are not weak-hearted. They stick 
right with us. The worst kind of cold does not seem to bother them,as ‘ 
long as they have two things; food and shelter. If they do not heve 
food, or if there is no available shelter, then no dovbt cold is a con- 
triouting factor in "winter-killing". Everyone knows that quail are 
sometimes found "frozen to death", even being found huddled torether,a 
whole covey in a place, where they made their last stand. Ordinarily, 
however, we co not know whether these "frozen" birds have had a meal 
for a week, 2nd sometimes the evidence is pretty strong that they 
heaven" t.« (incidentally, if you find any dead birds this winter,send 
them in to the research bureau of the conservation commission for 
stomach examination.) 

The best quail authorities in the country agree that winter 
feeding, carried on consistently and systematically,will enable the 
quail to get through the winter with a sufficient number of bresaing 
birds to continually increase‘ the quail population. In other words it 
is claimed that Wisconsin can have quail in most of the cultivated = 
areas of the state, if the proper procedure is followed. Not only have 
quail, out have lots of them. The way to do it is to give the birds 
@ chance by seeing to it that they have breeding and feeding cover and 
food. : 

Has it ever been done in Wisconsin? Yes. Up around Green 
Bay where the cold gets just about as cold as it gets, a gentleman by 
the name of L. E. Barkhausen has a good many quail on his estate.When 
he started there were no quail there. He feeds them carefully all 
through the winter, and the quail are there in the spring. It has 
been done in other localities of the state to some extent.-It should be 
be done wherever there is en organization of sportsmen who have enough 
vitality to do anything more than put on one annual banquet and a cam-— 
paign for members, 

In the last couple of years the state has been swept by an 
epidemic of pheasant raising. Probably two hundred separate organ- 
izations were engaged in raising pheasants in 1928, and in addition to
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this there were many individuals so engaged. It shows the right 
spirit, it translates words into actions and it is all helping to 
stock Wisconsin with a fine game bird that will afford sport within 
a stone's—throw of almost any city located in a farming section. 
Some of the sportsmen had poor success, some had fair results anc a 
few had remarkable success. All in all a might% good job was startec. 

But there is one thing that can be noticed: Most of tne 
localities are "long" on hatching end raising the birds, but “short" 
on taking care of them after the birds have been lidcrated. A pheasant 
must have food, but it is not its nature to "oud" on trees like our 
native Ruffec Grouse or "partridge", and he does not seem to be 
nearly as much of a rustler in brush territories as the prairie 
chicken and the Bharp-tail are. If there is any food around, he'll 
get it, but a great many pheasants have been turned out into the 
fields and woodlands where the food supply is either absent entirely 
or strictly limited. 

People ask about South Dakota. They say there are thousands 
of pheasants out there. They get through the winter. No one seems to 
feed them or pay any attention to them. Why not the same in Wisconsin’ 

Not having been to South Dakota since the pheasant became 
the state meal ticket, we can not speak from direct experience. Eut 
people who have been there inform us that since South Dakuta is not a 
dairy state, corn fodcer and corn silage are not much used. Hence 
the corn stalks are left standing all winter. This gives cover and 
shelter for the pheasants. They farm on a big scale out in Souta 
Dakota; they are grain farmers, not dairymen. It is said that the 
machines, “huskers", which go through the fields stripping the ears 
off, leave as many as from ten to thirty per cent. of the ears on tne 
stalks. Even hand—pickers miss some ears. So the South Dakota pheasant 
has plenty of cover, and also plenty of food. They have plenty cor 
snow and cold, but that doesn't matter—-THEY HAVE THE FOOD and 2HEY 
HAVE THE SHELTER. 

In Wisconsin, with our big dairy industry, we can't farm 
like they do in South Dakota. Neither can we raise pheasants that way. 
Here in Wisconsin we have got to make deliberate plans for feeding our 
game birds and providing them cover. 

: The Wisconsin Conservation Commission, through its research 
bureau has established several feeding stations near Babcock, Wood 
county, Wisconsin, in the prairie chicken country. These stations 
are fields of buckwheat, planted specifically for birds, and left un- 
harvested. Indications are that the experiment is a success. If so, 
next summer the commission will give out the methods used and results 
obtained, so that the plan may become wide-spread. ; 

At least one National agency is studying the fundamental 
features of food and cover relationships as they affect game birds in 
cultivated districts. This agency will nave definite recommendations 
in the future. 

A
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Now, however, we co not want to wait until new methods of 
solving the food-cover situation are developed. We have tested methods 
which have succeeded in other states, and which have succeeded where- 
wherever consistently tried in Wisconsin. Mr. Barkhausen's methoc of 
feeding quail is one way. It consists of establishing a snelter and 
food house at the same time. Four saplings were cut tas four stakes 
can be driven into the ground) making a rough square. Poles are laid 
across to form a roof, the top being about three feet above the ground, 
and over this pole framework unthreshed grain of various kinds is 
piled. Here the quail come and scratch into the unthreshed grain and 
use the shelters to sit in also. The advantage of this type of shelter 
is that the birds can not very well be trapped by foxes, or other 
predatory animals. However, Mr. Barkhausen finds that the same idea 
can be used to very good advantage by having the back end of the 
shelter closed. This is accomplished by leying the poles on a log 
or even on the ground, at one end. If the back is to the northwest, 
the shelter will then be situated best so far as exposure goes, 

generally speaking. 

This shelter has one fine feature; the grain is always there 
in any kind of weather and with no attention. The same results can be 
had, though, by using hay or straw for roofing, and feeding grain 
(almost any kind of grain, weed seeds, screenings, etc.) at regular 
intervels. Of course the use of unthreshed grain means that feeding 
plans must have been contemplated even in the summer, and this is too 
late for the present season. Very satisfactory results can be had by 
feeding threshed grain as suggested above, at regular intervals. 

E. Lee LeCompte, widely known queil authority of Maryland, 
advises the use of a cornstalk shelter. His arrangement is to place 
a Saw-horse in a locality frequented by game birds, then to stand cori- 
stalks up on end against this sar—horse, When one side has been built 
up, stalks are leaned against this side from the other side. This 
makes a shelter shaped like a tent-fly, except that the peak stands 
up higher and the sides are more nearly perpendicular. It will be 
noticed that there agein both ends are open in order to protect the 
birds from vermin. : 

Almost any kind of lean-to arrangement is satisfactory as 
long as it provides shelter, it does not constitute a trap, and if 
judgment is used as to the exposure. A few old Christmas trees near—by 
are sometimes welcome shelter. Tie a piece of suet on each and you 
will have every chickadee in the neighborhood coming to the tree in 
addition to your game birds to the shelter. 

The most important thing about winter feeding is to keep it 
up consistently. It cannot be spasmodic. The birds should be able 
to rely on this spot for food. Get them in the habit of coming for 
food when they are not pinched and they will not forget the place 
when a time of real stress comes. Not only are you doing the birds 
a real service, you are doing yourself good in the bargain. You can't 
watch a covey of quail, or a flock of pheasants, or a few wary prairie 
chickens feed in your own shelters without being a better conservetion— 
ist and a better man. You will have an opportunity to learn some— 
thing about the game birds you hunt. If you can take a boy scout 
along with you, or your own boy, or a neighbor's boy, you will be 
carrying on some most important practical education where it really 
counts.
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The following suggestions may be of help in locating and 
operating feeding stations for game birds: 

1. LOCATE TEE STATIONS Ilj SPOTS YOU KNOW TO BE FREQUENCED 
BY THE BIRDS YOU WANT TO FEED. IT IS BETTER TO GO TO 
THE BIRDS FIRST INSTEAD OF ATTEMPTING TOC COAX THEM TO 
YOU. IF THERE IS ALREADY SOME FOOD THERE, SOQ MUCH THE 
BETTER; THEY ALREADY HAVE THE HABIT OF COMING BACK. : 

8. VISIT THE STATIONS REGULARLY WITH FOOD. SAY YOU GO OUT 
EVERY SUNDAY. THEN, IF CONDITIONS AR& UNUSUALLY SEVERE 
BETWEZN SUNDAYS PERHAPS YOU CAN GET SOME RED-BLOODED 
BOY TO GO OUT WITH FOOD IN THE MIDDLE OF THe WEEK. 
UNLESS STATIONS ARE VISITED OFTEN, MICE ARE LIKELY TO 
EAT MOST OF THE GRAIN. FURTHERMORE, YOUR SHELTER MAY GET 
SNOWED IN. 

5. ALMOST ANY GRAIN OR SEED CAN BE USED FOR FOOD. DO NOT 
FORGET TO INCLUDE SOME SAND AND GRAVEL OR ELSE SCRAPE 
SHOW AWAY DOWN TO TEE GROUND SO THAT A NATURAL SUPILY 1S 
AVAILABLE, 

MICHIGAN HAS A SYSTEM OF FEEDING EAR CORN WHICH COMMENDS 
ITSELF. SPIKES OR NAILS ARE DRIVEN THROUGH A BOARD AND 
THE EARS OF CORN ARE THEN ATTACHED BY FORCING THE UAILS 
INTO THE PITH CF Tht COB SO THAT TEE EARS STAND OUT FROL 
THE BOARD. IF DEEP SNOWS ARE EXPECTED THE BOARD CAN 85 
LEANED AGAINST SOMETHING IN THE SHELTER SO THAT SOME 
EARS WILL ALWAYS REMAIN ABOVE THE SNOW. THIS SHOULD 5a 
AN IDEAL WAY OF FEEDING PEEASANTS. 

4. BE SURE THAT YOUR SHELTERS DO NOT ACT AS TRAPS YH@RE 
VERMIN CAN CORNER THE BIRDS. WHILE YOU ARE MAKING YOUR 
ROUNDS, IF YOU CAN GET RID OF A GREAT HORNED OWL OR TWO, 

: OR A GOSHAWE, YOU FILL BE SAVING GAME BIRDS FOR SPRING. 
HAWKS ANN OWLS ARE APT TO FREQUENT AREAS OF GAME BIRD 
CONCENTR&TION SUCH AS THE LOCALITY OF A FEEDING STATION. 
IT IS SAFE TO SAY THAT ANY HAVES SEEN IN WISCONSIN FROM 
THIS DATE UNTIL MARCH ARE PRETTY SURE TO BE OF THE 
DESTRUCTIVE SPECIZS AND SHOULD BE KILLED. AS TO OWLS, 
THE WORST OWL IS THE GREAT HOREED OWL. WE HAVE SiVERAL 
NEARLY HARMLESS OWLS IN TEE STATE DURING THE WINTER, 
BUT IT IS SAFE TO SAY THAT THE GREAT HORNED OWL AND THE 
SNOWY OWL ARE FEEDING ALMOST ENTIRELY ON GAME BIRDS AND 
ANIMALS. DO YOUR BIT AT VERMIN CONTROL, BUT USE 
DISCRIMINATION. 

The conservation commission will be pleased to learn of - 
your experiences in feeding game birds. We want to know also of any 
localities in which game birds are in especial need of help. 

Sincerely yours, 
STATE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

W. B. Grange, Superintendent of Game.



| Gensus Date On Usland Game Birds 5 
Bird lores 29th Christmas Census (Dec. 25, 1928). Y& 

(Limited to a country 15 miles in diameter) que” 
Compiled by John S. Main 

Wuaber of stations reporting in the U. 8. and east of the Mississippi, 159 (Includes Minn, and Iowa) 

Suffed Grouse 

Stations reporting 22 
Individuals seen 43 
av. No. seen 2 

1+ out of the 22 reported only 1 seen and it is likely 
that many, if not more, of the others were seen singly. 

If the New England States are excepted there are only 
10 stations reporting and only 20 birds seen. 

Prairie Chicken : 

None reported! 

Bob White. 

Stations reporting & 
Individuals seen 1180 
Av. No. seen 19-2/3 

feo eyers ax¢ specially mentioned as seen. These comprised 
birds, an average of 12-2/3 to a covey. Assuming that in 

Some Cases Coveys have coubined, it is never the less probable ! that the average family was from 10 to 11 birds, seemingly a 
large number of young to grow to maturity. 

Question: Why then is the increase not greater? | 
Are the decimating factors more effective after maturity than before? One would expect quite the reverse, except for shooting. 

Ringneck Pheasants. 

Stations reporting 47 
; Individuals seen 227 

av. Ho. seen 5



27 stations reported 2 or less indicating quite a general 
dispersal. 

By far the larger number reported were from the eastern 
states.



—. 2/20/29. Leopold 

Digest of "Numbers & Local Distribution of Ill. Lend Birds" i. 

; By Stephen A, Forbes & Alfred 0. Gross Jobb 

(Bulletin of Natural History Survey Vol. XIV Art. x Le 1923.) 

(Field Work 1906 - 9) 

Acreage Covered & Wumbers All Birds per Sq. Mi. 

Winter Spring Suamer Fall 

Acr, No. Acr, Ro. Aer. No. Acr. No. 

Southern 1400 836 

Central 2600 4ho 4500 4100 

Northern 2300 420 1756 1458 

State 6400 520 

Popujations per Sq. Mi, By Species 

Gyeil Grow. Prairie Chicken 

Southern ( 31. winter 1) fall 1 19 fall 1 
(365 mn -" - ” 

Central 72 ee (winter 1906-7) 12 fall 1906 

Northern 1908-7 57 (winter 1906-7) 

Winter Populations per Sq. Mi. by Types & Species 

Spail grow Erairie Chicken 

Gorn - + eee WG wee ee ee WY we eee eee 7F ; 

Whest -------------+-+ 7 

Stubble ---- 40 ----+---- @& 

Plowed a few 

Pasture ---- 9 ---+-+---- @ 

Meadows ---- 19 ------- 8%



; Suail Grow 

Woods ------- Mf ------- 7% 
Shrubbery----- 377 

Waste & Fallow -- 115 ------- 9 

Eroportion of Total Birds 

Prairie Chicken 2.2% Bloomington to Champaign March 1907. 

” ® 306% Waukegan to Scales Mound " 

a " 2.0% Harvey to Grant Park " " 

Quail 7.0% Lawrenceville to Brownsville April 1907. 

Crow 1.26 | a a a ae # 

Wunbers Fer Square Mile of all Winter Birds in the Several Habitats 

Habitats ? Southern ? Central: Northern + State 

seedless niaitiiianninii hac artes ea sk sian sctviiaitccussuiissiaiid 

Gorn ; 1 ; 4g2 211 : Yok 
Theat ; ae zn : Ms 
a a ae 2 2 eee a 

Pasture WG 
Meadow ; y ; % S ; 39 

onmeet | = ie soe en 
Woods t 1592 : 79 3 447 t 1239 
Shrubs : 2011 :. ol: 891 : 2135 : 
Waste and fallow t 555 8 1989" : = : 3 
Yards and Gardens $ 782 3 | ; 1 2 3995 
Miscellaneous : él : 2 368 ‘ 328 . 

“Mainly tree sparrows. 
#Snglish sparrows only.



ae Probate. fide A 

Covies Raised by 1 Man (on foot) with 1 Dog Per day se 

tows, 
Des Moines River Breaks FP. &C. Leopold 7 5 10 

Qaie 
Cleremont Riverbreaka Jos. Kirgan 9 
Adang Hall Horace Lytle 16 
Defiance lakebed Fred Stiver 5 
Greene Till Plain R. Swing 11 

, : 

_ Madison? Riverbreaks H.J. Bowman (27) Im 1924.* 
Lawrence Riverbreaks D. R. Abernathy 13.0 sm 1928 
Marion Riverbreaks c. R. Miller & 10 
Winnebago Upper Miss. J. C. Williams 3 
Boone Till Plain ¥. Rowan 2 3 

Miasourd 
Phelps Ozaric J.C. iyter 15 
Callaway Riverbresk N. Cave (10) (4 men, 

3 dogs) 
Phelps Ozark Cc. D. Via s 10 
Buchanan Prairie J.H.MeCord, Jr. 2 3 

Minnesota 
Winona Upper Miss. ¥.S.Jemes (3) (9) (Used ear 

to visit 
many 
localities) 

Washtenaw Till Plain HM. Wight 

Notes This Saten we Wiel wut daring Gre exvty eteges of the eu 
bat later abandoned when it became apparent that figures on actual 
eovies per farm were more accurate and just as easy to get. The 
above figures are offered, however, as of possible interest to dog 
men, even though they are not regarded as a valuable index to abundance. 

*Yot sure if one dog.
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How the Country Boy or Girl 
Can Grow Quail. : 

Aldo Leopold, 

Most people think that growing game means putting it in a pen 

and taking care of it like chickens, 

Game can be grow in this way, but it costs money, it requires 

lots of care, and your birds may die of disease. 

There is another way to grow game which is more interesting, 

y much cheaper, takes less care, and involves less risk of loss. This other 

Way is to fix up the farm so the game will grow itself. 

It will work on any farm where there is a little "seed stock" 

to start with, end where the boy or girl has enough judgement to know what 

to do. 

I am going to tell how to grow quail by fixing up the farm so 

they will grow themselves. 

Things to Know Before Starting. You may not have much confidence 

in this method until you realize that a dozen pairs of quail will increase to 

over 3000 in 3 years if given ideal protec
tion, cover, and food. It is 

impossible and unnecessary to give ideal protection, cover, and food, but 

these figures show why even a slight improvement in protection, cover, and 

food will getty increase the number of quail on the farn. 

Protection. This is easy to understand. Do away with all hunting 

cats, kill the sharp-shinned hawks, reduce the skunks and nesting crows éf 

abundant, and if you can, keep down the foxes.



Gover and Food. ‘This is what is most often lacking on Wisconsin 
mali ; 

Any farm has plenty of cover and food in sumer and fall. It is 

the winter and spring cover which counts. Imagine yourself to be a quail in 

February, aith 6 90h or 0 fox on feet tat. Where would you hide? What 

would you eat? 

Avbor day is the right time to begin providing winter cover and 

food for quail. 

First of all, don't burn the grassy swamps, or the weedy bushy 

fencerows and thickets, unless the crops or cattle really require it. Usually 

they do not. If they do, save an unburned corner here and there for the 

birds. 

Secondly, select a few definite places, preferably on land that is 

too steep or too rocky to plough, on which to grow grapevines and other plants 

for winter cover. We will call these places refuge-covers. There should be 

at least one refuge-cover on every forty acres. Each should cover at least 

as much ground as an ordinary house. ‘The shape doesn't matter. Creek banks, 

old gravel pits, gully banks, rocky knolls, and potholes offer good locations 

without using up good land. Refuge covers located on the edge of woods or in 

the open are better for quail than in the deep wods. 

If the places you select are grazed by cattle, see if you can get 

permission to enclose them with a gateless fence. Cattle thin out the cover 

and destroy their value. 

In each refuge-cover plant a few wild grapevines. Let them run over 

the bushes and form tangles. Each tangle is a house for qiail when deep snow 

comes, and the dried grapes are food.



Also plant in each refuge—-cover several groups of Norway Spruce or 

White Pine of half a dozen trees each, If you can plant these under locust 

trees they will grow twice as fast as elsewhere because the locust puts 

nitrogen into the soil just like alfalfa. These groups of evergreens are 

for winter cover, 

If there are no locusts, plant oon. The beans are a dependable 

winter food for quail. Wext to grapes, they are the best stand-by in storms, 

In severe weather, hang ears of corn under the grape tangles in each 

refuge-cover, tying them by their ow shucks out of reach of rabbits, The 

quail will get them. 

If possible, leave weedy bushy fencerows connecting the refuge-cover 

with the grainfields and with the barnyard. These fencelines are "streets" 

for the quail to travel on. j 

If you can build one refuge—cover each year you will soon have lots 

of quail, ‘They will benefit the farm crops and furnish you enough msic and 

pleasure to amply repay vew trouble, 

The foregoing method is advoceted only for southern and central 

Wieconsin. Northern Wisconsin is too far north for queil. The principle 

involved, however, is just as good for other kinds of game if you can think 

out how to apply it.
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i h Fire: Its Use and Abuse Upon Southern 
° 

Quail Preserves 
By HERBERT L. STODDARD, 

U.S. Biological Survey; (in charge of Southern Cooperative Quail Investigation) 

The bobwhite, or quail, of the south- upon the subject. Fortunately, the ily concerned with the production of a 
eastern United States was, undoubted- burning policy had varied somewhat crop of quail, consequently every effort 
ly, evolved in an environment subject to on the various preserves to be must be directed towards securing and 
frequent or occasional burning over. worked over, so the effect of fire upon maintaining the most favorable envir- 
While lightning set fires are of com- the quail’s food supply and habitat onment for these birds. 
paratively infrequent cccurrence per- could be studied at first hand from the On the other hand, while quail are a 
haps under natural conditions in this comparative viewpoints. As isolated very valuable asset over much of the 
region, it must be remembered that, areas in each type of quail ground southeastern country and should be en- 
once started, fires covered prodigious represented in the region had escaped couraged in every possible way, they 
areas at times before the day of roads burning over for several consecutive can at best be regarded only as a sup- 
and similar man-made barriers, and in years, the result of totally excluding plementary crop on timber and agricul- 
all probability the Coastal plain pine fires also was apparent, tural holdings. For this reason, we 
woods were burned over nearly as fre- The immediate and direct effect of desire to have it distinctly understood 
quently as at present and in conse- burning an area is, of course, always that our remarks and recommendations 
quence open upland woods of the type apparent, but the general effect of long- in regard to the use and control of fire 
inhabited by quail presumably support- continued annual, or irregular but fre- refer to quail preserves co: lands held 
ed an open vegetation as at present. We quent burning upon the vegetation of primarily for yuail shooting only, and 
have personally witnessed the start of an area, and its indirect effect upon the should not be used to embarrass the 
one “flatwoods” fire that was set by animal life, presents a very complex forester in his attempts to protect for- 
lightning. In this case the punky top problem that would require years of est growth over the region at large. 
of a huge cypress growing on the edge careful research on the part of the Quail and Lumber 
of a lime “sink” was ignited and burned personnel of a weil-equipped experi- The natural destiny of much of the 
throughout the accompanying shower, ment station to solve. Such research vast southern coastal plain region 
and until the wiregrass below had dried is greatly needed, for fire may well be seems to be the production of forest 
out sufficiently in the ensuing sunshine the most important single factor in de- products, and the counsel of the forest- 
to catch fire when a typical “grass termining what animal and vegetable er in regard to fire control should, in 
fire” was started. life will thrive in a given area. Due general, be adopted as public policy and 

As large portions of the quail pre- to multiplicity of matters to be stud- strictly observed. It is believed also 
serves and the wilder lands also of the ied by the Quail Investigation, and the that the production of lumber is an region under consideration are burned comparatively short period allotted for ideal side line on the quail preserve and over annually with the exception of the work, it was impracticable to go one of the most logical means by which portions that may escape for two or deeply into this matter, even though it the preserve owner can justify tying up 
three years at a time due to various might have an eventual bearing upon large tracts of land for sporting pur- 
combinations of circumstances, it was the quail supply. Our studies have, poses, 
apparent from the first that the rela- however, served to determine the more At the same time forestry may be tion of burning to the quail supply was important effects of burning upon the made to pay part of his overhead ex- one of the most important and many- food supply and general environment of penses, and it seems only the part of sided questions confronting the Quail these game birds. wisdom to do all that is possible for Investigation. It was found also, that a In considering the effect of burning timber growth consistent with the pro- wide difference of opinion in regard to of cover upon the quail supply the duction of quail. In some states the the good, or harm done by the burning primary purpose for which any partic- preserve owner can obtain also the ben- existed between sportsmen, foresters, ular tract of land is held must be up- efit of reduced taxation if his holdings cattlemen, farmers, and others interes- permost in mind and the burning, graz- are classified as forest lands. : ted primarily either in the quail or its ing, and general agricultural policy to Where timber production is contem- 
environment, most of whom had decid- be pursued viewed accordingly. The plated as a side line on the quail pre- ed and forcefully expressed opinions quail preserves are, of course, primar- Serve an open uncrowded stand of 
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GAME BREEDER 
timber should be the aim, for the “full of timber. The constant growing of of an extensive system of plowed fire 

stand” of pine shades the ground so corn, and far worse, of cotton, is ex- lanes to bring in the necessary culti- 

completely that a food supply for quail hausting the fertility of the surface vation, and allow the re-development of 

cannot grow. Foresters assure us that soil of many of the open country pre- thicket cover. Places where plum and 

the removal of such of the saplings as serves, and it is difficult if not impos- other thicket cover formerly occurred 

is essential to securing an open or sible to increase or maintain quail in will have some living roots, and if 

“saw stand” is not entirely inconsist- numbers on worn out lands. If, how- such places are circled and protected 

ent with good forestry practice, for ever, the open country preserves give from fires, thickets will soon come 

such removal stimulates growth in the up the attempt to produce cotton and back. An occasional plow-harrowing of 

remaining trees. So upon the quail let part of the old fields reseed to the broom-sedge tracts will keep down 

preserve the usual methods of thinning pine, meanwhile supplying the nec- this plant and allow the legumes and 

and utilizing recommended by the for- essary cultivation with tractors and other quail food plants to grow up in 

ester cannot be followed exactly and plowharrows in a network of fire abundance, 

the stand should be opened up more lanes, worn-out lands will regain their Many woodlands, especially in the 

than is customary. With this funda- fertility and produce an increasing vicinity of “branches” or creeks, have 

mental requirement in mind, the quail amount of quail foods while at the a tendency to grow up a dense jungle 

preserve owner can safely follow the same time growing a profitable crop undergrowth very quickly. If such 
recommendations of the professional of timber. areas are circled by wide fire lanes and 

forester in regard to the proper seasons It is interesting to consider the evo- burned out occasionally the under- 

and methods of thinning to avoid in- lution of many open country quail growth can be kept down sufficiently to 

sect damage to the remaining stand of | preserves. When much of the land is allow shooting. A more satisfactory 
trees. Saplings that are cut out in under cultivation of the old-fashioned but also more expensive method con- 
thinning can frequently be utilized; if type small weedy cornfields, with sists of an occasional brushing out by 
not they furnish valuable plant food, plum and other thicket cover between, hand. Summer burning of this jungle 
as they soon rot and enrich the soil. and woodlands in small tracts, furnish undergrowth has proven very effic- 

Timber Density ideal conditions for quail. The fields ient in keeping particularly bad area 
Over-density of mature timber fur- protect the thickets from too frequent under control, but the practice is ob- 

nishes a problem also that needs im- burning and the “border cover” so ideal  jectionable in many ways. 
mediate attention upon many quail pre- for quail is consequently abundant. Whether the preserve be of the 
serves, especially those in the vicinity Due to labor conditions or other causes, woodland or open country type, one of 
of Thomasville, Georgia, and parts of however, cultivation is sometimes aban- the most important considerations con- 
coastal South Carolina, if quail are to | doned and the plantations start to “re- fronting the manager of the proper- 
be increased or even maintained in their Vert to nature.” ty consists of keeping the ground 
present numbers. In some woodland For three or four years the old Cover in proper condition for the birds. 
tracts on these preserves fully half of fields remain ideal for quail and the Studies carried on by the investigation 
the trees can be harvested to great ad- birds continue to thrive. But the have demonstrated the bobwhite’s 
vantage, for while quail thrive in very | broom sedge gradually takes posses-  Partiality for open ground vegetation 
open woodlands, they are not birds of sion and cotton rats and quail enem- or feeding, nesting, and roosting. 
heavy forest. Utilization of fully ma- jes that are attracted by the rats in- Cover at their level should be so open 
ture timber certainly is preferable also crease. Within a few years the old that they can run about easily, and 
to allowing mature trees to stand unti] fields are heavily grown up to broom find their food without having to work 
they rot or are struck by lightning, as Sedge and seed-bearing weeds and leg» down through a mat of surface litter, 
so frequently happens. umes upon which quail depend for So great is their aversion for dense 

On the preserves in question, loblolly their food supply have been smothered *@ngles of old broom sedge or wire 
or long leaf pine has grown up in many out. grass, or areas covered with a mat of 
places without thinning, since the land Sweeping Fires Destructive eee eas that they will avoid pla- 
went out of cultivation many years ago. i ces where these grasses or pineneedles Gita: the xeaaltltig soodianls are’very oe on a — of are left to accumulate. Either burning attractive from a seenie standpoint they flame ee ae ie wa es of or cultivation will correct the condi- 
are too dense at present to produce an _tible See g : : ee us- tions and give other ground vegetation 
abundance of food for quail, especially cover” in the form oe a = d een shee at any distance from their edges. If fae oe . sumac While an open type of cover favorable such areas are not lumbered over in heen es pr or _ to quail is the rule in the wilder, more 
part it will only be a matter of afew slow “creeping type” the eee oe sparsely populated portions of the 
years before most of the ground veg- killed by te Vie Ges ae = quickly southeastern : quail territory under 
etation will die out under the trees due idly and develop an e —— ae present conditions, due to the constant to lack of sunlight. eo a a - heat. and uncontrolled burning to which the 

Fertility Necessary foment Sena, | meh to country has been subjected, this sort 
Woodland quail preserves are cer- Wwe ae er abun pie of burning nevertheless has done tre- 

tainly mol. more productive of ae ee ee . se for their mendous damage in many ways, and 
than those of the open oe me flo csp e Ea has les- the whole fire situation has been and in 

consist largely of fields and brush cov- in number. eimcs Seve tcreased ~~ most places. still is deplorable. 
er, with a small percentage of wood- Many great quail Where effort has been made to con- 
land, but they are easier to maintain Be ef a gets _ have trol the burning upon quail preserves, 
under present labor conditions, and of- cycle, and sa Serer y through this it has usually proved ineffectual in the 
fer some chance of becoming partially tive of quail He sents i evatem ct ulowed self-supporting through the marketing tion of crude f me a has been suecess- arming or development fully excluded for several years it fre- 
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GAME BREEDER 
quently proved tremendously destruc- es, pine straw, etc; for it should be and jungle tangles can be cut off from 

tive when it did come, due to the great clearly understood that a mat of tan- the upland parts of the property by 

accumulation of combustible material. gled grasses and pine needles prevent means of the plowed fire lanes and 

It is nothing short of a calamity when the bobwhite from utilizing such seed burned out wherever conditions permit. 

such areas burn during the nesting as may be present; they could starve If fire has a great influence for good 

season of the quail, which not infre- in a land of plenty if their food was or for harm in the case of legumes, it 

quently happens during drought for buried under a foot of litter. may be said to be the deciding factor 
nests and young birds may be destroyed The stimulation of legume growth also in relation to the wild fruit supply. 
wholesale as well as food supply and noted after fires may have been due to Our studies have clearly demonstrated 

cover. Before proceeding with detailed the removal of the dead portions of the the importance of a well destributed 

recommendations in regards to burning competing grass, by plant food releas- supply of a variety of small fruits over 

and the methods of control of fires ed in the ash or by increased germina- quail nesting grounds, for bobwhites, 
upon quail preserves the effect of fire tion of “hard” seeds that were heated young and old, are very fond of such 
upon the food supply of the birds and by the fire, or by all in combination. As fruits all through the summer months. 
its possible value in sterilization will Mr. Handly, cooperating specialists of The chicks are eager for blackberries, 
be briefly discussed, then a fire control the Bureau of Plant Industry, and sev- dewberries, huckleberries, blueberries 
plan will be recommended that takes eral others have demonstrated that the and similar small wild fruits from the 
all of these various factors into consid- application of heat breaks down the time they are hatched and the growing 
eration. resistant outer coating of the “hard” broods frequent the vicinity of a plenti- 

The Effect of Burning Upon Quail seeds of some of these wild native leg- ful supply when possible. Even if 
Food Plants umes and greatly increases the per- stomach examinations had failed to re- 

Burning affects the leguminous plants centage of germination, this fact may veal this dependence upon fruits, the 
‘that produce quail foods either favor- be of the utmost importance. It is stained faces of the majority of quail 
ably or the reverse, depending upon significant also in this connection that trapped during the summer months fur- 
conditions, and this is true also of the many of these wild legumes apparently nished ample proof of the fact. Stud- 

majority of fruit-bearing plants and thrive in soils with little humus, such ies of captive quail also showed their 
shrubs. Broom sedge and wire grass as results from frequent burning of fondness for winter berries and fruits. 
are dominant and in the absence of ground growth, Fires Destroy Fruit 
burning or cultivation smother out com- Late Fires Injurious Now sweeping annual fires mean a 
peting forms of vegetation that fur- As the legumes in question start comparative fruitless country, due to 
nish valuable and necessary quail foods, their annual growth not later than the fact that most of the small fruit 
The various legumes such as par- March in the Gulf States, fires oceur- producing plants and shrubs fail to 
tridge pea (Chamacrista), the “beg- ring after that period prove highly in- pear the first season after a fire, 
garweeds,” or tick trefoils (Meibomia), jurious. For this reason (as well as though an occasional fire serves as a 
bush clovers (Lespedezas) and a host to safeguard early wild turkey nests) pruning and _ stimulates fruiting for 
of others which furnish a very import- such burning as is necessary should  seyeral succeeding seasons. The first 
ant part of the bobwhite’s most depend- _ be attended to in February and under year, however, is required to renew 
able and favorite food supply in the no circumstances after the first week the above-ground growth, a fact long 
south suffer from this competition. in March, if serious injury to the quail known by the majority of rural people 
These plants also appear to be directly food supply is to be avoided. Spring to be true in the case of huckleberries 
affected, favorably or unfavorably, by burning of broom sedge areas soon and blueberries, but which applies 
oceasional burning of the terrain, de- kills out one of the most valuable of equally also to the majority of other 
pending upon the season of burning. If winter quail foods Japan Clover (Les- fruiting shrubs. Here again the 
burned over in February after the pedeza striata), This is due to the plowed fire-line system solves the 
seeds have matured and fallen, and be- fact that this clover is an annual problem, for the quail preserve can be 
fore new growth has started, by fires Which starts to grow in the Gulf and so cut up with these fire lanes that 
of the “creeping” type, the ground is South Atlantic States in February or “patchy” burning will result, and no 
cleansed of accumulated grasses, and early March and each of the young large tract of land will remain fruit- 
the legumes, especially perennials, ap- _ plants killed by late fires represents fess, 
pear stimulated, grow thriftily and a seed wasted. Under the present system of general 
seed well and abundantly. It has been February burning could be recom- annual burning the only fruit that can 
noted again and again by close compari- mended without qualifications but for be produced is confined to such spots as 
son of the plant growth on both sides the fact that quail preserve owners as may be skipped by the fires and these 
of a line of demarkation formed by a a rule desire to put off their burning are often few and far between. An 
preceding winter’s fire, that the leg- until after March 1st in Georgia, South elaborate system of fire lanes would be 
umes the more thrifty and abundant Carolina and some of the other quail justified upon the quail preserve just to 
on the burned over portion, while the states. This policy of delaying the insure this fruit supply. Fortunately 
reverse may be true if the burning burning until spring has materially in- plowed fire lanes are equally desirable 
was carried on late in spring. jured or reduced the quail’s food sup- especially in woodland for several other 
Absence of litter on the surface of ply; a condition that should be correct- reasons, one of the most important 

the ground of the burned over por- ed on preserves if best results are to be being that seed-producing weeds and 
tion also makes the seeds that have secured. Consequently we recommend plants common to cultivated lands 
fallen fully available for birds. While that necessary burning be started about grow in them. They serve also to dis- 
it is true that some seeds and insects the second week in February and com- tribute the nests more evenly and with- 
are destroyed by the fire, this is of lit- pleted as far as upland portions of the out such fire lanes the majority of 
tle importance considering the amount preserves are concerned by the end of nests are built near roads and _ foot 
of seeds that are immediately made the month. Swamps, low areas that paths, where the likelihood of their des- 
available by the removal of the grass- must be burned to protect the nesting, truction is greater. 
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GAME BREEDER 
Possible Value of Fire as a Steril- great difficulty. Vast areas of low ing effect, material that would add 

izing Agent ground in some cases produce an an- humus to the soil and parts of the plant 
So far as we have been able to de- nual crop of waist-high broom sedge food not redeposited in the ash. 

termine, little research work has been and grasses that would be avoided by “We have been told on one or two oc- 
carried on with the object of deter- quail if it were allowed to accumu- casions the mature bobwhites have been 
mining the general effect of burning late on the ground, and _ occasional seen to fly into night fires, but careful 
ground vegetation at intervals of a burning over seems the only practical investigation has failed to reveal any 
year or two upon the abundance of treatment, the same may be said of reliable first-hand information to the 
ticks, “chiggers,” or “red bugs” and certain types of woodland that grow effect that harm resulted. If this does 

similar pests that make life miserable up to brush so rapidly when fire is occur it is so rare that it may be safe- 
at times for man and beast, including totally excluded that expensive brush- ly regarded. If bobwhites do become 
bobwhites in the South. Theoretically, ing out by hand has to be resorted to, confused to the extent that they oc- 
it should exert an important influence if the area is not to be lost to game casionally fly into the flame, they 
upon the numbers and spread of many and to shooting. would be out and on their way before 
parasites and disease producing organ- For these reasons it is to be hoped more than a superficial singeing re- 
isms, for no one can deny the effic- that such fire laws as may be enacted sulted, for quail are entirely too self- 
iency of fire as a sterilizing agent. Of for the protection of growing timber possessed and active to perish in grass 
the hundreds of bobwhites examined will be elastic enough so that fire may fires of the type common to the South. 
for parasites, both internal and exter- be used under proper control upon We hoped at first that if fire was 
nal, those most heavily infested have quail preserves. It is equally to be excluded both broom sedge and wire 
been from areas that had less than the hoped that the preserve owners will grass would be found to run _ their 
average fire sterilization. seriously consider the economic waste course within a few years under nat- 

If fire is of aid in preventing the resulting from uncontrolled burning ural conditions and die out enough so 
spread of multiplication of certain of their properties. The negro of the that favorable vegetation could come 
quail diseases and parasites as seems South may in time be weaned from in. The hope seems vain, however, 
to be the case, the plow must be highly his incendiary habits, but at present for both of these grasses accumulate 
effective also, for it is a fact that the forester and game preserve man- on rich ground to such an extent with- 
quail thrive in districts where most of ager face a very difficult problem, for in three to five years, that progress on 
their range is occasionally plowed but the negroes resent any restraint in foot over them is comparable to walk- 
seldom burned over. Occasionally the matter of burning. By nature they ing on a feather bed and the bobwhites 
burning out of thickets that bob- are fearful of snakes and they are of the area are forced to spend their 
whites frequent a great deal is consid- eager to burn out all cover thick time in the roads and the few open 
ered advisable as a precaution, for it enough to harbor them. spaces that occur, or leave the section. 
should be borne in mind in this con- The fire lanes that have been so Whether cultivation or fire or both are 
nection that studies of the Investiga- frequently alluded to in this chapter to be relied upon to keep these grasses 
tion have revealed that wild bobwhites consist of plowed, or plow-harrowed under control depends largely upon cir- 
are singularly free from diseases in the lanes of twenty to forty feet in width cumstances, but the success of the pre- 
Southeastern states under present that circle and protect thicket cover, serve depends to a large extent upon 
conditions. Just how much the occas- and that cut the whole preserve, es- how thoroughly it is accomplished. 
ional burning out of cover is respon- Pecially the woodland portion, into a 
sible for this condition is uncertain, small units of from five to fifty acres PROSPECTS GOOD IN CANADA 
but it appears probable that it has a that may safely be burned out on al- FOR BIG GAME HUNTING 
good deal to do with it. ternate years, or as often as proves : Z - 

To sum up we consider fire a very necessary without endangering neigh- Cc ni fon As aaa oF in 
handy, though not always vitally nec- boring units. This work can be econ- ae ee ee BS CE 
essary tool for use in cover control, omically carried on with tractors Be a ee eee of sportsmen 
and as a sterilizing agent upon the  eduipped with plow-harrows that may 170 the United States is expected, 
Southern quail preserves, where it is be operated from about November 15th  2¢¢°rding to C. K. Howard, Manager capable of doing vastly more harm until the latter part of March. of the Tourist and Convention Bureau 
than good if not intelligently handled, When to Burn cine pened one Rees, If laws should be enacted at any time Such burning as proves desirable The season is now open in Quebec for in the interest of forestry that handi- Upon quail preserves should prefer- “eet, bear and moose. The Lake St. cap the preserve owner in the use of  @bly be carried on during the damp- J°hn district and the territory along 
this agency, it is believed that the ness of the night time and against the the northern Canadian National lines in 
cover on most upland preserves can be wind if there is any blowing. If the both Quebec and Ontario is expected 
kept in good shape with the use of fire lanes are numerous and in good be exceedingly popular this year. tractors and plow-harrows, but the condition and the units small, such Guides and outfitters report the best 
expense is greater and might be pro- might burning requires less supervis- of prospects. While the season does 
hibitive in many cases. ion. Carried on in this way three or not open in southern Ontario until 

Many quail preserves are of such  f0ur years’ accumulation of highly com- October 20, it opens along the Trans- 
vast extent and character of erent bustible wire grass or broom sedge continental line on September 15 and 
that careful burning will have to be Can be removed without killing grow- many parties have made  arrange- relied upon in part in cover control for ing timber or the thickets it is desired | ments for this section of the coun- 
a long time to come. The virgin soi] © Save, as we have demonstrated on try. The fishing season is practically 
may be so root-found that plowed fire many occasions. The main loss from over, but trout fishing does not close 
lanes can be put through only with the forestry standpoint is the mulch- in Quebec until the end of September 
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Extract from a letter from Major Waller, October 7, 1929 

I am in receipt of two letters from Henry Davis 
dated October lst, in one of which he goes into some length 
in explaining the field trial grounds at Yates Center, Kansas; 
this is the Mid-Continental Field Trial Association. 

Davis states that he was present at a running on 
these grounds on chickens, and that points on quail were dis- 
regarded. I will quote one paragraph from this letter which 
seems to be extremely interesting. "While the trials were run 
on chickens and but little value attached to a point on quail, 
it was a revelation to me to see a number of covies of quail ; 
ranging along side of covies of chicken and while none were 
flushed at the same time, several covies of each were found not 
over 200 yards apart and on the oven prairie probably a mile 
away from any considerable amount of cover."



: Quail 

October 12, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
University of Wisconsin . 

\ Medison, Wisconsin 

“My dear Leopold: 

5 From “Science” of the issue of October 4, 1929, 
I quote the following for your information: 

"Tularemia, newly discovered disease of rabbits, rodents, 
and men, may also affect cats, muskrats, pigeons, ring~necked 
pheasants, grouse and quail, it appears from studies reported to 

: the American Public Health Association by Dr. RB. G. Green and 
EB. M. Wade, of the University of Minnesota and the State Depart- 

ment of Health. This new disease which has caused much concern 
in public health circles, is acquired by men who handle infected 
animals. The fact that many more kinds of animals may have the 
disease greatly increases the danger to human beings by increas- 

ing the possible sources of infection." 

; L.W.T. WALLER; JR. : 

= ee -
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Bringing Back Bob White on the Farm 
BY AMES V. CONRAN 

Four years ago we did not have ;, white soil, in this country known as woods-land, used for pasturing stock, 

enough quail upon our home farm of ‘| “hard pan.” This is taken up by the and, in the far North-West corner, 60 

1500 acres to justify remaining there house, barns, three ponds (as that was acres of recently cleared ground, which 

for even one day’s shooting; we found the favorite way of watering stock in was planted to cotton once, to corn 

it, or so we thought, necessary to go older days), and pastures for cattle once, to hay once, and, for the last 

miles away to more promising terri- and hogs--about 100 acres. The remain- two years, has been allowed to just 

tory. This year one of us can hunt grow up with grass and weeds. 

every day during the open season a fe 4 Over our wood-land and pas- 

and will the limit each day right ™ ae > 3 eee tures there is a fine growth of 

there upon that same farm. There tee lO Se _| wild lespedeza; the thickets, al- 
are more than thirty large coveys, o a ome os & ae x : though small, have patches of 

fifteen birds or more, on this same Pats E me id blackberry briars; the fence 

ground where there were only six RL cn oe rows are not cut out close, 
four years ago. Why this increase? z aa Lore es rs and the vegetation grows thick- 

There was no planting of new be =o eek iis : ly and profuse. 
stock or of special feed and cover, fs ee seth ea Such was the condition in 1924 

so how did it happen? 7 . ‘ when we began to _ investigate, 

Primarily, it is based upon the f and we could see no reason why 

love and possession of a bird dog. a ene Te ‘ : with such an ideal natural con- 

About the fall of 1924, the writer < ae “ ‘ eae : dition, there was not an abun- 
became interested in thorough- dance of quail. Our first survey 

bred and professionally trained oOUR HOME AND THE TREES INTO WHICH THE seemed to indicate several sit- 

dogs. This interest led to a read- BOs EE Wee we a Or uations which needed correction 
ing of various  periodi- x and we then inaugurated 

cals upon game and dogs, ( a system of gradual 

and somewhere I saw an 5 change. 

article wherein the author : : Theswoulaotathiautarnt 
proposed the theory that is done with negro labor. 
the shooting of a covey to . fi 

four or five birds each i : ; Some hired by the day, 

would be beneficial. In like ae : : . some tenants, but, most- 
manner I read that . BA fo ene des ‘ ly, share-croppers. There 
house cats, stray dogs, aes toes eae, 3d gs. dante an tad Se cea ke aig oie are about fifteen families 
vermin, ete., were destruc- |]iaysag iia: wamEn ogee ee oo oe bY Bi her a * * 9%| on this farm. Each house 

: ihe ag EES Ce ca NL oe ing win Le. Set ga the hi tive to game. Bip PE asa pee ae ee owe ENE. dae was the ome of from 
By this time, I was |S¥ig Geeas Oe as Hak ss BIG i Ps OP pai B Bi ap ae one to a dozen cur dogs. 

suffic'ently interested in |fgieyag Sb ge SG Bed ane AE Gg i Me passe | is fam| One family alone had 
the better class bird dog |p hie re ag Ah IE ee greeny | et he A ae is bis about ten half - bred 

and began to acquire bebe fae ran 1 Pee ee a is ea bs rg tem} hounds which were used 

puppies, which led to a |Pegjeghen sey ait wens alae an ‘ ta ee nigeege| mostly to chase rabbits. 
desire to have a special Ma Ha, a A aN ov td? ae aah Be eae ey, ay These dogs were always 

and private place where- i Me ae Dall hls OAS” hin he hin ; i fage| Starving and had to shift 
on these young dogs |fmpme She ii ag H ike dae: ae be for themselves. Our in- 

could be trained. So the vestigation disclosed that 

home farm became the HAY, CORN AND oe ee PART OF THE they were continuously 

place of experiment. self-hunting for food— 

This farm is one of the pioneer der of this section is good soil, some there were no quail at all with- 

clearings of New Madrid County, sand, and especially adapted to growth in their range, in nearly every 
Missouri. The house, in which we now of cotton, to which most of it is plant- case, we found that these  ne- 
live, was commenced, in sections, be- ed, with only small strips of hay (usu- groes had too many dogs to feed 

fore the Civil War. From time to ally soy beans, peas, or timothy) and (they cannot properly feed one), and 

time, more land was cleared and, as corn, here and there. There is one that they were always out self-hunt- 

the family fortunes permitted, addi- low spot on the West side of this sec- ing during some part of each day. 
tions were made until, as today, we tion which has been allowed to grow Our first task, then, was to reduce 

are modestly comfortable. up into a long thicket. Then, to the this stock of surplus dogs. We have 

The East 640 acres of this farm were West, we have about 460 acres of ra- succeeded in convincing most of our 

the first cultivated as they compose a ther low ground, mostly planted to negroes that one dog is enough for 

small ridge. The North part of this cotton, but about 50 acres of wheat. them, at the most two, and that they 

is a black soil, good for any crop, and with some hay and corn, and there must keep them at home. Our motto 

which has been in corn; about 200 are several thickets. The rest of the is “shoot to kill’ any dog found roam- 

acres. Then there is a space of rather place consists of about 340 acres of ing our fields without a master. 
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In 1924 we could find several com- ing and hatching season we had ever past several years? No shooting at 

mon house cats on the place, but they known in years. Without their old all was done. 

were outlawed and, by a relentless enemies to prey upon them, our birds The answer seems to be, too many 

warfare, are now thought of as a thing have done fine. Already I have located predatory enemies. However, during 

of the past. They are positively bar- thirty coveys on the place and there is the summer just past, we have had 

red from our farm. In fact, we al- much ground that I have not covered, the opportunity to observe one covey 

ways try to carry a small gun around due to the dense undergrowth and un- of eight or nine birds which was left 

and destroy these pests wherever we satisfactory conditions for our dogs. {ntact last winter. We have seen them 

find them roaring. Did you ever no- One pleasing fact is that the birds nearly every day, always together, and 

tice them slinking down a road or seem to be evenly scattered all over now we can find no young birds in that 

highway—the blaze of their eyes—as the farm. vicinity—the old ones are always there. 

you drove along? They were after Evidently, these birds did not 

your quail. breed at all, and this winter we 

Our investigation further dis- shall be sure to shoot them down: 

closed that we were being beth- From the foregoing experiences 

ered by too many hawks and we are convinced that shooting 

owls. So we talked to our negro quail is a benefit so long as seed 

families and soon inspired them js left from each covey, and it is 

to kill all these marauders that : seldom indeed that every bird can 

came within their range. At first y sha , pe killed, even tho the Seats 

they objected that it would cost a Y ag i y Ss would so desire. Our section © 

them too much in ammunition P ‘ 7 ‘ Al Southeast Missouri has been heav- 

but we remedied that by agree- } LE pace ily shot over the past five years 

ing to replace all shells so used. a and we now have more pirds than 

These darkies love to hunt rab- have been known for two decades. 

bits, and have been so effective , < Moog We are firm believers in the 

against the hawk and owl that we theory that the little brown beau- 

are Now troubled. by. very few. We eee ee oan Sun Wen ties willdo their part to keep 

encourage our families to take ANY DAY plentiful for us, if they are given 

all the rabbits they wish, a good natural home 

but to leave the quail a apes = aan oa (which may be specially 

alone, and that any “pot- a age | aa A = 5 ae developed), but that even 

shooting” will not be toler- e ‘Fite : es) ae i Me | aga 014 then they will not in- 

ated. It has not been hard re Be. wl ea A se os" crease or survive unless 

to bring them to these a eB 4! a ve { Ae : EI] given a helping hand by 

changes as they have 4 A ee oh, chy ha : Pil their friends, the sports-- 

seen a great increase in ah 3 - 5 men. 

our number of rabbits— . ; ‘ Tf we do our part by 

ae is their ee i. Pe eliminating the predatory 
course, we try to oo S 3 ‘4 : A : 

instill these practices in : es iia , . Pgeq| enemies of little bob-white 

all with whom we come ; ? &. ead ste Nature will keep them for 
in contact, and there has | b FS * “hey us and build our supply. 
been a noticeable change F % site ‘ Come on down and let 
for the better all around i . Py ‘ ET ig oe aon us show you more birds 

us. 4 oe as ‘ ah : — P on one hunt than it has 
In 1925 our survey ai | ae . i) 4 = * 

disclosed only six coveys sans ’ ie ad Hale i a been our Degas Lousce 

on our place. They were ; : in the same time for 

of from eight to ten DOUGHBOYS COMMANCHE FRANK POINTING COVEY many a year. 
birds each) and moat of McCULLOGH’S HAWK’S DARK, BACKING 2 istteieee tae 

them were small and did not appear A friend gave us two pair last win- SWANS DO NOT DAMAGE DUCK- 

to be strong. Each covey was shot ter, and we released them in our front FOOD PLANTS, INVESTIGATIONS 

down—we could not afford to buy new yard. We now have two coveys with- SHOW 
stock and had to make the best of in two hundred yards of the house; Charges by some sportsmen that 
what we had. The birds did consi- one raised in our garden. This past swans in the Currituck Sound and Back 

derably better that year. In 1926, summer I could sit on our front porch Bay region of North Carolina and Vir- 

1927, and 1928 we had terribly wet and whistle up the old male birds, which ginia were damaging wild-duck food 

weather, with an awful flood of the run up into the yard or fly into the plants have recently led to an investiga- 

Mississippi in ’27, during the early trees not more than twenty feet away. tion of the matter by the Bureau of Bio- 

part of our nesting season and the We have been blessed with a marvel- logical Survey of the U. S. Department. 
birds were late, but they continued to ously wonderful natural country for of Agriculture. Last summer, at the 

increase under our new plan of pro- quail; no special planting for cover or height of the growing season, when evi- 

tection. By the past Spring, 1929, we feed is required; we are too far South dence of last years damage by the birds 

had about ten small coveys on the place to make winter feeding necessary; so to the aquatic plants would be most ap- 

and along came the most perfect nest- why were the birds not here for the (Continued on page 343) 
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Parasitologist of Bureau of Animal Industry 
Demonstrates Complete Life Cycle of Gizzard 
Worm of Grouse and Quail—Discovery Be- 
lieved to be of Value in Explaining the 
Manner of Spread of a Serious Parasite of 
These Game Birds 

There has recently been completed in the 
zoological division of the Bureau of Animal 
Industry, what is believed to be the first suc- 
cessful case in which the complete life cycle 
of the gizzard worm or ruffed grouse and bob- 
white quail has been produced experimentally. 
In the last few years there has been consid- 
erable interest directed toward increasing the \ 
numbers of these two game birds in this n 
country, and any addition to the knowledge = 
of the parasites and parasitic diseases of 
these birds may prove of practical value in 
this connection: Moreover, knowledge of the 
life cyeles of parasites which infest wild life 
is highly important, not only to the wild life 
but also to the livestock and poultry indus- 
tries, inasmuch as wild domestic animals have 
many pests in common or have pests so simi- 
lar that information on the parasites of one 
is of value in connection with the other. 

The gizzard worm (Cheilospirura spinosa) 
was originally described as a nematode para- 
site found under the lining of the gizzard of 
ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus) in Michigan. 
Subsequently it was identified in the S001 or ea 
cal division from material collected from the ZY Yi () 
ruffed grouse in Massachusetts, New York, At Zi! 
and Pennsylvania, and more recently from the AAA A 
bobwhite quail (Colinus yirginianus) from ( / 71 
Tennessee and Virginia. It has been known f Wy 
that some small invertebrate animal, such as Ad: y 
an insect, was necessary as an intermediate Ly 1} &4Z 
host in the life cycle of the parasite, but the Cs, \ ‘3 
discovery of this intermediate host was yet Py C)/O 
to be made. It has now been demonstrated ~ An 
that the grasshopper (Melanoplus femurru- in tO x 
brum) may-Servee nr this capacity of inter- SAY AQ 
mediate host, and the final host, the bird, may TUL ~ 
beeome infected with the parasite by éating 7 LM nl 
the grasshopper. In the present experiment, Ga 1¥\ 
numerous larvae of the gizzard worm were if Be \ 
recovered from the grasshopper host 25 days ({ LA LL AL 
after the nematode eggs had been fed to the adhd 
insect. Parts of the grasshopper containing ASAE 
larvae were fed to quail, and adult male speci- [ / WY) 3 A\ 
mens of the gizzard worm were collected from ‘~~ = 
the bird about 53 days later. That the para- 
site does not easily infect chickens is indi- 
cated by the fact that larvae from the grass- 
hopper when fed to chickens failed to develop 
to adult gizzard worms. 

A striking result of the experiments was 
the fact that all of the adult specimens of 
the worm produced experimentally in quail 
were males. This finding is of particular 
interest, in that another Department of Agri- 
culture parasitologist, J. R. Christie of the 
Bureau of Plant Industry, recently reported 
observations of a similar character dealing 
with the effect of environment on the fevel- 
opment of sex in the nematode Mermis ib- 
nigrescens. Christie found that when a - 
hopper was heavily infected experiment! - 
the parasites in the grasshopper were males; 
when lightly infected, females. 

Success in determiting the complete life 
history of the gizzard worm of ruffed grouse 
and bobwhite quail is considered to be an im- 
pertant addition to the knowledge of para- 
sites affecting these game birds, and it also 
furnishes a clue to the life histories of simi- 
lar parasites in poultry. It is highly de- 

sirable that there should be a repetition of 
these experiments. It is hoped that other 
workers will find an opportunity to make an 
additional study, of interest to sportsmen 
and poultrymen alike, along these lines, pref- 
erably now in winter, when ruffed grouse and 
quail are available in greater numbers than 
at other times of the year—Etorsp B. Cram, 
Associate Zoologist, Bureau of Animal Indus- 
try.
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QUAIL BREEDING 

By W. B. Coteman 

Superintendent, Game Propagation, State of Virginia 

I hardly think you gentlemen would be interested in the early efforts 

made in quail raising and incidentally will say that in 1919, when I was 

put in charge of the Virginia State Game Farm to undertake to raise 
quail in volume the then Commissioner and his associates viewed the 
project as “research work,”’ believing that if quail could be raised in 

volume artificially that regardless of the initial cost this pioneering work 

would redound to the everlasting credit of the State of Virginia and the 

assured perpetuation of quail shooting throughout the Southland. 

Forward-looking game conservationists visualized the future and 
were of the consensus of opinion that with the increase of hunters and 

the restriction of the hunting grounds available to the hunter it was a 

vain hope to expect the game unassisted to be in sufficient quantities 
to afford fair shooting for this ever increasing army of men who would 

go afield in the hunting seasons. Even to a little country boy like me 

this was apparent and thus I conceived the idea of rearing our best be- 

loved game bird, the bobwhite partridge, in captivity. In 1913 I 

succeeded in rearing 60 birds on my father’s farm in Amelia County, 

Virginia. In this first attempt I had the counsel of my good friend, 

M. D. Hart, who recommended me to John B. Burnham, who se- 

cured for me a position with a large private game preserve where I 

continued to raise quail in what we now know to be a most crude way. 

In 1919 I accepted a position with the Virginia State Game Department 

and after fifteen years of experimenting in raising quail I have had a 

wonderful and intensely interesting experience and today I find that 

there is yet much to be learned. I will admit that at times during this 

period I have felt very much discouraged when something went wrong 

with my feed or some disease developed but I never lost faith and, today, 

though I know I have not reached the end, I feel elated in being able to 
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announce with certainty IT CAN BE DONE, and the sportsmen of this 

Nation need have no fear that the quail will ever go the way of other 
species of game birds which have been practically shot out. 

Much has already reached the public through our game periodicals 
as to our methods and a full account will appear in Dr. H. L. Stoddard’s 
reports, soon to be released. I will use the time allotted to me this 

morning in sketching what I consider the most valuable lessons learned 

during the year 1928: 
First, successful hatching on a large scale in incubators. The incuba- 

tor used was a Buckeye No.9. The temperature for the first six hatches 

was run at 100 degrees, same as for chicken eggs, result 704 per cent 

hatch; the last seven hatches run at a temperature of 993 to 992 degrees, 
result 77% per cent hatch. I wish to give credit for this hatching to 
Mrs. W. L. Burke, R.F.D. No. 5, Richmond, Virginia. The eggs were 
taken to her each week and the birds sent for when they were due to 

hatch, 23 days thereafter. We had eggs hatching in incubator each 
week from June 14th to September 5th, and the following is a statement 

of hatchings: 

DATE SET Peas Eaas Goop BIRDS | RIPPLES TOTAL Sao 

5/22/28 6/14/28 1,158 681 61 742 64 

5/29/28 6/21/28 794 488 54 542 68% 

6/5/28 6/28/28 650 383 29 412 632 
6/12/28 7/5/28 748 509 29 538 Tto 

6/19/28 7/12/28 995 752 30 782 783 
6/26/28 7/19/28 1,076 730 75 805 744 

7/3/28 7/26/28 1,286 988 42 1,030 80:45 
7/10/28 | 8/3/28 1,158 799 79 878 75% 
7/17/28 8/10/28 1,027 799 41 840 81# 

7/24/28 8/17/28 980 710 48 758 113 

7/31/28 | 8/24/28 500 349 57 406 sit 
8/7 /28 | 8/31/28 559 363 38 401 ivi 
8/14/28 9/5/28 490 293 21 314 6475 

ROTA OLES, cic r sa hurtin ests oie esi teh neues. «nero veleienueanene liGADE 

Total: birds, s..csscs oces cs tae ee wanna ae ae ence one eek ea wate see BAIS 
Average per centiccic.s anim sss sei te ecieciastvey tee acme se vbyiw na) TORE 

While there are considerably more cripples than when hatched under 

bantams, the per cent is not serious. With further experiments and 

study as to turning and especially moisture, I do not think there is any 

doubt but that the percentage of cripples can be greatly reduced. Even
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as the record stands, the eggs broken by bantams when having to hatch 

thousands of them, will offset the loss by incubator cripples. And, too, 
it is taking long chances to depend upon bantams for hatching large 
numbers of eggs for you cannot count with certainty on the number of 

broody bantams you will need at any given time and likely find more 

eggs on hand than you have bantams to hatch. And, again, bantams 
are a source of constant trouble as they carry germs, the young quail 

contracting diseases and developing parasites from them. The expense 

of feeding and housing a large flock of bantams the entire year runs the 

cost much higher than using incubators and brooders. We used 80 

Putnam Brooders last season and the success of that method for raising 

the quail is established beyond a doubt. Of course, the birds cannot be 
crowded or kept on stale ground, but this is true with bantams. The 

cock quail for raising young birds was also very successful this season. 

We shipped out 117 cocks to the sanctuaries, each with a brood of birds 

three weeks old. Only a very small per cent of the cocks refused to 

adopt the young birds. Last, but not least, mating 12 hens with only 

4 cocks proved a splendid success. These birds averaged 51 eggs last 

season, as against 65 for paired birds. .The surprising part about this 

is that these eggs hatched the same per cent through the entire season 

as eggs from paired birds. This is the first time just such an experi- 

ment has proven successful, and, in my humble opinion, is one of the 

most important developments in the history of quail breeding. From 

results of this experiment I see no reason why the costly method of 

supplying individual pens for each pair of birds during the laying season 

isany longer necessary. This experiment consisted of eight pens, 12x 75 
feet, with 12 hens and only 4 cocks in each pen. It will be noticed that 

while these birds did not average quite as many eggs as the paired birds, 

there are many advantages which seem to me will more than offset this. 
However, I doubt if this method would be a success if wild trapped quail 

were being used. 

There are a great many details I have not touched upon because of 

minor importance, yet every game breeder knows if many of these little 

things are neglected you are but laying up future trouble which will 
break out on you here and there at the most inopportune time.
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Bobwhite ~~ : 
Cal. Quail 

Extract from The Auk, Jmuery,1930, Vol. XLVII. 

General Notes, p. 80. 

A Bobwhite X California quell Hybrid.e--These two partridges 
were » many years ago and at the tine 
of my sojourn at Salt Lake City, in 1895, both were plentiful 
in that vicinity. About December 14 of that year, while 
shooting at a valley farm south of the city, I ieidea ea fine 
plumaged male bird thet was undoubtedly a cross between the 

; two species. My pointer had made game in a little island of | 
rocks and wild rose bushes, fifty yards out in plowed ground 
and I followed. A full covey, apparently of Bobwhites, whirred 
up from the close cover and I dropped one with my right barrel. 
At the shot a second covey arose from close to where the first 

‘ hed been and I caught one of these with my other barrel, This | 
bird was a normal Bobwhite but the other was the hybrid. The 
general color effect was imilar to a Bobwhite but the pattern 
was modified and there were two straight plumes two inches : 
long on the heade These recalled the Plumed Quail but I saw | 

= at once that they were the soft crest feathers of the Bobwhite 
mach extended in length. Another trip to the same spot resulted 
in securing two female California wuail which were normal except 
that the throats were black like the male. With hybridism | 
Imown to exist in the flock this discrepancy might have been 
due to the same causes 

All three birds were sent to a taxidermist but upon returne 
ing for them several months later I found that he had gone out 

‘ of business and no trece of my birds could be founds. E. 
Aiken, Colorado Springs, Coloe
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Bob White Quail Price List 
Spring 1930 

Subject to confirmation when orders are accepted. 

Sold only for stocking game preserves and general propagation purposes. 

DELIVERY: Late November, 1929, to April 30th, 1930. 
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Courtesy Peters Cartridge Co. 

MR. BOB WHITE 

RESERVE NOW—IMPORTANT: Every season many are disappointed who re- 
serve too late. For ten years the demand has greatly exceeded the supply. Last season 
orders for over 10,000 birds came too late. Yet | filled every order accepted. My orders 
are filled with birds, not promises. My production is Bob White exclusively and I ship 
more Bob White than all other breeders in the United States combined. 

MY REFERENCES: City Central Bank and Trust Co., San Antonio, Texas; or 
The Game Conservation Society, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York City; or The American 
Game Protective Ass'n., 2273 Woolworth Bldg., New York City; or the editor of any sports- 
mens magazine, all of which I have advertised in for years; or any of my many customers, 
letters from a few of them appearing in this folder; or The State Game Department of any 
State.



WHEN TO LIBERATE: Under usual open range conditions, immediately after 
the worst of winter is best, allowing as much time as possible to become settled before spring 
mating. Mating season varies,—a late spring makes late mating. Normal matings occur 
about April 20th in the south and some two weeks later in northern states. 

Bob White are seldom if ever frozen to death. Ice glazed ground for a protracted spell, 
frozen hard, prevents them from getting food, or a crust of snow over them too hard to 
break out smochers them. To remedy these conditions in northern states shelter and grain 
should be provided. Banked up grain, buckwheat and other small seed plants in haycock 
form, lifted off the ground two or three feet by a pole frame, will keep the birds through 
the most severe winter. With this or similar winter protection some claim better results 
when liberated during late fall or winter. Without such protection, however, February is 
probably best in southern states, March a little further north and April in northern states. 

DELIVERY FOR PEN BREEDING: From present knowledge best authorities 
agree, better results are obtained by winter penning — a single pair to small pens from 
November to late February. However, fair results are sometimes obtained by later penning, 
as late as early May. (See “Books,” last page). For arbitrary pen breeding order equal 
number as to sex. 

PRICES: All prices are f. 0. b. my express points. Express charges will average about 
10c per bird to any point in the United States on full crates of 25 birds, shipping weight less 
than 25 pounds. Empty crates not to be returned. 

*NOTE. In the wild state nature produces Bob White with about 4% more cock birds 
than hens. The reason is not known, but we make no mistake to follow nature by concluding 
that they should be transplanted in the same proportions as to sex. For this reason we 
ship 12 hens and 13 cock birds per crate unless otherwise specially ordered. They should 
be released a full crate to a location. (See How To Liberate). . 

DECEMBER-JANUARY PRICES: 
$3.00 per bird in lots of any number. Add 25c each for extra hens. 

FEBRUARY DELIVERY PRICES: 
$2.00 per bird in lots of 1,000. Special price larger lots when available. 
(Expressed 12 hens and 13 cocks per crate). (See *NOTE, above). 
$2.25 per bird in lots of 25 to 1,000 birds. 
(Expressed 12 hens and 13 cocks per crate). 
$3.00 per bird for any number less than one crate of 25 birds. 
(Expressed any proportion as to sex. Add 25c for extra hens, but no extra charge 
for extra cocks). 

MARCH DELIVERY PRICES: > fF 
$2.25 per bird in lots of 1,000. Special price larger lots when @ R 
available. rey 
(Expressed 12 hens and 13 cocks per crate). (See *NOTE, above). ERY 
$2.50 per bird in lots of 25 to 1,000 birds. TON) 
(Expressed 12 hens and 13 cocks per crate). ws : 
$3.00 per bird for any number under 25 birds. 
(Expressed any proportion as to sex. Add 25c for extra hens, 
but no extra for cocks.) 

APRIL DELIVERY PRICES: LR 
$2.50 per bird in lots of 1,000. Special price larger lots when available 
(Expressed 12 hens and 13 cocks per crate) (See *NOTE, above). 
$2.75 per bird in locs of 25 to 1,000 birds. 
(Expressed 12 hens and 13 cocks per crate). 
$3.25 per bird in any number less than 25 birds. 
Expressed any proportion as to sex. Add 25c each for extra hens, but no extra 
charge for extra cocks. 

TERMS CASH: It is customary and necessary that cash in full accompany all 
livestock orders for delivery within 30 days. If for later delivery, a 10% deposit, or proper 
reference will reserve your order when acknowledged by me. This is very important to insure 
you the birds when wanted. Order or reserve now. 
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ie 2 BANK AS ESCROW AGENT. [f you are not an old cus- 
SM Lo ein : 
ava Bu, “4 tomer and do not know me, send purchase price in full to City 
at ame 24 Central Bank & Trust Co., San Antonio, Texas. Request bank to 

MA ae id pay me upon presenting them express receipt as proof of shipment of 

i ee your order, with copy of your letter to the bank to me. Or, if you 
ae. prefer, request bank to cash your funds, but withhold payment to me 

Po er until you wire them to pay me upon actual receipt of the birds. The 

eo bank cashes your funds upon its receipt, issuing their check to me for 
eee) full amount, which escrow check is payable to me in full upon proof 

ra Se a of actual delivery. It is less trouble to the bank to pay me in full, 

Courtesy Remington and any adjustments under my live arrival guarantee will be made 
Arms Co. by me at once. 

LIVE DELIVERY GUARANTEE: | guarantee the live arrival to your express 
depot of 96%. You take the risk of the loss en route of 4%, or one bird per crate of 25. 

If more than a total average of one bird per crate of 25 is dead upon arrival at your depot, 

I promptly refund full purchase price or replace the dead birds. (Important—read how to 

get refund below). 

HOW TO GET REFUND—IMPORTANT: | ship thousands of birds every sea- 
son, some to foreign lands. Because of uniform standard, scientifically constructed crates. 

proper feeding, and extreme care and years of experience, it seldom occurs that any are lost 

en route regardless cf distance. Occasional loss happens, however, in which case be sure to 

examine the birds upon arrival, and secure from your express agent his "’ Bad Order Report,” 

which regular form will show time of delivery, time Slarival: number dead upon arrival. 

Send this report to me promptly and | will promptly adjust for all dead birds upon arrival 

in excess of 4% of the total shipment, as shown by the agent's report. | must have this re- 

port as a basis for claim to the express company as proof of delays, etc., if I decide they are 

responsible and feel justified in filing a claim to reimburse myself for money refunded to you. 

For this reason no adjustment will be made without said report. | wire or write you notice in 

advance of arrival, and I am not responsible for delays where birds remain undelivered at 

your express office. 

HOW TO LIBERATE FOR BEST RESULTS: Bob White range together as a 
covey for better protection during winter. For this reason a full crate should be released 

together, because they will come back together anyway if released separately. When spring 

and mating time arrives, the covey then will split up in a natural manner, each bird pairing 
off to themselves in the immediate vicinity, the new hatch later to become a new family, or 

better known as a covey. 

Select thick weeds or other suitable cover, having first scattered small mixed grain, and 

remove a slat as gently as possible and leave the crate for the birds to come out as quietly 

as possible. The crate need not be returned, and the birds have often been seen back in and 
near the crate feeding several days later, or even weeks later. It is their nature to settle in 

the immediate territory, and mate and hatch nearby in the spring. This instinctive trait of 

Bob White is very valuable in their favor as against all other game birds for stocking pur- 
poses. Bob White stays “put” while other game birds are apt to range far and wide. 

INTERBREEDING WITH LOCAL BOB WHITE: Bob Whites will inter- 
breed with local covies the first season after being introduced from any other section of 
their natural range. This has been proven beyond any question of doubt, not only trom my 
own experiments, but from the experience of my many customers from whom I have letters. 
I have expressed quail to nearly every state in the Union for the past several years. I have 
also sent them safely to Canada, Cuba and Japan. 

EGG PRODUCTION: Eggs are layed from late May to late summer, June being 
the normal month of most egg production. Late summer nests and even early fall eggs are 
often tound, but they are usually the renewed efforts of a pair to hatch a brood, the first 
eggs or brood having been destroyed _The average ciuch contains fourteen eggs. although 
one hen wiil lay from 10 to 23 or 24 before setting. And if broken up she will lay again and 
again in new nests during the season. If she is killed during the process of incubation the 
cock mate will finish setting and raise the chicks. In pens, however, I have had one hen 
to lay over 100 eggs during the season, and 75 or 80 eggs is common. This is accomplished 
by taking the eggs, and the hen continues to lay in her efforts to acquire a cluch. If she were 
not in confinement she would desert and start a new nest. It takes 23 and even 24 days to 
hatch if the weather is cool or damp. Nearly ali quail eggs in the wild are fertile and the 
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eggs hatch within an hour and the chicks are strong enough to immediately leave the nest. 
Within a week they can fly and within two months they are practically mature in size, and 
compose a covey. 

VARIATIONS, COLOR AND SIZE. Note: The difference in color and shading 
of Bob Whites is very noticeable to a close observer. This difference is caused by several 
reasons; climatic conditions, season, age, and by the predominating food of birds at the 
particular location and season. This variation is not so marked in any particular covey 
except because of individual characteristics, but is often very noticeable when comparing 
birds raised on broadly separated territory. Generally speaking, however, the coloring of 
local birds graduatly becomes darker extending north, the lighter colored birds in the extreme 
southern states, and the darkest in the extreme northern states. A slight variation as to 
their size is also noticeable because of the above named reasons. 

However, when quail are transferred to a new location these differences disappear and they 
assume the appearance of the local quail, both as to size and coloring by reason of having 
passed a season or two under identical conditions. 

NEW BLOOD NECESSARY: A band of quail, is what is known as a covey or bevy 
are really a family of the same hatch, except in cases where each covey has been reduced to 
a few birds, when they wil! often join with others for mutual protection until mating time. 
It is natural, and it is one of nature’s laws that those of a family do not mate, except probably 
a few generations. when mating comes to an end. This often accounts for lone covies in 
certain localities never increasing in number. They are not near enough to other birds to 
find mates in the spring. When quail have become so scarce that the covies are isolated, 
there is serious danger of the breed running out. Introduce new blood and a normal in- 
crease will result. 

MY PRODUCTION METHODS: My birds are wild raised. 1 take care of their 
enemies and provide natural protection and feed, and the birds take care of themselves. 
This is nature's own way, and is the best method. You can do the same on your own pre- 
serve. Thus I produce strong, healthy naturally vigorous birds, trained in nature's way to 
care for themselves. For liberation in your territory my birds are superior to pen-raised 
birds, for these reasons. 

CONTROL THEIR ENEMIES: In spite of the handicap of their many natural 
enemies, the birds hold their own in many localities. They are such prolific and persistent 
egg layers that they multiply regardless. Help them to tip the balance of nature in their 
favor and you will be rewarded by an abundant increase. Did you ever figure how fast it 
is possible for them to multiply if it were possible that you could eliminate all their natural 
enemies— If not, try it. After figuring on this possibility was the thought that put me into 
the business. I am now the largest producer of Bob White quail in the United States. In 
fact | produce more than all other producers combined. I am also the only person exclu- 
sively in this business. 

Your success with them depends largely upon your practical assistance in eliminating their 
natural enemies, such as follows: Snakes, skunks, rats, mink, dogs of any kind, weasel, 
oppossum, fox, common house cats, crows, certain harmful hawks, hogs and pot-hunters. 
These enemies hunt every day in the year and destroy nests of eggs, the young and the old 
alike, and then an extra shift works all night every night in the year. Also keep fire from 
burning their feed and cover. There is usually plenty of feed of various kinds for them except 
in sections where it is too closely cultivated. They eat every imaginable variety of weed 
and grass seed or small grain that is available, as well as berries and insects of every kind. 
Study these conditions and you will be rewarded to the extent of your help. If you can create 
ideal conditions and if you eliminate all their enemies you will have so many quail that I 
would have to go out of business. 

BOB WHITE, AMERICA’S BEST GAME BIRD. The word “native” has 
a very significant meaning and is the most valuable factor in considering Bob White as 
against other species of game birds to plant game preserves of America. ‘Through the long 
ages, nature has eliminated many species of game birds and has systematically segregated 
certain other species to certain limited areas. These areas differ materially in their manifold 
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relations as affecting game birds transplanted from one to the other. In every land nature 
through the gradual process of elimination and adoption, slowly evolves some certain su- 
preme specie that by virtue of many acquired characteristics is best suited and peculiarly 
adapted to that certain territory. We call the process, nature, and the product we call— 
native. We tread deep water when we tamper with nature by introducing foreign species 
of game birds to America, any of which may apparently flourish for a few seasons under 
favorable conditions. But nature will eventually have its way, because the introduced 
foreign birds are not indigenous to America and cannot become adjusted to the new en- 
vironments. 

Nature in America dictates Bob White as the supreme game bird specie of our land. There 
is no other similar bird. Bob White is not a partridge and not a quail; he is a distinctive, 
individual specie developed in America, and should be known by no other name excepting 
his true and real name—'*Bob White.” 

Bob White is the swiftest game bird that flys on the first sixty feet; he is the most elusive, 
the most prolific egg layer, therefore the most rapid in production, the hardiest and the 
gamest of game birds of the world. Finally he is the cheapest obtainable game bird on first 
cost, and final desired results are decidedly cheaper than any other game bird to plant the 
game preserves of America. 

BOB WHITE WILL STAY WHERE LIBERATED. Bob White hatch and are 
raised on an area of from one to several acres. This limited area instinct also holds good 
when they are transplanted and liberated. This instinct is very valuable in favor of Bob 
White and is true one other game bird. This should be remembered by the prospective 
purchaser of game birds for stocking a small territory. Many game birds are valuable, but 
they will ramble or migrate off their protected territory. Bob White stay ‘put’; they never 
leave their usual limited range, except it becomes depleted of feed and cover, and then they 
seek the nearest. Spring matings break up the family covey and they spread out, each 
pair to themselves, after which each new hatch becomes a new covey, in the immediate 
vicinity. 

BANDING, IF DESIRED. For 10c extra per bird I will band them with a plain, 
light, durable aluminum band on one leg that will last the life of the bird. It has the words 
on each band: “'M. E. BOGLE, PASCAGOULA, MISS.,” or any other wording with not 
more letters, can be put on the bands with an extra cost of $10.00 to make the special plate. 

qm ——___ 

EXPRESSIONS FROM A FEW OF MY BOB WHITE CUSTOMERS 
East Hampton, L. I. New York, April 21, 1929. 

It gives me great pleasure to inform you that the 50 pair of quail arrived in perfect 
condition, not a dead, crippled or weak one in the lot. Considering the distance, | think 
this remarkable and wish to thank you for sending the East Hampton Gun Club such nice 
birds. W.H.HAND, Prop. Cash Box Kennels. 

Sapaloe, Ga., February 27th, 1929. 
I was agreeably surprised to receive the bob-whites yesterday in tip top condition, all 

alive and certainly looked at home in a large pen. Thanks for the quick delivery. A. F. 
MORGAN, Kennel Master & Trainer, Sapaloe Island Kennels, Ga. 

Baltimore, Md., October 28th, 1929. 
In regard to the birds we purchased from you, which were claimed by you to have been 

raised in PelsstsSIPD) | BRUTY, 1929, I wish to say came in very good condition, were planted 
on our game refuges and we feel have propagated very satisfactorily this past season. 
E. LEE LECOMPTE, State Game Warden. 
New York City, October 25th, 1929. 

We put out 400 quail in March 1928, and the result was a distinct increase. We 
considered it so successful that this year we put out 600, and will probably put out that 
many this year. Hope to give you definite order in January. GEO. T. ADEE, Secretary 
Madison Shooting Club, Reynolds, Fish & Co., 120 Broadway. 
New York City, November 6th, 1929. 

1 am glad to state that from 75 pairs native bob white you sent in January,§I have 
raised and released on the property this year 1078 birds. Your,birds came to me‘in good 
shape etc. E. F. HUTTON, Beettns Bldg. E 
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RRR ERS YZ LA, Beachton, Ga., Sept. 8th, 1927. Ras ! 
EDs a) eae a = I never saw finer Bob Whites than you 
7 aN \ ur a 4, iD Sy sent to this region early this season.* * * The 
pes De NY Westete Vw Ge p Biological Survey still have quite a supply of 
is. WA Ui hay yn ae aR Jen our 1925-26 report in which we have a little 

Has y yn ein NS ee Ee to say in regard to inter-breeding of your in- 
[ez Hegre ss ss : A troduced birds with the birds in this territory. 
lode pee) Pay There is not a particle of doubt that they mix 
Ze Me: SSI and breed without discrimination on either 

as LEG, PIN Ne side, and further studies simply verified this. 
Toe ess wes y HERBERT L. STODDARD, Field Asst., 

| ME iy SSS AS, U. S. Biological Survey, in charge of Quail 
MM EAS ee aS SSS Investigation. 

Courtesy Remington Arms Co. 

NOTE: Mr. Stoddard is a leading authority on Bob Whites, has spent the past several 
years in actual field experimental work with a crew of Government experts. His reports 
have appeared in recent sporting magazines, and a final official report in book form will be 
available about January Ist, 1929, to be distributed by the U. S. Biological Survey. 

Sparta, N. J., August 20th, 1928. 
My man says he has seen small quail. We feed through winter and have carried your 

birds through two winters and this is a cold mountain country, lots of snow and gets to 
15 degrees below zero. We are delighted with your birds and service.—G. G. GREEN, JR. 

NOTE: Mr Green bought birds from me in fall of 1925, again 1926, 1927, 1928 and 
1929. 

Middleburg, Va., Oct. 25, 1928. 
It gives me pleasure to state that the number of Bob White in this vicinity have mater- 

ially increased since I have put out birds purchased from you, and I can not help but feel 
that this increase is due to the new blood introduced.—D. C. SANDS, President Middleburg 
National Bank. 

NOTE: Mr Sands bought birds from me in the spring of 1925 and again in 1926. 
fifty pairs each spring. Se 

Charlotte, N. C., Oct. 25th, 1928 a : ae Ta 

Wish to advise the quail received from you % é oat ons ey eh a ion 
last spring were O. K., and raised exceptionally “2  —— a 
well. I want more and will appreciate prices, Nr i Pe SES genie 
ete.—JAS. F. KELLY. tema, ne 

ira A i > a | 
NOTE: Mr. Kelly received several hundred 9 _— ee eee mn < A WS v 7 

birds, a part of an order for 4,000 birds delivered Sek ce aX AN 
in March, 1928, and distributed in North Caro- STENT SS. SNe MI 
lina. Fine results are reported from entire lot. vey, | NS SN eg 
Inquire of the Department of Conservation and Us Fm (aes ES 
Development, Raleigh, N. C. Ey ie 

1) Ni 
Ty 

Courtesy Remington Arms Co. 
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Chicago, Ill., Sept. 16, 1927. 

The 100 quail you sent me last spring have mixed with the local 

birds and have produced large covies and are very satisfactory. Put 
me down now for 100 more at $2.50 each for delivery in March, to 

q Dundee, Ill., or will leave the delivery time to your judgment.— 
DR. PAUL M. MAGNUSON, 30 N. Michigan Ave. 

Jackson, Tenn., Sept. 21, 1927. 
Reserve for me 100 pairs Bob Whites for March or April. You have been selling me 

birds for several years and your dealings have been very satisfactory. Have not lost a bird 

from these shipments and they are healthy as represented by you. We liberated these 

birds where there were a {ew natives, and your birds mated with them.—B. B. JOHNSON, 

Pres., Long-Johnson Ptg. Co. 

——————— 

BOOKS 

TRAPPING VERMIN: A list of books with specific instructions for trapping preda- 

tory birds and animals, destructive to game birds, will be sent upon application to Biological 
Survey, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 

PEN BREEDING: For those interested, send 10c to Superintendent of Documents: 

Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., for Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1521. This 

publication contains full explanation of latest successful methods of pen raising Bob Whites 
as well as pheasants and other game birds. 

JOB’S PROPAGATION OF WILD BIRDS. The standard treatise on game bird 
breeding. 306 pages, over 109 illustrations postpaid $3.00. 

THE GAME BREEDER, a monthly magazine. One year (12 issues) $2.00. 

SUPPLY LIMITED. Every season | return hundreds of dollars to those who make 
up their minds too late. I can supply any number if reserved early enough. Reserve now. 

WIRE. 

° 

M. E. Bogle, San Antonio, Texas 
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: Madison, Wisconsin he 
Feb. 6, 1930 po" 

cds 

Memo for Errington, King, Yeatter, Grange, Frederic Leopold: 

In making up the report on the Game Survey of the North Central 

Region I want to examine the effect of latitude on the length of the 

quail breeding season (i.e. earliest and latest hatchings). 

I have a hunch there is not much latitudinal difference, but I 

want to find out. 

I did not collect any quail phenology data on Wisconsin, Minn- 

esota, Michigan, Iowa, or Ohio. Attached is the phenological table 

for Missouri, showing my standard form. Similar tables are in my 

Illinois, Indiana, and Mississippi Reports, and of course Stoddard has 

complete information for Georgia. 

Can you give me any information, even fragments, for your state? 

I thought possibly you would have some notes of your own, and could : 

make inquiry of other observers in the course of your regular travels, 

Whatever you can get for me I would appreciate having by April 1. 

Incidentally you may want to use this form for the accumulation 

of notes on your own species. I have found it very handy. 

I will be writing up the North Central Region during the next 

few months and may have to fall back on you to fill in other gaps in 

my information. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD . : 

’
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ERE 6c 29 ) } Aa Sow Thar You May Reap ly : 
Ep tats ERR 

GT Re ea Ta a Ape ee a . oi Be PE a IN COLLABORATION WITH THE NATIONAL SPOKTSMAN 

perry ais Pas wcay Ce 
VB E HAVE yet to meet a sports- — —not just one lot of quail, but many. The method is no longer 
Sra 0) man whose. experience quali- merely an experiment, but has been tested by others with good 
Aiea? fies him as a bird hunter who results. It is one of the most important developments in game 

ene oie ee prefers any of the introduced species _ restoration that has come to our attention for many years. It 

Wie Swe @, to native game birds. Pheasants, has been worked out by a sportsman who three years ago had 
feeee sia eee ORR for example, are accepted as a sub- had no experience whatever in raising game birds. 
gee , Ey “a N B stitute where native game is not suf- This means that any sportsman having even a small back- 
pe Se’ “Muay #4 ficiently abundant to provide reason- yard with an open space large enough to set up a pen 8 ft. by 4 

ou Py Sioa ee ably good shooting. ft., can raise his quota of quail each year and liberate them in 
fe “a Fst is Pheasants serve a useful purpose his favorite hunting covers. It means that it is now possible for 

AY i} cas in providing sport during the period sportsmen to make quail abundant once more all over their pres- 
S ee FE =e when native game is scarce and ent and former natural range, providing, of course, that they 

f oe while practical methods of raising practice game keeping, as well as game breeding. 
native game birds under controlled conditions are being worked Good quail shooting is within your reach, but it is entirely 

cut. They serve to fill in a void and to attract the occasional up to you to produce it and to maintain it. In describing the 

gunner who may find native birds too scarce or too difficult to methods it will be our purpose to explain the principles and the 
keep up his interest. cbjective, leaving to your practical common sense and ingenuity 

Pheasants have the advantage of being easy to raise, and {he minor details of pen construction and of handling. 
the Hungarian partridge of being very prolific and hardy when Nearly everyone has that sense or ingenuity, but without it 
properly planted under suitable conditions. Native game birds no one can successfully raise or handle live birds or animals, 
have not responded to the methods of artificial propagation and wild or domestic, no matter how many rules he may learn by 
have suffered in comparison with the introduced birds. The in- heart. It is far more important to understand the requirements 
crease of native birds could be encouraged only by the indirect of the subject, the principles of the rearing or handling methods, 

method of game keeping. and the reasons for them. Then you will be able to meet intel- 
The value of game keeping as a practical means of increas-  jigently any out-of-the-ordinary situations which may develop. 

ing the supply of native game has been amply demonstrated on This new method raises birds under intensive conditions and 
game refuges, which term, by the way, refers only to areas on syccess with it depends on close observation, intelligent interpre- 
which a game keeper controls natural enemies and maintains tation of the observations and good judgment in meeting unusual 

conditions as ideal as possible for the game which it is desired Conditions as they develop. The important points in handling 

to increase. are to keep the birds tame and their pens and food scrupulously 

Except on such limited demonstration areas the method is  ¢jean. The pens are located where the birds will become accus- 
one which no state or single organization can adopt. Regardless tomed to seeing as many people as possible. The pens provide 

of how much definite information may be available on the sub- adequate shelter from storm and wind, but no dark hiding places. 
ject, it will be of no practical use unless the sportsmen put it into Cjeanliness is assured by means of a wire floor, and the pen is 
practice—each one in the favorite cover which he likes to think kent off the ground. Droppings and spilled food pass through 

of as his own. . . the wire, and a tray is placed under the pen to catch this material 
The exception among the native birds regarding propagation _), inat it may be removed easton 

is the bobwhite and other species of quails. Experiments in rear- To serve as an example we shall assume that you have room 
ing quail have been carried on for the last twenty-five years. ;,,, only one pen, and that it is your purpose to raise only a few 
They have always been encouraging but were never quite suc- quail each year. Suppose you start with one setting of fifteen 
cessful until recently. Finally, the state of Virginia, through eggs. You will, of course, use a broody hen for hatching the 

the efforts of Mr. W. B. Coleman, worked out a method which eggs, and it should be a bantam in good health, free from lice, 
produced from four thousand to five thousand quail each year cull Gis aque) GHassen ene 

for liberation. The method, however, was adapted only to large- You will set the hen in a hatching box such as is used for 
scale production and the expense limited it to state game farms. chickens, but smaller, and made of clean, new lumber. A box 

Progress in quail restoration will be slow and unsatisfactory, 45 eee and about 10 inches high at the front is large enough 
as it has been with pheasants and will be with every other game for a bantam. It must be absolutely tight around the bottom and 
bird, until the co-operation sides and with a tight-fitting door and ventilation holes at the 
of the great body of sports- top. Care of the setting hen 
men is enlisted in each lo- 4 —————————, and the eggs is the same as 

cality, in each state and in Le os commonly used in hatching 
the nation, to the end that "| \ Vroer moe chickens. 
each individual may be en- LEM | ‘ ‘The eggs), will hatehria 

couraged to undertake the ge ces ILS (Y "| | 23 to 24 days and the chicks 
work of producing enough Aon VY eee ae fi should be left entirely undis- 

game each year to meet his (4 =e | turbed for 24 to 36 hours or 
personal needs. yy” ro yen , i until the warm part of the 

That has now been made J lB 2 3 Siocon a i day after they are hatched. 
possible in the case of quail pf | (| “ive PF uo Of course, you will have 

through the efforts and ex- ly Able (ll | made ready your rearing pen, 
periments of Mr. George S. Ld |) eens —l as shown in the accompany- 

Mr. McCarty has been suc- a, ay put the hen and the chicks in 

cessful in raising quail in a Diagram of McCarty pen with wire floor. During the breeding season one of the two compartments 
small pen 8 ft. long, 4 ft. a partition is fitted in the pen to divide it lengthwise with a pair of quail in) and shut them in. A little 

wide and about 2 ft. high— eect) eet an ys Bot rae nes one) beced oF equal wlth at tern car cue cence ae grit and charcoal may be
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placed in this room for the chicks to pick at. The hen is given survival as wild hatched birds. You also have a new setting of 
whole corn too large for the chicks, and water in a can suspended eggs under a bantam and two hen quail still laying fertile eggs. 
from a nail too high for the chicks to reach. As soon as you have eggs enough you may liberate the hen quail 

Whichever compartment is selected from the broody hen and in your fields. They may at once build a nest in the wild and 
chicks may be considered the bed-room and should be fitted with lay a clutch of fertile eggs. If not, they are likely to meet up 

a removable floor of pressed board of linoleum, and a layer about with a wild cock quail who will encourage that idea. By follow- 

one-half inch deep of finely cut dry grass, hay or straw. ing this plan, when the third or last lot of éggs hatch under the 
The other compartment may be considered the dining-room, bantam hen your pen will be empty and with the partition re- 

and for the first few days the wire floor there is covered with moved, will be ready to receive the bantam and her chicks to 

heavy brown paper, which is removed after each feeding. start the cycle over again. 
When the chicks are about 48 hours old, place their first The question of what to feed is a difficult one, because there 

feed on the brown paper in their dining-room, and open the door is no accepted standard. For the small game breeder the feed- 
to the other compartment. If the hen is very gentle and not ing schedule which is easiest to follow, requiring a minimum of 
given to scratching, she may be allowed in the dining-room with labor is the best, and the difference in cost of feeds is too small 
the chicks in order to teach them to eat. Otherwise the hen is to be an important consideration in this case. More simple 
kept in the bed-room and the door fixed so that she can only methods than the one which we shall describe have been used 

reach her head through the opening. Put some of the food near with success, but we feel that they have not been tested suffi- 

enough so that the hen can reach it and teach the chicks to feed. ciently under various conditions to warrant recommending them 
After fifteen or twenty minutes, remove the food and the paper at this time. Almost any of the bulletins available on the pro- 
floor covering. Feed regularly at least four times a day for the duction of game birds will supply the details about feeding, 
first week; five times a day at regular intervals is better. What which we may omit, since the materials used and the methods 

to feed will be explained later. are practically the same for all game birds, although on a small- 

When the chicks have learned to answer the call of the er scale for quail. 
mother hen they may be allowed in the outside pen, all doors be- From the first day and all through the season a variety of 
ing open, although the hen is kept*confined in the bed-room or in diet is preferred by game birds, and for the present at least, 
the two compartments. Watch the chicks closely at. first, until variety may be considered a necessity in a feeding plan. The 
they learn the way back to the hen for brooding. The whole egg, meals, mashes and grains described below may be considered 
corn and water diet is continued for the hen, and frequent atten- the staple foods to which diet fresh green food and fruit are 

tion given to keeping her compartment clean at all times. added for variety. These may be given with the staple foods, 
From the time when the chicks are given access to the open or if the birds seem disinterested in food, they may be given 

run, all of their food is placed at the end of the run farthest separately as one meal, preferably in the middle of the day. 

from the hen. That is to avoid possible 2 eee With young birds all foods are given 
contamination of the chicks’ food by the f a vt ie at As “ in small quantities and removed in about 
hen. - rs a : ae twenty minutes or when the birds are no 

Food and water is provided in flat, ‘ Cy, a oo ie s longer eager for more. The receptacles 
smooth pans, so heavy that they cannot [i — ae is ae ‘ -= must be kept scrupulously clean. When 
be tipped over, and these are removed soon ea | & 1 ae the birds are three or four weeks old, 
after each feeding period. To economize — fe { * eo Ns some of the staple foods particularly the 
on time and labor the dry mash, grain geimeae\\ vig: % me A fy dry mash may be placed in hoppers and 

. and grits should be placed in hoppers made ze BN a p> » 2 f = kept before them at all times. However, 
of thin, light box boards with small holes es a de & that is merely to save labor and if that 
in the sides just high enough above the § et eal Se is not an important consideration, it is 
floor and large enough to permit the : : wed probably better to provide food only at 
chicks to reach in for the food. These a the regular feeding hours. 

hoppers avoid wasting food, but if any Dit x The small game breeder will depend 
is spilled it immediately drops through y. 8 good deal upon left-overs from the 

the wire to the tray below. kitchen to provide green food and fruits 

When the chicks are about 8 weeks old, or when they appear for the birds. He must be careful, however, to offer his birds 
not to need brooding, the hen may be removed. Then the par- only green food which is absolutely fresh. Of green foods, fresh 

tition in the enclosure may be removed and the whole fitted with tender lettuce is probably the best, with spinach, alfalfa and 

a removable floor covered with straw for bedding. sweet clover a close second. 
Twelve or fifteen quail may be kept in this pen until they are Ripe fresh tomatoes or canned tomatoes make excellent food 

quite mature and ready to be liberated, or even through the win- tor quail. ‘Tomato juice and also milk, either sweet or sour, may 
ter. A pair or two should certainly be kept over the winter be given with good results in place of water. Ripe apples, 
for breeders. If two pairs are kept the pen should be divided melons and similar fruits are much enjoyed by quail as well as 
lengthwise just before the breeding season, making a section for other game birds. During the first week or so, the green food 

each pair 8 ft. long and 2 ft. wide. Provide a straw shelter or such as lettuce should be cut in small pieces with fine sharp 
nesting box in one corner of the outside pen. The quail may. scissors. Later the green food may be fed in whole leaves and 
lay’ eggs in this nest or in the enclosure. A sod of long, dry the birds will pick it to pieces. 
soft grass will provide nesting material. For the first staple food, after grit, oyster shells and water 

When two settings of 18 or 20 eggs each have been collected have been given, use hard-boiled egg chopped very fine and mixed 
_ and kept in a cool place, turn each day, set them under bantam with dry ground cracker crumbs until the whole is crumbly moist. 

hens. While they are being incubated the quail hens will have On the second or third day begin to mix a little Spratt’s Pheas- 
laid another 18 or 20 eggs each. Before hatching time, get two ant Meal No. 12 with the egg in place of the cracker crumbs and 
smalt wooden boxes about 12 inches square and’ fit each of these gradually increase the proportion of this meal to fifty per cent of 
with a burlap cover and two small doors should be large enough the whole. If mixture is too dry, slightly moisten the meal, be- 
for a full grown quail to pass through, and the other for young fore mixing, with very hot water. 
quail. When the eggs are hatched put the cock quail in each In case Spratt’s Pheasant Meal No. 12 is not easily available, 
one of these boxes. A few hours later when the chicks have other prepared grains or mashes may be used instead. Dry un- 
dried off, put them in the box through the small door without cooked rolled oats are always a good occasional substitute for 
disturbing the cock quail. He will usually adopt them at once. pheasant meal. Two or three times a week corn meal may be . 

The cock quail with their broods may be liberated the next used in place of the rolled oats. When one week to ten days 
day, but extreme caution must be used not to frighten them. It old reduce the number of feeds to four a day and add dry mash 
is best to fasten a string to the door long enough to reach the ‘o the regular diet. It is well to use this first as a wet mash 
hiding place and after the birds have quieted down from being (crumbly moist) either mixed with the egg or used separately 
moved, open the door gently by pulling the string. Now, you and later as a dry mash. This mash should be of the very 

have two broods of quail liberated with their adult foster fathers highest quality obtainable in chick size. It should include a good 

in your best quail fields. They will have as good a chance of (Continued on page 29)
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i WEST VIRGINIA’S PREMIER INTERCONNECTED MOTOR COACH SYSTEM hb { 

Pic eI pe) Eg SD Sete ee etc reece 
i ae Very low fares to all the principal points Bee i 

| PARKERSBURG TO in United States and Canada BLUEFIELD TO ! 
i HUNTINGTON s CHARLESTON | 
i $3.75 —— Je ee $6.00 
{|} | ero Tom Conc s Tem roRTATION “(a ie 
| CHARLESTON TO HUNTINGTON TO | 
i PARKERSBURG CHARLESTON ! 
i $3.35 $2.00 1 

3 Se es § e P ——— ee 

j | CHARLESTON TO sAsuescry—h PQQ 500179 Your Way> CHARLESTON To | ! 
i WHEELING WHITE SULPHUR ! 
i $6.25 General Offices Charleston, W. Va. $4.95 1 
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THE GAME RESTORATION PROGRAM beautiful cabinet Bosch radio is given. The evening of the final 
(Continued from page 23) day of the drive the radio will be given away to the holder of 

— the lucky number. 

quality dried milk, green food and high grade meat scraps, but Four members of Wood County Branch with the Nelson 
of the latter not over ten per cent. Plumbing Company bought the radio and are giving it as an 

When the birds are about ten days old, introduce chick grain inducement for memberships this year. 

of the best quality in a mixture containing a variety of grains. Any person who wishes to enroll in the League and who is 
Feed the grain at the last meal of the day. At this time begin not visited by one of the solicitors and who will send their 
to reduce the amount of egg so that it may be discontinued en- money to any of the League officers, his chance on the radio 
tirely at the age of three or four weeks. When three weeks iold will be promptly mailed to him. Dr. George Borgett, is president 
the number of feeds may be reduced to three a day and if the and Earl Oesterle, secretary of this Branch and are paying 
birds are not eager for the noon meal, that may consist only of especial attention to the membership drive. 

green food or fruit. However, at about this time dry mash in The complete list of prizes to be awarded is as follows: 
a hopper may be kept before the birds at all times. Gem Jewelry store, $25 clock; Stahlman Hardware Company, 

When the birds are five or six weeks old, the number of hunting suit; Regent Shoe Company, pair men’s shoes; Kahn’s 

meals may be reduced to two, of which the first should be moist, Store, umbrella; Wetherell Jewelry Store, men’s toilet set; 
using pheasant meal or dry mash, and the last meal of grain, Wiant and Barr Hardware Company, gasoline camp stove; O. J. 
but with green food offered between meals, and with fresh water Stout Drug Company, aluminum thermos jug; Ruth Furniture 

and grits available all the time. Also, at this period the dry Company, smoking set; G. E. Smith Jewelry Store, silver candle 
mash and grain may be changed from the chick size to the inter- sticks; Niswander Hardware Store, flashlight; Chancellor Hard- 
mediate or growing size. This diet may be continued through ware Store, fish reel; Smith Hardware Store, gasoline lantern; 
the winter or until the breeding season, when a good laying mash Parkersburg Sporting Goods House, fishing rod; Cooper-Morri- 
may be used instead of the growing mash. son Company, sweater; J. N. Murdoch Company, first aid kit; 

Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1613, entitled “Propagation of Upland Ideal Furniture Company, smoking set; Goldenberg Furniture 

Game Birds,” may be secured without cost from the Bureau Company, bridge lamp; McHenry Electric Company, electric 
of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. egg cooker; Dils Brothers Company, magazine rack; N. Logan 

A booklet entitled “The Game Restoration Program,” includ- & Son, 15 pound ham; Young Plumbing Company, bridge lamp; 
ing practical information on game propagation and game keeping Park Pharmacy, flashlight; Patton & Neal Furniture Company, 
as well as on the subject of fish restoration, may be secured by bridge lamp; G. N. Zinn, case of Valveeta cheese. 
sending ten cents to cover the cost of handling to National — 

Sportsman, Inc., 108 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston, Mass. IN REGARD TO CLOSED STREAMS 
a The April meeting of the Game, Fish and Forestry Commis- 
PARKERSBURG BRANCH DRIVE sion, at which meeting the opening and closing of trout streams 

(Continued frog page 25) will be considered, being held on the 3d inst., the day this 
a month’s Wild Life comes off the presses, is too late to get the 

of mounted animals being shown. The collection is unique and proceedings in this issue. Results of the meeting will be given 
one of the most complete of any in Parkersburg. the daily press insofar as may be possible, and will also appear 

With each purchased membership for 1930 a chance on the in the May number of this magazine. 
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| STOP! irgini i > READ & LISTEN. Many of you WestVirginians 
I have used this Dog Food for a number of years. The Granulated Food is made of Corn, Rice and Bran Flakes, Meat, 
7 Blood, Bone and Cod Liver Fish. The right proportion of each of these ingredients are used to make a BALANCED FOOD. 
| “ 9 
| NUF SED 

We also make Baked Dog Crackers which contain Wheat and Rice Flour, Bran, Blood, Bone and Meat Meal, Cod Liver 
| Oil, Buttermilk. These are plain crackers. We also make a Vegetablized Cracker which has same ingredients as above 
| with vegetables— Spinach, Onions, Garlic and Lettuce added. This FOOD is the cheapest in the long run on account of 

| its FEEDING VALUE. 

| VANGILDER BROS., Fairmont, W. Va., Sole Distributors for Marion County 
WEST END FEED CO., Clarksburg, W. Va., Sole Distributors for Harrison and Lewis Counties 

| A Circular Describing these Foods and Prices Will be Mailed on Application. 

TIP TOP FOOD CO. BATTLE CREEK, MICH. 
I a ee ee ee ed
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The Literary Digest brings togeth- son the Star presen’s ree me resolution in a vigorous and earnest 
. * X text of a communication receive iy he ‘ f 

er a trio of news items for the bill Washington Board of Trade from a speech. He told the delegates that 
of fare thus: sympathetic gentleman in Hillburn, if they passed that resolution it would 

a ee a ei - * Rockland county, N. Y. Attaching a not be a year before some one ap- 
‘or e firs ime since his long clipping to his letter, the clipping i 2 \ > ared asking that the law be amend- 

illness began, King George today  eing from The New York Sun, which °° en a 
partook of game which be had shot devoted some space to a discussion of ed so as to permit the sale of “our 
himself. The game for his dinner to- the capital’s plight, the correspondent feathered friends.” There was consid- 

miphtccame sfrominis first day’ of owritess erable disorderly opposition. The res- 
shooting, during which he bagged 5 °, 
six brace of peasants. — New York “ ear Sirs: Try a few Roman can- olution was voted down. The following 
Times. dles. About am hour atten catk It day the resolution was offered again 

Neat, quick girl wanted for dunch. worked 100 per cent for us! and passed..-Phé sale of trout became 
—San Diego Union. : l ee 

: : Obviously Roman candles would ‘“©84' Se 
oe Poco us = a ca Hh inc shed at least some of the “all possi- Te INBREEDING i 

bout _ Mas oetcs ene. Cannel jo Dieslcht t= ghichan thas cine hinks 
He dined on Missionaries cold and “should be shed on the starling Robert Butler writing from Louis- 

raw. ” : ; . 
He never took less at a meal than problem: iana to Outdoor Life says: 

four, It has long been a theory among 
The King of the Cannibal Islands. MORE TROUT \ sportsmen and others that to add 

The Literary Digest tells us: A special dispatch to the World vigor and numbers to the species, bob- 
The United States becomes the ow- fom Alb N.Y g white quail should be “thinned out,” 

ner of the Turtle Islands, a small any, N. Y. says there are that is to say, the coveys reduced to 
group between the Philippine Islands mow fifty-seven trout hatcheries in only a few individuals each season. 

and North Borneo, under a treaty with the state. Believing the premise to be false, 
the British Government signed at the and convinced that ten pairs will 
State Department. About 200 inhabi- These are engaged in the artificial produce probably ten times as many 
tants are added to the American popu- _— propagation of trout, and twenty-four spring as one pair, the matter has 

lation. possess machines, to tag trout for con- been put to a test. There were six or 
x sumption. Hatcheries not possessing even, coveys: on the Jand when ial 

If the turtles be snappers the new- tagging machines are engaged in pro- shooting of this game bird wee atone 
ly acquired Islands are not very pagating trout for stocking purposes. ped. Their natural enemies such as 

suitable for the new industry—game Tagging machines are used to place Benes | OWS, ChOME Rano. enaies eneye 
breeding. metal tags on the tails of all trout been kept down. 

sold for food purposes. These are The topography, cover, and food are 

" er placed on the tails as a means of iden- all, that pre tosbe) desined ;eottoni aa 
A special dispatch to the Sun, N. tification and to distinguish the fish  CTRfields, meadows, and almost im- 

Y. says: from wild trout, the sale of which is.  Penetrable Chickasaw briar hedges— 
at all times prohibited by the State. favorite nesting places. Gently rolling 

The Washington Evening Star There were 336,500 trout, not any hills give drainage. Japan clover (Les- 

which with other newspapers and of which were less than six inches in pedeza Striata) furnishes a much rel- 

Government officials has been inter- length, sold for consumption by the ished food. The place of 300 acres had 

ested and concerned in obliterating twenty-four hatcheries holding tag- on it last year fifteen covies, ranging 

the pest of bird rookeries established ging machines. in size from six to fifteen and twenty- 

along Pennsylvania Avenue in the five birds: 

sycamore trees and in the eaves over Not very many years ago the sale 2 . a 
the facades of buildings, advances a of trout was prohibited by law at Some believe that in-breeding or the 

new ee sone or intimidation - 61 ceasons, At a convention of New breeding of closely related individuals 
of English starlings. 

‘ A F 

The idea or suggestion was prompt- York sportsmen, Mr. Vert, the owner is harmful and is ‘prevented by thin- 

ed by a story in The Sun fens var- of a trout hatchery, introduced and ying out the covies. On areas where 
ious features in the warfare between peeneeciations F : 5 

eae meena ce tedster Gian = ee ata eee lution there is no shooting vermin unquestion- 

printed the following editorial: permitting the sale of trout. The ply reduces the size of the covies 

“The starling pee prenene e late Doctor Dutcher, the President of and checks the undue increase in 
self as one upon which a : i he slow 
light should be shed. For that rea- the Audubon Society, opposed the numbers. Darwin says even t 

99 ’
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breeding elephant would over-run the lonely shepherd has disappeared from The farmer still has a few private 

earth if its increase be not checked the vast sheep belt of Western Texas. rights. Among these will be found 

at some period of its existence. The ; ; the right to protect his ropert: 
é Bee A Wolf-proof ifences from thirty-six & aes i pee 

vapid breeding quails would have 5 5 from destructive animals. 

epidemics if their increase were not to fifty-two inches high have replaced 

checked, All naturalists, I believe, sheep-herders throughout the Texas Granting, for argument, that the 
: RPE : : ranch country. It would be a good State owns the deer, the state should 

agree that thinning out with ‘the 
gers plan to breed a good lot of the Texas so control the animals as to prevent 

shot gun and the thinning out done a are e Pp 
by natural enemies of any species, prairie grouse inside the fences. The them. from doing damage. That the 

at the same time are too much for sheep and the red grouse of Scot- farmer may do so has been decided in 
~the--game: land are known to thrive abundantly some courts. It should be the precept 

‘ a on the Scotland Moors. The prairie for all courts and probably is where 

There is some disagreement amon grouse is well worth saving from the the idea is fairly presented. 
naturalists, about the matter of in- extinction which has occurred on f 
breeding or close breeding. Among . many areas. A grouse today is worth Sic Utere Tuo ut Non Alienum 

humans there seems to be a natural pout as much as a sheep. This Is Ledas applies to (State as well as to 

law preventing the intermarriage of proven by the few sales of these individuals. The legal maxim which 

brothers and sisters. Possibly this  pijrds which have been made. Read- has stood the test of time where 

law obtains among animals. The lon- ys who send interesting news to the translated reads: So use your own as 

ger I live the less I seem to know to gyrvey are again requested to write not. to harm another. Ask any lawyer 

a certainty. Always Iam inclined to the name of the paper from which of ability about this. Why make more 

study the opinions of scientists of ihe clipping is taken in order that laws ae should not a farmer as- 

the first rank. due credit may be given. sert his private rights? Kill the deer 
_ doing damage. He should then notify 

Some conservationists seem to aaa DRAG HUNT the state to come and get its prop- 
that the bag limit law is the only 
iat “aaaged Beers ceok te have A dispatch to the Herald Tribune, ¢rty- 

ence eas N. Y., from Aiken, S.C. tells of @ — Sportsman Shot When Animal in Bag 

The late Dr. Dutcher was a very drag hunt. It is pleasing to observe Kicks Trigger 

: . ; that riding to hounds and drag hunts RINGGOLD, Ga., Jan. 18 (A.P.)—Joel 
interesting and able man. He was a B : ; Chandler Hais’s fable of Breer Rabbit” 

courteous and fair opponent. He will 7¢ becoming gore ANG AHO TSS POnY Es came true here yesterday and as a re- 

be remembered always as the good Riding to hounds in picturesque coun- sult James H. Gordy, local sportsman, 

= friend of song-birds which should not > and even the drag hunt are far —e Fe ae ee a ee 
im s. 5 ss aordy wen unting wi . * - 

Poids’ ae San season: more interesting and health-giving 1.11. Goray shot a rabbit and placed it 
It has been difficult for his suc- than catering to a speakeasy. in his bag. Later the men sat down 

¥ di to rest, Gordy laying his gun and bag 

cessor, as President of the Audubon AIKEN, S. C., Nov. 28.—The drag hunt on the ground. The rabbit came to life 
Society, to abandon the prohibition ee this oe in the Hitchcock and kicked the trigger on Gordy’s gun. 
: z wt woods was e jlargest opening hunt The char went through the sports- 
ideas so widely and ably promulga ee eee. %, e ‘Se g D' 

: . Between seventy-five an’s shoe, taki t t ith it. 

ted by Dr. Dutcher. He now knows, and one hundred riders followed the anon ne feline! cikastee * 

however, that food birds are best hounds. The M. F. H. was Mr. Thomas JOHNSON CITY, Tenn., Jan. 19 (A. 
saved by permissive Jaws. Obviously, Hitcheock, his whips being Miss Anne P.)—Prof. A. Fleetwood Roller, a 

prohibitive laws are best for the paeee pat Mebter Chester Carr. _ tedcher!of Saleueonae Stato 1 anor 
: . Among others riding were Mr. Ernest College here, died today of blood pois- 

songsters. A big mistake was made _Thompson, Mr. David Dows, Mr. Wil- oning which developed from a bite in- 

when the quail were put on the song liam Boulton Jr., Miss Josefa Hofmann flicted by a rat during a demonstra- 
* Z J 7 * Mr. Ludwig Kramer, Mrs. William tion before a biology class two weeks ting was A ba ee Ohio and shooting Reyburn, Count Ilia Tolstoy, Mr. Har- ago. 

prohibited. 3 ry S. Taintor. Boys and girls from the 

Long we have thought it would be Aiken Preparatory and Fermata HEARD OVER THE RADIO 

well for the Audubon Society to con- schools were others out. Cooperative farmers in Denmark 

fine its activities to the song birds. Jersey Farmers Want Open Season ae each egg with the date show- 

as Owners of orchards and cranberry ig When it was laid. It is hoped in 

TALKING TURKEY bogs in South Jersey are seekng a le- time to improve the hens so they ~ 
gislative enactment that will allow will be self-stampers and each ege 

iterary Digest prints this their employees to kill deer when s 
The +1 “ = a azine’ those ruminants are found dining on will ‘come out duly stamped. 

turkey story from R. R. Mag: if fruit or cranberries, both favorite The above radio report is fairly ac- 
Irate Maser (to Negro servant)— items on a deer’s Bill of fare. curate. One of the editors of The 

«Rastus, I thought I told you to get a James BH Otis, cranberry bog owner, Game Breeder, who reports it, is not 
domestic turkey. This has shot in it.” and Nevin Frazier, fruit grower, both abat hi 2 : 

Rastus—“I done got a domestic tur- of Tuckerton, N. J. conferred earlier we enog tay ee % 5 

3 os in the week with members of the Fish There is Nothing Rotten in Den- 
ey, sir.” and Game Commission and were ad- mark.” 
Master —“ Wed, how did the shot get vised to seek a change in the law, Mc: Ditmmmeeeng ne NEYueZee, 

in it?” ae “ which now makes no exception to the im i, ala ; 

uae ene eee ban on the shooting of deer out of Speaking over the radio on snakes, 
for me suh.”—R. R. Magazine. season. says snakes should be seen not 

ORES GG Farmers report that before and af- stirred. 

SHEEP AND GROUSE ter the opem season on deer, the ani- % F 
mals show little fear and eat every- A new serum has saved the lives: of 

A clipping, giving an A. P. dispatch thing available. ten thousand persons in Brazil who 

from San Angelo, Texas, says the Probably no more law is needed. were bitten by poisonous reptiles. 

ee 100
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Electric Quail Breeding eggs ae our Se ~ - we doubted : 

i : ‘ any of them would hatch so late in season. It 
BY W. B. COLEMAN, Superintendent White Oak Quail Farm, Richmond, Va. nee be of interesttto’ lnow that this little bird, 

HE season of 1929 was started with 107 feet long. The wire bottom eliminates the nec- hatched on October 24, seems to be keeping 

=P bob-white hens and an equal number of — essity of continually moving the birds to fresh comfortable in a coop all by himself with a 

cocks, mated in pairs, in our usual size ground and larger pens and they can be kept in - 25-watt heating unit. He is apparently thriving 

laying pens 5 by 10 feet. These 107 hens aver- perfect condition indefinitely in these small quar- 10 spite of the cold and snow. 

aged 72 eggs per hen, our record hen laying 125 ters. Of course, when the birds are old enough From our 107 hens used for breeders we gath- 

eggs during the season. One of our old 1923 to get along without artificial brooding they can ered 7,764 eggs, 123 were broken and distributed, 

hatched bob-white hens laid 123 eggs, our second be moved to the usual type growing pens and 7.641 were set. Hatched 5,972 birds, of these 

highest layer this season, this being her sixth the heated coops used again for newly hatched 245 were cripples and destroyed. From the 

laying season, This bird had laid well for the _ birds. 5,727 good birds we raised 4,069. 

past five years and we were watching her to see All season we used these wire bottom runs It must be borne in mind that this was our 

if she would live through another season, never but coops with wooden floors, covering the floors first attempt to hatch and raise quail without the 

dreaming she would lay many, if any, eggs. with pine needles. It was not until late in se of any bantams at all, using electricity both 

She is apparently in perfect health and condi- season that we finally perfected the wire bottom for hatching and rearing. Of course, we sacri- 

tion today. She has laid from three to seven coop also. In this coop we raised a brood of  ficed young birds while designing and perfect- 

times her own weight each season for the past 15 late hatched quail, keeping them in the coop ing electric heaters, as well as other equipment. 
six years. until practically grown, without the loss of a While we realize that we still have a great deal 

Not a single bantam or chicken of any de- single bird. During this time the coop was only to learn about this method, our humble opinion 

scription was used for hatching or rearing the cleaned once. The wire bottom eliminates the js that it is much more satisfactory and eco- 

= ™ = - nomical than the bantam method. 

a Gee. AY Ry rf AN Ae oe “iy ee : We raised 38 quail for each hen used for 

ome a oS toe C 3 o AY enh: aie: aby oo eS breeder and I think that this record can be bet- 

poe ea | Be & ‘ au Cc PA x yo ah Ny tered as the method is perfected. For instance 

“~~ Sebel + ry . = eh FL 1) RH gi ye we are now using galvanized feed hoppers for 
: ce ete iti | tea Bid f A ES A our quail from the time they are about three 

Es * : weeks old. These we had made so that the birds 

tet a Sm “5 ls ~ : cannot contaminate the feed with their feet. 
iv | de eal ae ami Will use only wire bottom coops for raising all 

tg ——— ago 4 Pz me our young birds next year and these improve- 

« a ee 2 i ments alone should prove a decided advantage. 

pa a i si At present we have 800 quail in our winter 
Se = { . aa pens which we intend to hold through the 

: — ai | winter. The birds are all apparently in perfect 

a | eee |g health and condition and we hope to bring them 

an So ees SE «SR ee eae through the winter in good shape. Should we 
Se tT = ee: = ‘ succeed in doing this we expect to increase the 

| — \ number of breeders over those used last year, 

Beno 2 eg " 2 ¥ and distribute our surplus birds just before the 

wih ee | nate BS i beginning of the laying season. 

ae " mf ee Sai eee Se With our wire bottom coop, the small wire 
ae ee a Fe ete . bottom run-way and our little 25-watt electric 

3 Be — Birear, © : Ree ee brooder, any quail shooter, whether with means 

= ee ee io hao. ae ai or not, can with very little trouble and small 
Poe aes * e UD Sco sge ane: i Z cost, raise one or more broods of quail in their 

: =S= = = back yards. This is as practical for the city 
Elevated, electrically heated, brooder coops and elevated runs used by Mr. Coleman sportsman as it is for those in the country since 

in Quail propagation. a few feet of space for the elevated coops and 

quail. The eggs were gathered each week, every necessity of cleaning often. We attempted runs is all that is needed. 

Monday afternoon, as usual. They were hatched earlier in the season to use wire bottom coops Sinberieat a Regs (Gathered: Hide Hatched ond 

in a No. 43 Mammoth All Electric Chicken Egg but found it difficult to design one tight enough Raised, Season 1929 

Buckeye Incubator. Before the eggs were packed to be sufficiently heated by a 25-watt unit. We umber hens used for breeders........s.....0.-. 107 

the trays were equipped with small wire troughs, have at last perfected such a coop and that its Hens on hand close of season..................... | 108 

which we made ourselves. The eggs fit tight use has been most satisfactory, even during the Rie ese ree ek Oe ue 

in these troughs so that they turn perfectly cool fall weather. ee distrabuted 21%; Beet Ree - 

when the racks holding the trays are turned 

every six hours. The eggs are not touched 

after being put in the machine, turning several _ 

thousand by simply shifting the racks holding , ae Nh, 
the trays. Unlike the smaller incubators the ag fi (ges ‘G 

Mammoth Buckeye is put in operation when the ee aS Re 

first eggs are gathered and runs continually (fe  -s = Sua 2 

until the last eggs hatch. Eggs are added same oe “ < 4 oo 
day each week and, of course, birds hatching oa aS a 
each week during entire season. The Mammoth 5 
incubator holds, 3,072 chicken eggs and from aa i alt peguessanet 

5 to 6 thousand quail eggs. = 

The birds were all raised in elevated brooder : s 

coops and wire runs, each brooder coop heated The 25-watt heating unit used to heat brooder coops. 
with one 25-watt heating unit, the unit attached Our incubator hatched as high as 87 per cent. Eggs set..1.....+00-.eeeeseeceee eee cnt es cteeee eens, 7,641 

2 5 ; Total number birds hatched...........0......0008. 5,972 
toa small galvanized canopy, which we hadatin- and a number of hatches of over 80 per cent. ripples destroyed.... .....0060 sees seceee ses 245 

smith make for us. The runs attached to the From the last 7 eggs of the season one bird aes 

brooder coops are only 20 inches wide and 6 hatched on October 24. These were the last rot numibes good ote sche ateheni® aes
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Quail Increase by Natural Methods 
By HERBERT L. STODDARD 

In Charge of Cooperative Quail Investigations, Bureau of Biological Survey, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture 

r | NHE bobwhite quail, one of the most popular and pro- _ settled country where food and cover conditions have re- 

lific of North American game birds, occurs over a mained ideal, this is not the case in thickly settled regions 

vast territory that contains many contrasting condi- where environments have become less favorable. Here, 

tions. In this range, however, the bird is found only in shooting must be carefully regulated to the small seasonal 

locations where the essential combination of abundant, all- increase, or energetic measures must be taken to raise the 

year-around food supply and protective cover of preferred quail-carrying capacity of the lands to be hunted over. 

types are present. Tt may seem to some that the matter of environment is 

Although, under original conditions, the bobwhite un-  over-stressed by the writer of this article, but studies carried 

doubtedly occurred in woodlands of an open, somewhat park- on in the Southeast under the direction of the Biological 

like type, such as it still frequents in Survey during the five years of the 

the South Atlantic and Gulf States, ba Cooperative Quail Investigation have 

it was probably most numerous on : a revealed that food supply and cover 

the borders of prairies. The crude j—_—a< = ee of the proper types and in the proper 

agriculture practiced during the pio- Se x é combinations are matters of out- 

neer period of our country was so Boeke eo ee standing importance there, and this 

favorable to the bobwhite above all > @e4 pe mee esis presurhed to be true everywhere. 

birds that it multiplied amazingly, Pees o ia ag Because of the wide interest in the 

and extended its range as the forests "*=_ 254 Pe A a bobwhite among sportsmen the coun- 

were levelled and the country opened ~~ == Seg bee = = try over, who treasure the species 

up. re — eee eS = above any other, with the possible 

Weedy fields and scattered tracts “== 9 = Sau | eee fs oec2 exception of the ruffed grouse, all 

of open, unpastured woodlands, sepa- == MEME eee sorts of measures have been at- 

rated by wide brushy fence lines and | <> ME, “> se tempted with varying success to 

thicket tangles furnished ideal eco- ~*~ ME G27 4 ~*«"= maintain these birds in sporting num- 

logical conditions for the species. oe ore wi bers. The results have often been 

Where such surroundings still occur (Photo by courtesy of Biological Survey) unsatisfactory when the measures 

the bird maintains itself most Simple and effective type of live trap developed taken were based on unsound theory, 

successfully against its numerous 6y the Cooperative Quail Investigation for use and the matter of favorable environ- 

natural enemies and attains its nat- |” controlling house cats, opossums and skunks. ment has been too lightly considered. 

ural saturation point, which, how- It is obvious that quail environments 

| ever, rarely exceeds one bird per acre over extensive areas. vary considerably in Texas, Florida, Connecticut and Min- 

= With increased shooting during recent years, coincident nesota, to mention only a few widely separated states inter- 

with increasingly unfavorable environment for quail, brought ested in maintaining a quail supply, although the underlying 

about by intensive farming of the “clean” modern type, close _ principles are probably much the same. 

grazing and other factors, has come greater difficulty in With the rapid development in the artificial propagation 

maintaining the birds in sporting abundance in many regions. of bobwhiites’ to restock depleted coverts, there should be 

Even reverting, worn-out ‘lands of the South and East that developed also an appreciation of the fact that it is possible 

frequently are ideal as far as nesting and refuge cover are to build up the quail supply by this method alone only in 

concerned, may be deficient in food supply. The areas regions where the food and cover conditions are already 

where quail environments are becoming less favorable from adequate. It is labor lost to liberate hand-reared or im- 

various causes are in the aggregate very extensive. ported bobwhites in unsuitable coverts. 

Although the species has shown a remarkable ability to Fortunately it is often possible to restore coverts and 

maintain its numbers under unregulated shooting in sparsely (Continued on page 35) 
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(Photo by courtesy of Biological Survey) (Photo by courtesy of Biological Survey) 

Ideal environment for bobwhite. Nestling ground, Controlling broom sedge and diversifying vegetation 

food supply and refuge cover abundant and well by means of tractors equipped with heavy disk har- 
distributed rows on quail lands of the Southwest.



improve food supply economically through smother out seed-bearing weeds and de- or feeding all of the crows, jays, and ro- 
cooperative effort where both the land- sirable plants, forming a dense tangle on dents in the country. 
owner and the sportsman are agreed as to the ground’s surface, suitable mainly as If a feeding station is established where 
the desirability of so doing, a fact now an abode for cotton rats. Under such quail come regularly to feed, their natural 
being demonstrated on many quail pre- conditions quail _ decline even where no enemies are also attracted to the place and 
serves of the Southeast and to a lesser shooting is carried on. Every third or may cause serious losses. For that reason 
extent elsewhere. Remolding of quail en- fourth year plowing and disking in winter artificial feeding places should be numerous 
vironments and control of quail enemies (a portion each year) perpetuates the fa- and near good retuge cover. Although the 
can not be carried on economically and yorable plant growths and keeps the ground regular feeding of quail in the farmyard 
effectively, however, without knowledge of in ideal condition for the birds. This is brings through many that would otherwise 
just what the most important factors in considered one of the most valuable of starve, there is a real danger from poultry 
increase are in each region, E all development measures. The principle diseases and parasites in such places, espe- 

Reliable information on this point can also is applicable on any area where native cially where visits are continued after the 

be secured by intensive life-history studies weeds and grasses have been killed out passing of the cold. After studying many 

at all seasons, carried on by investiga- by pasturing. i methods on the ground, reviewing all avail- 
tors trained in this kind of work. The de- Quail of all ages eat a variety of small able literature on the subject, it would 

mand for dependable information in this fruits, especially in summer, and are at- seem that the planting of grains that proj- 
line is very great, and it is to be hoped tracted for nesting to sections containing ect above the snow, near quail cover, is the 

1 that state game commissions will carry an abundant supply. Because of the espe- safest and best of the methods in use. 

competent investigators upon their staffs cial fondness of the birds for mulberries, Where corn is planted for the purpose, the 4 
before many years have passed. Because these trees are often planted on quail husks should be pulled back to expose the * 

of insufficient reliable information many of lands where other wild fruits are scarce. kernels. 

the so-called “vermin” campaigns carried Hick’s Everbearing is a good variety to The Probl 3 

on for the purpose of increasing game plant, as it has an exceptionally long fruit- Stone of Natural Enemies 

birds actually do more harm than good, ing season, which coincides with the nest- In the bobwhite, Nature has  sup- 

since creatures that are neutral or bene- ing time of the bobwhites. plied a marvelous power of reproduc- 

ficial frequently are-destroyed in greater in-the northern half of the bobwhites’ tion, an average of around fourteen eggs 

numbers than are those that are truly range the food supply and cover of sum- [oa set and the ability to lay from May to 
harmful. mer and fall is ordinarily adequate on the October, if necessary to bring off a brood. 

At present the only section of the ‘bob- average farm, while the matter of winter This tends to offset the exceptionally high 
white range that has had the benefit of food and shelter determines whether or natural mortality rate and to permit the 
extensive scientific research is the South- not am area can support quail and produce SPecies to thrive in favorable surroundings 

east, where the Cooperative Quail Inves- a surplus. The matter ot the annual sur- ¢ven though prayed upon by many natural 

tigation has completed five years of study plus is obviously more important from the Nemics. But the appearance of civilized 
of the problems involved in quail increase. sportsman’s standpoint than is the mere an upset an adjustment reached through 

The present discussion of quail increase presence of quail, for quail may be present the ages, and the bobwhite is now con- 
under natural conditions is based by ina locality although barely able to main- stantly beset by new and changing condi- 

necessity, therefore, largely upon this tain their numbers. tions. : 

study, supplemented by general field work | Bobwhites usually survive deep, long- At first the birds were greatly favored 

over considerable quail country in the continued snows and extreme cold under by the increased food supply and reduction 

North’and in middle districts. the following conditions: in natural enemies that accompanied pio- 
First. Where unhusked standing or Neer agriculture. Later the netting and 

Food and Cover Problems shocked corn, soybeans, etc., are in the tapping of the birds for their flesh be- 
Below the belt of ice and deep snows fields and supplement the natural food sup- Came a widespread industry, and this was 

quail occur generally in open woodlands, ply in proximity to grape tangles, ever- superseded by an increasing amount of 

“cut-overs” and on farms. They thrive greens, dense thickets, or artificial shelters. hunting for sport, which in many areas 

best and produce the largest surpluses in Second. Where winter shelter is ample, has absorbed more than the annual sur- 

diversified agricultural country, where and the scant natural food supply of the plus and caused a decline in quail abun- 

there is an abundance of weeds in fields season is supplemented by grain that the dance. The intensive type of “clean” 
of small size and thicket cover in field birds pick up in farmyards, or where fed farming now in favor, together with the 
corners, along fences and around wood- by interested persons. development of mowing and reaping ma- 

lots. They decline, as in the North, where — Third. Where natural foods that project chinery and the use of wire fencing has 

farming is “clean” and intensive, and close above the snow (as ragweed, pigweed, been highly unfavorable to quail. In many 

pasturing general. On many private pre- lambs-quarters, wild rose, sumac, etc.) are places it has more than offset’ the benefits 
Serves where the land is developed in a exceptionally abundant. in the vicinity of Tesulting from the bird protective legisla- 

manner calculated to especially favor them, suitable cover in which the birds can take tion now in force. 

quail are very abundant, even though large refuge when pursued. The determination of the factors at pres- 

numbers are shot year after year. Quail may be expected to starve, or be- ent involved in bobwhite increase for any 

Special development on preserves usually come so weakened that they will be killed Tegion is a very complex matter, although 
consists of planting small grains where nat- by enemies that could not catch them in the more important ones can be deter- 

ural foods for any portion of the year are full vigor, where they are obliged to winter mined readily through intelligent, scien- 

thought to be deficient. For instance, Ger- on a scant natural food supply that is tific study. This is necessary if the matter 

man millet, brown-top millet, proso, com- largely covered by protracted snows, or of control of these factors is to rest on a 
mon millet, sorghums, cowpeas, and other where corn or other grain they are de- secure foundation. On lands where an 

grains may be planted in—long narrow pending upon is hauled from the fields in abundance of quail is of sufficient im- 

strips near quail cover on wild, or semi- mid-winter. Thus many entire coveys portance to justify it, agricultural _prac- 
agricultural lands, where foods for late may be lost from lack of heating foods at tices obviously adverse to the birds (such 

summer or fall are scarce. critical times. Such winter-killed birds @S overclean harvesting of grain and re- 

On lands where small fields of cowpeas may represent the margin that otherwise moval of thicket cover from fence lines 
or corn are numerous and well distributed, could be safely harvested by the sportsman. and field corners) can be corrected, and in 

weeds and grasses in the crops furnish a Quail-increase measures that are prac- addition some of the more important pred- 

super-abundance of feed for this sean | tical in the North include the planting of atory enemies can be controlled. If these 

and planting for winter or early spring| wild grape vines along fences, in field things are intelligently done a real increase 

only may be desirable. In this case Florida | corners, and around borders of woodlands; in quail may be expected and a surplus 

beggarweed is sown at the last cultivation | protecting small woodlots, or corners of should result. 
of corn in mid-May. Japan clover, or| large ones from grazing; erecting frame The sportsman all too frequently thinks 

lespedeza reseeds itself and spreads, fur- | shelters of a type that will keep snow off that all that is necessary to secure quail in- 

nishing one of the best of all quail foods, | the ground beneath but permit the escape crease is to draw up a “vermin” list and 

as well as retarding erosion and building | of the birds in at least three directions if kill off everything on it. It is not as sim- 

up the fertility of the soil. Japan clover | attacked by enemies; artificial feeding ; and ple as this, however, even where food and 

seeds well as far north as southern Illinois | the planting near cover of grains that will cover are favorable. Even after it has 

and New Jersey, and planting it furnishes | project above the deepest snows (as corn been learned just what enemies are respon- 

one of the most practical means of increas- | or soybeans). sible for the principal losses of quail or 

ing the quail-carrying capacity of south- There is a real need of improved tech- their eggs, it remains to be determined 

eastern lands. Soybeans, wheat, corn and nique for the winter feeding of quail and whether a drastic reduction in their num- 

oats may at times be planted especially for other upland game birds, for only eco- bers will not cause an unfavorable reac- 

quail and other game. nomical ‘and practical methods will ever tion. 

On southern Coastal Plain lands that are come into general use. Methods to be ade- Thus rodents if abnormally abundant (at 

reverting to nature after cultivation has quate should make suitable food available least the cotton rat in the South) may 

been abandoned, broom sedge and grasses to all quail during pinch periods without destroy quail eggs and seriously compete 

frequently take over the old fields and making regular “boarders” out of them, for certain classes of the food supply. As



most of the animals that kill quail or eat though very destructive, are difficult or im- central point, as southern Illinois or In- 
their eggs (as the racers and “chicken” possible to control over great areas. diana. 
snakes, skunks, opossums, weasels, house It is obvious that this list would not fit At present the sportsman should avoid 
cats, and certain hawks and owls) are nat- all portions of the country. In the North practices based on unsound theory. They 
ural checks on the rodents as well, it is several additional species need study as to will obtain best results by individual or 
evident that a wholesale reduction in the their relation to quail, while some species collective effort in securing the good will 
numbers of these predacious forms may common to the South do not occur. In and cooperation of farmers who own low- 
be followed by a corresponding increase in many parts of the North the large skunks priced or “marginal” lands on which they 
those of the rodents. stuff themselves with the abundant grass- may build up an abundant food supply and 

The Cooperative Quail Investigation was hoppers and the juicy grubs of the destruc- cover for all seasons and in controlling 
in consequence unable to recommend any tive June beetles throughout the breeding such outstanding enemies of quail as house 
considerable reduction in the numbers of season of the quail, and under such condi- cats, self-hunting cur dogs and Cooper’s 
this class of quail enemies on southeastern tions may, or may not, be destructive to and sharp-skinned hawks, and the previous- 
lands unless the rodents also were kept in quail eggs. In any case it would be unfair ly mentioned fur-bearing species, which 
reduced numbers through the agency of to persecute them on the basis of informa- can be kept reduced in numbers without 
trap or poison because any campaign tion obtained on ranges a thousand miles much real effort. If small artificial and 

. against quail enemies that does not take away. propagating ventures are favored by the 
the rodent into consideration may do more Crows are considered, perhaps rightly, sportsman, well and good. If their libera- 
harm than good. This is particularly true by many in the North as very destructive tion is properly handled artificial propaga- 
in regions where the wily ‘Norway rat is of game bird eggs. This may well be true tion may serve to re-establish quail in 
taking to the fields, for in such areas a if crows are very numerous and nesting localities where they have become wholly 
fair population of predatory species is in- cover is scant, but it should be verified by exterminated, and it may hasten an in- 
valuable. research. Curiously, a general belief pre- crease in localities where a few native 

| Animals found to be sufficiently destruc- ails in the South that crows are very de- birds still survive. But it will help only 
| tive to quail or their eggs to warrant con- structive to quail eggs. That is based on if conditions afield, suitable for the natural 

trol on quail preserves in the Southeast in- the fact that egg shells left at nests rifled increase of quail already exist or have 
| clude the spotted skunks (Spilogale), the —by—skunks superficially resemble those left —heen-developed-and-are_to—be—-maintained. 
| striped skunk (Mephitis), house cats, free by crows, which birds proved to be ac- Until sportsmen are sufficiently interested 
| ranging cur dogs, opossums, cotton rats, tually of minor importance under condi- in their game birds, to give them personal 

| weasels, black snakes, coachwhip snakes, tions prevailing in the region. attention at all seasons, no great success 
and “chicken” snakes (the red and the The facts of the case all point to the in developing satisfactory shooting can be 
gray coluber), Cooper’s and sharp-skinned conclusion that the necessity or desirability expected, for the production of a shootable 
hawks, and “thief ants” (Solenopsis of control, or the species to be included, surplus year after year requires that at 

molesta). vary widely from one region to another. least the rudiments of sound game manage- 
Many other species, as the raccoon and The relation to quail of food supply, cover, ment be understood and applied. The vari- 

the diamond rattlesnake, cause minor and natural enemies, as well as agricul- ous state game commissions are doing ex- 
losses, or perhaps locally important ones, tural practices, need intensive study by cellently as a rule with the limited fund 
but the above list includes those of out- properly qualified investigators to furnish available, but good quail shooting can not 
standing importance in obstructing quail vitally important information to assist in be expected in thickly populated country 
increase in the region. Some of the building up and maintaining our quail sup- unless more funds are made available for 
predators are important fur bearers, and ply where these birds are classed as game. their use through higher license fees, or 
their control consists of close trapping or Such studies should be carried on in repre- the sportsmen themselves organize in small 
hunting during the season when their furs sentative portions of the Northeast, Middle groups to undertake a program of quail 
are prime. Others, as the “thief ants,” al- West, and Southeast, as well as at some restoration, each for its own locality.
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MASSACHUSETTS FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION 
41 MOUNT VERNON STREET 

BOSTON,U.S.A. 

May 12, 1960 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I think there is no doubt but what. there 
were irruptions of Bob-White periodically along the 
northern range, but really weren't these simply ; 
attempts of the SPeCHeSeg? re-stock the border areas 
where they had been back by hard winters? There 
have been practically no quail north of Boston since 
the winter of 1906-04. The present stock does not 
seem able to extend its range any further north and 

east. 

I want to go over our game policy report 

again soon and make some further suggestions if that 

is agreeable to you. 

ae sea er 

President. 

JCP/DCG 

Por theR ational Conservation of all Wild Life



May 22, 1930 

De. John C. Phillips, Pres. 
Mass. Pish & Game Association > 
41 Mount Vernon Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Bear Dr. Phillips: : 

I agree with you entirely that the irruptions 
of bobwhite on the northern boundary of their range simply 
represent an accidental string of favorable winters. The 
point I was trying to establish was whether or no these 
iyruptions occurred in the East as well as in the West, If 
you ever bump into any actual records of such behavior in 
New Bngland I wuld eppreciate knowing about it. 

I saw Carlos Avery last week and agreed to 
entirely re-dreft the policy statement previous to the Tors 
onto meeting. I would like very much to have your further 
suggestions just es soon as they are ready, in order that 
they may be incorporated in this new draft. 

With best regards, 

; Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LBOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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/ 
PROPAGATION OF BOB-WHITE QUAIL IN MARYLAND” 

The State Game Division of the Conservation Department of Maryland, which 

has operated a propagation plant for the raising of game at Gwynnbrook, Balti- 

more County, Maryland, has re-equipped this plant almost entirely for the rais-— 

ing of bob-white quail --- through the installation of a #44 Buckeye Electrical 

Incubator with an egg capacity of 16,000 bob-white quail eggs and electrically 

equipped brooders, under the supervision of our Game Breeder, Mr, (. J. McPhail. 

In addition to the propagating plant at Gwynnbrook, we have established 

a plant on property purchased from Miss Alice Hitch on the Jersey Road, just at 
the boundary of the city limits of Salisbury. This plant is being equipped 

with a #43 Buckeye Electrical Incubator with an egg capacity of 8,000 bob-white 
quail eggs and electrically equipped brooders. This plant is under the super-— 
vision of W. H. Collier, Game Breeder. With the establishment of these two 

plants, we hope to increase the percentage of the propagation of this great 

game bird during 1950. 

Experiments have been made for some time past in the propagation of bob— 

white quail, In fact, this Department has been experimenting in a small way 

since 1926 and in 1928 were very successful at the plant at Gwynnbrook, raising 

bob-white quail by using bantam hens for incubation and the old system of brood— 

ing. During that season, from 33 mated pairs of bob-whites, we gathered 1426 

eggs, hatched 1112 birds, raised to maturity 844, which we consider a very good 
percentage for the equipment used. However, as always in the propagation of 

game birds, it is almost impossible to tell what the results will be until the 

propagating season has ended, The season of 1929, we started with 90 mated 

pairs, from which we collected 3900 eggs which we considered an excellent rec-— 

ord as the average was 435 eggs per bird. From the eggs collected, we set 3400 

eggs, hatched out 1641 birds; during the hot dry weather of August, a disease 

appeared which reduced our birds materially within two weeks and from the 3400 

eggs set, we were able to raise to maturity only 500 birds. 

We lay no claim as originators or promoters of the idea of propagating 

bob-white quail by electricity. The credit for this system should be given to 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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Mr. Edwin G. Baetjer, a very prominent attorney of Baltimore, Maryland, who, 

back in 1927, in co-operation with the Buckeye Incubator Company of Springfield, 

Ohio, started an experiment in trying to produce an all-electric incubator and 

the first machine of this type placed on the market of which I have any know- 

ledge was one No. 43 Mammoth. All-—electric Chicken Egg Buckeye Incubator, 

furnished by this Company to Mr. Baetjer in the Spring of 1929, when he pur- 

chased property in Virginia known as the White Oak Quail Farm about seven miles 

from Richmond and placed in charge of this farm Mr. W. B. Coleman as Superin— 

tendent, who is known throughout the United States for his experiments and suc-— 

cessful experience in the propagation of bob-white quail. Mr. Coleman claims 

the experiment proved successful during the season of 1929. 

Therefore, we decided to follow suit and do not anticipate using a single 

bantam or chicken hen of any description for hatching or rearing quail in 1930. 

We expect the incubator to hatch the eggs from which the little birds will be 

transferred to elevated brooder coops heated with a 30-watt heating unit which 

is attached to a galvanized canopy. In front of the brooders, we will use runs 

20" in width, 6' in length, covered with galvanized mosquito wire to keep out 

flies. The bottom on which the birds run is of hardware cloth of such size as 
to permit droppings to go through to a tray which will be removed daily and the 

contents burned. 

We are starting the season with 90 mated pairs at the State Game Farm at 

Gwynnbrook and 29 mated pairs at the State Game Farm at Salisbury. We hope to 

rear the young birds to the age of eight to ten weeks, at which time they will 

be distributed to game refuges and sanctuaries owned or leased by the Depart— 

ment in the Counties of our State. 

If the electrical system proves to be satisfactory, we sincerely hope 

that hundreds of poultry raisers in our State will adopt our plan for the prop— 
agation of bob-white quail. As there is always a good market for live birds 

for propagation purposes, I am sure that the poultry raisers would not have 
much additional expense or trouble in raising bob-whites as the poultry raisers 
in our State, in the majority of cases, are using at present the incubator and 
breeders for the raising of poultry. I am sure if they would add to their 
plants the propagation of Chinese Ringnecked pheasants, they would find it a 
very profitable addition to their business. - Maryland Conservation Department, 

WHISTLING SWANS AND JACK MINER'S STATEMENT 

"Recently all leading papers carried a despatch from Medicine 
Hat, Alberta, quoting Jack Miner as saying, "there were only a thous— 
and swans on continent." When interviewing Jack Miner on this ques— 
tion he said the eye sight of the people of Medicine Hat must be real 
bad, because while there last fall he showed them moving pictures of 
several thousand of these white angelic birds feeding along shores 
of lake Erie in front of his bird sanctuary. In view of this, why 
would Jack Miner say there were only one thousand white whistling 
swans on continent when since 1922 he has been feeding four or five 
thousand annually? What he did say was, that along Atlantic coast 
when these birds were counted previous to 1916, there were less than
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BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY it F 
WASHINGTON, D. C. % wy : ( ye 

ADDRESS REPLY TO \ow v~- 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY . On 

AND REFER TO 
4 

IP-Z August 8, 1930. 
Qu’ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 

Sporting Arms and Ammnition Manufacturers Institute, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., : 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am in receipt of your letter of July 28 with inclosure 
(returned herewith) showing a tabulation of the quail planted in 

certain middle western States. 

There have been three main stages of quail planting in the 

United States} (1) in the 70's and 80's, migratory quail of Europe 

which were introduced chiefly in States along the Atlantic sea- 

board, principally in New England and the Middle States: (2) 

chiefly in the 90's, bobwhite from the southern plains region 

beginning in Kensas and extending southward through Oklahoma, 

Indian Territory, and Texas, and ending in Alabama in 1907, when 

> the last State nonexport laws went into effect; and (3) Mexican 
quail from about 1910 to the present time. 

The first period did not affect the States in your table and 

the second only in a minor degree, except possibly Illinois, Ohio, 

and Missouri. In Illinois there was a considerable transfer of 

quail during the first decade of the present century at the time 

when the Commissioner was planting quail in various parts of northern 

Illinois obtained mainly by exchanging pheasants for quail from the 

southern counties. In Indiana there may have been some planting at 

the time the Game Commissioner started the establishment of State 

game preserves on leased lands (1909-1915). These preserves were 

stocked primarily with pheasants but also with Hungarian partridges 

and possibly with quail. 

We have not made any special effort to determine, except in 

recent years, the number of Mexican quail distributed to each State, 

and for this reason our figures are only fragmentary. On your 

table have been indicated in pencil the number distributed to the 

various States each year, as indicated by our records. Vhere our 

totals are slightly in excess of yours it simply means that we have 

figures showing the birds shipped whereas you have figures of the 

birds received. Where our figures are much smaller then yours it 

indicates that our returns are incomplete and yours should be adopted. 

- Very truly yours, 

Inclosure 116435 In Charge of Permits.
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STATE OFFICIALS SHOULD COOPERATE FULLY WITH FEDERAL AUTHORITIES 

WHEN THE LATTER ESTABLISH SANCTUARIES IN VARIOUS STATES 

By - Manly F. Miner 

I doubt if various state officials realize what the Federal bird sanctu- 

aries for migratory water-—fowl mean to the state in regard to protecting non- 

migratory birds and upland game. 

It is only natural that Washington officials will choose marsh land for 

their sanctuaries. Land adjoining the border of these marsh lands will be pro- 

tected. Several rods back, in many cases a half mile or more from the marsh, 

the Sanctuary boundry line will be fixed. 

What does this mean? It means that Pheasant, Quail, Partridge and other 

upland game will find a place of safety to breed and stay on protected areas 

kept up by the Federal Government. Or, in other words, these birds having such 

a protected area will act as a nest egg, a breeding stock for the whole county. 

Thus it is up to the State officials in the northern states, where birds have 

to be fed in winter, to see that grain is scattered freely on the highlands. 

This has been proven at Kingsville, on the Jack Miner Sanctuary. It is 

true this Sanctuary has become known through migratory water-fowl, which visit 

and congregate here each winter, around the ponds. 

[ Thirty acres adjoining the ponds have been reforested and planted with 

shrubs. This area winters hundreds and hundreds of Quail. When spring comes, 

they naturally wander for miles out of sanctuary, all over the farms and breed 

and raise their young all over the country. Thus, by this sanctuary wintering 

of Quail in such goodly numbers, who benefits? The hunters outside the sanc-— 

tuary. 

Then in fall what happens? The Quail that are not shot work their way 

back to the Miner Sanctuary to spend the winter where food and protection is 

afforded them, protection from guns of law violators and also from hawks and 

predatory animals. 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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Thus I say, Mr. Reader, the Federal Sanctuary can also benefit upland 

game, the same as the Miner Sanctuary does here in Canada. 

Every sanctuary, if it hasn't any trees, should be planted to them. 

There should be various kinds on the highlands, especially trees of the ever- 

green type, such as Scotch Pine, Norway Spruce and the like. These not only 

act as wind-breaks for migratory water-fowl finding safety in this area, but 

also give shelter to upland game as well as song and insectivorous birds. 

In all the discussion of these birds sanctuaries, little, if any, men- 
tion has been made of what it means to our song, insectivorous and small pro- 

tected birds. Naturally they will be given protection in such a sanctuary. 

And when a bird lover with his kodak and field glasses visits these federal 

: sanctuaries, what will be the result? He or she will find these birds bub— 

bling with song and good cheer. There will be such as cardinals, mourning 

doves, song sparrows and others, to make humanity happy as God intended they 

should. 

STATE GAME DEPARTMENTS ISSUE NEWS SERVICES 

In furthering their work along educational lines, a number of state con- 

servation departments are issuing periodic news services to the newspapers of 

their respective states. It is interesting to note that the number of states 

! issuing such services is constantly on the increase. These services for the 

most part tell the public of the activities of tie conservation departments, 

past, present, and future plans. These services are excellent and are accom 
plishing a comprehensive and valuable addition to conservation of wild life. 

The Game Conservation News desires to be put on the mailing lists of all 

states issuing any press releases that have not previously complimented it by 

such exchange. ‘ 

From the Pennsylvania Game News, we quote the following: 

GAME COMMISSION PLANTING DUCK FOOD 

"In an effort to provide the right kind of food for ducks, 

geese, etc., during their migratory flights, the Game Commission 

is planting this week a variety of seeds and tubers of plants upon 

which migratory birds feed. Field work is under the direction of 

James M. Morton, Assistant Chief of the Bureau of Refuges and 

Lands, and Henry Hubert representing Clyde B. Terrell of Oshkosh, 

Wisconsin, from whom the planting materials were purchased. More 

than a week will be required to plant the thousand dollars worth 

of seeds and tubers. Duck shooting in this State is by no means 

as good as in many others, but can be improved to a limited extent 

by furnishing the right kind of food in suitable waters. 

To the casual observer there appears to be an abundance of 

good water-fowl sites in the State, but a careful investigation dis-— 
closes, unfortunately, that aquatic plants of duck food species are 

found in comparatively few. Many streams and ponds are annually



Fane 27,1930 

Mr. Menly ¥. Miner 

Ontario : 

I have read with och interest your statexent on refuges 
in the June 16 Du Pont Bulletin, particularly your steteuent that 
the 30 acres adjoining the goose pond winters mmireds of quail. 

Tm case Date ever uate supthing auepadiing 8 Seale 
Ge thoes eal 1 tacit bo very wath Saleventel ts late your 
figures and also your estimate of the total acreage over which 
they range during the winter season. Have you ever banded any. 
of these quail as a means of determining the size of the area over 
whieh they spread during the breeding season? One of the least 
known facts about quail is the distance they will travel to a 
winter range, or conversely, the redius of the territory which a 
suitable winter range will keep productive in sumer 

ad an0 pee aeetine oe eee 
the quail seem to like best, other conditions being equal? 

er With kindest regards, 

’ Yours sincerely, rn 

ALDO LHOPOLD \ 
In Charge, Game Survey _ 
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Aldo Leopold 
Faly 10,1930 

Partial Digest of 

a 

(First Tart g State Tologist) 

Dr. PF. L. Hatch 

Publ. by Geol. & Mat. Hist. Survey-dune, 1592 : 

p-155 BORWEITE. “Following up the progress of agriculture steadily, mt 
is nowhere yet abundant. After a series of mild winters it has several 
times. . . greatly increased . .to be again decimated by an exception- 
ally vigorous one." 

Earliout nesting, May 5. 

ADlectd Elanting, ‘Rey. Mr. Gear. . an amy chaplain . . (says) that 
were no quails here (Minn.) until imported . . by sportsmen amongst 

the amy officials on different oceasions. . Want of food . . prevented 
their material imerease . . until the advent of ceneral fanning.* 

Now (1902) seen at Red lake Falls & latitude of Ottertail. 

Po 59 "Was disappointed in not meeting with it at Mille Lees. . 
Sit lerioo (of ig foe) « oid Ut ima U6 So 206 th 
Spruce Partridce was quite common about the s * 
they sean to have been exterminated in that locality.* 

p.160 Te lcci ee re nn se ee 
Grouse" according to ¥. L. Washbarn's “Ked River 

Yaliey, Thief River, & Mille lacs Report.“ (King! lock up this report?) 

"Buds of ironwood (Ostrya virginica) . . constitute almost their 
exelusive food in winter here.* ‘ 

p.162 a "When the white man first came to Minnesota these birds 
were by no means common. Rev. I. G. Gear . . (Fort Snelling & Fort 
Ripley) . . stated that prairie hens were seldom seen at first but 

: after (settleuent) increase? . . from year to year. Blackfoot Grouse 
(Sharpteil) were the dominant grouse . . but were never found on the 
open uncultivated prairies." : 

yt Fh ys ay - » withdraws before agriculture . . Dr. Goues. . 
: Sots wine ac elt eee, 

be yele evidence in Coues "Birds of the Northwest" pp. 9). 

BR ce Vets cop (end 208) « » sat a suse Mak Se Be 
&&.¥, Mim. . . Seen as late as 1871 in Mim. Mow (1891) 

totally @1sappeared." ; 

Copies: King, Minnesota, Bobwhite, Ruffed Grouse, Prairie Chicken, Desk Book
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STATE OF KANSAS berlale 
Gov. CLYDE M. REED, CHAIRMAN amine Ee Oy. B r 
FRANK L. PINET, TOPEKA [LEED iF 
J. H. LEE, wicnita [ae vA 
LEE LARRABEE, LIBERAL fs N ZN 

_F Se 
FORESTRY, FISH AND GAME COMMISSION tt 

ALVA CLAPP, SECRETARY AND STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN yw a 

PRATT, KANSAS : oe) 

Veo 86 ? “ 

Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

: I am quite certain quail will and do thrive in our 

state where there is no cover except farm crops and prairie 
grasse As late as last week I saw two coveys of young 

= birds in exactly this sort of territory. I also saw several 
pair of evidently mated birds along the highway where there 

. was absolutely nothing but buffalo grass, fields of kafir 
: corn and wheat stubble in any direction, as far as the eye 

could see. So, I think you can say with certainty, that 
quail will and do thrive under the above conditions. 

T have not made a planting of quail since I promised 
you to observe the sex. On second thought, it would do no 

: good to count the sex in the Mexican quail, because they 
are shipped twenty-five birds to the crate, twelve hens and 
thirteen cocks. We have a game breeder who will, this fall, 
trap some native quail for breeding purposes. I shall get 
what-information 1 can from him. 

Sincerely yours, 

hen, at of Wardene 

AC:LL 

: vo 

Build a Pond), 
<ff] Plant a Bush iit 3 
Bron a ¢ ire: = 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

- WASHINGTON, D. C- sae pf 
ADDRESS REPLY TO am z Lurerhe 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 5 eee 

AND REFER TO 
eect nen er 

IP=Z : August 29, 1930. 

Mr. W. B. Grange, 

c/o Dr. Walter P. Taylor, 
University of Arizona, 

Tucson, Arizona. 

Dear Mr. Grange: 

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of August 21 in 
regard to Mexican quail imported into Wisconsin. 

Our records show practically no birds imported directly 
for Wisconsin--20 birds in 1930 and 6 in 1929--but this is by 
no means conclusive. Until two or three years ago we did not 
get the destination of the shipments which cross the Mexican 
border, and even now some shipments to a State may be subdivided 
so that we do not get the recipients. The only way to obtain 
the data which you desire is through the State Conservation 
Commission which has a record of the birds distributed by the 
State. Other birds, of course, may be obtained by associations 

a from private individuals or dealers and these would not neces- 

sarily appear in the State records.or in ours. 

Very truly yours, 

: : In Charge of Permits.
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. : October 1, 1930 

— EE ~ ; a = per: , 

MEMORANDUM to Dr. L. J. Cole, Chairman, Conservation Committee, University 
of Wisconsin. 

By Paul L. Brrington 

This memorandum has to do with a summary of the quail research 
activities to date, and the presentation of Fellowship plans for the fiscal 
year 1930-31, 

I. The First Year of the Fellowship. 

: A. Scholastic. When I arrived at Madison, July 1929, my scholastic 
position was mich involved, technicalities having prevented my receiving 
a degree from either George Washington University or South Dakota State 
College, the two schools where I had been in attendance. I was, however, 
granted provisional graduate standing at Wisconsin, September 1929, and 
was thus enabled to get in a year of graduate work, besides receiving 
residence credit for the summer session of 1930. My B.S. degree from 
South Dakota State College came through in the meantime. I was advised 
not to bother about an M.A. at the University of Wisconsin, but to go ; 
ahead directly for my Ph.D. 

B. Publicity. No articles were written until the latter part of the 
winter, when it was thought that some of my data had bulked up sufficiently 
to justify publication. Accordingly from March to October, 1930, four 
long articles and several shorter ones have been released. 

“What Can the Wisconsin Farm Boy Do to Encourage Quail?" and 
"Predatory Animals of Southern Wisconsin and Their Value to the Farmer" 
were both published in the Wisconsin Arbor and Bird Day Annual, May 1930. — 
"The Value of the Pellet Analysis Method of Raptor Food Habits Study" 
is to be published in The Condor, November 1930. "Wintering Quail in 
Wisconsin" has been submitted to American Game for publication this fall. 
Three notes were recently sent to the Wilson Bulletin upon suggestion 
of Dr. T. C. Stephens. I do not know when they will come out. They are: 
"Winter-Killing of Barn Owls in Wisconsin," "Quail Hawk," and "Territorial 
Disputes of Three Pairs of Nesting Marsh Hawks." One radio talk was given 
and a couple of newspaper articles prepared. 

C. Research. 
1. Quail Observations. Durim the winter of cg Hag about 1,000 

quail were located for study, of which about were kept under 
regular observation. The object of these observations was to 

_ Getermine the causes of winter losses and to devise practical 
methods of reducing the same. 
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Particular attention was paid to food and cover preferences 
and requirements and to quail-rodent-predator relationships. 
Miscellaneous factors bearing upon the problem were given the con- 
sideration warranted by their apparent importance. 

It was found that cold weather quail losses were due mainly 
to lack of suitable food. Well-fed covies suffered no serious 
less from freezing or from predators, whereas those weakened by 
hunger eould not withstand lew temperatures or escape flesh- 
eaters. Corn and ragweed seed proved to be food of the utmost 

; importance; soy beans and the seeds of wild buckwheat and tick 
trefoil, Desmodium grandiflerum, were accepted as staples if 
present in quantity. The widely distributed black lecust bean 
was a common article of diet in periods of food shortage, but 

; observational evidence indicated that it had only questionable 
mitritive value, due perhaps to its hardness or perhaps even to 
a toxic principle. 

Cover (underbrush, fencerow growths, and the like) was of 
ehief value to the quail as emergency refuge in the event that 

: something got after them, rather than as shelter from wind or 
cold, The birds showed no roosting preferences--they spent their 
nights in the open, in weed patches, in woodlots, ditches, or 

| wherever they happened to be--nor did they exhibit any great 
choice as to cover types when alarmed. _ 

Mention might be made, nevertheless, that only the cover fur- 
nishing superior mechanical protection--plum thickets, blackberry 
canes, grapevine tangles, or combinations thereof--will avail 

i against the speedy and persistent Accipiterine Hawks. Ordinary 
woodlet undergrowth appeared to mffice against slewer raptors 
like Redtails and Marsh Hawks. 

2. Quail Experiments. Food and cover experiments were carried on 
at the University Hill Farms, where a woodlet and two smaller 
tracts of waste or semi-waste ground were set aside for 
Fellewship purposes. 

In the woodlet and elsewhere, six clumps of evergreens, 
aggregating 49 4-to-8-foot trees, were planted at strategic 
places. Norway Spruce, Deuglas Fir, and White Pine were used 
so that growth and utility comparisons might be made. In addi- 
tion to these, 50 rose bushes of the species Rosa rubignosa 
and R. setigera were planted in the proximity of some of the 

i evergreen clumps and some of the artificial shelters previously 
erected throughout the experimental areas. 

The artificial shelters varied in construction from simple 
brush piles to board lean-to affairs. All in all, the quail 
were given their pick of just about any type of cover that they 
might desire--and they. responded by spending some of the coldest, 

stormiest nights ‘out in an open cornfield! Perhaps the roses 
and conifers will receive greater appreciation as they grow, or 

during a more severe winter. 
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Feeding experiments were conducted with wheat and corn in 

four woodlots (two on private ground adjacent to University 
property) in connection with a few of the shelters. It was 

; shown that ene could induce the quail to frequent almost any 
portion ef any weodlet within their normal cruising radius 
by the establishment of a feeding station, provided that they 

aid not have a more convenient feed supply somewhere else. 
Artificial feeding did not compare at all ereditably with the 

mere availability ef corn in the field, preferably corn in the 
shock. j 

3. Predator Studies. I have endeavored to make the study of quail- 
rodent-predator relationships my own personal specialty. Both 
experimental and observational methods have been employed in 

_ attacking this phase of the general quail problem. : 

Experiments were carried on with 10 captive birds of prey 
to ascertain the reliability of pellet analyses in food habit 
studies. The results proved that pellet data from owls can be 
taken virtually at par; that Marsh Hawk pellets can be used in ! 
qualitative, though no quantitative work; and that Buteo (Redtail, 
Redshoulder) pellets are apt to be unreliable as food habits 
indices. 

Original raptor data include those obtained from the contents 
of 74 fox stomachs, 33 cat stomachs, and 16 stomachs taken from 
hawks and owls shot by the populace. 3,565 pellets from 14 
species of birds of prey have been gathered and largely analyzed. 
Forty raptor nests were visited as long as they yielded information. 

- Altogether I have on file a record of something over 7,000 
mammals and birds killed by predators in southern Wisconsin from 
July, 1929, to October, 1930. I made it a point likewise to 
devote most of my studies to predators resident in areas of heavi- 
est quail populations. 

Of the 7,000 known predator kills, which figure incidentally 
includes the record of harmful species as well as those beneficial, 
16 were of quail, some of which had been in a practically helpless 
condition on account of starvation. ‘There were roughly 4,500 
meadow mice on the list, 1,200 woodmice, 250 each of striped 
ground squirrels and of cottontails, and 72 Norway rats. Of the 
balance probably 300 were shrews and other small mammals, some 
lower vertebrates, and the rest birds. Most of the birds repre- 

sented were pigeons (the Duck Hawk's favorite prey), dluejays, 
flickers, meadow larks, and many small finch-like species of 

trivial, if any, economic value, 

The representation of poultry and game birds other than quail 
was not enough to cause concern except in the case of the Horned 
Owl, to which the demise of most of the rabbits, § domestic 
chickens, 6 of the 16 quail, and 1 ruffed grouse can be charged 
with certainty. The Horned Owl, on the other hand, was respon- 
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sible for nearly all of the 72 field-inhabiting Norway rats, 
in return for which services his ordinary depredations could 

: well be tolerated. 

The available data illustrate the role of native predators 
in rodent control, with the majority of species held account- 
able for only negligible damage. I recommend drastic control 

. measures against but one species--the Goshawk. With the latter 
I have had no experience in Wisconsin, but I recall vividly from 
my trap~line days what a Goshawk invasion means to Gallinaceous 
game. 

4. Quail Banding. Little banding was done until spring. Gundlach. 
and I--principally Gundlach--managed to band about 30 quail on 
the Hill Farm and Bagle Heights areas. Probably half of the 
Eagle Heights quail, according to Professor Wegner's records, 
are at present carrying bands. No effort was made at re-trapping 
to determine cruising radii, for the birds were not taking bait 
well. 

: 5. Quail Nest Studies. The quail nest studies did not amount to 
mach, owing to the extreme difficulty of locating nests. Never- 
theless first-hand data were obtained on 20 nests, most of which, 
let it be admitted, had been broken up by mowing operations, 
found after hatching, or for other reasons rendered unproductive 
of the fullest data. 

In closing this introductory report, I wish to emphasize the one fact of 
greatest applicable significance yet brought out in south central Wisconsin 
by the Research: the abundance or the scarcity of wintering quail was closely 
correlated with the abundance or the scarcity of corn in the vicinity of wood- 
lots or brushy patches. Cold and resident predators during the winter of 
1929-30 caused little grief to bobwhites having easy access to corn in open 
shocks. 
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II. Proposed Program for the Second Year of the Fellowship. 

A. Scholastic. Professor Wagner and Professor Gilbert, in whose res- i 
pective departments I am majoring and minoring, recently passed 
upon my status as a Ph.D. candidate. .- : 

The following points appear to have been settled: 

(1) That I take my preliminary examination in the spring (1931). 

(2) That I get all required classwork out of the way this 
academic year, in order that I might be free the next year 

: for out-of-state work and for the preparation of my thesis. 

(3) That I shall be held to no further course requirements in 
Zoology save Seminar, and that Botany Seminar and a year 
of Morphology shall fulfill specified requirements for my 
minor. 

(4) That the Quail Investigation itself shall constitute an 
adequate thesis topic. 

Of course it is evident from the lightness of my formal collegiate 
schedule that I mst do an infinite amount of reviewing to get in 
shape for my prelim. This reviewing I am doing by auditing Embryology 
and Heredity lectures and by outside reading. The reviewing is to take : 
the form of moderate year-long study rather than terrific cramming just 
before the exam. I hope to do as mech as possible of my studying in 
the mornings when my head is clearest, unless developments make it 
imperative that I work in the field. 

B. Publicity. It becomes increasingly apparent that I shall have to do 

more and more official writing as the work progresses. At the present, 
I see the necessity of publishing at least two important articles this 
fall, and the desirability of publishing several lesser_ones. ‘The 
article which seems most needed at present is one oh pecasdnss for 

, Qutdoor America. a 

In addition, I am scheduled to talk at the Oshkosh meeting of the 
Izaak Walton League (State Convention), October 16, and to present a 
paper at the National Game Conference at New York in December. 

I expect to do my writing in after-hours, as I have in the past. 
I would far rather write than study in the evenings, for I can write 
fairly well even though tired. Writing demands an appalling amount 
of time, but not the intense mental concentration that studying does. 

C. Research. : 

1. Quail Observations. No wide-spread general quail observations are 
; planned for the coming winter. Some of the covies around Madison 

will be visited with mfficient frequency to note how their food 
habits and routine activities compare with those of last year. 
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The field work will be concentrated on a few isolated covies 
or groups of covies, especially covies living under adverse con- 
ditions. A covey separated from other covies by distance or by 
topographic features can be studied with a minimum of error, be- 

cause of the relative ease of keeping tab on the birds. By care- 
ful application an investigator stands a good chance of being in 
a position by spring to understand just why a given covey pulled 

‘ through or just why it didn't. ‘The areas discussed in my article, 
"Wintering Quail in Wisconsin," will be watched this season, also 
any others of exceptional interest that might be discovered. 

I have reserved two and one half days a week for field work. 

In case of necessity this can be stretched temporarily to five days 
a week, but I don't intend to make a practice of doing so. Should 
two and one half days' field work be thought at variance with the 
terms of the fellowship agreement, please bear in mind that the 
past academic year I averaged five days a week (inclusive of Sundays 
and holidays), and that I have some expectations of devoting approx- 
imately full time to the Quail Study next year. 

2. Quail Experiments. At the Hill Farm, experiments are planned with 
corn shocks and with some new cover types. I am especially desirous, 
furthermore, of checking certain of my observational food data by 
means of captive birds, particularly regarding the doubtful mtritive 
value of black locust beans. Sundry food-cold experiments will be 
conducted if everything goes as it should. However, I see so many 
drewbacks to such use of wild captive quail that I think it would 
be unwise for me to commit myself to greater extent as to these 
prospective experiments until I have something more of a notion 
how they will work out in practice. 

3. Predator Studies. I expect to contime my raptor feeding experiments 
in the spring, using other species andworking out different problems, 
the exact details of which cannot be outlined here. 

The raptor nesting and pellet stedies will be done on as large 
a scale as last year, if possible. Less time will be available 
because of my classwork and impending prelim, but less time should 
be required because of my greater familiarity with the country. 

The bulk of the predator studies come between the winter quail 
observations and the beginning of the quail nesting season. This 
is a highly advantageous period (March-May) in which to study 
raptor food habits (Korned Owls, Redtails), not simply because of 
prey brought to nests, but also on account of the winter accumla- 
tions of owl pellets exposed by the melting of the snow. Only the 
Marsh Hawk and the Cooper's Hawk studies conflicted during the past 
spring with the straight quail work, tut the mmerical status of the 
Marsh Hawk and a scarcity of data on the Cooper's Hawk justify 
reasonable additional expenditure of time on these species. Special 
emphasis should be laid on the finding of late raptor nests of any 
species to fill in some of the gaps now apparent in my seasonal data. 
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I am afraid that I will have to give up hopes of investigating 
fox dens, important as that would be, for such a campaign seemingly 

will not fit into my program. : 

4. Laboratory Analyses. Fox stomachs will be collected and examined 
this season in much the manner that they were last winter. Cat 
stomachs are also to be collected at every opportunity, the year 
around, Crop and gizzard contents of quail taken as specimens are 
to be analyzed, and parasitic exeminations made. Raptor material 
will probably have to be handled personally, in so far as the 
Biological Survey seems unable to care for that which I have already 
submitted to them. I am qualified to identify most mammalian 
remains myself, but am not in the least proficient in recognizing 
bird skeletal fragments (except of quail and a few others). 

5. Quail Banding. Professor Wagner thinks that perhaps he can find 
some adept student--Anderson, for example--to do the winter quail 
banding and re-trapping on the Hill Farm, Eagle Heights and Shorewood 
areas. Unless some kind of arrangement like this is made, I suppose 
that the banding will have to go undone, regardless of the need for 
the work. It should be plain that I cannot afford to undertake such 
a time-consuming project in the midst of my rush season. 

6. Quail Nesting Studies. Because of the rather indifferent success 
of my qmail nesting studies so far, I am inclined to view with a 
generous amount of pessimism the proppects of the season to come. 
In short, I feel that I played out avout all the cards at my dis- 
posal the past summer and got a trifle farther than nowhere. 

Frankly, I see no alternative for the coming summer than to do 
about what I did before, with two exceptions. In the first place, 
I am not going to hunt for quail nests personally; that is my idea 
of a total loss of time. In the second place, I am going to do 
considerable advertising and offering of rewards ($2.00 per quail- 
occupied nest) through the Prairie du Sac and Lodi papers. — 

Thanks to the efforts of several influential persons residing 
in or about Prairie du Sac and Lodi, my work in those localities 

_ has met with wmsually active cooperation, and I have reason to 
believe that the possibility of results would be greater there than 
anywhere else. I can see little likelihood of a public reward 
offered at Prairie du Sac or Lodi bringing about the undesirable 
complications that it might if offered at Madison. I refer to 
irresponsible city youngsters over-running private estates, dis- 
turbing nests, attempting frauds, etc. 

7. Cooperative Projects. On my recent Minnesota-South Dakota-Iowa 
trip, I made contacts with departmental heads at small colleges 
and with a mumber of non-professional ornithologists, the assistance 

' of whom I am trying to organize into something of a cooperative 
game study project. The educational institutions with which I 
have lined up cooperation are South Dakota State College, University 

of South Dakota, Yankton, Morningside and Coe Colleges. 
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Research by proxy has decided limitations, but my cooperators 
were carefully picked and should experience no trouble doing what 
I ask of them. I am asking them to observe one to three covies 
of quail apiece for me during the winter, noting food habits, 
cover preferences, if any, weakness, and mortality from cold. They 
are to send in specimens of birds found dead. 

I am asking them likewise to visit raptor nests, particularly 
the nests of Marsh Hawks. The Marsh Hawk lends itself best to 
this study for the reason that it is the only hawk common enough 
to have an appreciable ecological influence in the South Dakota 
and Iowa region, and for the reason that even a novice, under 
direction, can locate the nests, squeeze the food from the gullets 
of the young (without injury to the birds), and preserve such 
gallet contents in formaldehyde for future analysis. 

: Goneluding Remarks. I feel that it is clear to everyone intimately acquainted 
with the Research, that the job is mch bigger than Paul Errington or a dozen 
Paul Erringtons. Nor can the Research approach consummation in the three 
years of the Fellowship or in five years, or in ten years. As a consequence 
I am forced to neglect, or to avoid almost entirely, highly important research 
phases. There will be plenty for my successor or my successors to do--assuming 
that I am to have successors. : 

In general, my policy has been to follow up the leads appearing most in 
need of immediate attention and the leads which my personal interests and train- 
ing best adapt me to follow up. What the other fellow could do, I have left 
for the other fellow, provided that I was occupied with something which I deemed 
more timely and essential.
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$ : UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN f 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION 

ANN ARBOR 

October 1, 1950. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold:- 

Yeatter handed me your inquiry regarding information 
on quail distribution in Michigan, and as addressed to King for 

Minnesota. 

i I hate to make any suggestion for a northern boundary 
in so far as I haven't adequate information. Pernie and Lovejoy 
should be your best bet on this. I have reported records for 
Grand Traverse County, Roscommon and Ogemaw, but have no doubt 
that they winter north of these points. 

I was very much attracted by your Missouri map and con- 

gratulate you on the work. Fortunately I listed information on 

: the majority of the refuges I surveyed - giving me an exact 

count of the birds flushed with the dog during February, March, 
April and to some extent throughout the summer, and I am send- 
ing a map with the information translated in terms of acres per 
quail, as you did for Missouri. My winter work may be con- 
sidered accurate - as the term must be applied in game census 
work. after May I was less successful in getting a sufficient 
number of birds to give accurate information in all cases, and 
estimated the acreage per quail on the basis of experience, 

available evidence, and the information derived from owners, etc. 

I have underlined those which were in part estimated, all the 
others are, I believe, worthy of the double circle. 

If you care to use this information, Leopold, to round 
out your quail map for the eight states under consideration I'11 
be mighty glad to have it so used. The only chance that I my- 
self might want to use it, would be in connection with an article 
now partly prepared on a new method of "Taking a Game Bird Census.” 
Possibly you may see fit to send me a print of the Michigan part 
for that purpose. 

In regard to fair sampling, with but one or two exceptions 
I saw no definite evidence that the refuges or refuge management in 
use, d-there might have been conducive, especially to quail increase. 

Therefore I consider these refuges just average samples of the types 

ye they represent. 
Ms 

Yours sincerely, 

AE ? 
H. M. Wight, 

Assistant Professor of Forest Zoology. -
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Oct. 8, 1930 

Prof. H. M. Wight 
’  §ehool of Forestry & Conservation 

Ann Arbor, Michigan - 

Dear Wight: 

I am delighted to use your quail populations, mt of 
course shall say you supplied all the Michigan data. I appreciate 
the pains you have taken to answer my inquiries. . : ; 

I do not have enough dope from other states to justify 7 
a population density map for pheasants. Hence I could not use the , 
densities for the Michigan refuges, which you so kindly offer to 
compile, in exactly the same way as I shall use your densities for’ 
quail. : oe g 

I have no mmerical definition for atterLug V 0 
regular range. Nobody knows enough about 4 bs pheasants 
to set one as yet. eee 

I thini: the best way tovtiantle this is for me to send 
you my section on pheasant mations, and to ask you for any 
eriticians or alditions witeh you can make. It is inelosed. Love- 
joy and Pirnie have Sromise? me a classification of counties. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl.



This clipping taken from the Tribune, Bay City, Texas. 

BIGGEST QUAIL IMPORT MADE TO AID U. S, SUPPLY yee 

an : Sie tare : Boley 
ue to the depletion of game birds in this country, it was ¢ 

necessary to make the biggest importation of live birds and eggs 

this year for restocking purposes, according to the American Game 

a Protective Association. The United States imported 90,124 Bob- 
White quail from Mexico during the season ending April 30. The 

birds were used for restocking barren areas, and building up stock 

where birds are scarce. 
The U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey declared this is the 

greatest number of quail ever imported to this country during one 

season. The birds were brought in as follows: 61,922 were entered 
at Laredo, Texas; 18,427 at Eagle Pass; and 9,775 at Brownsville. 

Not a single bird was reported as diseased. 

Permits were issued for the importation of more than 2,800 
game birds eggs from England. Most of the permits were for pheas-— 

= ant eggs." 

a Fart Con itnen Neuro 

ESTABLISHED 1602
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Corn on Cob Saves Wintering Quail 
By PAUL L. ERRINGTON y 

HIS article is a partial summary of as a result the forest floor was covered ing in a clean-picked field of standing 
the first winter’s research under the by a stand of tick trefoil, Desmodium corn. Some of the birds, presumably 
quail fellowship established (1929)  grandiflorum, a splendid game-food plant fortunate enough to find missed nubbins 

at the University of Wisconsin by the but one unable to tolerate grazing. The with some regularity, retained sufficent 
Ammunition Industry and the U. S. Bio- birds had no access to cultivated grain vigor to make strong sustained flights. 
logical Survey. While the work has dealt and relied almost entirely upon the tre- Others did not fare so well. 
so far with only one winter (1929-30) in foil seeds for subsistance. Weak birds were usually to be seen, 
one state, the findings might broadly ap- These covies lost but one bird from two of which were once caught by hand 
ply to the problem of wintering Bob- the first of December to the middle of for specimens. From January 23 to Feb- 
white in much . its a range. February, though one could always see ruary 3, 7 quail were found dead on their 

Approximately 1000 quail (60 covies) 
in Dane, Sauk, and Columbia counties : s 

were located for study from October, ee a “al hf a Me ie 
1929, to March, 1930. Of these birds, \ ‘ ‘-™ Av : ~ I ‘ os 
about 400 were kept under regular ob- pap. ca, tis My Fa 7 ee 
servation. The investigator spent two- be —.. . oe ny é i 
thirds of his time in the field, paying par- i Vn 
ticular attention to covey cruising radii, aR - f . : ae | 
to food-cover-predator relationships, and zc = . ae ie 

to any factors which might have a bear- . i g - 5 ‘ll F , 

ing upon winter losses. The purpose of .. Nien L ri ce 
the field studies was to ascertain just how e r : ~ : a Seat + 

the covies normally wintered; to insure * 5 . a = sii 
a minimum of interference with the otis ae. ~~ x a P. 
natural order of events, the purely ob- re ee peak tp ae ‘ies a sis 
servational covies were not banded, baited, Page meh UC wae. a Ft ns Va a 
fed, assisted, or disturbed in any way, re asin MP Ve ees SE os ey ae. 
except as they were disturbed when (le NI ae oS SE ANE See, AMOS OR 
visited and flushed about-twice a week. a ge Shite se: ie ae ee SS Sek - 

ae 5 ei Re See Se Rs The most significant point brought out oe eye See ag. aoa See ee | 

in the season’s studies was that every well- A eee ly DRI ae a ea oe uaa Shoot = 
ed cov tintered wi ; a ee ds ee pee Cees | fed covey wintered with almost no loss : ee ae oe (a aes St ger 

from cold or predators! Minor losses from bad ap eS ee ae ea ae 4 
sundry causes were noted, to be sure; a 
several birds were hit by traffic on high- Bob White Quail Resting in Comfort During the Summer 

ways; some were pot-shot by poachers; 

WES fence and brush injuries and freak fresh mink and weasel sign in their feed- roosts, which quail were in poor flesh, 
accidents claimed a few. One covey .~ A : : 5 Le : 

cs -- ing and roosting territory. Dogs, an their crops and gizzards containing little 
came to grief by reason of a steaming Se : 4 alleged grey fox, a horned owl, and red- of nutritive value. On February 12 only 
manure pile: the birds sat on the warm, x 2 

: tailed hawks were seen or reported from 11 birds could be counted, but this fig- 
wet spots, then flew off into the 18 below |. s pee: 

3 3 2 time to time hunting in the area. As ure perhaps does not show the exact mor- 
zero air to chill and freeze. But, in the long as the food held out, th il tality. Th ibility h hi 
main, those quail having a sufficiency of eo) * eer aee (ase ere aS A DO on aria one 
Cie (aie eas eae ere eae peared to lead lives of monotonous tran- some of the missing birds might have 

ai odin ee eee a ececlleae ets 4 quility, cold or no cold, predators or no joined one of the outside covies not kept 
oo ee 1 if Pe. predators. Nothing happened to them. under close observation. Considerable 
f e ae examples a ieee However, in the early spring when the drifting of covies was noted about this 

OE ePreNe ree meen a the covies trefoil became scarce, due in part to the [mc which could be ascribed to the 
or groups Of Covies reterred to were, in foraging of a half-dozen invading ring- widespread increasing scarcity of natural 
a measure at least, isolated, thus greatly . food id ced 

i 5 necked pheasants, the quail of the com- food (ragweed seed). 
decreasing chances for error. No birds ined . : eae : ined covies dropped in numbers from At any rate, whatever the likelihood of 
were recorded in censuses save those both 3 ¢ . . . 5 * 

5 to 23 in a couple of weeks (March inaccuracies, 7 underweight birds dead on 
tracked and flushed, and which were 3 - : 

: ). At this date, long after the severest separate roosts and 2 more captured in a 
marked down in places where they could h ; . soe . f 5 weather was over, pronounced weakness semi-helpless condition by hand, gives 
not be counted twice or confused with - - . eerie Sher ieds was detected in the flushed birds. The one something of a. mortality index. 

: surviving 23 then left the refuge, found , A 
EXAMPLE I food and welcome in an adjoining farm- EXAMPLE UL 

: 3 yard, and had suffered no additional loss West of Pine Bluff two neighboring 
On the Wingra Wild Life Refuge at the final spring census (March 28). covies of 18 each (a and b) were lo- 

(Madison) , two covies aggregating 37 EXAMPLE II cated in late January living about three- 
birds lived under what might be com- quarters of a mile apart. The imme- 
pared to nearly primal conditions. That Two neighboring covies east of Pine diate locality had a very sparse Bob- 
part of the refuge frequented by the Bluff were first noted on January 23. white population, and it is not thought 
quail had not been pastured for years, and These covies (25 birds in all) were feed- that there were other covies nearby to



complicate matters. The early history EXAMPLE IV three-quarters route they had pecked at 

of these covies is unknown. < : every conceivable object that might yield 
The first covey (a) managed to glean , Coie - a 1 ioe re- them nourishment. Practically all the 

eae Harare Froud tn hevledian Dey 'Y» were located early in the win- food they had obtained was ragweed seed 
See anure, hauled into ter in the Honey Creek bottomland, west 

the fields from a barn, to come through. a aa rom a stubble field, but the ragweed 
Th d : of Prairie du Sac. These covies were growth was wretched and the virtual end 

second (b) attempted to live on chosen for study because of their rela- : 
black locust beans and dried wild grapes. tive i ji y eae eerie oe tctae coureo Supp aa 4 - tive isolation and because the cards had sight. On February 1, of the two covies, 
The grapes did not last long, and soon so evidently been stacked against them 12 birds were seen to be taking advan- 
the birds had nothing to eat except locust. from the beginning. It was apparent tage of a farmer’s corn crib, while only 4 
On a virtually straight locust diet the that the scanty ragweed and smartweed remained of those trying ae alee nade 
covey (b) dropped from 18 (January growths could not possibly tide them pendently. 
25) to 11 (February 3), then to 7 (Feb- over. (Gr encreeaiced-exillstevtwo an the 

ruary 12). These 7 birds were so plainly December 24, the tracks of the covey course of a morning. The first was 
weak that their ultimate demise was con- of 20 revealed that the birds had travelled picked up while shelling out the sweet 
sidered just a question of days. The that day in an irregular circle one and clover seed of a roadside—and sweet 
cover available to both covies was con- three-quarters miles in circumference, clover seed appears never to be eaten in 
venient and of good quality. bunching up to roost within 80 yards of quantities except as a last resort, starva- 

Later (March 3), 23 quail, in the their starting place. Along the mile and tion food. The second quail had made 
rough proportion of 20 strong to 3 weak, 
were counted and flushed at the locusts. 
It so happened that the first-mentioned RELATION OF FuuD, COLD AND SNOW TO WINTER QUAIL LOSSES 
covey of 18 (a) disappeared from its 
former habitat coincident with the sud- SouTHERN WISCONSIN, WINTER OF 1929-30 
den heavy influx of birds into the locust _~| November 1929 | December 1929 | Janvary 1929 _| February 1930 
territory. Inasmuch as no other birds 33 During month 08 al ia aoe 116) ee TL eee 

had ever been seen in proximity to the @ 2) Onsgreond | : 

two covies, the inference is that the Wi =latendofmo 00 trace 83) 1.0 trace| 

strong birds represented the first covey = 
(a) and that the weak ones represented 
the remnant of the locust-eating covey >50 
of the same original number (b). (See S45 

graph). 2 a Leo 
At the last census (March 27), 22 S35 /\ 

quail, none of which were weak, still 4 30 ww 

were found in the vicinity of the locusts. La sealed M) Ih ali Dale 

Evidently the birds had discovered a sup- 2 a \ W V U 

ply of edible weed seeds exposed by the 265 | 
melted snow. Let it be explained that 8 id | 
quail seemingly cannot keep fit on locust £5 \ 

beans alone; the locust must be supple- reno HY 
mented by some high-grade food such as 3° | | 

corn or ragweed seed. 2210 

Snowfalls at inopportune times made $75 
it hard to determine the exact fate of am 
the birds lost from the locust covey. ~3 NOV. DEC. oan FEB WAR 

Crow-picked remains of two were found 
on roosts, while one was believed to have 
been taken by a horned owl. A weasel 10 ee areal 

jumped on the roosting covey, but ap- 195) EXAMPLE : Seater 

parently succeeded in getting nothing 100 y H ; Ol ee 

save feathers. Other predators, whose 95 “= Largely corn fed covies(V) }--~~ “~~ Census approximate 

sign and presence were noted in the terri- 30} | fer 
tory of the two covies, included grey 85) Exhaustion of trefoil(1), access fo corn. 

fox, red fox, screech and saw-whet owls, 89 : i 

and red-tailed hawks. % i ; 

The favorite perching tree of a red- n i i 

tail was situated in the open and about ae General Pronounced quail ! i 

200 yards from the very spot where the au : mortality first observed. |} i 
good-conditioned covey of 18 had been =a Dates Upen winter covies=: eile i 

in the habit of picking grain out of oo oe SRS vies : 

spread manure. And this was the covey, 32 See i i : 

please recall, which to all appearances E40 we = iy : 

had lost no birds, since located for study. 2% ae = N\ i i 

The above is not meant necessarily to de- eee aaa] 

note forbearance on the part of the rap- ae : : 

tor; it only serves to illustrate that our a xtermination of independent ; eee feeding 
large, rodent-killing buzzard hawks as a 2 birds of Te oe CaN eo tee es 

rule are not able to catch well-fed, 2 eee (6) Locust feeding 

healthy quail having access to suitable 5 re 
cover. £ NOV. DEc. z JAN. FEB MAR.



the stubble field and was wandering amid grouse, a fair population of fox-squirrels, to corn. Soy beans, the majority of the 
the barren ragweed stalks when the red- an undeterminable but not abnormal cultivated small grains, and the seeds of 
tail arrived. The quail flew only 30 to number of shrews and wood-mice, some lesser ragweed, wild buckwheat, and tick 
35 yards before dropping exhausted to domestic pigeons, and the usual mid- trefoil (D. grandiflorum) may similarly 
flutter along in the snow toward a brush winter representation of bluejays, hairy serve as staples when available. 

pile. and downy woodpeckers, nuthatches, Seeds of pigeon grass (Setaria), sun- 
By February 16, no birds were left ex- chickadees, red-polls, and tree-sparrows flower, and hemp are relished but are 

cept the 12 feeding around the corn crib. made up the remainder of the discernible usually cleaned up by late fall. Quail 
These 12 had suffered no loss, nor did fauna. partake also of dried wild grapes, seeds 
they during the rest of the winter, de- It can be seen from the foregoing that of sorghum, hog-peanut, smartweed, and 
spite the fact that they were compelled the quail—7 covies totalling not less than lambsquarter, and black locust beans. 
to journey 300 yards in the open from 103 birds on 5 quarter sections—were Locust, as stated elsewhere in this ar- 

their brushy cover to the corn crib and sufficiently numerous in proportion to ticle, seems an unsatisfactory winter 
likewise compelled to dodge a yardful of the rodents and non-game birds to draw food in itself, the exact status of which 
dogs and cats after they got there. But their share of attention from the preda- needs to be checked by experimentation 

neither the dogs nor the cats caught any, tors. But in spite of the mediocre cover, and further observation. Other occa- 

nor did the red-tail, to whose attacks the predators certainly took no more than sional foods of lesser importance or of 

they were exposed as well as the other a very nominal toll. Neither did the questionable value are rose hips, fruits 

quail had been. The birds had alertness, of false Solomon seal, acorns (opened and 
tone, and the ability to fly swift and discarded by squirrels), and the seeds of 
far when they needed to. They had catnip and other mints, flax, pigweed, 
corn. +f campion, some mallows, evening primrose, 

‘ Tee * boxelder, and soft maple. 
EXAMPLE V 3 hae as é Normal well-fed quail habitually peck 

This example treats with a tract of | “va chet ER BH gh | to a limited extent at innutritious ma- 
what might be termed ordinary partly | — Pe NS < See 3 terial such as dried leaves, aster and 

wooded, south central Wisconsin farm- | ems i hE Se goldenrod heads, and fibrous particles of 
ing country. The Wisconsin river and eS 7 \ N Sas all kinds. They also browse the leaves 

timbered ranges of hills east of Prairie |7~ =~ : h SANG Relea) | persisting on alfalfa plants, which leaves 
du Sac enclosed an area of about 3 square |bae @ a AES Se : probably represent the richest source of 

miles. The river and hills served as bar- | 37 Jaan a SS green food to be had in the dead of 

riers to prevent the 7 resident quail aa : “oA DScs 4 winter. ; 
covies from mingling with covies outside | ae RENE Starving birds eat large quantities of 
of the area and to prevent influx of out- | —— - Te “N sumac and sweet clover seeds, as well as 

side birds. The quail actually occupied | Be gemteiees eat rg chaffty vegetable debris. They seldom die 

about 5 quarter sections. | Se ae eee | Of actual starvation; their physical re- 
Very careful census work was done ee aa serve Is merely reduced by hunger to Che 

and with the interested cooperation of inter Reading. Shelter fon. Que? point that they cannot meet ordinary 
the farm people; it is reasonably certain natural crises. A drop in weight of an 

that all of the covies living in the 3 quail die on their roosts when the tem- 9unce or an ounce aad a half (an adult 
square miles were located. The covies perature stayed around 20° below zero. healthy quail weighs 6 to 7 ounces) low- 
held their numbers fairly constant and Why weren’t the quail dying on their ers the bird’s resistance below the safety 
were generally to be found and flushed roosts as were those of Example II at the ™argin for a southern Wisconsin winter; 
in their own respective territories. same time? Why weren’t the three red- whereas in summer or in the South, quail 

106 birds started the winter; 103 fin- tails repeating the same drama as the sometimes shrink toa couple ounces be- 
ished. One of the 3 missing birds was one described under IV? fore dying. Bob-whites under par simply 

known to have been picked up by a Like the 12 birds in IV, escaping as Cannot make the grade through January, 
horned owl. The fate of the other two an intact group the complete disaster that February, and March—not in the North. 

is problematical, but whatever happened overtook two-thirds of their original What can sportsmen, farmers, con- 
to them, the loss was trivial in com- number, the 103 birds of V saved them-  servationists, and genuinely interested 
parison with the percentage that win- selves through sheer fitness. Theirs was persons do about it? They can see to it 
tered. the vitality to stand the cold, to take that the quail have enough to eat. How? 

As a whole, the cover was of the pas- the punishment. Theirs was the elusive By leaving shocked corn where the covies 

tured oak woodlot type, somewhat poor quickness and the stamina that enabled can get at it, preferably at the south 
except for a sprinkling of prostrate juni- them to move when and where they had borders of brushy woodlots. Corn in the 

per mats and some grape-grown fence- fo. shock constitutes by far the most ef- 

rows. The regular active predator popu- Of the 7 covies in V, one wintered on fective method of feeding yet observed. 

lation of the area, as nearly as could be ragweed seed and shocked corn; one on Quail are entirely able to shear away the 

determined, consisted of one or two ragweed and cribbed corn; one on rag- husks to get at the kernels, although the 
horned owls, at least one barred owl, sev- weed and soy beans; three on ragweed, “uneducated” young might not know 
eral screech owls, three red-tailed hawks, soy beans, and cribbed corn; and the how to do so at first. Cornshocks meant 

a northern shrike, a pair of grey foxes, seventh lost its identity as a covey by especially for quail should be tied around 
and a weasel. Dogs and cats occasionally joining up with the others. All had the top and rather widely spread at the 
left farm yards to hunt in the woods and ample food. bottom, with openings to permit easy 

fields. By the way, what is proper winter entrance and departure of the birds. 
Cottontails were not especially abun- quail food? Shocks so constructed afford emergency 

dant, and decidedly not so in some of the Beyond doubt the most important of refuge as well as food. Thus we can, 

over-grazed woods. Meadow mice were all is corn. Its importance is such that at a very little expense and trouble, ma- 
plentiful but enjoyed the protection of one can nearly estimate a given covey’s  terially help our quail—and our pheas- 
six to eighteen inches of snow during a chances of wintering on the basis of ants, prairie chickens, and other valu- 

part of the winter. About a dozen ruffed whether or not it has unmolested access able game or wild life.



What about predators? Broadly smaller size and correspondingly limited Let it be remarked that the indis- 
speaking, there is only one winter preda-~ capabilities for damage. He is very likely criminate shooting and trapping of birds 
tor likely to require drastic control meas- to catch a quail that has to fly more than of prey is not good game management; 
ures. He is the big bluish goshawk, ? hundred yards to cover. — from the standpoint of rodent-game food 
whose infrequent visits from the north The oe soaring red-tailed i 6 a competition alone that sort of practice 
woods leave our coverts ravaged of gal- Prominent teature of the winter ane~ is inexcusable, to say nothing of farm 

Bs : : : scape, but he gets few quail except birds z ; 
linaceous game. He is swift and persis- retdeed AOE : economics considerations. The hunter ae “ already doomed from various causes. ; an 
tent in his attack, a powerful, formidable Quail so poor in condition that they who kills every hawk within gun-shot 
raptor exhibiting a special preference for could be picked up by this slow, clumsy simply on the supposition, or in the 
quail and ruffed grouse. Against this raptor, built to prey upon rodents, al- hope, or even on the pretense, that it 

one really destructive bird of prey, only most certainly would perish anyhow in is a Cooper’s hawk or a goshawk, is act- 
the superior classes of cover, exemplified the next cold snap. ing contrary to the interests of conser- 
by tangled thickets of briars, grapevine, The great horned owl is a bird of de- yation. Nor is the mere swoop of a 
and haw or plum-brush, will avail at all. servedly ill repute whose faults, however, raptor at a game bird sufficient to jus- 

The goshawk is a dweller of the timber- are counter-balanced by one outstanding tify the use of a .22 bullet or a charge 
land, seldom seen in the open, and is virtue: he is an excellent rater. The Oho ceede Whar sin redorail does dnve 
characterized by his long tail and his study showed that Norway rats live the il A 

f a quail covey into an open cornshock 
short rounded wings. Look up a colored year around in our fields, and without Hens The haw os ll 
plate in some ornithological publication the continuous pressure of horned owls, "OW 2n¢ tens < pews cujoye a 
or examine a museum specimen. might conceivably become a serious prob- the more the meadow mouse that he sets 

Other species like grey foxes and hunt- lem. Compared to an excess of field- # half hour later, and the quail are 
ing house cats might be reduced to ad- inhabiting rats, the usual depredations of keener birds for the experience. 
vantage. Red foxes are much less ob- a horned owl here and there assume a We don’t want our game to soften in 
jectionable—if not actually desirable— minor aspect, indeed. Hence, it seems an unnatural atmosphere of man-made 
than the greys, and, in common with im- inadvisable to reduce this owl in southern security, like chickens in a coop. The 
portant furbearers as a whole, are kept Wisconsin below, for instance, a pair per birds we want in our coverts are the top- 
down by hunters and trappers. No ani- township. notch northern Bob-whites, plump, fit, 
mal whose pelt has a high cash value is Of the small and medium sized owls, danger-tempered, and—given an even 
apt to become overly abundant—in fact, the barn owl, long-eared owl, short-eared break—equal to looking out for them- 
quite the contrary. owl, and saw-whet owl are almost fault- selves. If the desire of the sportsman, or 

Once in a while a Cooper’s hawk win-  lessly beneficial in their winter habits farmer, or whoever it may be, is to pro- 
ters as far north as Wisconsin and does and as mousers should be encouraged in tect his upland game from predators, he 
plenty to the quail covies where he op- every way. The screech owl and barred can best accomplish this by providing 
erates, but such late season occurrences owl are predominately mousers, but are cover in which the game can seek its 
are rare. The Cooper’s hawk is a speedy, those whose diet tends to run a bit high own safety, and by providing the food 
long-tailed short-winged relative of the in small bird prey, especially in the case which enables the game to reach that 
goshawk, having similar tastes, but of of the latter owl. cover when it has to. 

&
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Weights - Carrier Preserve 5 

g Cocks Aver. Hens Aver. Both Aver. both SE han 

1929 27546.5 LTT 24606.8 177 52153.3 177 er. Ea 139_ 

1930 20644.8 174  14086.3 176 34732-1 175 er. 14 go 

48igi-3 175 38693.1 117 36384. 4 ljo et. 975. aie 

Total Ando = 49¢



NOVEMBER. 

7— Cocks -- Sd, 6b, 5b, S¢, 6b, Gh, Gb, 6, 4 53e 

6— Hens - 6, 6, 6, 6t, 5%, 5%. ary 

DECEMBER. 

- Gooks =» 6-1/8, 6, Sb, 5%, Gt, 6, Gt, 5-7/8, GE, Gb, 1/8, 67; 
— 6}, Gb, Gt, Sb, 6, 6%, 52, Gb, St, G2, 6. 69 

Cocks -- St, 6-1/8, 5-3/8, St, st, 6, ek, &, St, 5h, Bi, Sy 

. Gt, 6s, St, et, St, 8, 63, Ss Gt, 6, Gk, 6, Sz, ro % 

ee, 8, St, 6, St, 62, 5, 6, 6t, St. | 

Hens - 8, ms 8, 53, 83 7, 5, Bey st, 6b, Bi, 6h, yy a 

6 0— : St, 8b, Sis 6k, St, Bt, 6, 6}. +4 

Hens == 6}, 8}, 8, 6b, Gh, SH, St, Gb, 6, Gt, 52, St, 6, 80% 

Si 6, Be, Bi, 6, 8, 5é, 6, 6, Sis St, 8, st, 6, 54, 

Si, St, Si Bt Be, 8, B, St, 6, St, &, 6. 

JANUARY. 

Cooks + 6%, Se, Se, 7, 75 62, &, 62, Se, 6, 8t, 6, St, Be, 90 

Gi, St, 5, 6, GE, 6, Ob, Be, Gh, Gk, GF, Ob, Ob, Gb, 1; 
6, 7, 8; St, St, 6h, 62, 53. 8. StH 

7 /- Gooks =~ 6g, 6, 6%, 6, 82, Bt St, Se, 7, Si, 6, 6, 63, SF, 8, 954 

Se, 5b, 7, 6, 6, 8b, Se, 6, a, St, te, Gt, 6t, 6, 6, q35 

Gt, Be, 6, 6, Ge. 30%, 

Cooks << Se, St, 8, St, 82, 5é, 8, 8, 8b, Ses st, Si, Se, % 894 

8, Be, 8, 5, 5¢. 304, 

Hens -- Se, 7, 6%, st, St, Be, Se, 8, St, 8h, St, St» 8, St, BB, 

6e, 58, Su, St Be, 6, Sis Sk, 8b, 8, St, St, 6, 6, %% 

Poa Gt, Bz, 6, 6b, 6 seb 

Iital-d 7 5



«le 

svclude) or. (fens —— G8, Gky Oty Oh, Oh, Ot, Gt, Gt, Gd, SF, 6, SE, Bt, — 794 
ae a 7, 6, Gy 6, 6, 6, 6, Be, Sey Gb, Se, SE, OF, Gt. 5b 

Hens «= st, 6¢, St, Si, St, Se, v, St, St, %%, ?, 6, 6. asi 

Quail taken 

Cocks 198) ~ : ; sind in | 32 Five Moo ilny for hve 

S Aci pombe Atter, nef eer beh om Aretithere . 
_— s13} (me capt Pag haves certain Manta. Some!) 

Weather: Bad lot of rain and snow. 

ot 
cs 
at



R._M: CARRIER PRESERVE 1930. 

NOVEMBER. 
/¥ —— Gooks — St, 5%, St, St, St, 6, 5%, Sh, Sk, 6, Gt, 6, 53, 702 

st, Si, 5, 8s, ee. ; 29% 

7 _ wens -- 5h, 6, 6b, 6, 6, 6, Gh, 5d, SE. seh 

LS —— Gooks + Gt, 52, Sit, 5t, 6, Se, Bt, 6, Se, 6, 6, 8, 5, Se, ese 

6, Gt, 6, 7, 6, Ok, G, Gt, Gb, 6, GE. or 

/3 ——— Hens -- 6, Si, 5G, Sé, 6, Gt, 6, 6, 6, 52, 7, 6, GR 794 

TARUARY.. 
,( Cooks — Gi, 6, Gb, 6, 5, Gh, 6, 7, 7) 6, Gb, 6, Ob, Shy 7, CH, /°> 

bo —{ Gy GE, by The Oh, GE, Be, Oe, GR- st 
Cooks —- 6, St, 6, 6, Be, St, St, St, 8, Se, et, Bis 6, 6, 8s 9b 

Bi, Ga, SE, Oi, Sf, Bf, BR, Bey Sty Shy 8, BE, OB, Oy 5 
Bt, Gt, 6b, GE, 6, SE, 62, 6, 6, 6, 6. of 

Hens -~ 63, ek, 7, Sk, Gt, 6, 5G, 6b, 6, GE, 6, 7, Gb, 8, 6, 6, /°/ 

4? Oh, Or Oe Gy He be he hy Oe HEr hr Oe Oe wT 
Hons — 6, St, Gt, GE, 6, Gb, St, 6, Gt, BE, 6, Ob, 6, Ob, BF 95% 

5i, 63. 2a 

Figures by Earle Bufkin on same preserve. 

HOVEMBER.. it 

4 —— Gocks -~ 5}, 8 iy 

| —~ Hens — Gt. - 

REGEMBER.. 36 
6 — Cocks -- 5b, 5b, 6, Be, 6, 7%. ; 

.— Hens -~ 6, 6. oe 

>= te 

——— = StS SE eb, 6, 52, ob, 7- so
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Covies + 26g } $2004 Preserelch Atos aching a on 

Cocks + 128 

Hens = i 

Las 

Mild winter. Cover poorest ever saw left. Covies fairly large. 

Bad drought. 118 days without rain.



Food Habits folder 
Pheasant folder 
Qaail folder -~ 

Hard & Soft Corn 

Fritz L. tells me all quail and pheasants at Crystal Lake promptly 

deserted al] hoppers and patches containing “soft corn" when snow melted 

this spring, On other hand, hard corn feeders were deserted mech more 

gradually. ;
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(Tentative Table) ja 

| Classification of Feeds Q oe 
e f with examples for typical & big game species a 

(Stoddard) (Allen & Judd) (Stoddard (Lovejoy) (Leopold Wight 
PREFERRED Gross) ‘& Jada) / 

re os Buckwheat Chufas Apple? Pinon Huts 
Hague Grasshoppers Mesquite 

3 Beans 
Alfalfa 

Blossoms ' 

STAPLE Grains S “yp Other Grains Cy 21. . Cliff Rose 
FOODS Japan Clover)" = Smartweed Cer ven. Mt. Mahogeny 

Acoms 4 Ragweed fosck wile Seanothus 
SL ee UT og, Mets Gale 

ee / Hi Df Sa Aen fen? Juniper berries 
o of MEIKE af¢ pee bee oot Aspen browse 

EMERGENCY . Locust. Beans Poplar buds White Cedar Juniper 
@ FooDs Sweet Clover Birch buds browse 

Seed Elm buds Gambel Oak? 
Buckbrush Maple buds 

: berries? Willow buds 
(Symphoricarpos) Sumac berries? : 

| *STUFF- Sumac berries (2) . Bal sam? Pinon browse 

Tic" SO PORN RS gS hee White Fir 
rs Cig TI Se Ly te : Dovgles Pir 

Fenn, af) 2 ¢ ndite. vo or 

2 % 47 cx hisitdd ADA 
Chaar nf 2 anand eo 

PASTIME < Possibly have none —________._.-5 <— Almost any browse --—-> 

FoOoDs
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| Ld ie eat ma Brat leak’ of QL RE bra ea ee 
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Cru Bess eed Where hagn perce lene Gf 
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Extracts from Letters from an American Farmer, by J. Hector St. John 
Crevecoeur. Fox, Duffield & Company, New York, 1904. 

p. 32. “Mr.***, one of the most famous and extraordinary farmers that 
has ever done honour to the province of Connecticut, by his 

timely and humane assistance in a hard winter, saved this 
species (quail), from being entirely destroyed. They perished 
all over the country, none of their delightful whistlings were 

heard the next spring, but upon this gentleman's farm; and to 
his humanity we owe the continuation of their msic." 

(Written prior: to 1782.) 

pp. 69- "Thus our bad people are those who are half cultivators and 
70 half hunters; and the worst of them are those who have 

degenerated altogether into the hunting state, As old 
ploughmen and new men of the woods, as Buropeans and new 
made Indians, they contract the vices of both; they adopt 
the moroseness and ferocity of a native, without his mildness, 

or even his industry at home, If manners are not refined, 
at least they are rendered simple and inoffensive by tilling 
the earth; all our wants are supplied by it, our time is 
divided between labour and rest, and leaves none for the 

commission of great misdeeds. As hunters it is divided 
between the toil of the chase, the idleness of repose, or the 

indulgence of inebriation, Hunting is but a licentious idle 

life, and if it does not always pervert good dispositions, yet, 
when it is united with bad luck, it leads to want; want 

stimulates that propensity to rapacity and injustice, too 
natural to needy men, which is the fatal gradation, After this 

explanation of the effects which follow by living in the woods, 
shall we yet vainly flatter ourselves with the hope of converting 
the Indians? We should rather begin with converting our back- 
settlers; and now if I dare mention the name of religion, its 

sweet accents would be lost in the immensity of these woods. 
Men thus placed, are not fit either to receive or remember its 

mild instructions; they want temples and ministers, but as 
soon as men cease to remain at home, and begin to lead an 
erratic life, let them be either tawny or white, they cease 
to be its disciples.".....(p. 71) "Zime will efface those 
stains: in proportion as the great body of population approaches 

them they will reform, and become polished and subordinate." 

File: Bobwhite Quail



Digest of 

Imlay, George, The Western Territory of North America, Debrett, 
lendon, 1793 

p. %. "The cane,.,is an evergreen, and is, perhaps, the most nourishing 
food for cattle upon earth, Mo other milk or butter has such 
flavor or richness as that which is produced from cows which feed 
upon cane, Horses which feed upon it work nearly as well as if 
they were fed upon corn," 

Pp. 100, “The buffalo are mostly driven out of Kentucky, Some are still found 
upon the headwaters of Licking Creek, Great Sundy, ani the headwaters 
of Green River, Deer abound in the extensive forests, but the elk 
confines itself mostly to the hilly and uninhabited places, 

"The rapidity of settlement has driven the wild turkey quite out of the 
: middle countries, but they are found in large flocks in all our 

extensive woods. 

"amidst the mountains and broken countries sre great mumbers of the 
grouse I have described, and since the settlement has been estab- 
lished, the quail, following the trail of grain which is negessarily 
scattered in the wilderness, has migrated from the old settlements 
on the other side of the mountains, and has become a constant resident 
with us, The bird was unknown here on the first peopling of the country." 

p. 120, Bik, (Quoting Carver) “The Mississippi below Lake Pepin flows with a 
gentle current ... the land between the mountains on either side is 
generally covered with grass, with a few groves of trees interspersed, 

near which large droves of deer and elk are frequently seen feeding." 

p. 128, ee Bh (quoting 7) "Born to destroy the inferior race of 
B would exhaust all nature, if, by a fecundity superior 

to his depredations, they did not repair the perpetual havoc he makes, 

But death is only the minister of life, and destruction is the parent 

of reproduction. ® 

Po 132, soneevity 4", .the existence of life is in proportion to the period 

of required to produce maturity, ‘here are exceptions to this 

principle to be sure} es the crane and the hawk, for instance, which . 

seem to acquire maturity as early as most other birds, and are known 

to live a century and upwards." 

pp. 129-134, Suger maples end sugar making. 

p. 141, Climatic Change. “It is well known that the climate say, the sate 

Coast of America is in the extreme of heat and cold, a s 

more variable than when it was first settled by Baropeans; but the winters 

are milder," : 

. 235, Rabbit. "Where commont Bvery part of this country, but nowhere so 

sited mamerous as on the éther side of the mountains, (N,B, There is not “ 

a wild hare in all America,)" (Though hares were unknown to Inlay, 

he lists most of the Arctic mammals in his list. 4,L.) 

or : 

Wile: Buffalo, Segehen, Quail, Crane, Cottontail, Digests
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Excerpt from "Birds of South Carolina" by Arthur Trezevant Wayne, 1910. 
(Contributions from the Charleston Museum). P. 63. 

/ u ; oun i Gif — 
Y wort alee = i ie sae Binds of S, Ca vs U 7 0) a 

“This well known game bird (bobwhite) is a permanent resident 
and is exceedingly abundant along the entire coast. On Oakland plan- 
tation, near Mount Pleasant, there are no less than twenty-six coveys. 

/ Mx. Philip E, Porcher, the present owner, tells me that when he moved 
s j to this place in February, 1959, he observed a flock of these birds 

j near the dwelling house, and I may add that the descendants of this 
j particular covey are still to be seen at this date--1910. As long as 

/ the aspect of the country is unchanged the Bob-white will be found in 
the same locality year efter year, but when the cover is destroyed the — 
birds are forced to find other places which are suitable. Any thorough 

| sportsman can recognize a place where this species can be found, with 
| out inquiry, by the character of the lond, 

"{ plantation will contain a certain number of coveys, year 

A after year, without any apparent increase of addition flocks. This facet 
| is well known by land owners who are interested in the preservation of _ 

the birds. That the birds undoubtedly increase is shown by the presence 
\ of enormous coveys in the autumn in places where none were know to 
\ exist before, These birds were undoubtedly bred on the land where their 
\ ancestors lived for years, and consequently are their descendants. But 

\ they do not remain, as the same coveys are still to be found in the 
\ same places where they have been for years. The question at once 
S\ arises: what becomes of the innumerable numbers thet are annually raised? 

) I have seen late in the autumn, upon the appraoch of sunset, a covey 
fly high in the air and depart in a southerly direction. These birds 
were undoubtedly migrating. If all the partridges which are annually 

‘ hatehed and raised were to remain on the plantations where they were 
0 fe bred, the crops of grain would be seriously injured.! 

(0 0 | "The birds which frequent the forest are always shyer, and, when 
. 1 | flushed, fly to greater distances than those which frequent the fields. 
we "Although the birds commence to pair during the second week in 

WY | April, I have frequently observed them in large flocks as late as the 
middle of May. Audubon states* that "in the neighborhood of Charleston, 
in South Carolina, it breeds twice in the year, first in May, and 
again in September." This statement is certainly an error, as the 
birds heve but one brood, unless the eggs have been taken, when they 
continue to lay for an indefinite period until a brood is raised, I 
have caught young birds, which were about two days old, in the second 
week of November." 

* Birds of America, V, 63
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F Digest of "Bints of Wiscensin® 

ly Xwnliea and ¥, Yollister ; 

Vie. Mat. Wiest, Soc. Yol.5, Ho. 1-3, 1903 

per? ohare Principal food is not Vellieneria spiralis, wt mittets = 
of (nadadscess), Of more wideapresd securrenee than 46 years 

pe2S Bive Googe. Ivrogulcr except along Viseissipsl. 

saint fone Inereceing... Fomueriy did not winter, Neoted Jefferson 
Oe 5 * : 

Pe3S Lime Bail, Commoner than 25 years ago. 

pe? aa Rapidly diminishing, tnereased from early forties up to 

pelS deckan ine. *¥e should be at a loss to @xprése ite sumbers in former 
yerts." “Of iste so poreistently hunted that it has materially de. 
erenped»-even during the past 1) yeara or less,” 

pe3S Bobwhite. “Yorserly very abundent in south and central parte of the 
estate, In most sections the quail gradually decressed+-until about 

; 1sa$ they were entirely absent from mmay lotalities shere onet-—comon, 
The clearing away of underbrush and the introduction of wire fences in 
ee aces ar cues Gates ae ae ue nace ee 

ae t00 Close or lawles: ehooting. Yor the past doven years (since 19907) 
different ghipments of birds, mostly from Tanses, heave been turned loose, 
In some places the introduced birds seem to thrive wonderfully, «have 
ween constantly protected ty lav—* i 

pe 56 Somes Grouse. In the pine regions, Maeappecring, foe still in north. 
: ars counties. 

ee eyes 2oe counties. aa ee 
many old hounts. ‘uch merket shoot: in north. 

pT = Ehamaigag, Stragglers ot Racine, 1946, Sauk Co, 1676, in winter, 

ee ne ee ne te ee The prairie 
2 teens to have coved seetward with the settlexent of the country. 

: In the early forties it wae rather rare in southern Fistonsin, ond ot 
: the present tice it has almost entirely rapleced the noxt"(sherptail),  - 

4 morked inergase during the past 16615 years," 

fuairie-Rheratals. “iapidly giving way to the prairie hen--referring 
te we find thet this specles* was the common prairie’ grouse 

¥ Figbert Nidgeray (Field & Stream, 1279) saye of sharptails "In 1su0.N5 
thin specie was abundant in &.Yis. and H.T11, as far south oa Chicago, 

which geve it the same of burr-osk grouse.” 
aia zs = rt = Survey, p33).



Digest 

Audubon, John James. Ornithological Biography: Birds of the United States of 

———America. Adam Black, Bdinbureh. 1871, Vol. 2.000 

Parakeet 
p. 135. Andubon says Cockleburr perennial. Seed storage? 
Pp. 136. Parakeet never learned to eat corn. Exterminated too early? 

3 p. 138. Parakeets eat grit and like salt, 

Sarkey 
Pp 2. Flight: Young often fail to negotiate 1 mile in October shuffle, 
p- 3. Basily killed after flying across a stream, 

: Sexes roost apart but near each other (Feb.). 
p. &. Troe harem, 
p. 5, Parasites: males after mating season are thin, weak, covered with ticks. 

Bges covered by female. Deserts more readily for makes than men, 
Compound sets (3 hens on 42 eggs) seen, 

a. 7. See out ant hilis to let ants pick parasites (7) 
p. 8, Thinks migrate in winter out of 3.W, districts, (See Iowa notes.) 
2. ¥, During storms remain on roots 3-4 days, 
Pp. 14. : 1/2 mile river flown daily, 
p15. F : average 9 lbs,, large 25-30 lbs., barren hens in strawberry 

seasons up to 13 lbs., average male 15-18 lbs., max. male (Louisville 
market), 36 lbs. 

Pp. - tow "The Wild turkey, the Pheasant, and the Grouse are also 
tolerably abundant" (on the Lehigh). Heath hen? 

pe Oe nee, method of killing a swan, 
PR. i. Mating begins in Deceaber, incubation in Jamary, 
p. 167. Foods include possum and coon, 

Ps Sie. Fall migration across the Ohio, 
p. 217. Does not cover eggs, : 
p. 218, Leurel-poisoning from eating grouse. 
p. 218. Advocates their introduction to England, which is "perfectly mited 

to their habits." 

a. i Migration and irruption in 1749. 

Passenger Pigeon 
p. 319. Distribution varied as between years. Several years all in Kentucky. 
p. 323. Daily radius may be “hundreds of miles" (7), Flights to roost continued 

till midnight. ‘ 

Quail 
p. 388. Migration across the Ohio. 3



Digest of 

Lewis, B,J, The American Sportsman 

J. B, lippincott, Philadelphia, 1685 

Bobwhite 
Pp. 116, Migration. “the greater portion of them remain ..,still at period of 

the autumn known as "the mnning season", large mmbers abandon their 
former haunts, and, contiming slong the borders of our rivers, take up 
their abode for a time in the lowlands, hundreds of miles, perhaps, from 
their breeding-places" (see also p. 129). 

more 
p. 117. Sex Ratio, "There is no doubt that there are/male birds hatched than females," 

p. 119. Sovering sane! "The hen bird...during ineubation,,,undergoes a partial 
» Which provides a few downy feathers to assist in keeping the 

eggs warm during her absence from the nest." (Is this possibly confusion 
with the English partridge?) 

p. 125, Food. Partridges are very fond of Indian corn, and in a state of captivity 
we have seen them eat it in preference to all other grains except buckwheat! 

Lgurel. "...in winter, partridges as well as grouse, are forced to eat 
' the fruit, leaves, and tender buds of the mountain laurel (Kalima latifolia)... 

without any 111 consequences to themselves, but their flesh, it is said, 
has often been poisoned to such an extent.,.that death, in some rare 
instances, has resulted from persons partaking of them while in this 
noxious state, Doctor Shoemaker published...an account of two cases of 

: poisoning arising from the eating of a pheasant (ruffed grouse) stuffed wth 
laurel leaves." 

p. 126. “eight. "Dr, Wetherell...shot...in New Jersey...ten brace that averaged 
eight ounces each," 

p. 129, Rumning Season. “At the commencement of autumn partridges abandon the 
high grounds, and resort, in immense mumbers, to the large river courses, 
where they remain a few weeks, and then travel back to their former haunts, 
.+.in 1845 we encountered an inmense drove of these running birds in the 

neighborhood of Elk River (Pa?).,.all twittering and whistling as fast 
and as loud as possible. +,-This company...contained several hundred 
individuals, and was the largest...we ever met with. ‘These migrations 
to the seacoast and river shores are performed...on foot,..as early as 
October, " 

p. 132, Albinos. 

p. 133. Hed Quail. Killed near Philadelphia, Date: "since the first edition," 

Amportance of Studying Natural History of Game Birds. ",.,no one can 
expect to become an accomplished sporteman without studying very closely 
the characteristics of every species of game," etc, (This is followed by 
an excoriation of the pot-hunter.) 

p. 136. Running Season. "On Chesapeake Bay, near Havre de Grace,..,a neighbor 
eaught,..during ome season, on his own estate, 900 partridges.., which 
he gave out to the negroes as ordinary food during the running season. 

This may seem incredible to those.,.not familiar with.,.the inmense 
araies of these birds that congregate together during their migratory trips,



-~2< 

and the regularity and pertinacity with which they pursue their course, 
sometimes passing through the heart of villages, ‘The estate is...a 

neck of low land,..forming a peninmla,." 

Towa Netting, “A correspondent in Iowa Territory states that he 
netted, on one season, 10,000 partridges in the neighborhood of Burlington." 

EilLing Winter. This season of 1655 and 1856 has been particularly 
destructive "both on Atlantic coast end in the west," 

High Years. In 1845, 110 killed in 3 days in Delaware in shore sedge. 
This season, 1851-1852, partridges have been unusually plenty, A 

gentleman informs us that a party with nets left Keokuk lately, and 
repaired to the island below that town, ‘They took 400 birds in a single 
afternoon,* 

“Ald Torkey 

p. 178. Sex Behavior (quoting Audubon), If a gobbler is killed "the conqueror 
treads him under foot, tut, what is strange, not with hatved, but with 
all the motions he employs in caressing the female” (see A, A, Allen's 
Sex Rhythm in Ruffed Grouse, 1934). 

Pp. 162, Origin of name "turkey" (theory). 

é Buffed Grouse (pheasant) 

p. 189. Abundance, “At times they are very abundant in the pines of New Jersey, 

p. 194, Migration, "Like the partridge and wild turkey, pheasants are said to 
perform partial migrations, from northwest to southeast, at the approach 
ef winter, but their excursions are neither so general nor so extensive 
as those of the partridge," 

Pp. 195. laurel poisoning from eating grouse, Discredits it, 

~Pinnated Grouse _ 3 

p. 204, Heath Hen, Still killed in N, J. in 1848.. 

p. 207. eects. “They are said to remain stationary the whole year round, 
and no disposition to migrate or travel, as the Kuffed Grouse or 
partridge." 

Hoodcock 

p. 215, We. Max. 10 o2., large & oz. 

Ducks 

Pp. 351. 1850-51: Canvasbacks very plenty on Chesapeake, 1854-55 equally 200i, 
1855-56, few. 

Squirrels 
p. 405, Migration of grays in Ohio in 1822. 

Copies for Mr, Hammers '¢ | . trom, Quail, Turkey, R, G., Digests
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Extract from the book "Game Birds, Wild-Fowl and Shore Birds of 
Massachusetts and Adjacent States * 

by Edward Howe Forbush, 1916, 

P ng 350 

"Phere can be no doubt that Bob-white has decreased in numbers in New 

England since the days when Morton wrote that he saw "sixty Quails" in one 

tree; mut doubtless the species increased mach in this region during the 

time of settlement. It could not have been so mumerous in the primeval 

forests that covered most of New England as it became later, when much of 

the forest had been cleared away, When civilization end settlement extendel, 

and grain raising became almost universal among the farmers, the Bob-white 

mast have miltiplied throughout scuthern New England. The cultivation of the 

soi), increased the size and vreductivences of many weeds, the seeds of which 

form a large part of the food of this bird; the grain seattered auong the 

stubble provided a new and abundant food supply, and the area over which this 

supply extended constantly increased as the forests were cleared eway and 

farming vegan. There was no lack of excellent cover among the rank growths 

that sprang from a virgin soil, and the smaller game birds were little hunted 

by the settlers so long as deer, turkeys, pigeons, wild-fowl and grouse were 

plentiful. 

Under these favorable conditions the Bob-white became common, if not 

abundant, over mest of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, much of New 

York, southern New Hampshire, Vermont and southwestern Maine. It was most 

plentiful among the coast and up the river valleys, and rare or absent on the 

higher elevations. In New Hampshire, Vermont and Maine it is now (1911) 

practically gone, except where it has been imported, In New York it is now a 

Tare bird, except on Long Island, in the lower Hudson valley and in the Delaware 

valley. In Massachusetts, Zhode Island and Connecticut it is found not only in 

the most favorable localities, or where it has been introduced from other states!
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From the book "The Game Birds of California" 
by 

Grinnell — Bryant - Storer 

(Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley - 1918. 

(Chapter on Non-Native Game Birds, pp. 37-39) 

BOB - WHITE 

Some of the first attempts to introduce non-native game birds into 
California were made with the eastern quail, the Bob-white (Colinus 
virginisnus). 

Mr. Ramon E. Wilson, of the California Sportsman's Association, 
kindly furnished the following (information) conceming introduced geme 
birds; date, October 12, 1885: "Our efforts in that direction have resulted 
in failures, except as I will state. Mr. Estee, some years aco, placed two 
dozen bob-whites on his farm in Napa County. Every precaution was tken to 
Protect them from hunters, and they were carefully looked after. They all 
Soon disappeared, the theory being that they were destroyed by vermin. I 
learn that last February some of the same kind of birds were placed on the 
farms of Mr. Miller, Mr. Samvel Rea, and Mr. J. P. Sargent, along Carnedero 
Greek, near Gilroy. It is said they have bred the past season, and their 
numbers materially increased, The experiments, however, from the length of 
time can hardly be called a success. . . Some bob-whites were placed on General Bidwell's place near Chico, but I understand they have disappeared 
also. Bob-whites roost on the growd and are therefore unable to protect 
themselves from the vermin which is so plentiful everywhere in Californiat 
(Belding, 1890, p. 8). 

Between 1904 and 1906 fifty dozen Bob-white were brought into the state 
by the California Fish Commission. Two Shipments came from Michigan, one from 
Massachusetts, one from Alabama, and the fourth from Texas. The birds were 
liberated in lots of a dozen each in a number of widely separated localities, 
In only one section, the Del Paso Rcho, near Sacramento, did the birds 
increase. Here two dozen were liberated and a special effort was made to 
protect them by killing off the vermin and establishing a close season of a number of years (Calif. Fish Comm., 1907, pp. 65-66). George Neale reports 
that during the first few seasons after they were introduced a nwuher of 
nests were found. The increase was but temporary, for after four years not 
a single Bob-white remained in this locality. Attempts to propagate the 
Bob-white at the State Gane Farm likewise failed. ; 

CHINESE QUAIL ; 

"In 1904, ten dozen were confiscated from a Chinese restaurant and 
liberated in Mendocino County on a large tract of land where every protection 
Was accorded wild game (Calif. Fish Comm., 1904, p. 67; ibid., 1907, p. 65). 
No encouraging reports were received, and there is no evidence that the birds 
here or elsewhere survived the first year."



OTHER QUAIL 

Abtempts to transplant our native species from place to place have also 
been made. For instance, the Gambel or Desert Quail (Lophortyx gambeli) found 
on our southeastern deserts, early proved incapable of withstanding the cooler 
climate and widely different conditions of the north, as is evidenced by the 

following statement by Belding (1890, p. 8): "Some years ago some Arizona 
(Desert) quail were put out near Folsom, but they all soon disappeared, and 
nothing has been heard of them since." This failure did not prevent further 
attempts. An editorial in WESTERN FIELD (Anonymous, 1907, p. 208) reports 
that a large mumber of Gambel Quail obtained in Arigona were liberated on the 
grounds of the Coumiry Club in Marin County, but that im less than two years 
not one could be seen. 

In Jamary, 1912, at the instance of the California Fish and Game Comm 
ission, more than 700 Gambel Quail were trapped in Coachella Valley, in 
southern Riverside County. Three hundred were liberated in three different 
places in Los Angeles County, one hundred in Orange County, and a similar 
number in Ventura and San Benito counties, while another hundred was sent. to 

the State Game Farm at Hayward. 

All of the attempts to introduce the Gembel Quail into northern California 
have met with failure. Nor did success attend the effort to breed this quail 
at the Game Farn. All but three of the female birds died, most of them when 
containing eges ready to be laid. 

Early in 1904, Deputy H. T. Payne, of the Fish and Game Commission, was 
sent to Mexico to secure some of the quail of that country, believing that 
they would be likely to find congenial conditions in our interior valleys. 
bout four dozen Elegant Quail (Lloyhortyz elegans) were brought from the State 
of Sonora, and were placed in seemingly suitable locelities in California 
(Calif. Fish Comm. ,1904,p.67). The birds quickly disappeared and nothing was 
ever heard of thea. 

Acting on the current popular belief that "new blood” was necessary in 
order to prevent in-breeding and thus to stimulate increase, efforts were 
made in 1903-1909 to trap Valley Queil in sections where they were abundant 
and distribute them to localities where their numbers had been greatly 
reduced. In 1905 about 2,000 Valley Quail were thus transferred. At the 
game time efforts to obtain quail from Mexico reeulted in the trapping of 
1,500 birds (Valley Quail?) in Lower California. These birds were retained 
for a time in a public park in Ios Angeles and subsequently liberated (Calif. 
Fish and Game Comm., 1910, p. 57). This practice has been abandoned of late 
years, Present knowledge discloses no scientific basis for the belief that 
in-bredding has any deleterious effect on rate of increase among wild species.



Extracts from Shooting Records, Wenham Lake, 1897-1925, by John C, Phillips. 

p. 5. Quail Irruption. “In my own time I have seen great changes in upland 
shooting, ‘The native Quail vanished in the winter of 1903-1904, after 
a season of extraordinary plenty. I note in my journal, for March 6th, 
1904, 'I don't believe any Quail could have pulled through'. Pheasants 
were found dead in the woods and I found patches of old snow on April 24h. 
We have never been able to get Quail back to reasonable mumbers since 
then, 

Introduction of Pheasants, "I helped to get the Pheasant started 
and introduced the first ones in 1897, more in 1898. ‘The spread and 

increase of these birds was phenomenal but I have lived to regret 
the day and now hold this bird responsible for the too great 
popularity of sport with all the attendant difficulties between land- 
owners and shooters. We are apt to think of imported birds as 
beneficial to the Grouse in that they take away attention from our 
native species and in a sense this is true, but we forget that we 
have ten guns today whore we had one in pre-Pheasant times and numbers 
do count, despite the fact that less than 5% of shooters can kill 
Grouse with any real success." 

Recovery of Woodcock. "I have seen summer Woodeoek shooting ruled off 
the slate, have watched that bird, especially the local breeding stock, 
make some recovery, and have, I think, in the vast few years, seen a 
decided increase of the autumn flight," 

Buffed Grouse Gyele, "With Grouse, we did not hunt regularly in 
home coverts until about 1911, although a few birds, often not recorded, 
were shot near home before that. I have seen several periods of 
plenty and several of great scarcity. It would be well to note the 
good times between 1911 and 1915, the great depression which began in 
1915 and lasted nearly four years, the good shooting of 1921, 1922, 
and 1923 and the unexpected slump again in 1924 and 1925," 

p.298. Zotals of Farm Baz, 1897-1925. 

Black Dack,.......sesesseeehl [9 Bufflehead ........+..+... 88 
Mallard Duck......eseeceeee 40 Old Squaw ......ecceeeeees 5 
een saat sae seoees tones e American Scoter .......... 0 

Baropean Widgeon.......+..+ White-wing Scoter ........ 21 
Baldpate...sssesseveeeeeeee 67 Berk SORE sis isecoceee 
GMB] whivsccsevesecevee BF Ruddy Duck ........s0e+s0+ 466 
B.W. Teal Cowen eer tere eseeee 25 American Merganser........ St 

Shoveler ......-sseesseeeee 2 Red-breasted Merganser ... 1 
DEMONTE occ nescceccousderes 3 Hooded Merganser en Gowen ee 

WeodwGuck ..ccccessecscveve 13 Sceup-unclassified,....... 303 

Red-head ......seseeseeeees 120 Ducks-mise........ss..+00 7561899 only) 
Canvasback ......+..ss0e005 LY Canada Goose .........+... 378 

Greater Scaup .......+..++. 46 Brant Goose .........ce006 1 
Lesser Scaup pecuvteqeieess et Scoter-unclassified ...... 5 

Ring-necked Duck ........-. 31 Pied-billed Grebe ........ 30 
Goldeneye ......eeseeseees LIT Horned Grebe ..,.....e,000 5



Totals of Fsrm Bag, 1897-1925 (con't) 

: Holboels Grebe .......cceccccseceet 

Ceantn TH vss céciivceesecencene ; 
Red-throated Loon .......eseeeee8 2 
Amer, Coot, or Mud-hen ..........26 
Double~crested Cormorant ........ 7 
TAVEIO BO ig 5 es Haneegecevsseias & 
Lenohe!s POO) oocuvscsvscvseses 2% 2 
Greater Yellow-legs .......0+++0+ 85 
English Snipe ...ccccescccccevee 185 
Black-bellied Plover ........... 1 
PORLSD vescssccteceeseseesieess & 

White-rumped Sand-piper ........ 

Great Blue Heron ......ceeveeves 
Ring=necked Plover .....essee008 1 
Kili Aoer Plover «cessive cescvnses 2 

: Ruffed Grouse .......c0ee ee eee 0 628 

PRORGINS bcc k ec cece ceedvevenie Bee 

BAUOENG nc vcnevessgcveensccceees five 
WOME cng 054 dasnhecaxercesxuseee ee 
Hand-raised ducks .......s000+00243 

DORE vessccccvcscessestagseieves & 
MARHTOSS 6. ccc csscewecseciigesy TF 

Grand Total .......ceseseeesee 5247 

File: Quail 
Cycle : 
Pheasant 
Waterfowl 
Digests
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TasLe 1.—Preference of birds among genera of fleshy fruits* \ oo 

eee So Do ee irl cries ar ees vie 
Number 

a binds | Kinds of bird those desirable to attract that jenti of birds | Kinds of birds among those desirable to attract that 
Common name Selentifie name | nown to) are most fond of the fruit * 

eat the 
fruit? 

Juniper; redeedar__...| Juniperus____--- 39 | Yellow-shafted flicker, European starling, evening 
| grosbeak, pine grosbeak, purple finch, cedar wax- 

wing, myrtle warbler, mocking bird, robin, eastern 
bluebird. 

Greenbrier..._._..-.-.| Smilax____..__.. 39 | Cardinal, mocking bird, brown thrasher, catbird, 
shacai thrush; robin. 

Bayberry_.......-..--| Myrica_._...-..- 73 obwhite downy woodpecker, yellow-shafted flicker, 
e n phoebe, European starling, meadow lark, 
chewink, tree swallow, white-eyed vireo, myrtle 
warbler, brown thrasher, catbird, Carolina wren, 
Bloor papped chickadee, hermit thrush, eastern 
bluebird. 

Hackberry..........--| Celtis.._...--... 40 | Yellow-bellied sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, star- 
ling, cardinal, cedar waxwing, mocking bird, brown 
thrasher, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Moalbertys.2 =| Moris 2 = 52 | Yellow-billed cuckoo, red-headed woodpecker, red- 
bellied woodpecker, downy yo Kingbird, 
starling, Baltimore oriole, orchard oriole, cardinal, 
purple finch, scarlet tanager, cedar waxwing, red- 
eyed vireo, yellow warbler, mocking bird, catbird, 
wood thrush, robin. 

Pokeberry_.-...-.----| Phytolacca____-- 49 | Mourning dove, yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, star- 
ling, cardinal, mocking bird, catbird, hermit thrush, 
gray-cheeked thrush, olive-backed thrush, robin, 
eastern bluebird. 

Spicebush.-.........-| Benzoin___-_._-- 17 | Kingbird, red-eyed vireo, wood thrush, veery. 
Sassafras.___________| Sassafras._______ 18:| Bobwhite, kingbird, red-cyed vireo, catbird, veery, 

“ODIn. 
Strawberry.....__...| Fragaria______-- 46 | Chewink, catbird, brown thrasher, wood thrush, 

robin. rE 
Raspberry; black- | Rubus__.._..._- 118 | Rufied grouse,“ bobwhite, red-headed woodpecker, 

berry. yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, European starling, 
Baltimore oriole, orchard oriole, pine grosbeak, song 
sparrow, fox sparrow, white-throated sparrow, che- 
wink, California towhee, Bue towhee, cardinal, 
rose-breasted grosbeak, black-headed grosbeak, 
cedar waxwing, red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, cat- 
bird, brown thrasher, tufted titmouse, wren tit, 
olive-backed thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern 
bluebird. 

086 ees a a 25 | Ruffed grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, prairie chicken, 
bobwhite. 

Mountain-ash_.__-...| Sorbus__._____-- 14 | Red-headed woodpecker, Baltimore oriole, evening 
grosbeak, pine grosbeak, cedar waxwing, Bohemian 
waxwing, catbird, brown thrasher, robin. 

Chokeberry --_:..-.--| Aronia_...._..-- 13 | Meadow lark, brown thrasher. 
Hawthorn, orred haw_| Crataegus_____-_ 33 | Ruffed grouse, pine grosbeak, purple finch, robin. 
Dwarf apples____-..--| Malus____-------| @ Ruffed grouse, ringneck pheasant, red crossbill, eine 

grosbeak, purple finch, cedar waxwing, mocking 
bird, robin. 

Shadblow, or June- | Amelanchier__-- 40 | Yellow-shafted flicker, Baltimore oriole, cedar wax- 
berry. wing, catbi it thrush, veery, robin. 
Wild cherry. .-_.....-| Prunus____._-.-- 74 | Ruffed grouse, ite, mourning dove, red-headed 

woodpecker, yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, Euro- 
pean starling, Bullock’s oriole, Baltimore oriole, 
orchard oriole, evening grosbeak, purple finch, rose- 
breasted grosbeak, black-headed grosbeak, Louisi- 
ana tanager, red-eyed vireo, cedar waxwing, mock- 
ing bird, catbird, brown thrasher, olive-backed 
thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Sumac $22. sor0s5. ahs € ee 93 | Ruffed grousey bobwhite, valley quail, downy wood- 
pecker, red-bellied woodpecker, red-shafted flicker, 
yellow-shafted flicker, phoebe, European starling, 
goldfinch, golden-crowned sparrow, chewink, white- 
eyed vireo, Audubon’s warbler, mocking bird, cat- 
bird, California thrasher, brown thrasher, Carolina 
wren, black-capped chickadee, Carolina chickadee, 
wren tit, hermit thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

1 Barberries (Berberis), buckthorn (Rhamnus), and gooseberries and currants (Ribes) are omitted be- 
cause they serve as alternate hosts of rusts attacking wheat, oats, and white pine, respectively. 

? When 10 or more. 
8 Included on the basis of field observation or because fruit was found in 10 or more stomachs. 
‘Thirty-eight kinds of birds are known to feed on apples of various sorts, but it is not known just how 

many seek the small-fruited flowering apples, which are the best to plant for birds, 
6 Only nonpoisonous species of sumac are considered.
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LOCAL BIRD REFUGES 9 

Taste 1.—Preference of birds among genera of fleshy fruits—Continued 

| | Naniber| 

| or binds | ds of bird: Ag those desirable to attract that Jonti of birds inds of birds among those desirable to attract that 
Common name | Scientific name | 125 | are most fond of the fruit 

eat the 
| fruit 

cE 
Peppertree._...._-.__| Schinus_________| 41 | Cedar waxwing, phainopepla, hermit thrush, varied 

| thrush, robit 
Iotlye= 2 oie t—4 ieitage 2 rere 71 45 | Ruffed grouse( Bobwhite yalley quail, yellow-bellied 

sapsucker, y . ed flicker, cedar waxwing, 
| mocking bird, eatbird, brown ‘thrasher, hermit 

| | thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 
Supplejack........-...| Berchemia_.___- 13,| Mocking bird, tobi 
Wild crepe eee ln eee ee 77 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite pileated woodpecker, red- 

| | bellied woodpecker, red-shafted flicker, yellow- 
| shafted flicker, kingbird, European starling, cardi- 
| nal, cedar waxwing, mocking bird, catbird, brown 

thrasher, wood thrush, veery, robin, western blue- 
bird, eastern bluebird. 

Virginia creeper__....| Parthenocissus__| 39 | Red-headed woodpecker, red-bellied woodpecker, 
yellow-bellied sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, 
European starling, evening grosbeak, purple finch, 

scarlet tanager, red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, brown 
thrasher, tufted titmouse, herinit thrush, olive- 
backed thrush, gray-cheeked thrush, robin, eastern 
bluebird. ; 

Buffaloberry__......_| Lepargyrea____ 16 | Sharp-tailed grouse, pine grosheak. 
Silverberry, Russian- | Elaeagnus______-| (8) Sharp-tailed grouse, prairie chicken, cedar waxwing, 

olive, ete. | cathird, robin. 
Wild-sarsaparilla __..| Aralia_._______ 14 |Bobwhite, robin = 
Dogwood_-..........-| Cornus_......_.] 86 ‘uffed grouse, \bobwhité) downy woodpecker, yel- 

low-shafted flicker;red-shafted flicker, kingbird, 
European starling, evening grosbeak, pine gros- 
beak, purple finch, white-throated sparrow, song 
sparrow, cardinal, cedar waxwing, warbling ‘vireo, 
red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, ‘catbird, brown 

: thrasher, hermit thrush, olive-backed thrush, gray- 
sheskod thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern blue- 

ird. 
Tupelo, or sour gum__| Nyssa:.--.----_- 36 | Yellow-shafted flicker, European starling, purple 

finch, cedar waxwing, gray-cheeked thrush, olive- 
backed thrush, robin. 

Crowberry...........] Empetrum____.- 16 | Pine grosbeak, snowflake. 
Bearberry .........---| Aretostaphylos__ 16 | Ruffed grouse, dusky grouse, valley quail, mountain 

| quail, fox sparrow, wren tit. 
Huckleberry__.......-| Gaylussacia_____ 35 | Pine grosbeak, chewink, robin. 
Blueberry - - --.._----! Vaccinium_____-| 67 | Ruffed grouse, valley quail, kingbird, orchard oriole, 

pine grosbeak, chewink, cedar waxwing, cathird, 
rown thrasher, black-capped chickadee, tufted tit: 

mouse, hermit thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 
Beautyberry, or Mexi-| Callicarpa______- 10 | Mocking bird, brown thrasher. 

can mulberry. 
Partridgeberry_____..| Mitchella_______| 10 | Ruffed grouse. 
Elder: -<---_.1-°<---=2| Sambucus =. = 106 | Valley quail, red-headed woodpecker, yellow-shafted 

flicker, eastern kingbird, Arkansas kingbird, black 
phoebe, European starling, California towhee, 
white-crowned sparrow, rose-breasted grosbeak, 
black-headed grosbeak, phainopepla, red-eyed 
vireo, mocking bird, catbird, brown thrasher, 
California thrasher, wren tit, olive-backed thrush, 
robin, western bluebird, eastern bluebird. 

Snowberry-.....-.--.| Symphoricarpos.| 25 | Sharp-tailed grouse, evening grosbeak, pine grosbeak, 
varied thrush. 

Blackhaw........--..| Viburnum_____ 28 | Rufled grouse, yellow-billed cuckoo, yellow-shafted 
flicker, European starling, purple finch, rose- 
breasted grosbeak, cedar waxwing, catbird, brown 
hrasher, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Honeysuckle. __......| Lonicera_______- 15 |Bobwhiteh pine grosbeak, white-throated sparrow, 
athird, brown thrasher, hermit thrush, robin. 

a ee 
® Data given are based entirely on field observations; total number of birds eating the various species of 

Elaeagnus unknown. 

MUNICIPAL PARKS AND PICNIC AND FAIR GROUNDS 

Picnic grounds, fairgrounds, and parks may be improved as 
places of public gatherings, recreation, and education by increasing 
their bird population. Moreover, the alterations that improve a 
park as a bird haven may, and should, themselves be made to add
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May 1. 1899
 

Mr Leon
 

J Cole
 

Dear
 

Sir perm
it 

Mi to Stat
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I may tel You that I hav live
d 
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and live
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her 
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me 

Scar
s 

and verr
y 

Few hav wew I Sota
re 
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cet 

and May Say that
 

I have
 

Come
 

to the Con
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sio
n 

that
 

lots of them must hav Perr
ishe

d 

from Cold of last Wint
er 

and Furt
her 

Came
 

to the Conc
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on 

that
 

Cold
 

is ther
e 

most
 

Deng
erou

s 

Enem
y. 

and Migh
t 

bi the Case
 

from
 

Time
 

to time
 

olel
ing 

Kill
ed 

and Rout
ed 

by Seve
re 

Weat
her,

 
alth

oo 
neve

r 

gets Cold Very ofte
nly.

 
op to last Wint

er 
Wen 38.° belo

w 

Zero
 

one Day neve
r 

Expe
rien

ced 

but 18° b. Z. befo
re. 

like
ly 

the Bare
nis 

of Snow
 

has to doo with
 

Sam too to Chel
ter 

them
 

Your
s 

Verr
y 

Trul
y 

Henr
y 

Rat
h



[Extract from letter dated Feb. 28, 1899.] 

Snowbirds are With us in Large Floks and 

Seem full of Life. 

Wild Ducks. Pased over our Home Regularly 

East. mornings! to opan inletts, and, West, to 

overnight, in old Lake Michigan, and Seem 

Plenty. 

The Blue Jee. has visited near the Haus Even true 

the Coldes days. 38.° below Zero. and so hav 

the Red-headet. and our Common Woodpecker 

Ravens. not Manny. but hav Raimained in 

Small numbers. 

Pee Wees. When ever a Sunny Day, Called, 

Regullary. Quails Feb 24. 12. in one Floke 

Patriges. gets les in numbers. Few Raimain 

Your Truly. Henry Rath Box 58.
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Prairie Chicken 
F Quail es 

* Ruffed Grouse — 

i: — Digest of 

A Boe ee Fee ete ee ore, 157 

eee ee Til. Moved there "17 years age* or about : 
* that tine: 

Quail «"vact mumbers” 
Pinnated Grouse ~ ‘rather numersus* 
Deer and Turkey - “ebounded* 

Senae Hedaoe rlaated on J. B. Gillet stock farm (7 mi. acrose). Quail 
now more plentiful (1874) than before hedgew planted, : 

{7eitis hiahta, At present Sime yome grouse “auch mere stare about 
to brealcing up of prairie, 

Frere Dien Mitahan eee ee” Ts., in Novecber, flying east 
aoroRs : inte Tllinosis. Bo not return by this route, 

ey oe . 
Killed 160 in o day. . “They decreased at one tine, but 

recently have been getting numerous again." (Lew 18707 2) 

Geert Sendhil Grane breed at Finushago Sanp 99 niles from Hubart, 
? . 

: “Grey Zoxeg merous with us", 

ee eee cee Se Oe oe eee ee + eee 
en most counties of Ohic, Indiena, Tllineis, Kentucky, Iewe, Missouri, 
Wiseorein, aad Minnesota. 

PE, etas Be honk panel Rastinn to to We heh Oe 
‘or re, besides grouse, quail, waterfowl, ete., the sporteman may come 

wpon wild turkeys ead decr.* 

OSS pipactse Semae. None in Obie, few in Michigan and Indiana, bat 
plent ois, Iowa, Minnesota, Keneas, Nebroska, and partes of 
Wissoari and Pieconsin. * : 

P57 Som. "A grest deal of com reanine standing oll the winter in the 
Yoat. 

58 Inowbation of grouse. 21 days. 

p66 In 1972, 2 men killed 609 grouse in 10 days in Mclean Co., 111, 

p87 “Where I live the grouse are nearly os abundent in the latter art 
of the fall (migrants) as they were 17 yoors ago ~ - but not anything like 
as many young grouse ~ ~ in Aug. or Sept. os there used to be.” 

p89 Quail"amch more muaerous now in Tllineis and other prairie states 
then formerly.” “Cultivation - - and osage hedges have brought about the 

inerease."



Digest 

pe? Qupih hide in soft snow to escape hawica, 

pe102 In wbout 1866 on Shoal Creek 90 mi, B, St. Joseph, Mo. on Missouri 
River were "quail, pimsted grouse, some ruffed grouse, turkeys and deer 
in large numbers." 

Dilinois "meh the best atate for pinnsted grouse" (thea Town), 

p.105 Last fal1(13737) im Alabema, loulsiana, Mieaiselppl, Tennessee “there 
wee not one quail te a hundred ~ - in Mlincis.* 

Ruffed Gzouse 

107 “fhe ruffed grouse is extensively distributed fron east to weet, 
‘at is nowhere found in any great abundance.” “No such multitudes 

ae pinnsted.* eo in B.Y. oné W.d, Bet in $.Va., fy. Ohie, 

Ind., T11., Mo., Ia. so found, bat “most abundant in some rerte 
of Wisconsin ond %.%. pert of LF, , Mich," 

p.113 Wumercue about 1°90 in bottoms at mouth of Cane River, Wichigan. 

pelit at Albany, ¥.Y. (max. 6 per day) before 1457. 
HITTER woe. 15 coe ane in Coe: b0., fei 
Sot nes Be killed 50 im 3 weeks turkey bunting(this in 

Hogdegex 

pe 129 A great many near igokport, 111." 

pel30 Seareer in west then in Atlentic states, Many on bottoms and 
Gislends of Mississippi dow to St.Louis. 

Jegienins 

P1133 Breeds “on the Calumet, ond some in the greet Winnebago Swamp, * 

p136 Max. kill] 340 per day. “Bag seldom ae amall as 75 couple at 
the vight time.” (On Sengaman) 

136 “Snipe are vastly more abundant in the West ~ ~ then in the Bast." 

P1399 Wagered te kill 100 snipe in 100 eonsecttive shots. Wo tskere,
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Excerpt from "Birds of South Carolina" by Arthur Trezevant Wayne, 1910. 
(Contributions from the Charleston Museum). P. 63. 

"Tis well known game bird (bobdwhite) is a permanent resident 
; and is exceedingly abundant along the entire coast. On Oakland plan~ 

tation, near Mount Pleasant, there are no less than twenty-six coveys. 

Mr. Philip E. Porcher, the present owner, tells me that when he moved 

to this place in February, 1859, he observed a flock of these birds 
near the dwelling house, and I may add that the descendants of this 

particular covey are still to be seen at this date--1910. As long as 
the aspect of the country is unchanged the Bob-white will be found in 
the same locality year after year, but when the cover is destroyed the 
birds are forced to find other places which are suitable. Any thorough 

sportsman can recognize a place where this species can be found, with-— 
out inquiry, by the character of the land. 

"AQ plantation will contain a certain number of coveys, year 
after year, without any apparent increase of addition flocks. This fact 
is well known by land owmers who are interested in the preservation of 
the birds. That the birds undoubtedly increase is shown by the presence 
of enormous coveys in the autumn in places where none were known to 
exist before, These birds were undoubtedly bred on the land where their 

7 ancestors lived for years, and consequently are their descendants. But 
they do not remain, as the same coveys are still to be found in the 
same places where they have been for years. The question at once 

arises: what becomes of the innumerable numbers that are annually reised? 
I have seen late in the autumn, upon the appraoch of sunset, a covey 

fly high in the air and depart in a southerly direction. These birds 
were undoubtedly migrating. If all the partridges which are annually 

hatched and raised were to remain on the plantations where they were 
bred, the crops of grain would be seriously injured. 

“The birds which frequent the forest are always shyer, and, when 

flushed, fly to greater distances than those which frequent the fields, 

"Although the birds commence to pair during the second week in 

April, I have frequently observed them in large flocks as late as the 
middle of May. Audubon states* that “in the neighborhood of Charleston, 
in South Carolina, it breeds twice in the year, first in May, and 
again in September." This statement is certainly an error, as the 
birds have but one brood, unless the eggs have been taken, when they 

continue to lay for an indefinite period until a brood is raised. I 
have caught young birds, which were about two days old, in the second 

week of November." 

* Birds of America, V, 63
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B b Whit Quail Price List 
Spring 1930 

Subject to confirmation when orders are accepted. 

Sold only for stocking game preserves and general propagation purposes. 

DELIVERY: Late November, 1929, to April 30th, 1930. 
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Courtesy Peters Cartridge Co. 

MR. BOB WHITE 

RESERVE NOW—IMPORTANT: Every season many are disappointed who re- 
serve too late. For ten years the demand has greatly exceeded the supply. Last season 
orders for over 10,000 birds came too late. Yet I filled every order accepted. My orders 
are filled with birds, not promises. My production is Bob White exclusively and | ship 
more Bob White than all other breeders in the United States combined. 

MY REFERENCES: City Central Bank and Trust Co., San Antonio, Texas; or 
The Game Conservation Society, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York City; or The American 
Game Protective Ass'n., 2273 Woolworth Bldg., New York City; or the editor of any sports- 
mens magazine, all of which I have advertised in for years; or any of my many customers, 
letters from a few of them appearing in this folder; or The State Game Department of any 
state.



WHEN TO LIBERATE: Under usual open range conditions, immediately after 
the worst of winter is best, allowing as much time as possible to become settled before spring 
mating. Mating season varies,—a late spring makes late mating. Normal matings occur 
about April 20th in the south and some two weeks later in northern states. 

Bob White are seldom if ever frozen to death. Ice glazed ground for a protracted spell, 

frozen hard, prevents them from getting food, or a crust of snow over them too hard to 

break out smochers them. To remedy these conditions in northern states shelter and grain 
should be provided. Banked up grain, buckwheat and other small seed plants in haycock 
form, lifted off the ground two or three feet by a pole frame, will keep the birds through 
the most severe winter. With this or similar winter protection some claim better results 

when liberated during late fall or winter. Without such protection, however, February is 

probably best in southern states, March a little further north and April in northern states. 

DELIVERY FOR PEN BREEDING: From present knowledge best authorities 
agree, better results are obtained by winter penning — a single pair to small pens from 
November to late February. However, fair results are sometimes obtained by later penning, 
as late as early May. (See “Books,” last page). For arbitrary pen breeding order equal 
number as to sex. 

PRICES: All prices are f. 0. b. my express points. Express charges will average about 
10c per bird to any point in the United States on full crates of 25 birds, shipping weight less 
than 25 pounds. Empty crates not to be returned. 

*NOTE. In the wild state nature produces Bob White with about 4% more cock birds 
than hens. The reason is not known, but we make no mistake to follow nature by concluding 
that they should be transplanted in the same proportions as to sex. For this reason we 
ship 12 hens and 13 cock birds per crate unless otherwise specially ordered. They should 
be released a full crate to a location. (See How To Liberate). 

DECEMBER-JANUARY PRICES: 
$3.00 per bird in lots of any number. Add 25c each for extra hens. 

FEBRUARY DELIVERY PRICES: 
$2.00 per bird in lots of 1,000. Special price larger lots when available. 
(Expressed 12 hens and 13 cocks per crate). (See *NOTE, above). 
$2.25 per bird in lots of 25 to 1,000 birds. 
(Expressed 12 hens and 13 cocks per crate). 
$3.00 per bird for any number less than one crate of 25 birds. 
(Expressed any proportion as to sex. Add 25c for extra hens, but no extra charge 
for extra cocks). 

MARCH DELIVERY PRICES: fe 
$2.25 per bird in lots of 1,000. Special price larger lots when 3 
available. Sy 
(Expressed 12 hens and 13 cocks per crate). (See *NOTE, above). Re 
$2.50 per bird in lots of 25 to 1,000 birds. Seo NSS 
(Expressed 12 hens and 13 cocks per crate). ~ SS 
$3.00 per bird for any number under 25 birds. 
(Expressed any proportion as to sex. Add 25¢ for extra hens, 
but no extra for cocks.) 

APRIL DELIVERY PRICES: A Pair 

$2.50 per bird in lots of 1,000. Special price larger lots when available. 
(Expressed 12 hens and 13 cocks per crate). (See *NOTE, above). 
$2.75 per bird in locs of 25 to 1,000 birds. 
(Expressed 12 hens and 13 cocks per crate). 
$3.25 per bird in any number less than 25 birds. 
Expressed any proportion as to sex. Add 25c each for extra hens, but no extra 
charge for extra cocks. 

TERMS CASH: It is customary and necessary that cash in full accompany all 
livestock orders for delivery within 30 days. If for later delivery, a 10% deposit, or proper 
reference will reserve your order when acknowledged by me. This is very important to insure 
you the birds when wanted. Order or reserve now. 
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yeh ea . BANK AS ESCROW AGENT. If you are not an old cus- 
Waa le i eo 4 tomer and do not know me, send purchase price in full to City 

(Oe oY Central Bank & Trust Co., San Antonio, Texas. Request bank to 
Be a pay me upon presenting them express receipt as proof of shipment of 

em your order, with copy of your letter to the bank to me. Or, if you 
ee. prefer, request bank to cash your funds, but withhold payment to me 

ZF case until you wire them to pay me upon actual receipt of the birds. The 
‘ bank cashes your funds upon its receipt, issuing their check to me for 

=} full amount, which escrow check is payable to me in full upon proof 
3 of actual delivery. It is less trouble to the bank to pay me in full, 

Courtesy Remington and any adjustments under my live arrival guarantee will be made 
Arms Co. by me at once. 

LIVE DELIVERY GUARANTEE: | guarantee the live arrival to your express 
depot of 96%. You take the risk of the loss en route of 4%, or one bird per crate of 25. 
If more than a total average of one bird per crate of 25 is dead upon arrival at your depot, 
I promptly refund full purchase price or replace the dead birds. (Important—read how to 
get refund below). 

HOW TO GET REFUND—IMPORTANT: | ship thousands of birds every sea- 
son, some to foreign lands. Because of uniform standard, scientifically constructed crates. 
proper feeding, and extreme care and years of experience, it seldom occurs that any are lost 
en route regardless of distance. Occasional loss happens, however, in which case be sure to 
examine the birds upon arrival, and secure from your express agent his “’ Bad Order Report,” 
which regular form will show time of delivery, time of arrival, number dead upon arrival. 
Send this report to me promptly and | will promptly adjust for all dead birds upon arrival 
in excess of 4% of the total shipment, as shown by the agent's report. | must have this re- 
port as a basis for claim to the express company as proof of delays, etc., if | decide they are 
responsible and feel justified in filing a claim to reimburse myself for money refunded to you. 
For this reason no adjustment will be made without said report. 1 wire or write you notice in 
advance of arrival, and I am not responsible for delays where birds remain undelivered at 
your express office. 

HOW TO LIBERATE FOR BEST RESULTS: Bob White range together as a 
covey for better protection during winter. For this reason a full crate should be released 
together, because they will come back together anyway if released separately. When spring 
and mating time arrives, the covey then will split up in a natural manner, each bird pairing 
off to themselves in the immediate vicinity, the new hatch later to become a new family, or 
better known as a covey. 

Select thick weeds or other suitable cover, having first scattered small mixed grain, and 
remove a slat as gently as possible and leave the crate for the birds to come out as quietly 
as possible. The crate need not be returned, and the birds have often been seen back in and 
near the crate feeding several days later, or even weeks later. It is their nature to settle in 
the immediate territory, and mate and hatch nearby in the spring. This instinctive trait of 
Bob White is very valuable in their favor as against all other game birds for stocking pur- 
poses. Bob White stays “put” while other game birds are apt to range far and wide. 

INTERBREEDING WITH LOCAL BOB WHITE: Bob Whites will inter- 
breed with local covies the first season after being introduced from any other section of 
their natural range. This has been proven beyond any question of doubt, not only trom my 
own experiments, but from the experience of my many customers from whom I have letters. 
I have expressed cued to nearly every state in the Union for the past several years. | have 
also sent them safely to Canada, Cuba and Japan. 

EGG PRODUCTION: Eggs are layed from late May to late summer, June being 
the normal month of most egg production. Late summer nests and even early fall eggs are 
often tound, but they are usually the renewed efforts of a pair to hatch a brood, the first 
eggs or brood having been destroyed. The average ciuch contains fourteen eggs. although 
one hen will lay from 10 to 23 or 24 before setting. And if broken up she will lay again and 
again in new nests during the season. If she is killed during the process of incubation the 
cock mate will finish setting and raise the chicks. In pens, however, | have had one hen 
to lay over 100 eggs during the season, and 75 or 80 eggs is common. This is accomplished 
by taking the eggs, and the hen continues to lay in her efforts to acquire a cluch. If she were 
not in confinement she would desert and start a new nest. It takes 23 and even 24 days to 
hatch if the weather is cooi or damp. Nearly ali quail eggs in the wild are fertile and the 
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eggs hatch within an hour and the chicks are strong enough to immediately leave the nest. 
Within a week they can fly and within two months they are practically mature in size, and 
compose a covey. 

VARIATIONS, COLOR AND SIZE. Note: The difference in color and shading 
of Bob Whites is very noticeable to a close observer. This difference is caused by several 
reasons; climatic conditions, season, age, and by the predominating food of birds at the 
particular location and season. This variation is not so marked in any particular covey 
except because of individual characteristics, but is often very noticeable when comparing 
birds raised on broadly separated territory. Generally speaking, however, the coloring of 
local birds graduaily becomes darker extending north, the lighter colored birds in the extreme 
southern states, and the darkest in the extreme northern states. A slight variation as to 
their size is also noticeable because of the above named reasons. 

However, when quail are cransferred to a new location these differences disappear and they 
assume the appearance of the local quail, both as to size and coloring by reason of having 
passed a season or two under identical conditions 

NEW BLOOD NECESSARY: A band of quail, is what is known as a covey or bevy 
are really a family of the same hatch, except in cases where each covey has been reduced to 
a few birds, when they will often join with others for mutual protection until mating time. 
It is natural, and it is one of nature's laws that those of a family do not mate, except probably 
a few generations. when mating comes to an end. This often accounts for lone covies in 
certain localities never increasing in number. They are not near enough to other birds to 
find mates in the spring. When quail have become so scarce that the covies are isolated, 
there is serious danger of the breed running out. Introduce new blood and a normal in- 
crease will result. 

MY PRODUCTION METHODS: My birds are wild raised. 1 take care of their 
enemies and provide natural protection and feed, and the birds take care of themselves. 
This is nature's own way, and is the best method. You can do the same on your own pre- 
serve. Thus I produce strong, healthy naturally vigorous birds, trained in nature's way to 
care for themselves. For liberation in your territory my birds are superior to pen-raised 
birds, for these reasons. 

CONTROL THEIR ENEMIES: In spite of the handicap of their many natural 
enemies, the birds hold their own in many localities. They are such prolific and persistent 
egg layers that they multiply regardless. Help them to tip the balance of nature in their 
favor and you will be rewarded by an abundant increase. Did you ever figure how fast it 
is possible for them to multiply if it were possible that you could eliminate all their natural 
enemies- If not, try it. After figuring on this possibility was the thought that put me into 
the business. [ am now the largest producer of Bob White quail in the United States. In 
fact | produce more than all other producers combined. I am also the only person exclu- 
sively in this business. 

Your success with them depends largely upon your practical assistance in eliminating their 
natural enemies, such as follows: Snakes, skunks, rats, mink, dogs of any kind, weasel, 
oppossum, fox, common house cats, crows, certain harmful hawks, hogs and pot-hunters. 
‘These enemies hunt every day in the year and destroy nests of eggs, the young and the old 
alike, and then an extra shift works all night every night in the year. Also keep fire from 
burning their feed and cover. There is usually plenty of feed of various kinds for them except 
in sections where it is too closely cultivated. They eat every imaginable variety of weed 
and grass seed or small grain that is available, as well as berries and insects of every kind. 
Study these conditions and you will be rewarded to the extent of your help. If you can create 
ideal conditions and if you eliminate all their enemies you will have so many quail that | 
would have to go out of business. 

BOB WHITE, AMERICA’S BEST GAME BIRD. The word “native” has 
a very significant meaning and is the most valuable factor in considering Bob White as 
against other species of game birds to plant game preserves of America. Through the long 
ages, nature has eliminated many species of game birds and has systematically segregated 
certain other species to certain limited areas. These areas differ materially in their manifold 
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relations as affecting game birds transplanted from one to the other. In every land nature 
through the gradual process of elimination and adoption, slowly evolves some certain su- 
preme specie that by virtue of many acquired characteristics is best suited and peculiarly 
adapted to that certain territory. We call the process, nature, and the product we call— 
native. We tread deep water when we tamper with nature by introducing foreign species 
of game birds to America, any of which may apparently flourish for a few seasons under 
favorable conditions. But nature will eventually have its way, because the introduced 
foreign birds are not indigenous to America and cannot become adjusted to the new en- 
vironments. 

Nature in America dictates Bob White as the supreme game bird specie of our land. There 
is no other similar bird. Bob White is not a partridge and not a quail; he is a distinctive, 
individual specie developed in America, and should be known by no other name excepting 
his true and real name—'*Bob White.” 

Bob White is the swiftest game bird that flys on the first sixty feet; he is the most elusive, 
the most prolific egg layer, therefore the most rapid in production, the hardiest and the 
gamest of game birds of the world. Finally he is the cheapest obtainable game bird on first 
cost, and final desired results are decidedly cheaper than any other game bird to plant the 
game preserves of America. 

BOB WHITE WILL STAY WHERE LIBERATED. Bob White hatch and are 
raised on an area of from one to several acres. This limited area instinct also holds good 
when they are treneyiontes and liberated. This instinct is very valuable in favor of Bob 
White and is true of no other game bird. This should be remembered by the prospective 
purchaser of game birds for stocking a small territory. Many game birds are valuable, but 
they will ramble or migrate off their protected territory. Bob White stay ‘ put’’; they never 
leave their usual limited range, except it becomes depleted of feed and cover, and then they 
seek the nearest. Spring matings break up the family covey and they spread out, each 
pair to themselves, after which each new hatch becomes a new covey, in the immediate 
vicinity. 

BANDING, IF DESIRED. For 10c extra per bird I will band them with a plain, 
light, durable aluminum band on one leg that will last the life of the bird. It has the words 
on each band: *M. E. BOGLE, PASCAGOULA, MISS.,” or any other wording with not 
more letters, can be put on the bands with an extra cost of $10.00 to make the special plate. 

re 

EXPRESSIONS FROM A FEW OF MY BOB WHITE CUSTOMERS 
East Hampton, L. I. New York, April 21, 1929. 

It gives me great pleasure to inform you that the 50 pair of quail arrived in perfect 
condition, not a dead, crippled or weak one in the lot. Considering the distance, | think 
this remarkable and wish to thank you for sending the East Hampton Gun Club such nice 
birds. W.H. HAND, Prop. Cash Box Kennels. 
Sapaloe, Ga., February 27th, 1929. 

I was agreeably surprised to receive the bob-whites yesterday in tip top condition, all 
alive and certainly looked at home in a large pen. Thanks for the quick delivery. A. F. 
MORGAN, Kennel Master & Trainer, Sapaloe Island Kennels, Ga. 
Baltimore, Md., October 28th, 1929. 

In regard to the birds we purchased from you, which were claimed by you to have been 
raised in IVUSSISSIPDY, January, 1929, | wish to say came in very good condition, were planted 
on our game refuges and we feel have propagated very satisfactorily this past season. 
E. LEE LECOMPTE, State Game Warden. 
New York City, October 25th, 1929. 

We put out 400 quail in March 1928, and the result was a distinct increase. We 
considered it so successful that this year we put out 600, and will probably put out that 
many this year. Hope to give you definite order in January. GEO. T. ADEE, Secretary 
Madison Shooting Club, Reynolds, Fish & Co., 120 Broadway. 
New York City, November 6th, 1929, 

I am glad to state that from 75 pairs native bob white you sent in January, I have 
raised and released on the property this year 1078 birds. Your_birds came to me in good 
shape etc. E. F. HUTTON, Postum Bldg. 

: aa 
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‘Waa BERG = ne? Beachton, Ga., Sept. 8th, 1927. 

Ep NY Bs) i Da Dy mie I never saw finer Bob Whites than rae 

oy a \ ir gihales W, py F | sent to this region early this season.* * * The 
( fe | N iat oe a i oleate Survey still have sulle a supply ol 
Las Mf Ui ay Oy ea IS ==, our 1925-26 report in which we have a little 
es es Nas mene to say in regard to inter-breeding of your in- 

iD Cle ses a kos a4 1 i troduced birds with the birds in this territory. | oN Ry i) 
iI LEA oe) ie Li There is not a particle of doubt that they mix 
eee fs oS PR and breed without discrimination on either 
pom ~Ges3 eg oS = side, and further studies simply verified this. 
ey ae AS \ HERBERT L. STODDARD, Field Asst., 
| AE os AER, U. S. Biological Survey, in charge of Quail 
7 SEs thd 2 Ey AE OSES | Investigation. 

Courtesy Remington Arms Co. 
NOTE: Mr. Stoddard is a leading authority on Bob Whites, has spent the past several 

years in actual field experimental work with a crew of Government experts. His reports 
have appeared in recent sporting magazines, and a final official report in book form will be 
available about January Ist, 1929, to be distributed by the U. S. Biological Survey. 

Sparta, N. J., August 20th, 1928. 
My man says he has seen small quail. We feed through winter and have carried your 

birds through two winters and this is a cold mountain country, lots of snow and gets to 
15 degrees below zero. We are delighted with your birds and service. —G. G. GREEN, JR. 

ile Mr Green bought birds from me in fall of 1925, again 1926, 1927, 1928 and 

Middleburg, Va., Oct. 25, 1928. 
It gives me pleasure to state that the number of Bob White in this vicinity have mater- 

ially increased since I have put out birds purchased from you, and | can not help but feel 
that this increase is due to the new blood introduced.—D. C. SANDS, President Middleburg 
National Bank. 

NOTE: Mr Sands bought birds from me in the spring of 1925 and again in 1926. 
fifty pairs each spring. er 

— S : 
Charlotte, N. C., Oct. 25th, 1928. @ a 

: Wish to aay ee quail received from yeu << | Secon eet . ne os - 
last spring were O. K., and raised exceptionally “ail oe o 
well. I want more and will appreciate prices, Stik Ban NS oe 
etc.—JAS. F. KELLY. ie acelin Roe 

NOTE: Mr. Kelly received several hundred = _— Ge aaa mee wees Tt 
birds, a part of an order for 4,000 birds delivered oe EDA ww aX At 
in March, 1928, and distributed in North Caro- “HR BANE ARES Sf 
lina. Fine results are reported from entire lot. ie BS i aS 
Inquire of the Department of Conservation and tl [7x Fae RRR 
Development, Raleigh, N. C. of 4 | As 

H ae ESA 
1] 

Courtesy Remington Arms Co. 
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CESS t Lge Sip 8 I KS 

Courtesy Remington Arms Co. 
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Chicago, Ill., Sept. 16, 1927. 

The 100 quail you sent me last spring have mixed with the local 
birds and have produced large covies and are very satisfactory. Put 
me down now for 100 more at $2.50 each for delivery in March, to 

& Dundee, Ill., or will leave the delivery time to your judgment.— 
DR. PAUL M. MAGNUSON, 30 N. Michigan Ave. 

Jackson, Tenn., Sept. 21, 1927. 
Reserve for me 100 pairs Bob Whites for March or April. You have been selling me 

birds for several years and your dealings have been very satisfactory. Have not lost a bird 
from these shipments and they are healthy as represented by you. We liberated these 
birds where there were a few natives, and your birds mated with them.—B. B. JOHNSON, 
Pres., Long-Johnson Ptg. Co. 

i 

BOOKS 

TRAPPING VERMIN: A list of books with specific instructions for trapping preda- 
tory birds and animals, destructive to game birds, will be sent upon application to Biological 
Survey, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 

PEN BREEDING: For those interested, send 10c to Superintendent of Documents: 
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., for Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1521. This 
publication contains full explanation of latest successful methods of pen raising Bob Whites, 
as well as pheasants and other game birds. 

JOB’S PROPAGATION OF WILD BIRDS. The standard treatise on game bird 
breeding. 306 pages, over 100 illustrations, postpaid $3.00. 

THE GAME BREEDER, a monthly magazine. One year (12 issues) $2.00. 

SUPPLY LIMITED. Every season I return hundreds of dollars to those who make 
Gere minds too late. I can supply any number if reserved early enough. Reserve now. 

° 

M. E. Bogle, San Antonio, Texas 
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Extract from the book "Useful Birds and their Protection" : q 

j vy Edward H. Forbush 4 

(Published by Massachusetts Board of Agriculture) 
1913 4 

(From Chapter, Birds of Field & Garden, page 331) | 

/ ; 

ey "Mr. William Brewster tells me that the native Quai] of New England ~ 

eked out an existence on the berries of the red cedar when the snow lay 

4 deep on the ground, but that the introduced Quail apparently have not 

acquired the habit, and so ‘succumb more readily to the New England winter." 

q ont 
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: Extract from the book "Useful Birds and their Protection" 5 

, by Edward H. Forbush 3 

(Published by Massachusetts Board of Agriculture) 

: £9132 

: (From Chapter, Birds of Faeld & Garden, page 330) : 

"It is probably the most effective énemy of the Colorado potato 

beetle. A correspondent wrote me that he had watched the Quail feeding 

on potato beetles and other insects on his farm, and believed that each ; 

bird raised on his place was worth five dollars to him as an insect 

killer. He declines to allow any more Quail to be killed on his farm. 

Dr. Judd says that Mr. C. E. Romaine of Crockett, Tex., wrote that Quail 

were nestihg about his fences and even in his garden, and had kept his 

potato patch entirely free from the "Colorado potato bug." From seventy—- 

five to over one hundred potato beetles have been found in Quails' ; 

stomachs."
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Extract from the book "Game Birds, Wild-Fow., and Shore Birds of 
Massachusetts and Adjacent States". 

by Edward Howe Forbush, 1916. 

(From Chapter, Birds Hunted for Food or Spért, page 354.) 

"In the early part of the last century the Grouse of England and Scotland 

were swept avay by an attack of the "grouse disease”, The Bob-whites on a large 

preserve in North Carolinas were nearly exterminated in 1907 by a disease that 

was introduced among them by the importation of Bob-whites from Alabama."
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Extract from the book "Propagation of Wild Birds" 
by Herbert K. Job. 

(From Chapter on "Phegsant Rearing", page 79 ) 

---- "whether pheasants drive away quails and grouse from their 

haunts or. destroy them by attack or breaking up nests. I believe there 

is no cause for apprehension. Pheasants are natural cowards, and Rogers 

says he has often seena quail or a sparrow in a pen drive a pheasant. As 
ommrer 

to the ruffed grouse, these frequent the woods, while the pheasant shuns 

the forest and selects scrub pastures, swamps, and agricultural land. 

That pheasants do not destroy quails is indicated by the case of Gardiner's 

Island, yew York, where pheasants and quails both abound, neither being 

able to fly to the mainland".
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Bxtract fram the book "Useful Birds and their Protection" 

by Edward H. Foxbush . 

(Published by Massachusetts Board of Agriculture) 
1913. % 

(From Chapter, Birds of Field & Gerden, page 334.) 

"One man is reported to have seen a Pheasant kill a Partridge. I 

watched the Quail and Phegsant feeding together at Wareham, and one day 

saw a Pheasant strike a Quail on the head with its beak, exacily as a hen 

will sometimes strike and kill a strange chicken. In this case, however, 

the Quail egzeaped, but gave the Pheasant a "wide berth" thereafter. One 

observer reports that a lady was feeding Quail in winter, and that a cock 

Pheasant habitually dorve the Quail away and ate the grain."
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: Bobwhite 

INVESTIGATION OF THE BOB WHITE IN THE PALOUSE REGION E : 

Thesis by 

J. Poul Miller (Siete Cottege 5 Weokinglen ) 

(see Bobwhite box) 

°



Extract from Clinton School Notes, 1929 Quail 

Quail Sex Ratio. Had coccidosis in grown birds in spring 

1929. Worse in hens--lost 30 quail, 21 hens and 9 roosters.



RELATION OF FOOD, COLD AND SNOW TO WINTER QUAIL LOSSES 

SouTHERN WISCONSIN, WINTER OF 1929-30 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chanistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wix.



My Dear Sir:- In answer to your inquiry regarding Bob 
White Quail, I wish to advise you that Importations from 

Mexico are allowed during February, March and April, of 

each year. Shipments are made by Express in light, sani- 

tary, wooden crates, holding. 24 birds. No sale is made 
for less than one dozen birds, shipped in even pairs. 

Price, $2.00, each, for February delivery. 

‘ 2.25, " " March * 
* £500; * “~ April = 

f. 0. b., Eagle Pass, Texas, with 95% live arrival 
guaranteed. 

Trusting that I can serve you, I am, GNX 

: Yours truly, : \ 
214 B, Crockett Qs 
San Antonio, Texas. Dr. Frank Kent.
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Beb-white Quail Washtenaw Co., Michigan, Jamary 14, 1931 

From field notes of W. B. Grange. 

Yeatter and I had stopped to photograph a hedge, 
along a drainage ditch, which looked good for Quail, and 
upon following the hedge down we flushed a Cooper's Hawk 
from the row. Investigation discovered a still-warm 
domeatic Pigeon with head gone, and som of the breast 
feathersplucked. A short distance further we flushed a 
eovey of 12 (?) Quail, which appeared vigorous ani buzzed 

out in fine shape. We saw one or two roosts, in fairly 
open grass on the ditch bank close to brush, and found 
many feathers where a Quail had been killed, evidently 
that day to judge from the snow. The food supply nearby 
eonsisted of Ragweed, which seemed to be in fair abundance 
though short. A cornfield some distance away was not 
inspected, by us. Grapes were also present, ani some 
Quail mame was tinted purple, probebly from this source. 
Undoubtedly other food was available to some extent, but 
Ragweed appeared most abundant. 

The hedge runs into a grazed woods, which did né& 
appear particularly favorable for quail. It appeared 
that the covey of birds must be confined pretty mich to 
the nod-wide hedge along the ditch, and to this grazed 
woods for winter cover. 

A few miles from this spot we stopped where Yeatter 
had previously seen a small covey. Diligent search found 
two isolated birds along a woded stream, and two dead 
bird remains: feathers scattered about profusely. A dog 
had obliterated any possible tracks on one, and the other 
was killed previous to the light snow-fall.
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Upland G Bird 
By WALLACE B. GRANGE 

ELL-FED wild game oy) ALLACE B. GRANGE, author of this excellent of shelled grain from airplanes is 
birds rarely if ever die of article is Cooperative Agent of the Division generally unreliable, wasteful, and 
cold, even in the most of Food Habits Research, United States Department 6{ short effectiveness, as grains 
severe weather of our of Agriculture, Bureau of Biological Survey. Mr. spread in this way sink rapidly 

antere, Stary Grange presents some valuable pointers on how and .- northern winters. Starved or half Ser: e : : into loose snow or are soon cov- starved wild game birds, however, what to feed upland game birds during the winter 1 by drif fresh : 
Teng haee : months when food is scarce. ered by ariit or iresh snows. Con- do die in great numbers during : ps : cular £ a ‘ar bet- 

. z th D htin1930 = Winter feeding campaigns help greatly in preserv- SiStent regular feeding is far bet 
Hae pore Tee Sees aed ing the supply of game birds residing in communi- ter than spectacular stunt meth- 
food eagles SeCTabIe tovuplind ties where deep snow prevails during the period from ods. 

: Pee : - January to April. Izaak Walton League chapters, local 
ee and it eee Hat sportsmen’s organizations, Boy Scouts and other or- Effective Methods of Feeding 
armers, sportsmen, hunters, an ganizations should keep a watchful eye on the game Upland G. Bird: 

bird lovers do all they can to pro- bird supply in their immediate vicinity during the eae 
vide food where the usual supply cold weather. Birds that were hatched and liberated e . 
is deficient. Indications are that during the summer months cannot be expected to Q) Leaving Standing Corn. — 
conditions this winter may be- thrive unless they are cared for later on, especially in It is ordinarily difficult to obtain 
come the most critical for the a country where the winter months cover their supply uncut and unhusked corn standing 
birds in many years. of food. on the stalk late in winter. Where 

Partly as the result of drought, it is to be had, it provides food 
the corn crop this season is the at all common snow levels, the up- 
shortest in nearly 25 years. In certain sections consumption permost ears becoming available to the birds as the snow 
may be nearly up to total production before spring, in which deepens. It also provides considerable cover. Standing, un- 
case the usual supplies of standing and shocked corn left as _ husked corn is perhaps the ideal source of supply of winter 
surplus in the field will be unavailable to game. The last food for game birds in most northern States. 
shocks may be hauled from the fields at the very time when (2) Shocked Corn—Shocked corn left near thickets, 
game birds are in most need of food. There also has been woods, or swamps is almost as good as standing corn for 
a partial to complete failure of many natural game foods feeding game birds in winter, and even better if the shocks 
locally over much of the country. are rebuilt for the purpose. Game birds will utilize the 

For these reasons it is extremely urgent that the thou- shocks for refuge as well as for food if these are opened up 
sands of farm boys and men who like to hunt, assist game — to form a sort of tepee, within which the birds are safe from 
birds on their properties as much as possible. It is urgent their larger enemies. Unless occasional shocks are opened 
also that State game commissions, game wardens, sports- up, feeding fields removed from good cover may serve to put 
men, and game-protective organizations cooperate with game birds at the mercy of goshawks and other marauders. 
farmers in providing labor, feed, and funds, particularly in It is generally advisable to have the shocks within 70 yards 
the emergency period of the late winter. of woodland, grape tangles, raspberry thickets, or other 

The many thousands of dollars spent in stocking areas cover. Game birds vary, however, in degree of reluctance 
with game and in protecting the native species represent to leave such protection; Hungarian partridges often take 
the principal of a large feed far from any con- 
investment. Unless this siderable cover, where- 
is adequately protected — as quail keep close to it. 
by providing feed for In some cases it may be 
the birds this winter, necessary to move 
unquestionably in many shocks and place them 
sections there will be “ nearer the natural 
little surplus or inter- haunts of the game 
est next year. ee - esa birds to be fed. 

; Reine: ot id Most starvation of Pi miley ns Uh 
game birds is cumula- PPR dod 1 woe mr ae Beet I I* any considerable 
tive, the result of short A} a. 2 ey ee ae number of game 
rations over consider- Ie Me uta ae RSs Cig F | birds are feeding on 
able periods of time Wo RM A hd age Bat corn in shocks, the ex- 
rather than for a few aed 17 -AyF ~ * S dey a ae posed ears are soon 
days only. Consequent- er Tk ee aa te. gh 3 completely shelled, and 
ly, the situation will " 27 5 . Ps oes i re ee in then the birds are un- 
not be much relieved me MS Fey | OR te > e athe be able to reach food. Care 
unless feeding also is “ wag of 2 we eg, eh i - Ae Ssieal should be taken to have 
carried on over rather |) 7% og ke a ie enough unshelled ears 
extended periods. In- | pe .* ena pas 2 . 5 exposed at all times. 
termittent feeding ac- ee ee 0 ll os} Unless a great number 
complishes some good || jy gan" of shocks are at hand it 
at certain times but is |r ee te to al es is necessary to open up 
not so effective on the regularly those made 
whole as systematic These beautiful game birds find it Gfcal: to locate sufficient food during available to the birds. 
feeding. The scattering the winter months. Why not plan your feeding activities now? After snow or sleet 
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storms the ears may become coated over so that birds can into barnyards or too far into the open. In any event it is 
not reach them. It is important to check up on the situation inadvisable to feed game birds with domestic poultry, or 
regularly, particularly after storms. where poultry manure has accumulated, as many diseases 

The farmer who still has a field of standing corn that he and parasites are easily transmitted between barnyard fowls 
intends to “hog off” or turn cattle into can feed near-by and game birds. 
game birds easily by fencing off a small corner of the field Regularity of supply is exceedingly important in shelter 
so that stock can not get to it. The corner nearest thicket, feeding. Birds do not forget places where food is abundant 
woodland, or swamp is ordinarily the most suitable. Sports- and will return to them in emergency if the supply is de- 
men and individual hunters are often glad to provide labor _pendable. 
and fencing materials for this purpose. (7) Feeding Ear Corn.—Ear corn furnishes one of the 

Fields of standing corn, even though they have been har- best means of providing an emergency food supply for the 
vested, often contain here and there nubbins, or poorly birds. It may be stuck on sharpened sticks, fastened to low- 
developed ears, or even good ears that have been missed. hanging branches, wired to fences, hung from bushes by 
Such fields are of considerable service to game birds if left strings, or tied within reach of birds anywhere above the 
over winter. snow level. A board with several nails driven through it, 

(3) Providing Grain in the Sheaf—For use in feeding on each of which an ear of corn is impaled, can be set 
game birds it is occasionally possible to obtain sheaves of upright in the snow where game birds need food. The board 
wheat, buckwheat, can be reset after 
oats, or other heavy snows. 
grains stored in . pee of Sy (8) Providing 
barns forlate  ——rtrai‘_OOOCs—‘“SCtC<—s~'ssC<aC«@‘<(<‘3;3UChmCtiStsts*s;ts;ésézéz”zmdmCm Oyster Shell and 
threshing. Such |G Cr t—<“Ctiw~—~r”~”~O”—C~CCSsiCrsSisSsSi<ai‘C*iC;*C*C;CO”CO(C #(CGrit—It is advis- 
sheaves can be set [MM eG s—s—i.C_#!A"N)A§E 8 ~=Cis, | able to scatter both 
upright in the snow a grit and oyster 
or hung by wire or i ca | —  rr—SS shell with feed, as 
cord from limbs of St hlhmD-hhmhmrmrté~—SC~«w”SS ee there may be a de- 
trees so that the - mitted Ned eS ee ficiency of these 
birds can reach ee Ie ee 6 7 materials where 
them by jumping. ie | rere Pays . the ground is cov- 

(4) Opening Cd ae ee NB dg Re ered with snow for 
Strawbacks. Ss ey ] ae oo a long periods. 
—Strawbacks fre- Ss pe NS a Ji ro 2 
quently contain oe = ) me £ Se Winter Damage by 
consi cet atle Se - or was eer a Upland Game Birds 
rain and wee : ; a i | ¥ 1s ee 

code Secs a Do a ae eS oad OCCASION. 
such food on the ZL S| te ; — ALLY upland 
surface of the : Yer v | ee! «came birds become 
stack, however, will : Lie ae | P-{ ae heavily concen- 
soon be eaten. The eae H ee eat] trated on some field 
regular opening up |B = = ee [ bg area near excellent cov- 
of strawstacks in ge BE Gee :: oe er, with the result 
the field can be ee oe ee UV as 7 that they destroy 
made an effective |e 4 6-8. = ee 2 oe 7 more grain than 
means of feeding pete Seweeae @ Sat nay Cee eee genee| the individual 
upland game birds, |Raiieae Ii Sinioate ies ee eee | §~= farmer can afford 
especially Photo by Don Corveli tOSPare,even 
if coupled with though he is will- 
some use of Here we see E. W. Stucke (left), state game protector of Pennsylvania and fellow ing to donate a 
threshed grain. sportsman, preparing food and shelter for upland game birds near Busleton, Penn. reasonable supply. 

(5) Manure Members of the Philadelphia chapter of the Izaak Walton League sponsored feed- Where these con- 
Spreading.—It is a ing activities throughout the winter and cared for wild animals as well as upland centrations are of 
common _ practice game birds. The chapter built several feeding stations in remote sections near semi- migratory 
on many farms to Philadelphia. Mr. Stucke always accompanied the Waltonians on their expeditions, species, which may 
haul fresh manure which usually consisted of 10 or 12 automobiles containing from 40 to 50 sports- have left the prop- 
from the barns to men. The work was under the direction of the Wild Life Committee of the erty before the ad- 
the fields daily, chapter. The Philadelphia chapter also arranged with the William Penn airport to vent of the hunting 
scattering it over distribute grain over the wooded sections by plane. This work proved very success- season, there is 
the snow. Consid- ful and gained much publicity, according to chapter officers. often real cause for 

erable grain is complaint. In most 
often made avail- cases of this kind, 
able to birds in this way. By making it the practice to haul State game commissions are willing to provide reasonable 
manure daily and to throw some supplementary threshed compensation after an inspection has been made and the 
grain upon it in periods of severe weather, farmers can facts verified. Sportsmen’s organizations also are generally 
contribute greatly to the welfare of the game birds of the willing to purchase additional grain for the birds. Farmers 

region. : invariably take a great interest in feeding the ordinary num- 

(6) Shelter Feeding—Shelter feeding is also effective. bers of game birds found on their properties, and are glad 
The tepee or lean-to type of shelters, made of branches, to assist in promoting their welfare. In unusual cases, how- 
cornstalks, boards, or other materials, can be set up in such ever, where the burden becomes severe, the game commis- 
manner as to provide protection from falling and drifting sion, sportsmen’s clubs, or humane societies can be 
snow, and shelled grains can be scattered within. In pro- approached for assistance. 
viding such shelters where advantage is taken of natural 
retreats as grapevine-covered fences, berry patches, and Types of Feeding Adapted to Particular Species 
similar places, they are especially effective. Care should 
be taken to see that shelters do not constitute traps where See corn and corn in the shock are very satisfac- 

birds can be cornered by cats, dogs, goshawks, or other tory for practically all upland game birds in the Northern 
enemies. It is safer for the birds if openings are left from States, including quail, pheasants, Hungarian partridges, 
which they can escape in case of attack. prairie chickens, and sharptailed grouse (as well as for many 

Best results will be obtained by placing shelters in natural miscellaneous song birds and for rabbits, squirrels, and deer). 
game coverts, rather than by attempting to entice game Open pit feeding, or shoveling (Continued on page 33) 
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Sea Fishing RESORTS HERE CAMPS 
(Continued from page 31) W R ~ - G 

very strong. They are about three six- THE GUIDE TO YOUR FAVORITE OUTDOOR SPORTS AND RECREATIONS 
teenths of an inch in diameter at the base, HOTELS GUIDES PROPERTY 
about three-quarters of an inch long and 
have almost a needle ‘powt shatpsess 20) —_———————— 
the tips. These teeth closely mesh into _—_ eee pee eee ae 
natural sockets so that the jaws can close i 
perfectly. Back of these, on the upper | 
jaw, is a nest of five to six flattish, sharp | i 
crwaed a keen elerd cutting teeth, | } | 
alike on either side, each about one-half | ug J@e VO) 1 ES 1 - 
inch long. : i ae i ai ae Se a | 

Back on the cutting bar of the lower | ° ‘ge Lig. ale Cl A Ai i} 
jaw is a line of flattish teeth with sharp | mic 2/7 & PU eth! | i Sa : | 
edges and points about three-eighths of an | ey oS ENR Greer ee / 
inch in length in the clear. The cutting | ney ~— SAE i 
teeth of the upper jaw mesh inside those | pene een a = | 
of the lower. There is still another strong, ee 
bony lip on the upper jaw with very sharp SRG SIRENS 
little cutting teeth—about like those on | || i; Sor ——~ ron Z 
the jaws of a sizable king mackerel—that | a < aaa | ] 
closes outside overall. This makes three | a [Og Sy \ ! Ai, i 
formidable cutting bars on each side of | aa: LiityA S70 Bee aM | 
the jaws of the barracuda, besides the | i 4 Th) 73a et a | 
fierce tearing and rending teeth of the in- i t hia Ye ee oe i ‘ ee | 
terlocking front nest. | ae || sneered | Th | 

I know of no other inhabitant of the | |, : ie eat 4 | i 
sea with so formidable an equipment of ees | oa Hl | 
raptorial and offensive weapons. I have | lis rm ee Fa ae ) 
a large mounted specimen of the barracuda | Ay . | Me Soe eB | 
in front of me as I write this, and I have > ee eee ea gs sane H 
examined it minutely. | pom | SSS oy < ] 

The barracuda is a fleet and powerful | ee: <1 ae 
swimmer. It is very widely distributed in i Nt ee “os Be | 
all of the seven seas and is, without much | ea ce ce ay ie i 
doubt, one of the most ancient and nu- Se See Se a8, j / 
merous of the sea fishes. While fighting i SS The | on a line they have, in their defensive | oy a eee ee! Portal i 
repertory, about everything from spectacu- eg 5 ES eee 
lar leaping to deep sounding. They never | | | 
stop fighting as long as there is a jee left | | 
in them. I regard a giant barracuda as | 
the most fearless and dangerous inhabitant We sunshiny Florida has a hill and lake country. Here | 
of the mighty deep. i the ground undulates and rolls and the landscape is lake | 

are | jewelled and stream silvered. Right in the heart of this Beanie! 
1 i section, you will find a delightful hotel with that most enjoyable | 

Winter Feeding \ table and all the niceties of modern efficient hotel service so char- | 
(Continued from page 21) acteristic of the Florida-Collier Coast Hotels. Convenient to the | 

down to bare earth and constructing wind- | hotel are two golf courses which may be played by arrangement. | 
breaks of snow or other materials to pre- Wire reservations or write for folder to J. B. Pickard, Manager. | 
vent drifting, is good for Hungarian | 
partridges, for such winter field birds as 
longspurs and snow buntings, and occa- 
sionally for most upland game birds, de- | he 
pending upon the locality. Oo (om 

Shelter feeding is particularly adapted 
to quail but is also suitable for other | | 
species, if shelters are large enough and LAKEL ND TER ( | 
Pere peti he needs and habits of the i | 
bird in mind, || | 

Ear corn set on stakes, fences, or LAKELAND, FLORIDA | 
bree op made available in other ways i | 
is adapte or feeding practically any il a 
game or other grain-eating bird. This is i EER | 
also true of most small grains that can GO TO FLORIDA a THIS YEAR i 
be obtained in the sheaf. fy ew LS ‘a 

It is altogether inadvisable, wasteful, ] rm Ee: FI is 
and ineffective to scatter loose grain upon SS © a 
soft snow. a es [ 

SS Q ‘gS 

ELEPHANT BUFFALO Sea SSS] NORTH CAROLINA FZ 
SAFARILAND LIMITED SH A —SS=S= BECKONS ZZ 

irobi br 3 Nairobi gg Sei Colony == lia Ma The Old North State provides a i ZZ 
SSS mi KT | (T maximum of facilities for sport. WS SZ 

OUTFIT BIG GAME Saal] i tty i Here is headquarters for vigorous Y. DG 

oe eZ Keaseq and varied outdoor recreation. SS My 
By special appointment to T. R. H. EE ea Ample facilities and courteous Zp. H 

the Prince of Wales and the LY 4 reception are assured for non- PRQy 
Duke of York Life 5 Ke resident hunters Ze Wp 

Write for pamphlet which gives full Mh Yer : i Zi} n » ES Y “, ‘ « Gy 1 information A ri 6 Mountain, foothill or coastal shooting Yijjo 
RHINO LION C4 a te hh offer a wide choice to the visitor. For GF a 

i“ emg further information write: Department LZ 
i gmt =f CONSERVATION and DEVELOP- —&7 Zee 

z MENT, Raleigh, North Carolina. és 
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Mr. Paul Errington 
Biology Buliding 4 
University of Yiseonsin 
‘Madison, Wisconsin i 

Dear Peatls * 

Sinee receiving your letter mentioning the fact 
that no recaptures ef banded quail hadi been made, 
even though trapping hail been carried on by Anderson 
in approximately or exactly the same spot, I have 
re-read a pert af Steddard’s menuscript. Some of it 
seems of enough interest to quote at this tim for 
any uee You can male of it. ‘ 

In the banding chapter he stxtes: “Evidence is 
2 he" Foes ts adie ais eater 
of these renges may wander away during the 
nesting season; that the corey occupying the range the 
following winter is mede up of birds of neighboring : 
coveys an@ thoir offspring; and that et best, only a 
very fer birds of any covey oceupy the seme "range" 
from year to year.” : 

This in spite of the fret thet he found the 
Southeastern quail essentially sedentary. é 

Concerning the tendency to wealer, especially 
under certain cirevmstances, the following statements 
occur; * —mmwee noOSt of the long distance moves re- 
corded from this area radiate from a single conter, one 
bird having gons 7 niles, another 6 miles, one 2.50 miles, 
one 1.50 miles, two approximtely 1 mile, and one 0.75 
mile. A doubtful record of 25 miles is discredited, 
because of lack of supporting evidence. The area in 
question is largely woodland, in which en over-population 

,
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may have caused the moves, -<--=---~---- lhether this area 
was left because of limited food supply or for better nexting 
cover is uncertain, but the birds evidently had a motive for 
leaving, and they scattered widely before settling dom." 

Of the records secured, 11 indicated moverents of 3 or 
_twre miles; one being a distance of 7 miles. 

Data on 1,031 bobwhites bended on Forshela Plantation 
in 1925 end 1926, and from whieh 135 returns were secured, 
indicated that 45.9 per cent of the birds were retaken 
from 0 to 144 mile @bahathe place of bending; 54.8 from 
1/4 to 1/2 mile; 14.8 from 1/2 to 1 mile; 4.5 over 1 mile. 
The percentage taken over 1 mile ren as high as 17 in the 
case of 1925-1926 banding work on the Pebble Hill Plantation, 
covering 65 returns from S7& bends. 

I thought this information might be of some assistance 
te you and to Anderson in mappiing out future work or in 
interpreting this season's results. I gather from the 
evidence presented by Stoddard for the Southeast that 

there 4 covey of quail, even though of the same size from 
week to wesk or month to month, and even though inhabiting 
the same general region, need not necessarily consist of 
the same individuels, and frequently does ndt. It will 
be of great interost to learn whether this is also true 
for the North, ani whether the same sedentary tendency is 
as well developed in the mech more rigorous environment 
of the North. 

We are alwaye glad to hear from you and learn the 
new featurce of the vork. 

Sincerely, A 

Cooperative Agent
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been reduced by rainfall and the reappearance of green, yegetation.. Members of the staff of 

the Winona office as well as rangers have at times been on duty continuously ‘for 24 hours or 

longer in an effort to control devastating fires, which have broken out in various sections 

along the 300 mile extent of the refuge. Steps are being taken to augment the present fire 

fighting equipment by the immediate purchase of a high-speed. fire boat, a.1 1/2-ton motor 

truck equipped with power pumper and lines of hose, and an additional supply of hand pumps. 

Increases are also being made in the number of cooperative, fire: wardens who are located at 

strategic points throughout the refuge and whose duty it, is to report immediately by tele— 

phone or telegraph outbreaks of fire in their localities. 

Upper Mississippi Refuge Notes.—-Superintendent Ray.C. Steele, of the Upper Mississippi 

, Refuge, accompanied by Junior Forester Howard A. Miller, attended a meeting of the Regional 

Forest Protegtion Board, at Milwaukee, Wis., on March 31. : 

Employees of the Winona office and their families, recently enjoyed a party and dinner 

z at the Hotel Winona. eee : = 

During the past month 19 cases of infractions of the game laws were filed in the State 

court by rangers on the Upper Mississippi Refuge. Of this number 13 involved illegal trap- 

ping, 5 illegal fishing, and 1 the taking of waterfowl. Evidence in these cases was obtained 

by Rangers Hall, Lawrence, Berni, and Frerichs, Junior Forester Miller, and U. S. Game Pro- 

tector Shaver. Twelve of the cases have been successfully terminated in the State court, 

resulting in 5 jail sentences of 60 days each, 1 jail sentence of 40 days, and 5 fines of 

$50 each plus costs, aggregating 26.58. Five cases are pending disposition in State court. 

Two offenders who were apprehended by Rangers Lawrence and Hall for trapping on a closed 

area of the Refuge near Harpers Ferry, Iowa, were arraigned before a:U. S. Commissioner at 

Dubuque, Iowa, on April 11, and upon failure to furnish the required bond were. committed to 

jail pending trial at the next session of the Federal court. . : 5 

Jail Sentence for Night Duck Hunting.--In Federal ‘court ‘at Elizabeth City, N. C., on 

March 23, 1931, two persons charged with hunting wild ducks at night in the vicinity of 

Knotts Island were found guilty py a jury. The court sentenced each to serve 30 days in 

gail. : 

Heavy Fines for Exceeding Limits on Ducks.-—Charged with killing wild ducks in excess 

of the daily limit and with possessing more than 30 wild ducks at one ‘time, two gunners were 

arraigned in Federal court at Baltimore, Md., on April 7, where they entered pleas of not 

guilty. After hearing the arguments, however, the court adjudged them guilty and fined-cne———— 

$150 and the other {50, in addition to costs. The evidence was obtained by United States 

; Game Protector John Q. Holmes and Deputy Game Wardens W. R. Preston “and, Charles Kelly. 

Importations of quail from Mexico have fallen off considerably this year in compari- 

4 son with previous seasons, notwithstanding the fact, that the Mexican Government has granted 

concessions for the export of 260,000 birds. The total number of quail entered at the three 

ports of Brownsville, Laredo, and Eagle Pass up to April 4 was only 35,165 while the number 

for a like period last year was more than 60,000. The first permit for eggs this year 

was issued on March 10, for the entry of 500 pheasant eggs from England. z 2 

The raising of the embargo on the entry of parrots last October did not promote rich 

activity in the importation of these birds, and thus far permits have begn, issued for only 

about 300. This is probably due in part to the necessity, under the Pegulations of the Pub— 

lic Health Service, of quarantining the birds for a period of 15 days on Hoffman Island, N. Y., 

: and Angel Island, near San Francisco. = ae - 
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* QUAIL RACKET! Fe 

"Vigilantes' are again on the warpath in America -- this time to 
deal sumuarily, if necesscry, with lawless inroads upon gsme birds. 

Irate sportsmen, many of them farmers, recently met at Jackson, 

Tenn., and formed tho Madison County Sportsmori's Vigilance Association to stop 
illicit quail traffic and game bootlegging in that section of the state "or 
know the reason why" reports a bulletin of the American Game Association. 

Tho meeting followed the uncovering et Memphis, Tenn., of tho hoad=- 
quarters of a vast “quail rackote" Game Protectors reided an old warehouse 

and recovered 450 live native quail, after obtaining evidence that from this 
place quail bootlegzers had intwo years shipped approximately 80,000 game 
birds trapped illegally by farmers in Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi, and 
Alabama. 

Two :lleged operators of the "quail ring," M. E. Bogle and Huntley 
Mey, are being sought on federal and state charges. Bogle advertised his quail 

business nationally in sportsmen's magazines. 

Quail heave beon recognized as serrcer in those states inr ecent 
months than ever before. 

The vigil-nce association has resolved to quell all gane bird, trap- 
ping. According to its announced plans, it intends to fight illegal practices 
by seeing that the lews are cnforced, by working for the establishment of an 
up-to-date gamo commission in Tennessee, and by offering farmers lawful returns 
from game bird production through payment for the privilege of hunting on their 

lands -- Bullcotin American Gane.
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April 15, 1931 Paul L. Errington 

ECOLOGY OF THE QUALL 

I. Introduction. 
Ae Importance of Wild Life. : 

1. Economic. : 
"The total expenditure of the citizens of the United States in 
their quest for outdoor recreation in shooting and fishing alone : 
during 1929 would doubtless amount to fully three-quarters of a 
billion dollars." (Report of Special Committee on Conservation of 
Wild life Resources to U. S. Senate, Jan. 21, 1931.) The above 
estimate, among other things, does not take into consideration the 
value of wild life to agriculture, the value of fur-bearers, and 
perhaps the bulk of the tourist trade. 

2. Selentific. 
3. Aesthetic. 

B. Necessity for Research in Conservation. 
1. Adverse changes in status of native species through exploitation 

by man and indirectly through the encroachments of civilization. 

II. Wild Life Research - Historical. 
A. Briefly, both amateur and professional wild life research (with par- 

ticular reference to game) up to the last decade has been quite in- 
adequate in comparison with the needs. Legislative action and public 
attitude have been influenced far more by opinion and half-truths 
than by biologic principles. A lack of scientifically trained 
workers in conservation offices has not Tr eA ypncted 

B. Stoddard's Georgia Quail Investigation (1924-29) probably represents 
the most outstanding contribution yet made to wild life research. 
The effectiveness of this work lies in its exhaustive treatment of 
@ gane species by means of a sound combination of field methods and 
experimental technique. 

CG. The various game research fellowships established during the past 
three years at American universities by private and public agencies 
are largely outgrowths from the Georgia Investigation. 

III. Beology of the Northern Bobwhite. 
A. The status of the species on the northwest extreme of its range is 

determined by: 
1. Fitness, exemplified by (a) ability to withstand cold, (b) ability 

to take advantage of available foods, (¢) ability to elude northern 
enemies, (d) ability to adjust itself in response to natural crises. 

2. Iuekiness, (a) in finding tolerable food-cover conditions, (b) in 
escaping ne of extraordinarily severe snow and sleet storms, 
ete., (e) in living in commntties where popular sentiment is active 
and favorable. 4 

B. Primary factors governing the abundance or scarcity of the northern 
bobwhite. : 

1. Winter foods. 
a. Native--acorns (opened and disearded by squirrels), Leguminoseae
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such as hog peamt (Amphicarpa)and tick trefoil (Desmodium 
grantifioran). 

b. Introduced weeds ani cultivated plants--ragweed (Gubroata 
+ corn, smartweeds (Eokeeoniem P+ + fox tail 

Sp-), soy beans, wheat, rye, so’ 
ec Winter food shortages attributable to: 

(1) A more or less natural lack or insufficiency of native foods 
over wide areas. 

(2) Prevalent agricultural methods: (a) removal of corn shocks 
from field for shredding and silo-filling, (b) plowing under 
of seed-bearing ragweeds in fall, (ce) destruction of native 
foods by pasturing, burning, etc. 

5 ‘3 Covering of quail fools by sleet or deep snows : 
( : Quail-small bird-rodent competition. 
(5) Competition of exotic game birds (pheasant, Hungarian pare 

: trfdge) with quail for available foods. 
2. Cover. 

a Plum and haw thickets, briar patches, vine tangles, or combina- 
tions of the same, where quail can seek emergency mechanical 
portection in case of attack by enemies. 

>. Grassy or weedy growths where quail can nest or hide. 
@ General inadequacy of cover because of : (1) over-pasturing of 

woodlots, (2) injudictous burning, (3) the clearing of brush 
from fencerows, roadsides, and o1d corners associated with the 

' go-called "clean" farming. 
i 3. Predator types. 

a Avian predators denendent upon speed and a high degree of dicil1-- 
Aceipiterine Hawks (Sharp-shin, Cooper's, and Goshawic). ‘The 
Accipiters are usually the suall and medium-sized darting hawks 
of the woods and are the habitual bird Icillers and the worst 
predaceous enenies of quail. Quail, however, are remarkably 
successful in escaping even these swift predators, mainly by 
hiding. ‘he abundance of flickers, robins, bluejays, ani other 
birds serves incalculably to lessen Accipiter pressure upon quail. 

b. Avian predators ordinarily too slow and clumsy to capture first- 
rate game birds, and hence compelled to live for the most part 
upon rodent =e Hawics (Redtail, Red-shoulder, Broadwing, 
Rough-leg, etc.). These include the éonmon large soaring hawks. 

@,. Avian predators devending upon silent s»proach--owls, of which 
the Great Horned Owl is the only really imortant game enemy. 
The other owls subsist very largely upon mice. 

a. Mammalian predators--foxes (red and grey), dogs, cats, weasels, 
skunks, and practically all fur-bearing carnivores. ‘These mammals 
seem of negligible consequence as game-bird enemies except possibly 
during the nesting season. 5 

@. Pseudo-predators--Passerine birds (crows, jays, shrikes) showing 
some raptorial tendencies, meat-eating rodents (rats, ground- 
squirrels, chipmunks). Damage in wild--if any--confined principally 
to eggs or young of game birds. 

C.. Summary. 
Of the three primary factors--food, cover, predators--related to the 
ecology of the quail, the first is the one most adapted to intelligent 
human manipulation. Upon the quail's access at pinch seasons to proper
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food and plenty of it depend h pow o stand cold and the 

ae se essential but it tends to take care of its unless unwisely 
interfered with by man, ‘The true role of predators cannot necessarily 
be measured in terms of the quail they get or don't gets the relation- 
ships here are frequently so obscure and so invelved that stress is 
likely to be laid upon minor incidentals rather than upon fundamentals. 
The work of predators in holding in cheek the hosts of small birds 
and rodents, espe¢ially the latter, and the resulting effect upon game- 
bird food supply has received much pro-and-con editorial space but a 
trifling amount of research. Of even more basic significance appears 
the possible function of at least some predaceous types (Buteo, sp.) 
in culling out the under~par individuals from wild life as a whole. 
Then again, what if a wild species should gain exemption from the 
stimmlus of the dangers which have constantly attended its evolution? 
Af where does the "temorary softness" of a man-pampered wild species 
end, ani where does actual decadence begin? Herein 116 problems of 
first magnitude in wild life conservation. 
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REPORT ON THE WISCONSIN QUAIL FELLOWSHIP. 

The work of the Wisconsin Fellowship has been con=- 
tinued along the general lines discugssed in previous reports. 
Inasmuch as Errington has two articles in preparation 
which will tend to summarize his recent work, it seems 
unnecessary to cover the ground in any great detail at 
this time. A few matters, however, call for discussion 
now. 

Forced ees Rosette. Errington ran a series of ex- 
periments last winter to determine the winter food value 
of certain commonly taken quail foods, including sumac 
berries, sweet clover seeds, dried wild grapes, bitter- 
sweet, rose hips, black locust beans and some others. 
Certain captive quail were fed one or more of these foods 
over a period of some little time while controls were 
run on grain-fed birds at the same time and under similar 
conditions. Weights were taken of experimental and con- 
trol birds alike at frequent intervals. Very definite 
losses of weight occurred in those birds fed solely on 
one of these foods, or even on a combination of these 
foods, with the exception that black locust beans seemed 
to enable quail to maintain satisfactory weight. Grain-fed 
birds, of course, maintained or increased in weight. 
Some loss of strength and general stamina was noted among 
the wild-foods-fed birds. ; 

In incorporating these general results in a paper, 
the manuscript of which was submitted to me for reading, . 
Errington rightly points out that an abundance of certain 
wild foods does not at all mean that quail can pull through 
severe winter weather without an additional supply of food 
such as corn or ragweed. This fact unquestionably does 
need emphasis among many groups of conservationists, par- 
ticularly sportsmen, who are inclined to over-estimate the 
abundance of usable wild foods. 

I gain the distinct impression from Errington's 
paper, in spite of the fact that he caréfully qualifies a 
number of statements, that he regards these wild foods 
which he tested as of practically no food value. He does 
mention the posaib&lity of such foods contributing small 
quantities of necessary elements, vitamins, minerals, etc., 
or contributing to the grinding process in the stomach, ; 
put the impression I received remains. I fear that, in 
trying to offset the over-emhasis and reliance on wild 
winter foods of this sort, Errington has gone to the pnposite
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extreme in minimizing their importance. It is perfectly 
conceivable to me that a man fed on lettuce, coffee, corn- 
bread, sugar and mustard or any one of or combination of . 
several other perfectly good foods might show loss of 
weight and vigor without in any way proving a lack of value 
of the same foods in combination with other things. 

However, I do not profess competency in passing 
on the conelusions drawn and have suggested that Errington 

a i forward his final draft of the manuscript ( he requested 
\O) eui¢4l me not to send on the preliminary aratt) to Washington 
wk i" for reading and criticism by Mr. McAtee, Errington was 

reluctant to agree to this, apparently fearing delay, but 
I informed him such submission of manuseripts was a part 
of the University-Biological Survey agreements. I under- 
stand he will submit the manuscript upon its completion, 

In this connection I wish to report a very notice- 
able and apparently growing tendency to discount the inter- 
pretation of stomach analyses which have been made and 
are made by the Survey, not only in Wisconsin but here and 
there around the country. This,apparently, is due in part 
to the various nutritional theories which have been ad- 
vanced in an attemt to exnlain pheasant and Hungarian 
partridge failures. I mention it in the present report 
because it seems an ete time for a statement of what 

: stomach analyses really indicate, and for a statement of 
what experimental work is necessary to check the laboratory 
analyses. 

Errors in a Former Reo t of ooks Errington has pointed 
out that in a former renort I stated definitely that he had 
used the predator-to—quail approach and not the quail-to- 
predator approach in connection with a part of his problem 
whereas, as a matter of fact, he has used both, He vartic- 
ularly states that his winter observations of isolated coveys 
of quail, with systematio and periodic counts of individuals 
and an attempt to locate the agencies reSponsible for winter 
mortality, constitute a quail-to-predator approach. This 
is certainly correct and I acknowledge the error. 

Also called to my attention was my statement in a 
former report that the Wisconsin Fellowship Study was the 
most local of the several investigations with which the Survey 
is cooperating. Errington stated that in his opinion the 
Cooperative Quail Investigation was even more local thds 
his own study, and that Aldo Leopold agrees that this was 
the case. I had also stated in the report that I did not 
consider the Wisconsin study was representdive of all the
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Southern Wisconsin quail environments. 

On the first mentioned point there can be no ques- 
tion of Errington's and Leopold's error, for the Cooper- 
ative Quail Investigation extended to every major quail 
environment (except perhaps the Sandhill type) of the 
Southeast and included work in states from Alabama to 
North Carolina. ; 

On the second point I was definitely in error 
in minimizing the number of environments tapped by the 

Wisconsin study, for upon systematic inspection of Erring- 

ton'ts seven areas I agree that these quite adequately 
represent the main Southern Wisconsin quail habitats. I 

still feel, however, that the lake-shore "“quail-less area" 
pointed out by Leopold in various reports, has still not 

been explored by the Fellowship and stands as a major ; 
Wisconsin quail management puzzle, and one of immediate 
imoortance. 

aia Activities of the eee A major ac- 
v or the spr ng season has aga een the study of 

the nests of birds of prey, involving the collection 
of pellets and also gullet specimens from the young birds. 
4A new feature of the work is the semering of young 
Great Horned Owls on the ground where pellets may be more 
easily recovered. Young owls are tethered on sideling 
ground so that pellets tend to roll into a collecting 
trough or ditch. One of the most interesting things 
discovered by the Quail Fellowship is the fact that over 

50% of all hawke and owls banded as fletglings have been 
returned as dead, generally shot. An unusually high 
mortality is, therefore, indicated. 

Winter observations of quail coveys continued. 
Minor losses were noted due to insufficient food supplies 
but the season was mil@ and almost snow-less. Cooper's 
Hawks secured some quail but eat bogs concludes that 
this hawk can capture only one or two individuals from a 
thrifty covey having access to good food and cover, 
the quail learning to remain out of reach after the initial 

surprise attack. Great Horned Owls are found of more im- 

portance than formerly thought, though still ranking as an 

insignificant mortality factor. 

Quail nesting studies are being attempted. The 
géason was not far enough advanced at the time of my visit 
to indicate how successful nest location would be, Some
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attempt at organizing the countryside near Prarie du Sac 
has been made and in a limited area rewards are being 
offered. hast season's work, in Errington's oninion, 
did not justify the hunting of nests personally as 
the effort involved in nest hunting was not repaid by 
‘the discovery of a sufficient number of nests. The 
method, however, i8 being tried again this year although 
Errington is not optimistic about it. 

Quail banding has been carried on through 
Professor George Wagner and his student, Henry Anderson, 
oo pone Al wi funds from his personal income to 
helo defray expenses. It has not proved practicable,. 
from Eyrington's standpoint, to undertake banding work 
personally, I understand that something in excess of 
50 quail have been banded by Anderson, from which three 
or four returns have been secured. 

The collection of specimens for food habits, 
parasitological and other examinations has been continued 
reguierly. 

owship is following ow e@ chogen lines of approach 
with a continual improvement of technique and with an in- 
@reasing grasp of the various problems involved. I have 
pointed out in former reports that, in my opinion, the 
investigation tended to drift out of the quail management 
atmosphere in which it was set up into more or less 
un-related (altha@gh valuable) lines of activity, particularly 
as regards the study of predatory birds. I should not now . 
reiterate this criticism if any significant source of quail — 
mortaility were being discovered as a result of the present : 

/ Studies. Happily no such large loss has yet been shown for 
/ the locality in question. My parent has been, and is, that, 

| ‘thererore, this line of study (of hawk and owl nests) should 
|) be @repped and attention turned to other things. I have 
i also endeavored to point out that the most logical period 
i} during which quail mortality at the hands of —— ean 
\\ Be expected is still the least explored, namely, the quail 
’ nesting and post-nesting period. To me this represents a 

very serious situation. 

The work of the Wisconsin Fellowship, in my opinion, 
ranks high as judged by the standards of the other Fellowships 
and of private game bird research under way eee the 
country. In some respects the work is exceptional, The 
fact that the investigation, from the quail study standpoint,
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is not as well rounded as one might wish is probably 
not so imortant if a good thorough piece of work oan be 
accomplished on the several more limited lines which 
Errington has selected. 

While I have been discouraged by my inability 
to be of mich assistance to the Wisconsin Fellowship 
it is my desire to do whatever I can. The various differ- 
ences of viewpoint as regards numerous technical details 
do not at all necessarily indicate any fundamental 
weakness in Errington's methods of approach. It does 
however, seem to me that under the circumstances the 
paves? \geer must assume more and the Survey represen- 
tative less responsibility for the technical phases of 
the work. 

: Signed 
W. 8B. Grange 

: Cooperative Agent 

dune 26, 1931.
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"Behind an advertisement which for two years has appeared 

regularly in national sportsman's magazines, presenting M. E. Bogle 

as "America's largest producer of quail for breeding and restocking 

purposes," Tennessee game protectors have unearthed a vast quail 

bootleg ring dealing in birds illegally trapped in Mississippi, & 

Tennessee, Arkansas and Alabama. 

In a raid made on March 21 upon an old warehouse at Memphis, 

the officers found 450 bob white quail crated for shipment. War- 

rants charging violation of the game laws were issued against M. E. 

Bogle and Huntley May, who had hurriedly left town, reports allege. 

The investigators, Deputy State Game Warden Matt Grantham and 

Lawrence Merovka, of the federal game protection service, claim to 

have uncovered complete evidence that the two distributed each year 

approximately 40,000 quail, all of which they had purchased for 50 

cents a bird from farmers who trapped them unlawfully. 

Already suspected by conservation officials, the pair paved & 

the way for their undoing by attempting to sell a large consignment 

of "imported Mexican quail" to the Connecticut Board of Fisheries 

and Game. The Connecticut authorities forwarded these birds to the 

Department of Agriculture at Washington, where they were declared 

to be native quail. 

= Through "decoy" letters sent Bogle at his San Antonio, Texas, 

x address, the shadowing of trucks and the tracing of express records, 

yoy the plot came to light, the officers reported. 

= Others besides the two operators are wanted in connection with 

2 the trapping and distribution of the birds, the American Game Associa-— 

= = tion has been informed. 

eee The owners of the 450 quail may face a maximum separate- 

es = offense fine of $50 a bird, or $22,500, in addition to federal 

ae charges. The birds will probably be released near Memphis, in 

Q = Shelby County." - American Game Association, New York.
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"Early in their study of the life history of the Bob White, 

the field men of the Cooperative Quail Investigation observed that, 

other factors being equal, the distance between bevies on natural 

range was in direct ratio to the abundance or scarcity of certain 

of the pod-bearing plants. A good quail population with bevies in 

close proximity to one another went hand in hand with an abundant 

growth of such plants as partridge pea, milk pea, wild bean, but- 

terfly pea, vetch, beggarweed, lespedeza or alfalfa. On the other 

hand, the bevies were usually widely separated in areas given over 

chiefly to broom-sedge and wire-grass, with a scarcity of pod—bear- 
ing plants. 

Many kinds of leguminous plants, even at an early stage of 

development, have an attraction for the Bob White equaled by other 
plants only at the time their seed is available for food. Possibly 
you may have noticed an excessive amount of whistling of Bob White 

in the vicinity of an alfalfa patch and have remarked that quail 

are nesting there in abundance. In reality, bachelor Bob Whites 
fairly splitting their throats in rivalry for a mate are probably 
responsible for most, if not all, of the Bob White calls; neverthe— 

less, a bachelor quail knows the kind of a place to choose to bring 

up a family and the alfalfa field is a favorite place with him to 

await the coming of a bride; unfortunately, though, it is also a 

favorite nesting place and consequently many fine settings of eggs 

are destroyed by the mower. Plant the borders of cornfields to 

cowpeas, Soy beans or velvet beans, and more quail will be found in 

such fields during the nesting season than if the legumes had not 

been planted. What the attraction is I do not know, but it is 
there. Also, an abundance of certain of the leguminous plants ap— 

parently stimulates reproduction, resulting in several thrifty 
bevies in close proximity to one another. 

Those who are actively interested in making conditions better 

for quail should not overlook the possibilities offered in Korean 

lespedeza. The seed of this plant is very similar to Japan clover 

(Lespedeza striata), a staple food of the Bob White in many sections 
of Virginia. Because of its heavy seeding quality, its wide range 

in Virginia, its value as a pasture crop, its ability to improve 

ESTABLISHED 1602
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poor soil, its simple culture and its habit of volunteering year 

after year once it has become established, Korean lespedeza gives 

promise of becoming one of the most widely utilized foods of the 

Bob White in Virginia. 

While Korean lespedeza will grow year after year on hard, 

compact, uncultivated soil, it responds in a marked degree to cul- 

tivation. The best results are obtained by harrowing the sod 
thoroughly, sowing the seed immediately after harrowing, and leav— 

ing it to the weather to be covered. Like Japan clover, Korean 

lespedeza makes a remarkable growth on poor clay hillsides. It 

grows only on well drained soil. The time of sowing is early 

Spring, preferably about thirty days before the last Spring frost. 

However, good results may be expected from seed sown as late as 

May 1 in a normal year. From six to eight pounds of seed is suf- 

ficient to plant an acre. 

Korean lespedeza is ideal for use in "strip cultivation" 

recommended for the improvement of quail range. Strips the width 
of the harrow around the borders of sedge fields, about pasture 

thickets, along hedge rows, ditch banks or like places where quail 

are likely to frequent are sufficient for this form of cultivation. 

Although Korean lespedeza has several advantages over Japan 

clover, when seed of the Korean lespedeza cannot be obtained, the 

sowing of Japan clover or common lespedeza, as it is frequently 

called, is highly recommended. Both Korean lespedeza and Japan 

clover volunteer year after year until the soil is sufficiently 

enriched for grasses to come in and choke out the lespedeza. A 
good harrowing of the sod in early Spring is then sufficient to 

start the lespedeza crop over again without reseeding; thus, prop— 

erly managed, lespedeza planted for the benefit of quail may 
rightly be considered a permanent investment, while new seed of 

cowpeas, soy beans, sorghum, millet and other grains is an annual 

expense. While the latter grains are excellent quail foods, the 

expense incurred in the annual purchase of seed and planting them 

is too great to make their use general enough to cause any marked 

increase in the quail supply of the state as a whole." - C, 0. 

Handley in American Field. 

The following taken from The Calgary Daily Herald, Calgary, Canada. 

HISTORY OF DOMINION WOVEN WITH STORY 

OF WILD LIFE 

"The early history of Canada, its exploration and development, 

is very closely woven with the story of the wild life of the country. 

The fur was the lure which led the early traders and adventurers to 

penetrate the interior of the country while the game provided a means 

of sustenance, not only to the traders and explorers, but also ina 
large measure to the early colonists. f
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The Quail Short F 1930 
By ALDO LEOPOLD AND JOHN N. BALL 

HEN the quail season opened last fall, sportsmen appraising the effects of the drouth is the possibility that 
found themselves confronted with a radical short- the previous year’s crop was overkilled. It should be noted 
age in the quail crop. The shortage was especially that Iowa and Ohio, both of which are closed states, show 
severe in the southern parts of the north central decreases. This would seem to exclude overkilling as a 

region, but was also felt acutely in some of the gulf states. general explanation of the shortage. That the quail stock is 
The purpose of this paper is to present an ex post facto locally overkilled admits of no doubt, since it is inherent in 
analysis of the shortage in the north central region. our present almost universal failure to restrict the kill on 

It is hoped that the analysis will help show the need for each parcel of land to its productive capacity. 
a continuous game survey in each state, one of the duties In appraising the effects of the drouth, we must start out 
of which would be to measure the game crop while it is in with the assumption that the surviving breeding stock in 
the making. the zone of shortage was decidedly below normal, because 

The extent and degree of the shortage is shown roughly of the hard winter, and about as spotty as usual due to un- 
on the accompanying map. Some of the symbols on the map __ regulated kill. ; : 
are based on personal investigation, but most of them repre- The weather during the early part of the nesting season, 
sent reports received through correspondence. While these according to the table of Weather Bureau records * appear- 
reports are doubtless inaccurate as to the exact degree of ing in the upper right-hand corner of the map, would ap- 
shortage, their testimony is unanimous in showing some de- pear to have been favorable rather than unfavorable, In- 
gree of shortage everywhere south and west of a line drawn diana was the state farthest below normal in spring pre- 
from Indianapolis to St. Paul, and from St. Paul to Sioux cipitation (54 per cent of average) with Illinois and Mis- 
City, lowa. The testimony indicates that south of this line souri close seconds. ‘ 
the available crop at the beginning of the 1930 shooting During the latter part of the nesting season, the table 
season was from 10 to 90 per cent shows Missouri, Ohio and Illinois to 
smaller than the available crop at have been exceptionally dry, while 
the same period in 1929. One throughout America are vi- Missouri, and to some extent TIIli- 

The Game Survey? indicates that _tally interested in the quail situation nois also, were exceptionally hot. 
1929 was, generally speaking, a nor- hich prevails today. The game fields oi the Missouri had 50 days during the 
mal quail year in this region. oe are facing a serious crisis and the summer of 1930 with maximum tem- 

= A ¢ portance of a continuous game survey to o a 
It is our impression that south of hecpiaicloeeichieck on inetaupply i verycev? peratures of 100° or higher, reported 

this line the quail crop averaged less dent. The article which Shears Retell is TLOMMAODE OL AOFe StaOns: 
than half of normal, and that the de- ile seeule of a recent survey made by Aldo The fall season continued dry, ex- 
ficiency instead of being spotty (as Leopold and John N. Ball, both of whom are CPt in Missouri, where the fall pre- 
the Game Survey shows most quail noted authorities on upland game. The sit- cipitation was above normal. 
shortages to be) was surprisingly uation is clearly reviewed and presented in a In general, the weather record 
continuous. The map shows only form that will give a true picture of the shows that the drouth was worst in 
two reports of increase south of the necessity of further conserving the quail that part of the region where the 
line in question. supply of this country. Do not fail to read quail crop was poorest. In what 

During a short year there are al- this valuable analysis—EDITOR. ways, however, did the drouth injure 
ways rumors among sportsmen that the quail? 
the quail are really not short, but 
simply hard to find. In the southern states with their large i is a widespread belief among sportsmen that 
tangles of thick cover, and the known tendency of quail to young quail need drinking water, and that the drouth 
range entirely in the woods for temporary periods, judg- simply killed the young birds by drying up the drinking 
ment may well be withheld as to the actuality of a shortage places. Stoddard, however, has shown‘ that in Georgia 
until the birds have had time to reappear in the open bobwhite quail bring off a highly successful hatch in the 
country. In the north central region, however, failure to total absence of drinking water provided that dew and suc- 
find quail at the opening of the season, must, I think, be culent food be regularly available. The question, therefore, 
accepted as final evidence, except in the Ozarks of Missouri boils down to the effect of the drouth in withholding dew 
and possibly parts of the hill country of southern Illinois and in decreasing the normal supply of succulent plant and 
and Indiana. No evidence has come to hand from this part insect foods. On this we have no information. Several 
of the region that the apparent initial shortage proved to observers reported finding young quail drowned in water- 
be anything but actual. ing troughs. It seems likely that a deficiency of dew, if it 

The drouth of 1930 is universally accepted as the cause occurred, would force the young broods to seek other water- 
of the shortage. Ordinarily a dry year is considered more ing places, and that disaster would follow if these were 
favorable for quail than a wet one. Most sportsmen did not absent or mechanically inaccessible. > 
anticipate a poor crop, but were plainly surprised when their Another theory prevalent among sportsmen is that the 
early hunts failed to show any birds. Accordingly it seems drouth addled the quail eggs by drying out the soil and 
advisable to analyze as best we can the probable ways in thus making it impossible for the eggs to retain their nor- 
which the shortage actually came about. mal moisture content. The map shows three observers find- 

ing nests of unbroken abandoned eggs, and these reports all 
pes of all, it must not be forgotten that the south- come from the region in which the drouth was most severe. 

western part of the region experienced a killing winter in | The addling theory and also the drinking water theory are 
1929-30. Leopold was in Missouri engaged in the field work supported by the observed fact that “squealers” (partly 
of the Game Survey most of the winter, and knows from grown young birds which peep when flushed) were reported 
personal observation that the ground was covered with snow absent from the fall crop in many localities (see map). 
and sleet for weeks at a time in all parts of the state. Similar The weather record would also sustain the assumption that 
conditions are said to have prevailed in southern and central early hatches were less severely affected by lack of drink- 
Illinois. In southern Wisconsin, however, the winter was ing water or damp ground, than were late hatches. 
only normal. Its effect on the quail crop was accurately A third theory, less widely entertained, is that the quail 
measured by Errington? in south central Wisconsin, where hatched normally and were seen in normal numbers during 
in various groups of covies the survival varied from 25 to the summer, but succumbed to disease before the season 
95 per cent, and we estimate averaged as high as 60 per cent. opened. An effort was made to obtain specimens. Two 
This is a good survival for the northern edge of the quail birds picked up dead in south central Illinois at the begin- 
range. No equally accurate measurements are available for ning’ of the shooting season proved on examination by the 
the more southerly states. Careful observers in Missouri U. S. Biological Survey and U. S. Bureau of Animal In- 
estimated that where heavy winter feeding had been prac- dustry to show no symptoms of disease, while one of them 
ticed as high as 80 per cent of the normal number of breed- showed shot marks. It is by no means impossible that 
ing birds was observed in spring, whereas without winter drouth conditions induced disease, but affirmative evidence 
feeding the mortality was much heavier. It is our general that such was the case is as yet entirely lacking. Again 
impression, based on several months in the field, that the it seems a pity that each state should not be equipped with 
survival in Missouri was on the average not greater than competent scientific men to make prompt field investigations 
50 per cent. (It seems too bad that each state does not immediately upon receipt of a disease rumor. In the case 
measure the actual survival of definite groups of covies each _ of any other plant or animal crop this would be done by the 
winter. On what other basis can we hope in the long run _ state agricultural college as a matter of course, but in the 
intelligently to manage our quail crop?) case of the game crop nobody is prepared to make an ex- 

Another factor which must be taken into account before amination, and it does not even occur to most sportsmen 
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or farmers to ask for such service from their state insti- use of quail weights as an index to size and thrift of the 
tutions. crop will be treated by the authors in a separate paper. 

A fourth theory is that the drouth may have affected the ‘Vhe main conclusion to be drawn from the evidence here 
food supply. It is hardly likely, of course, that a quail could presented is that the drouth caused a quail shortage, but we 
actually starve in summer, even in the most severe drouth, do not know just how. All other important crops are con- 
but the drouth might remove certain foods necessary for  stantly under scrutiny of trained observers. Our scientific 
the maintenance of health. That the drouth apparently did institutions and state game departments missed a wonder- 
decrease general vigor is attested in at least one case, not ful opportunity for adding to our useful knowledge of quail 
lying within the region here reported on, but nevertheless so management by not having trained observers in the field in 
interesting as to merit mention. Henry P. Davis reports 1930. We cannot prevent drouths, but we could have learned 
that 386 quail killed during the season before the drouth many things about the machinery of quail production by 
(1929-30) on the R. N. Carrier shooting preserve at Bates- observing them during the crisis. 
ville, Mississippi, at various times during November, De- 
cember and January, weighed on the average 6.24 ounces. REFERENCES 
During the season after the drouth (1930-31) 126 quail (1) Leopold, Aldo. “Report on a Game Survey of the 
killed on the same ground during the same months averaged North Central States.” Now being published by the 
6.17 ounces or nearly 1/10 of an ounce less than during the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ In- 
preceding year. stitute. Will shortly be available from American 

If, as seems probable, there were no squealers on this Game Association, Investment Building, 15th and K 
plantation on account of the drouth, and if the proportion Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C. ; 
of old birds in the bag was higher, the bag should, other (2) Errington, Paul L. “Corn on Cob Saves Wintering 
things being equal, have weighed more, rather than less, Quail.” American Game, November-December, 1930. 
than the year before. The fact that it actually weighed less (3) Kincer, J. B. “The Drouth Situation Up to February 
is at least a strong indication that the birds were less vig- 17, 1931.” U. S. Weather Bureau. 
orous. Again it seems too bad that each state does not have (4) Stoddard, H. L. “The Bobwhite Quail: Its Habits and 
an official agency for collecting on a large scale these use- Preservation.” Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York, 
ful indices to the thrift and vigor of the game crop. The 1931. 
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The above chart was recently prepared by Aldo Leopold and John N. Ball. It gives a complete analysis of the present quail.situation 
in the north central region.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON ANT SITUATION IN THOMASVILLE-TALLAHASSEE REGION, 1931 

Referring to pages 195-194 and 436-437 of the final report of the coopera- 

tive Quail Seveattipitien ("The bobwhite Quail, Its Habits, Preservation and 

” Increase,") it will be noted that small red ants (the "thief ant", S. molesta 

and perhaps others) are considered one of the most serious enemies of nesting 

quail, although only 4 per cent destruction was recorded against them during 

the period of the Investigation. During 1928, the first year after termination 

of the field work of the Investigation, Mr. Louis Campbell of Forshala Plant- 

ation recorded 124 per cent of 278 quail nests he had under observation destroyed 

"all or in part" by ants. Because of this the quail report recommended that 

preserve employees keep in touch with the ant situation to see whether these 

pests were on the increase. 

There are no figures on ant destruction on Forshala or elsewhere for 1929 

or 1930, although a general shortage and "spotty" distribution of quail was no- 

ted on many local preserves during 1930, an abnormally dry year. 

This year (1931) the practice of paying a nominal fee to reliable negro 

tenants for quail nests located and pointed out to Mr. Campbell was resumed on 

Forshala, and through Mr. Campbell's continued cooperation, and the orgenization 

of the Cooperative Quail Study Association, the writer was enabled to resume the 

study of the relation of ants to nesting quail, and to experiment with Mr. Camp- 

bell in working out methods of control; work that is impossible without a .large 

series of quail nests under frequent observation. 

Work with the nests to date has convinced us that ants have increased to 

quite an alarming extent on this plantation, for of the 88 quail nests (of 135 

so far reported) that have hatched out, been destroyed, deserted, or otherwise 

terminated, 54 were threatened by the close proximity of ant colonies, and 11, 

or 124 per cent, were destroyed by ants "all or in part" in spite of the treat-
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ments given most of the ant nests with Flea Compound Rosin Oil and Ant Bane, : 

which have so far been attievianapeil with. How many of these quail would have 

been destroyed had no ant control been attempted is of course unknown, but it 

. is certain that the work has resulted in the saving from destruction of a sub- 

stantial number of young quail. It is hoped that when the ant eradication work 

has been further perfected, all quail nests, the location of which is known, 

can be saved. This is of course where the difficulty comes in for even on quail 

preserves of the most open type, with many negro tenants, it is difficult to get 

many nests located and pointed out; on preserves with heavy ground growth and 

few tenants, few quail nests can be located as a rule. 

As soon as the increase and destructiveness of the ants on Forshala became 

apparent the writer developed an ant census method that not only will make it 

possible to determine the relative abundance of ants on all other plantations 

of the Association as compared to Forshala (and thus estimate the probable 

quail destruction by ants on each,) but will make clear from year to year whether 

the ants are increasing or decreasing, and approximately how much. 

Briefly the census is conducted as follows; a "patchy" broom sedge or fallow 

field of typical quail nesting cover is selected every couate mile or so, and ten 

strips ten feet wide and 100 yards long are paced off at different angles to cover 

the area, and the well estiblished ant colonies (of the small ants of known de- 

structiveness) are seperately counted and listed for each; the average of the ten 

" counts then being taken as representing the degree of ant infestation of the test 

area. 

Although most other lines of study and experiment have been temporarily put 

off due to the urgency of the ant work, only a start has been made in determining 

the degree of ant infestation over the entire area, or in determining the best 

methods of control. The information acquired to date is only presented at this
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time to call attention to the fact that the seasons hatch of quail is seriously 

menaced in spots, and because some of the Association members may want te have 

Some quail nests located during the remainder of the season to check up on the 

situation on their properties, or to save as many quail as possible. If any do 

: desire to organize an attempt to locate and save some of the threatened nests, 

sheets are appended that suggest methods of locating the nests, treating ant . : 

hills, and otherwise conducting the work in a way to give the most help and 

cause the least harm to the nesting birds, Unless the work can be properly or- 

ganized and conducted it had better not be attempted at all, for nesting quail 

are somewhat sensative to disturbance. 

To date the average of ten test areas (of ten counts each) on Forshala, 

where the degree of ant destruction is known, shows an infestation of 131 ant 

colonies per area (lowest count 45; highest 335,) on Sunny Hill, ten test 

95 (lowest count 49; highest 147,) Nories Club, four test areas, 157 (lowest 

count 86; highest 241,) Lapsley preserve, five test areas, 412 (lowest count 63; 

highest 1102,( Fleischmann preserve, 4 test areas, 354 (lowest count 100; highest 

636,) and Chapin preserve, ten test areas, 87 (lowest count 44; highest 137.) 

It is planned to work over all of the grounds of the Association during the sum- 

mer, but the work is time-consuming at best, ond it will take some time to get 

all around. Several things are indicated to date, although much more information 

will have to be accumulated before we can speak with any degree of assurance. 

= (1) Ants seem most numerous over the clay soils (Orangeberg Fine Sandy Loam) and 

least abundant on the deeper sands, as it seems as if they preferred to tunnel 

down into the clay (all test areas will be later checked with U. §-Soil Survey 

maps.) The figures for the Chapin preserve, which were taken from areas selected 

in a strip about eight miles long from north to south, would indicate that the 

: ants may not occur in such serious numbers on the south Georgia properties, but
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but more field work will be necessary to determine this point. On the other 

hand ants seem tremendously abundant near Tallahassee, but the areas tested 

may show many more than the average, and further work is also needed there. 

~ (2) It seems fairly certain that ants will destroy over a quarter and prehaps a 

half of the hatching quail on acreage that shows 300 ant colonies or over per 

test area; it seems impossible that many could escape death where they run 500 

colonics or over per area, for this would be approximately one colony to every 

two square yards. 

(3) Ants are most abundant as a rule on the borders of paths, roads, and fields, 

which is the location especially favored by quail for nesting. In the tests not 

over 10 per cent of such border cover was included in each test area, otherwise 

the counts would have run considerably higher. 

Due to the practical impossibility of locating ant colonies in heavy cover, 

only quail nesting cover of the open type has been studied intensively, for nest- 

ing cover in woodlands, where some quail nest, is usually too dense to see the 

ant hills. However, large woodlands and cut-overs do not seem ordinarily to 

have so many ants, though open pine groves in the red clay lands may be very : 

heavily infested. 

Every attempt will be made this summer to get all possible pertinent infor- 

mation about these ants and possibilities of control, to determine the extent 

of areas seriously affected, and by means of the census, be in a position to de- 

termine their comparative abundance from year to year. While it looks just now 

as if they will cause a heavy loss of hatching quail in spots, this may be com- 

pletely offset if the rearing season proves otherwise exceptionally favorable, 

and this communication should in no way be considered as forcasting poor quail 

shooting during the 1931-32 season. I simply wish to call attention to a dis- 

quieting condition that can be combatted at least to some degree, by the
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expenditure of some money and considerable effort. Later, I hope to be in 

position to say where it is worth while attempting to locate and save nests; 

just now it is doubtful whether it would be worth the money and effort to launch 

a wholesale nest finding campaign over all of the preserves of the region. I 

: will send out another report as soon as information on the situation warrants. 

July 1, 1931 Respectfully submitted, 

Herbert L. Stoddard.



SUGGESTIONS FOR LOCATING QUAIL NESTS AND ERADICATING ANTS. 

Location of quail Nests. The most practical method known consists of selecting 

negro tenant families known to be thoroughly reliable, and pe ying them 50¢ for 

all good quail nests, containing six or more eggs, that are pointed out to the 

preserve employee detailed to this work. It should be strongly impressed upon 

the tenants that any attempt to "fake" nests, or the disturbance of nests after 

turned in will be detected and offenders severely dealt with, while cooperation 

will be appreciated. 

The best places to search carefully for quail nests is in the thin, scatter-* 

ed stands of broom sedge bordering paths, roads or fields, or in new fallow 

fields, for this is where most quail nest, and likewise where ant colonies are 

thickest. 

To avoid causing the quail to desert their nests, which they are somewhat 

prone to do early in the incubation period especially, the following precautions 

should be observed. 

(A) When a nest is found the finder must not put hand in nest, flush bird,: or 

attempt to count the eggs. The general location of a nest can be marked by breck- 

ing over dog fennels, bush tops or other vegetation about ten feet distant, and 

pointing towards the nest. Never put up a marker in front of nest. 

(B) A nest, once pointed out to the man in charge, must never be revisited by the 

(C) Great care should be used to avoid trampling down the vegetation near a quail 

nest, for it may attract the attention of enemies, or cause 2 bird to desert. 

Procedure in Treating Ant Colonies. Unless ant colonies are numerous, it is 

often best to delay a thorough search of the vicinity and the treatment of ent 

colonies until the quail has incubated for several days. As most of the birds 

leave their eggs for a few hours in the early afternoon, this is the best time 

to visit nests and treat ant hills.
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To date only a few compounds have been tried out to kill or repel ants. 

Carbon disulphide is probably the most effective, but is highly inflamable and 

the writer fears to recommend its use under conditions of intense summer heat. 

‘a Flea Compound Rosin Oil, squirted down ant holes with a long spouted oil cans 

such as are used by locomotive engineers, has proven very satisfactory on 

Forshala. It penetrates the holes and kills all the ants it comes in contact 

with, and if desired, may be thinned dow with keroscene. It may be obtained 

in five gallon cans from Thomas Drug Store, Inc., Thomasville, Ga., or probably 

any local dealer. Ants that happen to be away foraging when the colony is treat- 

ed will usually found another nearby, and it may be necessary to go over the 

ground cael the quail nest several times to be sure that all the ants are killed. 

Occasionally it will be noted that ants are swarming in a nest of quail eggs 

and the colony cannot be loc-ted. In such cases a liberal dusting of the eggs 

with Ant Bane, a powder, has proven effective for a short time, for the ants are 

repelled by it. It is unnecessary to repeat that every precaution should be ’ 

taken to disturb the nest surroundings as little as possible while treating the 

ant colonies. 

July 1, 1931 Herbert L. Stoddard,



EXIRACTS from Texas Yearbooks on Wild Life Conservation, 1928-29 & 1929-30 

De ; Description of licenses game preserves ani their results. 

p. 20 Graph showing trend of deer, turkey, quail and prairie chickens 
in relation to sale of hunting licenses. 

pe 33 ee ee ee 
time to from their eastern habitat in Tennessee and Kentucky.* 

f. H. Brown planted 10 in 1891 ani 23 in 1892, apparently in 
Harrison and Washington Counties. Others also made plants, the 
total being about 100. “Within a few years after these iaporta- 
tions there were reports of red foxes . . . ranging from Texarkana 
and Jasper on the east to the Pecos River on the west." Also in 
the Malakeff area, Burleson, Fayette, Colorado and Lavaca Counties, 
also Limestone and Walker Counties. Also San Antonia, Medina lake, 
Juaction, Brownwood, San Saba, Lake Dallas, west Texas near Alpine. 
None im MeLennan County. Planta on the Bosque died out. 

p. 102 Bobrhiteg. Texms planted in 1929-30 3,336 bobuhites. 

1928-29 

Practically all species of game birds and mammals are treated in this 
yearbook, oceasionally with good information on distribution mt little 
on habits or management. These treatises begin on page 50, “History of 
Texas Game," 

De 83. ee Tn 1920 Texas planted about 110 pheasants which 

De 23 dagusr. Specimen killed in 1910 and 1903. 
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TABULAR RECAPITULATION OF THE LIVR-BQUATION OF THY WISCONSIN BOBYHITS 

on three square miles east of Prairie du Sac, Jan. 1, 1930, to Jan. 1, 1932 

eR TPE ee ee ee eee 

—Date__:____Items and Commutations....._=_—_t Gein : leas t population 
$ : : 3 

Jan.1,'30 : Census of quail in area t 3 t ri] 
: : : : 

May 1 : 5% less since New Years (based on data) ? ‘+ be © 
: 3 t : 

(pairing) t General Yisconsin quail sex ratio is 57.7 : : 2 
: tales to 42.3 females. 42.34 0f 69 = 3 : : : 
2 29 fenales or 29 possible pairs. Non- ¢ t t 
: breeding females(?), 15% (ealeulated : : ' 
: im another area). 15% of 29 is 4, which : ‘ : 
t subtracted from 29 leaves 25 pairs. : 3 8 
: t 2 2 

May 1 - 15: General date show 57% suecesa of nests : : : 
$ begun at this time, an average clutch : 8 , 

(first : of 19.2 eges and an average loss of 9.7% 2 : : 
nesting : eges through failure to hatch. 57% of t : 
attempt) : ¥ initial attempts give 14.3 hetebings. : : 1 

’ te oe 275 mims 27 : : 2 
: (the 9.7%) leaves living young. : ois : : 317 
: : : : 

May 16-31 : Two-thirds of the 10.7 unsuccessful paire 1 2 : 
: or 7.1 are in condition for prompt re- *¢ : : 
: nesting (elutehes were lest while incom : t : 
' plete). Nests becun at thie time are =: : t 
: 57% successful, average 16.6 eggs. The + t : 
: 9.7% of unhatehed ezes may be considered : : t 
: constant for the summer, 5% of 7.1 t : : 
: attempts give \ hatchings. 4X16.6 = : t 2 
: 66 eges. 66 mims 6 (9.7%) leaves 60 : : : 
: young. 1 6 : : 377 
3 : : t 

June 1-15 : Five of the 6.7 unmecessful pairs (on : 2 : 
: basis of some data) may be able to re- : t : 
: nest now. —t attempts are only t : : 
: 15.46 gueeessful (destruction through + : : 
! mowing high), average 17 eges per nest. : t : 
t 15.46 of 5 attempts gn 8 hatchings. : t : 
: 8X17 = 14 eggs. 14 mimes 2 (unhatehed): t : 
: leaves 12 young. = We t 389 

t : : t 
June 16-30: The 6 unsuccessful pairs try again during 1 : : 
daly, and : the sumer. Their attempts are 6 ES ' : 
August : muecessful, averace 12.9 egzs. 68. Se t : 

t of 6 attempts sive 4.1 hatehings. %.1x : : : 
: 129 = 53 eges. 53 mimis 5 (9.7%) leaves : : : 
: ug young. + MS ot : 437 
: : : : 
: : t :



ig ee er ee ee ee 

—Date___1____Items and Comutations ss Gain: Toss 3 poyalation 
’ : : : 
The above calculations give 368 young for : t 8 

: the 23.2 eventuslly successful nests : : : 
? or an average of 15.9 chicks. Yor this : : : 
: average (which is likely teo high to be : t : 
! Yepresentative) we may substitute an : : : 
: average of 13.6 actually arrived at : : : 
: from field studies. : t : 
: : t : 
t 159 (esle. av.) 23.2 (eale. successful : : : 
: eee 83 soc 2 4 cose Ie 3 : 3 
‘= oe ot : $ t 
: e. siecess rs ee : : : 
t Difference tue to correction. - 66 yg. +6: mm 
: t 2 : 

Sumner 2 Adult loeses (cale. on basis of mowing, : ' t 
t  traffie and misc. mortality deta) : : 7 3 364 
: fimell ehiek loeses (almost wholly arbi- + : : 
t brary but based on fragnents of 8 t 3 
¢ weather, predator, and mise. mortality : 2 : 
: @ata) ’ : 80 : 26h 
t : t : 

Fall : Thlegal —— (arbitrary, tt based : : : 
é ' on some da’ : : 35 : 2g 

? Meamalian aml slow avian predator losses, + : t 
z aeiete, mise. (arbitrary) t : 15 3: 23h 
: Horned owls (well supported by data) : i 33 = 
$ Migrant sharp-shinned hawks (arbitrery) + ¢ 8 
: Cooper's hawk (arbitrary, but based on =: t : 
: ome date) : : woo: 1h 
: t : : 

Jan. 1, "31 + Genms of quail on area : : : 164 
1? : 3 3 

citaithicisiciiaiat indienne aziaS 

*Loss of a pair assumed before reproduction was accomplished.
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May 25, 1932 

Mr. C. L. Horn, President 
Federal Cartridge Corporation 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

I will give you an advance summary of the new evidence about 
the advisability of planting southern quail. This evidence consists of 
new information on weights, as follows: 

“Average” Weichts of Bobwhite Quail 

Georgia - February... ... - 165 grams 
Mississippi - Jammary ..... 170 grams 
Missouri - December ..... . 182 grams 
Wisconsin... -.+++«+«+s + 190 grams 

If the northern forms of bobwhite differ this mech from the 
southern in weight, it is probable that they also differ as much in 
the other and more important characters of resistance to climate and 
ability to make a living. Once we dilute those characters by hybridiziz 

with southern quail, we may be permanently injuring the quality of our 
northern race. 

This is apparently what actually happened in New England, where 

quail have contimed to go down hill ever since southern importations began 
5 on a large scale. In spite of a vast amount of effort to make quail country, 

the percentage of success has been negligible. It is definitely known that 
the remaining stock is by this time practically pure southern. 

What has mislead the sportsmen in this matter is that they often 
notice a vigorous response on the part of northern birds when they are first 

é mixed with southern. In all probability this is merely an example of hybrid 
vigor, which always happens when two birds are mixed, and which always is 
followed by a subsequent decline. This is a law of genetics and there is 
no doubt about it. 

I will see that you receive later the articles in which these 
weights are more fully explained and commented upon. ‘These weights are 
taken from unpublished papers by my fellows and hence I am not at liberty 
to authorize you to publish them, although I have no objection to your 

showing them to interested parties. 

Yours sincerely, 

| 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



INTERESTING NOTES Cea pp yy 4 
"While on a hike recently, I came upon a farmer mowing a briar ; A u/ 

patch in his orchard. Stopping to speak « few moments I noticed he had un- v 
covered a quail nest containing six eggs. The mother quail was a few yards 
away and greatly excited. We moved away a little distance and witnessed one 
of the most interesting scenes I have ever seen. The mother quail crept 
cautiously up to her nest, sat upon it. Then she stuck her head underneath 
her body and brought it up under her wing, rose to her feet, and proceeded 
to an old hedge fence. This. same operation she continued six times, and 7] 

finally, when she did not return, we examined the nest and found it empty. 
In this time approximately twenty minutes had elapsed." --E, W. Smith, * 
Deputy Game Protector, Lebanon, Pa. 
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URING the present year, there has By RUPERT E. WEST By April 15th, we had constructed 

ie been a greater interest manifest- i thirty 4’ x 8’ laying pens and eight 

ed in the propagation of game A presentation of facts val- 8’ x 16’ holding pens. We placed one 
birds than at any time in history. In : pair of birds in each of the 4’ x 8’ lay- 

the past, it has been generally under- uable to all engaged a Bob- ing pens. Placing a partition in each of 

stood that raising game in captivity white propagation or planning the 8’ x 16’ pens gave us sixteen 8’ x 8’ 

was just a fad for the wealthy. Today, to enter this field divisions also suitable for use as laying 

all that is changed. Farmers and others pens, in which we placed one pair each. 

who find it difficult to make a living North Carolina, the first commercial Still having four pairs of birds for 

working at their trade have turned to game farm in the state devoted ex- which we had no pens, we decided to 

game raising as a-means of adding to  clusively to the propagation of quail. double up in four of the 8’ x 8’ pens. 

their income. We read all there was to read about In each of the 8’ x 8’ pens we placed 

But right here in one standard coop, 

the beginning, I ec err es vmomgemmg ue V board, feed 
Tidsbirocsiate tbat 1 8G | ) LPs a We. : tray, water contain- 
I do not advise a ; 2 7 oe : Fa See er, and a container 

: ae tae ee Lia tol 
anyone to go into peo ; 5 i ee sey Ge rom Farman 7 for oyster shells 

the game raising bo ; " (= eS SU o and charcoal. Cedar 
business thinking | Be Fat # >» aed J ei st Sa A and pine brush was 

that it is an easy ] wou os ©, te VE 5 . cut and placed in 
way to make money. ye oe Gat : of a de as . . each pen and 

It isn’t. Besides a ‘ta. a IAI AEE SS IOODC AT LLLTE, ba ey cover. 
good bit of knowl sy 4 Po ae eb ae The birds were 

edge of the subject, as 4 vce Ati os Se sit OM ar ak ee ms fed the regular ra- 

it takes a certain aa on EPs Se <— ee i H tion as recommend- 

amount of common ‘eS * Salen. ae ne H ed by the Game 
sense and lots of F779 a os av Dam t Conservation Insti- 
hard work, but it is ai Kd oN = ’ eee gh Cell He A, See tute. After the 
interesting work bea » Ske Rs ies ee ie Pe es ae * . ‘ birds began to lay, 

and it can be made ggg sie SO Caer ae —— tek eae = ad coining Ms, they were fed every 
profitable. Should ee ge eS ee es ee ee §= other day. The eggs 

you decide to raise ERS A qgeee nS ee ee Ceres §=©Were gathered once 
game either as a Sea ee oe ae a Sees m each week. 
means of using ee eS ‘Sei ii ee <e eee poe, es 

your spare time aad ee Ss el aoe ba ei nace i eat os oy Set je ISN’T  neces- 

from your regular me sary here to go 

vocation or for Adult Quail in 8' x 16' Holding Pen into details as to 

profit, my advice is care of birds, etce., 

to get all the information that you can quail, visited game farms and observed so I’ll make it brief by saying that it 

about the kind of game you intend to their operations and, after a search, required the undivided attention of Mr. 

raise before you start in the business. managed to purchase fifty pairs of pen- Macdona, who had charge of that part, 

There are many books and pamphlets raised quail at the market price of $10 to keep the birds in condition. Pine 

published relative to game propagation er pair. We later secured five pairs of needles were kept in the pens for mak- 

and the habits of game birds. The prices trapped birds. The trapped birds were ing nests and the pens were inspected 

of such books range from ten cents to secured with the permission of the State daily. 

ten dollars. Many pamphlets are free. Department of Conservation and De- We got our first egg on May 3rd. Our 
They are all good, but after you have velopment and under the supervision of first g0 eggs were placed under Ban- 

read all there is in them and think you a game warden. tams (Buff Cochins and Japanese 

know all about game and start out as a These birds were kept through the Silkies) in a five-battery trap nest 

game breeder, you will soon learn that it winter in 8’ x 16’ holding pens, twenty placed in an 8’ x 8’ pen. The trap doors 
isn’t all in the books. birds to the pen. We lost two of the to the nests were dropped once daily 

cocks during the winter, but both were and the hens allowed to come out for 

Ao hunting quail for a quarter killed by fighting. Before the winter feed and water. They would return of 

of a century, studying their habits was over, we realized that caring for their own volition. Of the 80 eggs, 76 

and habitats, I had about come to the _ fifty pairs of birds was not a part-time hatched. (At this writing only four of 

conclusion that there wasn’t much more job. Quail have to have attention. It the quail chicks have died.) The chicks 

to learn about quail, and it occurred to was going to take more time than Mr. were allowed to remain in the nest 

me that quail propagation as a business Bagley and I could give. We hunted twenty-four hours after hatching and 

would be both interesting and profitable. around for an experienced man and _ then were placed in the standard tri- 

I passed the idea along to Dudley Bag- found him in Mr. H. S. Macdona, a angular run with the brooder coop and 

ley, a friend of mine, and the result is graduate of Game Conservation Insti- allowed to remain there for three weeks. 
the Highland Game Farm at Moyock, tute. At this time, they were placed in an 
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8'x 16’ holding pen, the bantam with we were securing eggs, and soon we I am speaking from the viewpoint of a 

them. Both the hatch and mortality were getting eggs from both pairs. sportsman, and not as a game breeder, 

rate for the young birds is unusual. Again we would find that where we when I say this. Our breeding stock 

A few days after the 80 eggs were set, had birds in multiple, there would be a is the native southern bobwhite. The 

a wild quail nest with fifteen eggs was Pen where the cock birds would fight, only Mexican quail we have on the 

located on the farm. These eggs were and so found it necessary to take out place is one mounted. We use this bird 

placed under a Buff Cochin bantam and one of the cocks. In other pens, we to show the superiority of the native to 

fourteen of them hatched. Thirteen of Would change the cocks around and the the Mexican. It may be that there is 5 

these chicks are living and, by compari- fighting would stop. room for an argument here. It may be 

son, show a much greater vitality than I might mention here that we have that the Mexican quail is very hardy 
the chicks from the pen-raised quail lost two birds during the laying sea- and even more prolific than our native 

eggs. son, both of which were in the pens bird, but why propagate a bird foreign 
This does not mean, however, that the where we had two pairs. But as one to our conditions and climate when we 

wild quail chick is more likely to sur- was a cock and one was a hen, we did have the native bobwhite that We can 

vive than the pen propagate? geval: 

raised chick. A jigam eg arr si : Ne 

neighboring farm- ae "he ony ee : i bose is another thing that 

er, during harvest, i ee the embryo game breeder has to 

caught a covey of Ase eee Aa consider. Game breeding can be made 

young quail, fif- ¢ Fo eden gf a ae) too expensive for a profitable return, if 

teen in number, siete, te << hee a lca we attempt to build all the things that 

and brought them [ose b= gt Ee ge. = A are recommended. On Highland Game 
to us thinking ee 7 eat cs ee z = ae: Farm, we have thirty of the 4’x 8’ lay- 

that’ we could os = i a ee ee= ing pens, the rest being 8’ x 16’. We 
raise them. The [ . ee ew c ay P See will have to have an additional hundred 

chicks were about | _ agua aos ae laying pens before the beginning of the 
three days old OF i | ae S= next laying season. These pens are go- 

when captured Seagumees = oem ots ae ee «=ing to be standard 8’ x 16’ pens built 
and were brought jee ee ek 5 a eclnes s Le ee with 34” mesh wire. In the winter, 

to us at night, < ae Sig Se es these pens will be used as holding pens; 

and though they Foreground—4 x 8’ Laying Pen. Background—8' x16’ Pens. then, at the beginning of the laying sea- 
were given the son, these pens will be partitioned, giv- 

same care as the chicks that we hatch- not attribute their deaths to fight. img us two hundred additional laying 

ed, they all died the following day. ing. Upon a post-mortem we found (in Fens. The 8’ x 16’ pen has many uses, 
Quite to the contrary of this incident, Ur opinion) that the hen had died from While the 4’ x 8’ is just a laying pen 

the following day we received three ld age and that the cock had died from and nothing more. 
quail chicks about the same age as the being wedged behind the coop. At this writing, we have several hun- 

fifteen that died. They were sent to us As to trapped birds, if you can’t get dred eggs hatching. We do not expect 
in a quart container with a piece of anything else, use them, but in my the percentage of hatch that we got on 
cardboard tied over the top to keep opinion a pen-raised bird at $5.00 is the Ur first eggs, nor do we expect the low 

them in. They were shipped fifty miles cheapest in the long run. In the South, ate of mortality, but we do éxpect to 

by mail in a mail bag, and uncere- native quail often start laying early in ‘aise more birds and at less expense 
moniously dumped out in the post of- April. I saw one covey of young birds than the average game breeder. This 

fice. Then they were carried to the on the 5th of May this year and have is not said boastingly. It is simply be- 

farm, fed a ration of clabber, and today authentic information that several Cause we are in the game breeding busi- 
they are just as spry as any of the birds coveys of young birds were seen the last ess and we expect to combine efficiency 

we have. Just such incidents as these of April. But our trapped birds in cap- With economy. This is essential to the 

convinced me that I did’nt know as_ tivity did not lay an egg before the 20th Success of any business. If, by depart- 

much about quail as I thought I did. of June. It is safe to say that they ing from the fixed plans of game breed- 
will not lay more than 20 eggs during ing, we can reduce our overhead and 

lee NOT get into the subject of ra- the season, while the pen-raised birds at the same time increase our efficiency, 
tions for quail or their care. This Will average 50 eggs during the season (Continued on page 269) 

information is contained in a very prac- and many will do 
tical “Quail Breeding Manual,” which better. Too, the 5 oe ninees ao 3 ie 

may be obtained from More Game Birds trapped birds, | SS ea! PS Pa fae 
in America, Inc., at 580 Fifth Avenue, even though kept § SNS areas at See =a] F ee : 
New York City, for the asking. Weare in captivity for i . a 3 rs ccane Be 4 ee - 
using the methods prescribed in this years, will never § 3 as eae ae + | r ee eae: is 

pamphlet and have been very success- become as tame SES: nee Saati are | a no rE oF i 
ful with our birds. At the same time, and as easy to pera eer = ee a eee Meena -E 
we are doing some experimenting. handle as the pen- agen Se aE OI aca é S| ee a, eae 

For instance, the multiple pen! We _ raised birds. : ee Sc lie Wee hase Fae 

find that where we have two pairs of Now a word = eet oe A rs we os es 
oe = Ss oS : + al 

birds in an 8’ x 8’ pen we get just as about the Mexican fo ee < SY Las — Log hig 52: 

many eggs per bird as we get from the quail. I do not Seen |\t ebenota : es ie 
pens in which there is only one pair. think there is a > SS ee i sy 
In one of our pens with only one pair of law against the [imams re oe : Me le ge 
birds, we failed to get an egg. As an propagation of jaa 7 Ogg a Mie, Bgl or 
experiment, we placed this pair of birds Mexican quail, but 5 z 
in the pen with another pair from which I wish there were. ee Ppa leon oven 
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LEAVES FROM A QUAIL 

FARMER’S NOTE BOOK 
(Continued from page 261) 

we expect to do it. We know that we 
will lose a bird occasionally by experi- | 
menting, but we figure that it is going 

to be worth it. 

In the interest of propagation, I shall 
relate the results of our experiments 

from time to time through the pages of ee 
this magazine. It may be that what will 

work with us successfully may not do 
at all in other localities, but there is 
room for improvement in game breed- 

ing, regardless of the locality. 

And last but not least, you who are 

contemplating breeding game for profit, 
* do-not hesitate" for fear that the field 

is crowded. Game breeding is here to 
stay. It isn’t a get-rich-quick scheme, 
far from it; it takes work and lots of it, : 
but it is work worth while. Poe. 

e



Be. F1) ct. 1,)9:3) HOW FAR DO QUAIL MIGRATE? Oe nS fi, 

“ We v4 

"It is the popular belief of many sportsmen that bob-white 

quail which are imported from Mexico migrate great distances. 

"From the thirty-nine bands which have been returned to State 

Game Warden, E. Lee LeCompte of Maryland, that were taken from 

Mexican bob-white quail that were shot during the 1930 hunting sea- 

son, it was found that the greatest distance any bird had migrated 

from where it was released was about three miles. . This proves con-— 

clusively that the birds do not migrate as far as many are inclined 

to believe that they do, in fact, no farther than our native quail." 

— Kentucky Game and Fish Commission.



pat. 
~ =. Ee Bottle 

While at Cape May Point recently Dr. Winecoff was informed by resi- 
dents of that section that bob-white quail have often been seen to gather on 

the beach in the fall in large numbers and take flight in coveys out across 
Delaware Bay toward the Delaware Shore, disappearing in the distance as they 
kept a straight course for the farther shore. There is no report from the 

Delaware side to indicate whether these quail actually reach that shore, - 

which is, at the nearest point, sixteen miles distant from the New Jersey 

side. Ee 4 
a> sa a ss / 

Vos, Gorn Mure (Abert lev. 19 3/') ‘
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TI all Rebuilding the Quail C LA ebuilding the Quail Crop 
ea ee 

Na By Aldo Leopold 

| sem ule f 
Se veut AS = a 7 i zs : ‘ : 
NG a ET i( L AST fall’s quail crop was shy almost 1873, after returning from a long trip 

—_——— a 4 throughout the central states, and through Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi = r al na, pri, 
Th a a ; spotty even in the gulf states. The surviv- and Tennessee, he wrote: “There was not 

e Bir Dog Ss Palace ing breeding stock this spring is none too one quail (there) to a hundred in Illinois.” 
CF ee a ey cara ample. What can be done to assure the He was speaking of this same prairie now 
of materials and workmanship used throughout ia its con | Testoration of quail abundance next fall and two-thirds devoid of any quail at all. | 

se eae oa ee Seay Pecrete, | (0 suceeecine yeare Bogardus ascribed this former abundance 
size, suitable for large pointers or setters, as well as other It may be a surprise to many quail-loy- of quail to the thick hedge fences which 

eines Drice $15.00 to fit all cars, The large police dog | ers when I assert that in the prairie states, then surrounded nearly every cornfield. He 
ae B20 ene eae the survival of quail in the winter depends affirmed that quail were scarce until the 

TUE Golden City, Misseare largely on what the landowner and his cows _ hedges were planted. 
ns | do to the cover and feed in summer. While Illinois lacks cover to go with the 

Spring, therefore, is the time to start the feed, in other regions like southern Wis- 
crop. consin the shoe is on the other foot: There 

MON I CAI .M Many and many a brushy creek-bank, is no feed to go with the cover. The rea- 

Zs je ravine, fencerow, or woodlot which used son is that all the grain is siloed or cut and 

Ringnecks and Wild Mallards to harbor its big thrifty covey year after hauled to the barn. In such case rebuilding 

Raste eae wia || | Year_can no longer do so because pasturing the quail crop is a matter of leaving some 
Fee ee ree ae nae has thinned out the brush or weeds to the shocks of corn in the field next fall—near 

Fee en Ue enc Cina ee ee point where quail will no longer accept it enough to the cover for the quail to use 

“they will ft into your shooting program this sea- as winter quarters. We cannot, of course, them, but not so near that the squirrels 
, or the pheasants may be turned down in pul- x ; : _ ‘| 

SO era plieids Due aac een ads expect landowners to quit running stock, will clean them out before hard weather 

for. propagating. : ¥ ‘ but I can and do urge them to fence off arrives. 

ices om fon eaten delivery, Mate cestingyenar || their leasta valuables bit.e: sougt, land sto! In any case, it of course goes without 

te grow up in brush or weeds and thus pre- saying that the quail must be protected 

mont pc CAME FARM serve a wintering-place for their quail. In from overshooting, else cover and feed will 

Phoenixville, Fea, R. F. D. No.3 ||| these days when other farm crops are over- do them little good. Our present_system 

Penna. 5 ee Box produced anyhow, there ought to be room almost invariably fails to do this. Half of 

yt === G on every farm to dedicate some such odd _ each covey is the limit of safety under most 

corner to the game which helps make the conditions. Any kind of game birds with 

———— | farm an jatiractive place, to_live. ; plenty of food, cover, and protection will, I 

a 4 In recent trips across northwest Illinois, am convinced, increase faster under limited 
way, dp tr BB WI : : ; a 2 Z 
Ag ed LD RICE I roughly inventoried 400 farms and found shooting, than they will under a totally 

j i, Pe and WILD CELERY that less than a half had any winter quail closed season if cover and feed are de- 

Wad GF dy We, bring ducks and fish cover, while only a quarter showed the ficient, 

i & By Wg in swarms to your | | combination cee ang tee mae tee Rebuilding the quail crop, then, is a mat- 
LASS Soa favoritewaters. Sure- for w autelesue ys) fe ae 2a = bile it yhe ter of balancing the cover and feed by bol- 
FY LIS, growing seed for | | quarters were not habitable tor quail. SNe tering up whichever one happens to be de- 
UMnG AB UAY./ fall sowin: 99 pity of it is that over half had feed in 5 seen A 

U/L : $. s : o ficient, and of limiting the shooting so as 
Aa varieties. 35 the shape of standing corn—enough to win- ei fe Gaara. f 4. There is 

years’ experience, Expert advice—helptul || ter millions of quail in the siate—but no "© (7Ve 3 Ai Ee LOL oe 
planting literature. Write cover to go with it. nothing mysterious or difficult about these 

TERRELL’S NURSERIES In northeast Missouri a winter inventory things. Any farmer can do them on his 

130 L Bik. OSHKOSH, WIS. | | o£ 260 fields showed about one-third as hav- own land, but absentee legislatures or game 
ing the requisite combination of cover and commissioners cannot do them at all—all 

feed, and therefore habitable. No wonder they can do is to encourage the farmer to 

TN’ Missouri has more quail than Illinois. take care of his birds as he would any 

HUNTING DOGS In northwest Missouri an inventory of other crop. 
High class hunting dogs that. are thoroughly | | 164 fields showed 35 per cent habitable by —— 

“trained and schooled by expert professional handlers pete i 
where game is plentiful. All dogs sold on trial in- reason of the combination of cover and is ae 
cluding beagles, harriers, foxhounds, coonhounds and feed. A Winter Visitor 
silent trailing ‘tree dogs. Correspondence and tele- — 5 
grams promptly answered. In eastern Kansas an inventory of 125 ~- > = 

LaRue Kennels LaRue, Ohio fields showed 38 per cent habitable for quail _ Ss 

—as good as northern Missouri. In none _ |. 

— | of these prairie regions, however, have I | =m 

oR oft dhe Wich s Bales dat | found as much as 40 per cent of the coun- | — = os 

: PPA L227 WM | try with enough cover to winter any quail Le. 
: PS PERFECTION DOG FOOD | 1) = u 4. : : 
Uc AMM 5 steskodin sonvenuent gee, by Ret shops, | At 2. : iri ee 
Pee) ‘Order locally, or if you prefer, we will ship If anybody thinks these prairies never a 

ey pele co any polngin the Uris Seaton chicas were quail country, let him read Bogardus, De oe 
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=o prepared ready for use—ail you do is feed it. a 2. es = foe 

i » | County, Illinois, and operated all through ee —™ 
“Sesdl PERFECTION FOOD: MPANY numa: ee} . a Re, 

sats ase pee this region in the seventies. He regarded Cr a 

| the prairie with its osage hedges and corn Uhm 

2 Own a Thorobred! as the best quail country then extant. In = ine 

4 Learn the difference huntii pt 
BME itoreced ncenned enste: Bred ,. Att. hi 

f pe to find and trail game to the end. 3 Nar 
4 eee Athorobred is valuable 12 months 5 SN ee 8 0g at 8 oe 

__@ ottheyear. They pay their way. Wild % MAGS |S OE 
Send 20c for official beagle magazine 7 \\ LAA AZ i a. 

t for hunting, breeding, training and Be Oe \ es . 8 fle 
q pounder ot the greatest little sporting R bbit (SAN \ fe: ok | 4 < a 3 ~~ 
a ound on earth. Hundreds of world's ape Pak LN Fee | ed 4 
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le Supply _ 
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Se Sg ae the weather is hot. MY PRICES WILL INTER- oo. . — 
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From thirty-nine bands returned to the Game Commission of Maryland, Oe 

that were taken from Mexican bob-white quail shot during the 1930 hunting 
season, it was found that the greatest distance any bird had migrated from where 
it was released was about three miles. 
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Before—An experimental area in the winter of 1929-30, showing condition of cover left by a season’s pasturing by cattle. 
(University Hill Farm, Madison, Wis.) 

PARTI. quail were located, of which 400 to 500 were neous banding of around 100 birds (not in 

C Grai dC Shel watched most of the season. In addition, regular observation areas), and subsequent 

OEE rane orn ie ters continuous experimenting was done with  retrapping. so far as it went, revealed no 

Again Prove Good Quail Insurance captive birds to clear up sundry points not interchange of birds even between coveys 

fully adapted to study by field methods. the cruising radii of which overlapped. 

zs 5 ., Such experiments were concerned chiefly Therefore, one seems reasonably safe in 

=. ae tenor eee on with values of emergency foods, and will assuming that covey groups a mile or more 

ei: eee ae i on “nl be discussed separately in a later article. from those nearest neighboring retain suf- 

‘ tae aa a S ee Birds selected for observation were in ficiently constant identity to permit of ac- 

as one Saeie Se ecner a N- coveys or groups of coveys, living in the curate winter censuses—the more so since 

sutute|an aa maga Pelee eae Be major representative types of southwestern _ field experience, as well as banding results, 

See ae ef GH oh ast Wisconsin farming communities, wild supports this assumption. 

ee oS ee ee faa a o lands, and suburban districts. The covey The second winter differed from that of 

ie er ara re pia = \ ‘ al t groups were visited about once every week the first in several particulars. The first 

rouge at 7 t ut the - a ° se qual te or two if everything was going well with was accompanied by considerable, though 

ee eS ant a & Ft ihe ators ee them, oftener should developments demand not excessive, cold and snow; the second 
nie eet "Go eu Ba or not those more. rigid checking. Sometimes coveys was very mild and almost snowless. In 
eH were ae iM : 4 ea ones access were visited every day during periods of | 1929-30 much quail food was either unavail- 
we Suuigcr gue eeaue 100d 10 Ue BLOBeE - orteis able—covered with snow—or became ex- 

relation to suitable cover caine through The observational covey groups were also _hausted on account of the terrific food com- 
lee weather in splendid condition and chosen from those rather plainly isolated petition furnished by small birds, ring- 

with slight loss; coveys not so favorably from other quail, either by distance or by necked pheasants (in one area), and ro- 

situated suffered heavy, and in some cases more or less effective natural barriers. It dents, notably meadow mice, which had 
complete, mortality. is obvious that the more widely separated reached one of their cyclic abundance 

The present article is a report of field the coveys were the less would be the like- peaks. In 1930-31, despite the drought of 

studies made during the second winter, lihood of birds wandering to and from the preceding summer, there was a surplus 

1930-31, dealing with much the same areas neighboring coveys and thus making cen- of quail food which remained available on 

covered in the preceding article. Some 700 suses liable to serious error. Contempora- the ground throughout all but a few days 
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After—The same experimental area in the winter of 1930-31, after grazing had been excluded the previous year. 
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of the open winter. Meadow mice were far by the horned owl, one very likely by im- Group IV.—Data excellent. 
below normal numbers—in the low” of  palement in flight upon a sharp twig (crows Twenty-one birds December 20, 1930; 

their cycle. Seed-eating bird life in general had messed up the sign so that absolute Mei lose up to lact censuses Bebmieeyiande- 

eae B yinteu of plenty: Tn one other cee could not bemade); a oan ee spite habitual hunting of a horned owl in 
significant respect, 1930-31 differed from winged by a pot-hunter. Four ert no i their favorite territory. These quail lived 
1929-30. Cooper’s hawks stayed over. covered trace, but their disappearance is d higher - 

foe ees . + upon acorns and hickory nuts opened by 
The question then presents itself: Did not necessarily to be attributed wholly to an lemiehting: Gis wer eeRte 

the quail winter as successfully as they horned owls or Cooper’s hawks—not con- ae SREP CMEnEns Spa ee . : _ sidering the quail with the shot-shattered What scanty ragweed growth they were able 
might be expected to, virtually exempt as (Re GREE VENUS) tofnd: ‘Tt hrouehetronp fort 

they were from freezing and starvation’ Beer puncte es thot ths fw ina ee. 
ny a ee ‘Area B.—_University Hill Farm, Madison ciently heavy to cover the acorns and weed 

Cee ee a of the most efficient of - Group I.—Data excellent. bes os ~ oe - yet oo 
all predators? Let us review the evidence. This was a food and cover experimental py, © were hungry birds two or three times! 

Data pertaining to groups I, II, IV, V, area ec Hae winter (1929-30) a covey corre- 

VII, XI, XII, and XIII may be evaluated Short-eared owls and a redtailed hawk ieee ie ee oe a 
excellent as to accuracy; those to II, XIV, stayed in the very midst of the experi- cee ee ies er, an. fe 

XVI, XVII, and XVII, good; those to VI, mental area all winter, the redtail some- : = m grace. 

VII, IX, X, and XV only fair, submitted for times perching a hundred yards or less from 
what they may be worth. Covey group data the quail, Roughlegeed hawks and march Group V.—Data excellent. 

ae ecalugied Up On Ee Dealag degree of hawks went through from time to time. The Eleven birds December 20; 10 on March 
isolation and resultant probability of covey experimental tract of 200 acres or there- 16, a loss of one in 86 days. The covey 

‘ Bails (OF losses through pra ye ee abouts was incessantly overrun with dogs, subsisted upon ragweed, but had easy 
lables icy Conrady Consuses aevean  swhich while they did no discernible dam: access to ear corn tthe acl: upon extraordinary covey shifting, and the 7 ene , 

frequency and estimated adequacy of the *8° kept wild life in a state bordering upon 2k 
visits, ‘Track, running, and fluch’ counts turmoil. Some badger, house cat, weasel, Area E.—West of Prairie du Sac 

were all made in a single census, wherever and barn rat signs in early winter. Honey Creek Bottoms, west of Prairie 

possible, but of course under difficult cir- There were 47 quail au 2 coveys (22 + du Sac, was another nearly quailless area 
cumstances the investigator had to be con- 25) on January 6, 1931; likewise 47 (19 + except for the 144 square miles selected for 
tent with what he could get. The examples 28) on March 17, a perfect survival over a study. The cover is adequate, but the 

which follow were not in any way hand- _ period of 70 days. scarcity of utilizable quail food remaining 
picked; they deal with all the coveys upon above the snow effectually prevents the bob- 
which data reliable enough for publication Area C.—North of McFarland whites from doing more than to hold their 

were secured. Group UI,—Data good. own from year to year—if they do that. 
, j Cover of fencerow brush and part-pas- During the first winter (1929-30), 12 quail 

Area A.—Wingra Refuge, Madison tured woodlot: the food was seeds of rag- out of 37 (2 collected) saved themselves as 

Group I.—Data excellent. weed and smartweed. The birds almost @ STOUP by feeding ata farmer’s cornerib ; 

First complete census of 67 birds (3 sane a) Held or standing) corn, (exeily ae a ra ae Se 
coveys numbering 29, 22, and 16) on De- Vailable to them. The predator popula- Fi S oy Be eet ae nf i ast bird. 
cember 20, 1930. The covey of 29 had tion was quite low except for redtailed 1 nae » Some weasels, skunks, barred 

grapevine, plum and hazelbrush cover, and hawks, dogs and cats. Weasel and horned W'S 27 ences eae teceet nie 
fed upon ragweed and smartweed seeds and owl signs infrequent. Bernaent Wilier predators (1980-31) 3 ted 
Mbakcericd Gatcnt about a tarrers-com- Twenty-one quail on December 27, 1930; foxes, house cats, horned owls, redtails and 

crib. The other two subsisted upon tick 20 on February 19, 1931, a loss of one in Cooper’s hawks came in from elsewhere 
trefoil beans in unpastured woods, also 54 days. Fate of missing bird unknown. BOW and then. As a whole, the predator 
upon some squirrel-opened acorns and the population was diffuse and transient, de- 
seeds of hog peanut and jewelweed. The 4req D.—West of Pine Bluff spite the semiwildness of the bottomlands. 
woods cover was quite inadequate save for Sere oratronelis: outlinedteqnaretinils : 

oe where the studies were carried on, the gen- ce VI.—Data questionable Dae 

lenvirons were almost quailless. Cover 0f suspected presence of quail other than up to dogwoods, alders, and coarse grass. © ed . h di b: ‘ Minks and weasels were more numerous W@S of highest quality, i. e., grapevine, haw those under observation. 

than in any other locality studied in south- and plum brush, and tangled masses of Fourteen birds November 25; 10 on Jan- 
ern Wisconsin; their tracks as well as those Vegetation, both in woodlots and along uary 8, same number until February 9 
of dogs were invariably to be found fencerows. The mammalian predator when to appearances one joined Group 
throughout the half-section under observa. Population was one of the heaviest yet  VIT. Food—ragweed and smartweed. Re- 
tion. A great horned owl headquartered in  noted—weasels, foxes (mostly grays, a few garding the 4 presumably missing, cireum- 
the heart of the quail territory (and inci- Teds), and hunting house cats. The foxes stantial evidence was found that one had 
dentally did something to the weasels); Were noticeably reduced through hunting  jeen caught by a horned owl and that an- 
redtailed hawks, marsh hawks, and Cooper’s and trapping by February. Much skunk other had been pot-shot. 
hawks were occasional visitors; infrequent sign in warm weather. Of birds of prey, 

house cat and badger signs were noted. The there were three distinct redtails at least Group VII.—Data no better than fair 

sanctity of the refuge was commonly vio- partially resident, a pair of horned owls, for reason given under VI if 
lated by human poachers, most of whom which nested, rarely a marsh hawk or a i : i 

centered their attention upon rabbits. Cooper’s hawk, one or more barred owls, Nine birds November 25; 10 on. February 
March 29, 1931, the final census showed and an undetermined but fairly large orig- 9 when covey was apparently joined by one 

58 quail (26+ 18+ 14), a loss of 9 in 99 inal number of long-eared owls. Many of from VI. Many Cooper’s hawks (?) kills of 
days. One was killed by a Cooper’s hawk, the latter were eaten by the horned owls small birds along creek but none of quail. 
one by the horned owl, another probably _ in the course of the winter. Food—ragweed and smartweed. 
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Corn? In the season of 1929-30 corn was question of freezing as it is one of starva- by weakness nor by susceptibility t 

the food that wintered Wisconsin quail. ti i in fairly mild wi ti on ie : wintere: isconsin quail. tion. Quail freeze even in fairly mild win- when the night-hunting fox nears the covey 

= ane corn aseumed a minor role ters if their vitality is lowered as by hunger, _ roost. In short, they must have sound 

a we temporary pinch periods. but they can withstand the severest cold bodies, attuned to the life they lead, in- 

he experimental coveys (in the wild, not that southern Wisconsin is likely to haye stantly responsive to the nerve-flash signal 
captive) * the es betes Farm, for if they are strong and well fed. that says Go! Those physically under par, 

oe . hose _ eed regu o Lag a The 7 per cent loss can be apportioned like the “dumb” ones, will sooner or later 

weed in the small grain stubble, but with among three main factors. The mildness be culled out—which is also as it should 
promptness headed for the corn shocks eth 3 3 bi 

of the season allowed the wintering of ee 
whenever the snow accumulated to any ¢, iinet A : : ‘ 5 eldom rs, therefore, that the supreme 
appreciable depth. So, for all of the com- ean a Biedelors peel Le oe eu fe 

Be fail to leave during ordinary cold weather. factor which made our northern bobwhite 
parative indifference shown corn by bob- The C 5 ; q Rc . 

c : u : ne Cooper’s hawks were responsible for the bird he is today is winter, with its ac- 
white coveys the benign winter of 1930-31, fai . fi > 
whe 2 .; a fairly definite observed loss of 5 out of | companying cold, storm, and selective pres- 
it is still the means of carrying quail he 473 : 3 2 

Ree the 473 or around 1 per cent. Since about sure of certain predators from which onl: 

through when the going is tough. half of the missing quail d those quail h : 
And still the most effective feeding sta- 2 g quail were ecco nnte quail can escape that are worthy to 

‘ 5 ~, for, perhaps the total of the Cooper’s hawk ¢scape. 
tion proves to be the corn shock, in which lille can be reckoned atih Fe aa Ap Mention anal bl a 

the corn is always available (unless filched 1... hserved loss i : ora aH e aiden ae it be oe le that from the 

by squirrels, rats, or legions of mice) when or B approximately 2 P of practical quail management 

a i ey per cent for the winter. Horned owls and the large, slower Buteo hawks—“chicken 
the birds need it, whether they use it at see an eta Al ¢ hawks,” iieds by. th . 

other times or not. A properly constructed ia ET i ae caueer Tosh @ ike ie a ae Nee e redtail—come 

corn shock tied around the top to prevent N é ae me ler of the 7 per cent loss. ideal ce tae one — be called the 

collapse and with bundles spread at the — a ae pak ee De a a ae cn oe ee Ree go degree 

bottom to give roominess inside and to predators, though ene! od ae a Kies Sie a 

allow the quail free movement in and out— and red foxes, housecats, minks, weasels, TCs is eae Bon ee 

all directions—is functional for weeks at a and the various small and medium-sized ay Saas tes ye enum neeee 

stretch, throughout any sleet and snow- owls were to be found in abundance in i ue oye ee angen mgr es 
storms within probability. some of the best bobwhite territory. ae ee on wee hogs but at slight 

The shocks should be erected and placed Just how does food relate to predator "** Ho Be a pee ons iad 

near quail-frequented cover in the fall, in mortality? There is nothing mysterious a li Peres Me redial 

order that the birds may become accus- about it. It is a matter of fitness. The uaa life ait nae os Lane react’ 

tomed to them and begin to learn what ear Wisconsin bobwhite is in the first place a © presented Ww ayater eral: 

corn is for, if they don’t already know. product of a harsh environment—for no- By ee Sree one umes the 

Experiments haye demonstrated that quail where does natural selection weed out in- eee fitness of our quail? _Crude 

without previous experience did not know feriority more effectually than on the in- ee Corre OueEey possibly be 

how to open tight-husked ears, but learned hospitable border of the species range. The ee ©. es ea pene ot Ape 

either from the example of quail that did qualities subject to natural selection are e . ae ee ae eee ee 

know or from increasing familiarity with both physical and psychic. Quail must be ae E ims ae Neconety bobyihites = 

loose-husked ears having corn kernels in habitually alert, their brains possessed of De ee condition (New Year’s) aver- 

sight at the tips. This education of birds — sufficient plasticity that they learn to profit eee Aone ee cule on ay 

with respect to corn husking, under ex- by experience and to meet emergencies with grown juveniles frequently reach 210 (7.4 

perimental conditions, required in the ma- a minimum of error. There is a surpris- ounces) to 215 (7.6 ounces), and a 
jority of cases no more than two weeks, ing difference in adaptability displayed by Weighed) 282)(3.2 ounces); ee 
ordinarily not that long. individual birds, and the “dumb” ones in 2" empty crop. Experiments and field ob- 

the north sooner or later are culled out— SO evita the soundness of adopt- 

PART IL which is as it should be for the best in- 28 2 Winter weight of 200 grams as a pro- 
‘ } terests of the species. visional standard of physical fitness of Wis- 

pe ONE of this article was con- But quail must not only know what to consin quail. Excessive fatness due to lack 

cerned with a review and summary do, they must be able to do it. They must of exercise or overfeeding has not been 

of - field observational data gathered be good for sizzling flights of 50 yards, or noted during the two years of the inves- 
. ane, Sauk, and Columbia counties, coasting flights of ten times that distance, tigation. 

4 ) cae by the pig iar Quail Inves- should necessity for such arise. They must Manifestly this 200 gram (7 ounce) 

— ( porting Arms and Ammunition have the reserve to hide out for a day or standard will not be directly applicable to 

: anufacturers Institute, USS: Biological two without feeding when the Cooper’s southern birds, which, as contrasted with 

ie “ University of Wisconsin) hawk awaits in the second growth. Their 197 for Wisconsin, averaged 183 (6.5) 

Sia ee pane Ay the re- perception and reflexes must not be slowed ounces) for Missouri, according to Aldo 

search. Aside from 200 birds not Leopold, unpublished, and 165 (5.8 

regularly censused and yielding more ounces) for Georgia, as shown by 

or less fragmentary information, 25 y ‘ findings of H. L. Stoddard. 

coveys eee an original total of It might be asked if the above 

pr quail were followed an average ” . er E ‘ weight differences relate to differ- 

of 70 days (late December, 1930, P wt Tae eee ences in fitness between northern and 

to ba 1931). y Bi Fag : . southern bobwhites. Proper compar- 

e ie losses of these 25 Ye ce (ite < = to ison of geographic races cannot be 

ae dees above ee = r nN gat at 7 made in any terms as simple as those 

o less than 7 per cent. s low ne S ot oar 5 of weights. The southern birds are 

mortality io = pe ie E Fd ge nia ; adjusted to their own peculiar en- 

exceptiona y uniform availabi ity ° Z oa iy) it vironment, and the birds of the north 

food, in turn attributable to the mild, a | rs . fe ae are adjusted to theirs. However, it 

almost snowless winter. The distinc- ws WAS GS should stand without argument that 

tion should te made clear that quail The Chine Bee rOksnatance, has beentadded| tc the vicissitudes of a northern winter 

winter mortality is not so much a the. A a to dilute native blood. as a test of fitness are not paralleled 

St Or'¢ ;



in a climate which hardly knows freezing florum), hog peanut (Amphicarpa mono- fully starved averaged 13.66 grams per day 

nights. So far as cold alone is concerned a ica), jewelweed (Impatiens biflora), or at a rate of 95.6 grams per week. It 

weakling might get by in a temperature of _ wheat, rye, buckwheat, soy beans, and is therefore plain that desperate quail 
20° to 30° above zero—but what about 20° squirrel-opened acorns appeared also to down to 160 grams at mid-February might 

to 30° below? The northern quail has to be be foods capable of wintering bobwhite, Manage to squeeze through the rest of the 

fit. Its existence is proof of its fitness. but were often present in scattered or in- Winter on a month or six weeks of locust 
Inasmuch as the hardiest, strongest birds sufficient quantities (trefoil, soy beans) diet, but with nothing to spare, whereas 
and those best able to hold up under pun- or apt to be covered by snow (jewelweed, for a similar space on a poorer emergency 

ishment on the Wisconsin edge of the acorns, and small grains). Pigeon grass food (see sumac, sweet clover, et cetera, 
quail’s range are at the same time those seed (Setaria) was widely eaten in fall, experimental results) they could not make 

that average the heaviest, we may not be but neither field observations nor stomach it at all. 

far wrong in accepting weight as a broad examinations proved it of so much value Some losses ofa ee Cre week 
: : 5 shown by individual captives might be 
index to that indefinable something called later on. : : : 

S A ees men explainable on the premise that those in- 
quality. Mp strong indication should Commonly eaten as incidental or as dividuslsewere reluctenests euendennuce 
excuse one’s asking just how northern emergency foods were black Jocust beans time shelling the beans out of the open 

game commissions and hunting clubs ex- (Robinia pseudoacacia), fruits of bitter- pods or scratching the empty pods out of 

pect to “improve their age-tried 200-gram sweet (Celastrus scandens), and of sumac the way to get at beans on the ground be- 

native stock by the introduction of out-of- (Rhus glabra, R. typhina), rose hips yeath, The plausibility of the above ex- 

state birds, notably Mexican bobwhites? (Rosa sp.), dried wild grapes (Vitis vul- planation is attested by one fact in par- 
And without elaborating upon various ge- pina, V. bicolor), and sweet clover seeds ticular: 2 birds losing only around 2 grams 

netic and general biologic principles, it  (Melilotus). per week were especially ambitious for- 
might be suggested that those same com- It was felt that observational and stom- agers, in the crops of which locust beans 
missions and clubs, instead of putting them- ach content data, while revealing what and were to be felt with the fingers at almost 

selves to expense for a purpose by which how much the quail were eating, did not every weighing. 
their native quail have certainly nothing to take account of sustentative differences in This brings up the possibility that the 

gain and perhaps everything to lose, spend the various emergency foods, so the prin- bobwhite’s usual failure to do well upon 

the money for, let us say, corn in the shock. cipal ones were tried out on captive birds. locust beans or to feed extensively on 

In Wisconsin adult wild quail, a weight The experiments were planned with the them until forced by hunger may partially 

exceeding 180 grams (6.4 ounces) gener- aim in mind of duplicating, so far as feasi- be due to difficulty in procuring enough. 

ally insures a quick-witted uninjured bird _ ble, actual food situations occurring in the Indeed, this might be the case where the 

against temperatures down to at least 24° wild. In all of the experiments to be de- birds are compelled to fly up into the trees 

below zero, and doubtless much lower, and scribed, unless otherwise stated, the quail for the beans—those nearly vertical 10 

against all ordinary predators with the de- freely ate the material offered them. The to 15-feet flights cost something. It is con- 
batable exceptions of the Cooper’s hawk usual ration for the birds employed as _ ceivable that the energy expended might 

and the great horned owl. To cope with checks was four parts corn to one of wheat. not be justified under some circumstances 
Cooper’s hawks the quail must have re- The experimental birds and the checks by the nutriment to be gained. 
serve for hiding out, a reserve that should were weighed at intervals of from one day 

be higher in a 200-gram bird than in to a week, depending upon the nature of Symac 

one of 190. A horned owl within a quarter the experiment. : : 1 
of a mile radius of a quail population of To test the validity of the supposition Four birds on straight sumac diet (fresh 
50 to 100 seems to get a bird about every that physical condition was correlated with fruits) lost an average of 5.7 grams per 

two months (fall, winter, and spring) weight, 10 birds, in varying stages of bird per day for a week (Jan. 23-31); 10 
through pure chance, irrespective of Starvation and convalescence and weigh- checks on corn and wheat, same week, 

whether those birds are lean or fat. ing 119 to 161 grams, were subjected to a gained .7 gram per bird per day. In an- 
Weights of 160 grams (5.6 ounces) indi- series of experiments in which notes were other experiment 3 birds averaging 150 
cate plenty of strength but little reserve or taken as to the amount of flying within grams apiece to start with were fed sumac 
recuperative powers—birds of this weight enclosed pens that a bird of a given weight and corn on alternate days for two weeks 
must eat every day or they feel it. One could be forced to do before becoming too (April 14-28) and weighed at each change. 
hundred and fifty grams (5.3 ounces) exhausted to use its wings. With excep- One bird lost 32 grams (2.3 per day), 
means danger, except in healthy under- tions to be referred to, the 10 experimental the second lost 21. (1.5 per day), and the 

sized individuals; 130 (4.6 ounces) means birds put on exactly the sort of perform- third held its weight. Three checks of 
that the birds might make it—and they ance—calculated on the basis of number corresponding initial condition, fed corn 

might not. This is around the weight and power of flights—that one might have and wheat, and likewise handled daily, 

at which redtails catch them—or dogs do, predicted from their relative weights. The gained an average of .12 grams per bird 

or small boys, or moderate cold snaps. Be- quail that weighed 161 grams was by far Pet day. Mie 
low 120 (4.2 ounces) means that the quail the strongest; the thinnest was the weak- From the foregoing, it can be seen that 
in the wild are as good as done for. est; those intermediate in weight were on sumac Is distinctly not everything that 

What were the winter foods that kept the whole intermediate in strength. a winter quail food should be, which war- 

northern bobwhites at 200 grams? Seeds rants contemplation in ew of the Dre 

of lesser ragweed (Ambrosia artemesii- Black Locust lent tendency among ornithologists and 
folia), Brariwesd (Polygonum pennsyl- fi ‘ 3 : sportsmen to estimate its value as a staple 

3 4 Six captive birds were kept on a straight on the basis of its frequent or abundant 
vanicum and other species) and corn Were ‘Jocust diet for three weeks (Jan. 23 to representation in the stomachs of song and 

of tremendous amportande jan es Feb. 14), of which three were carried game birds. No one should be deluded 

quail over large areas. Of these the birds ajong to February 28. The average loss into any idea that the quail are “all set” 
preferred ragweed, but corn Me the food per bird per week for an average of four for winter, merely because the sumacs are 
the feeceence oo absence of which at critical weeks was 6.75 grams. An equal number loaded with fruits. A loss of 5.7 grams 

periods usually determined whether the of checks contemporaneously fed corn and per day signifies that a once strong lean 
quail wintered or did not winter. The wheat lost 1.52 grams per bird per week. quail (180 grams) would stretch out dead 

seeds of tick trefoil (Desmodium grandi- The daily loss of several birds purpose- on the roost in 10 to 12 days. And may 

7



there be no misunderstanding about it, Bittersweet and Wild Grapes grapes as winter quail food is yet un- 

rite oe ey tn ad erlY ret fats and wild grapes were ttt wold sem ue to exe o 
7 Bee ie vee * not to be had in sufficient quantities to 2 i 

permit of straight feeding experiments; Pes 

Rose Hips they were added separately to sweet clover Combination 

Three quail weighing between 161 and diets upon which a few birds had previ- Birds given access to a combination of 

174 grams lasted less than 5 days (Feb. 14 ously been placed. equally available sumac, sweet clover, rose, 

to 19) ona straight diet of rose hips, losing On bittersweet and sweet clover (Feb. bittersweet and dried grapes, one of the 

an average of 8.36 grams per day until 14-21) three birds, one of which soon died, most common winter combinations found 

death. Checks on corn and wheat lost ost 7.53 grams per bird per day. Dried in quailless though superficially promising 

.034 grams per day. Post-mortems on the wild grapes (good grapes, not abortive or quail country, lost an average of 7 grams 

rose-fed birds showed the gizzards full of withered by fungus) were then substituted per day (several experiments in February, 

rose seeds and the intestines and cecal for the bittersweet. On this grape and March, and April). Losses could be re- 

pouches full of the pulp. This experi Sweet clover diet the HOURS birds lost duced, stopped, or turned into slight tem- 

ment had a defect in that the rose hips 7” stams per day until their deaths on Feb. porary gain by supplementing the diet 

were fed loose (not solidly attached to the 23 and 24. with adequate amounts of locust beans. 

plants as in the wild), and the quail, un- If unlimited corn were added, consistent 

able to pick away the pulp with any fa- Neer cenenc anc ge gains up to a weight of around 190 grams 

cility, swallowed the fruits whole, thus : eC ue pan could be brought about, provided that the 
perhaps ingesting a larger proportion of angie) syn tio eogbsey birds had not been too far run down. Had 

the hard, innutritious seeds than they Sadat erat they been down near the point of death 

would have otherwise. However, the rose Lael ES (anywhere between 90 and 135 grams, 
hips appear but sparingly eaten under according to the individual bird), recovery 

Se : : iow eaee progressed very slowly and was not likely 
field conditions except by starving birds 8 oe ek ia 

Bats . sano oii ate, to be complete for months. Convalescence 
which in the few instances observed con- eee f ti ed i 1 

tinued to starve, so despite any experi- oe” re Bie Ox sTnese reac sey eer yer uments 
fs ‘ a Ri arth irds, even though they were on the up- 

mental inconclusiveness it would be inju- shocks a c Beantl d I 
ane 1 : I anes ain wosiouy faite) 75 (ance) gra a was abruptly fae PeEesent ry, 

dicious to place ever mut poneeenge: t These qu are gong slr terminated by rather trivial drops in tem- 
the adequacy of this food for the winter- oo perature. 

ing of bobwhites. Vesa sit Foods suspected of belonging in the 
them wa bittersweet and sumac category, but with 

Sweet Clover WSS sa els tas ave which no experimental work was done, 
birds dead ener ests Their inelid ‘ 5 5s 4 ‘la. 

Four quail (weights 185 to 195 grams) Keeigdacti ae OR aimata ome ay 
on a straight diet of sweet clover seed ol enim berry, (Sambucus); poicontivy (Rhus tosis 

(Jan, 23-Feb. 2) lost an average of 6.14 ge Gs coves 905 (3.200) codendron), and others of a fleshy con- 

grams per bird per day. Voluminous ad- fared ena eee sistency. Nothing in this discussion is 

ditional data substantiate the above find- Vetch ews thon hd intended to imply that fleshy fruits are 

: ings; sundry sweet clover experiments coe worthless—many doubtless contain organic 

were running throughout most of the win- ieee Ea or inorganic compounds essential to the 

ter and spring. Birds lost at a nearly uni- quail’s well-being. Quail need their vita- 
form rate of 6 grams per day when sweet mins as much as people do, but they 

clover comprised the bulk of their food; The captive quail did not seem to relish should no more be expected to maintain 

at lesser rates, according to the relative the bittersweet, either when given with themselves upon a diet of these fruits than 

amount of corn or other high grade food sweet clover or with corn and wheat, nor should physically active men thrive on a 
available with the sweet clover. Professor were quail in the wild noted to eat any diet as unsubstantial as one of oranges. 

J. G. Halpin of the Poultry Department, quantity except starved birds sent in from Seeds of lambsquarter (Chenopodium), 

University of Wisconsin, also tried out ra- Missouri (Jan. 1930). Some of the lat- pigweed (Amaranthus), dock (Rumex 

tions of sweet clover seed on young do- _ ter starvation victims had their alimentary sp.), rose mallow (Hibiscus), campion 

mestic chickens, with exceedingly unfavor- tracts stuffed with bittersweet, which can- (Lychnis) were eaten with greater or less 

able results (unpublished). not be interpreted as very reassuring evi- frequency in the wild, the values of which 

A personal suspicion is had that there dence of this fruit’s quail-wintering value. were not checked experimentally, A full 

might be in sweet clover seed a toxic con- The grape-sweet clover experiment can- list of plants parts of which are from 

stituent, perhaps one of the alkaloids not be called a fair tryout of the grapes; time to time eaten by the bobwhite would 

which occur not uncommonly in the plant its result should be regarded, in the ab- correspond to just about the entire terres- 

kingdom, and which might have a dele- sence of more data, only as a preliminary trial flora of that bird’s occupied | range. 

ete rece none he quail This ho) indication, not as an established finding. All sorts of loose vegetable debris—bits 

: Syn Nevertheless the fact that the two birds of bark, twigs, catkins—are pecked over 

pothesis—not checked by chemical analy- suffered an uninterrupted loss of 7 grams and swallowed in small amounts to no ap- 

Sees upon two observed facts: The per day, though post-mortems showed their parent purpose other than to satisfy the 

intestines and cecal pouches of the expetl’ — food-tube contents purple with grape stain  bird’s impulse to swallow something. 
mental birds were much distended with and mixed with grape seeds, does not look 

finely ground sweet clover material (pro- so well, especially since quail in worse C FedeteG ji 

tein content, 32%), rendering it unlikely condition were repeatedly saved by the i agli ia! gee 

that a mere food deficiency was at the addition of corn or wheat to the diet. One Miscellaneous substances which might 
bottom of the trouble. Sweet-clover-fed coyey in the wild observed feeding on be termed true accessories include green 
birds did not compare well in strength grapes in large quantities were hard- foods and grayel. The green food con- 
trials even with famished birds of corre- pressed birds that lost out in the end. sists principally of the leaves of legumes 

sponding weights. Hence, while the status of dried wild (alfalfa, clovers). This green food un- 
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questionably has a major role in the year- in the regular check pen fed corn plus tion from cold. That is the function of 
long economy of the quail, but experiments a little wheat, or corn alone, lost only an food'* and*: corn, seeds of ragweed (Am- 

have shown that the birds can dispense average of 5.5 grams per bird for the  brosia artemisiifolia), smartweed (Polygo- 
with it for months at a stretch (all winter) first 53 days (December 30 to February num pennsylvanicum, P. convolvulus, and 

on a corn and wheat diet without readily 21), a rate of .1 gram per bird per day. other Polygonum species), tick trefoil 

measurable detriment. From the standpoint of monotony, this diet | (Desmodium grandiflorum), soy beans, and 

A similar statement would to a degree was about as unrelieved as those inflicted most small grains. Coveys have been ob- 

apply to the gravel, the known functions upon the other birds, and was more pro- served which habitually spent the coldest 

of which are to serve as a source of neces- longed. Four of the 6 checks were re- nights roosting in exposed locations. 

sary minerals and mechanically as a giz) tained on the same rations to March 7 One corn-feeding covey was flushed from 

zard abrasive. Six birds were kept on a and lost .36 grams per bird per day for a roost in an unsheltered corn row where it 
wire floor and given absolutely no grit for the extra two weeks, which loss, however, had in apparent comfort passed a night in 
an average of 42 days (January, February, need not be ascribed solely to inadequacy which the temperature had dropped to 24° 
March). They lost around 18 grams apiece of the diet. The quail in the wild seemed below zero (F.). Judging from the splen- 

or .43 grams per bird per day; an equal to slack up on their feeding as spring did mettle of these birds as they virtually 

number of checks on the same food (wheat came on, though their food supply was exploded from their huddle, it was obvious 
and corn) but on a dirt floor, lost 7 grams not seriously diminished. Ten March that they could have withstood a much 
apiece or .16 per bird per day. Losses of specimens, collected at random from or- greater extreme. Ill-fed bobwhites cannot 
the gritless birds increased noticeably after dinarily well-fed coyeys, averaged 178 endure anywhere near 24° below zero, re- 

six weeks, though possibly on account of grams, or around 20 grams less than the  gardless of cover excellence.” 
extraneous causes too involved to discuss average for New Year’s and January. Cold resistance is not alone a question of 
here. No experiments were run to deter- At any rate, whatever their deficiencies, food. Food cannot save from sub-zero 

mine the part played by chokecherry, su- the experiments have demonstrated that weather birds badly injured from accident 
mac stones, grape seeds, etc., in gizzard specific foods or food combinations under or shot wounds, birds decidedly under par 
grinding, nor their relation to the passage given conditions did or did not keep quail from any cause. Nor can food be expected 
of mineral grit. at the physical level requisite for win- to remedy constitutional deficiencies of 

Autopsies on three birds disclosed that tering. That is something tangible, some- southern quail released in the north—quail 

one had retained 13 out of 17 pieces of thing that we feel we can lay our hands with no particular germinal inheritance to 

distinctively colored quartzite fed 15 days on as we grope amid unknowns and un- qualify them or their offspring for a north- 
before; another had retained 4 out of 9 knowables. So then, whether we consider ern existence. But to the northern bob- 

for 35 days; another 4 out of 5 for 63 days. the experimental results, or the field ob- white, tempered product of nobody knows 

One of the birds escaped at the end of six servations, we come to the fundamental how many thousands of years of the most 

weeks of grit-starvation, and was collected conclusion: The key to the wintering of merciless natural selection, adequate food 
5% hours later, its crop and gizzard northern quail is food, energy-giving food is the means of the race living up to its 
crammed, not with food, but with sand, and plenty of it. Other factors have their potentialities. The factor of food must 
quartz particles, and molluse shell frag- bearing, but food takes precedence over never be omitted from analytical considera- 

ments. This particular bird had lost only them all. The birds must eat. tion of that dynamic composite which we 
4 grams in the six weeks, indicating that might call the life equation of the quail. 

this far it had not gotten along so badly PART IL Even in an article written to treat primarily 

without grit, despite an obvious craving with cover, food is not to be relegated to a 
for it. It is improbable that southwest (Pe paper embodies conclusions to date subordinate position. Cover is of little real 

Wisconsin quail would need to do with- of the Wisconsin Quail Investigation use to the quail unless it is in the correct 
out minerals in the wild for any period (Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufac- relation to food sources. 

comparable to the six weeks of the experi- turers’ Institute, U. S. Biological Survey, It is to be emphasized, then, that the 
ment. Within a week after even heavy and University of Wisconsin) as to the win- major function of cover is furnishing the 
snowfalls there is almost always dirt ex- ter cover preferences and requirements of birds mechanical defense and hiding facili- 
posed somewhere. Steep hillsides, creek. the northern bobwhite. The conclusions ties in the event of attack by predators. 
banks, road grades, ditches, badger dig- are based upon the results of two years’ This cover may be looked upon as essential 
gings, rabbit holes, gravel thrown up by field observations supplemented by experi- to the well-being of the quail, whether they 
tire chains and so on offer the birds mul- mentation, largely in Dane, Sauk, and Co- are subject to an actual element of risk or 

titudinous opportunities to replenish their lumbia counties, Wisconsin. During the not. Unlike Hungarian partridges, quail 
grit supply. winters of 1929-30" and 1930-31° data were seemingly are not content unless they are 

It should not be thought that complex obtained on approximately 1,700 quail liv- within 50 to 75 yards or so of some sort of 
nutrition problems can be fully sifted out ing under conditions fairly representative  utilizable cover. They are not prone as a 

in three or four months merely by jug- of Wisconsin’s “quail country,” the south- species to venture far into open spaces. 
gling the diets of captive birds. Such west quarter of the state. Of these birds While a sparse population of birds might 
technique is of utility only to aid in gain- around 900 were studied in the wild for be able to persist under nearly coyerless : 
ing some kind of conception as to the periods ranging from several weeks to five conditions, the species hardly stands much 
most elementary of quail requirements. months. Throughout the investigation spe- chance of thriving in a habitat unbalanced, 
Experiments showing that quail can get cial attention has been centered upon the jf not ecologically alien. 
along in apparent good health on diets unraveling of the bobwhite’s food-coyer- Few arbitrary statements are permissible 

lacking green foods or grits for so many predator inter-relationships. as to the value of the various cover types. 
weeks or so many months do not neces- The term “quail cover” refers in this ar- The value of almost any type fluctuates 

sarily prove that possible vitamin or min- ticle to any natural or planted vegetation with numerous factors aside from the prox- 
eral deficiencies might not have a pro- or to any product of man’s activity, of  imity to food already touched upon. These 
found effect in some other way, possibly in utility to quail as refuge from what they factors include quantity and distribution of 
reducing the general tone of the bird, or might regard as danger. It might be re- snow, the time of day, the strength, experi- 
retarding the breeding season. marked—although the fact is recognized ence, adaptability * and concentration of the 

Of course, lack of diversity of diet in that the two winters of the investigation quail population itself, and the species of 

itself might have influenced some of the were not unusually rigorous—that the predators, resident and transient, from 

experimental results obtained, but 6 birds chief function of quail cover is not protec- which refuge may be necessary. 
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In brief, the criterion by which the effee-  predacious mammals serious winter ene- Example I—West of Prairie du Sac, Wis- 
tiveness of winter quail cover in Wisconsin mies of the bobwhite, irrespective of cover consin. 

may be judged boils down very nearly to conditions.'* They, along with the owls February 16, 1930, was mild and clear. A 

its utility against Accipiterine hawks— (of which the great horned owl is the only _ fresh snow covered the ground. A Cooper’s 

Cooper’s hawks in mild winters,” and gos- one to capture quail save on very rare hawk (the only one seen all winter) surprised 

hawks sporadically or about once a decade occasions, and he doesn’t get so many) are a cual! feeding about a farmer's corn crib and s : e i" . hog-lot. The bobwhite singled out for pursuit 
when grouse and rabbit disease in the not adapted to overtake sprint-flying game saved itself by ducking into a roll of woven 

northern wilderness regions wipes out the like normal, mature quail by direct chase; wire behind a shed. The 19 dropped in scat- 

normal prey of these swift, powerful rap- thus, against them one type of cover may tered formation in a grapegrown fencerow, 

tors and drives them southward, fierce and not differ much in efficacy from another. along uch eee wae Herre 1,000 
hungry. When the Cooper’s hawks stay The exact bearing of cover upon quail loss yards distant. i e 

through the months of snow or the gos- from nocturnal predators is obscure, and The Cooper’s hawk, first noted waiting in the 

hawks come, that’s when the quail need the topic may be dismissed for the present, farmyard at 1 P.M., became alarmed and left, 
cover. pending accumulation of additional data. a Eee on ie ioe Ina 

For protection from redtailed hawks— To reiterate, ordinarily good winter food- quail was flushed by myself from the wire. 

the big hawks most commonly seen—practi- cover combinations safeguard bobwhites The quail dove into a woodpile 50 feet away. 
cally any kind of shrubby cover has been from the redtail and probably from the ane fe eae ey at nee bark bird ee still 

observed to suffice, provided that the quail marsh hawk, and these two have several LY ESISPE Sie guar usigumnepye nce PEARSE 
had enough to eat. The past winter (1930- times been noted to do no damage to quail : ! 

31) quail were repeatedly watched from Coveys even where the cover was distinctly Hvala Ll Winere Wild Life Refuge, 

concealment on the University Hill Farm deficient. Senate re tne 

experimental area (Madison) and to some The Cooper’s hawk, though, round- The Cooper's hawk was seen on December 20, 

extent elsewhere, while redtails perched in winged darter of the woodlands, stronger AST the Desa aye mecent oan ios 

plain view, sometimes less than 100 yards and cleverer flyer than the quail themselves, (yncensused at this amel feeding Teueiak 
away. The Hill Farm quail displayed no is a problem quite apart from redtails and trefoil in open woods. One bird had been eaten 

alarm concerning the redtail, keeping to marsh hawks. The species is one the resi- at the edge of a small brush pile near a marsh 

the open hazelbrush and wild rose canes, dent numbers of which are very hard to and ee perce roe eae 

or perhaps moving on a short distance or estimate on account of its usual elusive tac- Nene ‘AM, December 20, the quail were 

working across to the opposite side of the — tics and one that has demonstrated its jn a sumac and red raspberry roadside growth 
woodlot, frequently pecking at miscellane- capabilities of holding its own, or gaining, — en route to the trefoil from their night roost in 

ous objects en route. The 47 birds (2 in spite of gun and trap. Its most for- ee athe wooner nave fev ee 

coveys) on the experimental area suffered midable known predacious enemy, the  sumacs. He perched i a tre nearby for about 
no mortality from January 6 to March 17, _ horned owl, has suffered infinitely more half an hour, then, presumably aware of my 

~ the period of accurate censusing.’ than it has by association with man. Fur- Prone ae ae ee es Hae 
(perirce uormedl arercor in the Habit thermore, one can only conjecture as to the eeaent eae ae ae seaione. 

of asking for trouble, but they seem to real- effect on the Cooper’s hawk’s numerical hiding under a roadside bank about 15 feet 
ize that the ordinary large hawks are noth- status of the unthinking human Persecution from me (11:25 A.M.) was noticeably uneasy 
se niegarer cnt winless those uawicateet of other possible native enemies, including because of my nearness, but respected too much 

ef hae . those harmless or beneficial to human in- the other menace to flush. : 
too close. And hawks as comparatively This jolt—two kills—changed the habits of 

slow and clumsy as those of the Buteo terests, the covey entirely. They stayed in the marsh 

group (redtails, roughlegs, et cetera) and Probably, it may be postulated, one of the — grass a ne next pine days, subsisting mainly 

as much at a disadvantage in brush aremot (greatest single agencies to force the phylo- or ea cen as oo oe pulore) 
apt to get unduly close to top-notch quail— _ genetic perfection of the bobwhite’s terrific heavy canopies of herbaceous vegetation with- 

quail amid surroundings at all favorable. initial spurt, the Cooper’s hawk is a test of _ out exposing themselves. The jewelweed, to 

The starved, the crippled, the diseased, the fitness which even fit birds in a fit enyiron- which commen they had not been note eS), 

inept, the culls generally, and the birds ment do not always get by—but they are by {ant supplement to their trefoil diet after caw 
striving to hang on under hopeless living 10 means helpless.” Where the quail tious feeding in the woods was resumed. Al- 
conditions—these are the ones we can ex- “freeze” a few minutes at the approach of a though careful check-ups of the situation were 

pect the redtails to pick up. marsh hawk or a redtail, they stay “frozen” sae nT Rene, eee eee eres ate 

It has been extremely difficult to gather When the newcomer is a Cooper’s hawk. eaperentund eared “es Linke 

winter data on the reactions of the bobwhite Should flight be resorted to, the birds go— 
to the marsh hawk, on account of the in- into the rankest brushy growth within Example 11 Fast of Bratrie di Saucy Wise 
frequency of that predator wintering this teach. No longer are oak suckers and open tonsin: x 

far north. Late fall and early spring field. hazlebrush adequate—if contrast with snow wor clowelyiadiacenticovevema cand Biwith 

observations indicate, however, that the Tenders next to worthless the quail’s pro- 19 and 29 birds, respectively, were the most 
ie quail are slightly more apprehensive of the _tective coloration—when an _ Accipiter harassed by Cooper’s hawks of all coveys 

marsh hawk than of the redtail, but employ flashes in among the branches and follows sntieds) yet a loss of only one bird could be 

somewhat similar tactics * against both, with on foot. A quail once marked must im- Cerne one Deena 2b doo atch a : - i; ; -ensuses continued. 
somewhat similar success. The marsh hawk mediately find either a most excellent place The one quail was caught just after covey A 
is considerably more dexterous in the air to hide or find cover in which it can get had got off its night roost under a fallen dead 

than the redtail but seems equally unhandy around with greater facility than the raptor. a (January 24). There were several inches 
in brush or tall weeds. Since the marsh Though conceivably too exhausted to fly, bird eae ae an ai ng ged Aes 
hawk is not remarkably speedy in straight the quail may still be tireless runners in qt 10:30 A.M. Three birds had run into a hole 
flight, he eppears unlikely to catch a well- cover dense enough to impede the progress _ at the base of a grubbed-out stump, the others 

conditioned, well-situated quail except of a pursuer more than their own. ae Ene ners ae fe ees erate 
through sheer surprise. And quail that are For the sake of clarity, a few specific seat ade CIS eat ae f hie as ae 5 s e out of hiding and flew 
what they ought to be are not the easiest examples illustrative of the ways by which without feeding to a large brush pile, where 

creatures to take unawares. bobwhites escape the Cooper’s hawk may they spent the night. The morning of January 

The Wisconsin investigation as yet has be given. The examples are typical and 2 Bat go a ne ceed satian 9) 

little reason to consider any of the resident are written up from field notes. same with no avoidable delay. sthers thee ra 
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mained the afternoon and the second night. is also of the utmost importance as nesting — sticks. The habitability for quail of sparsely 

Though these birds went at least two days on gover later on, a point which should be wooded farms can be quickly improved by 
this one occasion on the shortest of rations, a kept in mind at such seasons when the pop- the erection of brush piles at strategic 
specimen collected from them January 29 : 
weighed 205 grams (7.2 ounces) and was in Ulace seems to feel morally obligated to places. Indeed few are the cover com- 
prime condition.® burn off all combustible vegetation on the  binations that cannot be bettered by piling 
_ Covey B, which customarily fed upon stand- face of the earth. here and there limbs torn off in storms or 

ing sweet corn and loafed in she ycunty ar a Brushy coyer is on the whole most suit- trimmed from trees cut for cordwood, and 
adjoining brushy fencerow, would take up quar- : : : 

ters in river brush some hundreds of yards able for diurnal use, and should be amply the like. Good cover for over-pastured 
away, whenever the Cooper’s hawks became in- distributed rather than localized in a single  woodlots devoid of underbrush can be pre- 
sistent. In their river brush retreat, a birds large tract. Blackberry canes (Rubus), pared on short notice by the felling of a 

would eat saiepened aor and “mah fume (rumis), and hawthorns (Crate: fow modiamstzed sak tes, of which the 
themselves at the feneerow and the sweet corn gus) all bound together with grapevine Jower limbs can be lopped off and stacked 
when affairs temporarily quieted down. (Vitis) and woodbine (Psedera, Virginia about the tops. especially if the tops are en- 

Had _. creeper) in dense strips at the edge of tangled with live grapevines not too shaded 
Beanie Ue hast of Prairie du Sac, Wis- fields, in briar een gullies, and fo, subsequent vigorous twining growth. 

= fy : eS hedges and thickets in odd gopnery. all Now, granted that cover is indispensable 
A Cooper's hawk was observed from 1:10 to furnish a high cover value per unit of area 4, quail and to some of our most valuable 

2:15 P.M., February 6, 1931, attending a covey and need not interfere appreciably with 5 : 147: . 
of 20, scattered and hiding in oat stubble. s ee 2 and interesting wild life species as a whole, 
There was no snow. By 4:05 P.M. the raptor gticultural activities. Solid blocks of granted that there are divers cover types of 

tv gage crc gen Won on hgh opted fe Sr vlna ars ve ‘st . e" ushed ver Ur Ss ol ty a . . 

aaa de This was a covey that wintered eee eeie ae le nde. tora ae ue Perpette tons can be 
(December 22, 1930, to March 30, 1931) with i r ‘ advised as practicable for the public at 
no mortality” tolerant underbrush of the interior being iene 

too open to afford effective obstruction to = 7 Bei elie 
ia aol Aeciniteve! The Wisconsin investigation has no data 

Example V—East of Prairie du Sac, Wis p f ; which lead one to believe that it is essential 
consin. Some heavily pastured rural properties cen 

One bird beat a Cooper’s hawk toa fencerow are redeemed from utter hopelessness as Sooo ee er ee 
s ‘ eee . ‘ sents other than the simple brush piles mentioned 

grapevine tangle—but had its tail feathers quail environment by creeping juniper mats : x 
snatched out as it got there. Tail-less, shed- (Juniperus communis depressa) which per- %P0Vve. Shelters fashioned from boards 

dng eter ibe wil xcgped by eae it after deciduous underbrush has oon MEH shown any peroepible advantage 
coulda't follow, Gnidafteroon, Marchi 00, Staced off. (We birds onithe University Hill 97°" DAES Doves GhGsBy (7Gab" tn Wee 
1931). The other 26 of the covey went in Farm experimental area and elsewhere weather the birds find dry dirt under them 
every direction, individuals being flushed the ahout Madison have so far exhibited no for their dust baths. And the dirt is every 
nee tee Serger ee preference for planted evergreen clumps bit as dirty, dry, and acceptable under a 

adie though at this hour the covey had (Norway spruce, Douglas fir and white date Users oe oe. phe ey 
partially reassembled. pine) over any other sort of equally avail- recesses of an overhanging ditch bank. The 

‘ able thick vegetation, but the value of coni- quail are not appreciative of expensive 

s Eeon the foregoing samples of observa- fers does not necessarily lie in their being superficial refinements intended for their 
tional data it is to be perceived that fit quail preferred by the bobwhite; frequently it is benefit. They feel as secure in a heap of 
have a chance against the Coopers Lath) 7 case of conifer on no cover ar all, Their scrap iron as they do in an artistic construc- 
To escape with regularity they must be at high rating as ornamentals, plus their tion designed particularly for them—if they 

the peak of physical condition. They et greater or less resistance to grazing, serves choose the scrap iron! 

be alert and resourceful, capable of radical 4 enhance their utility under certain con- Recommendations as to correction of 

modification of behavior in Tesponse to a ditions beyond that of some types of ordi- cover deficiencies must be governed by what 
MEW \CHISIS: In addition to being fit and narily adequate wild brush. It must be ad- the land owner is willing to do and what he 
having convenient Bee eee to the high grade mitted, nevertheless, that coniferous cover has to work with. 

food by which they retain their fitness, they has drawbacks: (1) that some years are The wealthy possessor of a country estate 

must have convenient access to the high  yequired before plantings attain a size who looks upon a bobwhite covey only as a 
grade cover by which their fitness is made optimum for quail cover, as is yet true of minor asset contributing a certain charm 
to count to the fullest degree in the struggle the experimental plantings on the Hill to the formal beauty of his carefully tended 
for survival. E Farm, and (2) that the cover value is re- premises might not tolerate conspicuous 

Good quail country should provide the duced in proportion to the self-pruning of irregular patches of brushy wild vegetation. 
birds with the widest possible choice of the heavy lower ground boughs which oc- He might insist upon each tree, each shrub 
cover types and food combinations. Strong curs incidental to later growth, and (3) occupying an assigned position in relation 
and seasoned birds that have the greatest that the cost of planting on a desirable to the rock garden, the driveway, the swim- 

diversity of alternative plays at their dis- scale may be high or even prohibitive. ming pool and so on. He might have a 
posal when a danger materializes are those Corn shocks open at the bottom and _ general tendency to substitute commercial 
that win out. roomy inside, apart from their paramount — shrubbery for wild. For his desires, clumps 

Roosting territory should be sufficiently — réle as feeding stations (assuming that they of evergreens (Piums, Abies, Thuia, Picea, 

open that the birds can burst from a night — still contain accessible corn), are satisfac- Juniperus), Japanese barberry (Berberis 

flush with slight likelihood of brush in- tory cover from redtails and marsh hawks. thunbergii), roses (Rosa setigera, R. rubi- 

juries, yet the vegetation should be of such One note is had of a quail escaping a ginosa, and other well armed species), and 

character—even if the snow is deep—to Cooper’s hawk—the hawk about 15 feet matrimony vine (Lycium) may be sug- 

match the bobwhite’s color pattern when a behind—by ducking from full flight into a gested, these arranged to form as compact 
daylight peril is to be avoided by “freezing” corn shock, but it is not beyond reason that and extensive growth as would be consistent 
instead of by flight. This requirement is a Cooper’s hawk might enter a shock him- with approved technique of landscape gar- 

filled by weedy stubble, fallow, uncut bor- self and continue his quest on foot, with dening. Planting of vines in association 

ders of hay lands, sedges and coarse grasses _ varying prospects of a meal. with the shrubbery may also be adyanta- 

of marshy spots, thick bluegrass along Brush piles constitute very superior cover geous: grape, woodbine, climbing honey- 

fencerows, et cetera. The dry fencerow until decay weakens the branches, and the suckle (Lonicera), green briar (Smilax), 
bluegrass (Poa, June grass, meadow grass) pile settles into a punky matrix of rotted bittersweet (Celastrus). 
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Similarly the owner of a prairie farm and alive with wild creatures, now are The quail do not require many favors. 

where there is a seed stock of bobwhites, topped by scarcely anything but mullein They do not require that vigorous fencerow 

or the adherent to the “clean farming” doc- stalks, and partially support a cow per 10 — growths of, let us say, black raspberry be 

trine might help cover conditions by the to 20 acres. More erosion gullies, more dug out and replaced by imported bushes 

planting of ornamentals—if he is financially miniature canyons cutting across cropped — of no superior merit but which cost a dollar 

so disposed. Windbreaks of dwarf, bushy land, mock the dogma of “slick and clean” apiece. They do not require full exemption 

willows, etc., supplemented by blackberries agriculture. Barns, silos, woven wire from the routine dangers and the sudden 
and spiny raspberries (Rubus), and what- fences, park-like groves, cattle and pigs, emergencies which have attended the 

ever plants listed in the preceding para- oat fields, barley fields, wheat fields, corn species from the beginning, and which may 
graph may be feasible, preferably native fields, alfalfa fields, fields, fields, fields, be regarded as integral to their environ- 

species, could be made attractive to quail Man and Man’s stretch in unending pano- ment—if they as an independent wild 

if not too restricted in extent and not too Tama. species are to retain what they have. Save 
near farm buildings. On intensively devel- The tiresome sameness of human exploi- for periods of extremity. they are “their own 
oped properties, the masking of unsightly tation remains unrelieved betes digas lao sg should ee so. 

gravel pits, rock piles, dumps, automobile fire, the axe, the cow, and the sheep ave ey only require for the most part that 
“ ” é failed to find a thicket or a margin of fence- of which they have been deprived and are 
graveyards” by stands of vegetation suffi- 5 fi 5 
: : 2 row brambles or a nearly primal woodlot— being deprived. They must have cover and 

cient to allow wild life an opportunity to ‘i 
fan igs as maybe because the owner was too busy, food—both. The two cannot be divorced 

maintain itself should draw no objection ies eee pee Rae (epee Ten ee d 
from auyordy) ivewieuthelchecking by © Wovuc 100 neeueent toy cman tie trespass ach other. Let that be stressed over 

: s ~~ ing remnant of the wild. Maybe, on the and over again. The quail cannot do with 
means of quail cover of the erosion which is 2 
E 5 other hand, he was neither so overworked food alone, nor can they eat the cover. 
inexorably rendering many of our finest zs 
farts WaiWe heeds no further 7 neth that he could not, nor so shiftless that he 
ee SUN Or S ec J would not. Maybe he saw no vileness in REFERENCES 

cation. 5 is 3 : 
i 5 native wild vegetation merely because it mies é 

A Broadly, the problem of coves pesto anon was native and wild. Maybe he saw in his Wi oe oe Ibs corn on Coby Sives 
in former quail country is one of giving vol- wild life something priceless and sensed, anaes Quail,” American Game, Novy.-Dec., 

unteer cover a chance rather than the estab- perhaps in a vague and wordless way, that a 

lishment of new plantings. There is an brush was home to brush-dwelling crea- *___ __, “Second Winter.” AMERICAN 

incalculable, wanton Waste of the finest tures, among which were the bobwhites ©4ME, July-August, 1931. 

cover every year through injudicious burn- that he “liked to have around.” Maybe he *__________ “The Bobwhite’s Winter Food,” 
ing and cutting, and through the running just left that brush on purpose, despite American GAme, Sept.-Oct., 1931. 

of livestock in woods unprofitable as pas- community practices, despite the advan- ‘ . “Behavior of Bobwhites Upon 
turage in the first place. Every year the tages—some evident, some exceedingly the Approach of a Marsh Hawk,” Wilson Bulle- 

coverts shrink. More hills, once forested doubtful—of the so-called modern methods. tin, Vol. XLII, No. 4, December, 1930. 
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BIG <<==-------- REDUCTION stay 
: December 1, 1931. 

NATIVE BOB WHITE QUAIL 

Price List 

Sold exclusively for stocking, breeding or scientific purposes. First 
time in several years the price for native birds has been under $3.00 

in any quantity. 
Prices subject to prior reservations and exhaustion of supply. 

December 1931 & January 1932 Delivery 

$2.00 each in lots of 1000 or more All prices f.0.b. my express 
$2eco° " i ME 600° to 1000 points. I guarantee the live 
$2.50 —" ee #300: to 500 arrival of 24 out of each 25, 
3,00 —" wy Ye Ste 100 and take the receiving express 
4,00 _" bees u ite — 25 agents written report as the 

basis of all adjustments. 
February 1932 Delivery 

2.25 each in lots of 1000 or more. A crate of 25 will weigh about 
Seo Hee H-- 500 to 1000 22 lbs. and the express cost 
os age vet ¥  300:-to. 500 will average around 10¢ per bird 
Se00 | a i Oe 200 to any point in the United 
4,00 " ru 4 tt 25 States. 

March, 19352_Delivery 

ee each in lots of 1000 or more. Crated 1l2-hens & 13-cocks per 
hoato ere v 500 to: 1000 crate, or with not a greater 
$5.00 —" tee B25 to 500 sex variation than ll-hens and 
$4.00 " = " te 25 14-cocks. This sex ratio is 

normal, and for best results 
April 19352, Delivery they should be liberated in ‘the 

(End of shipping season) same proportions. 

2.75 each in lots of 1000 or more. 
3.00 * ae e 25 to 1000 
p4.00 " a " Eto 25 

TERMS: Cash with order, or 10% deposit for reservations. Purchase 
price may be escrowed with the Hibernia Bank & Trust Co., New Orleans, 
La., pending delivery, or upon my presenting them express receipt of 
your order. Send copy of your instructions to the bank to me. 

My booklet of interest to quail preserve owners is free, with refer- 
ences and expressions from some of my prominent customers. 

Also my booklet of instructions to pen breeders of bobwhites is free - 
just out. 

For twelve years I have shipped thousands each season, yet I must dis- 
appoint many that order too late. Order yours NOW -- Wire: 

M. E. BOGLE, 
St. Charles Hotel, 
New Orleans, Louisiana.
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Ur, Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chamistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wis. 
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oe pp pat Dear Sir: ee rie Bow : 

For your information, Bob White Quail are more plentifal in 

North Eastern Mexico—{ State of Coahuila), than-I have known 

in my 16 years of—exporting and importing of 200,000 quail. 
In my opinion, unusual drouths in the U. &. 

For Februafy, March andj April delivery, 1932, can quote you 

a price off$2.00, each,/f.o.b. Eagle Pass, Texas, on a maxi- 
mum of 50,Q00 birds ve arrival guaranteed-95%, 

Awaiting an early and favorable reply, and trusting that I 

can serve you, I am, 

Yours truly, 

214 EB. Crockett St., Dr. Frank Kent. ae 

San Antonio, Texas.
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E.I.pu PoNT DE NEMouRS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION December a2 ; 1931 = 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. Natle Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo; 

For your information attached is letter 
of December 28th from Henry Davis concerning quail 
at Barnacre Lodge, Batesville, Miss., the shooting 
preserve of R. M. Carrier of Memphis. 

Most sincerely yours, 
Se = 

Le W. T. Waller, Jrs 
Director of Conservation. 

LWTW/c Se 
W 

we - 
err — 

- XW 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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: 1735 Carruthers Avenue — eee 

E ee Memphis, Tennessee ? a er 
ee December 28, 1931 ; Ls gee 

TO: MAJOR L. W. 'T. WALLER, JR. ceo ie 

From: Henry P. Davis : eee 

es ee 
Some interesting facts are developing during the present __ ees 

= quail season at Barnacre Lodge, Batesville, Mississippi, the shoot- ipsa 
ing preserve of R. M. Carrier of this city. Much discussion was d ee 
rife last season concerning the shortage in quail, as you ‘mow, ah ee 

; and while birds were very scarce at the beginning of the season — Eee toe 
they were found to be more numerous toward the latter part of : Ege 
the shooting period. This season Mr. Carrier is keeping avery . oy ae 
careful check of the ratio of old and yaung birds killed and while Ce 
there have not been many birds taken off of his place up to date ss AS 

: the present ratio is 95% young against 5% old birds. To me this va ae 
indicates that our belief in a 1930 quail shortaze was well founded. See 

: : However, Mr. Carrier brings up a matter which may have definite = ae 
: bearing on the age ratio. He contends that few hunters shoot at eee 

: the first bird to flush ina covey. He further states that oh = SE ase 
eget birds always flush before the young birds leave the ground and as © =. 

5 a result the young birds provide an easier target for the shooters. _ ee: ws 
ee ‘This will be interesting to watch through this season and at its 9 

close I will have some real figures to offer. : cS teagan 

oe : x : po eS 

3 et gs eae 

é : TSE ee ee 

eee : ee iat ee eae eS : Bo Sy eka eee i sa a NT sear NO ara



Copies to Stoddard and Davis 

Jan. 4, 1932 } 

Major L. ¥% 1. Waller, Jr. 
Director of Conservation 
B. I. da Pont de Nemours & Company 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Littleton: 

Henry Davis! muggestion that there may be a selection of 
young birds in shooting at covey rises bears on the question which : 
I have been arguing with Errington, namely: ‘hat selections as to 
fitness, age ani sex are involved in shooting all our game species? 

Brrington has pointed out that in the case of horned came 
there is by and large a prejudicial selection of the best specimens. 
It would make a very interesting study to determine just shat selec- 
tions are involved in quail shooting. 

Stoddard I know already has the question in mind and he is 
the man who is in the best position to make an actual contribution. 
Accordingly I am taking the liberty of forwarding Henry's letter to 
him for his information, with the request that it be returned to 
you. I am keeping a copy of it. , 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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have decreased to three in the ten year period. Mothers’ or womens’ 

clubs and junior 4-H clubs continue to carry on in small local units, 

but both women and juniors are definitely affiliated with larger social 

groups that use the village as their meeting center. On the other 

hand the rural men and young people, unattached to high school or 

to 4-H clubs, are practically without educational and social contacts. 

The modern trend is in the direction of larger units for rendering 
better social and economic services for which the farmer and his fam- 

ily are dependent upon social groups and institutions beyond their 

own household and farmstead. The town and country area is one 
which deserves greater attention in social planning. In addition to 

certain specialized social and economic services it may be built upon 

an educational program of a central school. Depending upon the 

wishes of the people, some local district schools might be continued 

in order to maintain the first six grades, although they would be ad- 

ministered as part of the larger unit. The children for the other six 

grades would be transported to the central plant. Such country dis- 

tricts could continue to serve as a basis for some women’s and jun- 

ior group work. Country church units might be handled similariy 

in what is now known as the “larger parish plan”. Likewise local 
units of school and township government may need to reorganize on a 

larger scale and a more effective plan. The old township is impotent 

as an organization area; it does not correspond to present-day social 

or economic reality. Certainly it cannot be counted upon as a unit for 

farmers’ organizations nor for community organization programs. 

Food and Cover Requirements for Quail 

O WILD LIFE present on our southern Wisconsin farms is more 
generally admired and appreciated than the bobwhite quail. 

Noted for their habit of consuming insects and weed seeds quail 

are always welcomed by farmers. They contribute beauty and in- 

terest to the countryside, and have long been one of our most prized 
wild life species. 

Continuing his investigations of the factors which hinder or favor 

the existence of quail under our southern Wisconsin conditions P. L. 
Errington (Sporting Arms and Ammunition Industrial Fellow) re- 

ports that the winter of 1930-31 was unusually favorable for quail. 
His intensive observations covered 25 coveys totalling 473 quail in 

Dane, Sauk and Columbia counties. Only seven per cent were lost 
during the past winter. There was relatively little snow, and never 

sufficient to cover completely the food supply for more than a day or 

two at a time. 

The key to the wintering of quail in this region Errington has 

found is plenty of energy-giving food. In winter they feed largely 

on weed seeds, particularly ragweed, smartweed and tick trefoil, al- | 

though they also eat the seeds of many other weed species, corn, 

small grains, acorns, and the fruits of various native shrubs and vines. 

During an open winter like 1930-31 artificial feeding is not usually 

necessary, but when deep snows come many quail fall victims to 

predators they could easily escape if in good strength. Then, too, they
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freeze to death even in fairly mild winters if their vitality is lowered, 

as by hunger, but strong, well fed birds withstand without difficulty 

the severest cold that southern Wisconsin is likely to have. 

Corn is the food which at critical periods frequently determines 

whether quail shall survive a period of natural food shortage or un- 
usually deep snow. Quail ordinarily prefer weed seeds to corn, but if 

the supply of weed seeds is inadequate or if prolonged deep snows 

cover all the foods commonly available, an emergency exists which 

if not met promptly is certain to result in the death of many quail. 

The most effective feeding station for the bobwhite is a corn shock 

in which the corn is always available (unless filehed by squirrels, rats 

or mice) when the birds need it. A properly constructed corn shock 

tied around the top to prevent collapse, and with bundles spread at 

the bottom to give roominess inside and to allow the quail free move- 
ment in and out—all directions—is functional for weeks at a stretch, 

throughout any sleet and snowstorms within probability. The lover 

of quail can perform no more useful service to the birds than each 
fall to erect a few corn shocks near quail-frequented woods or thick- 

ets. Do this in the fall rather than wait until snow comes, so that the 

quail may become accustomed to the corn. 

What Is Good Quail Cover? The major service of cover is not pro- 

tection from cold, but to furnish mechanical defense and hiding fa- 
cilities in attack by predators. Quail feel unsafe and are not content 

unless they are within 50 to 75 yards of some utilizable cover. 

In southern Wisconsin the predators that quail have most to fear 

are two species of hawks,—Cooper’s hawks in mild winters like 1930- 
31, and goshawks which ordinarily are found further north. The 

Cooper’s hawk is a small round-winged darting hawk of the wood- 

land, remarkably swift in its fight. In the summer it feeds on vari- 

ous small birds. Normally Cooper’s hawks do not remain in southern 

Wisconsin during the winter, but in the mild winter of 1930-31 they 

could be seen every month in this region. Goshawks have their home 

in the northern wildernesses but from time to time (usually about 

once in a decade) when diseases kill off their normal prey, the grouse 

and rabbits, in the north country, these swift, powerful raptors are 

driven southward, fierce and hungry. When the Cooper’s hawks stay 

through the months of snow or the goshawks come, then the quail 

need cover. The common marsh hawks and the large soaring hawks 
(red-tails or “chicken hawks”) are not much of a hazard to quail. 

Actually these much-persecuted species of big, slow hawks, while they 

may occasionally get an exposed chicken, are highly beneficial to agri- 
culture because of their efficiency in killing destructive rodents, though 

perhaps their greatest service is the culling out of weak, sick, or 

unfit individuals from wild life as a whole. 

There are other species that sometimes take quail besides Cooper's 

hawks and goshawks, but two year’s research indicates these others 
to be but a minor danger to first-rate birds. Particularly serious as 

enemies of nesting quail may be hunting housecats and stray dogs. 

In general, it is recommended that the public not molest native 

predators for far more satisfactory results are to be obtained by cor-
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recting food and cover deficiencies than by ill-judged killing of pre- 

dators. 

The best quail country provides the birds with the widest possible 

choice of cover types and food combinations. Grain stubble, uncut 
borders of hay lands, the sedges and coarse grasses of marshy spots 

and thick bluegrass along fencerows, all match the bobwhite’s color, 

and.aid him in avoiding peril by hiding. 

Brushy cover is needed, and is more effective when distributed in 

several areas rather than in a single large tract. Blackberry canes, 

plum thickets, hawthorns, especially when bound together with wild 

grapevines and woodbine (Virginia creeper) in dense strips along the 

edge of fields, and as hedges and thickets in odd corners, all furnish 

very effective cover, and need not interfere appreciably with the 

regular farm activities. 

Entomologists at this Station have demonstrated that shrub growth 

along the fence rows between fields is beneficial to farm production be- 

cause such shrubs serve as a winter home for insect predators that 

prey on injurious pests, especially the pea aphis. Nothing said here 

should be construed as in defense of fence rows infested with noxious 

weeds such as Canada thistles, that are a menace to the adjoining 

fields. 

Extensive areas of timber, even though unpastured, often—though 

not invariably—have the best grade of quail cover limited to the mar- 

gins of the timber lot where the sunlight is more plentiful. 

Most pastured areas offer little cover to quail, because pasturing 

destroys the brush and vines. The native creeping juniper resists 

grazing, and where present, it may redeem pasture areas from utter 

hopelessness as quail environment. Where it is desired to make an 

area attractive to quail as quickly as possible, and there is a short- 

age of natural brushy growth along fence rows, woodlots, or unused 

land, immediate improvement in terms of quail cover can be obtained 

by the erection of brush piles at strategic places. Good cover for 

overpastured woodlots devoid of underbrush can be prepared on short 

notice by cutting a few trees, of which the lower limbs can be lopped 

off and stacked about the top of the tree, especially if the tops are 

entangled with live wild grapevines. No money need be spent to 

provide artificial shelter for quail. The quail are not appreciative of 

expensive superficial refinements intended for their benefit. . 
Broadly the problem of cover restoration for quail and song birds 

is to give volunteer growth a chance rather than the establishment 

of new plantings. Every year there is a great waste of the finest 

cover through injudicious burning and cutting, and through the run- 
ning of livestock in woods and on steep hillsides on which pasturage 

is so scant in the first place that cattle use up as much energy finding 

the grass as it furnishes to them after they get it. Annually the bird 

coverts shrink. Each year more hills, once forested and alive with 

wild creatures, are now scarcely topped by anything but mullein 

stalks, and furnish poor pasture on the basis of a cow per 10 to 20 

acres. It is our native trees, shrubs, flowers, birds and wild life that 

give Wisconsin the beauty and charm so much envied by residents of
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FIG. 8-FLUSHING ROD SAVES BIRDS’ NESTS 
Note curved iron rod attached to outer end of sickle bar and to the harness of the 

horse. The bar scares the mother bird off the nest and warns the driver of the location 
of the nest. (Photo courtesy of Wisconsin Conservation Department). 

regions less richly favored in terms of climate, topography, flora and 

fauna. We can retain many of the natural advantages of woods and 
wild life if we simply refrain from destroying them. 

An Iron Rod Will Save The Life Of Many Young Quail. The bob- 

white nest is usually located in tall grass, and when the grass hap- 

pens to be part of a hay meadow a disaster often occurs when the 

farmer cuts the meadow. If not actually destroyed by the mower, the 

exposed nest is almost certain to be abandoned by the mother quail. 

Realizing the need for some automatic means for locating bird 

nests, so that the mower could skip the nest a few feet, Warden A. J. 
Peterson of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission devised a flush- 

ing rod which has proved very effective. It is a simple device having 

for its purpose the flushing of the bird (quail, Hungarian partridge, 

etc.) before the cutter bar of the mower injures either the bird or 

the nest. Because the nests are almost always near the fences and 

field margins it is not necessary to have the flushing device attached 

to the mower except for the outside edges of fields (approximately 

60 feet). The flushing rod consists of a %& inch thick cold-rolled steel 

rod about 12 feet long. (See Fig. 8). The rod extends a few feet in 

front of the cutter bar, and has the effect of scaring the mother bird 

off her nest so that the driver may save the nest by leaving a small 

island of uncut grass. The device does not harm the grass, molest 

the team or cause the driver undue trouble. Farmers who have seen 

the mechanism in operation are enthusiastic about it. Unintentionally 

they have destroyed quail and partridge nests which the flushing rod 

would have enabled them to save. Blue-prints showing how to con- 

struct the flushing rod can be obtained of the Wisconsin Conserva- 

tion Commission, Madison.
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CAN FIELD raspberry buds, wild dry land cress and a few pine early dew and grasses, as well as the numerous in- 
THE AMERI needles and blackthorn apples. sects still in existence, provided the required mois- 

PUBLISHED WEEKLY One professor of natural history told me in all ture for those birds which turned up their noses at 
aera iFanouN mavaed Ser iOUenens that ruffed grouse are never found on the thought of drinking liquefied red mud. 

° ao MBRAGEE ight clay soils where certain growths are not pres- southern rei i 
FRANK M. YOUNG, Editor ent. I had to smile a bit, because one of my luckiest seni ee Gat Mayan aha oe pide STEWART J. WALPOLE, President places in the Ottawa Valley, in Quebec, conformed came in December. The locality under my investi- 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE: well with the character of the terrain where he told gation was in Daugherty County, since the regions 
One year, strictly in: advance. 1 i.0r.cwars sere senor #00 a feos never found, and i wane caer to of the Coolewahee and Kiokee are familiar annual ix months, strictly in advance......++-+se+ereeesaeees 2 e there they never remain, according to him. One stamping grounds. I had not anticipated such dis- 

SUBSE Ere teat national pinsle copies, 1S coats... of my favorite spots for finding birds with great astrous effects of the drougth as I was forced to 
of THE AMERICAN FIELD mallee to them regularly by ee is ty ae oF ue sort, be ge oueaits witness amidst that flat country, that formerly held 
notifying us of their temporary postoffice address. of a bend in the Racquet River, used as a pasture an abundance of ponds. Only a few, and those at 

REMIPTANCES should be erat, by Bosal Money Onder ae by one of the local dairy farmers who swears he is far distances apart, held water. Quail and other 
We are not responsible for currency remittances. full-blooded Norman French, though his name is pjird signs were found in regions where no water was 

NEWSDEALERS.—The Trade supplied by the American News Reilly. The little flat is of an anaemic blue clay soil available, where the green grass remaining actually 

Gos Sad tee eraaicties, ich “are located, im) principal cides i “covered awith: a “meager crowih of ulue gris: ©A Grackicd! tnder fool, aa wueniwalkine onldry brush. 
ADVERTISING.—THE AMERICAN FIELD is read in every few white cedar trees grow upon it. It always Ultimately, our quail hunting expedition terminated 

part of the English-speaking world. As an advertising medium yields me birds, even when my other best bets fail. in a fire-fighting expedition, since the quail fields 

iE Will cigly move: For advertising rates’ sce. “Notice to They come there for.the gravel and the wild upland and long leaf pines were continually seized by the 
Advectiserstt cress, that grows here and there with the cress, and yed menace to timber and wild life. Sometimes we 

DEPARTMENTS.—The | Departments. of THE AMERICAN the inducement of the Racquet River as a water sup- fought fire half the night and the following day we 
FIELD are Game and Shooting, Fish and Fishing, Natural ply is a factor not to be underestimated, though the ‘ie = % a *. es 
History, Travel, Kennel (which includes bird dog trials and ; ri 4 looked as if we had had a long siege with Georgia 
sporting breeds on the show bench; breediny al everything Nearest protective cover is a grove of beeches and moonshine, instead of what had actually occurred, as 
pertaining to canine interests); Field Dog Stud Book regis spruces almost one-sixteenth of a mile of. our eyes were so aflame with redness. Smoke, 
pie Peder and! transfers, and Answers to Corre- One gets considerable amusement now and then smoke everywhere. Summer heat on all sides dur- 

CONTRIBUTIONS.—Contributions from all who are interested When reading reports of certain people who are the ing the day; still, in the early mornings there was 
in outdoor recreations, and discussions for the betterment and first to raise ruffed grouse successfully, and forth- lots of dew, but after the sun came up this quickly 
clevationl ot: spoursiieuahipy free from personalities, are invited with follows the methods employed. Yet natives disappeared. The days when we found birds we fell 

THE AMERICAN FIELD does not assume responsibility for WhO could neither read nor write did it nearly forty on them in sheer luck, rather than the dogs finding 
views expressed by correspondents or statements nade by ike ago, en oe, eren ey Rar erges in them through scenting ability. In a buggy we had 
advertisers. aac = atching and raising birds to maturity. e genesis _j9-carry-water for the dogs, otherwise they could 
ee ee nee ee eee cua the of the grouse recently found in Tennessee came have endured the going. . i 
writer’s mame and address, not necessarily for publication, about through old-timers expressing a fondness for MGiNes awiawaaMaranouselOChlanUntst- anrre toast 
but as a private guarantee of good faith. No manuscript this valuable sort of wild life in such a manner, ,, = oe, zs Bae ae a 
returned unless postage is enclosed. though they had to contend with Spri east called my attention to the enormous amount of fish 

ALL CORRESPONDENCE, upon any subject, or for any a noe pune = which had been lost by the drying up of ponds dur- 
department, to receive attention, must be addressed. pie: enemy of young grouse in the South, ing the long, then still unbroken, dry period. We 

THE AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING CO., : oes 2 dee tera ae ee q  alted our horses close to a large tupelo gum and 
440 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, III. Sea Ree ae be Se ee cypress pond, which used to be the scene of some 

Forercn Susscription Acency—International News comer 5 great loss among quail, some lovers of this wonder- of oe poner cuck hn. ihe wee jomaeiy 2 
Breams Building, Chancery Lane, London, E. C., Eng. fyl game bird declared the loss among birds was “(ft Spot for mallards. At the moment a eS 
Price per year, in advance, including postage, $6.50. ae z y qinae, Water in it consisted of a small hole of liquid gray «UO CO) Mites Which 'throOve under these extraordinary jing But the. siran. ; ; 

——— eens ee i = 7 z 4 gest thing about it was some 
: ( ea he i. single pia oes oowed oie fish were still alive in it. Forthwith, I dismounted a harboring of a mite, in any form. rthermore, in, A z 

Game and Shooting several places where farmers had abandoned their an Gee COREE aed ebay DE 
tee eae 4 lands and a few chickens had been left, we discov- <i76 of an ordinary bed and was as thick as the 

ered that the chickens found there nesting in hen Hales on a dog’s back with small bream Che ars 

GROUSE AND QUAIL PUZZLEMENTS houses and barns in each case had mites. Three .omehow struggling for life aginst terrific obstacles oer farms we found where all the outlying buildings had They were what remained after the hogs had wal. 
Di boarded up to prevent entry by any sort of live + Bee a BY OZARK RIPLEY een D tor y by any So lowed in the hole and eaten the larger fish. All 
stock and forced the chickens that remained to eat ,), ; 
and live entirely in the open. Not one of the birds BEOUTG cues cuoes Nets duit (ache Vol soon When I get altogether set on college graduate and jo honed a aingloiinite es uivseyrdeed<quailowe found bevy appeared and, while I dodged back to the saw 

scientist theories, I am pretty sure some time or 5 ba amet ad eth a ermal ta Sem which had 228% drank copiously of this dirty blue-gray muck. 
other to have them contradicted. Many of the state- hoon’ brought in dhrcuch! a an tation) OO sfEnGe This drought period in Georgia, as well as many 
ments of the learned ones, while being the results of | ante =) ighv aid aoe a ie Bs elemet * others in years past, convinced me that no one can 
what has been discovered by them, do not jibe col- FICasants: Which Git not survive the are more make an accurate quail survey, any more than he 
lectively with the exceptional instances which are ,{@7 ©i8hteen months. & can explain, during the mating or the nesting peri- 
bound now and then, or perhaps oftener, to come | The drinking habits of quail have puzzled me more ods, the reason why some quail whistle Bob White, 
conspicuously to the surface. than anything else. Here I have a locality before while those in other localities do not utter a sound. 

A short time ago I was confronted with a contra~ Me Where certain bevies never go to water. They Quail surveys, if you get right down to brass tacks 
diction of the eminent Mr. Hornaday’s statistical obtain all the moisture required for their existence jin the South, the middle South and elsewhere, too, 

map of the present whereabouts of the ruffed grouse. from dew, grass and small grasshoppers, of which have proven to be fanciful conjectures, since no sin- 
In this part of Dixie he disclosed what no one else they are very fond. Very close to their haunts are gle person could report faithfully on one single 
in the region knew, and that was that ruffed grouse five bevies that come twice a day for water—at one township in the time given to all of them, or in a 
were extinct. A rainy day produced forty-three o’clock and four-thirty o’clock in the afternoon—to single year. Then a correct report could be obtained 
groups. I call them groups, since each flush brought ® good sized pond of clear water in the red oak only by a local resident, who knew every phase of 
forth the boomings in flight of from three to five Woods close to the big abandoned apple orchard the country, the farming and wild lands thoroughly. 
together, and in only one instance was a single which they seem to use as their inevitable feeding A striking example of recent happening is sufficient 

raised. Compare any part of the great grouse hunt- srounds. to verify this. 
ing areas of the eastern states and it would be hard I have heard some of the so-called experts on quail What is known as Hickory Level, in South Georgia, 
to show as many as in this little rough region west declare that Bob Whites never drink muddy water. has always been a productive hunting region for the 
of the Smokies. Also another locality where ten They are absolutely wrong in this conjecture; some writer and its owner. With three big going dogs, 
groups were flushed in a part of Lookout Mountain, positively will not and some will. It was mighty while the heat and drought were at their worst, we 
no farther than eight miles from Chattanooga, Tenn.. hot in Ripley County, Missouri, last year, but birds covered it on November 20, 21, 22, 23, 1931, without 
which publicists are prone to call the Dynamo of were plentiful—eleven bevies in one afternoon, finding a single bird or roost. The negroes on the ji 
the South. where our experts declared last season there was an Place said they had not seen a bevy on it. Never- 

Not long ago I heard a college professor declaring alarming shortage. To find them you had to get theless, the partridge peas and beggar weed were 
as a fact that ruffed grouse feed on only one food at big going dogs with lots of guts, which would bore abundant, though there was no water for miles 
a time. Shortly afterwards the crops of three ruffed into the second growth and could stand the fast around. The adjacent land owners spoke of the 
grouse I killed disclosed a strange commingling of traveling for long periods without water. At two absence of quail. November 23, escaping road gang 

foods in each bird. Only one bird had that day sub- red clay mud holes there were many indications that convicts set fire to the sedge to prevent being fol- 
sisted on a single variety of food. This male had birds resorted there for water, and the following lowed by the hounds; at least, that was the theory 
stuffed himself with red hawthorn fruit. All of the day at noon T had the pleasure of seeing two sep- of the origin of the fire. All night fire raged in the 
others showed that they preferred a mixture. They arate bevies arrive and partake of the ruby-colored sedge, black weed, old ponds of saw grass, and espe- 
had been feeding promiscuously on laurel leaves. liquid mud, apparently to their enjoyment. In other cially the turpentine long-leaf pines. At eleven 
tops of wire grass, buckshot gravel, black and red places no water was available and apparently the o'clock it caught in Hickory Level, jumping a broad js
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road with ease. On the following day Hickory Level Forest Service and the National Park Service, is No females had come to the trysting ground to ad- 
was in the throes of flame and while watching it we suggested in Senate Bill 306, introduced by Senator mire him. 
were surprised to hear all over the region the alarm Hawes on December 9, and now in the hands of the A second attempt was under way by Oklahoma 
and gathering call of quail, where neither we nor Senate Committee on Wild Life, of which Senator game officials to provide the last bird with the com- 
other hunters had been able to put up a single bevy Walcott is chairman. Considerable opposition to panionship of five prairie chickens, near relatives of 
in four days. Then I looked along the red, dusty creating another department has been evident. The the heath hen, when Dr. Gross announced the prob- 
road and discovered eighteen separate bevies had report holds that the same purpose may be accom- ability that the species was finally extinct. His 
crossed that morning from the east part of Hickory plished under the President’s recommendation for a reappearance may cause this plan to be carried 
Level to the safety-from-fire zone of the west part. consolidation of similar activities in one of the pres- through. 

Here is something for the theorists or experts to ent departments. SSS SS 
answer! In one day, while hunting last Fall, twenty- Senator Charles L. McNary of Oregon introduced 
two bevies were found by the dogs. Of these bevies, Senate Bill 768 to fix the daily bag and possession NOTES 
during the second week in November, one-third were limits for waterfowl by act of Congress. The bill is ee ete 
full grown. Of the remaining two-thirds, some could now before the Senate Committee on Agriculture, Organization of county units for systematic propa- 
not yet fly twenty yards strongly. Everything was of which Senator McNary is chairman. The survey gation and distribution of Bob White quail is being 
favorable to hatchings—dry ‘weather, early Spring. forecasts strong opposition to this measure from planned by the Oklahoma Game and Fish Commis- 
The reverse I have often seen after a wet Spring sportsmen’s organizations as a dangerous precedent. sion, as the next step in the program of quail 
and early Summer of the same character. Such regulation is now directed by the Advisory restoration recently launched by establishment of a 

One of my big puzzles is non-mating bevies, or Board and the Department of Agriculture after con- state quail hatchery at Darlington, a chain of ama- 
bevies which do not break up until early August sultation with state officials. teur back-yard quail breeders, and inauguration of 
and, when they do, to mate and pursue a prompt Senator McNary also introduced two other bills a field culturing station on the state game farm in 
repertory of reproduction, they do not sound the now before his committee affecting wild life. Bill Ellis County. Personnel for the creation of a county 
Bob White or qoui-hee call at all. Some of these 3259 gives officers of the Department of Agriculture hatchery system already is available. The Oklahoma 
bevies that apparently do not mate in Spring or proper protection from interference while discharg- Quail Propagating Assn. has a member on its advis- 
early Summer will retain their big intactness until ing their duties, and includes game protectors. Bill ory committee from each county who can serve as 
late July and early August. Then they move some 3261 would amend the Lacey Act, which controls the advisory head of the county unit. District game 
ten or fifteen miles back in the mountains, away interstate shipments of wild life, to enable enforce- rangers can provide periodical contact and some of 
from farms, and raise young. On some occasions I ment officers to seize illegal shipments of game and those now carried as special rangers who are becom- 
have known, and last year was one of them, that in furs. ing schooled in quail culture might be transferred 
one region just south of the Mason and Dixon line A national game and fish demonstration station to propagating service, devoting their time exclu- 
these apparently sexless, non-mating bevies sud- near Washington is provided by Senate Bill 2162, sively to organizing these units and supervising con- 
denly changed their tactics and began nesting Octo- jointly sponsored by Senators Walcott and Hawes of struction of county hatcheries. It is proposed that 
ber 10 and brought young into the world. the wild life committee. The station would experi- all the quail raised in these subsidiaries be released 

——— ment in pame end ae ene end aoe ore - in the county where they are produced, either on 
cooperate w: states, educational institutions, etc. wild life refuges or farms particularly adapted to 

SURVEY PREDICTS CONGRESSIONAL Senate Bill 2326, introduced by Senator Robinson natural propagation of Bob Whites. It is coe likely 
ACTION IN GAME MATTERS of Arkansas on December 19, authorizing the Pres- that more than a dozen such county hatcheries can 

—. ident to establish refuges for game and fish on any swing into action this Spring, but the commission is 
A survey of game measures in Congress, their Of the national forests wherever the states have in- very desirous of getting the quail restoration pro- 

present status and probable fate, has just been com- dicated their willingness to have such areas set gram functioning, even if in only a small way. 
pleted by the American Game Association, for use eae, was pevanen (yo ably by, as and its come eee eet 

i - mittee on Janua’ i was referred to the Com- S 
BEES corer neti Sen eu coy mittee on aaictacy, of which Senator George W. _ The California Division of Fish and Game “has 
funds that would benefit mainly sportsmen, or even Norris is chairman, for adjustment of possible con- the situation well in hand,” officials reported, after 
to increase desirable items in the short budget. This flicts in enforcement authority. the story went over the country recently that 
statement is directed particularly to the Norbeck- To prevent the dumping of oil and oil wastes into AOEGEs a noone ern panera Nalisy eection See 
Andresen Migratory Bird Refuge program, enacted any of the navigable waters is the purpose of House Brawley nee he Sat Steen , Seve ee Seas 
in 1929 with an authorized expenditure of $8,000,000 Bill 163, introduced by Representative Joe Crail of wild ducks from the Salton Sea sanctuaries. Thou: 
in ten years, which the budget leaves $880,000 short. California. It was referred to the Committee on Sands of hungry pra verton! were said to have invaded 

The prospect is said to be encouraging, however, Merchant Marine and Fisheries, Representative grain and rezetable fields, arousing the ire of 
for a favorable reaction toward any feasible plan in Ewin L. Davis, chairman. Oil pollution is consid- farmers and ranchers. A Federal game protector 
which the sportsmen themselves agree to finance ered to be a tremendous cause of fish and waterfow] and several state wardens were dispatched to in- 
waterfowl restoration, augmenting the Norbeck-An- Mortality. Sesinateman dost otitis incromed ying athe. sltnations 
dresen program. Such a plan now being prepared _ House Bill 4608, sponsored by Representative EH. L. Macaulay, chief of patrol of the state divi- 
by the Special Ways and Means Committee, ap- Scott Leavitt of Montana, would amend the Mc- ee SUUOUNC CU cus cuiconeyely (emut eis Rees 
pointed upon the recommendation of the Highteenth SWeeney-McNary forest research act to authorize the made to increase the depleted duck population, 

* American Game Conference, will be based largely forest and range experiment stations to conduct irreparable losses can occur at this time unless pro- 
on advice obtained from leaders in Congress. studies for determining the effective use of forest, tective laws are strictly observed. He said the 

The survey forecasts that determined action to- chaparral and grass cover in regulating stream flow, division is willing and able to cooperate in handling 
ward a sportsman-financed waterfowl program may Controlling erosion, preventing floods, ete. It au- all such problems. Wild fowl have been forced to 
change the status of the suggested cut of $23,000 thorizes annual appropriations of $500,000 in future concentrate upon sancturaries because of unfavor- 

from the operating funds of the Division of Biolog- years as part of the general forest and wild life re- able water and living conditions existing for them 
ical Investigations, the unit of the Biological Survey Search program. The bill is now before the House elsewhere today. Methods will be devised to keep 
which is expected to study waterfowl conditions. Committee on Agriculture, Representative Marvin the ducks off the adjacent fields. 
This cut would seriously hamper preparatory work Jones, chairman. a 
necessary for any restoration program. Other House bills concern predatory animal con- toreased business in the fish and game division 

While the report urges every organization to con- trol in California, fisheries stations in Wisconsin of the Indiana Conservation Department has made 
vey its views on measures to its senators and repre- and Long Island, and wild life refuges in Ouatchita J ocessary some changes in the administrative per- 
sentatives, it strongly recommends against letter National Forest, Arkansas, and Wichita National .onno], Ben H. Sink of Jasonville, an outstanding 
campaigns in which all the members of large organ- Forest, Oklahoma. advocate for fish and game conservation, has been 
izations are urged to participate. A flood of indi- | A number of bills provide for additions to national 2), ointed assistant superintendent of the division 
vidual letters.is more confusing than helpful. forests to include public domain lands, in order that under Walter Shirts, superintendent. Simultane- 

The association, in its survey of Congress, points &razing and erosion may be controlled, and there are ously, Garry Winders of Indianapolis becomes organ- 

out that the Federal game fish hatcheries program five flood-control bills in the house and two in the j/-7'tor the division, to cooperate with fish and game 
will remain at a standstill if the recommended bud- Senate. protective clubs over the state. Mr. Winders, who 
get is ey ae woul be Seo are of the a at various times has been president of state organ- 
amount authorized in under the e five-year izations of sportsmen’s clubs, succeeds Andrew Bo- 
Diane eee ae aie to Beare the relenvion a ee ee dine, transferred to duty at the Jasper-Pulaski game 
in ie budget o: , ‘or enforcement 0: a rve. ame reserves have been placed under 
Hawes black bass law, prohibiting interstate ship- _ The last heath hen on earth, believed to have been {pe ivenedinte cenervinion of & F Matai! ith: title 
ment and sale of this game fish contrary to law. dead, as it had not been seen for nine months, has o¢ superintendent of game reserves. Other changes 

Two important wild-life measures have been again been sighted near the traditional booming field place Fred C. Ott as custodian and game breeder at 

passed by the Senate in its present session. Nine of the last heath hen tribe on Martha’s Vineyard the Jasper-Pulaski Reserve, and Henry Moesch of 
others are pending. Correlation of wild-life con- Island, Mass., according to word reaching the Amer- the warden service becomes custodian of the Brown 
servation activities of the several Federal depart- ican Game Association from Dr. Alfred O. Gross, County Game Reserve, succeeding Oliver Neal, for- 
ments is provided in Senate Bill 263, introduced by ornithologist of Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me., merly in charge, who returns to the warden service. 
Senators Frederic C. Walcott of Connecticut and officially in charge of heath hen surveys for a num- i 
Harry B. Hawes of Missouri on December 9, and ber of years. 
passed on December 17. This was referred to the Apparently in perfect health, this cock bird, sole A deer in the woods is worth three times as much 
House Committee on Agriculture, of which represen- survivor since 1928 of a species which formerly as a calf on a ranch, according to figures given the 
tative Marvin Jones of Texas is chairman. ranged New England states in greater numbers than Amercan Game Association by Elliott S. Barker, 

Senate Bill S. 475, to establish a national park in amy other bird, returned to the farm of James Green state game warden of New Mexico. Although a 
the Everglades section of Florida, endorsed by most near West Tisbury on February 9. It was observed large portion of the state is devoted almost exclu- 
of the leading national organizations, because a na- by Mr. Green and others. sively to the livestock industry, Mr. Barker said, 
tional park in the only tropics of the country will be Warm weather of early Spring, usually in March, every deer taken represents more than $100 spent 
unique and will protect the varied bird, animal and has always sent the bird from its seclusion in the within the state in addition to the hunting license, 
plant life of the region, passed the Senate on Jan- scrub oaks of the island, back to a meadow on the while a calf of the same size is worth up to $25. 
uary 19. It was sponsored by Senator Duncan U. Green farm, where for many years the only remain- He declared that while the value of wild life, as 
Fletcher of Florida. The House Committee on Pub- ing flock of heath hens were wont to gather for their an attraction bringing huge sums of money into the 

lic Lands reported it favorably on January 12, as courtship antics. Although tourists still line the state every year, cannot be definitely estimated, it 
House Bill 5063, sponsored there by Representative highway bordering the meadow to watch the last is so great that “drastic steps should be taken, if 
Ruth Bryan Owen of Florida. The bill is now on bird during his Spring visits, he has not strutted, necessary, to preserve wild life in its natural habi- 
the union calendar and likely to pass if friends of boomed and inflated the orange sacs on either side tat, even at the expense of removing cattle and 
the measure can overcome opposition. of his head since his disappointment in 1929. At sheep from certain portions of the mountain areas to 

A Federal conservation department, consolidating that time he boomed almost daily until May 11, and make available exclusive propagation areas for wild 
the Biological Survey, the Bureau of Fisheries, the finally retired to the scrub oaks sadly crestfallen. life.”
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This report summarizes the data obtained from an analysis of the contents {yor 
of 68 Bob-white stomachs by the writer during 1932. The birds were collected 
by Mr. Milton B. Trautman for the Ohio Division of Conservetion during December, 

aS 1931 and January, February and March of 1932, and complete field notes recorded 

for each individual. As the specimens were distributed between these four winter 

months and came from numerous counties representing the several physiographic 

areas and verious habitat types of the state, the data can be taken as a fairly 

reliable index of Bob-white winter food for Ohio 

Summary 

Total species of seeds and fruits consumed.....46. 
Other plant parts consumed--specicS..ecresseeee 5 
Animal specicS CONSUMEd. cesececccceveresessevevlod 

Note: Only one stomach in 68 was empty. 

67 stomachs contained a total of 14,465 seeds---avernge of 213 per stomach. 
29 stomachs contained a total of 393 grains--average of 5.6 per stomakh. 

(corn, rye, wheat and beans) 
23 stomachs contained 307 entire or pieces of leaves------4,.5 per stomach, 

17 stomachs contained 15 species and 39 individuals of invertebrate 

animal organisms---an average of .57 per stomach. 

36 stomachs, in addition to a considerable quantity of sand, contained 

574 pieces of gravel---an average of 815 pieces per stomach. 

Animal Food. The animal food during this winter period, as might be ex- 

pected, made up only about 1% by volume of the total dict. This animal food 

consisted of 10 larvse (Lepidoptera) of the Fall Web Worm (Arctiidae), 12 larvae 
(Hymenoptera) of the Saw Fly (Tenthridinidse), one Field Cricket (Orthoptera- 
Grillidae), one Grasshopper (Orthoptera-Locustidae-Melanoplus sp.), 2 fly pupa 

(Diptera), one Ground Beetle (Csrabidae), one Grapevine Flea Beetle (Chrysome- 
lidae), one Ant (Formicidae), one Fly (Dintera), 3 unidentified insects, one 
spider (Arechnidae) and one Pond Snail (Physa). 

Vegetable Food. 

Leaves. 23 birds consumed 20? entire or pieces of lesves. Those 

identified included 238 leaflets of Clover (Trifolium) taken by 
ll birds, 26 leaves of Dandelion (Leontoden taraxacum) taken by 
6 birds and 5 leaves of Oxalis taken by one bird, One bird con- 

sumed 5 grass leaves and 4 birds 17 buds of grass rhizomes. 

Grain. 16 birds consumed 102 grains of corn---average 1.5 grains 
per bird. 

1l birds consumed 269 grains of wheat--average 4 grains 

per bird, 

One bird took a single soy bean kernel and 3 birds took 

18 white navy beans. One bird took 3 grains of rye. 

Thus tho only about 2.5% of the pieces of food eaten by 
the birds was grain, due to the large size of cultivated 
grains compnzred to most wild seeds, the cultivated grain
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made up approximately 20% of the total volume of : 
food taken. 

Sceds. 43 birds consumed 5593 seeds of Smell Ragweed (Ambrosia 

elatior) an everage of 82 seeds per bird. 
40 birds consumed 4664 seeds of Yellow Foxteil (Chaetochloa 

glauca), an average of 68 seeds per bird. 

26 birds consumed 642 secds of Smartwecd (Persicaria four 
species), an everage of 10 seeds per bird. 

28 birds consumed 1445 seeds of 12 species of legumes (3 

species of Tick-trefoils (Meibomia), 4 species of 

Bush-clovers (Lespedeza), 4 species of clovers (Tri- 
folium and Melilotus) and one species of Alfelfa (Medi- 
cago). An average of 21 seeds per bird. 

18 birds consumed 136 seeds of berries, 42 grapes (Vitis), 

13 cherries (Prunus), 22 Bittersweet (Celastrus) and 
59 Viburnums, an average of 2 berry seeds por bird. 

7 birds consumed 89 nuts, 68 Beechnuts (Fagus) and 
21 White Oak Acorns (Quercus alba) or an average 
of 1.3 nuts per bird. 

9 birds consumed 584 seeds of Green Foxtail (Chaetochloe 

viridis), an everage of 8 seeds per bird. 

13 birds consumed 424 seeds of 5 species of wild climbing 
buckwheat and knotweed (Tiniaria, Tovare and Polygonum), 

an average of 6 seeds per bird. 

41 birds consumed 888 seeds of 13 additional miscellaneous 
species, an average of 13 per stomach. 

Thus we find that the average Ohio winter Bob-white stomech contains 8} 
pieces of gravel, a small quantity of sand, 213 weed seeds (82 of small ragweed, 

68 of Yellow Foxtail, 10 of Smartweed, 21 of various legumes, 2 berry seeds, 1,3 
nuts, 8 green foxtail, 6 of wild buckwheats and 13 seeds of additional species of 

weeds, and 5 leaves or other vegetablo parts.) 

In percentages by volume the Bob-whites winter food is approximately: Animal 
Matter 1%, Grain 19% (Corn 11%, Wheat 6%,other grains 2%), Vegetative Parts 3%, 
Berry Seeds 3%, Nuts 5%, and Weed Secds 69% (Small Ragweed 31%, Yollow Foxtail 19%, 
verious Legumes 6%, Smertweed 3%, Green Foxtail 2%, Wild Buckwheats,2%, end mis- 
cellaneous weed seeds 6%).
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(‘sespanta MACROCARPA ' 

AS A QUAIL FEED 

Gastonburg, Ala.—Sesbania Macrocarpa, variously 
and commonly known as “indigo weed,” “long- 
podded sesban” and “coffee bean,” is one of the 
best nitrogen-gathering legumes and soil builders. 
It should not be confused with the common coffee 
weed (cassia toro), which closely resembles sesbania 
in outward appearance, but which is toxic to quail. 

It produces an abundant crop of mottled seed, 
\ almost cylindrical in shape and of the approximate 

size of a No. 2 shot, which are highly favored as 
feed by both quail and doves in areas where it is 
common. The plant grows wild under favorable cir- 
cumstances throughout middle Alabama and Missis- 
sippi and has been noted growing in more or less 

: profusion from the latitude of north Alabama to 
below Tallahassee, Fla., on practically all soil types. 

eae It seems to grow With especial luxuriousness in low 
and poorly drained soils, but produces a fairly good 

growth and good seed crop anywhere except on very f 

thin, dry and infertile soils. 
There is no question but that any good quail and 

game-bird feed which would supplement such satis- 
factory and well-known feeds as lespedeza, beggar $ 

weed, partridge pea and the like, will be of great 
value in increasing the supply of such game birds, 
especially if such new feed will meet some of the 
needs not filled by any one or all of the already well- 
known feeds. A good nitrogen-gatherer is very de- 
sirable because of its value in maintaining soil 
fertility, which is essential to the production of any 
feed. The production of a large crop of seed of 
the proper size and that will lie over Winter and 
also reseed itself is a valuable characteristic. In 

. areas where any considerable number of live stock 

have access to the fields and on preserves where 
deer are’ raised there is considerable advantage in 
a plant which will mature feed for birds and which , 

will not be eaten or damaged by the live stock and 
deer, 

Sesbania meets all these requirements and is also 
known to grow and produce well on some soils and 
under some conditions where the better known feeds 
above mentioned will not. Sesbania will do well on 

\ lime soils which are too alkaline for lespedeza to 
grow, and will produce extremely well on low and 
poorly drained soils where other feeds fail. Experi- 
ence with and observation of the plant show that 
in this latitude it will volunteer in corn fields where 
cultivation has been completed (laid by) by June 1 
and produce a good seed yield. It will also volunteer 
and successfully compete with other weeds, grasses 
and vegetation in fields allowed to lie fallow for two 
years or more. The seeds are very hard and have 
been known to lie in or on the ground for several 
years until favorable conditions for germination de- 

a velop. The growing plant will not be eaten by live 

stock and the seeds are large enough for birds to 
find with ease and still too small for stock to pick up, 

Very little is known of the general adaptability of 
sesbania as a quail feed, though it is known that 
quail are very fond of it in areas where the plant 
commonly grows wild. In Herbert L. Stoddard’s 
book, “The Bob White Quail,” on page 127, in dif- 
ferentiating between the coffee weed (cassia tora), 
which is known to be toxic to quail, and sesbania, , 

the statement is made that “sesban macrocarpa 
proved to be an excellent quail food plant.” Also, 
on page 138, it is stated that “coveys feeding in the 
lowland range had fed extensively on the brown and 
gray splotched beans of the long-podded sesban 
(Sesban macrocarpa).” In correspondence and per- 

- sonal conversation with Mr. Stoddard he has stated 

" that the plant was of infrequent occurrence in the 
areas on which his investigations were conducted 

7 and that, while he knew the feed to be good, he did 
not know how important it might be until more could 
be found out as to its growing range and general 

adaptability. Mr. Stoddard and the Quail Study As- 
sociation, with which he is now doing further re- 
search work, are interested in the possibilities of 
the plant_and the results which may be obtained 
under a wide variety of conditions. ‘ 

On account of the probability and hope that this 
plant would fill a very definite need and be a valu- 
able accession to the quail feeds which we already 
know, a considerable quantity of the seed was gath- 
ered last Fall from wild growing plants for the pur- 
pose of trying to get the seed in general distribution — 

for trial under as wide a variety of conditions as 
possible. There is no desire that the seeds be given 

any extraordinary effort at production nor that they 
be used under especially favorable conditions, but, 
rather, that they are given a fair trial. While such 
records as would be required in a scientific experi- 
ment would not be required, it would be important 
and valuable that such data be kept that an intelli- 
gent and reasonably accurate report on results could 

be given on all trial plantings made. 
The offer, which will be found in the advertise- 

ments in this issue of the American Field, to furnish 
trial lots of seed free, is for the purpose of placing 
in the hands of sportsmen, breeders and preserve 
owners the opportunity of assisting in getting defi- 
nite information on what may be a very valuable 
supplementary quail feed. A sufficient quantity of 
seed will be sent to all those who wish to give the 
plant a fair trial and who will make report on 
results next Fall. R. J. Goopr.
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BOBWHITE QUAIL AND 

WATER 

A great deal has been written and 

said as to whether or not quail require | ss Se 

water; and if so, how much? Cross fences were run out both ways 
It is the writer's opinion that quail from the main fences and the water 

do require water at intervals and will tubs put near where these fences crossed 
travel long distances to get it. On the -+the plan being to divide the large field 
other hand if water is available, the into fields of about five to ten acres. i 
quail will stay within a few hundred At the edge of the big woods, for 
yards of it and can usually be found a stretch of about one hundred feet, 
there. brush was transplanted. This was done 

The best example of the above state- to stop the quail that were fiushed 
ment can be found on a large Game _ in the woods as quail, when flying out 
Preserve near Aiken, S. C. of a woods into an open field, will in- 

The manager, a native South Caro- variably keep on across to the other 
linian, has two generations of prac- side regardless of width, but they will 
tical hunting experience behind him as_ settle down at the edge of the woods 
his father and grandfather were great if there is low cover. 
hunters and naturalists. Feed patches of one to two acres 

At the time the preserve was taken in area were planted at various places, 

over the ten existing coveys of quail care being taken not to have them 
were carefully located. Coca-Cola bar- too narrow. In the latter case the dogs 
rels were bought and tubs made from are likely to run the edge and not 
the ends about 12 inches deep. A small circle and hunt. 

“board —about—three—tnenes” wide with The feéd patches were planted in the 
little cross strips attached was fastened spring with lespedeza, browntop, millet, 
at one end in the bottom and the other buckwheat, iron peas and Florida beg- 
end up at the top edge of the tub to garweed and had an application of about 

form a ladder down into the water. The 50 pounds to the acre of Nitrate of 

tubs were then sunk in the ground with oda in the early summer. 

the top edge flush with the surface. It was found that quail visited the 
Care was taken to have these tubs | water tubs on an average of three times 

either under a bush or near a small |\a week. This was very easy to see as 
clump of trees and always at the edge ‘the sand was swept clean around the 
of a thicket. If there was no available tubs and it was a simple matter to 
cover, brush was carefully transplant- “read signs.” 

ed to act as shade and hiding places The preserve originally had about 16 
for the quail. The tubs were filled with coveys on it and these were increased 
water, and after the first filling it only to 60 coveys in three years’ time with- 

required a few quarts in each tub acou- out any additional restocking. 
ple of times a week to keep them full. The manager attributes this increase 

The preserve had some immense open first to the water, second to the ar- 
stretches of fields of one or two hun- rangement of the cover and third, of 
dred acres that had little or no cover course, to the feed patches. 
on them—except black jack oaks. Some Joun B. Ler, Carthage, N. C. 
of these oaks up to 15 feet high were 

chopped down, and laid up into snake 

fences, all the limbs of course being 
left on the trees. This made a dense 

thicket about two feet to three feet 

high leading out into the big fields 

from the surrounding woods at various 
intervals. Wide gaps of about 20 feet 

were left at intervals both to make it 

easier for the hunters to get through 

and becuse quail seem to like to run 

out in the open occasionally.
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/ QUAIL MYSTERY ID 
7 NEW YORK 

/ The mystery of the disappear 

ee ; ance of 147 quail liberated by the 
a ] ons ervation Department of New 

: eee O°" the cotution hae presented to the Onan 
Department experts still more 5 ss 
baffling mystery. a. 

When these quail were released 
it was confidently expected that = 
they would remain in the Valley Re ee ee eee : 
and breed ther s it offers fine ge" 

cal food and shelter for the birds —— 
cai However, the birds soon vanished 

See Tae from the Valley leaving no trace ai 
In January a request f a informa-: = s 
tion as to the whereabouts of the © 
birds was printed in an Ithaca 

1ewspaper, and it brought to light 

. the fact that the quail had actually 
deserted the fertile fields and farm- 

ards of the vicinity and had taken 
to the surrounding hills, in which 

had located on the wind-swept = 
nest Le ior of oe 1e1 ticut Hill, ter a ' 

nluies trom ithaca, with an eleva- : 

ae ; tion of 2095 feet ees: 
si [he nev ystery is why these © , 

‘ birds flew away from certain food ieee 
and fine shelter to inhabit more o1 

ess barren regions in which many 

of them might starve. It is against 5 
: allanimal instinct to de: ert pl ntiful 

food areas, but this has happened _ 
and apparently without cause.— 

ae New York Conservation News. F 

cee : - ‘ / p ‘ 
7; . uct Amt Act tt Ge hg Ae et 

4 f 

bn omy > fr m o£ TL, No. ty ¢ Ufo L 193-3:
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J ULAREMIA AS A POSSIBLE CAUSE Evidently the U. S. public health service will make 

OF THE SCARCITY OF QUAIL further investigations and give us more information 
—— along this line, but in the meantime every sportsman 

Samson, Ala.—Scarcity of quail in Alabama has should be on the alert for sick rabbits or birds and 

been a question of no little concern to the sports- inspect closely any birds or rabbits for tick infes- 

men and conservationists for the past few years. tation. i 

Year by year we have noted the increasing scarcity Rabbits in this country are no longer considered 

of quail in territory that had been well stocked a worthy game animal, and it is evident that if we 

with game up to the last two or three years. It had less rabbits that the danger of tularemic infec- 

has also been noted that in territory where quail tion in the quail would be less hazardous. 

~ were plentiful in the early part of the fall season, I, L, JoHNsTON. 

very few birds were to be found by midwinter, and 

also the scarcity could not be accounted for by 

continued shooting. 
One noted Alabama physician sportsman made the 

assertion that quail in this country were dying of 
tularemia and in the light of recent information we 
think that he was correct in his assertion. 

We have had a few cases of tularemia each sea- 
son that was contracted by handling rabbits, but 
no case in human beings that was contracted by 
handling birds until the early part of this year. 
On or about January 20, D. J., male, age fifty-four, 
was out Hunting and got blood from a quail in a 

briar scratch abrasion on the back of right hand. 

About January 25 there appeared an inflamed blister 

fester on the back of the little finger. The man 

became ill on January 28, with fever, headache, 

muscular pains and general malaise. The disease 

ran the typical tularemia course. Blood tests made 
by the Alabama state laboratory on February 15, 25 

. and March 10 showed positive reaction for tularemia. 

He did not handle rabbits. 

In the particular scope of woods territory where 

the blood from the bird was contacted, birds were 

plentiful as late as November 30, 1931. Also rabbits 
were plentiful at that date, but by February 1 birds 
had disappeared almost completely. Rabbits were 
also much rarer seen than in November. In han- 
dling quail that were bagged in these woods they 
were found to be infested with ticks. Reports of 
the U. S. public health service state that two 
varieties of ticks are known to carry tularemia from 

rabbit to rabbit, from rabbit to birds, from birds to E 

birds, and probably from rabbits or birds to man. 

A public health report dated February 26, 1932, 

by Parker and his coworkers, in an article on tula- 

remia in the sage hen, working in Fergus County, 

Montana, reports an epizootic (epidemic) of tula- 

remia in sage hens. Also they point out that the : 

epidemic in sage hens was subsequent to an epi- 

demic among the rabbit population. That the dead 

and killed rabbits were infested with the known 

carriers of tularemia, the two different varieties of 

ticks, one of which had not been incriminated as a 

carrier of tularemia heretofore. That the ticks from 

the rabbits and sage hens were infected with the u 

tularemia germ. That the hearts and livers from 

dead and killed birds in the infected area were made 

into a glycerated emulsion and when injected into 

other animals, as rabbits and guinea pigs, produced 

tularemia, and the process carried through the third 

guinea pig, still showed the presence of the tula- 

remia germ. 
The public health reports call attention to three 

cases, two of which showed a probability of being 
infected by handling quail and one of which showed 
a positive infection from handling quail, as the case, ; 

woman age thirty-nine, patient of Dr. George W. 

Griffith of Garden, Mo., dressed five quail on No- 

vember 18, but did not handle rabbits. She became : 

ill on November 24, with the characteristic symptoms 

of tularemia, which ran the regular course. Labo- 

ratory reports from the National Institute of Health 

and the Oklahoma State Laboratory both confirmed 

the diagnosis as tularemia. 

The other two cases mentioned pricked the hand 

or finger while dressing quail, but the fact that they 

had dressed rabbits a few days previous destroys 

the positive evidence that they were infected by 

handling the quail. However, the investigators evi- 

dently thought it probable that they were so infected 

by the quail.



Belstule 
4 ERADICATION OF FIRE ANTS. 

In @ memorandum dated July 1, 1931, we reported upon the 

damage being done by ants to hatching quail in the Thomasville- 

Tallahassee region, outlined a census method by means of which we 

hoped to be able to check up annually on the increase or decrease 

of these pests, and suggested means by which quail nests, the lo- 

cation of which was known, could be saved. In a communication 

relating to burning of quail lands distributed February 6, 1932, 

we made further mention of the menace of these ants to our quail 

supply, and the progress of our studies and experiments in control. 

Due to the rapid increase of ant destruction to hatching quail 

in this general region since 1927, the ant investigations have been 

considered of the first importance and a great deal of time during 

. the past year has been devoted to a study of present abundance and 

distribution, and to experiments with various methods of eradication. 

All obtainable literature dealing with the subject has been con-~ 

sulted, and help has been solicited from the U. S. Bureau of Ent~ 

omology and some of the foremost students of ants in the country. 

While much assistance has been so obtained, identification of : 

specimens has been of necessity very slow, and the work has been 

full of unexpected difficulties. Last summer's census work was 

hampered by the difficulties experienced in field identification 

which caused us inadvertently to include in our counts an abundant 

‘ put harmless species of ant very similar in appearance to the fire 

ant. These difficulties have now been largely removed, for iden- 

tifications made by specialists of ant specimens taken from quail 

nests indicate that our entire loss from ants is caused by two kinds 

of so-called fire ants. 

From these identifications it is apparent that there is a serail 

but constant loss of hatching quail from a native fire ant know: to



science as Solenopsis geminata which is widely distributed over the 

extreme South from Florida to Texas. The great bulk of our loss, 

however, has been caused locally by a supposedly introduced fire 

ant kmown as Solenonsis geminasa subspecies rufa, which can only 

be differentiated from the other by a specialist equipped with a 

microscope. While this ant has long been considered an introduced 

one, this has recently been questioned by Dr. W. S. Creighton who 

has studied this genus of ants for several years. It is his opinion 

that rufa is also a native ant. For practical purposes of control, 

however, these ants are identical. The greater loss of hatching 

quail caused by rufa locally is probably due to its greater abund- 

- ance, rather than a difference of habit. 

It is undoubtedly due to difficulty of identification of ants 

of this genus that specimens submitted during the original Co- 

operative Quail Investigation were identified as Solenopsis molesta, . 

or the "thief ant." This appears to have been a mistake, as none 

of the large series of samples recently submitted to specialists 

have been identified as of this species. 

At the present time we find onrselves in the midst of the 

problem with many important facts in hand, but much more to learn. 

We will only attempt at this time to outline the problem as we see 

it, and give the best method at present known to combat these pests. 

So far we know, or think we know, the following important things 

about these ants; 

First: All of the loss of hatching quail caused by ants seems to 

he caused by the so-called fire ants of two very closely related 

subspecies which can be differentiated only by the speciaiist. The 

mounds of both varieties are similar and characteristic, and ths 

majority of them can be recognized by anyone after & Little study 

from the mounds of the many harmless species.



Sesond: Fire ants (perhaps only the subspecies rufa) have increes- 

e@ tremendovsiv since about 1927, until they have become a very im- 

portant check on quail increase over considerable areas in the 

Thomasville~Tallahassee region, and probably elsewhere along the 

Gulf Coast. Quail nesting studies of 1931 carried on in cooperatiox 

with Mr. Louis B. Campbell on Forshala Plantation, Leon County, 

Florida, show that infestations of ten to forty fire ant colonies 

per acre may be followed by the destruction of up to a quarter of 

the hatching quail. 

Third: While sometimes numerous in small open pinelands, fire ants 

seem scarce or absent (excepting along paths and roads) in extensive 

plocks of dense woodland. They apparently reach maximum abundance 

in fallow fields and areas of open broom sedge, around field borders 

and along paths and roads; exactly the situations quail prefer for 

nesting. 

Fourth: While fire ants now occur in concentrations up to fifty 

per acre over large areas in the aggregate in the Thomasville-Talia 

hassee region, their distribution on most of the plantations is 

spotty, and large areas of apparently similar gpound.may be either 

lightly or very heavily infested. While heavy infestations have 

been noted in spots on several of the south Georgia preserves, 

greater and more uniform abundance has been noted on the opener 

lands of north Florida. 

We need much additional information on the following important 

angles of the ant problem: 

First. Rapidity of Reinfestation. The practicability of attempt- 

ing to control or eradicate fire ants from a quail preserve, may 

well depend upon how long the place may be expected to remain free 

of the ants after they have been killed off. It will take large 

scale control operations and considerable time to determine this



“point. 

Sesomd. Possibility of Control py Natural Agencies. There is al- 

ways a possibility, if not a probability, that these ants will soon 

decline in numbers through natural agencies without the necessity 

of artificial control. We may be experiencing the effect of a 

normal abundance cycle, but if so the cycle must be a long one. 

Diseases, parasites and other natural enemies, as well as weather, 

may at any time begin to exert a controlling influence, for all we 

know to the contrary, If Dr. Creighton is correct in his belief 

that the subspecies rufa is a native rather than an introduced ant 

this behavior may be expected, for this species should have reach- 

ed some sort of an equilibrium through the ages. On the contrary 

if rufa has been introduced, as was formerly believed, there seems 

greater liklihood that they will go through a period of excessive 

abundance, as do so many introduced insect pests on reaching new 

territory. Their recent spectacular increase would be more easily 

explained on the latter hypothesis. 

Third. Factors Influencing Distribution. Very little is know 

about the influence on fire ant abundance and distribution of soils 

of different types, varying degrees of soil moisture and temper- 

ature, and similar inscrutable factors. Fire ants have been noted 

in abundance on sandy soils, slay soils and even on stony lands, 

put are unaccountably absent over other similar appearing lands. 

METHODS OF CONTROLLING FIRE ANTS. 

As the effectiveness of attempting to control fire ants on a 

large scale as a means of quail preservation has not been fully 

demonstrated to date, we do not want to take the responsibility at 

this time of recommending that our members in the Thomasville- 

Tallahassee region launch any extensive campaign of eradication



under.the impression that the problem has been fully worked out, and 

that satisfactory results are assured. 

It does seem worth while, however, to attempt this year to re- 

duce the fire ants as much as possible along roads, paths, around 

field borders and in open broom sedge where quail commonly nest, and 

are seriously threatened by a great abundance of these ants. ihile 

many quail nests can perhaps be located and saved from ant destruct— 

ion by killing off fire ants within a radius of fifty feet or so, as 

suggested in our memorandum of July 1, 1931, we have reason noWtoa 

believe that better results will be secured by reducing the numbers 

of ants over the best nesting grounds as much as possible without 

attempting to locate the quail nests, though the methods can be com- 

bined if considered desirable. For the benefit of those who contem- 

plate starting fire ant control at once we suggest the following 

procedure, which is the best that can be offered at this time. 

Chemicals to use. On the basis of rather extensive experiments dur- 

ing the past winter with various chemicals, poisons and patcuted 

preparations, we are of the opinion that sodium cyanide is the cheap-- 

est, most effective and generally satisfactory poison to use. All 

of the cyanides are very poisonous, and extreme care should be taken 

in their use, especially as it is our understanding that there is no 

satisfactory antidote for this poison in the form used. That the 

method is not unduly dangerous, however, is shown by the following 

extracts from a letter from the U. S. Bureau of Entomology, our most 

experienced agency in the control of insects ... "\Je appreciate the 

fact that cyanide involves some danger but if used in the dilutions 

referred to in your letter-i.e., one ounce to one gallon of water - 

it is believed that persons with average intelligence could use the 

solution in the manner described without jeopardizing their health



provided, of course, they constantly follow directions against heed 

lessly exoosiug themselves to the liquids or vapors. From the stend 

point of applying the cyanide at this rate, there would not be any 

undue risk te the man engaged in the work. The risk would be very 

materially less than the fisk invelved in mining and certain mill 

operations." 

"In the use of a poison of this nature, however, over large 

areas, it would be necessary to use 4 great deal of caution so as 

not to poison wild animals, stock, children, or other indiviauals 

who frequent such locations. If, in your control work, you are able 

to use reasonable safeguards, I see no particular reason why you 

could not carry on the work in the manner outlined." 

If anyone desiring to carry on control work is doubtful as 

to the safety of the liquid cyanide method, I would suggest that 

they investigate the matter independanitly, as an added precaution. 

We can also suggest alternate, but more expensive methods of con- 

trolling the fire ants. 

Cost _of Sodium Cyanide Operations. In hundred pound lots, sodium 

cyanide can be delivered in Thomasville at 424 per hundred. This 

is sufficient to make 1600 gallons of the liquid, or enough to 

poison 6400 fire ant colonies, or go over 640 acres at an average 

infestation of ten ant colonies per acre. Labor for applying costs 

approximately the same as the chemical, making the total cost 

around one cent per ant colony treated. This does not insure con- 

plete eradication of course, for a few ant colonies are almost ce- 

rtain to be overlooked, and a few ants to survive in imperfectly 

treated nests. ; 

Outfit for Applying Poison. Up to the present, large scale operat- 

ons have been started only on one plantation (Forshala), but the



outfit used there by Mir. Louis B. Campbell and his men seems thorough ~— 

Ly practical, and the best that can be suggested at the present time. 

‘his consists of a wagon and team, four to six,gallon oil barrels 

for the liquid, a half dozen five gallon kerosene cans for applying 

it, and incidentals such as rubber gloves, small cnow-bars and so 

forth. The oil barrels have Sight screw tops and an interchangeable 

spigot which is screwed into the end of the barrel being drawn from. 

As the vapors of cyanide are poisonous, only perfectly tight oil 

barrels should be used, and it would be wise to plainly mark all 

equipment used with the word POISON, and to keep the whole outfit ous 

ot the reach of children or irresponsible persons, when not in use. 

Mixing and Applying the Poison. Sodium cyanide comes in one hundred 

pound metal containers in the form of one ounce "eggs," or balls. : 

It is mixed in the proportion of one ounce of the cyanide to a gallon 

cf water, or fifty of tne balls to a barrel of water. As it takes | 

approximately one hour for the poison balls to dissolve in water at 

ordinary temperatures, it is well to mix the preparation before pro- . 

ceeding to the field. 

Mr. Campbell is using nine men with the above outfit, one to 

Arive the team and supervise the work, six to apply the poison liquid 

ond two equipped with shovels to pack damp earth on the ant mounds 2 

immediately after the poisonous liquid has been applied. These men 

work in line as much as possigle, each endeavoring to locate and treat 

all the ant colonies in a strip two or three rods wide, the exact 

width depending on the density of ground cover. iihen 8 colony is 

found the poisoner opens a hole in the center of the — and four 

or five around the outside, the center one being as much as two to 

three feet deep in a well established colony, while the outside ones 

are only a few inches deep. This may be conveniently done with a 

light crow-bar, or long pointed stick. About a pint of the liquid he



poured in the central hole (mainly to kill the queens which are sup- 

posed to occupy the depths of the nest as a rule) and another pint 

divided between the remaining holes. More than a quart of the 

liquid may be required for very large or spreading ant mounds, while 

a pint is sufficient for small compact ones. The exact amount to 

use will have to depend largely upon the operators judgment. 

Immediately after applying the liquid, damp earth is thrown on the 

mound and well packed down by the shovel man to confine the fumes, 

and to isolate the poisoned ground from other animals. 

Although disagreeable in hot weather, the men applying the 

poison can wear rubber gloves as a precaution if desired. In any 

case the hands should be frequently washed with clean water carried 

nto the field for the purpose, and great care should always be 

seken to avoid getting any poison into the mouth. It is well also 

=O avoid breathing the vapors as much as possible. 

It goes without saying that only reliable, intelligent men 

should be detailed to this work, and each should be thoroughly in- 

‘ormed as to the poisonous nature both of the liquid and the vepor, 

and the necessity of exceptional care in its use. The man in charge 

should insist that there be no let down in precautions after the 

work gets well under way, for carelessness may develop with famil- 

larity. Both the amount of equipment and the number of men engaged 

in the poisoning can be varied to fit the needs of any preserve, 

aud as the work progresses better equipment and better methods of 

application will undoubtedly evolve. 

Experiments will be continued in the hope that more satisfact- 

ory agents of ant control can be found, but to date the sodium 

cyenide is the only poison tried that is both cheap and efficient. 

Ocner chemicals that gave equally satisfactory results cost a 

great deal more, or were less satisfactory to apply. :



It may develop later that nies other season of the year is 

better for the control work, but is is certain that many quail 

nests can be saved by poisoning at this time. here the land was 

burned over the cover is still open which makes the location of 

ant mounds comparatively easy, compared with what it will be 

later in the summer. If those interested in starting control 

work will communicate with us, we will gladly give such helpful 

information as we can, and arrange for visits to a poisoning out- 

fit in operation. In any case, those responsible for quail abund- 

ance on local preserves might well familiarize themselves with 

fire ant distribution and abundance on the property in their charge, 

for if the ants continue to increase in the future as they have in 

the past four years control work may become imperative. 

Additional eommunications on the ant situation will be dis-~ 

tributed as information accumulates. ; ' 

Respectfully submitted, 

Herbert L. Stoddard, 
Thomasville, Ga. Director, Cooperative quail 
May 1, 19382. Study Association. 
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THE AMERICAN FIELD sure that ‘his fleld trial wins were the result of de- qucted each season. The ease with which such con- 
Rare ete cisive work in which his apllity to handle Same mes dition can generally be corrected without a great 

ES proven. Many an impressive score of field trial wins qeal of expense makes the fact all the more in- 
wieniae c BROWN, serader has been established over gameless courses, ae in excusable. A perusal of the reports of several trials 

SR Na WALPOLE, paesiiece pul eae aioe ean ae = oe held last Fall reveals some interesting figures. The 
SURECR ON Ent ees Sean he 5 = Re ntentionally formed in jl-Age stakes of seven different clubs in different 

Qne year, strictly in advance. s.+s+sssseeesesereresee $5.00 © minds of less careful breeders. For this situa- jocalities were checked for bird work, These stakes 

ofisterise a5 SRSA Sie ij cing” Ot Maer powion of te Mame cn be Susy eld were run on prairie chicken, Hungalan pares aS peor pees ane Hey have ee oe ee ee % s pheasants and quail, and were not selected but were 
np diyitia eauateineie tomndrany pestis actcees judicious use of initiative in game management and taken in sequence. eT eo auld Berea by Festal Money Orem cone senna control can, in most cases, solve the There were 114 dogs starting in these seven All- 
We are not responsible for currency remittances. | a Age stakes, making 57 braces. Out of the 57 heats 
Noe Ree pate supplied ‘by the ehmertan News There are too many birdless field trials being con- run, only 19 are found in which bird work was | . 

ADVERT SNG rine Sara CAN FIELD is read in every germ ae a - —_ - recorded. Two out of every three of the heats were 
part of the English-speaking world. As an advertising medium | iy ee if we birdless! And this does not mean that the chances for all lines of business none better can be found, as a fair eee ‘ sg he 
trial will amply prove. For advertising rates see “Notice to t. a av a ete Ul sad . fe for each dog to find game ran as high as one in 

DEPARTMENTS.—The Departments, of THE AMERICAN ae PS oe a J three, for in a number of instances only one dog 
FAELD le Ghng. ana Hoots iol oad Paine Aer | NRE IE | in a brace was soon on same. 
sporting breeds on the show ec pe ae ate ne z oe Mh, oy 3 There were at least 21 dogs placed in these 7 

ee ee y NA Te Wise Hej staves. Only 12 of them demonstrated their ability 
CONTRIBUTIONS.—Contributions from all who are interested | > a7 HL we eas s| to handle game. In two of the seven stakes, all of 

in outdoor recreations, and discussions for a betterment and te Na | 24 § xe # the winners were placed on ground work and in one 

seratn ok eee Hoe som eee sai ce f Nee gas se MO) stake only the winner of first place found game. 

Lane! eerie ae ere ie a eat a> ois How often do we read, in field trial reports, the 

MANUSCRIPT intended for publication should be written on fe Rees Ea aie fame expressions, “Neither dog was fortunate enough to 
one side of the paper only, and must be accompanied by the si ere find game” or “Both worked industriously and with writer’s name and address, not necessarily for publication, |: af Hs FE et § S x i 2 
but as a private guarantee of good faith. No manuscript |g gy. < : wi § good judgment, but neither produced game”? It is 

Ae PE BON DENCE, upon any — or--forany.o.| eae eens Bh ect ol Sa a sad plight when an enthusiastic owner spends a 
department, to receive attention, must be addressed ba 4 j ae Sh ee ; ‘ considerable sum in having his dog properly pre- 

THE AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING CO., md Hh & er xa ' pared for field trial competition and then is forced 
Foreicn Sunscrtption Acrncy—International News Company, 5 Ae i = to take chances on less than a one to three basis of 

Breams Building, chance 2 Bel Pontos eeue Eng. |i i i , ae drawing a productive course. The element of luck 
Brice (Der TER gle AeA Sey ay sie aiee ae Oe: \ ‘ > will, of course, be ever-present in field trials. 
pa oe eT Se ee ALD 4 4 ht my; Strength of starting numbers and human frailties 
Ege oc oa age Be es Te 4 oe assure this fact. But the “luck of the draw” is 
! ! wT esta ‘ Zi pa greatly lessened when all courses contain game birds. 

i A GUEST EDITORIAL ! bo Lag AE EY oo al “i can Game management on field trial courses will prove 
i l ag ae a oe Fag ai more successful than that practiced on hunting pre- 
] The Futility of Birdless Trials and | ee ed he pet ar oe, serves, for the hazard of the gun is eliminated. 
] the Need of Game Management i ‘ bf ei oA r ae 34 Mae Simple methods of environment will more than prove 
j ] ne Ri a oy their worth at the close of a successful stake. The 
em mre oo nag et aw Bo ie planting of food and cover patches in open country 

This is one of a series of guest editorials to which eer te fit a AGN Pree barren of game resources will go a long uch toward 
leaders in the field trial world have been invited to con- | Nmaage te Bae ce fg) making such an area fertile in game. Field trial 
tribute. The views expressed are those of the author, 5 aia 3 clubs can generally make satisfactory arrangements 
not necessarily those of THE AMERICAN FIELD. , : with landowners for the improvement of the courses 

and, in many cases, the landowners, fully realizing 
BIRDLESS FIELD TRIALS the value of game birds to agricultural crops and 

BY HENRY P. DAVIS tn ae eee Cae oF oo the worth of field trial activities to the commercial 
aalees than Henry Paul Davis, writer of the accom- life of any community, are willing to cooperate with- 

Field trials serve a varied purpose. To one group panying editorial. To a magnetic personality, out cost to the club. 
the main appeal lies in the provision of an avenue cheerful disposition and irrepressible optimism, Two notable examples of how intelligent manage- 
to friendly competition; to another it is the source ee eee hes ease a ee Saree, ment will effect the game resources of field trial 
of social intercourse between clansmen who speak particularly breeding and ioe i inee ee ie grounds are to be seen at Camp Lee, Virginia, and 
the same language and dream the same dreams. colorful character of varied experience, rich Pinehurst, North Carolina. The sport of field trials 

But to the more serious-minded sportsman in par- sporting background, penetrating wit, as well was taken into serious consideration in the improve- 

ticular, and the entire fancy in general, the greatest GG Lk dhe Mp ee erent pean ment of both of these areas, and the money spent 
service field trials lend to the bird dog fraternity lies wherever he goes. Henry P, Davis studied for in feed patch planting, fire lane plowing and vermin 
in the fact that, through setting a high standard of the law, but upon completion of his course control is returned many-fold in the degree of satis- 
performance, a practical guide to breeders is formed entered the field of journalism, serving as faction which generally follows the running of a 
resulting in continued improvement in bird dog et eee oa aoe Southern stake over either of these areas. Practically every 
breeds. And through this very element a serious the tog of the Men ohis OOHOR CROLL ppeer. club can duplicate the efforts of the officials of these 
responsibility is imposed upon promoters of field Subsequently he was Mississippi Valley Promo- organizations. Perhaps on not such an extensive 

trials. tional Director of the du Pont Game Research scale, but any degree of effort in the improvement 
It does not follow that every field trial winner Fue ee Grereee ei MD en Oh aie, of environment for game will be productive of good 

would be a producer of field trial winners or that he Game Association, and recently accepted the results. During the running of the Associated Ama- 
would even contribute anything toward the improve- position of editor of the Game and Fish Res- teur Championship in 1931 at Camp Lee we aver- 
ment of the breed. Wise breeders, considering the toration Department of the National Sportsman. aged more than thirty bevies of quail each day. In 
field performance of a prospective sire, always make one two-hour heat eighteen bevies were found. Con- 

ft
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structive game management methods produced these the Arctic or white fox. This animal is smaller are measured, but I’ll gamble, from the way they 

birds. In the inaugural event of the Southern Ama- than the ordinary red fox and its cousin the cross looked to me, that each had cut ten years off his 

t Field Trial Club at ‘Alb: Georgia, last Mareh, and silver fox. And it has very little of the cunning life. The average man, used to modern conveniences 

Soma’ a io a BOY a Bia, » nature of these others that, further-south, closely and the accepted customs of our time, is pretty much 

fifty-two bevies of quail were found in one day’s run- yjyal the wolf in shrewdness. up against it when he finds himself in a land where 

ning. The stakes were held on the private shooting Very little trapping science enters into the busi- only the fittest survive! - 

preserve of Judge Robert W. Bingham, long a promi- ness of capturing these animals, but an enormous So, while the science of trapping white foxes is 

nent figure in field trials. Judge Bingham is a keen amount of hard work and intolerable hardship is far from difficult to. master, when measured against 

ie 8 5 Bi es necessary if any money is to be made at it. In the the cunning necessary to take other species of foxes, 

student of game management methods and his efforts first place it takes a small fortune in the way of wolves, etc., the hardship in connection with the 

have increased the quail population on his place in investment before the trapper is even located in former more than offsets any balance in its favor. 

such a degree that more than half a hundred bevies white fox country. This in itself is a big handicap, Trappers along the Aretic coast, or even inland, 

he: ti din one day at the end of a shooting as not every man with such proclivities can lay his where fish are plentiful, depend largely on such 

can eDe sO una y i See hands on a couple of thousand dollars. food. But there are many sections lying in the path 

season. Sportsmen in other sections can do likewise. It is impossible to make a trip into such territory of migrating herds of caribou that look to these 

A highly successful field trial is one in which and back again in less than a year’s time, if one is herds of deed for a great share of their meat diet. 

all contesting dogs have an opportunity to prove to stay through the fur season. The term “frozen The amount of caribou traveling in bands some- 

that they can find and handle game. It is then that North” is entirely justifiable in speaking of such times staggers the imagination. An old friend of 

£ uh ‘i parts of the earth. For the average man to stay mine by the name of Urquhart used to trade in the 

the judges are able to compare the work of the en- one year there, without any physical hardships what- Reindeer Lake country. Reindeer Lake lies in the 

tries in all departments, to analyze more clearly the soever, is a severe mental strain on Tom, Dick or edge of the Barrens, a few hundred miles west of 

actions of each individual and to reach a more log- Bey: ey he 2 eo fe chun on ngeen & uBye stile jaye a one a one 

‘i j mai “dori e actual work of trapping is incomparable to larger inland waters and while not to be compa 

foal, conclusion \concerming (the Sune an with Great Slave, Great Bear and similar lakes, is 
performance over another. It is then that a field — - a - still an impressive pond. It is at least one hundred 

trial really fulfills its purpose. iN a . 4 _ {9} and fifty miles long and easily fifty miles wide in 

The application of intelligent game management > ne in a 4 several places. : 

WH . + a a ij Urquhart, while trading at Reindeer Lake, saw the 

methods to land utilized for field trial purposes will 3 a Tadieeg omcaedore Gayibon until’ thewhole country. 

place us on a safer plane. a ty ,  @ looked like a butcher pen. He estimated that two 

—_ ea Be ea ie hundred natives killed an average of two hundred 

> ee is pee and fifty caribou each, the frightened animals merely 

ae. ’ a aa milling around and around, out on the frozen lake 

Game and Shooting ; 2 ee ces 
es See A S ae < aa og Personally, I am inclined to believe that the num- 

GAME TRAILS ae THE ARCTIC es ae a ge) bers of caribou in these migrating bands has peen 

Soar ae js 4 misrepresented by many casual observers. At the 

ee ORUREOMeRON . wae A BS i ae at bo Poa I nee nore very eral Dende fat when 

- * 2 nt SS 3 , ae 2 ne. ao) ae m| actually counted, quickly numbered a hundred. 

* ay a oe sy ae {4 Fur traders located at a given point over a period 

(Continued from page 30) ee oa ro 4 ae ‘3 ee a 5 . A 
peo Ce ayo: |. ie years claim that caribou migrate more or less 

It is odd to note the exceptions to any rule one oa y , an is an PA meeularly, 7 S oe Ge HRPS AEG aolle antec ae 

may form after years of careful observance of cer- . E Ke ag oe x anh a5 aes species aa Bate varying ne Ae 

tain species of wild life. Take wolves, for instance, [Ry eno , 5) 2 Ze ee an eee one, pew : another. My ae on o 

noted for their extreme sagacity. I will relate a [7% hs os ae) FA old established trading posts are practically wiioul 

couple of incidents showing how even such wise [> 2.4 a4 -. #« business at the low point in these cycles. 

animals are prone to make fatal errors, under cir- [fq : ae Be ined - ’ As Urquhart nelaiey to me For ee veers aa 

cumstances which would tend to prove them of very : iS el succession the eee arrive! a Eee nae 

ordinary intelligence, if not even dumb! A es within two weeks of the time the Indians regularly 

One day, about noon, I stepped out of my cabin 3 Di a expected. Then an old Indian, head of a tribe of 

and PONE On to the *waterhole in the river ice, : He, z fifty or more Slave River natives, and who had taken 

possibly one hundred feet distant and in plain view bs F Po ie quite a pane a me honed one sone oe pee 

of the shanty. I dipped-some water out of the hole Mas ee og si sei si ee hee eons te ee yee 

and returned to the cabin. About a half hour later 3 ee (ia A ager ome Hee we SoTHEMBGIE aa ade? 7 

I made another trip to the waterhole and discovered mt. J PE HRS e TBaG Che BLA TAdIate eres 

the tracks of a large timber wolf where he had Pe | BN tines ee i ry ee oh = erik ee ony dl ee 

walked all around the hole and then trotted on Mee k aling apOy, Ure ce eeene von 

tream in plain view of my door for a good half Pa Si ke caribou was seen in his district and the few natives 

eo There see not the least doubt that he knew 1 ee ‘ F| who remained there had to be extended credit to 

* . : a 4 as tide them over the lean years. 

I was in the cabin. My fresh tracks led directly woe oA ; ; Beg 

to and from the waterhole and he had even followed yf ee is a ine sue to sy petins i the 

the trail toward the cabin, for a distance of possibly if 4 a Ce COUN Ey ay 1c) might make. note of here. 

ffi ; Pathe Two classes of traders do the bulk of.the business 

ten feet! I had been outside a lot that morning, pe Sgr ae ie. Pr cgacicet jee othe: ind deuu-tied a th 

chopping wood and making plenty of disturbance pa Serre 2 te ry, the independent trader an e 

about the place. Had I but happened to glance out ee representatives of the few really large concerns, 

the cabin door during the sevéral minutes that Mr. Ts ie Te ea oe Be. Maden a Se OMDENy, Revillon Freres, 

Wolf must have spent so close at hand it would have ene Been eee dep Rae pene e 

been a simple thing to shoo? him. RS ENE GORGE am naturally prone to uphold my own sid Ot th 

A BROS yng ae pare and I Ae coe Where ice never melts, winter or summer, question, at the same fine iowtne that fans atau 
rom a hunt. was midday in early Fall, wi e 3 * 

sun shining brightly. We went inside the cabin and any other form of labor I know. “Many of the traps iasenendent Arter chant pulled raw deals and 

commenced cooking a couple of grouse, leaving the are set out on the bleak tundra where the snow “mye pi, REE HSER GE the: olden: catablisned 

door wide open. This time I was in luck. Happen- drifts incessantly. Hence the trapper has to keep ooncerns ae Penaibel an cta ecattored i ae a ts . 

ing to glance out, I saw a big wolf sitting on his his traps working, by cutting snow slabs and build- ai over the North Eye ai ra tenn eS Sane Sen 

haunches right in the middle of the trail, not more ing a sort of protection from the drift. Winds are thore is no fur to trade, they stand b: noe te 

than forty feet from the door. My rifle was standing usually fairly steady as to direction and the tiny Giving credit acco ‘din a aie ce es a oe ene 

close by. I whirled and the wolf turned slowly away. blockade is formed so that the eddying snow gran- Pongal a aces ey cS e ie S oe ae 

When I reappeared with the rifle he attempted a ules swirl on past, leaving the trap uncovered. ieee is PEHBEAIIG a eee te eae en 

getaway, but it was too late. To keep these traps open so that a fox can throw }o de usually a a ebace natal See ae 

The thrill of life in the far North comes from the the trigger means that the trapper has to be on }, i aia a lookin ree ice th Lee ro BEnSe 

kmowledge that one never knows what is just around the trail constantly. Facing the Arctic blasts, even aici Le ae Siecle ae A acuodaies 2 ean 

the corners. And “corners” are innumerable. Every in doeskin undergarments covered by caribou 414 then skip out for oth ee a SEOREIEE BOOUS: 

moment you spend on the trail, and even at times breeches and parka, the latter with the hair left on, a 1D ies a eu . 

when you are sitting idle in your cabin, some thrill- is not quite as pleasant as one might like to imagine, _ The case may be likened to that of the established 

ing incident forces itself on you unawares. I’ve shot Into my humble shanty door one Spring day dealer and the man who peddles wares from house 

deer, moose, caribou, bears and wolves right from stumbled two men who were about as near all in to house. The established dealer generally stays 

my eabin door at times when, a few seconds previ- as it is humanly possible to be and still keep the 7 ONC. location for years and when he knows a cus- 

ous, I never dreamed any big game was near. feet moving. Into the Dubawnt river country, right Omer 18 deserving will extend credit. The peddler 

Let no one derive a false impression from the in the very heart of the frozen Arctic prairies, they often moves from one district to another, looking for 

above statements. There is no thrill in killing game had gone the previous Summer. Now they were people who have cash with which to pay for his 

of any sort! That may sound like a queer state- back, dragging their canoe, on little sled runners, goods. 

ment, but it is exactly the way it appeals to me. over the divide back to the main water route. Over It should be noted that in days gone by the big 

The thrill is in the anticipation or in the sudden sur- a hundred white foxes and some of the most mag- fur trading companies stole millions and millions of 

prise of being confronted by wild things. The actual nificent marten skins I ever laid eyes on formed dollars’ worth of goods by misrepresentation. Busi- 

killing, while a necessity in the professional life the bulk of their catch. ness, it was termed, but was truly like the saying, 

of fur trader, trapper and hunter, defeats its own “We packed some poles to brace one of our dug- “to steal money from a child!” The natives, totally 

end as far as the thrill is concerned. Once any outs over five miles,” they told me. And they had unfamiliar with the true worth of both their furs and 

wild thing is dead its active power to excite you is lately been going almost a half mile for wood, having the goods received in exchange, were stung “going 

gone. Memories that I cherish most have little to burned up all the light stuff fairly close to their and coming!” 

do with killing and I believe it is true with any cabin. Independent traders helped materially to establish 

sportsman. One thinks of the great pleasure of Two hundred miles they had dragged the canoe, a fairer basis of dealing with the natives. Competi- 

sighting game unexpectedly—not of the mere over the frozen waste, to get over the divide before tion threw a searchlight onto the business, until 

physical act of looking upon the prone animal. the snow melted and imprisoned them in that lonely today even the Eskimo knows what his furs are 

However, lest we start an argument, let us be on waste with countless lakes and rushing torrents. worth. 

our way. I have referred briefly to the trapping of They made pretty good money, as ordinary wages I have seen an Eskimo pay several thousands of 

jr
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Foxes Prefer Rabbit Meat 

to Quail \ 
Ou hunters and fox hunters long 

have argued as to whether foxes de- 
stroy so many quail that fox numbers - 

should be reduced, thus sacrificing the sport 
of fox hunting in favor of that of bird gun- 
ning. First reports of an investigation of 
the question by the Bureau of Biological 
Survey do not bear out the contentions of 

the quail hunters, the U. S. Department 
of Agriculture has announced. Virginia 
foxes seem to prefer rabbit meat to the 

3 flesh of the game birds, it was revealed by 
an examination of the stomach contents of 
50 foxes, nearly all killed in Virginia last 
winter. These included thirty-eight gray 
foxes and twelve red foxes. Rabbit was 

s the leading article of diet. Quail remains 

4 were found in only one stomach, and re- 
mains of small non-game birds in only six. 

Eaten by twenty-nine of the fifty foxes, 

the rabbits comprised about 44 per cent of 

all the food material analyzed. Mice and : 

~ native rats, taken by twenty-two of the ani- 

2 mals, made up 17 per cent of the whole 

diet, Other important items were: remains 

| of poultry and sheep (the latter’ probably 

carrion), about 8 per cent each; beechnuts 

and corn, more than 6 per cent each; and 

persimmons, apples, and pears, more than i 

4 per cent for the three. Considering the 

time of year at which the animals were .. dues 

killed, the investigators considered the ap- a 

ples and pears as waste and thought that 

probably the corn was also. 

The investigation, which is being contin- 

ued, was undertaken by the bureau in co- 

operation with the Virginia Commission of 

Game and Inland Fisheries to clarify the 

issues in a controversy between fox hunt- 

ers and quail hunters in the Southeastern 

States. Much more material, representing 

all seasons, must be studied to reach a 

final decision, says W. L. McAtee, in 

charge of the bureau’s food habits research. 

“On the record of these fifty stomachs,” 

he says, “foxes can not be condemned for 

their food habits in Virginia.” 
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Vi QUEER BEHAVIOR OF QUAIL \ = DO 
Deputy Game Protector Claude Kelsey 

of Porter, reports that some years ago ai 
Mr. Wesley Adams, of the same place, was 
returning home one cold winter afternoon, 
in a section having at that time very few 
quail, a lone quail alighted in the road 

just ahead of him and promptly fell over 

as if dead. 3 
But examination showed a flicker of 

life yet, and Mr. Adams, thinking it was 

freezing, picked it up and wrapped it insid« 
his sweater, where it soon revived suffi- 
ciently to scratch and tickle its rescuer’s 
ribs till he was glad to liberate it. To 

his astonishment, the quail promptly ran 

into a near-by woodchuck hole and dis- 

appeared. 

Later in the same afternoon Mr. Adams 

brought some feed and scattered it before 

the hole, and finding from the tracks in 

the snow that the quail had eaten it and 

gone back into the hole, he continued to 

feed it every day till better weather came 

and the quail—having become quite tame 

meantime—moved out of woodchuck alley. 1
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yr / On a recent morning as I was riding my bicycle 4 

wi up the road I approached a thicket that touched 
ad the road and met up with a cock quail which put up 
r | a demonstration that showed quite clearly that he 
ide was “all in, down and out.” With wings spread and 
fa- add atremble, barely able to keep the necessary dis- | 
dt tance ahead, he kept going thirty yards or more, } 
= ir then rose gracefully and bid me adieu. It is rather / 

1eif unusual to see a hen quail put up this performance, / 
aan but never before have I seen a cock bird do it. f 
ae _ Stockton, Md. W. H. Ockzr. |
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: Wt «CONTENTED QUAIL LAYS 171 EGGS ; 
vy ce, 

\p X Svan from Contented Cows” has nothing on Eggs 
\ yy" from Contented Quail, officials of the American Game NA Association believe in pointing out what is thought 
s to be the all-time egg laying record of Bob White 

quail. 
: 

< One little quail hen “way daoun in Gaw-gia” laid 
171 eggs during the season just’ closed. She be- 
longs to Tom Kiningham of Thomasville, a sports- 
man, who is raising quail and releasing them to the 
wilds. Contentment is given as the cause of the 
record, for the little lady had no enemies to worry i about, plenty of the best of her choicest foods, pro- 
tection from the weather and plenty of cover for 
domestic secrecy—a trait of this species. Fifteen is 
the average number of eggs laid in the wilds, 

This same contentment, produced by control of 
environment in the wilds, has enabled Wisconsin to 
safely declare a short hunting season on quail this 
Fall, the first open season on this game bird in that 
state within twenty-five years. 

Scientists have been preaching the doctrine of 
environmental control for years. Sportsmen and the 
conservation department of Wisconsin practiced it 
to some extent and found the results so gratifying 
in an appreciable increase of quail, that now an * open season will do no harm to capital stock, they 
declare, Further, they believe that a short open 
season will stimulate other sportsmen to join the 

movement for practicing environmental control and 
soon repopulate the state with an abundance of 
quail. 

The necessity for practicing environmental control 
to increase any desirable species of wild life is obvi- ? ous, officials of the American Game Association point 
out. And it sums up into a few simple fundamentals. 
These are the provision of suitable cover, sufficient 
natural food, augmented by Winter feeding where 3 necessary, protection from predatory species and 
reasonable regulation of shooting. 

Another little hen, owned by the Fisher State 
Quail Farm of Pennsylvania, is reported by E. C. 
Smith, superintendent, to hold the record for laying 
the largest number of consecutive eggs—eighty 
within eighty days. Four more were laid after a 
skip and all have hatched except four—all good 
healthy chicks from the eggs of this contented little 
hen. 

aera Seen ORR ORY, 
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RAGWEED AND RYE ON QUAIL LANDS. 

Frequently there is idle equipment and available labor in 

October and November on preserves that can be used to great ad- 

vantage in increasing, more evenly distributing, or balancing the 

quail food supply. It is the purpose of this memorandum to dis~ 

cuss one line of late Fall work well worth the consideration of 

all interested in quail preserve development. 

RAGWEED. There is probably no more valuable quail food plant 

common to cultivated areas, considering the country as a whole, 

than the common ragweed (Ambrosia elatior), the seeds of which 

are eagerly sought by quail from September to January; to a lesser 

extent for a longer period. This was fully demonstrated during the 

Cooperative Quail Investigation, and further strikingly illustrated 

by the examination of twenty-five quail taken at random from the 

bag on a large North Carolina preserve December 3, 1930. The 

crops and gizzards of these birds analyzed 55% ragweed seed; the 

remaining 45% being drawn from all other sources of food supply. 

This is typical for the season and region, where every wheat fiela 

produces a crop of ragweed after harvest, and usually harbors a 

covey or two of birds. 

| Among other valuable qualities of ragweed are its relative 

immunity from attack of diseases and insects, its avoidance by 

deer and livestock, its ability to mature crops of seed during 

seasons of either drought or excessive rainfall, and its tendency 

to smother by competition black-berry briars and other undesirable 

vegetations when growing in full stands. ithile farmers do not 

like its competition with their cultivated crops, and have given
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it a bad name, about all that can be said against it on a quail 

preserve ig that it is one of many plants that contribute to the 

suffering of an occasional hay fever victim. 

Waile there is considerable ragweed produced on some of the 

preserves belonging to members of the Cooperative quail Study 

Association, it is of minor importance on the majority, due largely 

to the type of agriculture practiced, which does not encourage the 

growth of the plant. 

The practicability of deliberately working for volunteer rag- 

weed varies widely on preserves of different types, though 211 can 

probably encourage it to advantage. Those who have a large acreage 

under cultivation, well distributed in small fields of oern, peas 

or small grains, or first year fallow, usually have an abundance of 

ragweed. All that mey be desirable on such places is a limited 

: amount of Fall or early Winter disking between areas where ragweed 

yt poours, to equalize its distribution. on the other hand, disking 

for ragweed might well become a major Fall activity on places with 

a large acreage of reverted fields in broom sedge where occasional 

tractor cultivation is depended upon to keep the land in condition 

for quail, for at least the more fertile portions of such o1d fields 

are likely to be seeded to this plant. 

The studies of the original Cooperative quail Investigation 

fully demonstrated the fact that quail often prefer the seeds of 

despised weeds and grasses to the majority of grains usually pro- 

vided especially for them in carefully cultivated "bird feed patches, 

Consequently one of the major activities of our present Association 

consists of determining how these especially favored foods, be they 

from weeds, grasses or grains, can be produced most abundantly and
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economically for the use of the birds. It is believed that such 

methods can increase the productiveness of quail lands at @ con- 

Siderable saving of cost. 

Due to the outetanding importance of ragweed among these 

favored quail foods, 1% 1s being extensively worked with at our 

experiment station, and gtudied at every opportunity over the Sou the 

east as a whole. The present memo is based on the reault of these 

studies to date, though much more work will have to be done before 

the culture of the plant ia well understood. No thoroughly satis- 

factory and economical method can yet be suggestéd for starting it 

on unseeded soils, though considerable progreas has been made in 

producing it as a volunteer crop on lands already seeded down. As 

the seeds probably remain in the ground in a viable condition for 

| from ten to forty or more years, most of the more fertile soils of 

: ola fields are well seeded. The following procedure is tentatively 

suggested to produce the crop on such lands. 

SEASON OF BREAKING FOR VOLUNTEER RAGWEED. While a scattering growth 

of ragweed is sometimes noted among inferior vegetations such as 

Mexican clover, rough buttonweed, coffeeweed, etc., on lands disked 

or plowed during the Spring, Summer, or early Fall months, full stancé. 

of thrifty ragweed without much admixture of these less desirable 

piauts can only be expected where cultural measures are carried on 

during the period from October to February, the most reliable time 

voing November and December. 

LATERMINING WHETHER LANDS ARE SEEDED. While many fields formerly 

unter Gultivation are sparsely or well seeded down to this plant 

throughout, others may be seeded only in their more fertile portions. 

such as depressions, or at the foot of slopes that have received
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fertility washed from above, for ragweed likes good land. Often 

virgin woodlands that have received wash from cultivated fields will 

be found fully seeded. Probably the most practical way to determine 

what lands are seeded, and the extent of seeing, consists of double 

: disking narrow Lines with a tractor equipped with heavy disk harrows, 

here and there through likely spots, around old fields and across 

lewer slopes in November or December. 

Subsequent examination of these test lines will reveal where 

more extensive operations are justified. If the test lines are 

broken in October or November of a normal season,“ ragweed will some- 

times germinate sufficiently in a month or two so that further work 

can be carried on with expectation of success the same season. This 

can not be given as an unvarying rule, however, for much depesds on 

temperature and rainfall. Fairly good stands of ragweed are now 

growing at the experiment station (Sherwood Plantation, Thomasville, 

Ga.) on land broken for the first time in several years during last 

August and September. This favorable result on such early breaking 

is thought to have been largely due to the severe drought prevailing 

at the time which prevented the immediate germination of less desir- 

able vegetations, leaving the land clear for ragweed when rains came 

in December. The best results of all were secured on December disk- 

ing. Managers and others interested are cordially invited to visit 

headquarters and note these results. 

COMBINING FIRE CONTROL AND RAGWEED PRODUCTIONS It is of course 

realized that large areas of plowed land are objectionable on a 

hunting preserve during the shooting season, so breaking for ragweed 

may well be in the form of strips sixty feet or so in width, or to 

halves or thirds of fields. Strip diskings in November and December
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help safeguard preserves from fires during the remainder of the 

hunting season, and assist greatly in controlling required burning 

when the proper season arrives. New land should as a rule be disked 

up each year and left fallow for at least one year, with subsequent 

diskings adjacent or parallel where ctrnditions permit. This is 

mace desirable due to the fact that ragweed may be expected to make 

3 maximum crop the year of breaking, often makes a fair crop the 

first year fallow, and then dies out until the land is again broken 

| at the proper season. Land plowed or disked for volunteer ragweed 

should as 4 rule be harrowed at least once, to leave it in a reason- 

| ably smooth condition for young quail, which have great difficulty 

| in progressing over very rough plowing. 

RYE AND RAGWEED. As is well know to farmers, lands in Fall-planted 

small grains such as wheat and rye, usually produce ragweed whether . 

the grain is harvested or not. This naturally suggests the practic- 

ability of using such small grains to a certain extent in strips 

broken especially for ragweed, as they furnish valuable green food 

for game during the winter months and desirable grain for growing 

game birds during the summer. Lands broken for ragweed during 

October, November, or even early December can be harrowed and sewed 

to bye or wheat with little additional expense. Rye is usually much 

preferable as it does better on poor, sandy or rough lands, and has 

the further advantage of volunteering more or less freely for a year 

or two; a great asset from the game preserve standpoint. It is 

surprising how fast local bred doves increase on preserves where 

much rye and cowpeas volunteer. As they go to the regular dove 

fields in Winter and improve the shooting this is a point worth con~ 

sidering. =



Work of southern agricultural experiment stations indicate that 

October or November are the best months to plant rye, and that the 

Avrugzes (Abruzzi) are the best varieties in general to plant, 

though every section of the Southeast has one or more other varie- 

sles that give good results, and may be used as well. 

LIVESTOCK AND RYE, Due to the destructive custom in many sections 

of turning cattle, mules and other livestock into the fields im- 

mediately after harvest to clean up all that remains, rye is oniy 

practicable for use on fenced lands, or where little or no livestock 

is permitted at large, for they eagerly seek such green pasture and 

ruin all chances of a grain crop. Fortunately the presence of 

livestock is not as fatal to ragweed and other weeds and grasses 

valuable for quail, as it is to cultivated crops commonly planted 

tor game; another very good reason for working for such valuable 

feeds as ragweed, "bullgrass" and so forth in preference. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Herbert L. Stoddard, 

Thomasville, Ga., September 20, 1932.
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A few months ago the American Game Association sent out to a list of 

quail breeders, which included state quail farms as well as private and comercial 

enterprises, a questionnaire regarding their operations and successes during the | 

past (1932) breeding season. ‘ 

The returns were not what hed been hoped for, but the information 

contained in these twenty-six is most interesting. It has been worked over and 

averages struck, ani we present the “boil down" here for the informtion of those © 

interested: 

See Chart #12 

We have broken down the figures in several ways. First it soomed 

: proper to classify the reports with respect to the size of cperations, and we con= 

sequently separated those farms using thirty of more pairs of breeding birds. 

Three of the ferms utilizing this number of pairs used the bantam hen method of 

ineubation and brooding; eleven used the incubator=broeoder method, but the figures. 

in two cases were incomplete, so we discarded them in our calculations. Seven 

farms utilized a coubination system of hen and incubator-brooder system in ver ious 

ways. In two cases here the figures were incomplete and were discarded. 

In five cases fewer than 30 pairs of breeders were used; tiese ranged 

from 1 to 12 pairs and in each case the bantam hen foster-mother system was used.s 

im one case here incomplete figures compelled us to consider by four reports. 

A synopsis of this break-down is presented herewith: 

chert #2 

These figures speak pretty well for themselves. They present a 

feirly good picture of just what is being done and what results can be expected of 

the various systems used for breeding ond rearing quail et the present time.
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Yo one considering entering the business of quail breeding on 

comercial basis, or any basis for that matter, the following pertinent figures 

should be given seriout consideration. For every pair of breeders used, an average 

of approximetely sixty eggs can be expected. About 38 chicks (64%) can be counted 

on to hateh, and 26 of these chicks (68%) ean, with proper care, be reared to matur- 

Fity. Actually the figures received in these replies showed that there were 21.3 

birds reared for every pair of breeders. This in the last analysis gives the whole 

storys 

ir. Ce O. Handley of the Virginia Commission of Gane and Inland ve 

Fisheries, made a similer investigation lost year and the average mumber of good 

birds reared ws 27.7 for each breeding pair. The best production record he 

received at that time was 40 birds pr pair of breeders. ‘this year one farm reported 

& production of 73 birds reared for every pair, which is « remarkably high production. 

The above is all, of course, based on the assumption that the utmost 

care and most recent proven methods ere utilized by experienced operators. “he 

figures are average and inelude in their make up all types of breeders, though most 

of them are experienced in one form of game breeding or another. 

The replies to question # 8 as to date of first egg laying were 

interesting. The further north the later the laying season may be expected, which 

is only what might be expected. A summary of these figures is about as follows: 

Deep south + late March middle tier of states = Aprils upper tier of stetes = May. 

March 16 and dune 2 were the earliest ani letest dates reported.
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SYFOPSIS OF QUAIL BREEDING RESULTS RAPORTED FOR 1932 

Chart $1 

Average Total Reports 

for ell forme = Law Binh = 26 Farms 

le Nos of paired breeders 69.6 prs. i 215 1810 

Ze Nos of eggs collected 4167 ar 13564 108356 

3. Average production per hen 59.8 2 102676 _« 

4. Production of best lnyer - ° 165 * 

Se Woe of eggs incubated 3458 87 14853 Bo792 

6. Heteh (good birds) 6506% 46018 OTs 87116 

% Rear = * 56.5% 25.5% 98% 38566 

& Date first eggs inid ae ie Ge aad Pinte 

TOTAL RESULTS OF DLYFERENT SYSTEMS 

— = : Large Forms (30 or sore pairs breeders) Saal) Jerms 

Hien Hethod  Incslrocder Combs llethod + All 
ferme, = 3 fore WS SEER | fh set 

le Yo» of paired breeders 92 917 om 20 

Ze Boe of eggs collected 4131 85356 orses 6} 808 

Be Noe of eggs incubated 8410 5A5S8 _ 26828 : (686 

4 linteh (goed birds) # 2490 30371 14873 : 562 

% * hog 18: rks 58.7} he 
6 Rear e728 # 1618 27453 eee se 

Te ” ° . % 60.7% 69.7% 57.1% 3 TTeTi 

B®. Rear of eggs set a Modi He3% 32045 ; B5e0% 

spirct Pcie an Hatt 41.3 bude corso).
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(— pwient Bell of Ardmore, Okla., is authority for \ 
\ the following: “A party was mowing hay on the \ 
| city meadow and cut into a quail’s nest, saving | 
| eleven of the eggs. This was July 26. He set them | 
} up in the cupboard, waiting for a bantam hen to | 
_ set. The hen was a little bit contrary and failed | 
\ to start setting. On August 5 all of the eleven eggs 
Pca out in a bowl. The eggs had not been | 
touched by anything or anybody the nine days they } 

| were in the cupboard. I can furnish affidavit from 
_the man and his wife to substantiate this story. © 

i _ The quail are living and doing good.” } 
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THR WERK OF THE SOOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATICN. 

As probably most of you kmow, the Cooperative Quail In- 

vestigation of 192441929 concluded its work on the bobwhite 

quail. in the Southeast, and early in 1931 published a com- 

prehensive report on its findings. Due in a4 large measure 

to the splendid cooperation received by the field men of the 

Investigation from the Washington office of the Biological 

Survey, and from many other organizations and individuals, 

much life history information was gathered upon which to 

make a start in building a sounder technique of quail manage~ 

ment adapted especially to the Southeastern quail belt. 

Research work is never finished, however, and invariably 

investigations organized for a short period feel the need for 

time extensions, and in the end open up many lines of study 

worthy of still further effort. This was decidedly the case 

with the Quail Investigation, which was twice extended, and 

them only made a good start in certain promising fields, 

Several of us who were connected with the project were also of 

the opinion that such an Investigation should logically be 

followed by Experiment Station work comparable to that of the 

Agricultural Experiment Stations, to put the scientific finéd- 

ings in shape for actual application to the land, for if this 

is not done little practical good may result from the work. 

Consequently the speaker welcomed an opportunity that pre- 

sented early in 193€ to return to the scene of the quail In- 

vestigation to resume studies and experiments on quail, an 

opportunity made possible through the continued interest and 

cooperation of Col. L. S. Thompson, Chairman of the Committee 

of the original quail Anvestigation, and others who had spon- 

sored this work. ‘



Following several conferences with the sponsors of ths 

old Quail Investigation, we launched what is known as the Co- 

operative Quail Study Association, which has already devoted 

@ year and a half to further studies of quail. The Asso-~ 

ciation at the beginning of its second year has 17 Resident, 

2 Non-Resident and 5 Corresponding Members, largely in the 

Thomasville and Albany section of Georgia, the Tallahassee 

section of Florida, and in the Carolinas, owning an aggregate 

of well over a quarter of a million acres under development 

for quail, wild turkeys iu, ina ili The Members #re rep- 

resented by Mr. i. L. Beadel of Tallahassee, Florida, as Sec- 

retary-Treasurer, and the speaker as Director. The start of 

the new work has naturally been handicapped by the general 

business conditions of the past two years, and we consider it 

fortunate that we were able to make even a beginning at this 

time, though more rapid growth is hoped for with the return of 

better times. 

Though interested in everything pertaining to quail, tho 

program of quail study falls into two major divisions, Exper-- 

iment Station work on foods and food production, cover product- 

ion and regulation and so forth, and continued studies of quail 

life history, causes of mortality and general ecology, as an 

eid to more efficient management. 

EXPERIMENT STATION WORK. Sherwood Plantation, 16 miles south- 

west of Thomasville, Georgia, formerly headquarters of the 

Quail Investigation and now headquarters and Experiment 

Station of the new Association, consists of 1,000 acres of 

quail and wild turkey range, and including the main soil types 

~2—



of the region. There are approximately 200 acres in small 

open fields, and around 800 acres in pine or deciduous wood- 

land, and ranging from former fields just reseeded to pine, 

through various age classes to virgin timber. Thus the area 

is nearly ideal for the experimental work under way and con- 

templated, as it is typical of thousands of square miles in 

the Southeastern quail belt. 

Here experiments have been started in a modest way deal- 

ing with many phases of field management of quail and wild 

turkeys, principally the former. For instance seeds are 

gathered of many perennial legumes such as beggarweeds, les~ 

pedesas, and wild climbing beans, as well as weeds native to 

the region, which the studies of the Quail Investigation show 

ed to be of outstanding value as producers of quail food, and 

these are planted in various ways, the object being to work 

out ayatelt oF tive deemed susceptible to economical increase 

on a large scale. In addition to this work with native plm ts, 

small grains, cultivated legumes, fruit bearing shrubs, and 

other plants both native and introduced that show promise of 

being valuable to upland game, are being experimented with. 

In some cases we plan to attempt to modify common and 

easily grown farm crops to make them of greater value to game. 

By gathering seed only from volunteer plants of rye, cowpeas, 

peanuts and similar crops that volunteer to a slight extent 

for one or more years after planting, we hope to develop hard 

er strains that will remain on the ground in a wholesome con- 

dition for months instead of weeks. If this can be done it 

will increase their value to game many fold. Naturally the 

Agricultural Experiment Stations have not worked on the develo: 

~ment—of—such- -~3=



ment of such inheritable qualities as hardness, for volunteer- 

ing is considered an objectionable feature of farm crops. 

Small size in such crops as cowpeas and peanuts is also de- | 

sirable for some upland game, and can undoubtedly be develop-~ | 

ed by seed selection. 

A determination of plants that are toxic to game birds, 

especially when such toxic plants are introductéd forms that 

may come into wide use as cover crops, is considered of impor- 

tance, and much material has been gathered for force feeding 

experiments as soon as experimental birds are trapped up. 

The Quail Investigation and other studies on bobwhite, 

have demonstrated the outstanding value to these game birds of 

such common weeds as ragweed, chocolate weed, bullgrass, or 

Boc's Paspalum and many others. Indeed, it is quite clear 

that it is the weeds that grow in agricultural crops, rather 

than the crops themselves, that stimulate quail increase, for 

the major portion of their food supply in many regions consist 

of seeds of plants that accompany agriculture rather than those 

found growing on virgin soils. The Quail Investigation reports 

pointed out for the first time as far as I have been able to 

determine, that many of these so-called weeds could be econ- 

omically increased on @ large scale by simply disking or plow- 

ing sod-bound lands that had been formerly in cultivation. 

This is made possible due to the ability of many weed seeds 

to retain their viability for forty or more years when buried. 

Even lands long out of cultivation and covered with forest, 

often produce luxuriant crops of weeds when the land is re~ 

broken. 

wae



It has been found, moreover, that entirely different 

group combinations of weeds are produced by disking a given 

piece of land at different seasons, and to a certain extent 

under different conditions. For instance, last years exper- 

imental breaking from October through January at Sherwood gave 

almost pure stand of the valuable ragweed, and very little of 

the worthless dog fennel and ironweed, while that carried on 

from April to August immediately adjacent produced predominent 

stands of the equally valuable bullgrass, and such food plants 

of lesser value as the so-called Mexican clover, and rough 

buttonweed. We are working out further refinements of the 

method through experimental disking on soils of various types 

under as many different conditions as possible, and will note 

the results on the quail supply woen favorite food plants are 

made available in quantity on lands where they have long been 

absent. The principle under discussion, when properly utilized, 

E makes it possible to get a great variety of year around food 

plants in closes proximity, or mixed as desired, and to balance 

up the food supply on quail lands where farming has been aband~ 

oned. 

The work with cover is of two distinct types. One consists 

of the development of so-called "refuge cover" of the thicket 

or hedgerow type where such is inadequate, as in open, park- 

like woodlands, and in overly large fields, while the other 

consists of controlling ground cover at the most favorable 

height and density, reclaiming jungle-choked areas by means of 

axe and fire, and so forth. The former requires planting at 

times, or development by various means, while the latter entails 

regulation by cultivation, fire or other agencies. 
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One of the most valuable and necessary of all tools 

aveilable in the management of Southeastern quail lands, es- 

peciaily of the non-agricultural type, is fire. It is obvious, 

however, that the wise use and proper control of such a potent~ 

ially dangerous tool furnishes considerable of a problem. 

Through comparison of the results of literally dozens of ex- 

perimental burns, made at different seasons and under varying 

conditions, and with fires of varying degrees of severity, all 

exactly described and recorded on large scale maps of the area, 

we expect to develop further the technique of handling this 

tool so as to accomplish the greatest good with the least harm. 

Where practicable, cost records are being kept of important 

management operations at the Association's Experiment Station, 

and to a certain extent on lands of the Members, so that ul- 

timately we will have a basis for more accurate estimates to 

aid the preparation of budgets and the blanning of field oper- 

ations. In this respect our work is paralleling that of the 

quail demonstrations being organized over the Southeast by the 

American Game Association and the Biological Survey. 

This outline will make clear the purpose of the Association- 

's Experiment Station work, which is, as far as I know, the 

first of its kind. I think that you will agree with me that 

such experimental work is as essential to the development of 4 

thoroughly sound technique of game management, as it is to the 

advance of a sound agriculture. I want to take this oppor- 

tunity to earnestly recommend that those of this gathering who 

are conducting investigations on upland game birds seriously 

consider the desirability of actual experimental work on the | 

land to make their findings applicable to every day use. 

=6=



THE LIFE HISTORY AND ECOLOGICAL STUDIES. Among special studies 

under way, or planned for the future may be mentioned invest- 

igations as to the effect of chiggers, or redbugs and ticks, 

on quail and wild turkeys of various ages, with the idea of 

possible control of such pests through control of vegatative 

environment, and a study of the possible influence on quail 

of tularamia in the Southeast, the latter in cooperation with 

the U. S. Public Health Service. Information collected during 

the Quail Investigation, and the records of the Public Health 

Service dealing with human cases of tularemia supposedly de- 

rived through dressing of quail, make the latter especially 

desirable. Little actual progress has been made on either of 

the studies mentioned as yet, due to the fact that we have found 

it necessary to concentrate our energies on another problem of 

greater immediate importance; that offered by the increase of 

fire ants, Solenopsis geminata and races, which are causing 

serious losses to quail just at the hatching time. These pests 

have increased rapidly for several years past in the Coastal 

Strip of the Gulf and South Atlantic States until they have 

become an important check on quail increase over an area that 

ae includes some of the finest quail properties on the Southeastern 

Coastal Plain. 

The fire ants attack quail only at the hatching time ap~ 

parently, entering the eggs just as soon as the shell is 

pipped, and literally consuming the unfortunate chicks alive; 

: a pitiful sight to encounter afield. This menace appeared of 

comparatively minor importance during the earlier years of the 

original Quail Investigation, only 4 percent of the 602 quail 

nest studied in detail from 1924 through 1927 being destroyed 
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by ants. Through an unfortunate error of identification these 

ants were listed in the final report of the Investigation as 

the "thief ant", Solenopsis molesta, instead of the fire ant 

of the same Genus. 

After the conclusion of the field work of the Quail In- 

vestigation, and while the report was being prepared in 1928, 

Mr. Louis B. Campbell, one of our most active cooperators, 

turned over to us data on an additional 325 quail nests he 

had studied that season on Forshala Plantation, which showed 

124 percent destroyed by ants. Because of this sudden jump 

in ant destruction we advised in this report that those res- 

ponsible for guail abundance on preserves of the region make 

a special effort to check up on ant abundance or increase on 

the properties in their care. 

Unfortunately, no nesting studies were carried on in the 

region during the nesting seasons of 1929 and 1930, while the 

speaker was stationed in Washington. Upon organization of the 

Cooperative Quail Study Association in the Spring of 1931, 

however, nesting studies were resumed on three of the large 

preserves of the section by Louis B. Campbell of Forshala, 

Albert Stringer and Charlie Young of Sunny Hill, and B. Me 

Allagood of the Norias Plantation, in cooperation with the 

Association. As soon as the work got well under way it was 

noted that ants had still further increased, and that destruct. 

ion would run high unless something was done about it. Con- 

sequently every effort was made to save as many as possible of 

the 300 odd quail nests under observation by treating the ant 

colonies nearby with gasoline, kerosene, carbon disulphide 

end other chemicals. These methods were only partly effective, 

but the ant destruction was kept down te around 12 percent on 

te



the 200 nests located on Forshala where we estimated that with 

out the aid extended, fully 25 percent of the nesting attempis 

would have resulted in failure from this cause alone. The ent 

infestation is about as heavy on this preserve as on any in the 

region, and considerably heavier than the average. 

The Fall of 1932 and the Winter and Spring of 1932 were 

largely devoted to experimental work with a wide variety of 

chemicals and other agencies of control, and by the late spring 

a fairly satisfactory and economical method utilizing sodium 

eyanide solution, was put into practice over several preserves 

of the region, in an attempt to determine whether managed quail 

lands could be cleared of the pests at reasonable cost, and 

kept clear. 

Approximately 200,000 ant colonies were treated on six 

preserves in these pioneer attempts before the work was dis- 

continued for the season due to the development of heavy ground 

vegetation. Meanwhile as many quail nests as pessible were 

located on the same plantations that carried on this work in 

1931, well over 350 nests being located. All fire ant colonies 

that could be located within a fifty foot radius of each nest 

were treated with sodium cyanide solution, and losses from the 

ants reduced in this group of nests to less than 4 percent. 

Careful count was kept of all treated fire ant colonies within 

: fifty feet of each of the 223 quail nests under observation on 

Forshala. A typical group of 88 quail nests classified as 

hatching "all or in part" revealed that 69, or a little over 

78 percent, had from 1 to 16 fire ant colonies within the 50 

foot radius, or an average of exactly 5, which gives some in= 

aication of the ant threat. 
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4A perusal of available literature on ants and their contro. 

and an active correspondence with specialists on the subject, 

has proven very help ful in gaining a proper prospective on the 

problem, though bringing forth little of the kind of information 

essential to quail management. For instance little seems to be 

kmown as to the past abundance of the species, or the factors 

governing abundance, upon which to base an opinion as to pro- 

pable future numbers. In addition there is considerable differ- 

ence of opinion as to the status of the ant forms involved. 

Fully four fifths of the fire ant destruction seems to be caused 

by a red form generally known as Solenopsis geminata, subspecics 

rufa, which has long been considered an introduced form. On the 

other hand, some recent studies on the group indicate that rufa 

is simply a color variety native to this country. 

Fire ants of the species under discussion appear to be 

largely restricted in North America to a strip approximately one 

hundred miles wide bordering salt water from Texas nearly to 

North Carolina. They are said to have increased in the Rio 

Grande region of Texas until they rank as the third most serious 

pest of citrus in that region, an increase having been noted 

during the past six years. As this coincides in a general way 

with their increase in the Thomasville~-Tallahassee region, it 

is possible that they are a cyclic species. As we have ex- 

perienced one year of extreme drought in 1931, and the present 

year bids fair to break a record of over forty years standing 

for rainfall, it is evident that neither of these elemental 

extremes serve as a natural check, though a very cold winter may 

possibly reduce their numbers and restrict their range; a poss— 

ibility we are looking forward to with interest. 
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We should know in a year or two, from a study of the 

result of the control attempts already made, whether it is 

practicable to control these pests on managed quail lands. 

It is greatly to be hoped, however, that reduction in fire 

ant numbers over the area effected will be brought about by 5 
Gpred Juroluction orl! Let seco Oa ees a quul, eye Lent 

natural agencies, for with increasing ant ab ance, quail 

ground, while the effect of unchecked ant increase on other 

ground nesting birds and mammals may well prove equally 

serious. The continued control of these ants on private pre~ 

serves would also severely tax the resources of the owers, 

while any sort on control on unmanaged game lands seems out 

of the question. 

Considerable time has been devoted to this discussion 

of the ant problem because it is a serious one to us, and 

also because it fumishes a perfect illustration of the sort 

of unexpected problems that must not be overlooked in game 

research and general life history study. As the losses caused 

to quail by these ants is practically confined to two or three 

hours at the hatching time of the whole nesting cycle, it is 

unlikely that it would be detected, or its significence ap- 

preciated, unless a large series of quail nests were being 

carefully studied by repeated visits at frequent intervals. 

As these ants are very rare on a group of quail preserves in 

the Albany, Georgia region, only seventy miles to the north, 

and just out of the infested coastal strip, an equally large 

series of quail nests could be studied there without reveel- 

ing any ant menace at all; the best argument I can advance in 

favor of adequate local nesting studies throughout the range of 

an important game bird. j 
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I may say 2t this time that a total of over fifteen 

hundred quail nests have now been studied in the Thomasville- 

Wallahasses region. While some of the information brought 

to light by the more recent studies is of great interest, I 

will pass it by at this time, as it largely substantiates 

conclusions drawn during the original Quail Investigation. 

The studies continue to bring to light new and interesting 

information howsver, and I doubt that this subject can be 

exhausted, as conditions are constantly changing in wvery 

locality. 

We consider ourselves fortunate in being promised con- 

tinued cooperation in our studies by the Bureaus of Biolo- 

gical Survey, Animal Industry and Entomology of the U. 8. 

Department of Agriculture, as well as the U. &. Public 

Health Service and a large number of interested individuals, 

without whom we could not expect to make much headway. If 

the work can be continued a few more years it should result 

in the evolution of a really efficient system of quail man~ 

agement, and efficient management is essential even in the 

Southeast if production is to keep pace with consumption. 
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NEW ENGLAND QUAIL AT ~ 

RIVERVIEW PHEASANT FARM 

5 The editor recently visited Mr. W. A. 
x \ ‘)oChappell at the Riverview Pheasant 

¢} AY Farm, Narragansett, Rhode Island. 

qy There he was particularly interested in 

& two things—Mr. Chappell’s unusually 
fine flock of Mongolian pheasants from 
imported foundation stock, and a brood 
of 15 Bobwhite quail hatched from wild 

eggs collected on a nearby farm early 
last summer. 

According to Mr. Chappell, no quail 
have ever been liberated in Rhode Island, , 
therefore these birds are pure New Eng- 

= land stock, unadulterated by infusions 
of blood from birds from warmer climes. 
The birds were certainly hardy and 
vigorous in appearance, and considerably 
larger than some other quail that he had 
reared from Virginia stock. There was 
a cold, raw wind sweeping in from Nar- 
raganset Bay on the day of this visit, 
and the native birds manifested con- 
siderably less discomfort than did the 
Virginians. 

Mr. Chappell and Mr. Ray Tucker 
jointly own these New England birds 
and plan to use this stock as a nucleus 
in building up a pure strain of birds 
adapted to combat effectively the rigor- 
ous climate of New England and other 
portions of the Northern limits of Bob- 
white’s range. All other quail are being 
disposed of and both men will confine 
their efforts with quail to building up a 
substantial stock of native birds. Per- 
mission has been secured from the state 
to collect wild eggs, and as this territory 
still has a good supply of quail, pros- 
pects are bright for augmenting the seed 
stock from this source next season. 

r€ 
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Se ee ~o. ——— FE 
AIL HEN PRODUCES ~ 

$68.50 WORTH OF EGGS 

In the stock of Bobwhite quail, from 

which the Missouri Game and Fish 
Department has purchased 1,000 birds 
of the Missouri Pheasantries at Windsor 
for delivery early in 1933, was a hen 
with something of a record to her 
credit. This one bird produced 137 eggs 
during the 1932 laying season. Valued 
at fifty cents each, which game officials 
state is a very nominal price for quail 
eggs, this one bird produced eggs valued 
at $68.50. With the birds bringing $2.75 
each, the hen is credited with producing 
several hundred dollars worth of quail. 
E. E. Breisch, owner and operator of 
the hatcheries, says the quail is not for 
sale but is to be given special care 
during the winter and early spring that 
it can be set out to equal the record of 
170 eggs a season. This record was 
established this year by a quail on an 
eastern game farm. 

The quail purchased by the depart- 
ment are to be placed on the state park 
game farms for brood stock and also 
distributed throughout the state to 

“Sportsmen groups on application. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

a WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

xX January 25, 1933. 

j en 

f le ayes 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, poe 1 Q wah Lu 
University of Wisconsin, LB | te ¢ 

i j a Cem } ’ Madison, Wisconsin. a { 3 43 

daw" Vn yor it 
Dear Leopold: pe y {™ 

The package of seeds which you sent me was received 

Monday, examined, and again placed in the mail for return 

to you. As I thought from your description, the seeds in 

which you were interested proved to be those of maple; very 
eens 

probably the sugar maple. There were a few seeds of grape 

and ragweed also in the sample. 

Sincerely yours, 

We L. MeAtee 
In Charge 

Food Habits Research.
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Another Winter’s Quail Study 

Re-emphasizes Primary Importance of Environmental Carrying Capacity 

By Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College of Agriculture 

REVIOUS papers based upon the eared and screech owls. No sign of preda- Area €. Ames, Iowa. 

recent Wisconsin quail investigation tory mammals noted except dogs and cats. 

(Errington, 1930; 193la; 1933b) A rigid police patrol was maintained to Live Without Brushy Cover 
have dealt with the 1929-32 winter observa- prevent poaching. ; 

tions in that state; this one deals with the An initial quail population of about 180 Reference is made to about 1,500 acres 

1932-33 bobwhite studies made by Iowa birds was computed for 1,400 acres, and of agricultural land next to town. Cover 
State College, Iowa Fish and Game Depart- while it proved impossible to keep track of _ of patchy distribution and rather restricted 
ment and cooperators in Iowa, Minnesota all coveys, I was able to record the survival to fencerows and stream banks. A solid 

and Wisconsin. While the major part of the of at least 55 out of 59 birds from Decem- tract of about 500 acres had little cover and 

1929-32 field work was done by myself, that ber 16 to March 21 on an area of around Was virtually without quail from the be- 

of the past season was carried on largely by 300 acres. Remains found of one bird dead ginning of the winter; another of com- 
college staff members, picked wardens, and from unknown cause. parable size was drastically debrushed and 

other official or unofficial collaborators. All Observers: Errington; A. Den Boer and Cleaned up by sprig. The Ames coveys, 

areas listed were inspected personally. Ben Baltzley of the Waterworks grounds; however, spent a surprisingly large part of 
The technique of taking censuses and of A. J. Palas (Des Moines ornithologist). their time, day and night, in the cornfields, 

detecting mortality has been described else- so conceivably may have adapted them- 
where (Errington, 1932a; 1933b). On the selves to living almost without ‘brushy 

whole, the data presented may be rated as * 1 cover. 2 rea B. Boone, Iowa (Ledges State 4 
of good quality with the bulk of the poorer Park). (ede Food: Hemp and pigeon grass seed 

grades omitted. (Setaria) and fruits of horse nettle 
The winter was mild and open, with Ob: eae £ about 500 f (Solanum) in fall; corn, winter and spring. 

periods (in mid-December and early Febru- A ue sree aaa oe Iti rE 4 Predators: Three red-tailed hawks, 

ary) of real severity. The amount and Co he Re aie . cee rough-legged hawks, occasional Cooper’s 
—_———Persistence_of snow on the i : : and marsh hawks. Sign and presence of 

approximately with the latitude, southern nen - * great horned owls irregularly noted, an 

Iowa being nearly snowless and southern Soar ee one pair nested just outside the observa- 
Minnesota having snow and ice a great tional area; long-eared, saw-whet and 

deal of the time. Roughly, the lowest tem- Food Holds Quail screech owls. Red foxes were abundant, 
peratures ranged from 20° to 30° below as were dogs and cats near the city limits. 
zero (F) over Iowa and dropped still Food: Corn in fields and scratch feeds at | Mink sign commonly seen, and some skunks 
lower in southern Minnesota. stations; some hemp seed (Cannabis). remained active, especially spotted skunks. 

Observational areas discussed may be Predators: Two pairs of red-tailed hawks Hunters thoroughly combed the country- 
looked upon as more or less typical of quail and a pair of Cooper’s hawks conspicuous side immediately out of Ames. 
environment to be found throughout the all winter and nested in the spring. Two 
north central states. pairs of barred owls; great horned owls in 

early winter. Red foxes and minks com- Hawk Drives Out Birds 

mon; raccoons occasionally active. 

Area A. Des Moines, Iowa (City water The first census) December 14, was not At mid-December or thereabouts, 12 
works supply grounds wild life refuge). completely satisfactory, but may be ac- ovyeys totaling 177 birds were resident. 
Parklike river bottomland with wild tracts cepted as about 52 birds in four coveys By approximately March 20 there were 30 
adjoined by residential districts, truck gar- (9 plus 13 plus 14 plus 16). An excellent  pirds less, of which 18 represented a covey 

dens and farms. Cover conditions in quail- count of 44 (8 plus 11 plus 11 plus 14) which to all appearances had suddenly 
occupied portions were good to start with March 20. It is suspected that some of the moved out. A change in territory is ren- 

and were further improved by the strategic missing birds shifted to neighboring un- dered very plausible by notes showing that 
placing of brush piles. checked coveys, but two coveys in the mid- a Cooper’s hawk had gotten two members 

dle of the area suffered an almost certain of the covey in two days, or sufficient to 

Food Defeats Predators loss of 5 out of 30, of which the Cooper’s cause bobwhites to react radically (see 
hawks were known to have gotten two and Errington, 1931c). 

Food: Perhaps one-third of the quail pop- reasonably all five. These 30 quail were eae “7: 
é - 5 : Exclusive of the 18 which in probability 

ulation subsisted partially on corn from the most ceaselessly harassed by Cooper’s A ‘ eee 
. _ . . departed (the evidence did not indicate any 

private fields; the rest relied upon food hawks of any coveys of which I now have oxecasiye mormality\e the aloes was 12 (out 
patches (millet, sunflower, sorghum, buck- record; both Cooper’s hawks stayed in the Yds : 

5 : % ve. of 177 or 6.8% for about 15 weeks. Aside 
wheat), corn in shocks and feeding sta- very midst of the covey territories and had . 

: z Saat s from the two falling prey to the Cooper’s 
tions. it not been for the availability of food in 5 rs 

Z 4 hawk, three were killed by foxes and an- 
Predators: Red-tailed hawks always tobe a number of brush piles, the quail surely Bee 

. other under circumstances pointing to a 
seen, and to a lesser extent red-shoulders, would have been compelled to leave. peat SL OSES eatne Webi Howse: 
Cooper’s and sparrow hawks. A great Observers: Logan J. Bennett (Iowa State ; 3 as a 

horned owl in early winter; many long- College staff) ; Errington. (Continued on page 44) 

v
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Another Quail Study population of about four square miles, and growths of hemp and greater ragweed 
were concentrated on a half section of land (Ambrosia trifida) made up the principal 

(Continued from page 39) where, in addition to other habitable cover. 

cats Remains of foumothers discovered but ~Ccovetts sthere (happened: toy be ialgchoice Food: Hemp and lesser ragweed seed in 
causes for their deaths were not deter- jungle of brush and weeds along a couple fall; corn, winter and spring. 
mined. Poachers did not spare the of hundred yards of creek. By March 11 Predators: Red-tails and doubtless rough- 

pheasants but seemingly left the quail un- the covey of 20 was intact and, while no legs and possibly other hawks present or 

molested: census of the others was obtainable, care- in the vicinity; a great horned owl in fall 

Observers: F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. (Iowa {ul searching disclosed no evidence of and early winter. Principal active mam- 
State College staff) ; Errington. mortality. malian predators were cats, dogs, red foxes 

Observers: R. P. Ink (resident farmer and minks. 

interested in natural history) ; Errington. The quail population was light, itinerant, 

Area D. Grinnell, Iowa. difficult to census, and seemed to yary in 
numbers around a dozen birds for 200 

Agricultural land with cover mostly Area F. Des Moines, Iowa. (U. S. acres. No losses were detected in several 

along streams and fencerows. Army property, Ft. Des Moines.) hasty inspections. 
Food: Corn, lesser ragweed (Ambrosia 

artemisiaefolia), smartweed (Polygonum 5 ° 
and seh sas seed early é oe Good Environment Wins Avoid Pheasants en Masse 

later, corn and ragweed; toward spring, This discussion pertains to a square mile Of particular interest was the reaction of 

corn almost exclusively. : of a state game management area built up the quail toward pheasants. The quail un- 

Predators: One lomtwo red-tails often to to be as perfect as possible from the stand- _ questionably avoided the best covert on the 

be seen; occasionally Cooper’s hawks, and point of bobwhite food, cover, and protec- area after 35 pheasants had established 

short-eared owls. Mammalian predator tion against poaching. A wide and heavily themselves there, en masse. A similar oc- 

sign included that of housecats, dogs and wooded creek valley was a prominent fea- currence was noted on an adjacent tract. 
red foxes. The place was overrun by ture of the terrain, of which the ends of Small or moderate numbers of pheasants 

hunters. brushy draws were habitually frequented caused no discernible modification of be- 
by the quail. Other good cover was to be havior on the part of the bobwhites; the 

ues found along roadsides and fencerows, and _ latter’s intolerance appeared to be against 
Hunters Under Suspicion a dense weedy growth had sprung up from _ pheasant concentrations instead of against 

Three coveys totaling 40 birds (14 plus @ large acreage of land recently removed the pheasant as a species (see Errington, 
15 plus 11) on December 10 comprised the {rom cultivation. Brush piles were dis- 1933b, for theory and preliminary evidence 
quail population of about one square mile, ttibuted where needed. bearing upon these relationships) . 
The coveys of 15 and 11, after much inter- Food: Much ragweed, smartweed, and Observers: Errington; Wm. Schuenke; 
changing, joined to form a covey of 26 by Pigeon grass on fallow ground; extensive John Holst, Jr. (deputy warden). 
March 3. These apparently came through stands of partridge pea (Cassia) in suit- 

without loss, despite their eviction from able habitats; planted patches of buck- . 
some of their best territory by farmers Wheat and corn; artificial feeding stations. Area H. Anoka, Minnesota. 

cleaning up roadsides and fencerows. The pee eee Cn ay ea One square mile transitional from prairie 
covey of 14 (16 on November 9) could not hawks and some other Buteos; marsh He “big woods”—sparsely settled Pate 

ee es as sos te ria pee Ser panes eR as age district under partial cultivation but 
radually reduce : 

ities Tees the aeeine. ‘adividuals a nesting pair; one pair or more of barred me eying eouu by pals code ang 

represented mortality or departure we owls; ee ae Eogl ceee au Food: At mid-winter practically no food 
were unablestomlearis (OUunyivors Or tiie 9s Ce: Ones. olen OL COE ARG Ted 10x at fos : 

dwindling (?) covey were extremely wild Particular; housecat, mink, weasel, spotted 1°, aia rand, a gic ass ease 
to approach, which, coupled with the in. Skunk. over b caus and rabbits. Squirrel- 
cessant shooting that went on here and the The coveys on the square mile to which a ae ae Cavelave ee of ee one 
absence of conspicuous feather remains eer oe could not be sera ae 2 » 
almost invariably marking the death of ten 2/1 winter, but the best counts around New ; : : ; 
birds from natural causes, may be thought Year's gave a total of 116 birds. The po ane aes 
somewhat suspicious. wintering loss was undetermined but ap- aes ae ere ake aoe 2 

Observers: Dwight C. Smiley (graduate Parently negligible, for remains of only i z : 
student, Grinnell College) ; Errington. three quail were discovered, one of which 

was killed by a horned owl. Analyses of 
horned owl pellets (see Errington, 1932a) Bad Environment Takes Toll 

Area) E. “Mt Vernon, Towa. ee aes ae se The harshness of existence for the species 

Open farm country with a little brush jing was known to have taken place, but we i" marginal environment is hinted by the 
along creeks, in windbreaks, etc. had no way of evaluating this factor. scant but eloquent data from this area. On 

Food: Corn in fields and in stock feed Observers: Errington; deputy wardens February 18 there were about 27 birds in 
lots; some ragweed and soybeans. Coon, Huston, and Stevens; Wm. Schuenke R€ Covey, likely a combination of survivors 

Predators: Buteo hawks (probably red- (superintendent of game) and others. from other coveys. February 26 a count of 
tails and rough-legs) and marsh hawks seen 24 was made. A horned owl had gotten 
now and then; abundant short-eared owls; one. The nearly intact carcass of another 

at least two weasels in the dense creek Aca @rldai@roveslowes was discovered in the side of a corn shock 
growth of the main quail territory. : g 3 where it had died of starvation and cold. 

Seven coveys on February 10 totaling Agricultural lands along brushy and It weighed 115 grams, a frequent lethal 

93 birds (18 plus 14 plus 11 plus 9 plus 6 weedy creek bottoms. Brush piles, plum weight (Errington, 1931b) ; scavenger scat- 

plus 15 plus 20), nearly the entire quail thickets, buck brush (Symphoricarpos) tered feathers of a different bobwhite told
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of the demise of one more bird, presum- cleaning up or plowing of fields left scarcely species by predators responding to in- 

ably under comparable circumstances. any food for gallinaceous birds except at creased availability of prey (sée Errington 

Observers: W. J. Breckenridge (Univer- farmyards. 1932b; 1933a, 1933b); in other words, if 

sity of Minnesota staff) ; Errington. When food and cover was properly bal- there is what may be called a surplus for a 
anced the 200 acres supported a three- given environment something tends to bring 

winter (1929-32) average of 31 quail and about its reduction, whether through the 

Area I. Hutchinson, Minnesota. around 31 pheasants (for more details, see media of Cooper’s hawks, horned owls, 
Errington 1933b) ; in contrast, the foodless foxes, starvation, territorial intolerance, or 

Open agricultural country with brush winter of 1932-33 gave a tally of 12 pheas- aggregates of known and unknown factors. 

predominantly along streams and lake ants and no quail save a border covey of Observers: Albert J. Gastrow (resident 
shores, some fences and roadsides, and in 11] that spent most of its time outside. farmer who has long been a field associate 

planted groves. Quail cover generally Observers: Harry G. Anderson; Erring- both of H. L. Stoddard and Errington) ; 
deficient over wide areas as in southwest- ton. Errington. 

ern Minnesota, eastern South Dakota, and 
northwest Iowa. A hard crusted snow Altogether, the data from the winter’s 

covered much of the food on the ground for Ayea L. Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin. work re-emphasizes the primary signifi- 
weeks at a stretch, and whatever hap- cance of environmental carrying capacity 

pened to be above was subject to the com- Five square miles of hilly pasture and in determining bobwhite populations, par- 

petitive feeding of pheasants and other woodlot interspersed with cultivated land. ticularly as regards food, cover and covey 

species. Cover chiefly fencerow and roadside brush, territory. Indeed the role of other factors 
No regular studies were carried on, but creeping juniper mats, slash on cut-over —except over-shooting and major wildlife 

it seems true that, as the quail populations _ hills, oak woods. cateclysms—at present looks rather negli- 
thin out toward the northwest fringe of the Food: Seeds of lesser ragweed, soybeans gible. A comparison of areas “F” and “L” 
species range, existing coveys are more and __ and corn; seeds of smartweeds, black locust illustrates survival differences in quail 
more apt to be semi-domesticated and sta- (Robinia), popcorn, and squirrel-opened Populations of not dissimilar densities. Area 
tioned in tree claims, windbreaks, orchards, acorns were staple foods for some coveys. “F” with a population of a bird per 5.5 

etc., not too remote from corn cribs or feed acres but an intrinsically high carrying 
lots. Good Word for Fox capacity showed an unmeasured but plainly 

Observer: Errington. : light loss. Area “L”, with more birds than 
Predators: Red-tailed hawks common, jt could maintain at one per 7.9 acres, had 

and Cooper’s hawks appeared in late win- an appreciably higher loss rate. 

Area J. Madison, Wisconsin (Wingra ae . - ae taes oe — Irrespective of _whether the carrying 
Wild Life Refuge). SUICES STE 1 OU Or Sen aN a ec 6O capacity for a locality is a quail per quarter 

found at the boundaries of the area. There section or the probable upper limit of one 

A 200-acre observational area on which were also one or two barred owls and sev- per acre (Leopold, 1931; Stoddard, 1931), 

marshy growths of dogwood, willow and eral long-eared and screech owls. An ex- we cannot logically expect our management 
coarse vegetation constituted the best cover. ceptionally heavy population of grey foxes efforts to produce populations in excess of 
The remainder of the area was made up of (average of 5 per square mile calculated on — what they usually are unless more than the 

oak woods with occasional brier patches basis of track and den studies); weasels, ysual heed is given truly basic bobwhite 

and tracts of land reverting from cultivation dogs and housecats. requirements. 

or pasturage to grass, sumac, hazelbrush, From early December to late March the 
and plum thickets. quail loss was 64 out of 406 birds or 15.8% 

over an average period of 106 days. Quan- References: 

ii ii ii titative figures on mortality causes were not 

Sind ae ascertained, but most of the actual kills Errington, Paul L. 
Food: Squirrel-opened acorns and seeds were traced to horned owls, two evidently ea iG 

of tick trefoil (Desmodium grandiflorum), to Cooper’s hawks, one to a grey fox, and pokes eee nee ot 

hog peanut (Amphicarpa) and jewelweed two to motor cars. A red-tailed hawk was apap sae ie 

(Impatiens) . seen carrying a bird that feathers revealed 1931a. Second Winter. ee Game, Vol. 

Predators: Only a weasel and a pair of may have been struck on the highway by 1951b. "The Bobwhite’ Water Food, Ameri 
nesting horned owls recorded. traffic. can Game, Vol. 20, pp. 75-78. September, 

Good censuses were secured on 41 quail At first glance the relatively high losses g Oetebe RETR rset” Nak 

in three coveys (18 plus 15 plus 8) Febru- suffered by this group may appear cor- GalGEnE’ Vil, 101 pb! G08" November! 
ary 14; the same number March 29. This  yelated with the large number of foxes, but December. _ : 

group did not get through the whole win- such is not borne out by closer scrutiny of eee a ue a es papi gan 

ter without mortality, for a horned owl was the available data. Sixty-three birds living 1932b. Food Habits of Southern Wisconsin 
known to get one prior to the 42 day census _ jp territories that were virtually foxless lost Raptors. Part I, Owls. Condor, Vol. 34, 

Deed and remaing of one/or two other oe 11 or 17.5% in 101 days. For the terri- ose, Ped abies of southern Wisconsin 
SS were spread about the woods earlier tories hunted over by foxes the loss was 53 Raptors. Part II. Hawks. Condor, Vol. 

in the season. out of 343 or 15.5% in 107 days. 35, pp. 19-29. January. oa 

Observers: Harry G. Anderson (services = z pee Risey ue Ween 
. contributed by the University of Wiscon- «Sqgyration Point’ Kills Academy of Science, Arts, and Letters. 
sin) ; Errington. Vol. 28, pp. 1-35. 

The mortality seems correlated only 
with a rising quail density, which, accord- Leopold, Aldo. 

Area K. Madison, Wisconsin (Univer- ing to all indications, has reached the year- Mgt Rome ace tate aise of ie noni 

sity Hill Farm). to-year carrying capacity of the area. As central states. Sporting Arms and Ammuni- 
ascending populations approach their peak, tion Manufacturers Institute. 

About 200 acres of agricultural land used the environmental pressure on the species 

as a wild life experimental area. The cover becomes progressively heavier; this is mani- Stoddard, H. L. 

was good and well distributed, but the fested in one way by the taking of that 1931. The Bobwhite Quail.  Scribners.
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[hes Survival of Hand-reared 
Quail in thes Wild 

I. recent years, fol- By CHAS. O. HANDLEY age six weeks, and 1 age 
lowing the lead of the . : eight weeks, liberated Ca oe Superintendent of Game Propagation ae 12s and 100 cap: 

and Inland Fisheries of Commonwealth of Virginia tivity-reared quail, age 
Virginia, there has been eight weeks, liberated 

a general awakening throughout the was desirable that the birds of each of September 29. 
country to the possibilities of raising the several classes be released on the Cracked grain was put out at the sev- 
Bob-white quail in captivity. Fully 50,- same ground, where they would be sub- eral stations of release as long as the birds 
600 Bob-whites were raised thus for re- jected to the same enemies, foods, cover, came for it, in a few instances for about 

lease in 1932. But of what value are weather conditions, etc.; also, where the six weeks. Due to the severity of the 
these birds in replenishing depleted cov- recovery of a high percentage of the drouth prevailing in the region at the 
erts, the thinking sportsman asks? The marked birds could be expected. time, water was supplied in addition to 
small size of the bird coupled with its It is not likely that a better area in the grain. 
secretive habits, have made this a difficult which to conduct such an experiment All of the captivity-reared quail lib- 
question to answer with any degree of could have been found than the Old erated had had the flight feathers of one 
certainty. Many of those releasing cap- Camp Lee Military Reservation near wing clipped in order to keep them in 
tivity-reared quail have reported an in- Petersburg, Virginia. This Reservation the open pens in which they were reared. 
crease in the number of coveys in the _ has served as a State Game Refuge since Although the stubs of the cut quills had 
vicinity, but rarely has it been possible 1928. The portion chosen for the ex- been pulled fully three weeks previous to 
to be certain that the observed increase periment is roughly a circle, having an _ the time of release, the birds were notice- 
came from the birds liberated. area of approximately 4,000 acres, about ably weak on the wing. A dog was seen 

For several years past the game officials half of which is natural quail range im- to kill one of the adults a few days 
have resorted to the use of leg bands to proved by a maze of feed strips sown to after it was liberated. 
get a definite check on the survival of various kinds of small grain, while the During February, March and April, 
quail liberated in Virginia. 1931, a total of 445 quail 
Unfortunately the legend F were trapped on the refuge. 
borne on the bands used in a : Of these only 21 were band- 
1928 and 1929 served mere- ae a AE ae ed. One additional band was 
ly to identify the birds as . my wa) re ies) =o recovered from a Mexican 
those released by the Com- a 3 mie & ‘ | quail shot just off of the 
mission and few of those re- Ke f 4 vy . } ie he. refuge boundary during the 

covered were ever reported. Re a eas . \QUER ces : : eee) § winter of 1930-31. 
A new type band bearing the ARB; NAN sega e ys: 4 i aa Ny rsipge The 22 leg bands recov- 
legend, ‘Notify Game [ieRsaear if as : Sy@ 940 ered show a “Return,” or 
Dep’t., Ric’d, Va.,” and a2 RMS Sega an a i 1) Ps survival of 2.8% of the 
serial number, adopted in BO ae AR, a ee Ps f ced Wey @) adult quail released where 
1930, has yielded much bet- Na stay ee ij oN pe BAS trapped; 9.1% of the adult 
ter results. Fs Aces oA ure as Peng ts 2g een ‘ Mexican quail; none of the 

Although much valuable aus fe Fae tare ale: Br fy adult captivity-reared quail; 
information has resulted Ane ae a ; FA CAT. So hs eee ee, 11% of the six-week-old, 
from this wholesale banding, SID Ss eee Ee ge ag eas oo; Ue ee 5 captivity-reared quail and 
it was soon apparent that the [Raa MiG eee tie Ce Ace Wh Pee ele = 0.9% of the eight week old, 
plan being followed would AD Tee ee eee ete ad eee eee eg = captivity-reared quail. In 
not supply the information FY ipa Magee: WS 8 Gaur Dax aS ere addition to the nine adult 
wanted. Too many sports- as i ; = Mexican quail recovered, 
men failed to report the Gordon R. Davis, caretaker of the Camp Lee Refuge taking young pure-breds and crosses 
bands which came into their quail from one of his traps. were found in twelve coveys. 
possession; also, it was not Probably quail of Mexican 
known how many of the banded quail remainder is wooded. Moderate preda- blood occurred in other coveys but no 
were liberated on lands where no hunting tory animal control is practiced over the accurate record was kept. It is worthy 
was allowed, or what percentage of the area, and each spring the quail through- of note that no banded Mexican quail 
birds that drifted into the hunting areas out the area are systematically trapped were recovered from fully half of the 
might be expected to fall to the gun. by an experienced trapper for distribu-  coveys in which the young Mexican birds 
The outcome was the conception of an _ tion elsewhere. were found. 
experiment whereby leg bands were em- The recovery, after the first nesting 
ployed to ascertain the survival of Bids released for the experiment in season and before the beginning of the 
released captivity-reared Bob-whites of 1930 consisted of 35 adult native second, of 9.1% of the Mexican quail 
various ages as compared with locally quail banded and released as trapped dur- _ liberated compares quite favorably with 
trapped wild Bob-whites and imported ing February, March and April; 99 adult the only similar figure hitherto available 
Texas Bob-whites or “Mexican” quail. captivity-reared quail liberated March on the survival of these birds, when it is 
In order to get results that could be com- 22; 98 adult Mexican quail liberated considered that this figure, a‘‘Return” of 
pared with any degreé of accuracy, it March 23; 100 captivity-reared quail, (Please turn to page 155) 
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THE SURVIVAL OF Of the three lots of quail delivered, 1931. These birds were about six and 
HAND-REARED QUAIL a total of 183 birds were liberated within a half weeks old and had never had their 

IN THE WILD a radius of a quarter of a mile of head- wings clipped. Although they had been 
quarters at Camp Lee on October Ist. raised in small, covered enclosures, they 

(Continued from page 147) Of the first lot of 100 quail delivered, were noticeably stronger on the wing 
4506. recorled by Stoddard (1991) for 37 per = died of blackhead and tape- when first liberated than were birds that 

: Bs : :. worms during the four weeks they were had had their wings tampered with. 
2,516 Mexican quail liberated in Georgia alg in th, . - - ee eld in the movable pens. The greatest After having been at liberty a few days, 
and Florida, represents “Returns” by : sen ae : loss occurred when the birds were be- they could not be distinguished in flight 
shooting only. Had the area where the F ; 5 ; = ail ae GREK S ollaen oa ee aed tween eight and nine weeks old. The in- from wild quail. 
poem i ake fection had about run its course by the The bands from two birds of the lot 
been intensively trapped, it is likely that a4 of the following week indi Ae ie aE oaks it would have approximated that ob- "4%, wing week, as was indi- were recovered from a pile of feathers 

i ated by the rapid decline in the number _ at a feeding station three days after their 
tained at Camp Lee. The severe drouth o¢ birds | . a eae : irds lost. Apparently the young release. A house cat was evidently re- 
prevailing over Virginia during the sum- Th : i se 

quail had contracted the parasites from sponsible, as was indicated by the tell- 
mer and fall of 1930 may or may not jh, tae - ; eir bantam foster-mothers before de- tale wing tips left. In order to determine 
have been to the advantage of the Mexi- 4; : . 
can quail, but probably was, since it is tvery to Camp Lee. No loss was sus- whether or not any of the quail coming 
aed peel Deena oe i ee in a pen of 17 quail held as con- toa feeding station wore bands, a trap 

z trols in a nearby pen during the period. was set on September 18th. Seven quail 
be that as it may, it suffices to say that yy, - Soe ae : 3 : aes ears ese birds were raised in an electrically were caught, five of which were banded. 
Mexican quail, liberated in Virginia, suf- 1, do 5 : . 5 

f 3 : eated, wire-bottomed brooder until five They were in excellent physical condi- 
ficiently late in the spring for the danger He : zi 

weeks old and then transferred to the tion, and were as wild as the unbanded 
from severe cold weather to have passed, : : 

ntey ground. They were given the same feed quail. No further effort was made to 
apparently survive just as well as do : 5 é 5 
Sh ecai bee cheshecth and handled in exactly the same manner trap the birds until March and April, 

Seer as the birds from the State Game Farm. 1932, when, between eight and nine 
The drouth, though it may have been Sisahe ihobakel eae eee 1 bird 

a henchoon ie Neen ce ee es = 7: _ ee quail of the - were re! Pag months a = re . a irds, or 40.7 

edly did considerable damage tothe na- fi i€ approximate Age of ten wee! cs in percent o those released, were retrapped. 

: 5 : ve coveys. Of this number, 14 birds, It is of interest that three of the five 
tive Bob-white quail, but probably not or 22:2 Banded il a bi 
to the extent indicated through the fail- ¢ 5 ee were srecovered! about bandediquaibxecoyeredaniocpremiven 12) 
ure to recover more of the banded birds. sRPoee 4 ee f e he me pierre me + pril, ie Two 
Al hitting che cave mec lceren e second consignment o quail from ad gone together to the southeast about 
plicegie ee att eeu ee the State Game Farm consisted of only 4 of a milewhile the third had travelled 

i ae 2 5 75 birds. Of these, 2 died and 4 escaped % of a mile to the southwest. The 22 
and spring, increased considerably the rithou sbaationdin h haved il d f a 
chances that the banded quail might 4 y Sas eee Opes Rees tema erp tne dae per 
qander hese ton ees that they were confined in the movable coveys at points ranging from 1/6 of a ys s of the area ‘ : : : 

: pens. Sixty-nine were banded and lib- mile to a little more than 34 of a mile trapped. A normal season should yield 3 e : 
: erated at approximately eight weeks of | from where released. No plausible ex- 

more encouraging results. A ss sient age in five coveys. Twenty-four birds, planation is at hand to offer as to why 

or 34.8 per cent of those released, were the birds recovered of this group made 
‘THE banding experiment was contin- oe about four months after re- comparatively longer moves than those 

ued at Camp Lee in 1931, careful at- lease. One of the bands recovered was from the State Game Farm. 
ae rr eee to the age at = ee : pelea carcass of a = leas 3 

it is advisable to release captivity-reare qual Ae y a hawk. ar as the writer is aware, no data 

quail. Only young birds were available The third lot of quail delivered from A is available similar to the above on 
for release. Three hundred quail raised the State Game Farm consisted of 100 the survival of either young or old quail 
at the State Game Farm and fifty-four birds, many of which were still unable raised under natural conditions which 
raised at the White Oak Quail Farm were to fly because of having had one wing might serve as a yardstick by which re- 
assigned for the experiment. Because of clipped. Fifty-one having good wings sults could be judged. Stoddard (1931) 
insufficient holding pen room at the were picked out of the lot and liberated presents data gathered by the writer in 
State Game Farm, the birds from there as . coveys, they being approxi- southern Georgia on 245 wild quail 
were to be delivered to Camp Lee when mately six weeks of age. Of these, 2 banded and released as trapped during 
six weeks of age, in lots of one hundred birds, or 3.9 per cent were recovered October, November, and December, 

at intervals of two weeks, and held there about four months after liberation. 1925 and 1926. Moderate shooting con- 
in confinement until the third lot had All three coveys of this lot of quail ducted over the area during the follow- 

been delivered. All three lots were to were liberated on rather open range. ing January and February resulted in the 
be banded and liberated on the same day Since birds from only one of the coveys recovery of 17.1 per cent of the banded 
so as to be subjected to the same weather _ were recovered it seems more likely that quail and an additional 21.2 per cent 
conditions, enemies, etc. Had the birds the others drifted away rather than that were trapped during March and April, 
been six weeks of age as specified when the majority perished. Probably the same a total recovery of 37.9 per cent of those 
delivered at Camp Lee, the three groups is true of coveys of the other groups, banded. In comparing this figure with 
in the order received would have been none of which were recovered. the data given above it should be borne 
10, 8 and 6 weeks of age, respectively, Of the above 183 quail ranging in age in mind that a greater part of the wild 

when released; however, the birds of from five to eleven weeks, 40 birds, or quail banded in southern Georgia were 
various ages had become badly mixed in 21.8 per cent, were recovered about either grown or practically grown and 

the open type pens in which they were four months. after liberation. The that a number were shot within a few 
confined before delivery. The main pur- banded quail were found in five coveys weeks after they were banded. 

pose of the experiment was therefore de- at or near where released. One bird was While the number of banded quail 

feated, nevertheless the groups were kept recovered as far as 1/3 of a mile away. recovered from the two groups liberated 

separate and the results from each are The 54 quail secured from the White at Camp Lee in 1931 is considered very 
given below for what they may be Oak Quail Farm were liberated in the creditable, it appears likely that a goodly 
worth. vicinity of headquarters on July 24, (Please turn to page 161) 
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ers on their legs, and all specimens he 
has seen, including mounted birds shot 
at a great distance from native villages HOLLY FARM Pa 
(where the domestic fowls are quite lia- se 
ble to cross with the wild jungle birds) Rumson, New Jersey ee Ez y. yh 
and also newly imported living birds, ste le 
have had clean shanks. I should be very a 
much inclined to think there is impur- NORTHERN BOB WHITES 
ity in your birds somewhere, possibly an = Ls 
infusion of blood from domestic poultry. ped Reed — 

Poon Full size vigorous bicds from healthy New Jersey stock 
Address 

(Continued from page 154) 
been practically non-existent. Add to Bisse iota O-ier Phone — Rumson 737 
this the fact that breeders in all parts of 
the country have curtailed production 

this year, and that the situation in the SLEEPY HOLLOW GAME PRESERVE FOREST 
East will be helped considerably by the From our 200 mated pair of Bobwhite quail we will produce over 10,000 quail eggs. Expect 
changes in the New Jersey law, and we to raise 2000 birds to maturity, most of which are to be released on our preserve. We shall also 

> raise approximately 2000 pheasants. 
have an outlook that compares very fa- We have a surplus of eggs, both Ringneck pheasants and Bobwhite quail and will have young 
vorably with that of a year ago. In view quail and pheasant for sale for fall delivery. Write for attractive proposition, 

: Z § 2 NORTH VERNON Powel Crosley, Jr., O INDIANA 
of curtailed production, an increase in Member of North American Gane Bream ets 
demand will create a pheasant shortage. 

For the foregoing reasons, and because 

inflationary measures inevitably send all FRE E PeOtGe Glee < with = oes eee ot gels 
prices upward, THe Game BREEDER re- BIRD PICTURES subscription to The Game Breeder. 
peats its advice to commercial game 
breeders not to be stampeded by the SS er aT 

present weak demand into contracting RINGNECK PHEASANT EGGS 
to furnish birds this Fall at less than the from 
cost of production. Either contract for QUALITY STOCK 
a fair price or hold on, as there is every Now booking orders for Spring delivery — 
reason to believe that chances will be PETER Sue on : , , Clinton, New Jersey 
ever an che wall rordisnoe of birds at _____Member of North American Game Breeders’ Association 

a profit. 

THE SURVIVAL OF GOOD PRINTING PAYS 
HAND-REARED QUAIL Send your customers attractive looking literature. Poorly arranged and 

unattractive mailing pieces more often lose sales than make them. 
(Continued from page 155) Let us figure your wants. 

number of banded quail in addition to THE GAME BREEDER PRINTING DEPT., 205 E. 42nd St., New York 

those recovered survived. Quail wearing 
bands seen in two coveys from which - - - 
fone ere tapped ad ceverst banded a The final report of the Co-operative Quail Investigation Ie 
quail seen about over the refuge during 
the summer of 1932 lend credence to 
this assumption. | h B b hi il 

Because of the abundance of feed and e€ O WW. ite udl 
the open weather at the time trapping x . 
cperations were conducted, considerable lis Habits, Preservation and Increase 
trouble was had in enticing the quail into 
the traps. Less than half (253 against by Herbert ie Stoddard 
266) of the quail flushed and counted at 

or near the baits were caught. In most FOREWORD BY COL. LEWIS S. THOMPSON 
instances it was not possible to even 

Ca ste = oe ass a This book contains the results secured during the five years of 
ate eis oe, z e che sae a3 - intensive study of the bobwhite in south Georgia, north Florida, 

Ai ie oveys * 
fromm eich henwanics Gs Oaat arn and other portions of the Southeastern States by two field natue 

birds were recovered, OF the 54 quail ralists of the Bureau of Biological Survey, their assistants, and 

comprising these coveys, only 34 were co-operating specialists of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
trapped. The probability of at least a and other scientists in the most liberally financed and compre- 
few of the remaining 20 being banded hensive study so far made of any American game bird. All 
seems reasonably certain. The five cov- applicable methods of scientific research were utilized in this 
eys in which the State Game Farm quail pioneer investigation of the general life history, movements 
were found consisted of 72 birds. Only 64 over the terrain, food and feeding habits, relation to natural 
were trapped of which 44 were banded. enemies and general environment, parasitology, etc., of this 
IN the light of the foregoing and un- much beloved and economically important game-bird species. 

published data in the hands of the With 64 pages of half-tone illustrations and 4 color-plates by E. P. Kalmbach. $6.00 
writer, he feels justified in saying that 
fully fifty percent of the healthy cap- The Game Breeder, Book Dept., 205 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y. 

(Continued on page 163.) ee 
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The path continued its way along kept, there was a considerable surplus of |. (=r 
the top of the long hill, through an el- cocks. There being no need for these < 
bow of the woods across a field of alfal- birds at the game farm they were released Expert Advice 
fa, and ended at a road—a sandy road in the vicinity. It was soon apparent 
that meandered through the woods and __ that these birds were ‘no match for their d ‘ 
past fields of grain to a real highway. wild rivals. To escape pursuit, some of an Service 
Here and there a brown thrasher stopped __ the birds took refuge in and underneath . 
in the middle of his song and flew across the buildings about the game farm. in the planning, develop- 
the road in front of the Birdman, or, From the number of dead and dyin ment and managemen é 3 ye & c 
a bit startled by such close proximity cock quail found about the place that 
of human beings when he was more spring with the backs of their heads and of g t pring h 
accustomed to motor cars running necks picked in a characteristic manner, 
swiftly by, flew ahead from bush to it does not seem likely that many of Game Preserves, 
bush for a few yards. those liberated survived. Although ‘Shoot ete 

‘ é ie ae oot 
(To be continued) slightly off the subject, it is worthy of ing and Wishing 

eee mention at this point that a plausible ex- Clubs, Game Farms ° P P 
THE SURVIVAL OF planation of why Mexican Bob-whites ane ao EE 

HAND-REARED QUAIL often seek the proximity of occupied See te 
(Continued from page 161) dwellings when first released is found in eae 

tivity-reared quail released in late sum- the light of the above experience. Real- 
mer or fall in cover where no shooting is 17178 their inability to successfully cope: Service Department 
allowed survive to begin the following with the stronger native Bob-whites, . 
nesting season. In other words, two they seek human habitations for protec- The Game Conservation 
young captivity-reared quail released in — where, unfortunately, many of Society, Inc. 

the fall are equal to one adult wild quail * oo fall a O) ce é 5 205 East 42nd Street 
released in the spring. It is quite appar- EEORETUSON, 2008 rte 00 yOre Bast NEW YORK CITY 
ent that birds handicapped either from captivity-reared quail, after having been 
having contracted some disease while in ** liberty for a few weeks, were just ash 
captivity or from having had their wings wild and just as hard to trap as native 
clipped are at a considerable disadvan- quail. In noway: could they be told from Wanted 
tase Exvenence overia cemod of years  Uative quail vexcept forsthe bands. 

ee Sas 4 eeees y Buff and Black Cochin Bantam 
both with quail raised under bantam chicks, State price per one hundred. 
hens and with quail raised in sanitary THE MECHANICAL REARING 
artificially heated brooders leaves no OF PHEASANTS een ecu eee 
question in the mind of the writer that (Continued from page 143) 
on an average healthier quail can be pro- 4.0.15. as an experiment a helped 
duced by the latter method. ae P Pi FOXHOLLOW GAME FARM 
While the assembled data indicates A typical example of our operations Ruineseck, N. Y. 

that quail six weeks of age liberated dur-  «_ pe 5 ata 
: is one brooder house in which 287 chicks Range-reared_Pheasants Eggs_in_ Season 
ing the heat of summer are as able to : Sag ten Seaet eee Sec ae salioreaee elec see were started. The mortality at the end , 

ried in ca tivit from oe etnies a a we: yas ee chicks oe 14.3%. eTCeenee ot Renee 

longer, Seeded and Coleman have ex- ae the artiicial method of rear —— 
pressed themselves as concurring with ic eae aea uo neee Ye US wag GULF BROOK F 
hi : s aeN pid strides have been made by progres- K FARMS 
the writer in the opinion that eight g 3 2 Full Plumaged Goldens $9.00 pair 

ec ee eer sive breeders during recent years, and it Fall Plumased Goldens 14:00) trio 
‘ : has become well established, and is al- 1932 Goldens $3.00 per bird — $6.00 pair 

release. It is certainly true that the z 1 eae ideribird d h _ most universally accepted. All indica- H. E. Palmer 
older birds stand a better chance of sur. - . 28 Colony Rd. West Hartford, C z a tions show that birds raised by this Se 5 pera 
vival where chilly nights and protracted h 7 Member: North American Game Breeders’ 
peer teers once nee ane : faster growth ie ide Association 

tered. neare) urds. it is our See elief that 

: P birds reared by the artificial method are 
: —— ‘bl those ae Sag gl on a par with those reared by the natural Sportsmen! 
is considerable danger of winter killing, ey Meet the gamiest fish in the 
the writer advises against carrying quail : world, the craftiest beasts of 
over winter in captivity for spring re-  gqap THOUGHTS ON FANCY peilderobed anid janele i 
lease. The added expense, the possibility N TALES of 
of loss from disease which, if encoun- PHEASANT REARING ROD and GUN 
tered, is likely to be disastrous, the less (Continued from page 145) 
favorable condition of both food and tural mother. I have never had a fail- ae ae orces satbelogy of buneneiend 
cover and the decrease in the ability of ure with the latter. I have found baked ZeatGeee | seen Iie 
the bird to adapt itself to conditions as_ custard an excellent food for these Rex Beach Richard Halliburton 
found in the spring are largely respon- chicks, adding small grain after the sec- Ben Burbridge © Van Campen Heilner 
sible for this opinion. Certainly if quail ond week. Gd clones others 
are to be carried over winter in captivity The Imperial chick is interesting. I Selected by Harry McGuire 
they should be liberated before the mat- have found it most difficult to start them A Bishop etching and 16 action 

ing instinct develops. An experience had feeding, but eventually discovered they phocagrabl: 
by W. B. Coleman while superintendent would eat ant eggs only if skinned, a $2.50 postpaid from 
= the State Game Farm of Virginia is most tedious and wearying procedure. 
of interest in this connection. However, it was worth while. In fact, 

As is often the case on the game farm, I found that, for the first few weeks, aoe eee 

after having paired off the birds to be they required all food in the most minute i ee 
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BOBWHITE WINTER SURVIVAL IN AN AREA HEAVILY 
POPULATED WITH GREY FOXES? 

Pavut L. ERRINGTON 

From the Zoology and Entomology Section, Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station 

Accepted for publication August 24, 1933 

The data incorporated into this paper relate to an area of about five 
square miles which has been kept under observation from 1929 to 1933 in 
connection with studies on bobwhite quail (Colinus virginianus) winter 
mortality. The area is east of Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin, and more or less 
typifies the hilly, partially wooded agricultural country of non-glaciated 
southwest Wisconsin, southeastern Minnesota, and northeastern Iowa. 

Wintering data on the Prairie du Sae quail populations dealt with 
have been published for three of the four seasons during which the studies 
have been carried on (Errington, 1933 ¢) ; the past season’s work confirmed 
essentially the earlier findings and in addition was productive of other ma- 
terial of quite exceptional ecological interest. Broadly the 1932-33 biotic 
situation differed from those of previous years in that there was present not 
only a quail population practically at maximum density for what may be - 
termed the carrying capacity of the environment but also a most unusual 
abundance of grey foxes (Urocyon cinercoargenteus). 

The fox population figures were arrived at through careful calculations 
made at times when good tracking snows permitted study of cruising ter- 
ritories and individual habits. Quail censues were based upon direct 
enumeration of birds in coveys or groups of coveys (see Errington 1933 a; 
1933 ¢, for detailed description of technique). Field work was done mainly 
by Albert J. Gastrow, a resident of Prairie du Sae qualified by previous 
experience in the course of the Wisconsin quail investigation (Errington 
1933 ¢) to handle duties assigned. 

A fox density of 29 (27 greys, 2 reds) on 5 square miles or one per 
110 acres seemed reasonably correct for December, 1932. This density ap- 
parently varied little during the winter except that the red foxes (Vulpes 
fulva), either left or were killed by hunters as were at least two greys. Per- 
haps, then, a total of 25 or one per 128 acres would represent a more nearly 
actual population for the winter. A composite of the initial quail censuses 
amounted to 406 birds for mid-December or one per 7.9 acres, which gives a 
fox-auail ratio of around 1:16. 

Such a ratio might logically lead one to look for a high rate of preda- 
tion, particularly in an area supporting both quail and foxes in the densities 
indicated. Let us scrutinize the data available, not alone for the measure- 
ment of fox depredations upon quail but for whatever glimpses of ecological 
significance we might be able to gain. 

The preying of foxes on Prairie du Sae coveys has not been readily 
traceable either through study of the food habits of foxes themselves or 
through the ‘‘reading of sign’’ about quail remains discovered in the wild. 
Local fox stomach and fecal material examined showed no bobwhite and, 
in the four years that the area has been under observation, but twice has 
sign been found diagnostic enough to point to foxes as primary killers, 
though plenty of instances of foxes seavenging upon quail carrion have been 
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noted. Hence, in view of difficulties mentioned, it may be best to approach 

the problem by indirect means. 
Insofar as some of the quail territories were situated where they were 

rarely hunted over by foxes, a comparison of winter mortality rates in 
foxless and fox-oceupied environments may bring out something. Food and 
cover notations will also be included in the covey group mortality data, as 
the character of the environment has a profound effect upon the incidence 
and severity of predation (Errington 1931 a; 1931 b; 1933 b; 1933 ¢; 
Leopold, 1933, chaps X to XII). 

The predator population, aside from the foxes was moderately high. 
Red-tailed hawks (Buteo borealis) were common, and Cooper’s hawks 
(Accipiter cooperi) appeared in late winter. A pair of great horned owls 
(Bubo virginianus) nested and one or two more frequented the area 
boundaries. There were also one or two barred owls (Strix varia) and 
several long-eared (Asio wilsonianus) and screech owls (Otus asio) ; un- 
known numbers of weasels (Mustela), dogs and house cats. 

FOXLESS TRACTS 

Group I. Food: corn in shocks, but removed by late winter. Cover, 
excellent in quality but too far from feeding grounds. Count of 22 quail 
December 18; 20 on March 9; 17, March 23. Loss of 5 in 95 days. Evi- 

dence that the March mortality (remains of one bird found) was due to 

food shortage combined with attacks by a Cooper’s Hawk. 
Group II. Food, excellent (largely achenes of the lesser ragweed, Am- 

brosia artemisiifolia, and soybeans). Cover deficient both as to distribution 
and quality. December 12, 28 quail; January 5, 25; February 14, 24; 
March 23, 22. Loss of 6 in 101 days. Quail represented in 5 of 50 pellets 
from a great horned owl stationed in the covey territory. 

Group III. Food, excellent (achenes of lesser ragweed and smart- 
weeds, Polygonum) Cover good including a long brushy fence row ad- 
jacent to food sources. December 9, 13 birds; April 1, 11. Loss of 2 in 113 
days. Remains of one bird hinted the work of a Cooper’s hawk which had 
been seen about this time. 

Total mortality on the foxless tracts: 11 out of an original 63, or 
17.5% over an average period of 101 days. 

FOX-OCCUPIED TRACTS 
Group IV. Food and cover balance adequate. December 2, 21 birds; 

December 18, 22 (possibly influx of a survivor from V); March 22, 19. 
Loss of 2 (leaving out of consideration the one gained) in 110 days. 

Group V. Food excellent (corn and soybeans). Cover poor. Novem- 
ber 26, 12 birds; December 18, 6; January 3, none left. Mortality probably 
not far from complete. One kill by great horned owl found, and another 
apparently by the same raptor. The rather small covey territory was 
ranged by 4 grey foxes and one red in mid-December. It may be remarked 
that the covey of corresponding position last winter likewise suffered virtual 
annihilation (Errington, 1933 ¢, group’ XXXII). This environment for 
quail is.truly vulnerable, seemingly by reason of cover scarcity rendered 
acute by horned owl and fox pressure. 

Group VI. Food and cover adequate. December 16, 13 birds; March 
25, 11. Loss of 2 in 99 days. The covey in this territory last winter starved 
out (Errnigton 1933 c, group XLII). This season corn left in shocks made 
the land quail-habitable.
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Group VII. Food excellent (popeorn and ragweed). Cover good. 
December 16, 49 birds in 3 coveys (21 + 12 + 16) ; January 27, 47 (19 + 
11 +17); February 18, 45 (18 + 13 + 14); Mareh 25, 44 (16+ 13 + 
15). Loss of 5 in 99 days. Fox population very heavy in the general 
territory of the three coveys. 

Group XIII. Food: (soybeans and ragweed) and cover balance good. 
November 26, 33 birds in 2 coveys (18 + 15); February 14, 33 (coveys, 
after continual interchange of members, had combined) ; March 21, 29 (16 
+ 13). Loss of 4 in 115 days. One bird taken by a horned owl; another 
seen in possession of a red-tailed hawk but feather evidence on a highway 
nearby may signify that the victim had first been struck by traffic. 

Group IX. Food (grain in a farmyard) and cover balance good. 
About 22 birds October 19; December 7, 21; January 27, 19; February 23, 
17; March 25,17. Loss of 5 in 157 days. One killed by a grey fox; two by 
motor traffic. 

Group X. Food largely squirrel-opened acorns, also soybeans and rag- 
weed. Cover only fair. November 9, 27 birds; December 20, 24; February 
14, 24; March 18, 22; March 22, 21; April 1, 20. Loss of 7 in 148 days. 
Bones of quail in 3 of 36 pellets from a pair of horned owls leaving con- 
spicuous sign in the territories of groups VIII, TX, and X. 

Group XI. Food (soybeans and ragweed) and cover well balanced. 
December 20, 41 birds in 3 coveys (18 + 14 + 9); March 22, 39 (15 + 14 
+10). Loss of 2 in 92 days. 

Group XII. Food mainly ragweed and corn, supplemented by squir- 
rel-opened acorns and some black locust beans. Cover very good, as a whole. 
December 12, 125 birds in 7 coveys (16 + 18 + 21 + 264 12 4+ 14+ 
18) ; January 28, 117 (16 + 14-1 19 + 21 + 12 + 13 + 22); March 28, 
111 (16 + 13 + 18 + 19 + 11 + 12 + 22). Loss of 14 in 104 days. 

Total mortality on the fox-oceupied tracts: 53 out of an original 348, 
or 15.5 per cent over an average period of 107 days. 

From the data, then, we may see that the presence or absence of foxes 
in various parts of the Prairie du Sac area did not appear to make any 
appreciable difference so far as net winter survival of the quail population 
was concerned; indeed the quail in foxless tracts lost at a slightly higher 
rate than those living in territories fox-oceupeid. 

This is not to be construed as meaning that foxes do not get quail or 
that the preponderance of quail losses from predation may, as a matter of 
course, be charged to the horned owl, the Cooper’s hawk, or some other 
mammalian or avian predator species present in the area. Nor is one to 
gain the impression that the pressure of specific predators may be expressed 
as constant values in the bobwhite environmental equation, irrespective of 
what constancy there may be, however, in net predator pressure for the 
aggregate of species and upon given quail densities living in habitats of 
given quail carrying capacities. 

Predation being largely dependent upon availability of prey (Erring- 
ton 1932; 1933 b; McAtee, 1932), which is in turn conditioned by the prey 
species abundance, conspicuousness, escape facilities as well as their size, 
strength, agility, and alertness, we can readily appreciate that the capture 
of a quail by most predator species, especially mammals and slower hawks, 
is hardly as simple as the capture of a mouse or a rabbit. The bobwhite is 
prized by hunters for its sporting qualities—hiding ability and explosive, 
skillful flight and is adept at taking care of itself individually under favor-
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able living conditions; winter vulnerability of vigorous, seasoned popula- 
tions to predation may be said to reflect more than anything else inadequacy 
of environment to accommodate existing densities. 

The relatively high average 15.8 per cent loss suffered by the Prairie 
du Sae quail (winter losses for strongly situated populations personally 
studied have rarely exceeded 6 per cent) merely make manifest the top- 
heavy status of the population. The predation loss for the winter of 1931- 
32 was carefully computed at 15.38 per cent for the same area and for the 
similar density of a quail per 8 acres. 

This indicates that the greater vulnerability of the population is cor- 
related with population density and environmental carrying capacity much 
more than with the predators that happen to be co-occupants of the area. 
In view of the fact that predation loss rates and bobwhite densities have 
been not far from identical during two consecutive winters, while the com- 
position of the predator factor (compare with Errington 1933 ¢, area ‘‘G’’) 
has differed materially, we may even incline toward a thesis that, within 
ordinary limits, the kinds and numbers of native flesh-eaters may not be of 
much consequence in the winter survival of wild northern bobwhite popula- 
tion. Additional data pertaining to this concept are being organized for 
later publication. 

North-central quail observational areas apparently are capable of 
wintering only about so many birds, their carrying capacities—high or low 
—varying according to food and cover combinations and the distribution 
of covey territories. If the environment is weak for the birds it has, the 
surplus has a way of becoming reduced; perhaps through the agency of 
horned owls, perhaps foxes, perhaps several species collec:ively, maybe 
through causes entirely unknown. At any rate, as long as there is a pop- 
ulation surplus whatever may be its density level, its status is unstable and 
the aggregate pressure of the environment may be expected to force it 
down. 
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purchased in Mexico and liberated in the state. A. G. S. Sage of New York, 
who lives the greater part of the time in my state and has quite a quail shoot- 

ing preserve down there, banded a number of these Mexican bobs, and the 

year following a hunter twenty-two miles away killed one of these banded 
birds. SS 

Birds that are not accustomed to the food supply of a community, wheth- 

er pheasant or bob-white or what not, will, according to my observation and 

experience, travel considerable distances looking for the food to which they 

have been accustomed. We have been able to get some information on the 

distances traveled by the Mexican bob from its banding place, but otherwise 
we have had no practical experience. Now and then a duck hunter will kill 

a duck that has been banded by some Biological Survey station or by some- : 

one who has a permit to band these birds, and when the hunter sees this alu- 

minum band with a number on it he is afraid he has done something that he 

should not have done and therefore does not want to send the band in and 

give his name. Anonymous letters have come to my office saying that the 

bird had been killed, but no name was given because the writer feared that 

somebody was going to pick him up for killing a bird of that kind. Of course, 
that calls for a little more education along that line. 

I believe it was in 1927 that ducks banded by our old friend Jack Miner 
at Kingsville, Ontario, were killed in Mobile Bay, fifty hours from the time 

they were banded and liberated by him. It gives us some information as to 

the rapidity of the flight of these birds and how fast they travel from their 
breeding ground to their winter feeding grounds. That was to me a very 

interesting piece of information—the distance is about 1,800 miles, I believe, 
air line from Kingsville to Mobile Bay. I suppose they stopped and rested 
and fed along the way, but that is a pretty quick trip. 

The Chairman: What is the greatest distance, Mr. Quinn, that you 
- know of the Mexican quail having migrated? 

Mr. Quinn: The one I referred to is the longest migration we have any 

record of. 

The Chairman: Has anyone else in the room authentic records of the 

distances Mexican quail or any other quail have traveled? 

Mr. Farley: We are banding valley quail which are being released on 

the refuges, for two purposes: first, to help us follow the migrations, in which 
we have found a number of cases of six-mile movements; and second, we want 2 

the sportsmen who hunt in the areas surrounding these refuges to realize 
they are getting some of the product of the Fish and Game Commission. We 

believe, aside from any scientific value, it has a certain sales value in that 

respect, although we try to make the maximum out of the scientific end of 

it. Our returns are very small, although not quite so small as the Pennsyl- 

vania returns. I believe last year’s returns from those released on the refuges 
were about 4 or 5 per cent—I have forgotten the exact figure. I should ex- 

plain that the refuge areas where these plantings were made were relatively 
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small, so that it does not indicate any state-wide return. We are at present 

banding everything that we release in the way of quail from our game farms 

or that we are purchasing from regular breeders or that we are importing 

from or trapping in other localities and moving in. That is part of the ad- 

vertising program I spoke of. 

Mr. Adams: I wrote for a statement of all Mexican quail released in 

Missouri several years ago, and the Commission told me that one bird had 

traveled twenty miles out from the point of liberation, and the direction was 

due south. I would like to supplement what Mr. Harwood has reported by 

saying that for five years we carried on extensive banding operations in the 

state of Massachusetts, but the returns were so meager—about in the pro- 

portions that have been outlined—that I discontinued the practice as not 

being worth the time and labor. 

The Chairman: Do you believe that is due to lack of co-operation on the 

part of the sportsmen? I think we ought to bring that out if possible. 

Mr. Adams: I do not think there is any information upon which one can 

base a conclusion. It might be argued inferentially that there is such a tre- 

mendous mortality among artificially propagated game birds that there is 

only a relatively small percentage from which the hunters can make any return. 

That is one answer. Another has already been referred to—that the sports- 

men are afraid to report. I question that because it is pretty well under- 

stood now what the open seasons are, and it is generally known, through the 

publicity afforded by sportsmen’s magazines and so on, that these banded 

birds should be reported.. I am inclined to think it is just a combination of 

causes. 

You do get now and then a high light that may be valuable—for instance, 

in the case of birds that have been bred naturally on the Bear River Marshes 

and banded by the Bureau of Biological Survey. They have a sufficient num- 

ber of returns to show a broad distribution of birds from that breeding 
ground, as indicating how many regions in the United States might profit 

by the high degree of game management on the duck reserves of the Bear 

River Marshes. You do get some high lights from that angle which may 

justify the effort, but I have not yet been able to find any state in the Union 

where systematic banding of artificially propagated game birds seems to yield 
a return that is worth the effort. 

Dr. Gardiner Bump (New York): Out of some one hundred Virginia 

bob-white quail which we liberated two years ago, thirteen of them were 

actually observed and one caught going over the highest hill in the county, 

and twelve of the thirteen were subsequently observed in the next valley 
about nine miles away. 

Mr. LeCompte: How could these be designated as the birds you got from 
Virginia? 

Dr. Bump: Because all the birds were banded, and bob-whites were not 
native in that section. 
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Mr. LeCompte: How is it they were in flight going over the hill? 

Dr. Bump: If I said in flight—possibly you misunderstood me—I did not 

mean that. They stopped, as a matter of fact. We caught one in one of our 

traps set for other game birds on that particular hill. 

Mr. Adams: The most interesting action of imported and released birds 

I know of occurred in Massachusetts some years ago—this was during my 

work over there—when we imported some Mexican quail and released a num- 

ber of them on Penikese Island. This island is about one hundred acres in 
extent, and the nearest land to it on the coast was Cuttyhunk, about four 

miles away. Within a very short time after we liberated these Mexicans on 

Penikese Island—although we did not band them—quail were reported at 

Cuttyhunk for the first time in about fifty years, so that these birds must 

have made a sustained flight out over the Atlantic Ocean of at least four 
miles. 

The Chairman: That is very interesting. 

There are two faces we always expect to see at these conventions; one 

of them is that of Judge Lee Miles. I have a telegram from the Judge in 
which he says: “Best wishes for successful meeting—Lee Miles and Harry 

Neeley.” The other face we always expect to see is that of our good friend 

E. Lee LeCompte, and I know we shall all be very glad to hear from him on 

the poisoning of wildfowl at the head of the Chesapeake Bay by phosphorus, 
a serious menace to conservation. 

THE DESTRUCTION OF WILDFOWL BY PHOSPHORUS 

By E. Lee LeCompte \ UR Wwodipou! 

State Game Warden of Maryland 

On December 21, 1923, Mr. Sifford Pearre of the Equitable Trust Com- 
pany of Baltimore, while returning from the Susquehanna Flats (which is 
located at the head of the Chesapeake Bay and is the greatest mecca for wild- 
fowl along the Atlantic Coast), where he had spent the day hunting wildfowl, 
discovered on the waters of Spesutia Island Narrows vast numbers of dead 
canvasback ducks. Upon examination, he could not find any wounds, and he 
came to the conclusion that the ducks had been killed from an unknown cause. 
Picking up twenty-six of these birds, Mr. Pearre brought them to Baltimore 
and turned them over to the Game Division of the Conservation Department. 

We immediately got in touch with Talbott Denmead, who was at that 
time Deputy Chief United States Game Warden of the Bureau of Biological 
Survey. Mr. Denmead conveyed the ducks to Washington and turned them 
over to a chemist connected with his Bureau who discovered, upon laboratory 
examination, that the ducks had been killed by consuming quantities of phos- 
phorus. Mr. Pearre estimated there were many thousands of dead canvas- 
backs floating on the bay on December 21. 

Immediately upon receiving information of the analysis, we took up the 
matter by correspondence with the United States War Department and Colonel 
Tschappatt, Commandant of the Aberdeen Proving Grounds, near where these 
dead birds were found. Colonel Tschappatt seemed to realize where the ducks 
had secured the phosphorus and immediately ordered the erection of a scare- 
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crow on the waters over this phosphorus area. However, this method did not 
have the desired effect. Reports continued to arrive in our office of dead birds 
being found in that area until ice covered that section of the Chesapeake Bay 
in February, 1924. The ice took the scarecrow away, and in March thousands 
of birds were again killed on this poisoned area. 

We endeavored to ascertain in what manner this phosphorus was dumped 
into the waters offshore of Aberdeen Proving Grounds and were informed that 
it was caused by airplanes experimenting and creating smoke-screens. They 
used bombs containing phosphorus, and when these exploded the poison would 
drop and cause a smoke screen. However, the phosphorus which did not 
explode sank to the bottom and imbedded itself in the celery on which the 
wildfowl feed. It was not until 1926 that we discovered this. 

From March 1, 1924, until the migratory birds had left Maryland areas, 
reports continued to arrive of the great destruction of canvasback ducks in 
that area. It was estimated that at least 10,000 canvasbacks were killed be- 
tween December, 1923, and April, 1924, from phosphorus which they had 
picked up in diving for food on these celery beds. Canvasbacks being diving 
ducks and bottom feeders, feeding on the root of the celery, they pick up the 
phosphorus, probably thinking it is gravel, as the phosphorus found in this 
area was in the shape of a pea. 

Conditions during March, 1924, kept us very much alarmed and prompt 
action was absolutely necessary. After considerable agitation, the Adjutant- 
General’s Office issued the following order to the Commandant of the Aber- 
deen Proving Grounds as a means to remedy the deplorable conditions which 
were existing in that territory at that time: “The Commanding Officer, Aber- 
deen Proving Grounds, is directed to forbid absolutely the dropping of any 
projectiles containing phosphorus or other substances of presumptive danger 
to wild life, birds, animals or fish into the waters in the neighborhood of the 
Proving Grounds and requiring that even for firing over land special con- 
sideration be given to the possible harmful effect of any chemical other than 
the usual smokeless powder and projective bursting charges.” 

Again at our urgent request, the Chemical Warfare Service of the War 
Department, through the Brigadier-General’s Office, issued an order to the 
Commandant of the Edgewood Arsenal (a large government-owned property 
adjoining the Aberdeen Proving Grounds, where phosphorus and other gases 
are manufactured for War Department experiments) which is quoted here- 
with: “In view of the fact that the death of wild ducks in the neighborhood 
of Aberdeen was due to phosphorus poisoning from phosphorus in the shal- 
low waters of the feeding area, no shooting of phosphorus shells will be held 
where there is danger of bursts over or under water less than ten feet deep.” 

It is, therefore, evident that Brigadier-General J. W. Joys of the Or- 
dinance Department and Brigadier General Amos A. Fries of the Chemical 
Warfare Service realized the great detriment which was being caused by their 
action in permitting this phosphorus to be dropped into the waters of the 
Chesapeake Bay and, in connection with the Bureau of Biological Survey, 
did assist us in trying to prohibit the uncalled-for slaughter of wildfowl. 

Our investigations disclosed that whistling swans were being killed by 
phosphorus in addition to the thousands of canvasback ducks. The situation 
became so acute that on March 18, 1924, the Baltimore Sun despatched W. A. 
McClellan, one of its representatives, to the area in question to make a very 
close investigation and observation of conditions. Mr. McClellan covered an . 
area of at least forty miles of shoreline and reported that he had discovered 
hundreds upon hundreds of dead canvasback ducks along the shores and also 
numbers of whistling swans. 

Before the hunting season opened in the fall of 1924, we had numerous 
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Quilon Jowa- St 83 TWENTY ACRES ~ TEN QUAIL NESTS Bobwtul pole, 

Deputy game warden A, E. Miller of Muscatine reports a very inter- 
esting news item about the finding of 10 quail nests in a 20 acre pas-— 
ture on the Ed Morehead farm located in the Millpine Game Management 
Area near Muscatine. Each nest had from 8 to 12 eggs in it.
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TALL PLANTINGS OF SMALE GRAINS FOR QUAIL AND OTHER UPLAND GAME. 

There are obviously many advantages in planting a portion of 

the necessary upland game feed in Fall where this is practicable, 

rather than attempting to complete the entire program in Spring 

and early Summer, when there is usually a rush of other work. 

Among many advantages of Fall planting of such grains as wheat, 

oats and rye may be mentioned the following: 

le. Tractors, disk harrows and other equipment, that would otherwise 

be idle, can be employed over a period of several weeks, consequent- 

ly a given amount of equipment can be used in the production of 

more feed. 

2. The same is equally true of labor; after the crops are "layed by" 

there is frequently a surplus of labor available for Fall planting. 

Se Green food is supplied during the Winter for quail, wild turkeys 

and deer, while grain is made available during the Spring and Summer; 

periods when a deficiency of both classes of food frequently exist. 

Our more recent studies indicate that this deficiency may be an 

important factor in limiting the number of quail a given area will 

support. 

4, Fall-planted small grain strips offer the best of seed beds for 

the establishment of "lespedeza," as some twenty comparable ex- 

periments at our Sherwood Station have satisfactorily demonstrated. 

5. Fall-planted small grains are comparatively free from the com- ~ 

petition of rough buttonweed and "Mexican clover," volunteer veg= 

etations thet on many lands crowd out, or seriously compete with 

Spring and Summer plantings. On the contrary vegetations volunteer-
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ing on Fall breaking are often highly valuable for quail, being 

composed of such outstanding food plants as ragweed and "bullgrass." 

Were it not for the fact that approximately half of the quail 

lands belonging to Members of our Association are, because of long- 

established custom, subject to destructive Winter grazing, Fall 

plantings could without qualification be recommended for alle 

Unfortunately such plantings are impracticable without fencing where 

livestock have the run of the fields in Winter, for little grain 

can be produced due to the grazing and trampling. Disking for rag- 

weed, however, can profitably be carried on in spite of Winter 

grazing, as will be discussed later in this memorandum. 

FEEDS ADAPTED TO FALL PLANTING. Among quail feeds adapted to 

Fall planting, either alone or in combination, may be mentioned 

wheat, rye, oats, Austrian winter pea and vetch. The two latter 

require inoculation of the soil, and it has been our experience 

that both are rather difficult to economically produce in quantity 

on the average Coastal Plain soil, though vetch frequently does well, 

even as a volunteer plant, on soils peculiarly adapted to it. here 

easily grown both Austrian winter peas and vetch are worth while, as 

they furnish an abundance of Spring and early Summer quail food. 

Wheat, rye and oats, however, planted either alone or in com~ 

bination, lend themselves to economical broadcast planting, and are 

usually easy to grow. Strips experimentally planted at Sherwood 

the past two years have done splendidly, and have proved unexpectedii : 

attractive to quail, both the breeding birds and their young shows 

ing a fondness for the grain, especially the wheat.
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For best results, this combination should be sown in the 

southern portions of the Cotton Belt in October and early November, 

though later planting is permissable where circumstances make it 

necessary. In all cases the seed should be sow at the approximate 

rate of a bushel per acre with a grain drill, on a well prepared 

seed bed. If the land is infertile a complete fertilizer, or one 

strong in phosphorus should be used, as experience has show this 

to be good economy in the case of most broadcast feed strips. If 

the Fall plantings follow cowpeas, however, commercial fertiligers 

may not prove necessary. A detailed discussion of these grains 

follow: 

WHEAT. Wheat is undoubtedly preferred to either oats or rye as a 

grain diet, though their relative value as green food for game has 

not been fully determined. Though not a practical money crop for 

the farmer over much of the Coastal section of the Gulf and South 

Atlantic States, wheat may be grown for game on the more fertile 

and well drained soils of the region as far south as north Florida, 

Probably the most important matters for consideration in the grow~ 

ing of wheat are the variety of wheat to plant, the time of planting, 

and the selection of the proper soils for planting, Locally grow 

seed should always be used if available. 

The soft winter wheats, such as Georgia Red, Redhart and 

Bluestem are recommended by State and Federal authorities as best 

adapted to the region. They are beardless, and are for this reason 

better adapted to planting for game than the bearded varieties. 

Whether wheat should be included in a feed strip might well 

depend largely upon soil conditions and the preparation of the ground,
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It is useless to plant it on the poorer sandy soils of the Coast- 

al Plain, or on raw new breaking; rye is the only grain that can 

be expected to produce under such conditions. Because of the 

outstanding value of wheat, however, it should always be included 

where there is a chance of success. 

RYE. While rye as a grain food is apparently not relished by 

quail to the same extent as wheat, it furnishes an acceptable 

emergency food over a much longer period. Ripening in the lat- 

itude of south Georgia in May, the grain continues available 

until the following Spring, when a considerable amount may 

volunteer for another year. 

Varieties especially adapted to Southeastern conditions in- 

: Glude the Abruzzi (Abruzzes), French Rye and the South Georgia. 

We have experimented with the Abruzzi for two years and it has 

produced abundantly. Locally produced seed should always be 

used by preference, 

Rye is adapted to a greater variety of soil conditions than 

the other small grains, as it will produce some grains on poor, 

sandy, acid, newly broken, or poorly prepared lands. It can also 

be planted somewhat later than the others with fair expectation 

of success. While it should be in the ground by November 15th, 

if possible, rye planted December 12, 1931 produced a fair crop 

of grain at Sherwood, though plantings of November 14, 1932 were 

considerably more productive. 

OATS. While oats as a grain food are probably less valuable to 

quail than either wheat or rye, they are eaten to a considerable
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extent while in the milky stage, and observation has show that 

oat strips offer considerable attraction to the birds. As a green 

food in Winter oats are reputed to be as good, or better, than 

the others, though this point has not been experimentally demon- 

strated. In any case they are apparently well worth including in 

the mixture, though perhaps not to be depended upon alone. 

The so-called rust proof varieties, as Hundred Bushel and 

Appler are well adapted to Southeastern conditions. Oats, like 

wheat and rye, should preferably be planted during October or 

eavivy November in the lower portions of the Cotton Beit, though 

in case of necessity, they can be planted anytime during November. 

AN_IDEAL FEED STRIP. To reiterate experiments carried on at the 

Association's Station in south Georgia, and our observations over 

the Southeast in general indicate that feed lines planted to equal 

parts of wheat, rye and oats, with the accompanying volunteer 

vegetations, make ideal Spring and early Summer feeding grounds 

for young and adult quail, and in Winter furnish highly desirable 

green food for quail, wild turkeys and deer. This is not the 

extent of their value, however, for an ideal seed bed is ready 

for the March planting of lespedeza, one of the most valuable 

and desirable of all late iWinter quail food plants. A mixture of 

equal parts of the seed of Japan clover and Korean lespedeza may 

be sown broadcast in March or early April directly on the feed 

lines with no further land preparation. By so doing, "two birds 

may be killed with one stone," and the lespedeza started in 

strips over the terrain. Once established, it volunteers year 

after year on favorable soils. Care should be taken to sew the
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lespedeza seed sparingly, as a dense stand in the feed lines is 

undesirable. Four or five pounds per acre should be sufficient. 

A memorandum entitled "Ragweed and Rye," sent to the members 

of the Association in late September 1932, should be used in 

connection with the present one, as it covers portions of the same 

subject matter more completely. For instance, the production of 

ragweed for quail is discussed in detail. For those whose propert- 

ies are Winter grazed, and unfenced small grain plantings impractic- 

able in consequence, no more profitable Fall activity can be sug- 

gested than the strip breaking for ragweed. Copies of the above 

memorandum can still be secured by application to the writer. 

Presumably due to the necessity for economy under the trying 

conditions of the past year, comparatively few planted rye strips 

or harrowed for ragweed last Fall. The additional years experience 

at Sherwood, where small grain and ragweed experiments were con= 

centrated on and the results carefully noted, have only served to 

strengthen our opinion of the desirability of this work, which 

apparently equals in value the Spring and early Summer planting of 

Brown-top Millet, Florida Beggarweed, Sesbania and so forth, as a 

means of building up the supply of quail and other upland game. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Herbert L. Stoddard, 
Director, Cooperative quail Study 

Association. 

Sherwood Plantation, Thomasville, Ga. 
September 15, 1933.
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Bobwhite cock calling bobwhite on November 3, 1933, on Prairie du Sac area, 

Gastrow
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, Game Manager 
Soils Building 
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University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of November 7th inquiring about the weights and 

plumages of old and modern Bob-whites in Ohio. 

I am sorry to say that the data collected in 1931 and 1932 on the 

Bob-white quail in Ohio has never been published, due to lack of publishing 

funds, lack of time to completely work up the paper and other reasons. A 

part of this study was given at the Quebec meeting of the A.0.U. last October 

under the title of "The Size, Weight and Present Day Numbers of Ohio Bob- 

whites" and the same paper was read at the Wilson Club ieeting- 1h Coltmbus, 

At both meetings considerable discussion followed and since then requests for 

the publication of this data havecontinued to come in. Recently I was inform- 

ed by the Wilson Club officials that if I so desired they would be pleased to 

print it in the Wilson Bulletin. 

Knowing that you would appreciate a short summary of some of the con- 

clusions I reached during this field survey and in the researches into the 

literature concerning Ohio Bob-whites, I will give the following: Ohio, im- 

mediately before the coming of the white man contained but few Bob-white, due 

to lack of the proper habitat. There was too much heavily forested lend and 

only on the edges of the forests and in the small prairie areas was there a 

suitable habitat. As the Bob-white is a bird of the brushy lend and weed-bear- 

ing cultivated fields, it naturally increased with the clearing away of the 

forests and planting of fields, About 1880 there was more suitable habitat 

for quail than before or since and it appears that at that time Ohio support- 

ed its greatest quail population within historical times, Since then there 

has been a steady average yearly decrease, due primarily to the disappearance 

of the brushy thickets, rail fences and osage orange rows, the less abundant 

weed seed crop caused by improved farming methods, public opinion against 

weeds and the decreasing fertility of the soil (the better Bob-white weeds 

produce their greatest number of seeds only in fertile soil), the early harvest- 

ing of corn and more complete harvesting ofother grains, leaving no food for 

winter birds, and shrinkage or total disappearance of brushy thickets. 

Due to the increasing and general acceptance py the sportsmen and 

farmers of the inbreeding theory and its resultant decrease in the size of 

Ohio Bob-whites, the 1931-32 survey was made, lasting from December 1, 1931 

to April 1, 1932. Sixty-five birds were collected during this time. They were 

measured carefully in millimeters in the flesh and later in the skin and weigh- 

ed to a tenth of a gram, These birds were compared with fifteen specimens col- 

lected in Ohio from 1874 to 1911. It was found that the 1931-32 Bob-white was
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the same size and weight as the 1874 to 1911 birds; that the present day birds 

were similar in coloration to the older birds, and that no Mexican blood was 

evident, A most interesting fact was brought out, namely, that the birds from 
the hilly unglaciated sections of southern Ohio having plenty of winter cover 

put a very poor food supply, were average in size to other Ohio Bob-whites 
put averaged only 180.30 grams on weight while birds from the agricultural 

lands of level glaciated northwestern Ohio, rich in food, weighed 193.94 grams. 

Both groups of birds were taken at approximately the same time in late winter. 

A rather marked difference in coloration was noted between these two groups of 

birds, the southern Ohio ones being much more richly colored with reddish mark= 

ings while the northwestern Ohio ones tended to be grayer. This may well be 

due to nutrition and food supply. Neither group suggested Mexican quail blood. 

There was a decided tendency to an increase in weight in birds during November 

and December, reaching the greatest weight (7 ozs) in early January. From then 

on a decrease in weight was noted, due to the culminative affects of winter and 

a diminishing food supply, most marked in the hilly southern Ohio region where 

corn is lacking. As long as weed seeds were available corn was not eaten in any 

amount even where it was the dominant food, but as soon as weed seeds were not 

available corn became the principal food for wintering over the birds. 

Investigation tended to prove that the 1916-17 importation of 

Mexican Bob-white was the only one ever sponsored by the State, that it was 

practically a complete failure due to the birds dying in great quantities upon 

arrival and then being liberated in zero temperatures in a heavy snow in an un- 

suited habitat, and that there was some hearsay evidence that private individ- 

uals introduced a few birds many years ago, but in any case it was too small an 

amount to greatly influence the Ohio quail. All this tended to prove that Ohio 

birds are today probably as near original northern stock as is to be found in 

any northern state. 

During the field survey all types of cover was investigated end 

it was found that there was an average of one quail per eight acres. In a few 

situations the concentration reached one bird per two acres, while in other 

sections such as Geauga County, the coldest county in the state and with the 

least winter food, no quail were actually found though a few coveys were said 

' to occur theres 

It was plainly evident from these studies that a large portion 

of agricultural Ohio is wholly unsuited for wintering quail and that at a small 

cost and proper game management these areas could be made suitable; that by 

general game management and proper feeding during sleet storms and heavy snows 

the average yearly numbers of Ohio Bob-whites could be readily doubled. Sinca 

this work was done I have, on my own hook, increased through game management 

practices and at very small cost, the number of Bob-whites on my uncle's 300 

acre stock farm from less than ten wintering birds to approximately seventy-five 

wintering birds. Ohio has, as I see it, a wholly sufficient brood stock and 

all that is needed to increase this brood stock is to increase the amount of 

acreage suitable for quail. 

My personal conclusions are that a general open season on Bob- 

white in Ohio under present conditions would be impractical and may endanger 

our brood stock. There are too many hunters and too few birds. Artificial 

propagation is not the solution. The solution liesin increasing the number of
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Bob-whites by increasing the nesting, feeding and wintering acreage in Ohio. 

The ideas in the above paragraph were presented to the Audubon 

Society and to my surprise,met with their support. They said if we guaran- 

teed the brood stock they had no objection to the crop being taken. However- 

the largerproportion of the sportsmen with, whom I discussed this subject did 
not approve of such a move, they objected to any limiting of their free hunt- 
ing, wanted a general open season and disliked discussing quail as a “crop”, 

I then came to the conclusion that an education campaign on this problem would 

be a very good thing. 

Dr. Nelson and I have been carrying on a rapid correspondence 

about the Ohio Bob-white for over a month, he asking questions and I sending 

my opinions in return, I have given him all the information he has asked for, 

something I would not have done had the prospects of my publishing my data on 

the quail been more bright. As it is I believe the information should be used. 

Recently I sent Dr. Nelson 85 Ohio bob-white skins, pointed out 

the differences in coloration of the birds from the various sections, gave him 

my interpretation of these color differences and all of the information I had 

on introduced birds, and in turn asked him for his opinion on my conclusions. 

In his last letter he appeared most pleased with the series of birds and the 

skinse 

Sincerely yours, 

Wiciia i Dae Cae ae 
Milton B. Trautman, Assistant : 
Bureau of Scientific Research 

MBT/CG 
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Owen Gromme saw 400 quail (7) on 40 acres near Otto Beyer's place 

about November 1, 1933. This sounds like a local irruption.
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gw, Aldo Leopold 
o Game Manager 

College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leonold: 

Comolying with your request made at the Isaac Wel- 
tom League, I wish to say that Doctor Mac Goeres 
and myself were hunting in the vicinity of Lodi : 
Wisconsin, on the opening day of the rabbit season, 
November 2. “When in the afternoon, we were travel- 
ing over a quite heavily burshed territory we noticed 
a peculiar noise just ahead of us--in fact it was 
very pronounced, and it continued a long time before 

se we Giscovered that we were driving a bevy of quail. 
tice We telked to eath other about it at that time, and 

= we estimated that there were probably 300 quail feed- 

ing in the brush just ahead of us. I came to an open 
place running through the brush, probably an old road— 
way, @nd etood there for some 4 or 5 minutes while my 
frieng. was advancing. There seemed to be no limit to 
the birds crossing this open space, in fact there were 
a dozen or two visible all the time. I feel that I am 
justified.in saying that there were not less than 300 
birds @itogether. We continued on for some 4 or 5 
hunérec feet before any of theee birds flushed, and 
then only part of them left the ground, the rest return— 
ing the way they had come. 

I trust that this is the information that vou were look-— 
ifig for, end I am glad to be of this. service to you. 

Yours very truly, th, De 

W. R. Challoner s
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A SIMPLE AND ECONOMICAL METHOD OF PRODUCING "REFUGE COVER" 

FOR QUAIL. 

Perhaps nothing is more evident from the studies of the 

Cooperative Quail Investigation, or the later work of our Asso- 

ciation, than the absolute necessity for ample and well distributed 

cover of a type that offers secure haven to quail when pursued by 

their enemies, principally the so-called "Blue Darters" (Cooper's 

and Sharp-shinned Hawks). These "Darters" take a heavy toll 

during the Fall, Winter and early Spring months in the Southeast; 

the Cooper's Hawk or big "Blue Darter" harries tne game birds to 

a certain extent all the year around. 

For a given tract of quail ground to produce its maximum 

number of quail, it is essential that a year around food supply 

occur in close proximity to high grade "refuge" cover all over the 

area. This is because any quail started by a "Darter" over two 

hundred yards from such cover is almost invariably caught, these 

~~ birds being incapable of sustained flight, though quick 

enough on the start, and fast for a short distance, as we all well 

know. ‘Instinctively knowing their danger quail only feed at 

greater distances from refuge when forced to do so by scarcity 

of nearby food. This means, of course, that only a portion of the 

quail food produced on the average preserve can be safely util~- 

ized by the birds, and explains why vast acreages in the aggre- 

gate of otherwise good quail ground remain unproductive. 

By "refuge" cover is meant thickets of rather impenetrable 

nature, such as blackberry, grapevine and smilax, or “cat brier" 

tangles, and to a lesser extent wild plum, sumac and similar 

deciduous brush that offers some, but not complete protection, 

especially during the Winter months.
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Unfortunately some of the very best "refuge" cover from the 

standpoint of quail protection, is objectionable to the sportsman 

due to its briery or thomy nature, which has a tendency to dis- 

courage both man and dog. This is particularly true where such 

cover occurs in extensive patches; it is not-so true where it 

occurs in small patches or strips from which two shooters can 

rout the birds, or dogs point them, without either having to pen-~ 

etrate far into the covert. Indeed, reducing the size of overly 

extensive "refuge" coverts may well be considered routine work. 

As a large number of small brushy or viney "refuges" well 

distributed over an area serves as well, or better, from a quail 

protection standpoint, than a few large ones, the former is the 

ideal to strive for when developing a tract of quail ground. The 

necessity for "refuge" cover of the type described depends, of 

course, largely upon the surrounding "ground" cover where the birds 

do the bulk of their feeding, loafing and roosting. The barer the 

fields and other feeding grounds, the greater the necessity for 

ample cover of the vine tangle type. However, in certain types 

of open pineland, of comparatively small acreage in the aggregate, 

no cover of the type under discussion is really necessary. i 

refer to pinelands with a knee high understory composed of 

various species of runner and dwarf oaks, in part, or completely 

covering the ground. ihile excellent feeding, roosting and loafing 

ground for quail, the short oak scrub also furnishes them good 

protection from winged enemies. Unforbunately, however, no practi- 

cal method is know of bringing in this dwarf oak understory on 

lands where it does not naturally occur. 

Many plans for the artificial production of coverts of the
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"refuge" type have been experimentally tried, and a few used on a 

large scale. This has usually consisted of the planting of wild 

plum, privet, sumac, jasmine, honeysuckle, blackberry and so forth. 

Some of these experiments have been carried on at our experiment 

station, but mostly on numerous game preserves scattered over the 

Southeast, where results are being carefully studied by the writer. 

As considerable planting of wild plum, both in lines and in clumps, 

was started as far back as 1926~27 these coverts are now well 

established and serving the purpose for which planted. 

Such planting, however, is usually expensive where large 

areas of ground are involved, and under the economy programs of the 

past three years, little of this work has been undertaken. Almost 

all of the quail preserves so far studied by the writer, now 

numbering well over one hundred, have from a few to many overly 

large fields and open areas in need of "refuge" cover, and the 

planting of coverts will probably be resumed with the return of 

better times where other methods are impracticable. 

It is the purpose of the present memorandum to point out 4 

method now in process of development, which because of its effi- 

ciency and economy should prove of special interest at the present 

time. It is applicable in some degree at least to every preserve 

known to the writer, though of course to some much more than to 

others. For instance the preserves near Albany, Georgia, where 

clumps of liveoak saplings are scattered over much of the terrain, 

can utelize it extensively to great advantage; others can also 

do so here and there where suitable sapling growth happens to occur 

where "refuge" are needed. 

The pertial severing from the stump and pushing over of
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suitable sapling growth is referred to. It was discovered 

during the original Quail Investigation that small trees and 

shrubs would occasionally continue to grow in a prostrate po- 

sition if left partially attached to the stump when felled, but 

no experiments were made to determine the practicability of tha 

method for covert improvements. Following up this lead, we have 

for the past year conducted experiments to determine just what 

trees and shrubs lend themselves to this treatment, and how and 

under what conditions the work should be carried on to attain the 

best results. 

Due to its being an evergreen with an exceptionally bushy 

top, as well as to its toughness of fibre, liveoak has proved 

the best of any species so far tried. Survival percentages are 

usually high, and the refuge cover produced is the best of all. 

Water oak has likewise survived the treatment well, and makes 

fair to good refuges. Likewise oaks that hold dead leaves well 

into the Winter or Spring, like some of the scrub oaks, are well 

worth cutting in this way. While survival has been secured in 

lesser percentages with many other species of trees that shed their 

leaves in Fall, at present we do not recommend this treatment un- 

less they have vines like grape, smilax or woodbine growing near, 

or upon them. In such cases the vines will soon grow over the 

bare tops and make fine refuges, even should the partially severed 

saplings die. Care must be used, of course, to avoid severing the 

vine when cutting into the tree or shrub. 

Were it not for its brittleness, wax myrtle would be especially 

adapted to this purpose, but not over twenty-five percent of these 

shrubs have survived the treatment in our experiments to date.
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It has a limited value for the purpose where it is abundant 

enough so some loss can be disregarded. Likewise none of the 

pines experimented with have survived in any considerable per- 

centage, and it is obvious that no brittle tree or shrub is 

really adapted to the treatment. 

As a rule it is advisable to make the cut with a saw about 

three to four feet above the ground and on the side opposite the 

direction in which the shrub or tree is to be pushed. Of course 

the cut should be only deep enough to permit the sapling to be 

pushed or pulled over, for the more sapwood left attached to the 

stump the greater the chances of survival. With trees of four to 

six inches in diameter it is advisable to attach a rope well up 

toward the top to aid in the pulling over. As a rule it does not 

seem advisable to treat those exceeding this size. 

According to present knowledge, this work should only be 

attempted during the Winter season while the sap is in the roots. 

Survival also appears more certain if the work is carried on while 

the ground is moist, as during a wet period. If the felling is 

followed by severe drought, a rather high percentage of the sap 

lings die, though we have lost few live oaks or water oaks so 

treated during the past season, when conditions were exceptionally 

bad after mid-summer. 

Except in the case of live oaks of fair size, or trees or 

shrubs supporting a viney growth, the saplings should always be 

cut_in groups or lines of a half dozen or more. ‘here young live 

oaks occur in clusters, as very frequently happens, all or most 

of them saculd be cut and pushed over so they radiate from the 

stumps in a circle like the spokes of a wheel. Those with less
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density of twig and leaf, like various scrub oaks and water oaks, 

should be pushed over in lines with tops together where practicable. 

Many modifications of the method will occur to those carrying 

on the work in the field. The ideal to strive for is the product- 

ion of small refuges rather clear below next the ground, but im- 

penetrable overhead. If refuges are small birds that hide in them 

may be readily located by the bird dogs and easily routed by man, 

though well protected from the onslaughts of "Slue Darters" and 

similar enemies. Naturally the value of such refuges is greatest 

in the north when snow is on the ground, and in the south when the 

surrounding ground cover has been burned over. In both cases such 

cover is of vital importance to quail if a good breeding stock is 

to survive. 

It is very evident, however, that trees and shrubs growing in 

a@ prostrate position, are very vulnerable to fire, the frequent use 

of which may be essential to regulate the density of the surround- 
vulnerable 

ing ground vegetation. They are especially wekuabke for the first 

two or three years, or until the tree is growing as vigorously 

horizontally as it did vertically. For this reason plowing or 

harrowing around refuges so produced should be regular practice. 

A tractor equipped with a heavy "new land" type of harrow is ideal 

for this purpose, as it is for much other work around a game 

preserve. ‘The plowed or harrowed strip should usually be from ten 

to thirty feet in width, and may advantageously be planted to the 

usual quail feeds, such as proso, brown-top millet, beggarweed or 

lespedeza in Spring, or preferably to Fall grains like wheat or 

rye in October or November. If such disking is carried on in late 

fall or early Winter a superior type of volunteer vegetation, such
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as ragweed, may frequently be secured. 

Occasionally, where saplings to be treated stand in heavy 

broom sedge or grass, this should be burned out, or the surround- 

ings disked, before tne trees or shrubs are cut and pushed over, 

so that there will be no dense cover beneath the cut over top to 

serve as a naven for cotton rats and other rodeits. If given a 

clean start, however, the foliage of the prostrate sapling, will 

usually prevent the development of much grassy growth below, and 

the desired arbor-like effect will be secured. 

While cut over groups of saplings, as herein recommended, 

have considerable refuge value from the first, they rapidly im- 

* prove as time passes, and make the highest type of "refuges" 

from about the third year on. 

In conclusion, I hope that all Members of the Cooperative 

Quail Study Associction will see fit to start at least a little 

of this work during the present season to demonstrate for them- 

selves its value. Those who can do so are cordially invited to 

inspect some of the "refuge islands" already produced on Sherwood 

Plantation which serve as a demonstration of the method. 

Respectfully submitted. 

Herbert L. Stoddard, 
Director, Cooperative Quail Study 

Assn. 

Sherwood slantation, December ------- 1933.
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Extract from 11th Annual Report, Maryland Conservation Department* 1933, p. 104. 

Winter Laying 

In 1931 the Gwynnbroook Plant held the world's record for a bob-white 
producing the largest number of eggs in any one season, namely 154. However, 
we were very unfortunate in losing this hen during an epidemic of quail disease 

in January, 1932. 

“Filed in Maryland Box
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PROPAGATION OF BOB-WHITE QUAIL IN MARYLAND, 

OCTOBER 1, 1932, TO SEPTEMBER 30, 1933 

By E. Lee LeCompte . 

State Game Warden of Maryland 

In spite of set-backs encountered during the season of 1933, espe- 
cially from weather conditions, we shipped out a total of 6,231 birds 

from the two State game farms. A total loss from storms amounted 
to 2,487 birds. 

Production of State Game Farms to September 30, 1934 

Gwynbrook Wicomico 
Farm Farm 

Placed in Breeding Pens _(pairs)__.___.. . 159 154 
Ps .00 ected a a he ee 9,765 
ee aS ee SO 9,730 
(Birds hatched, 22 <-= 3. 2 ee eS A 04 7,460 

es 00 ee 81 16 
Cripples cestrayed 2 49 76 
Highest number of eggs collected from one hen 102 94 
Hiedithy: birds seared 6 re ee he 2,457 
Percentage. ot egpe;hatched, -. 9-662 81.7 
Percentage,ot birds raised. ss ee A, 74.4 
Average number of eggs collected per hen 47 63.4 

Winter Lavine 

“George and Martha,” a pair of tame birds are very well known 
to visitors at this plant. During the season of 1932, Martha did not 
begin to lay until June 15th. She then laid 49 eggs, the last 12 of 
which she was permitted to hatch. However, to make up for her 

backwardness during the laying season, Mr. McPhail reported to me 
in November that Martha was laying again. She continued to lay as 
follows: November, 9; December, 14; January, 10, and February, 6. 

She laid a total of 39 eggs and the dates show that as a rule she 
laid every second day. In February, Mr. McPhail secured a broody 
bantam hen, placed under her sixteen eggs. However the eggs were 
infertile and did not hatch. 

240
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I was apprehensive that due to the winter laying, Martha would 
not be of much service as a brood hen this past propagating season. 
She was backward as usual in starting but laid about as many eggs 
as usual. 

Cost or Rearinc Bos-WHITE 

It is impossible to figure the exact cost of production of bob-white 
at the Gwynbrook State Game Farm due to the fact that at this 
plant we propagate deer, Canadian geese, ducks and a number of 

species of game and ornamental pheasants. However, at the Wi- 
comico plant our chief work is on the propagation of bob-white and 
we can very definitely determine the cost of production, which, for 
the season 1933 is as follows: 

Brood houses, pens, coops, incubators and installation. $3,966.95 

Newaequipment 1933 — = 228.96 

$4,195.91 

Pro rata for one year on cost of equipment—5 per cent* $ 209.80 
et feet ee ee ee OSS 

(Maintenances ee. ar 830.18 
ee 
ee ee 358.18 
Brewhtvandsexpress: 09s 6.23 
a ee 56.02 
dpsitrance on buildings 2 58.29 
Supetisieudest salary dL 

4,954 birds raised to maturity costing $5,496.09 

Ont ee Oe 

*Our equipment is entirely steel and galvanized wire, and I believe 
it will last twenty years. Therefore, we estimate the cost of equip- 
ment as 5 per cent of the original cost plus additions and improve- 
ments. We have not included the cost of either farm in these esti- 
mates since the farms can be used for other purposes. Our cost per 
bird for 1934, we estimate will be higher due to the damage to our 
equipment at both plants caused by the August storm.



Quail Folder 

(Extract from letter from Elora Blaettner, Wyaconda, Mo., Clark Co., Jan. 9, 1934) 

"Still have our quail bands. I hope they eat all the chinch bugs. One 

quail, not bug, caught in a trap recently had its crop stuffed with them."
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American Game Assoriation : 
“*America’s Oldest National Game Protective Organization” 

a joeh 

awed fie 

we” pute? 

Jane 7, 1934 

Mr. Herbert L, Stodderd 
Sherwood Plantation 

Dear Mr. Stoddard: 

I have just reading book loaned 
to me by Golonel Sheldon, If itled * can 
Sporteman"by Elisha J. He: was published in 
1871 by Lippincett. 

I om attaal frewith some excerpts 
whieh I have from thee oo Sao teatwhage( Secte 
white quail.") station it is given as > 
Virginianus. I ApeGeht ye be interested in these 
excerpts. 

J ee 
CS G. Me er



EXCERPTS FROM THE AMERICAN SPORTSMAN 
by 

DR. ELISHA J. LEWIS 

(Chapter VI - The Partridge) 

Habits 

Partridges are not strictly migratory birds, as the greater portion of: 

them remain distributed throughout the northern portions of our country during the 
whole winter, and not unfrequently suffer immensely from the intense cold and deep 
snows; still, at that period of the autumn known as the “running season," large 
numbers abandon their former haunts, and, continuing along the borders of our 

| rivers, take up their abode for a time in the lowlands, sunerece of miles, perhaps, 
from their breeding-places. Of this peculiarity we shall, er, speak more 
fully hereafter, under a separate head. In the northern sections of our country, 
the ground is frequently covered for weeks with snow; and, all access to food being 
thus cut off, these poor birds, driven by stern necessity, often become quite tame, 
visiting the barnyards, and even mixing with the poultry, to gain a seanty sub- 
sistence, which not unfrequently preserves them from actual starvation. 

Domestication 

The wild nature of the partridge renders its domestication almost impossible, 
though in some instances, where the eggs have been placed under the common hen, they 
have been hatched and reared with as much success as if the progeny were of her own 
species. 

wo Broods 

It is common. opinion among sportsmen that the partridge produces two 
broods during each season. Whether this be true or not, we are not prepared to say 
positively; but ome thing is certain, that the hen is often discovered setting during 
duly, in our Middle States, and birds too small to be shot are constantly met with in 
October, and even in November. 

This circumstance may nevertheless be accounted for on other grounds, as 
it is well known that the female, if dist@ubed during the period of incubation, or 
the eggs be destroyed by some one of her many enemies, will build another nest and 
commence setting afresh. We do not doubt, however, that, independent of these 
accidents, in a very favorable season the hen may be induced occasionally to raise 

two broods of young, more particularly in the Southern States; but we are not inclined 
to believe the habit a natural instinot of the bird, and rather attribute these in- 
stances to causes such as above enumerated. 

The period of warm weather in the Middle and Northern States is rather too 
short to allow partridges generally to raise two broods in a season; and, if they 
should succeed in hatching them, the second brood, being small and delicate, and not 
sufficiently well grown before the cool weather sets in, are umable to endure the 
rigors of our boisterous winters, and consequently soon perish, either from want of 
food or exposure. These are the birds which are first caught in traps and sent to 
market.
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Dector Shoemaker published, some t. back, am account of two cases of 

poisoning arising from the eating of a pheasant whose craw was stuffed with laurel- 
leaves when shot. The most prominent symptoms in these cases were intolerable 
mausea, partial blindness, severe pain in the head, difficult breathing, feeble 
pulse, etc. Great relief was obtained for these unfortunate patients by the free 
exhibition of mustard and warm water, in quantities sufficient to provdke vigorous 

vomiting. 

4morican Partridge not a Quail, 

It has been stated that the Perdix Virginianus is more closely allied to 
the European quail than to the English partridge; but such is not the fact, as the 
partridge of our country resembles the quail in no one particular save in the habit 
of partial emigration that it exhibits every autumn at the running season. 

SEO 

Although the ancient Athenians eagerly sought after and even reared quails 

for the purpose of employing them in combat with each other, they were not esteemed 
as an article of food, but, on the other hand, were erroneously considered unwhole- 
some, from the circumstanee of their feeding on hellebore. This vulgar notion, as 
many others of like character, is now entirely exploded. 

Baw 

Running Season 

At the commencement of autumn, the partridges of America abandon the high 
grounds, and resort, in immense numbers, to the large river-courses, where they re- 
main for a few weeks, and then travel back to their former haunts, At this period 
the birds are said to be running or travelling, and will not lie to a dog; and to 
pursue them is lost time, as it will be found utterly impossible to keep up with 
them, no matter with what speed you attempt it. In the fall of 1845, we, in company 
with a brother sportsman, encountered an immense drove of these running birds in the 
neighborhood of Elk River. When first discovered, they appeared to be holding a 
conference as to the proposed route they should take, or perhaps quarrelling with 
their leaders as to the propriety of proceeding farther on, as they had all come to a 
stend in a secluded little hollow on the borders of a pine forest, and were all 

whistling and twittering as fast and as loud as possible, insomuch that we distinctly 
heard the general turmoil at a distance of several hundred yards. Upon approaching 
to ascertain the cause of this rather unusual noise, the whole company took to their 
heels in double quick time, hundreds running up the opposite bank of the hollow and 

disappearing in a few moments in the thick forest of pimes and underwood. We followed 
on after them for a short time, but neither ourselves nor dogs were able to keep up 
with their retreating ranks. This company of voyagers, we should think, contained 
several hundred individuals, and was the largest party we ever met with. These 
migrations of partridges to the sea-coast and river-shores are performed almost ex~ 
clusively on foot, as they seldom or never fly, except perchance to cross a small 
rivulet which opposes a barrier to their onward progress. The cause of these migrations 
is not satisfactorily explained by writers, if, in fact, any have attempted the
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solution of this rather mysterious movement on the part of these birds. We do not 
know what to attribute it to, and are even at a less te venture an opinion. If we 
might be disposed to believe that a scarcity of food in their previous haunts impelled 
them to wander in search of it in distant localities, like others of the feathered 
race; but this can hardly be the motive, as they are found on these excursions as 

early as October, when the weather is not often sufficiently severe to shut up the 
usual chamnels of food, but, om the contrary, is generally such as is most congenial 
to the habits of the bird. 

Ghange of Plumage 

Since the publication of the first edition of our book, we have received 
at the hands of our friend, the late Mr. H. H. Stockton, who, by-the-by, was a most 

zealous and experienced sportsman, a remarkable, and, no doubt, perfectly unique, 
specimen of the American partridge. The plumage of this rara avis in terra is totally “ 
different from any thing that we have yet seen or heard of. Independent of the color 
of the plumage, the bird has every characteristic of the Perdix Virginianus, and, no 
doubt, is a veritable partridge, without any admixture of foreign blood, as some of . 
our sporting friends would have us infer. If this bird had not been shot in the 
section of country where it was, and in company with other ordinary partridges, we 
might, perhaps, very naturally have supposed it te belong to another variety; but, 

all the circumstances taken inte consideration, we must regard it only as one of those 
lusis naturoe that we occasionally meet with in every branch of animated oreation. 

_ In the specimen before us, the bill is black; lime over the eye and down the 
back jet-black, with am occasional gruyish-white spot; whole chin ashy-white; mottled 
with black, extending slightly over the throat, which is jetty, interspersed with a 
few reddish-brown spots; upper part of the breast exhibits a few pure white feathers; 

” the lower portion dark-cinnamon or red-brown, fringed with black; sides of the neck 
reddish-brown; in fact, the balance of the plumage, save the admixture of black and 

nt cineritious tints, may be set down as reddish-brown, or rather dark-cinnamon color; 
legs of same hue; the irides hazel. 9 ~~ 

This very peculiar bird was killed in Pennsylvania, a short distance from 
Philadelphia; and, what is somewhat remarkable, there were others of similar plumage 
in the covey from which this ome was secured. We went in quest of these birds with 
Mr. Stockton, om a subsequent oceasion, but were unsuccessful in our search,* 

* This remarkable bird is perhaps more worthy of being represented perched upon a 
tree, than the white one referred to by English author, who states that one of this 
character, ng t, was to a Mrs h, a artist, + no who, 

to make the on, he more eff > first it L YO 
and then very lly p white ridge \on /one of . When 
told that these’ a 8 8a the he naivély replied, “That might be; : 
it looked so much the more picturesque to have a landseape in the background that he 

would mot alter its; for an extraordinary bird ought to have an extraordinary situation: 
it exalted him above his fellows.
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Quail 
ge State Fish & Game Commission, Biennium 

ending June 30, 1934 
22 BIENNIAL REPORT OF THE 

: 5 Library of 
Experimental Quail Shooting 

ae has had a closed season on quail pasty Rade copel 
population in the State indicated that carefully controlled shooting 

could take off an annual surplus without depleting the breeding 

stock. This was further substantiated by the intensive investiga- 
tional work which has been done on quail during the past six 
years. But, it was certain that no shooting should be permitted 

without measures which would insure (1) the building up of 

environment so that the quail population could be brought up to 

a maximum, and (2) the regulation of the shoot so that only the 

surplus would be taken. The Iowa quail plan is endeavoring to 
bring back quail shooting for lowa under careful regulation, with 
maintenance of better annual seed stocks, so that the quail popula- 
tion will inerease and only the annual surplus be taken. 

In the fall of 1933, fourteen of the best quail management areas 

were selected for experimental shooting. These ranged from 650 

to 3,600 acres each and were those on which the farmers had shown 

the most interest in building up their land and providing the 
proper environment for the propagation of quail. 

A survey was made of these quail management areas before the 

open dates for shooting to determine the surplus of quail present. 

It was then decided to shoot various percentages of the quail stock 
present on the different areas in order to determine which per- 

centage of seed stock left would, after the closing of the areas, 
bring back the quail population the following year. 

The number of permits was very limited as each area was 

opened for only a limited number of days and for only a few 

hunters per day. These permits were issued through the Depart- 

ment office in Des Moines. The number of hunters was determined 

according to the number of birds on each area, as ascertained by 

the pre-season census and the daily bag limit of six birds per hunter 

as set by the Commission. 

When the areas were established one of the most interested 

farmers was selected by the farmers in the area as the key leader. 

This key leader’s farm was made the entrance to the area during 

the open shooting season and every hunter wanting to shoot on the 

area was required to enter it through this man’s farm, showing 

his permit to do so. At the close of the day’s hunting, he was 

again required to go to the key farmer’s residence and allow his 
day’s bag to be checked and to furnish the deputy warden in
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STATE FISH AND GAME COMMISSION 23, 

charge with certain data. Each quail shot was banded with a 

non-reusable band. 

One deputy warden and one auxiliary field man was assigned 

to each area opened for shooting. One of the men patrolled the 

area to see that no one entered it without a permit to do so and to 

see that they did not enter at any point other than the designated 

entrance. The other man worked with the key farmer to see that 

the proper permits were presented and collected the necessary data 

at the close of the day’s hunting, entering it in the quail journals 

which were forwarded to the office upon the closing of the area. 

This information will aid the Commission in determining their 

future quail shooting policy. 

The method was somewhat inconvenient to the hunter, of course, 

but hunters cooperated splendidly, and as the plan progresses 

methods will be simplified. 

The following data give some of the results of this trial: 

Areas Open: for quail shootings. .gs ec (ae es 14 

Acreage for: all areas. 5 ac)< «ec aisles olen’ ins cee eee! 

Pormers in all-areass 0. «ai. ais coe See eee OO 

LUE AVR 2hce ose: Seals a coe wal nga S Gea 98 

Gian Pennants nIsSUe) <i cess con prea cela ae eens 

PERSONS LUMEN E528. o Were nile ae sities Seeiei susp tp Pa ee eR OEE 

Permits not-called for or not used...) isi. s eget LEG, 

EuUMPING OCs USCd Sa kia oalaras see scien hee OU 

PLOUPS “WUNLER sie ce acca ncls <i. smite ee emiuis «Ghee 

or 4.6 hours per hunter. 

Quail flushed: 799 coveys and 11,145 quail, or 14 birds per 

covey. 
Quail bagged: 748 males and 648 females or a total of 1,396, or 

2.5 birds per hunter. 

Quail shot and lost, 386. 

Quail weighed: 287; total weight, 125 Ibs.; average weight per 

quail, 634 ozs. 

Mass Plantings of Birds 

In accordance with the game policy mapped out at the beginning 

of the biennium, several mass plantings of birds were made in the 

area designated for them, to determine the success of plantings in



Outdoor Iowa 

July 5, 1934 ‘ 

- . : - QUAIL AND PHEASANT SHARE NEST :s ee “ Lp Bebb 
A female pheasant and a female quail had.a mutual agreement on the 

sharing of one nest near Ogden. W. M. Rosene, a member of the Fish and 
Game Commission living at Ogden, reported the odd agreement after taking 
pictures of the nest. The nest was located in an alfalfa field on the 
farm of Lewis Marlow in Marcy Township, Boone County. Twelve pheasant 
eggs and ten quail eggs were found in the nest which had been deserted 
by both birds. Marlow had been keeping a close watch on the nest and 
reports both the pheasant and quail had laid an egg in the nest on the 
day before it was deserted,
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UNITED STATES ( ee 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR yr 

SOIL EROSION SERVICE 

Coon Valley, Wisconsin 
July 14, 1934 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

I read your cycle file with the greatest possible 
interest and am returning it, My confidence in my "opposing forces” 
theory was considerably shaken by your New England graphs which 
seem to show agreement with the western cycle. However I havn't 
entirely given up the idea yet. I took the liberty of extracting 
one of the duplicates of the prints of New England cycles, Do 
I understand that I get to keep the two blue-prints sent under . 

separate cover? 

i I also took the liberty of penciling in a note on 
Il2inois quail om the continental cycle blueprint in the file. 
I havn*t my shooting journal up here but the approximte birds | 
seen per hunter-hour were as follows: 1930, 8; 1931, 10; 1932, 
14; 1933, 8 I woulm't consider these figures very valuable ex= 
cept for the fact that they checked very closely with public 
opinion, at least to the extent of the increase in 1932 and the 
decline in 1933, As you wilk perhaps recall I was employed during 
the summer of 1933 and had the opportunity to talk to people 
that came to the quail farm from all over Illinois, I gained 
the very strong impression that quail were high all over the 

state in the fall of 1932, 

You don’t happen to have a list of the sunspot numbers 
in your files do you for the last 100 years or so? I have such / 
a@ list at home that I had considerable trouble obtaining and 
have written home for it but the family may not be able to loe 

cate it. 

S, Ghat I heard that Clayton Leum and a companion killed 55 7 UY” 
cottontails in one day here last fall, F 8 ow Walle 

Very truly yours, / 

A) Fam Nota
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Quail Shooting Quota Fixed 
: . . 

By Study of Winter Survival 

Hunters Take Surplus 
: Normally Lost To 

Predators 

By Prof. Paul Errington 
(In Charge Wild Life Research) 

Results of last season’s experi- 
mental quail shooting on Iowa 
Game Management Areas have | 
been summarized in relation to! 
winter survival of birds on shot 
and unshot areas as follows: 

1. Quail populations sur- 
viving the shooting lost, fol- 
lowing the shooting period, 

: 10.3 per cent of their num- 
bers during the period of ob- : 

servation. 

2. Quail populations on the 
four reliable Iowa unshot 
areas, comparable in location 
and period of observation to | 
the shot areas, lost 28.3 per 
cent. 

3. Predator populations ; 
were not noted to differ sig- | ' 
nificantly on the Iowa experi- | S 

: mental areas, shot or unshot. | 
3 4. Mortality seemed to be } 

greatly accelerated in early : 

November, coincident with the 
reduction of carrying capacity 
by the drying up of herbac- 

: eous vegetation and the fall- 
ing of leaves from deciduous 
brush, . 

5. The first post-shooting 

censuses showed fewer birds 
than the figure obtained by 

« substracting the known toll 
5 from the pre-shooting popu- 

lation. 

Supports Principle | : 

The increase in percentage of 
winter loss from 10.3 per cent to 
28.3 per cent in the unshot areas 
over the shot areas supports the 

population carrying capacity prin-| 
ciple discussed in the last issue of | . 
The Fish and Game_Guide. 
other words, by controlled shoot- 
ing the surplus birds were taken 
that otherwise would have been 
lost from predators and exposure. 

Shooting left the surviving} 
quail population below the carry- 
ing capacity of the, environment - 
on the areas and so the survivors 
were much more secure and suf- 
fered an appreciable lower loss 
vate. However, it was revealed in 
the survey that shooting actually 
lowers the population considerably 
more (by about 14 per cent) than 
the known toll as represented by 
bag reports and crippling losses. 

Environment and Loss 

On unshot areas having popu- 
lations in excess of their carrying 
capacities the natural loss rate 
was enough to trim down the ex- 
tra birds to what the environment 
could conveniently hold. When 
those birds not having a good| 
place to stay are removed by| 
shooting the loss rate from preda- 
tors automatically drops for the 
reason that there are few birds 
left that predators may easily get. 

On the basis of these findings, 
it would seem safe to take by 
fall shooting the percentage of 
‘birds commonly lost in unshot 
areas during the winter — or 

around 30 per cent. It was along 
these lines that the experimental 
quail shooting season was con- 

ducted last fall on Game Manage- 
ment Areas.
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A STUDY OF COVEY SIZE IN BOBYWHITS z 
in; a9 

MUSKINGUM COURTY , OHIO 
June to November (inclusive) 1934 

Dr. Lawrence BE, Hieks « + Game Ornithologist 
Soil Brosion Service, Zanesville, Ohio 

; December 6, 1934 

Birds in goveys Birds not in ee 
NOe Birds in Identified 

Dete Coveys Sige of Coveys Coveys Males Females by Song 
Ll-16 4 1-1L1l-14-13 50 9 9 9 

Total 4 dvr. size of covey-12.5 Total 50 Total 0 Totel 0 Total > 

Total Quail for the period ~--- 59 

Tuly, Tod 

Birds in Goveys Dixie not in Sovegy 
NOs Birds in tified 

Date Coveys Size of Coveys Coveys Males Fexales by Song 
aa? 9 0 0 ? 2 10 
B=14 z 14 14 5 g 12 
15-21 a 8B 12-15 25 6 2 15 
22-28 i 16 16 8 2 15 
29631 13 7 

: Avr. size of coveys--15.6 = ts rT a 

Total Quail for the period 176 ~ 
a a enn NR eR EERE RS Net etn Atte tt NR NRE 

August, 1934 
Birds in Coveys Dumls_not_in Coveys 

No. Birds in ntified 

Date Coveys Size of Coveys Coveys Males Females by song 

1n4 1 5 5 2? 5 12 

S11 0 9 8 2 1 4 

12-18 a 1514 29 4 10 15 

19425 6 | 1R+16~14-15-14 69 7 3 13 

26-51 1Ss7012=14=11-+9-6619 89 7 ae 

t Avr. size of coveys--12.0 192 oT 21 a 

Total Quail for the period --<-330 

September, 1904 

Binds in Goveys Binds not in Coveys, Now = Birds in fied 
é Coveys Males Females By Song 

Date Cpveys Sins, of Coveys ry - ri : 

9=15 8 12-14-13 39 1 1 7 
16-22 2 10-13 23 5 5 9 
25250 10-12 22 2 2 Oo 

+ Avr. size of coveys~=12.0 96 “~~ — _ 

Total Quail for the pericd --~-142 

<n stteainntsteahaetaneaedpsaesiatnaetatstadataeatniaiaacinttsntlesttiteseratsttsipicenaanateiieiiiibiitiie



A STUDY OF COVEY SIZm IN BOBWRITE (Cont.) 

Vetober, 1904 si ape ic ag 

Bizde_ in Covers Bizds not in Covers 
NOe Birds in Identified 

Date Goveys ‘Size of Coveys Soveys Males Females by Song 
198 2 Bels 20 “ 4 15 
G=16 1 17 W 2 2 5 
16=22 5 18-17-14-9+14 92 ° o 9 
Cl-22* a 16 16 0 8 ° 
C2024 5 QeLl-2017-22 61 9 ° 9 
03-26 5 4m 12-2001 7-4 57 ° 0 ° 
0429 4 Pal Se BeS 36 0 

3S avr. size of coveys--12.1 379 “eS ~~ x 

Total Quail for the period ---- 320 

November, 1924 

Noe pizie tp covers aids in Banda not in overs 
Date Coveys Size of Coveys Coveys Males Females tified 

by Song 

1-15 a 10 10 6 9 9 
16<30 L iL 11 ° 0 0 
65-5 & 12+15+10-18 55 ° 8 8 
C608 3 Gel 2-3 24 Q 9 ° 
C7={S-12) 4m14e17-~10-12-15 8 0 9 

ts Avr. size of coveys~-10e6 oe — _ + 

Total Quail for the period —-s8%8 

een RN NN ANE EE NTE NT TNT A ETAL ES LL NT IES, 

* Cl refers to census number 1 of a square mile section, This census was detailed in 

natures



File: Quail.” 5 
Pheasants ‘ 
Foods ' 

‘ 

(Extract from letter from Ray C. Steel¢, Superintendent, Upper Mississippi \ 
River Wild Life and Fish Refuge, Federal Building, Winona, Minnesota, 

December 18, 1934.) ‘ 

"The boys brought in an interesting report this morning regarding 
ring-necks and quail. They found quite a large patch of jimson weed 
which was overrun with both quail and ring-necks. ‘The ring-necks were 
pulling the pods down and breaking them apart for the seeds and I assume 
the quail were feeding on the seeds sattered about on the snow as the 
result of their being torn up by the ring-necks. While this seed is not 
common in the bottoms, there is a considerable amount of it and I was 

surprised at the amount of seed contained in a single pod. Undoubtedly 
this is an attractive and splendid source of food for these two birds and 

probably others,"
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(Sot for publication) Game Management 118 
Aldo Leovold, 1934 

GAME POPULATION DENSITIES 

Acres 

Species ___Place Size of wait Per Head Ss CRemarics 
V quail Calif. 22,000 acres 32 MacLean,1930. Foothill range 

Wis, 600 acres 5 Univ.Arboretum, vinter 1933-34 
Mo. 6 sami. 5 Leopold, unpubl. 
S. Iowa Inhabited farms on-l Most frequent density, 1931-2 
Wis. 1,360 acres 6 Riley Cooperative, 1933-34 
Ho. 260 acres 1.3 Phil M. Smith fam, 1923 
u w it 3ek t " n uv . 1929 

ag a a ae 
Pheasant Mich. 600 acres 2 Wight, 1931, fall 

. ae 12 u a winter 
Daizota 640 acres 2.6 Johnson, svring 
H.W. Iova Inhabited range 2m) Uost frequent density,1931-32 

rr arse pe 
Grouse Britain(Red) 5,000 acres 4 Leopold & Ball, spring 

tt 1 " 1 1.5 " " i ¥ fall 

Minn, (Ruffed) 640 acres 5 King, spring 
lt ce aa a ak eee ar cate 

Hungarian England 6,500 acres 4 Maxvell, spring 
Partridge H. Iowa Inhabited ranze $-12 Most frequent density,1931-32 
a ae a 
Rabbit Pa, 35 acres 0.2 Barbadoes Island 

England ? 0.15 Spring density (Haddon) 
Idaho (Jaclz) 5,000 acres Rabbit drive, winter 

a " 640 0.5 High of cycle 
Ariz. (Jacl) 5yi00 = 8 Le April, 1925, drive 

" 1,280 " 4.0 0©6May, 1923, drive 
« 2,560 " 2.1 wov., 1920, drive 

T. Mex. 640 © 4.0 June, 1927, drive 
ae oe eee 

Duelzs Ohio 1,500 acres 0,1 Fall density,locals (Day) 
Minn, 8 lakes 1,0 Fall density,locals (Leopold) 

ce ee SA ee ees 
Deer N.Y. 750 acres 7e5 Enclosure 

Minn, » 390 sq.mi. 32 Itasca Park, 1920 
Mich, 22 sqemi. 30 Grand Island, 1923 
Ina, 16 Morgan County, 1320 
Pa, 12,5 Present density of deer range 
* 25 Est,capacity of deer range 
France(Roe) ? 25 Common density,roe deer 
Bohemia( Red) ? 106 Common " »sred " 
Calif. 1,142 sqemi, 30 Stanislaus U.F., 1921-23 

Ne 16 sq.mi, 91 Adirondacks, 1929 
(Townsend & Smith) 

a aa ee eee 
Antelope i,Mex, 4,650 sqemi. 1200 Ligon, 1926 
ge ee 
Eli Yellowstone 3,400 sqami. 100 Yearlong range, 1927 

Park
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Bldo Leopold 

WHAT DO QUAIL EAT? PS 6 & f ¢ f je WAT Do QUAIL EAT? BOOP [Ply 
The analysis of 34 quail crops taken during the 1934 open quail 

season made by Logan J. Bennett, Game Technician for the Fish and Game 

Commission, shows that ragweed seeds leads the list of food eaten by 
these birds closely followed by foxtail seeds. It is interesting to 
note that altogether the 34 quail crops contained 1972 seeds and bugs 
and of this amount only 59 grains of corn and 2 grains of oats were 
found. The following is a list of food found greater and lesser rag- 
weed, 789 seeds; foxtail, 656 seeds; smartweed, 240 seeds; wild hemp, 
161 seeds aster, 99 seeds; corn, 59 grains; ground beetles, parts of 
24; pigweed, 15 seeds; grasshoppers, parts of 4; oats, 2 grains; 
grape seeds, 1; acorns, l. A 2



File Bobwhite Quail ~ 
Weights of Game 
Pennsylvania 

Item in Pennsylvania Game News, Vol. 5, No. 10, Jamary 1935, p. 53 

RECORD BOBWHITE QUAIL : 

On November 26 the office received from Division Game Protector 
Frank Myers, of Division "D", the head of a bob-white quail which 
weighed, after plucking, 12 ounces. This quail was killed in Cumberland 
County and publicly weighed. This is the heaviest bob-white on record, 
Many full-grown grouse are no heavier, 

4
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New Soils Building 
February 4, 1935 

Mr. Vern 2, Showers 
221 W, Main Street 
Stoughton, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Mr, Showers: 

My student who examined the quail submitted by you reports 
as follows: 

"There was nothing in the crop of that quail sent from 
Stoughton. The contents of the phial were found in the gizzard, the 
majority being corn, one grape seed and remnants of another, one honey 
locust bean, and two small black seeds that I do not recognize, I 
would estimate its weight at about 175 grams." 

The weight of this bird was 15 or 20 grams below normal, 
which is indicative of partial starvation. ‘The presence of a honey 
locust bean is further evidence of impending starvation, We did not 
find any evidence of disease, 

The fact that the crop was entirely empty is not proof of 
starvation, since death may have occurred in the middle of the day 
between feeding periods. ‘The indications are, however, that the bird 
died of food shortage. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



Dane County 
Prairie Chicken 
Deer 

quadn// 
Extract from letter from J, 7. Jackson, Feb, 12, 1935: 

"I algo inelose an extract from an old Madison history written in 1874, Under 
that date Major H, A. Tenney wrote as follows: 

“When I first visited Madison in 18'\5-——-game was profusely abundant, I 
repeatedly shot prairie chickens in the capitol square, and the hunting of quail 
there was common, The last deer killed within the site was in 18'7---an old buck 

whose way was over the University Hill. He was so sagacious that he was not taken 
until hunted at times for three years. Bears were common, wolves innmerable, 
and other wild animals in proportion, In fish and fowls the present (1874) generation 
have not the faintest conception of the enormous profusion of that period. a. 
way they were slaughtered at times in mere sport was a wicked waste. In 189 t 
Winnebagoes cauped near the present Insane Hospital, ‘Spreading out over the : 
country they drove all the deer of all kinds towaré the center and killed all--sparing 
none, ‘They had over 500 carcasses, when a band of citizens went over and drove them 
off, but the deer never recovered from that fatal raid,"
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sary in wet weather and during the results. This does not mean that any _ less artificial compared with the shoot- 
rearing season. territory can be created into a game _ ing of wild birds. However, the time 

Should an area of swamp be con- area. There may be reasons why the may come when we will have to de- 
sidered too large or too wet it may be most promising looking land will not pend on captive reared birds for our 
regulated by ditching or partial drain- be a success as such. In this connec- sport. 
age. Also such sections may be bene- tion, one of the most important condi- To be brief, one wishing to make 
ficially created through the careful tions is whether the surrounding terri- some shooting or improve that which 
damming of a stream at the proper tory will through its physical attributes he has, can do so by intelligently look- 

point. In some cases, the introduction act as a boundary or as a magnet for ing into the problem. The land in 
of cattle will help to keep overgrown the game in the contemplated area. question must be suitable for the birds 
cover down, This is especially so in desired. Proper feed and water must 
woodcock cover but is not advisable | HAVE mentioned pheasant and quail be present or provided and the covers 
with pheasant as they will not usually here, specifically, because these are kept in condition to afford protection. 
remain in territory so trampled over. the only two game birds that have, so Vermin must be kept down and the 
In low-lying marshy grounds where far, proved practical to raise in quan- game protected. Winter feeding must 
the grass and reeds grow too thick and tity and economically. Some advance be done in many cases and fresh blood 
high, it may be of advantage to burn has been made in the artificial propaga- introduced when and where necessary. 
it over every few years so as to prevent tion of turkey and even grouse, and a This may seem difficult, but it should 
it from getting choked. This should, few other birds, but so far the output be remembered that each State, in 
however, be done in the late fall when has been limited. Some birds have addition to the Federal Government 
the birds are not relying on it for pro- been imported and planted such as the and private organizations before men- 
tection or nesting purposes. Care must Hungarian Partridge and the Chukar tioned, maintains a department which 
also be used so that only the sections Partridge and in certain districts seem labors unceasingly to provide those in- 
of the cover desired is burned. Much to do well but their increase is natural. terested with the necessary information 
destruction of birds and nests is done Hungarians have done well in the on how to increase game. They are not 
yearly during the harvesting season; a northwest but chiefly where there are only doing it, but are anxious to do so, 
great deal of which could be averted large expanses of stubble, such as the fo, every private enterprise helps to in- 
through care and the use of the flush- vast grain fields to be found there. crease the supply of game in general 
ing-bar of which I will speak later more Doubtless, other species of game birds qetemere ue 5 8 = : 5 : and benefits the public domain. Not 
fully. In short, the terrain must be will be found practical to raise or plant eer i on 
intelligently inspected to make sure as time goes on but at present the num- O7,Y, GOES Private enterprise enone 
that the project is feasible; that the ber is very limited. public shooting, but it concentrates the 

proper feed, water and cover can be Ducks such as Mallard and Black, Shooting of the many individuals who 
provided if it does not already exist. are comparatively easy to raise, espe- CaM afford to do so, on their own lands, 
This is basic. If a favorable condition cially the former. Much sport may be thus giving the fellow who must seek ; 
is present, it is then a matter of in- obtained from these if properly his sport afield that much more oppor- { 
telligent planning to get the desired handled; but of course it is more or tunity to find it. Sate () 

/ 

————E—EEE————— nud WY 
IN\WY V 

Tt. writer in 1933 conducted an By finement by bantams. The only factor 
experiment in the liberation of making this less preferable than me- 
day-old, incubator quail with DENNIS HART chancel means bas been the sus- 

mature, cock quail and took occasion ceptibility of the quail chicks to or- 
to tell GAME Breeder & Sportsman management on the land where the dinary poultry diseases and parasites. 
readers of the results in the November, shooting is to be done. ‘Therefore, Unrestricted range very adequately off- 
1933, issue of that magazine. whether the quail are to be reared un- sets this susceptibility danger. Several 

In 1934, I carried on another ex-  fettered in the coverts or to be liberated early experimenters in quail propaga- 
periment involving large-scale libera- there at the age of 8 to 12 weeks from tion have successfully reared quail on 
tion of quail chicks with bantam foster- the confinement rearing pens, the same free range in custody of bantams, from 
mothers—the complete restocking of a amount of predator control, feed plant- hatching to maturity. But nowhere has 
game preserve with day-old quail ing and general range-management is large-scale and systematic repopulation 
hatched by and in custody of bantams. going to be required. If these require- of a quail-shooting ground been under- 

If we wish to improve upon the na-_ ments are all answered, then all condi- taken by the establishment of a net- 
tural rate of increase of quail to the tions are ideal for the system of quail work of bantam covey units under full 
greatest possible degree, we must breed _ rearing and restocking explained herein. supervision and protection. 
in confinement, so that we may get an “These facts leave only two conditions Prerequisite to this—and to any 
average of 70 eggs per pair each season to justify the confinement rearing of manner of liberation of quail—is a 
instead of the approximate 18 which quail in future game administration — suitable covey range, i. e. an area which 
ithe annual wild clutch contains. We programs i. e.: (1) for the production contains within the normal cruising 
should, however, for the sake of of the required stock of confined radius of quail (a radius of one-half 
jeconomy and sportiveness, make our breeders, and (2) for production of a mile) all of the range or preserve re- 
‘confinement-rearing supplementary and reserve of stock with which to restock quirements of the species for every 

of secondary scope. depleted coveys during the gunning sea-_ period of the year. The most impor- 
Efficient administration of game calls son and in the following spring. tant of these requirements will be ex- 

for game management and game-range Quail have long been reared in con- plained later. 
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Ts nucleus of any covey range is a are depleted or fail for any reason. and dogs nor offer a serious obstacle 
belt or cluster of refuge cover; The feed must be constantly avail- to them. 

dense undergrowth, brush, etc.—pref- able so that the coveys will be accus- All upland game birds require 
erably predominantly evergreen, and tomed to its presence and therefore water. This may be supplied by 
into which the quail may dart when at- go to it in emergency; this makes feed creeks and ponds or, in the absence 
tacked by hawks or owls, or at the planting much preferable to station of these, satisfactorily supplied by a 
first alarm of a cat, weasel or other feeding. The second essential is that combination of dew and edible green 
ground predator. Incidentally, a mix- the feed planted be of a quantity and  succulence. However, even if a body 
ture of something like honeysuckle with type that will insure its availability of water is near, it is very wise to have 
low-growing a thin strip of 
cedar, is prefer- s grass and clover 
able to the cat- or alfalfa, as this 
briar hedges type of growth 
which are usually holds dew quite 
the first to re- R mK, well and has a 
clam an old 3 Ma succulent foliage. 
fence row. The , . .” nee 
boundaries of a : 3 +. . Re i - types 
covey-range will aE / ae : aw bs of cover must 
automatically be oe a es ae He exist natur- 
quite definitely EE LSE sa TL yd Les pe ally with reason- 
fixed by  avail- Ceca > ce = = 5 able proximity to 
ability of refuge ela ie * oe [eee sg ae ie each other. A 

cover, b ecause fee oe ~ Sa Ne 1! i fair _example of 
vermin will cer- " ee Le z reer CL \ ; | toe relative area pro- 
tainlyexclude a . Ee oat k 1] a portions is: ref- 

quail from the ey ne ° uge cover — 10 
otherwise most ft., refuge nest- 
ideal place that Kansas State Quail Farm—Showing Brooders in Foreground, Quail Laying Pens ing cover blend 

doesn’t afford in Background —6 ft., nesting 
this protection. cover — 10 ft., 

Adjacent to the refuge cover, there in late winter and early spring, when plowed barren strips—6 ft., planted 
should be areas of nesting cover. It is natural sources are gone and the covey feed—20 ft., succulent growth—10 ft. 
somewhat more desirable that the nest- existence will often depend upon it. Under ordinary circumstances, of 
ing cover be close to the refuge. The One of the following means or a com- course, the covey ranges must be built 
ideal is, for the refuge and nesting bination of two or more, will be found upon what is naturally present. Rarely 
cover to blend so that no clean cut very satisfactory. can it be constructed as systematically 

demarcation will exist between. Those (1) Plant several rows of field as cited in the example. It is neces- 

who have observed, know that the wild corn and cultivate the planting, just sary, merely, that the types be present 
bird’s nest is almost always located in enough to insure a good maturing of and closely associated. 
the marginal area between brush and ears, then allow weeds or millet to After the covey-range has been 

the more open grass land. This nest- grow between the rows. After the selected, while its improvements and 

ing area should not be plowed except ears are ripe, cut and bundle the corn preparations are in process and thence 

at 3 to 6 year intervals to prevent and shock it upon the strip. The onward, for as long as quail are wanted 
briars and brush from covering it, and shocks may be made so as to provide thereon, very careful check-up must 
the plowing should, of course, be done shelter as well as feed, and in order be made and a thorough control pro- 

piecemeal, a little each year, so that to facilitate the acquaintance of the gram instituted with respect to all the 

ne great portion of nesting area will quail with the purpose of the shocks, predatory species, especial attention be- 

be disturbed at any one time. an ear or two on each shock should ing given to cats, stray dogs, weasels, 
It is quite essential that there be be shucked back a little and left on hawks, owls and to whatever other 

barren spots for dust and sun baths its stem. The wild growth between vermin may be locally detrimental to 
and for grit. Probably suitable places the rows will provide some feed for the birds. This plan of restocking is 

for these will occur naturally but autumn and will give protective cover futile without intensive vermin con- 
under an intensive game-management for the birds. trol, for, while the usual loss in the 

plan as this, it may occasionally be (2) Agrain mixture, such as wheat wild-hatched and reared brood of 

necessary to make dumps of sand and and buckwheat, may be drilled or quail is between 30 and 50%, a bantam 

for grit. Because young broods especially broadcast on a well-tilled strip, then is not nearly as capable a protector and 

need these barren areas in which tosun cut and shocked with a reaper when danger-senser. Consequently, the econ- 
themselves dry from the morning dew, ripe. These shocks will stand and omies of this system may be set at 
it is very wise to provide a barren bear food throughout the most severe naught by having a goodly percentage 
plowed strip between the nesting cover winter, and the after growth of rag- of the broods exterminated before the 
and the feeding areas. weed etc., in the stubble, will provide young are able to fly. 

i autumn feed and the required cover The incubation and hatching will 
NEXT then, in order is the feed- for ground movements of the quail. be according to long established 

ing area. Any of the recognized (3) Millet and buckwheat may methods. It will be well for the in- 

quail foods are all right for planting. also be seeded between rows of corn, experienced person to procure a copy 
Choice will depend somewhat upon and the whole left standing; the corn of the Quail Breeding Manual from 
whether the feed will have to stand will help to hold the rest off the The Game Conservation Soc., 205 
up throughout a winter of snows or ground and preserve its utility until East 42nd St., New York City, and 

not. The fact must be kept in mind _ spring. follow the directions therein for hatch- 
that this is a supplement to natural The first two methods will be found ing quail with bantams. 
food, a food source upon which quail best in most cases, as the feed will Prior to putting out the brood, 
must depend when natural sources not suffer from trampling by gunners (Please turn to page 76) 
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s§ ave M one y Liberating Quail Chicks With the bantam may be let out into the run 
Bantams with the chicks. On the sixth day the 

. MM iatch your own wild : run may be removed and the bantam 
[i2) ae a eee ae (Continued from page 63) and brood permitted to range about 
aca mB savings. Famous Wis- a tight-bottom coop arranged in the coop. From then on, with regular 
=e | t# paccne ble tour direct front so that it can be tightly closed feeds and careful protection from all 

me from factory —freight at night, and with slats to confine the yermin, the bantam and covey will 
y Hf years oe ee bantam and allow the chicks to go out adapt themselves to the range, coming 

RY || ~ HATCHES 91 - ; - : | Pacey | ana Gees 2% PHEAS- and in, should be placed on a well- back to roost in the coop each night. 
sb egy size it sl ou, Maas sew mice tae drained spot of the covey-range. About Feeding:—At the start, feed the 

wee ve f s a] icks : ° 
B0.eeg size 1850 from 177 fectile eggs” first an inch and a half of clean sand should young brood hard-boiled egg yolk 
ae Sess (00 ore holds be put in the bottom of the coop and oiled 20 minutes, grated fine and 
SUPER CONSTRUCTION Machines have genu- the coop banked about the outside bot- sprinkled on a wooden tray about 8” 

a Inner wall of insuite—top and bottom tom to exclude drafts = Ware noe x 8” placed just outside the coop. After 
lywood. ble glass in doors; roomy nursery; j ; u i copper tanks, het Water heat, sutamadialiy con: if ‘A Tun constructed of 10” or 12) the first four days, gradually add = 

: plete with egg turning trays and boards at the sides, covered wit 2 white of the hard-boiled egg, also 

Sh DAYS TRIAL ciey a Wisconsin Incubator— mesh poultry wire, and with an area grated fine, and a little good quality 
Money-back Guarantee. If not satisfied, return of about 6 cu. ft. should be prepared chick starter mash sprinkled in to give in 30 days at our expens get your y : : 
back. : . for attaching to the front of the coop a crumbly consistency. On the twelfth 

oer oSupe ee REE. ooters and when needed. day start adding a little scalded small- 
WISCONSIN IRONCLAD COMPANY Now, any time after the chicks are size biscuit meal (Spratt’s or Chap- 

Dept aie practi, GWwirconsin hatched and thoroughly dry they may pell’s), drying the mixture out with 
5 4 be removed from the nest and carried chick starter as before. By the end of 
Ne BOB WEITES to the coop in any kind of close-con- four weeks, the egg should be 
eee Penmeyivente bine ane peeean fining slightly-ventilated, draft-proof eliminated entirely, the feed mixture 
season Pe ee box that will not bunch them up so as consisting of scalded, biscuit-meal dried 

SOUTH JERSEY QUAIL FARM to smother them, and that will not out with chick mash and with about 
The oldest commercial quail farm chill them. A box about 8” x 8” x 5% “chicgrain” (Spratt’s) sprinkled 

Wms NutiMieo ) Evano NOT: 8" and with a ventilated and hinged in. : : 

lid may be constructed of light %4 Feed four times daily the first week, 
lumber or a shoe box may be used for three times daily the second week, two 

WILD DUCKS 1 or 2 trips. In either case, some sort times daily the third and fourth weeks 
: of soft and compact insulating litter and only in the mornings thereafter, 

By Captain W. Coape Oates as peat moss or muslin cloth should be until the birds no longer come back to 
1d practical ede anual which describes placed in the bottom. The bantam the coop for feed which will be at about 

the re: 2 eesti Englands “Coating (cnaiecs iy selection - may be carried in a burlap bag. 5 10 to 12 weeks. : ! 
Piece, Suds tele ome eye anda ecne, Between 10 and-11 A. M. is the At this age the birds will be perfectly ing and rearing, shooting. : : E ) 

F ‘ ee proper time for putting the bantam adapted to their range. If all the 
Price $1.75 Postpaid and brood in the coop. Ordinarily, the covey-range requisites have been pro- 

air has warmed by this time, especially yided they will remain in it and the 
GAME Breeder & Sportsm: ~ - 7s é y 3 

205 E. 42nd a = EY. ee if the sun is beating down upon the bantam should be caught up. If the 
: ea coop, when it will be so warm inside bantam is too wild to catch easily, she 

7 that hardly any hovering will be may be baited and caught in a funnel 
SIX EGYPTIAN GEESE needed, even by the newly-hatched trap built on a frame 3’ x 3’ x 2’ high 

Onevearold quail. First, put the bantam in the and of large enough wire mesh to allow 
By Eat-O coop and then one or two chicks. If the escape of the young quail. 

Very reasonably priced. the bantam hovers them immediately, Established in this way, the covey 
MILL NECK SANCTUARY the rest of the chicks should be placed may be checked up as often as desired 

Mill Neck Long Island, N. Y. under her; or left just outside the front and a very close census kept of the gen- 
— of the coop—the bantam will soon get eral population. If birds are to be 

CHUKAR PARTRIDGE them to her. i hunted and shot, it will give the coveys 
VALLEY QUAIL _ The coop is then closed and kept so a more “even break” with the gunner 

For Fall Delivery for about 24 hours, so that the first jf good bird dogs are worked on them 
Foreign Doves, _R: Phe . ; vi 5 7 > weeks pri Buclepbeveh yRare,Phessants. Fancy | time out of the coop will be around discreetly for a few weeks prior to the 

Birds for delivery at all times. 10 or 11 A. M. gunning season. This will give the 

GERLE’S AVIARIES birds a normal wariness of man and 859 Hedding St. S . Calif. Tea ‘ i aan : 
fe SE eae ne ne onal Soe A| THIS time, place the run in dog, and will give closer-lying, faster- 
——————— front of the coop and fix across flying game. 

HIS MAJESTY = inside of a on ee a ee I am certain that any one using this 
KING VALLEY QUAIL EMG COORD oard that wi eep the method in the establishment and main- 

Y 2 chicks close o the es for the first tenance of quail shooting will find it 
ou can now secure for pen- day out. Sprinkle a little hard-boiled Gable fruitfal and ical 

breeding, restocking, or ornamental voll: hethreshold’ of th a remarkably truitiul and economica 
purposes, large, healthy, vigorous egg york on the threshold of the coop improvement over the highly-artificial 
Valley Quail and Chukar Partridges and give the chicks their primary out-  octems. 
from California’s largest privately ing, keeping the bantam behind the < 
ound game preserve—the 4,500 slats. At dusk a check-up should be JOIN THE N. A. G. B. A. 

AL made to see that all the chicks are with which is combined 
PINE QUAIL PRESERVE hovered, but the front may be left open. i 

R. F. D. No. 1, Box 153 u cipaicae 5 The United Game Keepers and 
Soe eae ae The second day, if the weather is B ine saciati 

REDWOOD CITY CALIFORNIA : fede eps a eee oe 
: i F fair, (or the third if it is not), the % 4 E ae Gis dee 1b ao ooreh alr, ; Dues $5.00 per year includes subscription to 

sah aaale birds may be given the full use of the GAMEs Brande 0a 0 Spertanian y whi 
ert runsrandonsthestounthuand atthe days 205 E. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 
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Bob.White Quail Breaks Record at Fisher 
| Farm; Lays 85 Consecutive Eggs 

} Ba OE a Ss ee 

og no Ml NR a ge 

oes 6  *<¢i >) A= 

A POSE | paw.  f ] Te rik 7 ag 

esate | aoe Pee Here’s the little champion in four characteristic poses. 
ee oe = ~~_ Proud and haughty, as well she might be, having just 

ee 8 i beaten Fisher Farm’s own record of 80 consecutive eggs 
made in 1932. 

Superintendent E. C. Smith at Fisher day she has by no means stopped for the 
Farm reports the record breaking perform- season having continued on in steady fashion 
ance of a Bob White Quail Hen just com- up to the time this is written. 
pleted at the farm. The Little Lady pro- The bird as shown above is one of the 
duced 85 eggs in as many days breaking the outstanding specimens of her kind, though 
former record of 80 made at the same farm typical of the high standard of the Northern 
in 1932. Bob White Quail used for breeding pur- 

While the bird missed laying on the 86th poses at the State Farm.
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BOB-WHITE IN OHIO. a” 
: Y ye? 

By Wilton B. Trautman, Ak 

Apparently no species of bird which yearly visits 
or remains in Ohio has been the subject of so much dissussion 
during the past twenty years as the Bob-"hite. The reason 
for this protracted discussion is. evident;.-- for many years 
prior to 1913, Bob-white was the most important upland game bird 
in Ohio; since then no hunting of the bird has been permitted, 
and it has been on the so-called "song-bird" list. The drastic 
change in the status of this formerly imvortant game bird has 
resulted in the formation of two opvosing groups. -- one which 
earnestly believes that Bob-white.should again oe hunted for 
sport, and the other that Bob-white must at all costs remain 
a “song-bird". Both groups present many sound reasons for 
their convictions; both include many rational thinkers who con- 
scientiously love the bird and have its welfare as well as 
their's at heart, Unfortunately, each group includes a few 
howling radicals incapable of compromise, who devise and loudly 
prociaim intricate theories for the purpose of proving their 
point. Qne group consists of hunters who tell us that unless 
we shoot frecuently and often into the fall covies of Bob-white, 
the birds will inbreed and thereby grow sisaller in size. The 

other group consists of ultra-protectionists who insist that the 
bird is more numerous in Ohio today than ever before due to its 

legal protection from hunting, and even insist that “it is sin- : 

ful to Kill living things*. 

Let us forget these extremists and rationally exanine 
the past and present history of Bob-white in Onio» for it is 
only by an unbiased investigation of an animal's life history 
that we can hope to discover the principal factors wnich assist 
or hinder it in its struggle for existence, : 

Let us begin then with the invasion of the white man 
into what is now called Ohio. What conditions prevailed here 
when the white man first set foot in this region and until 1840? 

Was there abundant cover and food for Bob-white? Did the rezion 
contain weedy open fields with an abundant weed seed crop and 
with convenient, small wood patches or thickets nearby, in other 

words, the sort of cover where today we find our greatest con- ~ 
centrations of Bobd-Thite? With few exceptions, these favorable 
conditions decidedly did not exist. Literature is filled with 
references to the extensive and dominant Ohio forests. Botanists 
tell us that only in small isolated prairies or in local slash-— 
ings due to fire were there weed-grown ovenings; the rest of the 
land was in forest. Can you imagine our field and thicket-loving 
Bob-white in a primary forest far removed from thickets and
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openings? Most of the very few actual referenecs to Bob-white 
in early Ohio literature (before 1840) refer to the scarcity or 
total absence of the bird. There are, however, many references 
to such forest birds as the Ruffed 3rouse and Wild Turkey and 
the beech and dcorn mast-eating Passenger Pigeon, A111 evidence 
strongly indicates that Pob-white was a comparatively rare bird 

in Ohio before 1840. 

Weat condition existed in Ohio after 1840 and until 
18907 Ohio history for that period is filled with references 
to man's conquest of the great forests; of the fallinz and buzn- 
ing of many trees; the draining and final conversion of land 
Into grain fields and pastures; of the back-breaking labor with 

crude farm implements required to subdue the abundant and zreat~ 
ly increased weed crop that almost instantly sprang from the 
fertile soil after the forest removal. Ornitholozists writing 

in this era, tell us of the rapid decrease of the woods~loving 
Wild Turkey and Ruffed Grouse, and of the ever-increasing numbers 

of Bob-white. These accounts also indicate the increasing posu- 
larity of the Bob-white as a game bird; of its sale in the 
markets; and of the great numbers (as hizh as 180) which could 
be killed by a market hunter in one day, We also. discover to 
our surprise that vermin control was not. practiced» nor was any 
needed despite the great rrevalence of "vermin", Their pictures 

depict Bob-white standing on a rail-fenace beside a dusty road, 
widely bordered by a rank growth of such favorite Bob-white 
food plants as ragweed, pigweed, smartweed and beggzarticks; with 
a weedy grain field in the foreground and thickets, newly plant-— 
ed osage oranse fence rows and remnant forests in the background. 
We logically conclude that the crude agricultural methods prac 
ticed on this rich soil produced huge weed crovs,» little grazed 
pastures and an abundant protective cover; that is, a most. favor- 
able environment for Bob-white. Ingeed, we are forced to ad- 

mit that this was the heyday for Bob-white in Ohio,’ 

What about Eob-white from 1890 to the vréesent day? 
Does the literature of this era, supplemented by our scientific 
investizations, indicate a continued increase in Bob-white 
nurbers? They do not! On the sontrary we find inersased 
evidence of frequent winter killings by sleet and snow» and of 
the need for prohibiting market hunting, of the continual 
shortening of the hunting season and bag limits until in 1912 
hunting was entirely prohibited; of modern farming methods 
which readily control the obnoxious weeds; of the decreasing 
fertility of much of the soil; of the replacement of osazge 
orange and rail fences with steel fences which enaole tractors 
to plow within a foot of the fence, thereody almost eliminating 
a Tomer EBob-white hiding and feeding place; of the over-— 
pasturing of the remnant woodlands until all ground cover is 
destroyed; of the early fall plowing which leaves a field a 
barren waste throughout the winter as far as Bob-white is con- 
cerned; of the replacement of many dusty, weed-bdordered- «
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roads by hard surfaced highways bordered dy a striv of grass 
eut dcefore-it can seed; finally of the government relist pro- 
jects for the removal of the little remaining vegetation along 
some of our streams and county ditches, We stucy a 300 acre 
farm which only 40 years azo contained many covies of Bod-white 
and afforded excellent hunting and which then contained adun- 
dant food and cover, out Which today contains only a single 
small fall covey cf dirds and is virtually a barren waste and 
death trap for wintering Bob-white,. Yet there remain asong 
us many who believe that we could bring back the covies of virds 
to such a farm if only we could eliminate every dat, crow, havk 
anc owl in the wkole surrounding region, or if we would only re- 
stock this foodless, coverless, modern-fam with birds propagat— 
ec on game farms and released in the fall before the storms of 

winter have set in. 

But let us not gain the impression that Bob-white 
has suffered a drastic decrease in numbers everywhere in Ohio. 
All Ohio farms have not deen over-grased nor so cleaned of weeds 
nor 80 reduced in fertility, as have many of the southeastern 
Ohio hill farms, that they*cannot longer “suycort Eobo-whites. 
There still remains a fair proportion of farms which provide 
good focd arid cover and a fair numoer in the richer agricultural 
sections wkere this species reaches its upner limit of concentra- 
ticnh as determined by leading gdme investigators: - namely» a 
bird for svery two-acres, There yet remain several hundred 

thousand Bob-white in Ohio, a magnificant brood stock of -large» 
hardy northern: birds, Furthernore, all recent developments 
adcut the edzes of cities nas increased Eob-white food and cover 

in these areas; -- as a consequence, the birds themselves have 
increased in tcese- areas. The crop-reducing vrogram of the 
federal.gzovernment oy greatly increasing the asownt of fallow 
land has also aided the dirds. More important-still, much 

land has been recently removed from intensive agriculture, and 
has reverted to gate cover, for due to the habit of extreme 
Cover removal, carried over from the early struggles with the 
forests and weeds; there haS in many instances resulted so much 

erosion or such decreased fertility of the soil as to render 
the farming of these sections impracticable, As a consequence 
the pendulum has cezun to swing toward more cover on the fara; 

a most favorable omen fer Rob-white. 

What aocut the future of Boo-wnite in Ohio? That 
depends upon the arcunt of focéd» cover and vrotection we vrovide 

for these birds. The killing of every animal that may in any way 
prey uvon Bob-white will not orinz birds back to a foodless, 
coverless farm. Tre fall stocking ef such a farm will not Oring 
back birds, It is only when the vrover amounts of food, cover 
and protection (some from Vermin though mostly from man) are 
given that Fob-white can reach his maximum numosrs on a farm. 
Only when these conditions are furnished can we reasonadly ex- 

pect the production of a sufficient surplus crop of Bob-white to 
warrant the removal of this surplus oy hunting -- providing the 
hunting be desired.
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AWATEUR QUAIL MANAGEMENT 
F ntdsrre peepetd 

There is mech ado nowadays about game management. 
One often gathers the impression that it takes a technical 
expert to know what to do. Hy opinion is that it requires 
only an extra keen interest and the ability to observe 
game habits, food, and cover in the field. Thies is an 
account of my experiences in managing a piece of quail 
range near Burlington, Iowa. Re 

The quail stand on any unit of area in Spring ~ 
the breeding season - cannot exceed the winter carrying 
capacity of that unit of area, ‘Ye also Know that any given 
area will support lese quail in winter then during any other 
season, 

Threfore, the first essential is to learn how to 
winter your birds with the least possible loss. Winter 2 
lossea of quail are the result of lack of food and cover 
which the birds must have in order to eurvive severe weather 
and attacks of predators. Quail thet are well fei are 
seldom killed by cold weather. Quail that are both well 
fed and located in good cover are not going to be seriously 
reduced in number by predators. 

Only the most excellent natural locations enable « 
covey to pull through s winter like the past one without 
being reduced or perhaps wiped out. Yt the differences 
between areas that will support birds through such a winter, 
and those that won't support then are not always very grest, 
These differences are sometimes easy toa recognize and to 
correct. 

The comparative importance of food and cover is 
determined by which is searcest. If the terrain under 
consideration is largely rough, wild land, in part ungrazed 
by hogs or cattle, then cover is usually sufficient while 
food may be scarce. If the country ie rich, level corn-land, 
Sa crops on ¢v acre, the food supply may be ample 
except under deep aa but cover is likely to be at a 

premium in the seale of quail values. 

Quail behave strangely under stress of extreme 
cold weather combined with snow deep enough to out off 
their accustomed food supply. This combination of con- 
ditions reduces their daily cruising radius tremendously. 
Unéer normal weather conditions, a covey may each day move 
several hundred yarde in passing from their roost to their 
feeding ani play-grounds, ani back to roost again, but 
severe cold and heavy snow drive the covey to the heaviest 
cover on their area, and there they stay until conditions 
moderate. Instinct leads the birds to conserve their 
strength by sticking tight to heavy cover when the cold 
is extreme and food is snowed under, rather than getting 
out to try to rustle food when there is very little to be found.
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Plainly, unless high grade food is available 
either within this area of heavy cover or very close to 
it, the birds will starve and freeze very quickly. In 
temperatures of ten to twenty degrees below zero, or lower, 
the process of dying is a quick ome and a couple of days 
without food completes the job. 

artificial methods of supplying this food vary. 
The hit-or-miss proposition of going out during or efter a 
store with a sack of grain over the shoulder and ecattering 
a bit here and there where you hope the birds may find it 
is the simplest and perhaps least effective method, Weak 
points of this method are that the birds don't know the food 
is there, and therefore rabbits may clean it up before the 
quail find it, or snow may drift over and hide it until too 
late to do any good. Aliso, the wets of grain put out in 
this way is usually insufficient to last until the emergency 
is over, for your grain will be used by rabbits, squirrels, 
mice, crows and practically all varieties of winter birds. 

A much more certain method consists of some form 
of feeder in which sufficient grain for from one to four 
week's supply can beput out at once time. Some desirable 
features in planning any feeder are: first, it should be 
established by the aiddle of BDeceaber in the heaviest bit 
of cover on each covey territory. This will enable your 
quail to fing the food well in advance of the time of need 
go that they will know where to go shen other feed faile them. 
Second, the feeder should be protected by a shelter which 
will prevent snow from burying the food and, at the same 
time, protect the birds from undue exposure to predators 
while feeding. 

Photo #314. 

(Title) <A tepee type shelter with hopper. 

Two types of feeders are used; The hopper box 
type with waterproof lid for shelled grain, and the wire 
basket or enclosure for corn on the eob. this latter is 
quickly made out of a six foot length of 3" by 4" heavy 
hog wire two feet wide. Bring the ends around to make a 
eylinder and you have a miniature corn crib. The advantages 
of this type are that it limits to some extent the excessive 
use of the corn by rabbits, it is cheap and quick to make, 
and easy to carry. 

If you are fortunate enough to have Oak timber 
with a crop of acorns available, you can winter 4 coxy 
nicely on scorne alone. Out and rake away all weeds and 
brush under several producing trees in early Fall. When 
the scorns drop in November rake thez up and place then 
under a brush covered lean-to shelter at the winter head 
quarters of your covey. The shelter should be practically
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snow-proof sc that acorns will remain available under 
winter conditions, (Note: This will not work near 
squirrel trees) 

The food pateh offers a third method of providing 
your quail with a supply of food. Where practical this 
method is probably superior to the feeding etation methods 
discussed above. However, the mere presence of food patches 
does not insure the succeesful wintering of your Ygnnth.. 

The san who plante 2 small piece of millet or 
buckwheat or even cane, and finds on inspection in Hovesber 
or December that he hes produced a satisfactory crop, and 
thet his quail or pheasants are using his patch and therefore 
concludes that his birds ere safe for the rinter is liable 
to waken to = disappointment after a January and February 
like 1936. © factors may step in to upset the picture 
that looked so secure in late Fall. First: heavy snow will 
bury crops of this type so completely that they are temporarily ~ 
worthless, and second: in a heavy rabbit year, rabbits w111 
concentrate on an area of this kind and clean up an amazing 
amount of food in a very few weeks. : 

Hor then can a practical food patch be planned and 
exeouted? First: let us define the functions of an ideal 
food patch. The primary object, of course, is to furnish 
feed at the place where it ies needed when cther feed is in 
sufficient to sustain quail in full vigor. A secondary 
objective is to attract and hold birds during the hunting 
season when food is generally plentiful almost anywhere. 

i want to stress the ——— @ the locstions 
of your suoply of winter feed. t is easy to put your 
hopper feeder or your basket at the place where your birds 
are wintering because the birds are probably alresdy located 
at that point at the time you put the feeder out. However, 
it will & hard to give this matter of location proper con. 
sideration in May when you are ready to plant your f od patch, 
The effectiveness of your patch will largely depend on proper 
location when the pinch comee late the Se ee a 
In subsgero weather, quail will not travel far from cover 
to fimi food, If the food patch is a hundred yarde away 
fron cover, across open snow, it might ae well be in China! 

Row, as to the ns what should it contain; how 
large should it be? Sa ghum, or Xaffir Gorn, will attract 
birds early; during hunting season. Of the two, sorghum; 
Dakota Amber suggested, would be first choice. A quarter-acre 
should be enough of this early type of food. Even & mich 
larger area would not supply food for mid.winter and later 
winter because of several weak characteristios of this grain, 
fhe stalks lodge very early so that heavy enow covers the 

hesde. Slack birds and migrating birds, together sith rabbits, 

will eat all you can give them.
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4a a winter feed, Wheatland Milo is as good as 
any of the canes that ean be sowed broadeast and grown without 
eultivating. Its stalk stands up all winter, holding the 
grain above snow and the heeds do not shatter, But even this 
orop is rapidly used up by small birds and rodents. The 
rabbits bite off the stalke to get st the heads like 2 beaver 
cuts.down 2 tree. 

The backbone of your patch showld be oniinary field 
corn, This is the most reliable crop for late winter feed 
supply. 2 third of an acre is ample for one covey. Part 
of the crop can be cut and put up in eghocke with hollows in 
the base to provide an extra shelter feature, but entting 
and shocking are not at all necessary. 

The etalke will break down faet enough to supriy 
feed as needed, Rabbits oan't reach the ———. eqre and 
Clean up the crop too early. Antumn migrants don't gobble 
up your corn beeause other feeds are essier for them to ect 
and therefore more attractive. 

If a wire feeder becomes neccesary, you have the 
corn st hand where it is easy to gather ani to get to the 
birds. 

Always remember that your quail have to live until 
late March or early April on the previous season's erep of 
seeds end grain. New feed in the form of inecets and fresh 
vegetation does not appear until Spring really arrives. : 

Photo $344, 

(Title) This gravel pit was dense weed cover in Hovember. 
By January you could see a quail « hundred yards, 
Such cover is useless in winter unless reinforced 
with =—- tangles, or summcr-cut dow trees, or 
brush piles. : 

This = applies to sever. A weed patch that 
formed an impenetrable shelter during the hunting season 
becomes a weak looking affair in February, especially with 
a foot of snow on the ground. very covey needs sone low, 
denee brush cover for uee in late winter ami during heavy 
snor. 

Brush that holde its leaves, such as young pin-oak 
for bottom land or shite oak for hill land, is good. Or a 
wild grape tangle growing over a felled tree top so that the 
vine is close to the ground ie unexcelled. I¢ these are not 
available, a few loosely laid brush piles «ith a seattering 
of hay or weeds thrown over the top will answer.
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Photo #309 

(Title) Young leafy oaks are good winter cover. 

Good cover can be developed by felling willows 
so thet the trunke are only half out thru, allowing the 
tree to contime to grow. This operation should be done 
éuring the letter half of March so thst rabbits won't have 
time to bark all the tender twige before Spring grovrth begins. 

If cut while the leaves are green, a cull oak 
tree or extra oak — taken there the atand is too 
thick will provide satisfactory shelter for seversl seasens. 
In the meantime agrape vine planted at the time the tree 
was cut will, in two or three seasons, develop enough vine 
to keep the cover heavy. I suspect siso that a considerable 
increase in fruit can be cbtained by Spring trimming on 
wild grape vines in the ssme manner that vineyard grapes : 
are trimaed, Perhaps this refinesent would be more trouble 
than the results would justify. 

Large Photo : 

(Title) A grape tree. Out the tree but 
which will then sake a tangle nek She & = 
(This will work only where the erape is given 
fell light.) 

Hany a covey thet has won through the heavy 
weather ami secant feed of winter has been destroyed by 
Soring warning. If fence rows and old corn stalke and weed 
corners must be cleaned ae eeeaneet to plowing try te 
leave at least one resp le bit of voer intack to harbor 
each covey until new growth has developed to the point where 
the birds can hide in it. 

Study of wild plant feeise for quail offers inter- 
eating possibilities to the amateur game manager. Generally 
speeking, wild feeds ean be divided into two groups. One 
ere calla te gang ie 9 Beye yl Rie pg ge 

group that grows on uncultivated ground such as timber 
lami, thickets or swamms. 

Probably very little can be done toward increasing 
the amount of wild feed available on cultivated land because 
there the farm crop must have first considerstion and that 
implies the eradication of weeds of all kinds. On uncultivated 
tend however, it would seen that an attewot to increase the 
stand of #tld feeds would not conflict with good farming, 
and if sueeessful sould be of great importance in winter in 
quail.
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Valuable information as to food plants thet are 
immortant as contraeted te those of little or no valve can 
be secured exsily by a eee up the crops of 
birds killed. If you find considerable quantities of one 
king of seei in a crop it is logiesl to assume that you are 
looking at an important quail food. Usually it is compara. 
tively easy to find = that produced the seed by going 
to the point where the wae flushed end examining weed 
seed pods until the duplicste ia found. 

The importance of any one item of feed of thie kind 
depends on several feetore. Probably the meet ismortant 
factor is the volume syailable. Ragreed, for instance, is 
one of the most important because usually where it is found 
at 211 it is preeent in quantity. Another imrortent factor 
ig the ability of the plant to hold its seed above ency level 
80 that the sioply of feed remains available without excessive 
effort being requirel to get a crop full. A third factor 
which becomes increasingly po ee as the winter grove 
elder is the ability of the plant to hold ite seed sithout 
shattering. There are few plants indeed thet can meet all 
these tests satisfactorily. 

5 After you have identified the most important items 
of weed seeds that your quail have been eating then wateh 

‘&@ number of specimens of each kind of plant right through 
the winter. Make an estimate of the shattering that has 
occurred by the first of each month. Ales note how the 
stalks are standing up under winter weather, and of course, 
observe whether the quail stili feed on these varieties as 
long ss they are available, 

If possible locate grouns of specimens of each 
important plant in locations whee qmail are not using thea. 
this will help you get more accurate information on shattering. 
If you are watching only plants located where quail are 
feeding you may figure the seed has si] shattered whereas 
pirhans the absence of seci may be due te its use by the 
birds theuselves. 

Don't overlook the climbing pea or bean vines in 
favor of the weeds with ereet stene. Under some conditions 
the climbing vines sre the best mid-winter feeé in the ict. ; 

By the end of the first winter you may have sel ected 
seversl varicties of wild feeds thet look ae — they held 
good possibilities fcr improving your quail grounml. Probably 
each one will be found to grow under somewhat different con 
ditions, and in attempting to foster the growth of these plants 
do so in loeations that look as though they offered the proper 
combination of conditions as to shade, soil, moisture and 
competition from other plants. :
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You perhaps won't be able to gather much seed the 
first winter but you can get enough for experisental planting 
the following Spring. Your seed should not be kept indoors 
but outeide in a cool dry place safe from mice. The method 2 
I am trying this year Ao09, Dis secis at intervals during : 
the Spring starting March first planting to various - 
and locations, keeping a record of the method used in es 
of finding 2 successful combination. 

In the course of teo or three years, you may be 
able to greatly imoreace the earrying capacity of your 
quail range by developing the supply of wild feed. Once 
established, these wild feede huve the advantage of per 
petuating thesselves for a considerable period, with no 
further cost in effort or money. 

The ideas presented aay be summarized as follows: 
The first step in quail management ie to learn how to bring 
your birds through winter without unmiue losses. This re 
quires 2 dependable food supply which must be located in or 
near heavy cover, because quail retreat to heavy cover 
during severe weather, Peeding stations or food patches, 
or & Gombination of the two, offer the best artificial 
method of aseuring « satisfactory food eupriy. Increasing 
the supply of selected wild food plants already present, would 
be an ideal way of developing a food mipply. 

Quail require at least & susll area of extra dense 
cover for protection during heavy snow and severe cold. 
This is best supplied, not by weeds or grasses, but by 
brush which reteine its leaves or by grape tangles close 
to the ground, of by loosely laid brush — covered in 
part with some sort of thatch to hold out the snow. 

Hake your preparations for winter well in advance 
so the birds will have an opportunity to discover what you 
are offering them. You will be gratified by their response,
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Find Eleven Quail 
Frozen to Death 

[State Journal News Service] 
DARLINGTON — Eleven quails 

were frozen to death in the farm 
yard of E. P. Noble, Lamont town- 

|ship, near here last Friday. The 
birds were still in the position they 
had taken when they went to roost 
in a large maple tree in the yard 
the night before. County conserva- 
tion officials, hearing of the inci- 
dent, immediately issued a request 

;for protection and feed for game 
| biras such as quail and pheasants.
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Reprinted from Science, March 13, 1936, Vol. 83, No. 2150, page 268. 

LIGHT AND REPRODUCTION IN GAME weighing 313 milligrams, an increase of 1,740 per cent. 

BIRDS? Grouse: Hatched in spring, 1935. Single female 

Grouse, quail and pheasants were irradiated in open control gave an ovary weighing 157 milligrams, and an 
air cages for six hours after sunset from December experimental female gave an ry of 263 milligrams, 

14, 1935, to January 16, 1936, at the Experimental 40 inerease of 68 per cent. A single male control gave 

Game Farm of the New York State Conservation De- _ testes weighing 27 milligrams, while an experimental 
partment. A 50-watt Mazda lamp suspended over bird yielded testes weighing 600 milligrams, an 

each experimental cage gave an illumination of 10 imerease of 2,080 per cent. 
foot-candles in the center of the floor. Although the number of experimental birds is small, 

Due to the cost of the birds, few could be sacrificed, the great differences between the size of the gonads in 
but the following results showed undoubted effects. control and irradiated pheasants, quail and grouse 

Pheasants: Hatched on August 8, 1935. In five Show that light has a profound stimulating effect upon 
control females weights of ovary varied from 72 to the reproductive organs. Sections of the testes of the 
160 milligrams. In the single experimental animal, irradiated males revealed fully formed sperm associ- 

ovary weighed 176 milligrams, an increase of 31 per ated with enlarged tubules, but not a single sperm or 
cent. over control average. In five male controls, spermatid was seen in the control testes. The females 

weights of testes were from 70 to 164 milligrams. In im all cases did not respond to the ane degree as the : 

one experimental bird, the weight of the testes was 702 males. However, hormonie stimulation of the ovaries 

milligrams, an inerease of 463 per cent. of the irradiated females was observed by the enor- 

Quail: Hatched in spring, 1935. In three female ™O0US increase in the size of the oviducts. 

controls, ovary weighed 48 to 57 milligrams, with an Lzonarp B. CuarK 
average of 52 milligrams. One experimental female Samuet L. Leonarp 

yielded an ovary weighing 210 milligrams, an increase DEPARTMENT or Bronoey, GarDINER Bump 
of 307 per cent. In three male controls, weights of Union CouuEae, 

testes were from 13 to 23 milligrams with an average AND 

of 18 milligrams. One experimental bird gave testes EXPERIMENTAL GAME Farm, eZ 
1k i ted +b sat A Ss New York State 

esearch supported in part by assistance of grant-in- 
aid of the Society of Sigma Xi and the Rockefeller OSES TRG UES 
Foundation. Detar, N. Y.
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FI ions in Bobwhite Quail Population in the South uctuations in Bobwhite Cluail Fopulation in the Sout 
THE QUESTION assigned for discus- B | N K n d to August, 1933, Mr. LeCompte wrote 
sion, “Fluctuations in the Population of y 1. IN. Nenneay, that during that month “Maryland was 
Bobwhite Quail in the South ; Carries one Executive Secretary, Commission of visited by the worst northeast rainstorm 

far into controversial territory. If my Gime and Ered Won Ea experienced in years, with a five day con- 
entrance into the field might be adjudged eae eae : tinual downpour, and the Chesapeake a Feeney i Presented at Wildlife Conference, Wash- ; pe : 
evidence 0: oF rushing in where angels ington, D. C., February 7, 1935. Bay Country was flooded, the worst it 

fear to tread’’, let me say, I find courage has been since the centennial flood. This 

to attempt it in the fact that I walk not 5 yt Ves was followed by the winter of 1934 
alone. Recognizing the limitations of ps i Lae ots which the weather bureau claims was the 
my own observations, (based on many tr a ieP a? coldest on record in fifty years. Bitter 

years of interest from a sportsman’s oy Ane , @ cold weather over a seven week period 
viewpoint, supplemented by six years as 5 id 7 Le. 4 with heavy snows. This was followed by 
an officer in Florida’s conservation field) , } 5 ik a tie aes a very wet summer in 1934, with an- 

request was made of the Chief Conser- ; Ti, aoe «20 other extremely bitter cold winter of 
vation Officer of each southern state for aie 1935, with heavy snows lasting into 

information bearing on the subject as e \ eS oa March. We were again visited by a four- 
each knew it in his respective state. Re- hi Bet ohony day rainstorm the first weck of Septem- 
quest for such information was further a ee Bee =, ber, 1935.” This sequence cf unfavorable 

made to that eminent authority on bob- a . ee weather, Mr. LeCompte states, “was 

white quail, Herbert L. Stoddard, who, a 4 ee eee Soe. very detrimental to our ground nesting 
since March 17th, 1924, has devoted his a a» & mn 2 3 birds and small game animals”. Then 
time to the study of these questions, and ri ‘ NF Gd follows the statement that fluctuations 
to the promotion of programs for the i in the population of bobwhite have de- 
increase of the quail population in areas A Sportsman’s View point. creased following the planting of from 
under his direction. Since much of Mr. ————~_____________ ,900 to 8,000 and in 1933, 11,000 birds 
Stoddard’s work has been carried on in 5. What bearing has game manage- for propagation purposes. 

the Tallahassee-Thomasville section, over ment upon supply? f From Virginia, in a letter from C. O. 

a tract of some 200,000 acres lying be- Turning to question one, “Does the Handley, Associate Conservationist, we 

tween these two cities, what he has to fluctuation in bobwhite quail in the have a report on the result of drought 
say is of particular significance from the South occur in recognizable cycles?” I and cold as observed in that State. Re- 

Fiorida-Georgia viewpoint. quote you Chief Game Warden E. Lee  ferring first to reports of unusual lows 
The paper that follows is a compen- LeCompte of Maryland, who says—The in the quail supply in Virginia in 1900, 

dium of information from the various population of bobwhite does not fluc- (or possibly two years earlier), in 1918 

sources referred to. Not all who contrib- tuate much except where there is a rea- and again in 1930, with lesser lows be- 

uted are directly quoted. It presents a son.” In other words, nothing has es- tween these dates Mr. Handley says: 

concensus of opinion. Appreciation is tablished the fact that fluctuation is of “The basic reason for these sudden fluc- 

hereby expressed to all cooperating. periodic occurrence. Mr. LeCompte has tuations in the quail population can in each 

In presenting the paper, the follow- spoken for many, among them Florida. instance be traced to the elements. Severe 
5 : : ° ~ . % * = wniters, such as those of 1899-1900 and 
ing questions are discussed, and in the Supporting this, is the statement from MSigeio ts hen dese noms sccontoanicd aby 

order suggested. Stoddard—“While there may be SLIGHT low temperatures prevailed for an unusually 
1. Does the fluctuation of bobwhite CYCLICAL FLUCTUATION we have long period for this region, have resulted in 

quail in the South occur in recognizable been unable to settle the matter one way the most serious losses known to us. To the : . her with the fiwures we have  srett drought of the summer of 1930, which 
cycles? ; Nee eee rege 8 continued on through the summer of 1931 

2. How is supply affected by climatic gathered. over the central portion of the State, is at- 
conditions? We turn from this to question two, tributed the shortage recorded for the hunt- 

3. What bearing, if any, has the “How is supply affected by climatic con- ing seasons of 1930-31 and 1931-32, Ex- 4 Sen tions?” TI index of the reply  cesively wet breeding seasons are also known 
sportsman’s bag on fluctuations? ditions? he remainder of the reply io Hemespongitll ton hese lowes ine hecuaen 

4. Have changes in agricultural prac- from Maryland deals directly with the ber of quail, though I can cite no example 
tices affected supply? affect of cold and rain storms. Reverting other than for restricted localities, where
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wet breeding seasons have resulted in losses shortage for a year or more. On the other taken in relation t i i y ation to population. With the cmoparable to those noted for cither severe hand dry swamps and low ground through absolute need for maintaining breedin 
winter weather or drought.” several successive shooting seasons may cause fee Se il f 
Mr. Handley follows this statement by a fine increase in populations due to the fact stock in suficient quantity in a quay 

saying: that the birds are unavailable to the territory, a fact everywhere admitted 
Oy < i shooters.” without controversy, it is needless to dis- Following the drought of 1930 and 1931 These comments by Mr. Stoddard are eeeahe 
quail have increased steadily, and were more 3 ome Be ere my = 
abundant this last fall than in the fall of pertinent, bearing on the general subyect The replies from states which, almost 
1929, the last previous high. To the unob- as they do. without exception; referred tothe in: 

ving th fi he two bad yea i i i 2 . 
Shack ee In speaking for Florida, which showed crease noted where seemingly adverse of drought may seem remarkable. This may a drop in available quail in the drought sae 3 
be readily attributable to the fact that the : cae weather conditions afforded protection 
supply of breeding birds left at the end of ears of ee see e ee from overshooting furnishes food for 

I ied of drought (spring of 1932)) was crease in the -35 season (attribut- a 5 : 
Ganaersiy nee ee able, we believe, to the effect of drought thought. Certainly it points to a very : y 8 ae 2 2 > : direct relationship between the numbers 
close of the winter of 1917-18. Tt may years which drove the birds to better et en eee 5 
be interesting to note that theamount of : : of birds taken from a territory and the 
brood stock available at the end of the per- cover both during Des) and hunting fluctuation in quail population. In view 
iod of drought can be attributed largely to seasons) _we have during the 1935-36 o¢ the fact that there are yet too many 
two facts—First, to less hunting; second, season which closes February 15th, con- who disregard legal bag limits, the eeetn 
to the birds being mostly in the woods and ‘ 
thick places where they were both hard to gg ry of the hunting season, and the type of 
find and hard to kill. The drought which | Wes ey gun used in taking birds seems to have a cut down the number of quail had restricted : ; ¥ ve SF very duect Heicine on Wea 
their food and cover to water courses, low- a . : Spe 
Loi aad ected ace” , a ply or the loss of quail shooting ni a given 

: z __ , eo territory. Following the line of thought sug- 2 eg ie ae ; 

gested in Mr. Handley’s letter, we turn me if ea Passing Re - fourth topic suggested 
to that of Commissioner J. D. Chalk, of a az te Df <q 2 al ae ae ‘opments and changes ne 
the Division of Game and Inland Fish- 5 oe Dee io A i. 4 ee tura ee supply? 
eries, North Carolina, who says: Re wae aN Aa e quote you again from the letter re- 

S : : ; Sto : he 5 & ae ceived from Mr. Handley of Virginia: The quail population of North Carolina 1 a fe pint = en a 
has shown an increase during the past few Sg, ee Aer! While I am convinced that the elements 
years due, I believe largely to the drought c i Ve are largely responsible for marked fluctua- 
conditions, which put the birds into swamps PM Ae y a ae we : tions a the aia Bopalstee of ne ce as 
and close cover. The birds may not have i ae j bt) Sorte a whole, it should not be overlooked that 
raised as bountifully during those years, but mine ey iy there are other factors of importance which 
the birds were more inaccessible to the Boh ¥] gw exert some influence, Gradual changes in en- 
hunter, and the kill of birds during that ay? P Wa Pe Aes vironment such as the wholesale abandon- 
time was much lighter. This year we have wy _ J ge, 5 ele ment of agricultural lands, which have 
more normal cnoditions as to ground level Weimer Wee oe grown up to pines and brush, and become 
of water, proper growth of natural foods and 2 aes a. Ro se eA i less suitable for quail and better fire protec- 

cover, aud aie fantcn eeneraibeen misetiees i my 6 a4 Bac tion in quail territory, have had a tendency 
has been a decided increase in the number iF a iy rin hi x oie ve on pone aE sua On 
of quail raised when, in reality, the birds See A the other hand the introduction of Korean 
have but gone back to their natural habits What bearing has the sportsman’s bag Lespedeza nad Lespedeza sericea, or Sericea as 
of feeding and using in the upland fields. on supply? it ¥ eouunonly called, is now ponins gen- 
“My observation has been that the fluctu- eral enough to exert a tremendous influence 

ion i i is Hed 1. y E ee towards the increase of quail. As time goes on 
oie eee eee! ERASED conditions over two large areas and these quail food ae ioe aoe and 
the hunter has been, at a disadvantage in in the State. In the nortwestern part of more generally sown throughout the State 
North Carolina, as we have had an un- the State and extending halfway across T am convinced that the quail population 
usual amount of bad weather during the the northern tier of counties, we have mull nereates several camer Over yhatane open seanon tecpectallere oaullaehee holies: : Y now) ft should bel ene ane mad tharithe 
Ne shad sure itely aaenaarcundnciei® an unusual abundance of bobwhite quail. changes in environment such as these are 
take tine ee am ce Galt. ceceucy, East of the Tallahassee section and down gradual and the influence which they exert 
and all during the holiday season and for a the central part of the State, the Com- on the quail population are likewise gradual. 

pened of oe Eno to ae vey. Dusie mission has an urgent demand from “The, expenditure in Virginia of $348,325 

wey no busting could be doa eod drag SOFTAME and conservation officers of for she Coline cf. 601.999 Banks, owls and s = . ¢. . ¢ y v4 1X 7 mi > much as this is the period of the open sea- the areas for the budgeting of funds with ray have saved some quail, but I am of the 
son when the greatest quantity of quail which to restock depleted areas, and at opinion that had the same amount of money 
are usually killed, the storm was decidedly its meeting held on January 20th bud- been spent on lespedeza seed for distribu- 
Pen Mee Stodiied gine chore! getted the first considerable sum ever Beane rou eae Pe seomplabed 

r Ee i av e - 3 : : : , ‘urthermore, si: @ paying o unties 
eee appropriated in Florida for this purpose. has been stopped quail have continued to in- 

i pee ee These contrasting conditions in the crease and are now more abundant than at 
fi ong Pate ceaeione a Ae eee two sections have developed under ap- any time when bounties were paid. ers seems to be caused by cloudbursts or : : ae ay : 
cbnormally severe fainstorm at critical ines proximately uniform weather conditions, “Wise game laws enforced exert an important 

: z 2 quail population. 
during the breedng seasons which lessen re- There have been no ravages of diseasz cr Wet i ‘cl 2 
production, as against dushes oer reproduc increase in predators to which such a _ 4 Sean ey oS igs ee 

“hin eet wo che epion oth of dr aevece- isespenad.closecob bitte Esplin quek <2 JAE eee ae a) te 
snows. Severe drought during the breeding might be attributed. Overshooting seems Fee Aenean ny apr ‘ : : beck ee nee aac T. Combs, referred to as an engineer, ex- season may be much more adverse to quail to be the underlying ccuse. | d i bean ae | 
reproduction than overly heavy rainfall, and This thought carries us to the third Eu ee aa ist, ey irectly 
cause fluctuations especially in arid regions, point suggested an che development of OF the c ect of change in land usages. 

and on droughty soils. ki “What bear i in Discussing the change from the cul- “Overshooting, pasturing of lands, sum- BIC ePALe! oe What bearing has the ee ee 
mer fires and all such unfavorable factors of sportsman’s bag and the duration of the b h P fo the babi 
course cause local fluctuations in quail popu- hunting season on the fluctuation in sup- Sl ee ene ae 2 é v oo eS 

Pe eee te mee Teme aye Ui simaeting ope il eevee (ass Cc Comin ae wland regions, 2. : e is about one co’ ail 
ihe lay Grouadvoneo dhe GHEE Ghee alee: not to legal bag limits fixed by States sone 
gether too many may be shot, and cause a but rather to the total number of birds (Please turn to Page 17)
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a“ e years ago) when there were but few pines in investigations carried on under the di- De Snow White Buck this seeton of Now "Gratin, Clg EEE 1G, Sith, cael 
’ “ 3. “There was at least ten times the acre- a 

o Okaloosa Te chai aed al Gee co eo ee te Brow a to sthis|sroun 
: day as compared to the acreage of fields, food  t need more than this brief reference to 

(Continued from Page 14) and cover today. call them to mind. 

One day when I was up to de house look- hs oe St arti aaa Eg ae Speaking for Florida, we see a bright- 
in’ after gittin de wood in, I hearn Miss 5 bene Es ie ve a ss sce ened spot on the horizon in the increase 

a : : 2 en we have the following ratio o: : * 
Mary ask Miss Lizbeth efen de snow in lapsed vime to existing coveys of quail; 50 G#fARB the past five years, in the number 
de North was jes’ as white as hit use years, 25 years, 1 year; 10 coveys, 5 coveys, or tarms in the otate, as shown by com- 
to be. Miss Lizbeth say, ‘Yes, an’ jes’ 1 covey. parison of the 1930 and the 1935 census. 

as cole Dey bofe laf. T novice Miss galls, fe, bg vanantiael by Hive years ago there were 58,968 farms 
Mary aint refer to de white buck lookin’ the fading of our quail. Often I have heard ae ra 2: Ee ee ede . owed Cae 
like de snow. I figger she hopin’ de sea- my father say he remembered the first pine arms, an increase of 237. The in- 
son pass widouten dey git acqainted. fee tat hay pnowe 3 ue len seer aa ee ie es from a : ‘ eee ockingham County in Nort! arolina. acres to . Farm ownershi 

‘Nother time dey all settin’ "bout de Then the pines came with a rush. They cov- has increased Gran the period to ae 
fire. One hunter say, ‘speakin’ o’ deer, ered all land not cultivated. Then came the h s if 8 i Pp 

I seen dat white buck been talkin’ bout era of ‘clean farming’, the kind of farming eg on eo Coden nan daeteoueh 
in. deve ‘warts fer wean Co ea Ee that called for clearing up every hedge row the rehabilitation program the Federal 

part Aa CE EN G2 ae and ditch bank. The kind of farming that Government is reaching for vast areas 
was goin’ like de win’. *Nother hunter plowed up every field in the fall that was for forests ca Florida 
say I seen him in de river bottom m intended for cultivation in the spring * * * Ss 
last cap. (Got my, gun wesinedme Sere extensive, intensive cultivation with We have no figures from other states 
gen coupler bullies orecsrieriaa niet eee ae # and one kaen al be deeud bearing upon farm ownership and oper- 
lie stilleein? f Ik Noth y e same ground that produce ation, but assuming that they are com- 

u ane SO a redeem hegre Beceveve ie? vests/280)eand “10 coyeys 50 parable with those of Florida, do they 
say, “Whoever gits him be king 0’ de years ago.” A ce 
hunters’, Miss Lizbeth say, ’or queen. ee a ere large SERCpenEy oben. 0 
I spec dat haid to hang wid my trophies While there has been no opportunity hee Ruth ee ee oe 
in Chicago yit. to check on this article, due to shortness i ce Rose ¢ | oe ee ue 

- , . . . armers of the new day the value o 
Miss Mary say, "Not you Miss Liz- of ney ate bears 80 directly GEOR the a to the f. d De llyi Se Hegh, > if 1? question, and is so\im keeping with the 877 '. Ne satay, and ar aibying tarm eth, Not you’. Den she up an tol ’em : toe leaderees Coneeruct fe 

Spee de ice ta op: observation of many, it is offered. ee nee Ne ee ae out dat little white fawn, makin’ him 2 > . gine ianccemient on the £ hevehy 
ia eek ee Pa In Florida we have the history of 8 a Soa acne? ook mighty pretty; an’ den de rollickin x mathout cetemment to other — t 

Ks lish : farms and plantations, some a few hun- LO EERE | ae a 
buck in de moonlight. Miss Mary sho . ests, favorable environment for bobwhite : des h > dred acres in extent, some many thou- 2 3 mi 
kin draw de pictur. Den she say ‘dat - ta : uail, shall be provided throughout the he : d . sands, well stocked with bobwhite quail 4%" 3 wenoU 
my White King. Nobody could kill South? I leave the question with a eit depmccedihimn’ Uleeetedia as they developed a century ago, and bob- : hall q fae So 

“D, Il ice Me ohrelock white found in increasing numbers as nee on eae eS ey, day of 
Dey all got quiet. r. John loo fertile fields took the place of cleared ftming, and of changing usages for land 

worried. Miss Lizbeth laff an say, “Not 5 areas, that must be affirmatively answered 
di hh P sie : orests and were planted to oats, rye, ° HesGoackbobalice’ sein ec 

= ve ie ae 2 gees omor= corn and other feed crops. With the in- ze enone ice Lee eee : ea a eee y i ee is Say vention of the cotton gin came the first a a _ is _ Ps in anything 
ee ye. . se - e ae sudden on sdical change in farming in Florida and _ like the abundance of former years. 

een Hc By 208 ees ae the other southern states, for the fleecy 
ee fees ae ce staplessupplanted elds sob metain, ands) Nt 
oaten vs eee een Oy, though there was still an abundance of | W 

spressly got a fren’ comin’ down fum birds it was not due to cultivation of For Salt ater 
ee . a (a a cotton, but rather in spite of it. Cotton || Fi hi O l 

age I. in to guide. r. john : a . 

. ie ree he kin. He say a hundered ay ee Ra es a ee | nn > | 
= ~ nder unpro’ table agricu ture, an 

ae in Ad ie oe he can. i changing conditions with respect to | DEALERS IN FLORIDA | 

sa i i a ge oa ee farm labor, there came next the aban- | as é ee : 
when he see kin he ’range fer dogs. When rite on your letter head for samples ‘le ee ee ae a al donment of the farms to tenant care, and | and prices of NU SNUDE Salt Water | 

Yi soo - y Pout de in many sections the marked reduction | Hooks: and" Leaders. | 
one say, . John, S - White in food crops with increasing acreage in || jf auality hook with @ new snude that 

; will give more service and the price is a ee au noun! oe eae cotton. In recent years with the advent i 'tagiclisapCasturdinary, Hoste: Fishermen | 
ao ay a ose Sy of ue of the county agricultural agent, there | see your dealer for the 
where he settin’ ’side her le fire, an ; « ee ean ee > has come a speeding up of the “clean | NU SNUDE HOOKS & LEADERS 

von . gat. ‘ cultivation program”. Today we face a 
Dat’s how Mr. John got drawed into change in land usage that pressages we Se Ore eom 

dat hunt. know not what for game. 310 W. Olney Ave. Philadelphia, Pa. 

(Concluded in the April Number) Facing these facts conservationists are 
turning with increasing interest to the — 

: possibilities of increasing the game sup- SPORTSMEN’S CLUBS | 
Fluctuations In Bobwhite ply, particularly with reference to bob- Outdoor Florida, desiring all of 

a white quail, through the improvement of your members as subscribers, has 
Quail environment, especially of that on the an attractive proposition to make. 

- farm, bobwhites’ favorite rendezvous We urge the president or secre- 
Continued from Page 11 2 i 

( fi 8 ) The value of such procedure has been tary of each club to write us. 
now to where there were 5 when I began demonstrated beyond question through OUTDOOR FLORIDA 
shooting some 25 years ago. h a i he Tal P. O. Box 150 

2. “There is about one now to where the work done on such areas as the Tal- TaripaMblorids 
there were 10 in my father’s day (50-60 lahassee-Thomasville cooperative quail
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SOM QUAIL FOOD PLANTS OF SOUTHEASTERN TEXAS q 

by 
S. R. Warner, Head, Department of Biology 

Sam Houston State Teachers Coblege 

Huntsville, Texas, Collaborator 

Proper food and cover are the keys to quail production and abun- 

dance. In the paper herewith, Dr. Warner has drawn up a list of some 

of the important quail food plants which should help Texas farmers, 

game wardens, county agents, teachers of vocational agriculture, 

sportsmen, and indeed, all persons interested in wildlife to tell what 

are the quail producing capabilities of southeastern Texas lands. The 

list should be useful, too, in suggesting what plants should be per- 

mitted to grow if maximum quail production is desired. Occurrence, 

value as quail food and periods of seeding and fruiting all are briefly 

noted. 

The food of the bobwhite quail (Colinus virginianus ssp.) is largely 

seeds, The birds also consume wild fruits and green stuff as well as a considerable 

number of insects. 

There are two seasons of maximum seed production in this region, The 

first is in late spring when the majority of winter annuals produce seeds. Among 

these winter annuals are the rescue grasses (Bromus), clovers, vetches, and plantains, 

It is probably not an accident that this abundant supply of highly proteinaceous 

foods coincides with the period of quail egg production. Tho second season of maxi- 

mum seed production comes in late summer and early fall when the seed crop of the 

majority of summer annuals is maturing, The summer annuals include ragweeds, part- 

ridge pea, sesban, lespedezas, crotons, euphorbias, ivas, and certain larger seeded 

grasses and composites, This is the season of greatest food abundance. At this 

period the broods of young quail are growing up. 

* Contribution from the Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service, Walter P, Taylor, Senior 

Biologist, In Charge.
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The food of late fall and winter is mainly made up of the unused seed of 

the other seasons together with the tree mast of gum elastic, hackberry, pine, sweet 

gum, ash, oak, and cedar elm, and the fruit of red haw, French mulberry, wax myrtle, 

huckleberry, dogwood, coral berry, black haw, and blackgum. The increase of woodland 

foods at this time partly accounts for the greater frequency of quail in forested 

areas during the winter months. 

The best natural conditions for quail foods are provided by fallow ficlds 

with their abundant weed growth, and by ungrazed margins of fields where soils have 

been disturbed in recent years. Old sod of prairie grasses and broomsedge offers only 

a limited food supply, but does afford excellent escape cover and suitable breeding 

areas. 

: On heavily grazed pasture the quail food supply is largely limited to the 

spurges, Japan clover, carpet grass, panic grasses, carex, sedges, nutrushes, Diodia, 

plantains, pinweeds, wild fruits, and tree mst, 

There is probably ample green stuff at all times in southeastern Texas, 

In the winter there is an abundance of young winter annuals, More than a hundred dif- 

ferent species grow at this time. Of these wild carrots and €arolina clover are among 

the most important.
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Table I 

PARTIAL LIST OF QUAIL FOODS IN SOUTHEASTERN TEXAS 

Seeding Grazed or 

Name and Food REMARKS 
Fruiting Value area 

Legumes 

Partridge pea, 3 species 

(Chamaecrista) ¥*su. & Fe Best | Ungraz. |Prefers fallow fields 
Japan clover 

(Lespedeza striata) Su. & F, Best | Graz. Prefers fine sandy loam 
Bush clover, 6 species 

(Lespe deza ) Sie ck, Good | Ungraz. |All soils 
Beggarweed, 12 species 

(Meibomia ) Senki Good | Ungraz. {All soils 
So sban 

(Sesbania) Fe, We, & Sp. | Best } Ungraz, JMoist & Alluvial soils 
Vetches, 5 species 

(Vicia) Sp. Best | Ungraz. |All good soils 
) Yellow sweet clover 

/  (Melilotus indica) Sp. Good | Ungraz. |All good soils 
“White sweet clover 

(Melilotus alba) Su. Good | Ungraz. | Dark pfairie soils 
Carolina clover 

(Trifolium carolinianum) |Sp. Best | Both Fine sandy loam 
Bur clover 

(Medicago denticulata) Sp. Fair | Both Good soils 
Black Medic 

(Medicago Jupulina ) Ue Fair | Both Limy soils = 
Milk pea 

(Galactia) . Good | Both Sandy soils 
Wild bean, 3 species 

(Strophostyles) u., & F, God ]Ungraz. {Sandy scils 
Prairie clover, 5 species 

(Petal ostemum) * Fair |Both Prairie soils 
Goats ruo 

(Cracca) Ris Fair |Ungraz. |Sundy soils 
Wild bean 

(Dolicholus) us & Fe Good |Both Sandy and prairie soils 

Spurges 

Goatweed or doveweed 

(Croton capitatus) F, Bost {Both Disturbed soils 
Croton 

(Croton glandulosus) u. & F, Good |Ungraz, {Sandy soils 
Croton 

(Croton argyranthemus) Su. & FF, Fair meraze {Deep sand 
Croton 

{Croton mononthogynus ) Sue & F, Best Both Dark prairie soils 
Tragia, 2 species 

(Tragia) us & Fe Good [Both All soils 

*Su, Summer; FF, Fall; Sp., Spring; W., Winter
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Table I cont'd. 

Seeding " Grazed o: 
Name and Food | Ungrazed REMARKS 

: Fruiting Value area athe 

Spurges, cont'd. 

Bull Nettle 

(Jatropha texana ) Su. & F. Good | Graz. Dry, aerated soils 
Three seeded mercury 

(Acalypha ) F. Good | Graz. Sandy, open woods. 
Queen's delight 

(Stillingia ) Su. & F, Good j Graz. Dry, sandy or clay loam 
Sabastiana 

(Sabastiana ) Su. & F, Good | Graz. Wooded stream valley 
Flowering spurge ; 

(Euphorbia corollata) Su, Fair Graze Dry sandy loam, open wood 

Spurge Limy, cultivated fields 

(Euphorbia bicolor) F. Best | Both nd pastures 

Grasses and Sedges 

Johnson grass 

(Sorghum halapense ) Su. & F. Best | Ungraz. {Prairie and alluv. soils 

Rescue grass 

(Bromus ) Sp. . Best | Ungraz. {All good soils 
Bull grass, 10 species 

(Paspalum) Sp., Su. & F. | Best | Ungraz [Some on all soils 
Foxtail grass, 3 species 

(Setaria) Sp. & Su. Good | Ungraz. {Good soils 

Canary grass 

(Phalaris) Sp. Good | Ungraz. |Good soils 
Colorado grass 

(Panicum texanum) Su. & F. Good | Ungraz. {Dark prairie soils 

Panic grass, 12 spedies 

(Panicum) Spe, Su. &F. Best Both Open sandy woods 

Spike grass 

(Uniola) F., W., & Sp. | Fair | Both Shady woods 

Jungle rice 

(Echinochloa ) Su. Good | Both Moist, good soils 
Carpet grass 

(Axonopus compressus) isu. Fe & We Fair Graze Moist, fine sandy loams 

Crab grass 

(Digitaria sanguinalis) Su. & F, Fair | Both Sandy soils 

Crowfoot grass Su. & F. Fair | Ungraz. {Good Soils 

Egyptian grass Su. & F. Fair | Ungraz. |Sandy soils 

Drop seed grass, 2 species 
(Sporobolus) So. & F, Fair | Both Sandy woods and prairie 

‘ Love grass 

(Eragrostis) Su, & FF, Fair | Both Sandy, poor soils 
Sedge, 11 species 

(Carex) Sp. & Su. Good | Both All moist soils 
Galingale, 8 species 

(Cyperus ) Sp., Su. &F. {Fair | Both All moist soils 

Nutrush 

(Scleria) Sp. & Su. Fair | Both Open woods, poor soils
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Table I cont'@ 

. Seeding Grazed o: Tee eee 

Name and Ungrazed REMARKS 

Fruiting Value area 

Carrot Family 

Chervil 
(Chaerophyllum) Sp. Fair | Ungraz. Good soils 

Lace flower 
(Bifora ) Sp. & Su. Good j Ungraz. Dark prairie soils 

Trepocarpus 

(Trepocarpus ) Sp. & Su. Fair | Ungraz. [Good alluvial 
Apium 

(Apium ) 2s Sp. Fair | Ungraz. {Good soils 
Spermolepis 

(Spermolepis divaricatus) | Sp. Fair Graz. Sandy soils 

Spermolepis 

(Spermolepis pa tens) Sp. Fair | Ungraz. Dark prairie soils 

Cynosciadium 

(Cynosciadium) Sp. & Su, Fair | Graz. Alluviel soils 
Polytaenia 

(Polytaenia) Su. Good | Ungraz. {Dark prairie soils 

Composite Family 

Broomweed 

(Gutierrezia ) ie Fair | Graz. Limy soils. Excel. cover 
Camphor weed 

(Heterotheca ) as Fair | Ungraz. Sandy soils.Hxcel.cover 

Rosinweed ~ 

(Silphiun ) Su. & F. Fair | Ungraz. Open woods and prairies 

Prairie star 
(Lindheimera ) Sp. & Su. Good | Ungraz. Limy soils 

Sunflower 
(Helianthus) fa. & F. Best | Ungraz. Good soils 

Star thistle 2 

(Centaurea ) cus & 2, Best { Ungraz. {Dark prairie soils 

Serinea 

(Serinea) Sp. Good | Both Fine sandy loam 

Ragweed Family 

Giant ragweed All good soils, 

(Ambrosia trifida) Fy Best | Ungraz, falluvial preferred 

Common ragweed 
“(Ambrosia artemisiifolia) | F. Best {| Ungraz. All cultivated soils 

Perennial ragweed 

(Ambrosia psilostachya ) Pe Best Both All cultivated soils 

Elder weed All good soils, 

(Iva) F, Best | Ungraz. alluvial preferred 

Elder weed, narrow leaf 
(Iva) FF. Good } Both Fine sandy prairie soils
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; Table I cont'd. 

ae Lae Name Food} Ungrazed REMARKS 

Fruiting Value area 

Other Weeds 

Day Flower 

(Commelina ) Su. Fair |Both Dry sandy soil 
Yellow Star grass 

(Hypoxis) Sp. Fair {Graz. Moist sandy soil 
Blue eyed grass 

(Sisyrinchium) Sp. Fair {Graz Prairie-pasture 
Yellow dock 

(Rumox ) Sp. Fair |Ungraz. {Good soils 

Sheep sorrel 
(Rumex ) Sp. Fair {Ungraz. |Poor soils 

Smart weed 
(Persicaria) Su. and F, Best |Graz. Moist soils 

Ccreless weed 

(Anaranthus ) Spe, Sus Fs Best |Ungraz. !Good soils 
Boerhaavia 

(Boerhaavia ) Su. & F. Fair |Ungraz. |Sandy soils 
Chickweed 

(Stellaria) ’ Sp. Fair | Both Barly spring,All soils 
Buttercup 

(Ranunculus) Sp. Fair |{Graz. Fine sandy loam 

Willow herb 

(Draba ) Sp. Fair | Graz. Dark prairie soil 

Bladder pod 
(Lesquerella) SD. Fair {Both Dark prairie soil 

Woodsorrel 
(Oxalis) Sp. Fair |Graz. All soils 

Wild geranium 

(Geranium) Sp. Best {Ungraz. |All soils 
Wine cup Fine sandy loam, 

(Callirhoe ) Sp. & Su. Good |Graz. pastures, 

Sida 

(Sida ) ie Su. & F, Fair {| Unegraz. Good soils 

Roekrose 
(Helianthemum ) Sp. & Su. Fair {Graz. Poor sandy soils 

Pinweed 

(Lechea ) Spe & Su. Fair |Graz. Poor fine sandy loam 

Violets 
(Viola) Sp. Fair |Graz. Open woods 

Gaura 

(Geura ) Su. Good jUngraz. Dark prairie soils 

Morning glory 
(Ipanoea ) Su. & F. Best |Ungraz. j&11 soihe - ¢ 

Bindweed 

(Convolvulus) Su. & F. Best Ungraz,. Dark prairic 

Phlox 

(Phlox) Sp. Foir | Graz Fine sandy loam 

Bastard penny royal 
(Trichostema ) SPs Good | Graz Pino woods
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Table I cont'd. 

Sceding Grazed o: 

Name and Food| Ungraze qd REMARKS 

Fruiting Valuo area 

Lyre sage 

(Salvia) Sp. Fair | Both Sandy loam 
Lambs lettuce 

(Valerianella) Sp. Fair |Ungraz. | Dark prairie alluvial 
Plantains, 6 species 

(Plantago) Sp. & Su. Good | Both All soils 
Poor Joe 

(Diodia) Su. & F. Good |Both Sandy loam 
Poorman's trouble 

(Richardia) Su. & F. Good {Ungraz, | Sandy soils 
Bedstraw 

(Galium) Sp. & Su. Fair | Both All soils 

Tree Mast, dry fruits 

Pine 

(Pinus) FL&W Best Sandy soils 
Sweet gum 

(Liguidambar styraciflua) F. &W. Good Moist sandy soils pref. 

Elm 

(Ulmus) Sp. & F. Good All soils 
Ash 

(Fraxinus) FF. & We Fair Good soils 
Acorns 5 F. & We ‘Good All soils 

Locust 

(Robinia ) Su. & F. Fair Well drained soils 
Red bud 

(Cercis) Fr. & We Fair Good soils 
Mesquite 

(Prosopis) F, & W. Fair Prairie soils 

Fleshy Fruits 

Red bay g 
(Persea) F, & We Fair Sandy hammock soil 

Possumhaw 

(Ilex decidua) F., We, & Sp. | Fair Good soils 
Peppervine 

(Ampelopsis arborea) Su. & F. Best |Both All ils 

Persimmon 

(Diospyrus virginiana) F. & W. Good {Both Clay loam 
Gum elastic 

(Bumelia) Su. & F. Bost | Both Prairie soils 
Swamp privet 

(Adelia ) Su., F. & We Best |Both All soils 
Withe-rod 

(Viburnum ) FL. & We Best |Both Sandy soils 
Maypop 

(Passiflora )} Su. & F, Best |Ungraz. | Fine sandy loam
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Table II 

List of fleshy fruits most attractive to birds, taken from U. S. Department of 

Agriculture, Bureau of Biclogical Survey, Wildlife Research and Management Leaflet 

BS-48, April 1936, with number of birds known to eat each species, 

Quail |Number of bird 
Common Name Season species known to 

Name Value jeat the fruit. 

Redcedar Juniperus W.. & Su. Fair 50 
Greenbrier Smilax Fe, We, & Sp. | Fair 43 
Wax myrtie Myrica Bey We, 6005-4 Pair 85 
Hackberry Celtis F., We, & Sp. Best 47 

Mulberry Morus Sp. Best 59 

Sassafras Sassafras Su. Fair 18 

Blackberry, Dewberry Rubus Su. Best 146 

Hawthorn Crataegus F., W., & Sp. Best 39 
Sumac Rhus Sp.,Se,Fe&W. Fairto 

Good 97 

Holly Ilex Spe & W. Fair 48 

Supple jack Berchemia Fs, We, & Sp. Good 15 

Grape Vitis Su. & F. Best 87 

Virginia creeper Ampelopsis | F. & W. Best 38 

Dogwood, flowering Cornus FL. &W. Good 53 
Dogwood, rough leaf Cornus Be Fair 
Sourgum, tupelo Nyssa Su. & F. Fair 39 

Huckleberry Batodendron| F. & W. \ Good 46 

Blueberry Vaccinium Sp. & Su. : Good ; 93 

French mulberry Callicarpa | F. & W. | Good a 
Partridgeberry Mitchella F. We, & Sp. | Fair 10 

Elderberry Sambucus Su. & Fe | Good 118 

Coralberry Symphoricarpos Ba, Wey & Spe Good OS 

Blackhaw Viburnum F. &W. Fair 35 
Honeysuckle Lonicera Su. & F. Good | 18 

|



Damage of Quail Eggs by "Acrobatic Ants" Observed Vieng baba ete 0. Fb 

Demage to hatching quail similar to th:t done by the fire ent was - 
found in Austin Cuunty by Lehmann for which “acrobatic ants" (Crematogaster p oe th 

laeviuscula var. clara Emery) was responsible. In a nest where eleven eggs Be ie 
hed hatched, two more chicks had pipped anc then been killed by the ants. p eh } 
We are indebted to Dr. M. R. Smith, State College, Mississippi, for the \ ; 
identification of these ants.
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Mp. arthur S Hawkins, - a 
oa Aldo mya : 2 ‘ee 

gol f Agrivul: he ee 
‘University of Wi@oonaia, . 3 oS 
Madigon, Wis, : ; : ee 

Dear Mr. Hewkines : = a 

I have the eopy of your aout interesting notes on qiail behavior taken = 
at your Mville “pove vdldlife Area on July 16, 1936. oe 

in uy opinion,the setions soon are perfectly in Aine with tho mom = 
habite of the bebwhite,and I would be inelined to interpret the observationg = 
along the following lines; a 

Ahong in July unmated cocks join in with developing broods and toll 
appearances began members of the cover. ‘robably the eoek soem with SP 

feast yong ma ov oa meted ind sig i ae ote She age The eosk joining the group at 6.52 was pro a © ehen andthe 8 8 

group, and wa se feietn ne thes. The "eeheler” = who had just beeane a 
sovey meaber may not have entirely acce rightful ok, » oad 
she withdrew somewhat on the appearenge of the Spuabend and fethor*, is 

quail mute (or rather copulate) a deal,doth dofore the need of 3 
arises in winter end a at 5am a: the need of 4% for purposes of 
fertilising has. « The ex aid the naturel thing om 

rejoining haa nly. ‘The oo eo¢k mikes no protest becquee it we none of = 
his businosajhe is fortunate if allowed to aseaapany the group ond finnlly be us 
taken in as a covey monbor. That he ig not quite a nanber of the covey vhen the 
“husband and father" 46 present is indicated by the latter chesinghim ina = 

% half hearted way oonesionally. i 

ghe {iret cock vhistlos the weak “bob white" a1 conesionally due tothe 
feet that ho is o111 partly in the status of @ “bachelor*,willing to mm a 
for the reminder of the season should opportunity oceur,though in the omrly =” 
stages of giving up the attempt and becoming 4 member of & covey. the other = 
cogks qziling in the neighborhood st 7.15- 7.22 are still hopefuh tS 
“bachelors” ,and are probably all part of a “whistling group” of Pecholore poe? 
to which coek number one had boon a full fledged ember util he gave up hope 
and started attempts to break into a covey and eome a covey member with no 
“Ropes of begoming © husband and fathor. : Pee 

Tt is not surprising to m that cocks have survived adversity in much 
grt proportion than hens;that — have recesupled nd wodstiod | d Lewmar 

ot Cahn 00” gacieelageeth 2, SRI OR a



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 3 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Faville Grove Wildlife Area 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS July 25 ; 1936 

Notes On Quail Behavior--July 16, 1936: 

I am sending you a copy of these notes to see what you 
make of them. 
Observations made from parked car along little-traveled road. 
Weather: elear, calm. 75 degrees at 7 A. M. 

6:45 A. M.--Male quail in road 50' E. of prairie road bridge. 2 young 
é seen scampering around him. Stopped car 40 yds. from birds. 
AT 

Female appears from edge of road followed by 3 more nalf grown 
young. s&ntire family moving slowly east on road, pecking at 
dewy vegetation as they went. 

6:52 
Family had preg erent about 20 yds. eastward on road. About 100 
yds. still further east, another male appeared from road side 
cover, seemed to notice the family, and came running up to them. 
(In meantime had movec car towithin 10 yds. of birds by first 
getting up speed, then shutting off engine and coasting. Birds 

‘ paid little attention to me.) 
355 

New male now walking around with female and young, the first 
male having withdrawn about 15' from group. 

7:00 

New male walks over to female which has squatted, mounted her, 
and mated. First male makes no protest. Hen now walks off 
eastward with brood, with the new male right behind. First 
mele shows no imtention of following brood. 

7303 
New cock decides to run back to chase first, but the first sees 
him coming, and withdraws to roadside cover. New cock re-joins 
prood. 

7205 : 
First male hops to fence post, new male sees him, and again runs 
back. No fight occurs, and both males are now out of sight on 
N. side of road, while female and brood have crossed ditch on 
fo . "., into corn field. She calls twice. First cock 
gives 4 weak bobs(of bob white), then becomes silent. Two other 
cocks(both on fence poles), start calling--one 60' away from first, 
other 100' away. 

W325 
The 60' away cock hops down, quits calling; 100' continues. 
Another cock appears 200 yds. E. on road, and 5 minutes later 
he is only 50' away. Turf&s off road exactly where first two 
cocks did. 

7322 
Another cock calling about 200 yds. S. of me, (other side of corn.) 

1330 
I drove to prairie corners, and turned around. On way back, 
there was one quail in road 100' E. of bridge, one on bridge, 
and one on fence pole opvosite N. side of bridge.



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 2 2- 

Miscellaneous Data 

(1) The 1936 spring census showed that the quail population was about 
half of the 1935 census for the same date (about 65 birds for the 
2400 acres). 

(2) Observations show a heavy preponderance of cocks, possibly as 
high as 3 or 4:1 

(3) During a rather thorough nesting study of ,pungarian partridges 
in some of our best quail range, only one, nest of 13 eggs, and 
two broods,(5 and!i8), have been found, in a check of this and 
surrounding areas (a total of about 10,000 acres). (70 huns are 
known to have nested in the same area). 

(4) There has been a surprising re-adjustment of quail (as told by 
calling cocks) into territories in which quail were completely 
wiped out during the past winter. 

(5) In 1935, most of the quail nested after July 1, and some were just 
hatching October 1. About 10 nests were successful according to 
last year's fall census. Possibly the late nesting will be re- 
peated this year. 

Arthur S. Hawkins 

Copies to:: Aldo Leonold 

H. L. Stoddard 
P. Lb. Errington
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a Dear Mr. Leopold: 

2 xe = a I am sorry to advise you relative to your recent ’ 

"OP iive x, letter that we have no extra copies of the hunting regu- 

A “@ lations for the years 1932-33 and 1933-34. 

_ ah Sa 
—=r A Ka = However, I am listing below the specific information 

=> ad you desired: 

= — Me Open season on guail (Oct. 1 at noon to 5 p.m. Oct.3) 

=a ee 1932r-Crawford and Riehland counties. 

Open season on quail (Sept. 30, noon, to Oct. 4)-1933. 

rs (4) Crawford, Jackson, Juneau, La Crosse, Monroe, 

ee Richland, Sauk, Trempealeau, Vernon counties. 

ss Open season on quail (Sept. 29, noon, to Oct. 2, 5 p-m.) 

5S 1934--Clark, Calumet, Crawford, Dane, Grant, 

A Iowa, Jungéau, La Crosse, Marathon, Marquette, 

de ; Wood (except Town of Hills), Pepin, Richland, 

bs ra Sauk, Vernon, Waukesha, Washara counties. 

i: ie I trust the above will give you the desired information. 
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Summary of Quail Sex Ratio Tally 

From Hunters' Tallies, North Central States, Collected by Aldo Leopold 

Year 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1935 1936 Total 

Cocks 629 850 719 760 1361 269 203 4791 

Hens 607 751 628 S11 1158 198 136 48g 

Total 1236 1601 1347 1571 2519 467 339 9080 

Cock: Hen 

Ratio 51: 49 5347 53:47 48:52 54: 46 5:42 60: 40 53:47 

Number of 

Hunters 14 27 20 28 34 g 10 

Bag per . 
Hunter 88 59 67 56 74 58 34 

60 i 90 
‘. et, 

* ‘ . 80 
+ rd gee 

“4 % a A aa ee 70 
x sfleent 5 eS Ne L EL Oe = 

Bu me Tas sak ie A 60 
Se ip Be * 

52 ae ‘ue Bitg per hunter —> 50 | 
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ae «. Be ee ge ee ee. ee eee ST a ee 
: ; a= t mae = Riper 2 (Hawtane Precel Pimple Papin) By, a 

Additional “inter Ouctl Yeights ‘ Bog, p . 
In addition to the banding date, the following winter quail bh, 

weichts were obtained: 5 
Teleht : 

: Sex Locality ; Date ‘(eme.)- 

Colleetion No.1!" Prairie du Sae 2/5/35: 152.4 : 
2 " #s.5 F " * 2/6/35 197.5 se 

: . Le > “ R/6/35: 1757 | 
* " 4 F Coon Valley 1/25 901.3 . 

Starved = * “4 1/24 TaAsD 
Agcident : . . 2/27 -V7O.1 E - 
Starved " “Lakenilies if 735 104,0-° 

_ . —- * 123.2 
= Weak "  Feville Grove» 12/28 250.0% j 

Shot MY Goose Lake 10/23 194.2 
bd " Ww a . u 33.9 

Hawk killed F PFaville Grove 3/6 189.6 
= Fx frenre Z 

%=—frozen weight--Sec Variatier- in Jusil Teichts,(2). 
ae a ae eee eT eee aye ee 

Extreme Quail Yeirchts ~ * 

Low weights: Lovest veicht record? 104 grams. This was a starved in- ; 

éividual picked up after the snow melted, so emaciation msy heve occurred Z 

due to slight decomposition. 

Another low weleht bird of 127 crams was found fteewtRensame 

sterve’ covey. 2 ; z 
: » a 

A bird weighing 131.9 grema wes found starved eh a roost. a 

This wes a frozen weight, so is somevhet hig. : a 

A late October juvenile of 131.9 grams was collected. This = 

bird was s typ@eal "squeeler.” 2 : “a 

Two freshly-caught individuals whieh were uneble to fly. away ee 

weighed 152.4, end 152.9. : 2 | 

High weiehts: I do not consider weights up to 215 grams «s exeeasivety 7 

hich. Wy reeords show three weights above this figure: Two birds banded ‘ 

from the same covey weiched 218.1 and 223.1; end one female caught by 

hand had a dry frozen weight of exactly 250 grams, The bird probably a 

: 3 
weighed even more then this, for I brought it home alive, and it was - 

feedlese for over twelve hours, to my knowledsc, when it died. A peth- 4



Additions tinter Quail Weights : 

alogicel exemination wes made by the “iscongin State “Laboratory of Hy- : 

giene under Pr. Stowall. » They report: "Postmortem examination revesls 

a wollenourished musculsr quail with abundant corn in the food pouch, and 

much semi-disested food in the gizzerd., The contents of the small and 

large intestine is brownish semi-fluid and contains air bubbles. No 

@ross pathological changes noted. Culture from intestinal contents pre= 

vared, and plates showed some staphylococci; only a few colonies of 3B. 

coli. Probably the bird was frozen too long." 

The first primary indicetec that the bird was less thay years old. 

Welght Classes by Sexes-(170-215 grams ) 

170-75 176-80 181-85 186-90 191-95 196-200 _ 201-02 206-10 212615 

go = 7 6 2 6 5 i 3 ‘ 

yt. 3 1 4, oe 8 a 2 1 

Total 3 2 Tr 6 8 13 = 2k. eee 

Totals 31F; 38%. 4 | 
Average Weights: The following frequency curve indicates comparative 

numbers in each weicht class, The average neight of 69 winter birds 

between the weights 170-215 grams was 195.9) 

Forty-eleht becember quail averaged 197.0 grams, while twenty- 

three quail (betweenFeb, 5-Mar.5) averaged 193.2 grems. 

The grand average of 76 quail of all weights, under all cireun- 

stances between Dec.5-Mar.5 = 193.1 greme. : : 

Veriation in Quail Yeirhts : 

By re-treppine banded birds, it was learned that in two days' 

time, queil may change in weicht; as much as 10.5 grams. This change 

may represent either a loss or gein, irreanective of either the time of 

dayf the birds were weiched, or he month of the yeer, as the folloving 

Gata shows: :
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(1) A covey of five Gusil mede an average goin of 6.5 grams between 8 

halle Februery 16, ond 8 £.¥. Feb.18. This covey, which hed @ stable barn- 

yard food supply eouldn't be depended upon to feed at reguler hours, even 

trourh temperature, wind, snov, anc food conditions were almort identical 

“between Feb.15 and 18, and the westher wes clear, It rould séem, then, 

thet comparable weishts ern mot necessarily be obtained by obtaining = 

weight series at any particuler time of the dey. One of the five quail 

efined 10.5 erams durine this 48 hour period, while another bird gained k 

less than half as much #n an equel peridd.— : 

(2) Another bird from this seme covey welehed 185 grams on Dec. 24; on 

Feb. 16 it weighed 191.4 grans, and by Feb.13 hod reached a welght of 197 

erems. This bird hed Spcapently lost weicht until forced to the farm yard 

where it gained It beck earpin. : ; 

One bird was weighed five times during the whisker’, His wetehts 

follow: : 
12/242 200 ems. s ‘ 
1e/ees igo * : 
12/27=.201 " 
2/162 194 " : 
2/18= 200.1 ; well - : 
This bird secms to have been enually/situated throughout the 

winter. = 

: $0 far, gains in wetght only have been listed, ‘Obviously, some 

birds ‘hess weight in winter. It all depends on the vinter environment 

of that particulsr coveyy whether 1t gains or loses; although perheps > ee 

en individuslistie element enters in. 

One bird lost 8.4 grams between Pec.10 and Feb.19. Sut we heave 

seén Ghst a change in velreht up to 12 grenus, at leasty tax trte plsce 

Almost overnight, so this date meane litile. Of 15 birds whose weights 

were recorded, nine gaine: weicht, and si» lost welcht. .
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Summary : : 

(1) Of 81 quail banded during the pope of 1935-1936, 47 were males, 

and 34 females. 

(2) Winter quail weights varied from 104-250 grams with the average be- 

tween 170-215 grams. 

(3) December average 197 grans; while the averace for late ¥ inter had 

dropved to 193.2. ; 

(4) The averare winter weicht of normal quell was 195.9. 

(5) Dividing the weileht between 170-215 grams into 5 erem clesses BAR 

more birds fall in the 201-205 @lass then any other. 

(6) Quail change weight as much 8s 12 grams” in 48 hours. 

(7) Weight changes during vinter depend on how the bird is situated, 

& quail mey not los® anv weight, even during *® severe winter. 

(8) Conclusion: Since veichts depend on so many variables, ie., how re- 

eently the bird has eaten, whether the bird 1s fro-en or decaying slight- 

ly; ete; 1t 1s extremely dengcrous to draw any conclusions concerning 

weights, unless the data covers a large series.
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Yinter Gending Peta and Yelehta of Guail 

Bend weries--Biol. Survey Ho. 34-4099-~Cardo Varn Aren--1934-1035. 

Bate Yeight Re-trap ae ss Yeight vMax.wt. Covey i 
Bend No. pped (ems.) date 86 a TMS » ghagce NOs Sex 

ES iSyam iss 2/16 fork y, 13 iF E 2 ve 
59 12/27 oe 5 F 
51 12/25 201 : 6 . 
52 . 196 - ‘% 
zn Ss 190 : # F 
5 . 182 : 5 ¥ 
8S . 204 . e . 
56 * 184 a a 

58 2/25 182 att “y 
59 192.5 : x = 
60 2/22 good j - § F 
. ‘ames cone. 

é —- . uM 
67 2/17 cond. 3 ty 

exe. : ; : 
82 12/10 --- 2/16 210.4 2/18 215.2° 44.5 4 Py 

: “7 Ba = 2/16 «-202.7 2/18 10 i = § meme * f 213.2 10,5 Net 
88 2/25 198.5 z : a ve 
89 12/10 ae 2/25 192.6 : 4 _* @@ 
95 2/25 174.2 ; a = ‘ 
187 = 565.5 = Fy 
189 . 192.6 . Ma 

series No. 4100-~(used at Faville Grove) : 
50 a/21 gond. : be fa 

good 
&9 2/22 eond. : = “ie 
4g exe. * Fe 

4 o ; * “ my 

+ " Ww ca : 

aS _ << 7 
43 3/8 206.2 oe Me 

wLeeonsin Conservation Department Bends: 2 
236 3/8 218.1 : e va 
237 x 223~1 _ Fy 

re = 199.3 2 we 

= 152.9 . Py 
_ aha : 200.3 . : 

2a! ¥ 187.9 ike 
245 > 200.4 * Py 

*(a,b,e)--Not at Cardo Farm (ree. 
a= covey at Tremplo, Wisconsin. 
b= covey at Favil’e Grove Area. : 
= Babeock Area covey. ee = 

2 **Bend changed from desd bird to a new bird. ; 

> si .



: vinter Bending Data and FYeights of Juall e 

Sand weries-~Tiol. Survey lo. 34-4059--Cardo Farm ‘rea--1954-1935. 

Date “eight Re-trep Yelght Re-troep Yeight Max.wt. Covey 
Band Yo. trapved (rme.) date (ones) date, gs.) ch fo. Sex 
a 2 ee 1. 8/18 97 "te 7 
. 36 12/27 ed 5 r 

Sz 12/25 201 6 = 
52 . 196 m ¥ 
53 e 196 eS e 
Bh We 181 - uw 
55 o 204 . “ a 

56 184 : " it 

58 2/25 182 Ri uy 

59 . 192.5 E . 
60 2/22 food 5 F 

eonc. 
63 12/27 --- : 2 M 
oT. 2/17 cond. = uy 

exe. 
82 12/10 woe 2/16 210.4 2/18 215.2 #4.8 4 Fy 
83 2/22 212 : : 3 My 
aT 12/10 -—-- 2/16 202.7 2/18 213.2 410.5 4 ee 
88 2/25 198.5 ° #3 a Ma =: 
89 - 12/10 --~ 2/25 192.6 : A i 

99 2/25 174.2 P a # 

+87 . 365.5 . Fy 
189 = 192.6 \ - . Ma 

Ssertes No. 4100~-(used at Faville Grove) 
50 2/21 eond. : bit Te 

good 
49 2/22 cond. ; * Vea 

48 . exe. ; = Fe 

pa aes , 
AS = a “ ” Fy 

AB 3/8 206.2 ov Ma 
Wiseorsin Conservation Department Renda: 

236 3/8 218.1 e Ma 
237 - 223.41 am Fy 
239 = 199.3 it Ma 

240 = 152.9 i Fy 
a40 " 200.3 < q " n 

ads ¥ 187.9 = Ma 
245 . 200.4 a 

*(a,b,e)--ot at Cardo Fare ‘ren. 
a= covey at Tremplo, “isconsin. 
b= cover at Favilte Grove Area. 
@= Babeock frea cove. 

**Band ehengecd from decd bird to « new bird.



Winter Bending Drta end Veights of Bob-Yhite cuail, Compiled by the = 
: Late 7,3 .%, Sehmidt, end AS Hawkins s 

Band_series--Biol. Survey No. 34-4089--Cardo Farn /rea-~1934-1935. 

Date Selght Re-trep “elght Ne-trap weight Max.vt. Covey 
Beng No. eae (ens.) date (ems .) date fens.) chenge No. Sex 

OL 12 : 3 F 

oe 12/25 198 a 
99 201 12/25 204 12/27 202 gi = 2 ? 
9 : 180 2/16 182 2/18 185.6 #5.6 22° 
05 12] "4 209 3 “194 = 200.1 #6 ' 1 
06 . BOA . . F 
OT £ 195 , ” a 

o8 ¥ 197 ; " = 

09 2 201 «12/27 196 - : F 

10 12/10 206 s ; - . 
13 Z 201 G i 
14 : 182 z ‘ 
1S a 196 3 . = 1" we . 

ae 12/23 203 3 ei 
ar 12/24 209° 12/25 204 E eh a F 
18 + 195: tt = 190 “5. ® % 

19 12/23 201 2/19 204 2/22 207 . #6 5. Ma 
20 - : eon: 2 % : 
a1 12/10 161 =—«-8/19 172.6 _ ~B4 a eae 
22 _ 185 2/22 181 at * ¥ 
a x 204 a/2l ? ‘ Bes a 
2 ss a - 2 F a. ys 
26 W 203 cS ¥ é 

a7 s 201 2/21 ? * - ; 
28 . 209 ; 3 . Bo : 
29 ay 196 n " 

30 a 204 ie x 

32 cy 180 wae 5 w e 

32 it 207 ‘ 7 u 

33 Ee 201 s F 
Bh * 210. 12/35 = ee “ . 
2D = 203 Ses 201 ; =o a a 

36 ¥ 201 - 209 ; , wee = 2 
37 = 204 . ? . t SS 
38 " ! anc : ” i . 

39 . 191, : =i " 

ho 12/24 201 12/25 204 i #3 2 é 
AL —— : : 5 F 
42 12/2 205 2 = 
AS W zs 196 12/27 198 ‘ t " 

Ad " 199 7 . : - u 

AS 12/27 one 5 *: 
AG J am 2 t a 

47 ais : eae = ? a 

AS 12/24 (a8 2 F 
= W(O8) 18/25 198; 12/e7° 201 | s 
Key: Mae adult mole Fas edult female /= gain in weirht : 

¥y= young male Fy= young female -> loss = =



<= late 20s SR a ee 
 -‘Bané sertes--B4ol. “urvey No. 34-4089--Cardo Farm /rea--1934-15 by Peete : 

=e i Bie aa Sei : = . : ” : aa ae i a 

ee _ Pete “eight Re-trap Weleht Ne-trap “eight Max.vt. Covey 
Banc ho. tree ped (gms.) date (ams.) date _feme.) change tio. . Sex 

3 se 2/25 191 : es a 
a8 12/25 198 : 2 : ee 
93 ; aot 12/5 A 9/8 ee “Ee 
O48 oe =. 180: 9/16 281 - 2/38 386.6. 45.6. -2— 

— = =o 198 * 20001 gy ee 
35 06 = ~ 204 * : = 2 

i= : <a - : aa 
2, 08 ae 197 : ee 
go OF a - 201 -12/27 196 SS ee. 
= 3 ae 206 © : ee 

aS ee eee ae oe 6. 
, V4 - a : 182 3 2 “ wee = oa 

16 12/25 203 we, 3 Se 
17 12/24 205 12/85 = 208 ee ee 

ee 18 ee ie ae |g ee 
49 “19/7 -—mt eft9 me 2/2 mT. #6 z le 

ai 12/10 . 181 2/19 1735 : 68.4 | eee 

: aa: = ane 8/22 181 eS “ft = + ee 
. 23 w : 20h 2 /2i > £ : ; & ne S . 5 

24 ee ee 
— Say 190 ee 
- * : a a i 

oe ‘ 200 —— 
i a ae Se 

ee Cz oe 
32 = 207 : == aes Pe a ee 

33 eg Ok 5 s Sa 
ba 34 ee 210. 12/25 ? S a Ro 2 ae 

— oe eee 201 te a ee 
i 36 Se = = 209 oo <a 

mo: oe ss and é : ee 
— 2 - 191 a 
= 12/2h sO (12/25-- 204 ee) ee un =e — = ee 

45 ee. 196. 12/27 198° d S22 foe 

_ eS oe ee 
45 18/2T wee fe Se 

So as [5 ee 
Bo NE eres T80 a ae a ee == se er — 

Key: Mas adult male Fas edult female /5 gain in weight = = 
ee “y= young male Py= young female “8 oe 2 © 

a ee ee eee a 

a eg eee



REPORT ON QUAIL WINTER MORTALITY--FAVILLE GROVE=-1935-1936 
A. S. Hawkins 

Tnfiux Census Gensus Mortality Causes ay 
Site Dec. 1-Jan.1 Jan. 1 var. 1 freezing unknown predators : 

52 11498' & 3&6 

1 14 &15> 59 WY 0 Ay 6 

2 0 12 T A 0 1 
26118! 

3 ° : 23 1 13 0 12 
Bal 

4 20 56 25 2, 45 4 
& 

5 21 29 8 12 9 0 
820 5& ‘ 

6 ° 28 : 10 9 10 2 

Totals 55 212 65 59.2) 8 25 

quail Populsetion January 1, 1935---173 

" " ‘ " tt 1936---211 

Adults March 1, 193$«-------~--+----100 

¥ 4 8 1936 --~--- 2-0 -= 65 

- Computed late summer population----365 

Mortality Periods: ; 

Winter of 1935 (Jan,1-Mar.1)-----lost 41% 

e *. 2936 4 )e---- "69% 

Summer " 1935 (July l,-Jan.1)--- " 4Aate : 

: : Saas
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ( ® Pe 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY se 
Huntsville, Texas \wr 

IN REPLY REFER TO November 23, 1936 Ye Po ; ns Ag 

ie | yr 
Prof. Aldo Leopold ; Le : ae 
Game Management Department . gv er 

University of Wisconsin % AQ oe 
‘Madison, Wisconsin ~ = 0 yw 

Dear Professor Leopold:- yp 

Art has just written me. He tells me that you « 

wish for an account of the snowed-under quail. In look- 
ing over the records I see now that due to my greenness 
I didn't record all I should have at the time - such as y 
sex-ratio, etc. However, I shall send you what I have. 

I much appreciated the last reprints you sent - 
"Food Habits of Marsh Hawks in the Glaciated Prairie 
Region of Norbh-Central U.S.", by Errington and Brecken- 
ridge. I still regret the fact that Art and I didn't 
make use of the excellent opportunity we had last summer 

to learn more about the marsh hawk andthe short-eared : 
owl at Lake M+lls - especially in their relatioship to 
the Hun. 

In a letter I wrote to Leonard end Doug I describe a 
census we are now making of the piney-woods country. 
It should be of interest to you to see how successful 
a woods census can be when enough men are available. 
At least, we were rather surprised to find that a 5 1/2 
hour drive through dense woods with forty men netted us 
23 coveys of quail with a total of 238 birds. The de- 

tails of this county census will of course be published 
in the near future. 

I hope the quail observation I enclose is of some 

help. 

Most sincerely,



Lake Mills, Wisconsin, Jefferson County, 

Faville Grove Wildlife Area, 2 Miles North of Lake Mills 

H. R. Siegler 

Féb. 8, 9, 1936 - On both days we had a inantittatenera from the 

south, with the temperature ranging from 20 above to 10 below. 

Feb. 10, 1936 dawned a cold, quiet day - forming a hard crust over 

the snow. I made the rounds of the quail feeding stations to dis- 

tribute corn. Arriving at the 4-acre woodlot just north of the oa 

farm I could find no sign of quail, where I had previously seen 

them. A large wild black cherry tree which had been half-cut and 

was overgrown with grape vines had served as a roosting spot for 

a covey. This spot was now completely drifted over with a snow 

bank about ten feet high. I climbed on top of it and began to poke 

about. Hearing a rustling under the snow crust I poked at the spot, 

which broke through into acevity about 11/2 feet deep and 1 1/2 

feet in diameter. Three quail fluttered out and feebly flew away. 

Nine more quail were in the cavity. Some got out, but merely ran 

over the snow too exhausted to fly. I caught them and placed them 

inside of our feeding shelter. The next day they were gone. The 

following weeks a covey fed at this station; #o I have every rea- 

son to believe it was the covey I had rescued.



Weights 
Bobwhite Quail — 

Extract from mimeographed report of the Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service, 
December, 1936, pp. 3-4 

During December Siegler, in charge of the Quail Experimental Areas 
in Walker County, trapped 60 quail, including 32 retraps. All birds taken for 
the first time were banded and observed carefully in connection with the quail 
hybridization study. Weights were taken of 25 quail. Fifteen were weighed once, 
& twice, and 2 were weighed 5 times. The average weight for the 25 was 173.8 gm. 
with a maximum and minimum of 185 gm. and 157 em. The results bore out the 
experience of investigators in Wisconsin (Schmidt, deceased, and Hawicins), 
viz. that the weight of quail varies from one day to the next. One female's 
weight chart reads thus: 

December 11 ib em, 
December 16 165.5 gm. 
December 17 oF em. 
Decenber 19 me em. 
December 25 174.5 gm. 

This shows a range of nine grams in nine days.



File: Mexico / 

Bobwhite Quail) 

Extracts from Scrapbook Selections, by Stewart J. Walpole (American Field 

Publishing Company, 1937?) . From "A Tribute to the Wiles of Bob White." 

p. 14 "During the last five years I have made an annual trip to Yucatan 
and enjoyed quail hunting in the henequen fields." ........... 

pe 16. "Should you be a good two-hour walker despite the stones, briars, 
tangled vines and other deterrents, not the least of which, 
constituting a real and mental hazard, are big and little dangerous 
snakes, your dogs will locate at least twenty bevies, averaging 

twelve birds, in a four-hundred acre, stone-fence-enclosed field."



-  -Dexas Cooperative Wildlife Service, uv 
Activity Report, Feb. 1937 " a 

PROJECT NO. 395 Bobwhite Quail Management in Texas 

Month: February, 1937 

Author: V. W. Lehmann 

Lehmann has drawn up the following table showing pre- 

hunting season counts and post-hunting season counts of quail on 
four black land farms aggregating 2,442 acres in Walker County, 
Texas, 

3 : November 1936 : February 1937 : Decrease : Decrease 
: :Number : Number:Number : Number: of : of 

Area_: Size :Coveys : Birds:Coveys : Birds: Coveys : Birds 

3 O04 5 2 34 : 3 t Ot 2 ‘ 14 
& +t 635: «4 ; oS + 4 : 26° 3 0 : 27 
o> % 466. : 6 + 68 3 E 5 10°: 5 : 58 
atc Ge tS + @ +: & 3 38 : 1 : 31 

i 3 : : : : : 

TOTALS: : : : : : : 
22,442 , 20 , 224 , 12 : 94. 8 : 130 

Average quail population of 2,442 acres in November, 1936 
-- one bird per 10.9 acres. 

Average quail population of 2,442 acres in February, 1937 
-- one bird per 25.9 acres. 

Population decrease on 2,442 acres during 1936-1937 hunting 
season is 58 percent. 

In other words there were 42 percent as many birds on the 

area counted after the season as there were at the beginning of the 

season, 

the heavy decrease of quail on these tracts is thought to 

have been largely due to hunting. It appears that hunters took 2 

relatively heavy toll in spite of the fact that weather during the 
greater part of the hunting season was very unfavorable. tor this - 

reason, it is believed that the kill during the 1936-1937 open season, 

although high, was below normnl on the study areas and in the county 
as a whole.
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Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service 
Activity Report, February, 1937 

PROJECT NO. 394 A Survey of the Wildlife Resources 

of Walker County, Texas. 

Month: February, 1937 

Author: Daniel 7. Lay 

Walker County Spring Quail Census Complete for 1.7 percent. of County 

Concentzated effort on the spring quail census of 26 study 
areas in Yalker County resulted in the following information. These 
sample areas compose 1.7 percent of the county and are more or less 

representative of the whole county. 

Type Acres Coveys Aeres per 
= Consused Covey __ 

Cutover pine woodland 4,875 46 106 

Sandy land farms 486 (233 clear) 8 61 

Experimental Areas 

( Sandy, fallow fields) 1,100 15 73 

Blackland farms 2,442 2S 128 

TOTAL 8,903 88 

Through the cooperation of the Texas Forest Service 345 man- 
days of CCC labor were used for this census. Bird dogs were used in 

part of the census work.
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LARGEST PRODUCER EXPRESSED FROM MY FREE 

ES Ra ees SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS Oeueaee co kee es ae 
LIVE DELIVERY ANYWHERE GUARANTEED P. 0. Box 40 = 

>» UV 
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March 27, 1937 cae Be 

io 

To Sportsmen and Customers: 

| Nearly 100,000 wild trapped bobwhite quail have 
been shipped this spring; the Game Departments of 
Kentucky, West Virginia, Florida, Texas, Mississippi, 
Indiana taking the volume. I completed the first 
three named state contracts together with many indi- 
vidual orders. These states and others have bought 
these birds for years to stock depleted areas; ample 
evidence of what they think of these birds. 

You pay the same as charged these large contracts, 
the record low of only $1.50 each bird, f.o.b.Texas, 
25 birds “(12-hens & 13-cocks) per crate, weight 23 
lbs, express about 10¢ per bird, 24 live birds to 
your express office guaranteed. Terms: Certified 
check to me direct air mail, or escrowed with Bexar 

County National Bank, San Antonio, Texas, against 
express receipts of your order, if you wish. 

The first week of April I will ship my final allot- 
ment for this season, Mating time is near. Now is 
the ideal time to release the birds for maximum in- 
crease next fall. Wild trapped birds are best 
suited for’ stocking. Last call...WIRE: 

Sincerely, 

MB; 1 PLE "7 L 
t



While Meditating the Selection of the Best Specie of Game Bird to 
Restock Your Shooting Preserves, Consider the Following in 

Reference to the Old Reliable Native Bob White: 

Bob white are native to America. A very significant and important 
point, the more apparent after mature deliberation. A thoroughly ma- 
tured knowledge of the many contributing reasons that your selection 
should be bob white revolve around the fact that they are native. It has 
taken many centuries for the great scheme of nature to evolve a game bird 
equal to the task of surviving the varied adverse conditions common to the 
existence of birds that must live only upon the ground, ground roosting 
and ground nesting. Bob white is nature’s final and most perfected gift to 
the American gunner. No other specie has stood the test, many of them 
becoming extinct shortly after the advent of the unnatural demands of the 
gunner, although all the while bob white has weathered the brunt of Amer- 
ica’s gunning and even yet they remain America’s most plentiful game bird. 

These innate abilities are equaled by no other game bird; the lack of 
any of such inherent abilities would also prove fatal to their existence 
under the many varying conditions in America. Bob white are the most 
prolific and persistent egg layers, promptly laying again and again in 
new nests when broken up, thus they are the most rapid and abundant 
in reproduction of all game birds. 

When hatched or liberated, their normal range is within the immedi- 
ate vicinity. When bought for stocking purposes, the fact that they stay 
“put” and are not apt to wander off their protected range is a very im- 
portant point, which is not true of any other released game bird. 

Bob white are the cheapest available game bird in first cost, and de- 
cidedly cheaper in the long run because of their proven advantages. 

Why experiment with less hardy, less prolific, untried, higher priced 
foreign species?. Nature has never produced the equal of our own familiar 
native bob white. 

It is reckoned that under usual conditions in America that 90% of 
game birds go to satisfy the greed of their natural enemies, leaving scarcely 
10% for the gunner. Under such conditions it is easy to reason what 
becomes of less able species. 

Put your dollar in old reliable native bob white. Your money will be 
wisely spent and your judgment unshattered. Good shooting will be your 
reward-to the-extent of your suecessful-_elimination of bob’s natural ene- 
mies. You take care of the enemies and bob will care for himself to far 
better advantage than any other game bird. You will get the enormous 
supply of birds that has been going as prey to the vast horde of bob’s 
natural enemies, dependent upon your ability to eliminate such enemies. 
In this manner bob white will maintain a normally balanced, abundant 
supply, allowing splendid annual shooting. But even bob white will not 
stand the unequal strain of all his uncontrolled natural enemies and good 
shooting in the bargain. No man has the right to free shooting—to con- 
tinue to take without an obligation to give in return. 

Moral: “As ye sow, so shall ye reap.” : F 

\



From monthly report of Texas Wildlife Cooperative Station a 
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PROJECT NO. 395 - Ib - A Study of the Effects of Introducing Mexican Quail 

Month: April, 1937 

Author: Hilbert R. Siegler 

This month marked the end of the covey trapping of quail, 

the last being taken April 9, on which date 9 quail were trapped of 
which 2 were unbanded. ( A record of the winter's trapping results 

will soon appear in a separate report.) Although groups of 2 and 

3 quail could be flushed in various parts of the areas as early as 

the end of March and the beginning of April, most of the coveys were 
still intact on April 9; and two coveys were noted April 19, not- 
withstanding the fact that the weather was ideal and warm throughout 

February, most of March, and practically all of April. Incidentally, 

April 19 was the first day on which quail were heard to call "bobwhite" 

on the areas. 

A number of pictures were taken this month of the cover in 

which the various coveys spent most of the winter. These pictures will 

appear with the separcste report - which will cover a six-month period. 

Due to the fact that the ground vegetation in many parts of 

é the area is apparently too rank for quail during the summer and fall, 

permission has been granted by the Forest Service, at the reauest of 

the Wildlife Service, for a local cattleman to graze 50 cows with 
their calves on Areas II and III for 75 days. The effects of this 

grazing will be carefully noted. 

April 8 Siegler took about 35 pupils and 2 teachers of the 

Negro school, situated on the experimental areas, on a field trip. 
He identified various flowers and trees for them and told them about 

beneficial hawks. This area has a considerable variety of snakes, 

including rattlesnakes, copperheads, moccasins, and coral snakes. 

The natives are deathly afraid of ALL snakes; Siegler told them about 

the beneficial snakes and how to treat snake bite - of which they 

had been very ignorant. They were an appreciative audience, asking 

more questions than could be answered. 

Siegler spent three days at College Station where he spoke 

at a seminar meeting on "Wildlife Research in Iowa and Wisconsin." 
He also packed for shipment to Washington 270 bird skins that had been 

collected in Texas during the past year.
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April 22, 23, and 24, Lay and Siegler mace a trip through the 

Big Thicket country and into the coastal swamps of the Gulf to study 

birds anc vegetation. 

Most interesting observation of the month: Although, with 

but few exceptions, the weather was moderate to warm throughout 

February, March, and April, and although there was a considerable 

amount of green food available as early as February, coveys did not 

break up any sooner here in Texas than in the northern states. 

Thus it seems that neither temperature nor greens can be considered 

the trigger that sets off the mating instinct. 

Most interesting find of the month: A short-tailed 

shrew on Area III. ( Only a few have been recorded in Texas.) 

The general notes show that in the ungrazed fallow fields 

of our Areas, the vegetation remained upright and in good shape as 

cover for quail throughout the winter. Those fields with vegetation 

too dense and heavy for coveys during the summer, became optimum 

about December. A severe sleet storm in January, which covered all 

vegetation with a thick coat of ice did not, however, decrease the 
value of the cover to any extent. The main damage was limited to 

giant ragweed. On April 5, when the new plants in some places were 

already high enough for cover, last year's vegetation was still 

excellent as cover. In fact, that part of Area III with the scantiest 
cover holds 3 coveys of quail.
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From monthly report of Texas Wildlife Cooperative Station 

= 

PROJECT NO. 395 - Bobwhite Quail Management in Texas 

Month: April, 1937 

Author: V. W. Lehmann 

A. Spring Mating. - First "bobwhite" calls heard in 
Colorado County late in the afternoon of April 8. Three individuals 

were heard calling. In Washington County the first "bobwhite" call 

was heard on the morning of April 11. Pairs of "bobwhites" were 

first mated in numbers on the open prairie of Colorado County on 
April 20. 

B. Covey Disintegration, Rate of. - A covey containing 

10 quail on April 6 had decreased to 6 individuals by April 12. 

é C. Movement. - Natives report that the quail regularly 

ull migrate from the timber along streams to the open prairie for 
er WH breeding and then go back to the timber about the time that the 

Ye” i hawks appear in the fall. Pairs of quail may at present be found g 
es i} from 1 to 4 miles from areas where they are to be found in winter.
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_ So far, the investigations have brought out little new information relative to this species. It was found, however, that there ‘is. at ; 

least-in Pennsylvania, some direct relationship between breeding 

pe rainfall, and the annual production of quail er ps. Appar- 

‘ quar ore s of more than average abundance and, conversely, years vo 

less thai average rainfall tend toward the production of quail .9 Whe» 

crops of less thn average size his subject has been fully dis ON che ; 

cussed in the September issue of the Pennsylvania Game News. eu ; 

ge was 6.05 ounces. All birds were killed by gunners during the ! 
month of Novembe eats



a April 4, 1937 

Hotes on Baraboo Rance 

Leach Creek Marsh, Drained by Binder Bros. between 1916 and 1923. Wo great 

decrease in tamarack area remembered by local men. “The Fopples" started from 

a fire occurring in sbout 1923. Zach popple thicket examined is in the form 

of a narrow strip paralleling a ditch, and represents, no doubt, an extra dry 

zone in which an extra deep peat burn took place, This is confirmed by the 

fact that the spoil bank opposite such thickets is in each case entirely 

consumed, : 

Much of the area is in nettles, ‘expecially on the east end, Carex (Ripgut) 

seems to follow directly after nettles. Phragmites is confined to the lightly 

burned spots near the north tamaracks. Bog birch is nearly run out by fire. 

Much of the north side is grassy and ready to come back to pussy willow if given 

a@ short respite from fire. 

No hay is cut. The frequent spring fires are said to be set for the purpose 

of gathering duck eggs. Ducks nest along the old natural channel of leach Creek. 

Howard Potter is considering canary grass strips for firebreaks, 

Warden Adamski and local farmers agree on about 22 deer and 200 prairie 

chickens as representing the winter population in 1936-37. Pheasants are 

increasing. 

4 local trapper (Schultz) reports rats, mink, and coon, but no otter. 

Baraboo Deer Herd History. AK. Bassett of Ski-High Orchard says deer were 

abundant just previous to 1900. An open season was allowed which progressively 

shortened as deer decreased and hunting increased (30, 20, 10, and 5 days). 

By 1902 the deer were virtually wiped out, They built tip pili. teitien Shain 

and about 1919 reached a peak estimated as 10 times the present population, 

They remained feirly abundant until 1927, but have since been decreasing rapidly, 

due presumably to poaching.
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Bassett says they de-bud his apple trees and trample his alfalfa while 

the ground is soft. 

Howard Potter has used electric fence to protect apple trees, but Bassett 

doubts the effectiveness of this device. The state might reduce the Killing 

around orchards by providing electric fences. 

Deer Winterine Grounds, Sauk Co., 1936-37 (Walter Hilimer and Adamski). 

(For locstions see Sauk Co, mp, field book.) 

Leach Creek 22 deer 

Dell Creek 10 

Pine Hollow O (but might winter there if fed) 

Honey Creek below dam 8 

Merrimac Marsh ? 

Below Delton? ? 

Lone Rock Mersh ? 

Below Tom Barrows ? 

The Caledonia Marsh (Columbia) held 30, and the Mazomanie bottoms a 

considerable mumber. 

There is something lacking in the above inventory, since there are doubtless 

several hundred deer in the county. 

Quail. All observers agree on a steady decrease of quail through 1935, 1936, 

1937, even on fed ground, : 

—Aldo Leopold _ 

File: P. C, Investigation 

any 
Sauk Co, 

Copies to: Starker 
Roy Case 
H, Potter
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Species: Bobwhite Quail (Colinus virginiana) pe 

Area: Prairie du Sac Game Area, Sauk County, Wisconsin 

3,200 acres (discontimuous groups of covey ranges) : 

All in farms, sandy soil. Type mep in Errington & Hamerstrom, p. 395 

Meco ket sete) : 

Made by: Paul L. Errington, 1929-1932, Albert Gastrow DEES hia 

Auspices: University of Wisconsin and Iowa State College, cooperating. 

Method: Weekly covey counts and track counts, December to April of each year. 5 

Management:.None. Area deliberately left unfed and unimproved as a check against 

Managed areas. Quail legally protected except during 1932, 1933, ae 

1935. Few or none killed on this area. 

Circumstances: Killing winters in 1927-28, 1935-36. Grouse and rabbit cycle ~ 

usually considered at peak in 1934, at trough in 1927 and 1937. ; 
r 

Accuracy Rating: Class A. ‘ce 

Ore oh Many papers by Errington summarized in the following: ; 

Errington, Paul L. and F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. "The Northern Bobwhite's 

Winter Territory," Iowa State College Research Bulletin 201, Ames, 1936. 
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Activity Report, Texas Cooperative Wildlife Service, Je 

College Station, Texas. No. 14, May, 1937. ee 
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PROJECT NO. 395 - Bobwhite Quail Management in Texas 

Month: May, 1937 

Author: V. W. Lehmann 

On May 24, Lehmann inspected 16,300 acres of land owned 
by Messrs. R. B. Wallace and R. H. Hancock near El Campo in Wharton 

County, and made recommendations for food and cover improvement thereon. 

Cover is to be improved in areas where it is lacking by fencing 1/4 

and 1/2 acre plots and planting adapted shrubs and vines. Food is to 
be increased by strip plowing around the fenced areas, around live 
oak motts, and along the margins of timber. The property will be 

put under intensive management on a large scale. 

Strips about 20 feet wide and aggregating over 6 1/2 

miles in length were plowed on these holdings in March 1936. The 

response of food bearing plants was excellent 4n the plowed strips 

last year, and this spring young doveweed, ragweed, nightshade, 

partridge pea, sensitive briar, plantago, Mexican clover ( Richardia 

seabra), panic grass ( Panicum), and dallis grass, are present in 
good stands. The landowners report that several coveys of quail 

used the plowed strips extensively last fall. The plowed strips on 
these holdings clearly indicate the value of strip plowing to 
quail in the coastal prairie country. 

The entire 16,300 acres was incorporated into a game 

preserve demonstration as recommended by the Extension Servico, 
A. and M. College of Texas. 

Nests located and observed during May and carly June: 

No. Date No. Location Conceal- Drainage Fate 

Found Eggs ment 

Ss 
1 | May 18 13 Pasture, bordering canal) Fair {Poor | Terminated 

{ 2 | May 26 by 
; Domestic 

| Turkeys 

' | 
2 {May 31 13 | Watermelon Patch Fair} Excellent Ineubating 

3 | June 3 13 Potato Patch Poor | Excellent | Incubating 

All nests were unusual in that concealment was furnished | 
entirely by green vegetation. 

— -
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On May 31, while working in the melon field, the 
landowner plowed up one of the above nests ( Nest No. 2) and its 
surrounding cover, and buried the eggs under several inches of 
soil. The eggs were unearthed and placed in a nest constructed 
by the investigators. The female quail returned to this, after | 

Slightly rearranging the nesting materials, settled down to 

incubation which is still under way. 

Young birds. - A group containing 10 or 11 very 
small quail chicks was observed in Colorado County on Mav 25.
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- WHY ARE BIRDS PLENTIFUL ONE 

YEAR AND NOT ANOTHEI 

Kenos Nis.—I have hunted quail in South Caro- 
lina great many years—in fact, annually since 
1908, and | had a pre: wn there since 

bout 19] uring this time have had years 

en quail re very abundant, other years when 

ot an argument prior to the opening of the season 
as to how the supply would be, this argument 
usually extending among the natives and visiting 
1unter: al) 1to 1 ei n. the er r t foun 

in abundance, the ere still there, but in the 

swamp, et In fact, these discussions take ple 
annually in any quail communit 

For th st several ars I have noticed that 
when young guineas were plentiful, the quail were 
abundant, and tl ther ound have no 

ry definite conclusions as to why seasons favorable 

r raising guineas are also favorable for quail, but 
my theory is that the same conditions affect the 

oung guineas as affect th ung quail, probably 
ree. ather—the f hat heavy rains and hail 

1t just the wrong time of year do lots of damage 
t he young birc t is, of course, ible that 

sor disea nay enter t i tion and affect 
them bott 

If I am right, it would offer a basis for some stud 
O 1 bird re plentiful o1 ear and not 

another, and through it a of useful information 

might be gathered. think it would be worth while 

toha e some disct yn on the subject by AMERICAN 
MIELD readers. I lite positive that no one per- 

ever, it might be that some usefu acts ould be 

uncovered as more people express an opinion 1 

consideration 1 1t observe this Fall how it works 

out in their territory. 
Last year was one of the poorest we have ever 

had as far as quail v concerned d young 
ir cad wae ‘actically impossible to buy. We 

couldn’t get enough for the tabl The season 
1935-36 guineas were abundant everywher and 
quail were also most plentiful. I ha not kept a 
record r by year, but know that the same condi 

tion has existed for at least the past ten years. I 
1a just received a letter from the mar ho ha: 
charge of 1 ‘erve ying that the crop of 
young guineas i: 1all, which according to m 
ther uld mean that e are going to have poor 

ua 1 I ee how it works out. Of 
course, it is difficult at this season of the year to ; 
check on quail, bu ry easy to ch n guineas 

C. C. ALLEN
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His, Majesty, The Mearn’s Quail (Falvey) Nov. 

Shooting and Bob-White Populations (Errington) 
Apr. 1936. 

Liberating Quail Chicks With Bantams (Hart) 
Mar. 1935. y 

Missouri Quail Rearing Equipment (MacNamara) o 
Oct, 1934. o 

Stocking with Day-Old Quail (Hart) Nov. 1933. = 
Oregon Mountain Quail (Simpson) Nov. 1933. @ 
Cover for Bob-white (Parts 1 and 2) (Dietz) % 

Aug., Sept. 1933. 
“About the Mountain Quail (Nethaway) June & 

1933. e 

The Survival of Hand-reared Quail in the Wild 3 
(Handley) June 1933. 8 

Factors of Bob-white Rearing (Hart) Aug. 1932. oe 
Artificial Incubation of California Quail Eggs a (Seabrook) May 1932. 
Bob-white Has Relatives (Sibley) May 1932. 
Quail by Electricity (Quortrup) May 1932. 
The California Quail (Seabrook) Apr. 1932. 
An Easy Way to Increase Quail and Partridges 

+ (Corsan) Mar. 1932. - 
City Raised Quail (Jones) Feb. 1932. ~ 
My Friend the Valley Quail (Ream) Nov. 1931. 
Leaves from a Quail Farmer’s Note Book (West) 

ee Sept. 1931. 
How to Raise Bob-white (Part 1) (Bedell) May 

Quail ‘at Game Conservation Inst. (Bedell) Oct. 
1 Mt 

The Wild Breeding of Quails (Huntington) 
| Jan. 1930. 
| Breeding the Migratory Chinese Quail (Simpson) 

Jan. 1930. 
Quail Breeding in South Carolina (Randall) 

July 1929. 
* Raising Bob-whites (Roberts) Apr. 1929. 

| From Quail Eggs to Quail (DePuy) Mar. 1929. 
Raising Bob-whites in So. Carolina (Clemons) 

Oct. 1928. 
Quail Breeding (Huntington) Sept. 1928. 

South Carolina Quail Farm (Richardson) Apr. 
1928. 

Results of Trapping and Banding Experiments 
with Bob-white Quail (Stoddard) Sept. 1927. 

Hand Rearing Bob-whites (Ford) Aug. 1927. 
Natural Enemies of Quail (Stoddard) July 1927. 
Development of Quail Preserves (Stoddard) May 

1 °
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Project No. 395 -IV - Winter Food #f' the Bobwhite, Scaled, and 
Gambel Quail in Texas 

By summarizing his data on 1,000 bobwhite stomachs collected in 
December and Jenuary, 1934-1935, Lehmann found thet the twelve most 
important winter foods of Texas queil, according to frequency of 
occurrence and bulk of consumption, were as follows: 

(1) Doveweed, Croton ( especially C. capitatus, C. monanthogynus, 
and C. punctatus). 

(2) Panic grass, Panicum ( especially P. texanum, P. fuseum 
end P. capillare Vaie 

(3) Johnson grass, Holcus ( H. halepensis).— 

(4) Oak, Quercus ( especially Q. nigra, Q. virginiana, Q. stellata, -— 
and Q, rubra). 

(5) Paspalum, Paspalum ( especially P. stramineum) c 

(6) Ragweed, Ambrosia ( especially A. psilostachye, i. artemis- <— 
-ifolia, A. aptera, and A. trifida). 

(7) Mesquite, Prosopis { chiefly P. glandulosa) 

(8) Sunflower, Helianthus ( especielly H. annuus) , 

(9) Snow-on-the-mountain, Dichrophyllum ( D. bicolor, and 
D. marginatum). 

(10) Partridge pea, Chamaecrista ( especially C. procumbens 
and C. fasciculsta). 

(11) Gum elastic, Bumelia ( especially B. lenuginosa and B, 
angustifolia). 

(12) Skunk daisy, Ximenesia ( X. encelioides). 

(25) 
In winter, Texes quail apparently consume more Croton seed than | 

they do the secds of all trees and shrubs combined. | 

Monthly Activity Report 
Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, College Station, Texas 
November, 1937
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Winter Banding Data and Weights of Bob-White Quail, Compiled by the 
: Late F.J.W. Schmidt, and A.S. Hawkins 

Band _series--Biol. Survey No. 34-4089--Cardo Farm Area--1934-1935. 

Date Weight Re-trap Weight Re-trap Weight Max.wt. Covey 
Band No. trapped (gms.) date (gms.) date géems.) change No. Sex 

or 12/23 191 5 F 
02 12/25 198 2 F 
03 = 201° 12/25 204 12/27 202 «#3 2 5 
04 : 180 . 2/16 181 2/18 185.6 #5.6 2 My 
05 ja AF 200 " 194 i 200. 146 " "3% 
06 ¥ 204 " " P 
07 " 195 " " " 

og " 197 " M 

09 ¥ 261° 12/27 196 -5 : F 
10 12/10 206 < " 
a y 201 6 M 
14 " 182 " u 

15 " 196 " EF 

16 12/25 203 ae M 
if 12/24 200 12/25 204 #4 2 F 
18 Wt 195 " 190 5 tt M 

19 12/23 201 2/19 204 2/22 207 + #6 3 Ma 
20 2 210 5 M 
2 12/10 6 2/19 172.6 -8.4 a 4 
22 x a85 2/22 181 -4 e F 
25 2 204 2/21 5 a M 
24 = 196 1 F 
25 . 190 ® 
26 Z 203 x Ml 
at : 201 2/21 ? a : 
28 : 200 " F 
29 " 196 — tt it 

30 " 204 : u M 

ou 2 180 1 " 

32 . 207 7 x 
33 " 201 F 
34 £ 210 12/25 ? f e e 
eo 5 203 . 201 -2 ie 4" 
36 2 201 " 200 -1 g M 
37 i 204 i 2 7 aH 

38 " eng uw it 

39 " 191 " u 

40 12/24 201 12/25 204 #3 2 " 
AL 12/27 7+ 5 F 
42 12/24 205 2 . 
43 = 196. 12/27 198 me = 
Ad " 190 w M 

AS 12727 --- 5 u 

46 " lease w uw 

47 " ares tt 4" 

48 12/24 205 2 F 
(05), 12/25. 198; 12/a7 201 ; 

Key: Ma- adult male Fa= adult female #= gain in weight Z1f 
? My= young male Fy= young female -= loss " = 254 

This colomm: ol wih t
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Winter Banding Data and Weights of Quail 

Band weries--Biol. Survey No. 34-4089--Cardo Farm Area--1934-1935. 

Date Weight Re-trap Weight Re-trap Weight Max.wt. Covey 
Band No. trapped (gms.) date (gms.) date s.) change No. Sex 

9 12/2 185 a7 £91. 2/18 197 #12 2 Ma 
50 12/27 9 =--- 5 F 
51 12/25 201 6 
52 . 196 0 M 
53 : ” 190 " F 

54 ny, 181 e M 
55 " 204 " u 

: 56 184 ‘ " tt 

58 2/25 182 aé = My 
59 wt 192.5 it u 

60 2/22 good 5 F 
cond. 

63 12/27 =-- : : M 
67 2/1T cond. 3 My 

exc. 
82 12/10 --- 2/6 -. 210.4 °° 2/16 215.2 #4.8 4 Fy 
83 B/ao. ee 3 My 
87 12/10 -<-- 2/16 202.7 2/18 213.2 -#10.5 4 Ma** 
88 2/25 198.5 a Ma. 
89 12/10 --- 2/25 192.6 4  dtve 
90 2/25 174.2 a . 
- : > " Fy 
x 192. : Ma 

Series No. 4100--(used at Faville Grove) 
50 2/21 4,eond. p* Fa 

“ good 
49 2/22 4.cond. " Ma 
48 ‘a exc. a Fa 
AT a " = My 
46 " " W " 

45 uw u : " Fy 

: 8 206.2 c* Ma 
Mee UeZervasreh Department Bands: = Ee 

236 3/8 218.1 c Ma 
237 i eeoek s Fy 
239 e 199.3 - Ma 
240 . 152.9 " Fy 
242 e 200.5 s u 
244 : 187.9 e Ma 
245 * 200.4 " Fy 

This Colomm: 25s 

*(a,b,c)--Not at Cardo Farm Area. i: 
a= covey at Tremplo, Wisconsin. tain 
b= covey at Faville Grove Area. mh 
e= Babeock Area covey. : 

Total wts ft bedded bard ' 64 
**Band changed from dead bird to a new bird.
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Additional Winter Quail Weights- (4 44 

In addition to the banding data, the following winter quail 

weights were obtained: 

Weight 
Sex Locality Date (gms.) 

Collection No.1 M Prairie du Sac 2/5/35 152.4 
" u 2 F ua 2/5/55 197.5 

“ u 3 F “ 2/6/35 T7327 

z “4 F Coon Valley 1/25 201.3 
Starved vere " 1/24 131.9 
Accident noe re . 2/27 170.1 
Starved " Lakemills i/ /35 104.0 : 

" " " " 123.2 

Weak " Faville Grove 12/28 250.0% = 
Shot M Goose Lake 10/23 194.2 

" " " " W 132.9 

Hawk killed F Faville Grove 3/6 189.6 

Ex ti-eln & 
*--frozen weight--See Verretromr-én Quail Weights,(2). 

Extreme Quail Weights 

Low weights: Lowest weight record= 104 grams. This was a starved in- 

dividual picked up after the snow melted, so emaciation may have occurred 

due to slight decomposition. : 

Another low weight bird of 123 grams was found from the same 

starved covey. 

A bird weighing 131.9 grams was found starved at a roost. 

fhis._was-a_frozenweight,—so—is..somewhat hig. 

A late October juvenile of 1351.9 grams was collected. This 

‘ f act Lo Me thes 
bird was a typteal “squeeler, ‘ prow a Sw ee ovtel erliel, 120 as Dito fe 
GK taht dts Urns Bumrds Ht, a ery Calf we ef Ake treed vues arg ( - aha | of 

¢ Two freshly-caught individuals which were unable to fly” away 

weighed 152.4, and 152.9. 

High weights: I do not consider weights up to 215 grams as excessively 

high. My records show three weights above this figure: Two birds banded a 

from the same covey weighed 218.1 and 223.1; and one female caught by : 

hand had a dry frozen weight of exactly 250 grams. The bird probably 

weighed even more than this, for I brought it home alive, and it was a 

feedless for over twelve hours, to my knowledge, when it died. A path- a



Adcitional winter Quail Weights 

alogical examination was made by the Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hy- 

giene under Dr. Stowall. Eee eecstt: "Postmortem examination reveals 

a well-nourished muscular quail with abundant corm in the food pouch, and 

much semi-digested food in the gizzard. The contents of the small and 

large intestine is brownish semi-fluid and contains air bubbles. No 

gross pathological changes noted. Culture from intestinal contents pre- 

pared, and plates showed some staphylococci; only a few colonies of B. 

coli. Probably the bird was frozen too long." 

The first primary indicated that the bird was less than2 years old. 

'7 3S” Weight Classes by Sexes-(170-215 grams) a 

170-75 176-80 181-85 186-90 191-95 196-200 201-08 206-10 212-15 
yu! iL 2 6 @ 6 iS, 12 3 Bh 

Eo 2 1 AL 2 8 eee 2 Re 

Total 3 2 T. 6 8 13 25 5 2 

Totals 31F; 38M. of a 

Average Weights: (@he Following frequency curve indicates salperaties 

numbers in each weight clasé; The average weight of 69 winter birds 
between the weights 170-215 grams was 195.9% s 

Forty-eight December quail averaged 197.0 grams, while twenty- 

three quail (betweenFeb. 5-Mar.5) averaged 193.2 grams. 

‘ The grand average of 76 quail of all weights, under all circum- 

stances between Dec.5-Mar.5 = 193-1 grams, 

Variation in Quail Weights 

By re-trapping banded birds, it was learned that in two days' 

time, quail may change in weight, as much as 10.5 grams. This change 

May represent either a loss or gain, irrespective of either the time of 

day the birds were weighed, or’he month of the year, as the following : 

data shows: =
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Adéittonal Quail References. 
(1) A covey of five quail made an average gain of 6.5 grams between 8 

A.M. February 16, and 8 A.M. Feb.18. This covey, which had a sbable Darn- 
al the vey 

-yand. food supply, couldn't be depended upon to feed at regular hours, even 
\ 

though temperature, wind, snow, and food conditions were almost identical 

between Feb.15 and 18, and the weather was clear. It would seem, then, 

that comparable weights can not necessarily be obtained by obtaining a 

weight series at any particular time of the day. One of the five quail 

gained 10.5 grams during this 48 hour period, while another bird gained 

Che povrl 
less than half as much in aneguel period. 

(2) Another bird from this same covey weighed 185 grams on Dec.24; on 

Feb. 16 it weighed 191.4 grams, and by Feb.18 had reached a weight of 197 

grams. This bird had apparently lost weight until forced to the farm yard 

where it gained it back again. : 

One bird was weighed five times during the winter. His weights 

follow: 
12/24= 200 gms. 
12/25= 198 " : 
12/27- 201 " 
2/16= 194 " 
2/18= 200.1 well 
This bird seems to have been eaually/situated throughout the 

winter. pe ee 

So far,“gains in weight/ only have been listed. Obviously, some 

birds lose weight in winter. It alil»depends on the winter environment 

of that particular covery whether it gains or loses; although perhaps 

an individualistic element enters in. 

One bird lost 8.4 grams between Dec.10 and Feb.19. But we have 

seen that a change in weight up to 12°grams, at least, may take place 

almost overnight, so this data means little. Of 15 birds whose weights 

were recorded, nine gained weight, and six lost weight. :



Quail Weights wea Banding Data 

: Summary . 

CL) Ge 8% quail banded during the winter of 1935-1936, 47 were males, 

and 34 females. 

(2) Winter quail weights varied from 104-250 grams with the average be- 

tween 170-215 grams. 

(3) December average 197 grams; while the average for late winter had- 

dropped to 193.2. se . 

(4) The average winter weight eh naa quail was 195.9. 

(5) Dividing the weight between 170-215 grams into 5 gram classes 44% 

more birds fall in the 201-205 class than any other. 

(6) Quail change weight as much as 1 arans in 48 hours. 

(7) Weight changes during winter depend on how the bird is situated. 

A quail may not losé any weight, even during a severe winter. 

(8 onclusion: Since.werehts Tepend on so teng-wvani-ebke eryrtow re- 

sQitiy tee Lt an. en gen_nsanaeowmens el eereureietimmenriore alicht- 
ly, ete; it is extremely daMeowatig to draw any "eonelustons~eoncerning 

weights nless-the date oo ress 

if e . 
és wen, :
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f COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE : 
I : MADISON. WISCONSIN 

New Soils Building 
3 DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS September 23, 1935 

5 5 
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a: 
k 

, , 

Mr. John Worden 
District Game Warden 

| Plainfield, Wisconsin 

: Dear Mr. Worden: 

Mr. W. F. Grinmer, Superintendent of Game, gave me your name as one i 

; who would be willing to help us obtain some information during the open season 

/ on bobwhite quail this fall. 

: As you know, it is quite simple to tell the male bobwhite from the 

female due to his pure vhite head and throat markings as contrasted with the 

puff or yellow markings of the female. 

s Tais fall the game management department of the University is very 

: anxious to obtain accurate figures on sex ratios of the bobwhite Kill. You : 

may also be acquainted with the fact that birds hatched this year can be told ‘ 

‘.  £rom old birds due to the fact that the first two outside wing feathers are % 

well rounded in the adult bird and somerhst pointed in the young. 

Will you kindly keep a record of the following this fall: : 
2 

Young Adult 3 

No. of birds checked ¥ es i 

No. of males a aeker et ¥ 

No. of females 4a 38 < 

No. in doubt i 
a = 

Any information as to how the birds — th acnerey this < x 

past nesting season would be very useful. YRC pote oo 4 ro ae 

lah init cae Ie the Aggey anc: : 
It is of great rtance that we obtain all of this information Re 

possible, especially this ar, so we will greatly appreciate any cooperation = 

you may wish to give us. = i 

: 2 Akar un net Pease oe erely yours, ‘ 

dian ln - 7 

2h. Gk wenlhe Ee i o = a 
Arthur §. Hawkins hae L 

ae 

hi GQ Wot. 

ears : eae er ee eee ; Say oes ‘
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON. WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT GF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS New Soils Building 

September 23, 1935 

Mr. Dan Trainer 
District Game Warden 

Princeton, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Trainer: 

Mr. W. F. Grimmer, Superintendent of Game, gave me your nemevas one 
who would be willing to help us obtain some information during the open season 

on bobwhite quail this fall. 

As you mow, it is quite simple to tell the male bobwhite from the 

female due to his pure white head and throat markings as contrasted with the 
buff or yellow markings of the female. 

This fall the same management department of the University is very 

anxious to obtain accurate figures on sex ratios of the bobwhite kill. You may 

also be acquainted with the fact that birds hatched this year can be told from 
old birds due to the fact that the first two outside wing feathers are well 

rounded in the adult bird and somewhat pointed in the young. 

Will you kindly keep a record of the following this fall: 

Young Adult 

No. of birds checked 5 
No. of males e ; 
No. of females 3 
No, in doubt 

Any information as to how the birds wintered or the success of this 

past nesting season would be very useful. 

It is of great importance that we obtain all of this information 

possible, especially this year, so we will greatly appreciate any cooperation 

you may wish to give us. 

Sincerely yours, 

] j : 2 bat Pan : ae 

cx. Writer Ath f actour S. Hawkins 

eZ, £ | Lhe Ket 
Wae gerd : \ ;



STATE OF WISCONSIN : 

IN REPLY PLEASE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
REFER TO 

November 2, 1935. 

Mr. Arthur S. Hawkins ; 

College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hawkins; : 

Complying with request in your letter 
of September 23rd, I submit the following data on the 
quail kill this season. 

No. of birds checked young Adult. 

w w nw w % 24 

No. of males 4 7 

No. of femabes 3 1? 

No. in doubt 0 0 

Quail were very much in abundance this 
season, but the farmers and hunters do not want to kill 
them. i saw coveys from 15 to 60 birds in each. his 

abundance seemed to spread throughout the county where 
there was any quail cover and we have a great deal here. 
whe birds seemed to come through last winter in excellent 
shape due to the feeding by the farmers and the fact that 

we had a great number of winter feeding stations. 

xhe above information was taken from a 
check of approximately 150 hunters. » 

Youns respectfully, 

Vay. x KS Zw ey % AMATO, y 

Percy L. Button 
Conservation Warden 
Box 375, Richland Center} Wisc.
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: Game Management 118 

Aldo Leopold 

BIOGRAPHY OF A COVEY 

15 quail ~ southern Wisconsin 
To illustrate interaction of environmental factors 

: ee 

JANUARY: The covey is feeding on cornshocks which have been accidentally left 

at (A), using several grape tangles (3B) as daytime cover, ‘They fly to the marsh 

(C) to roost. 

Change 1: ‘The ground gets hard so the farmer husks out the shocks and hauls the 
corn to the barn. His place is posted, and he is a quail-lover, but he is unaware 
that he is jeopardizing his birds. ‘The covey falls back on the ragweed (D) in 
the oat stubble. (There is plenty of corn 1/2 mile away, but no cover, hence the 

birds can't reach it--being of short radius.) 

Change 2: A snow buries the ragwecd, so the covey begins to fly to the barnyard 
to feed, The farmer notes this, and feals a slow of hospitable pleasure over his 

guests. But the farm cog and cats note it, toc. ‘The ents get one, Another dies 

of cold when the dog scatters “nor late one afternoon, and the bird fails to rejoin 
the others. Motor traffic gets another durinz a sudden disturbance. ‘Twelve left. 

- .Change 3: ‘The farmer by accident begins to scatter manure on snow in stubble at 
(F). This is mch better than risking the barnyard, so they foed there. Using 
fencerow (G) as a street, they don't necd to fly. 

FEBRUARY: Every day the manure-sprender moves farther from the fence, while snow 
covers the nearby mamre. 4 Cooper's hari happens along and catches the covey 
in midfield, He gets one. Eleven left. 

Cannve 4: So the covey must give up the mamure. Watched by the hark, it "holes 
up" all day under the grapes, foodless for 2 days. They all drop from 190 to 

170 grams--a large loss in speed and strength. 

Change 5: So the third day they stay right in the marsh where they roasted, and 
find they can scratch up enough dodder, jevel-weed, and smartweed seed to live. 
The hawk gives it up and leaves. But now comes a really deep snov, hiding all 

the marsh food. 

Chango 6: They sally forth, forced by hunger, to tho locust trees at (H). ‘this 
is poor food, and uses up nearly as much energy as it gives. The average woight is 

now 160 grams. Onc night a wandering mink flushes the roosting birds, which 

seatter in the dark. One nlights in the open, whore a horned owl picks him up. 
Tyo others die of cold. Bight loft, weight 160 grams. 

MARCH: Change 7. A thaw comes and exposes tac old mamre near the fence. The 

remnant eagerly resumes feeding there. But the farmer now burns the marsh, 
forcing the birds to roost under the grape, Here a passer-by flushes thom one 
evening so late the owl scores. C2ven left, but veignt going up. Many migrant 

Cooper's hanks this month, but on the snowless ground wit: educated birds they 

fail to score, 

APRIL: Green alfalfa and waste corn has picked up weights, and the birds begin 

to pair on warm days, and look for nesting territories, The unmated cock 

whistles his disappointment,
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MAY: The three pairs begin nesting, one in the alfalfa, one in the greening 

marsh, another on the ditch. 

JUNE: A rain gets the marsh nest, the haymower the alfalfa nest. Both bereaved 

pairs try again, one in the oats, the other on the ditch. 

JULY: The mower gets the oats nest, but the early ditch nest brings off a dozen 

young (total 14) and the late ditch nest ell tut 4 chicks which the cat kills. 
Total 2, : 

AUGUST: Cats, dogs, and cars get 4 chicks. Total 20. 

SEPTEMBER: desy going, no losses. 

OCTOBER: Eating ragweed and foxtail in corn and oat stubble. A pheasant hunter 

pots 4, Total 16, 

NOVEMBER: Same, A rabbit hunter pots 1. Total 15. 

DECEMBER: Easy going. Balance on J:mauory same as last year. 

Summary: Each month in the year prosents one or more risks of loss by death or 

moving out. The possible losses are of many kinds, but all depend largely on 
whether the range offors the birds a chance to shift their habits so as to cir- 
cumvent each particular risk, Hence at the end of the year the range offering 

food chanccs will be heavily populated, while the range offering poor chances 

will be scantily populated.
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Activity Report, Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit . 
February 1938 

-2- 2 

Project No. 395-VI Bobwhite Quail on the Coastal Prairies — 
of Texas 

From February 13 through February 18, Lehmann and Siegler 
investigated widespread reports of quail scarcity in southwest 

Texas from DeWitt and Victoria Counties, south and west to Jim Hogg 

County Lehmann's preliminary resume of conditions as they appeared 
to be is as follows: 

1. In areas where precipitation was below average, but severe 

drought conditions did not obtain, the concensus of opinion 

was that quail were less numerous than usual in territory where 

cover was light to medium heavy, but there were average to larger 

quail populations in situations where cover wes good (generally 

in river bottoms, thick brush, etc.). 

2. In counties where severe drought conditions have obtained 

for 4 long period, (as in the McMullen and Live Oak Counties 
where a rain of consequence had not occurred for 16 months 
prior to November 1937), no one knew of even a small localized 

area where bobwhites could be found in usual or increased 

numbers. 

3. Excepting in localized areas where rainfall was average or above 
: average (as in west-central DeWitt County) hunters reported 

that their bags during the 1937-38 hunting season contained 
fewer young birds than usual. 

4. In Live Oak and McMullen Counties, reliable observérs stated 
that the bulk of the queil population remained in coveys through- 
out spring and summer and evidently did not breed. 

5, The ratio of bobwhites to scaled quail in McMullen County 
prior to 1935 was said to have been about ten bobwhites to one 

scaled quail. At present it appears that the ratio is approx- 
imately reversed and there are ten scaled quail to each bobwhite. 

It is fairly well established that scaled quail are hetter equipped 
| to withstand xeric conditions than are bobwhites. 

6. Game Wardens, hunters, ranchmen, etc., were generally of the 
opinion that quail scarcity in parts of counties, or whole 

counties during the fall and winter of 1937 was due to 
(1) drifting and, (2) poor reproduction. 

7. Quail drifting is a regular annual phenomenon ‘in south central 

and southwestern Texas (Lehmann, unpublished). In rolling 

country in late fall, a considerable part of the quail popu- 
lation of most sections moves from spring and summer ranges 

in the uplands to winter ranges in the lowlands. In flat 
prairie country, queil move from the open gressland territory to 

areas where stable cover in the form of vines, shrubs, etc., 

prevails. 

LAS
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8. In northwestern Austin County during 1937, however, the late 
fall movement of quail from light cover in the uplands to heavy 

cover in adjacent bottomlands was more noticeable than usual; 

from December 9 to December 29, quail increased approximately 
125% end 350% in two bottomland pastures censused four times 
each with bird dogs. wvidently the late fall movement of quail 

from open country to brush was also more pronounced then usuel 
in the Colcrado County prairie country where observations were 

made by Lehmann in September, October and December, 

9. In northeastern Auctin County, the 1937-38 take of young birds 

wes less than half that of the previous year on 5 farms hunted : 

by Lehmann, 

10. In view of observations made by Lehmann during 1937-38 in 
Austin «and Colorado Counties, and a summation of reports received 

from counties to the southwest, it is believed that the scarcity 

of quail in psrticulser parts of south-central end southwestern 
Texas during 1937 resulted from (1) Unusually pronounced drift, 
and, (2) smaller then averaze reproduction. Drought is thought 
to have been the major causative agent in either or both instances. 

Project No. 398-I The Attwater Prairie Chicken 

Lehmann's manuscript on the Attwater Prairie Chicken of 
Texas is now being edited for consideration for publication in 

bulletin form. : 

Project No. 399 Present Status and Needs of Vanishing Species 

In Texas 

Work was completed by Taylor on a paper on “Some Threatened 

or Vanishing Species of Ménmmals in Texas." 

Department of Wild Game 

Fifty eight students are enrolled this semester in courses 
in this department, forty four in the introductory course in Wildlife 
Conservation and Menagement, nine in Ecology, and five in Ornithology. 

Davis has completed the first draft of a check-list of 

the birds occurring in the vicinity of College Station. This list 
will be availxble in the near future to interested persons or organ~ 

izations. 

In checking the mortality of netive and domesticated 

animals on the highway between College Station and Bryan, Davis 

reports th: t during the month of February, 6 cottontail rabbits, 

1 house cat, 1 hog, and 1 pigeon were killed by automobiles. 

LAS
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PROJECT NO. 395 ~ QUAIL MANAGEMENT IN TEXAS 

I. <A Study of the Effects of Introducing Texas Bobwhites 

(a) Genetics Experiment at College Station 

Following arrangements made by the departments of poultry husbandry 
and wild game, William H. Schmaltz, a senior in the former department, has 
taken overthis work which will continue under the supervision of D. H, Reid, 
head, poultry husbandry department. H. C. Hahn has been assigned to another, 
Project No. 395 - III, Cover Control to Influence Food and Shelter Favorable 
to Quail. 

Schmaltz reports that the daily amount of df food required for each 
pair of quail has been found to be 25 grams of peultry mash and 25 grams of 
yellow milo. This varies from day to day, however. A little is wasted, but 
using a long, deep hopper this waste is minimized. In addition, the quail 
are fed lettuce at least three times a week, but not any more at each feeding 
than they will eat in three or four hours. 

Fifteen eggs were gathered on September 5. The last egg for the 
year was laid four days later. One hen laid her first and only egg, a 
soft shelled one, on September 5. All the old birds are in full molt. 

During the present season, 55 birds were reised to full-feathered 
size. Ten pairs of the 26 breeding pairs did not raise a single offspring 
to this stage. The following table, from data recorded by Hahn, shows the 
situation: 

No.of Pairs No. Offspring per Pair 
to Reach Near Maturity 

10 0 
7 1 
2 2 
2 4 
2 6 
1 7 
1 8 
2 9 

ie It is probable that livability runs in certain strains of quail 
spe just as it does in turkeys and chickens. 

we 
_ The temperature fell below 60°F several mornings during September. 

Young birds in the run-pens were inactive on these cool mornings, which 
seemed to agree with the old birds, however, since they were just as active 
in the mornings as they were in the warm afternoons. 

Two run-pens have been spaded and planted to oats, sudan grass, 
and cowpeas. September was a dry month, so the plants have been watered 
to give them a start. 
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File: Pheasant 
Quail 
Massachusetts 

Extract from letter from William Vogt, Netional Association of 
Audubon Societies, October 13, 1938: 

"T have just had a letter from Dr. Frank 7. Woodbury, 21 Ghestmt St., 
Wakefield, Mass., who for sixty years has hunted and been very 
familiar with certain areas in the Northeast. He writes me a very 
intelligent letter commenting on the apparent ‘crash' of Pheasants 
and Quail, as well as of Grouse, although he has apparently read 
nothing about them. He says: ‘last Labor Day, 1937, I flushed 23 
Pheasant in our back field where they had lived all summer. Yhen the 
hunting season opened, but one was to be found and as far as I know 
he survived and none of the others were found. And this spring, for 
the first time in fifteen or more years, not one has been heard, and 
my dog finds no trace of them.' 1 pass this information on to you 
with the thought that you might like to write him." 

(Original letter from Vogt filed in Gyele folder.)
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Game Management 

Ups and Downs of Quail Furnish Clues to Best Management 

© N THE SUBJECT of how the game bird population can best be increased, 

some of the most valuable information obtained in this country is coming 

from an area in southwestern Columbia county where the research consists 

only of recording what nature does to the population of quail. 

This work, begun by Paul Errington a decade ago, has been carried on by 

Albert Gastrow and Aldo Leopold (Game Management), in cooperation with 

the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation. 

The data, summarized in the graph on page 49, show quail came up from 

a low point in 1929 to a high in 1933, dropped to another low in 1937, and 

are now again on the way up. 

One conclusion which may be drawn is that the severe winters of 1928-29 

and 1935-86 were disastrous to quail. Naturalists have long believed that 

hard winters tend to hold down the population of quail in Wisconsin. 

But it is also a fact that the two quail-killing winters coincide with the 

“lows” in the 10-year grouse cvele, and the quail peak in 1933 coincides with 

a “high” for grouse and rabbits. Quail were reduced in numbers all over 

Wisconsin in 1936, even where heavily fed and given the best of cover. It 

appears, then, that quail are affected by the cycle common to most upland 

game birds in this state. 

The most important information coming out of the Columbia county 

study is that winter losses of quail are greatest when the birds are most 

abundant, as indicated by the extremely sharp “saw teeth” in that part of 

the graph covering 1931 to 1935. 

From these data has been derived the “Errington Theory of Predation,” 

first proposed by the originator of this investigation. The theory revolution- 

izes past ideas on the effects of such predators as hawks and owls on the 

quail population, and carries important implications regarding the most 

effective means of promoting survival of the game. 

It used to be thought that hawks and owls tend to destroy virtually the 

same number of quail whether the game birds are abundant or scarce. The 

predators eat quail—so do they not need as many at one time as another? 

If this were true, it would mean that predators are unimportant when 

quail are plentiful, but that there is danger of their entirely exterminating 

quail when the latter are few in number. It would also mean that the only 

sure way to keep quail from extinction would be to destroy the hawks and 

owls. 
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From "What's New in Farm Science," Part I, Annual 
Report, Director of Agr. Exp. Sta., Univ. Wis., Madison, 

Bulletin 442, November, 1938.
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| aur Census by Poul Lérrington and Albert Gostrow 

THE QUAIL POPULATION FLUCTUATES CONSIDERABLY 

The most interesting story in this chart lies in the broken lines showing winter losses. The fact 
that these losses are most severe when quail are most plentiful indicates that providing more food and 
cover would increase the carrying capacity of the range. 

But the Errington theory maintains that nothing like this happens. Pred- 

ators do not consume even approximately the same number of quail from year 

to year. They may destroy quite a few birds when the latter are too abundant 

for the range, and consequently unable to find sufficient food and cover. But 

as soon as quail are reduced to a number suitable for the range, the predators 

find it difficult to catch them; whatever cover there is will serve better for 

a smaller number of birds. When hawks and owls have trouble catching quail, 

they turn to other prey, including mice and other rodents. 

If the Errington theory is correct—and there is now a great deal of evi- 

dence that it is, coming from other sources as well as the Columbia county 

study—then plainly it is not necessary to destroy hawks and owls to protect 

quail in Wisconsin. A more practical way to increase the quail population is 

to furnish more food and cover. 

Why Do Game Birds Nest in Hayfields? 

Gee MANAGEMENT specialists and laymen alike in recent years have 

agreed that furnishing natural cover is the best way to prevent game birds 

from nesting in hayfields, and being killed or having their nests destroyed by 

the mower. 

Pheasants and Hungarian partridges will nest in fencerows, or in un- 

grazed marshes if they are available—so goes the confident belief, which to 

some extent has been borne out by research. 

Now comes the disturbing discovery that although this no doubt is true 

most of the time, it does not hold good at all times. The evidence was dis- 

covered by Aldo Leopold and Arthur S. Hawkins (Game Management), who 
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examined nearly 500 nests before and after the hay crop was mowed in each 

of the past four years. } 

Game birds’ choice of nesting places seems to differ somewhat from year | 

to year, depending upon the stage of growth of various types of vegetation—- 

which in turn depends upon the weather. It may be new alfalfa or clover, 

old fencerow grass, roadside weeds, or even old stubble that looks best to the 

birds when they are ready to nest. 

In 1938, when Wisconsin produced the largest hay crop in its history and 

the largest crop of any state in the Union, hay attracted unusually great 

numbers of birds. As high as 16 nests were found on 8 acres-—all destroyed 

by the mower. Pheasants or partridges which lose their nests in alfalfa 

often try again in the oats, where the binder catches them before the new 

clutch of eggs is hatched. 

There is no reason for losing faith in the practices of leaving fencerow 

cover, or of protecting woodlands and marshes from grazing and burning to 

furnish cover for game. Experience shows farms with such natural cover will 

seldom lack a good population of wild birds. It is well to bear in mind, how- 

ever, that many birds may still nest in hayfields in those years when the hay 

furnishes unusually attractive cover, especially when the hay is early and not 

too dense. : 

What to do about it in such years? There is no satisfactory answer at 

present. A “flushing rod” attached to the mower has been tried, and found 

to do some good. Yet such a contrivance has the disadvantages that it is 

rather troublesome to use, and does not always flush the setting hen in time 

to save her life or enable the operator to leave an “island” of uncut hay around 

the nest. Nor does the hen always come back to a nest left in such an “island.” 

European farmers, with the help of dogs, commonly chase birds out of 

hayfields into the grain at the time of first nesting. This procedure does not 

seem to be the way out for Wisconsin farmers, however, since they usually 

have neither the trained dogs nor the necessary spare time. 

It is a significant fact that winter grain attracts many nesting birds, 

since it usually grows to a good size in time for the first nesting. Here the 

eggs usually have time to hatch. Farmers can hardly be expected to make 

radical changes in their cropping practices merely to protect wildlife, but 

since crops specialists in yield trials extending over many years have found 

winter grains to yield better than spring-sown varieties over much of Wis- 

consin, it probably would be to the advantage of farmers as well as game 

birds if more winter grains were grown. 

At all events, Wisconsin must face the fact that its popular combination 

of spring grain and alfalfa probably will result in wholesale destruction of 

birds’ nests in certain years. 

Mature, Well-Developed Pheasants Survive Best 

Ne IS THE BEST WAY to “plant” pheasants under Wisconsin condi- 

tions? 
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This is one of the most important questions encountered in the state’s 

wildlife conservation program. More time and money is spent restocking 

pheasants than on any other single game restoration task. 

Since it is not safe to trust to guesswork, experimental research has been 

set up to get the needed information. The method is to release matched lots 

of mature and immature, wild-raised and artificially-raised, well-developed and 

poorly-developed pheasants. Differences in survival indicate what type of 

bird is best for restocking purposes. 

This investigation is conducted by Irven O. Buss and Aldo Leopold (Game 

Management), in cooperation with the Wisconsin Conservation Department 

and 13 farmer-sportsman groups scattered throughout the state. 

At least one more year of work is needed to reach definite conclusions, 

put these trends already stand out: 

1. When very young pheasants are released, few of them survive. The 

older they are (up to the full-grown stage) the better their chance of 

survival. 

2. Pheasants too small for their age seldom, if ever, are able to live long 

after being released. 

8. There does not seem to be much difference in the ability of wild and 

artificially-propagated pheasants to survive—provided they are full- 

grown when released—but what difference there is favors the wild 

birds. Wild-raised pheasants show less tendency to wander away from 

the range on which they are planted, and are more apt to form flocks 

in winter. 

4, Artificially-raised pheasants seldom weigh as much as wild ones of the 

same age. 

5. Localities differ in their ability to “hold” birds—that is, keep them 

from wandering or drifting to new range. Poor food or cover may 

hold birds through the fall, but not through winter. 

These findings are made by checking the movement and survival of 

marked birds. All farmers and sportsmen killing marked birds during the 

hunting season, or finding dead birds at any time, are urged to send the leg 

bands to the Conservation Department, Madison, with a note stating when and 

where the birds were found. 

One important question which cannot be answered at present is this: 

What percentage of the marked birds die, and what percentage drift to new 

range? Only whole-hearted cooperation from the public in reporting marked 

birds will give reliable information on this point. 
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Project No. 394 - COUNTY WILDLIFE RESOURCES SURVEYS (pet fen Jeu 1439 

B. Colorado County, Texas (Eastern Texas Timber Type, 

Plus Coastal Prairie Type). 

Lehmann and Baker reported on the work in Colorado County as 

follows: 

Bobwhites : During the hunting season (December 1 through January 16) 

bobwhites declined Sperm percent in 65 covey territories - 
that Lehmann checked closely the latter part of November and January. 

In November the 65 covey territories contained 841 quail, or an average 
of 12.93 quail each, In January they contained 291 quail, or 4.47 birds 
each, The decline is attributed almost entirely to hunters, inasmuch ~ 
as 15 protected coveys maintained as checks, lost only 5 birds over the 

same period, It appears, therefore, that the annual kill of quail in 

Colorado County on open or poorly protected lands is too great to main- 
tain the present, or an increased, population. 

In June 1937, when a game preserve demonstration, embracing 
approximately 25,000 acres of Attwater prairie chicken - bobwhite terri- 

tory, was organized in northern Colorado County, most of the owners of 

small tracts decided to allow no quail hunting on their lands for a per- 

iod of several years; larger landowners decided to allow hunting, but 

on a restricted basis, Endeavoring to learn the effects of protection 

on quail numbers, Lehmann censused sample areas in both the hunted and 

the protected areas for two winters. See Table l. 

Although an encouraging increase (102 percent) was made on the 

five areas protected for two hunting seasons, protection alone was not 

responsible. Appreciable increases in coveys and individuals were noted 

on areas 2, 3, and 5, where habitats were improved; the increases were 
directly proportional to the nature and extent of the management (Three 

new covey territories created, and one old territory improved). Al- 

though there was a 100 percent increase of quail on Area 4, the birds 
actually declined (-4) on Area 1. Cover and food were net improved on 
those tracts. These data, supported by field notes and banding returns, 

indicate that the value of protection as a means of increasing quail 
varies greatly on different tracts, results being proportional in large 
imeasure to the extent that existing coverts are understocked at the 

outset. One thing is certain however, protection will not increase 

quail beyond the limits of existing food and cover, When protection is 

continued beyond the point where existing coverts are fully stocked, 

the annual surplus moves elsewhere; ovners of lands bordering the pro- 
tected tract are the major beneficiaries. 

Table No. 1 QUAIL ON AREAS NOT HUNTED IN 1937-38 and 1938-39 

Tract Owner Size Quail Population Quail Population /Comp. Spring Pop, 
No. ; In | Winter 1937-38 | inter 1938-39 1938 and 1939 

______jAcres| Coveys | Birds _Coveys| Birds Numbers 
1 |. Meier | 456 4 67 4 63 -4 

\ 

2 IM. T. Shindler 202 ii : 2 38 2: 
| 

3 |Emil Gleuck j{ 113 0 0 i 13 is 
' 

4 A. Rentz | 644 2 32 4 64 32 

5 |Ed Koy 372 a. ee = 47 42 ee 
a] 1,737 | oe 13 225 214
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In those sample areas of the game preserve demonstration where 

hunting was allowed from 1937 through 1938, the 1938-39 harvest (51 

percent of the population) was more moderate than on the less effectively 

patrolled lands adjoining (kill was 56 percent of the population in 65 

* eovey territories). The post-hunting season population in hunted por- 

tions of the game preserve demonstration was only 24 birds greater in 

1939 than it was in 1938; however, the net increase was only approximate- 

ly 11 percent. It is believed that the small net increase (11 percent) 

would not maintain populations equal to those of 1938 and 1939 were it 

net for the fact that the hunted areas benefit from a spring influx of 

quail from the fully protected adjoining areas. Inasmuch as the spring 

populations on Areas 2 and 3 (152 birds) was insufficient to stock all 

available covey territories by November, it is extremely unlikely that 

the early spring population of 1939 (157 birds) will aceomplish that 
end. 

Thus it appears that the annual kill (51 percent) must be 
further reduced if the natural quail vroducing abilities of Areas 2 and 
3 are to be realized. See Table 2. 

Table No. 2 QUAIL IN AREAS HUNTED IN 1937-38 and 1938-39 foe 

\Tract Qwner Size iQuail Quail : : Quail . Approx .Comp . 

| No.: ‘In : Pop. ‘Pop. :1938 : Bop.  (Kill-— ‘Goring 
: AcresMar. '38 Nov. '38:Increase:Jan.'39 :'38-'39°o0p. 

fein : Cov. ‘BrdsCov «Brds;Cov.8rds,Cov.Brds. 7 | G "38-139 

1 iB. L. Litzman SOLS +: 30: 3: 50; 0 + 20: 5 ; 35; 15:30; xO 

2 Judge Krueger, 1601;6 | 63:10:142: 4 } 79: 7 } 73! 69:48: x10 

3 iT. V. Duncan: 5035:8 | 89:19! 244/11 : 155! 8 : e4ileoies: = = -5 

4 ‘Ba Ko : 700'3 $35: 4: 65:2 } gol 4 : 49: 16'24: x14 , ‘ sc helltoniceeiceaniainentineaiien ttle 
Totals” ___ 17,657; 20 217 | 36 | 501+16 } 284:22 ; 241:260'42: x24 

During the hunting season, Lehmann checked 10 parties of hunters 

and obtained information contained in Table 3. 

Table No. 3 COLORADO COUNTY QUAIL HUNTERS AND THEIR BAGS 
Date of Number of «Number of ‘Coveys ; Beg — = : Known No. of 
Hunt “Men in Party: Bird Dogs ‘Found : Males Females . Total ;Cripples Lost 
Dec. 1 + i : 2 Beceem ee ao 2 i o.s i : 

ec. 1 i 8 2 ae aS Ft eS ‘3 
Dec. 12: 2 pe a eS eS Se a 
ec. ig: 2 a eS 
ae, 8 3 oe a ee ee eB 0 

Dec. 23: 3 Sig Bae Se Se 1 | 
ee 2 8 ee ee 0 
Jan. 6: 4 ee ee ee ° 
fem, 16 2 ee a ieee nos a Bee 
er eS 2 ee fe es 2 | 
Totals 10 22 _ © (es 252 : ae tee 6x
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There were, on the average, 2.2 hunters in each party. The 

average number of bird dogs per party was 2. The average number of 

coveys found per trip was 4.5, and the average bag was 10 quail, or 

about 5 birds per man. The known crippling loss (6x percent) was low, 

suggesting that the hunters were either not close observers, or that 

comparatively few known cripples are lost in prairie country, the type 

of territory in which most of the parties hunted. The latter explanation 

is considered the most plausible. 

Wherever possible, Lehmann and Baker combined quail trapping 
with quail census work. During January, 64 quail were trapped, including 
6 birds which were banded last spring. Eleven of the 111 quail banded 
in ifarch 1938 were accounted for; details about the movements of these 
birdsare presented in Table 4, 

Table No. 4 MOVEMENTS OF BANDED QUAIL IN COLORADO COUNTY, TEXAS 
Band; Sex Date ‘Location: Date ‘ Location ‘Distance ‘Direction 
No. ! ‘Banded } ‘Killed or : ‘Moved ‘Moved 

: +1938 =: :Retrapped : ‘(air line) : 
325 ;wale «iar, 12:3. Meier:Jan. 28 "39:7. ifeier 11/4 mile : WN 

: : ‘Farm : ‘Farm : ‘ 
323 ;Female‘idar., 12: oe 1 et 1/4 3 SN 

31? fifale ‘Mar, 12! 7 ot ee 1/4" 5 

321 i ‘var. 10 i" 4 * IMT Shindler 1 ig 

327 +" iar. 10: * ‘Feb. 1, '39:" aie 3 

328 :" iar, 10: 1 ak at 8 35 

733 :Female!sar, 20'Ed Koy Dec. 22 '38!Ed Koy at a0 
‘ : ‘Pasture } ‘ Pasture ‘ : 

336°" ‘ular. 12! 2 in ” it i” ' ov ' 0 

307 :" ‘Mar, 10:3, Meier‘Jan. 16 "39! Kaechele ‘ion " ‘ce 
‘ : ‘Farm : ‘Ranch ees : 

342 :" ‘Mar. 14:#d Koy ‘Dec. 19 '38:LaFitte age : = 
: : ‘Pasture ; ‘Junction : : 

334 :" iiier, 12: * ‘Dec. 10 '38:Martin Bros: 7 rea SU 
: : ' ‘Pasture : : 

The 11 quail moved from 0 miles (2 birds) to }0} miles each. 
The average distance that the birds moved from spots where they were band- 
ed last spring was 1.47 miles, Especially interesting are the results 
from one covey territory, where 21 quail were banded March 1938, which was 
occupied (16 birds) in the winter of 1938-39, but by none of the 21 banded 
birds that resided there last year, 

Three of the former accupants of the territory were trapped in a 

covey territory located 1/4 mile to the north; 3 were trapped in a terri- 
tory approximately 1 mile to the south, and another quail was killed io+ 
miles to the southeast. These data support Lehmann's theory that quail 
populations tend to “level out” in the interim between hunting seasons.
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January 10, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Division of Wildlife Management 
424 University Ferm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Deer Aldos 

Enclosed is the information on quail densities 
you asked me for before the holidays, The Jasper County 
census date is approximate. About half of the Jasper area 
is good range and the rest rather poor, but the whole area 
is somewhat better than the average farmland in the "gray 
prairie." I hope this will be of use to you. 

a Sincerely yours, 

Game pr 

R. E, Yeatter 
bh



Estimete of Quail Populations on Jasper Co. Study Area 
1935-1938 

Fair South-Central Illinois Quail Renge 

Place Acreage Date No. Quail Acres per bird Remarks 

Jasper Co. 2560 Sept. 1935 225 11.4 
P.C. Study Jen. 1936 135 19. 
Area March 1936 45 57. 

Sept. 1936 90 28.4 
March 1937 82 31.2 
Sept. 1937 160 16. 
March 1938 100 25 26 
Sept. 1938 300 8.5 

Populetions During 1938 Quail High - Central Illinois 

Se rep 

Place Acreage Date No. Quail Acres per bird Remerks 

Average Central Illinois Prairie Farmland: 

Champaign 
County 552 Oct. 1938 11 506 Strip census covering 

27 miles 

Central Illinois Farmland with Hedge and Small Creek Bottom: 

Decatur, 100 rods osage hedge. 
Macon County 400 Oct.9,1958 21 19. Also 26 pheasants end 

30 rabbits. 

South-Central Illinois "Gray Prairie" Quail Range (above): 

Jasper County 2560 Sept. 1938 300 8.5



UNITED STATES 
yet 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Pes 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Fulton, Missouri 

January 18, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold : 

Professor of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter with regard to the Phil M. Smith farm came 

to m from Bethany and arrived rather late. I hope that my 

answer will still be of value to you. At present this farm 

of 280-acres has the following quail population: 

One covey of nine birds z 

One covey of seven birds 2G quad, bate 143% 

One covey of twelve birds 

Of course these coveys are using parts of adjoining 

farms. This census was made after the hunting season had closed 

at the end of the year. There was considerable hunting on this 

farm and adjoining farms this year. Before the hunting season 

opened these coveys averaged about fifteen birds, each. One of 

these coveys has its headquarters in a planting area adjacent 

to a pond built by the Soil Conservation Service; the others 

are using the edge of a wood, and a brushy gully on opposite 

sides of the farm for headquarters. 

Mr. Smith has a Cooperative Agreement with the Soil Con- 

servation Service and is devoting much more of his land to 

legumes and other crops that provide cover for wildlife, and I 

feel sure that further improvement in the quail population will 

be shown soon. There has been a great increase in quail in 

the last two years over much of this part of Missouri. 

Hoping that this will be of some value to you, I an, 

Very sincerely yours, 

Cecil N. Davis # 
Project Biologist



Fulton, Missouri 
January 18, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold : 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter with regard to the Phil M. Smith farm came 
to m from Bethany and arrived rather late. I hope that ay 
answer will still be of value to youe At present tiis farm 

of 200-acrss has the following quail population: 

One covey of nine birds 
One covey of seven birds 
One covey of twelve birds 

Of course these coveys are using parts of adjoining 
farms, This census was made after the hunting season had closed 
at the end of the year, There was considerable hunting on this 

farm and adjoining farms this year. Hefore the hunting season 
opened these coveys averaged about fifteen birds, each. One of 
these coveys has its headquarters in a planting area adjacent 
to a pond built by the Soil Conservation Service; the others 
are using the edge of a wood, and a brushy gully on opposite 
sides of the farm for headquarters, 

Mr. Smith has a Cooperative Agreement with the Soil Con- 
servation Service and is devoting much more of his land to 
legumes and other crops that provide cover for wildlife, and I 
feel sure that further improvement in the quail population will 
be shown soon. There has been a great increase in quail in 
the last two years over much of this part of Missouri, 

Hoping that this will be of som value to you, I am, 

Very sincerely yours, 

Cecil N. Davis 
Project Biologist
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QUAIL CENSUS RESULTS - COLORADO COUNTY,.TEXAS, January 16 = March 3, 1939. 

* Management Area ** Unmanaged Vv. W. Lehmann 
eq eee — eee : 

: tAppro. :SampletPopuleation :Qauil density’ Estimated: 
: Ecologic Type ; Size : Area : of Sample : Sample Area : Total : 

: (acres)! (size : Area ‘ (Acres per ‘Population: 
: i : in :Coveys+Quail: Quail) : : 
‘ : :acres): ‘ : ‘ 

‘ 1, Barnard Prairie (pastures ! : ‘ : ‘ : 
:  & upland farms) 40,000 :9,856 : 46 ‘588 : 16.76: 2,386 } 

aE te ee ee : 2, Bernardo Community ‘ : : : ‘ ‘ : 
: (upland farms) 125,000 +2720. 9: 100 —: Bree: 919 ©: 

: 3. Eagle Lake Rice Belt i ‘ ; : : : 
: (cultivated & fallow land): 40,000 :7,440: 9 : 85 : 87.53 : 457 : 
SS SS ee eee : 4, Garwood Rice Belt ; : : : : : : 

‘ (cultivated & fallow land): 45,000:1,700: 1 : 7 : 242.85 |; 185 : 

: 5. Post Oak Woods ‘ ‘ ; : : : : 
; (Post oak dominant) 200,000 53,900: 1 :.12 : 1835: 1,265" + 

: 6. Pine-Oak Woods (cutover) | 3,000: 500: 2 : 27 ; I8.51, + 162 : 
. ‘ . « ' ' e 

| 7, Frelsburg Community : : ‘ ‘ : : : 
‘ (small upland farms) | Bete: SIO eI i PeG55! - Be80.: 
SSS 

: 8. Columbus-Garwood Farms : ; : ‘ : : ‘ 
: (Drainage fair to poor) ! 30,000: 1,310 {es Sl + 25.68: 1,168 : 

: 9. Colorado River Bottom i : ; : : : : 
‘ (Fairly well drained) ' 15,500: 640: 2 ; 40 ‘ 16.00 ; 968 : 

:10. Colorado River Bottom : : : ; : : : 
: (Poorly drained) 157,000! 14200-2 5°. Si. 38.71 : 956°: 

‘1l. Weimar-Borden Live Oak jij : : : : : : 
; Belt (‘ell drained mixed : ; : : : : : 
: soil) | BOyob0 1,905 7 a>: 80 <: aisle, aoa! 

‘12, Borden-Oskland Sandy ' : : : : : : 
: Farms (21,800: 15150 + 283-20 4 Hp650 + 414 : 

‘15. Rock Island Sublime : : ‘ : : : ‘ 
: Prairie pO 000 = By200 41’: ie: 46.42 : 1,357 : 

‘14. Live Oak Woods ! : ‘ : : : ‘ 
(Live oak do.ainant) + 25,000: 960 Ace er B0.42-+ “Tee. —. 

$$ Eee ‘15. Huisache-Grassland : 4,000: 750* : 18 _ 256: 4.8 156 : 
: : BPO" ams eB Sigio | 63 

Totals :622,080:39,511 1136 1,523 : ---- : 16,878 :



File: Qailv 
Minn. 5 

3/29/39 

Mr. James F. Bell says that when he came to the Twin Cities in 1892 

quail were numerous and furnished good shooting for a number of years. * 

This was true in the entire region around the Twin Cities. They then 

became scarce. Date of beginning of scarcity unknown. 

j AL.
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Hldo Leopold 

REVEALED BY LABORATORY EXPERIMENTATION * 
Reprinted from the May 1939 Issue Pennsyluania Game News 

Introduction : By RICHARD GERSTELL peculiar habit is open to question, as will be 
discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Sac winter killing of bobwhite quail k ‘ Having carefully observed the huddling 
throughout the northern portion of the  Eprron’s Nore: The following progress re- activities of captive quail, both wild-reared and 

species’ natural range presents a common prob- Port by Richard Gerstell, Chief of the Divi- artificially propagated individuals the author 
lem currently faced by numerous state conserva- S10” of Research, gives a glimpse of ihe extent has arrived at the following peneraiiedaon: 
tion departments, several federal departments 40 which this activity can be practically applied. “The lower the environmental temperature, the 

and many other persons interested in sound The Commission feels age through this por tighter the huddle.” In other words, the colder 
wildlife management. ticular type of research it will be able to give the environment the closer the quail crowd 

The literature dealing with the loss of quail the Sportsman some very helpful recommenda- together. 
during the winter months is far too voluminous tions, and at the same time help to solve a lot These observations led to a careful study of 
to review thoroughly in a brief report of this of the perp lexing and heretofore unknown an- the internal and surface temperatures of the 
type. Recent contributions by Errington and S™ers to certain problems. bobwhite. This was accomplished through the 
Hammerstrom (1936), Leopold (1937), Wade For instance, many quail hunters have been ace of a precision potentiometer and a checked 
(1937), and Gerstell (1937) are, however, °f the opinion that they could safely shoot down  ;ron-constant and thermocouple in the general 
pointedly related to the study under consider- % Covey to five or six birds without endanger- manner described by Kallir (1930) and Baldwin 

ation. ing the future supply. But, if subsequent ex- ang Kendeigh (1932). A brief summary of a 

Very briefly outlined, the investigations cited Perinents show 2 the same results oS. those part of the information gathered by this means 
reveal two major points. First, that during >rought to light in Mr. Gerstell’s report, it will is presented in the table below. 
those extremely severe winters which occur "2%" that bird hunters will have to go a little Anyone who has closely observed quail in the 
roughly every twenty years, there is a drastic C@S) 0” Coveys of quail in the future when they act of forming a huddle, or slowly emerging 

reduction in the bobwhite quail populations know the minimum “safety factor” has been from it, knows that the wings are held tightly 
throughout large portions of their northern reached. against the body, while the breast feathers are 
range. Secondly, that the actual losses occur _ Watch the Game News for other progress ‘tufted out and “mixed” with those of the in- 
in two general ways, namely, either as the re- "@P07FS of our research activities. dividuals on either side. Then the birds grad- 
sult of prolonged periods of unusual cold com- ually settlé down constantly working closer to- 
bined with food shortages, which cause gradual aa gether until an even, compact huddle is formed. 

losses in body weight and general vitality and As indicated in the table, the highest point of 
culminate in death by various means; or appar- which might be secured through the use of wild- surface temperature lies under the wings. From 
ently due to the effect of certain unusual reared stock, though a close parallel may rea- this it may possibly follow that the same areas 
meteorological combinations which bring inex- sonably be expected. are the points of greatest heat loss from the 
plicably sudden death to individuals that have body. These items—appear—to—be -of -especial 

not—suffered-the- gradual decimation just men- The Quail Huddle significance since winter-killed quail are so 
Hones frequently found to have a thin formation of 

Just how a bird faced with extended periods The characteristic huddling habit of the bob- ice under each wing. 

of cold weather and inadequate food supplies white is widely known. In general, the birds 
may gradually become “physically run down” form a compact circle, each squatting “shoulder The Experiments 
and finally fall victim to exposure, predation, to shoulder” closely against the individuals on 
parasitism, or disease is not difficult to imagine. either side. The tails point inward, meeting at In order to determine whether or not the 

On the other hand, how quail apparently in the the center of the disc, while the heads, facing characteristic quail huddle might possibly 
best of condition can succumb to certain meteor- Outward in all directions of the compass, form represent an instinctive method of reducing the 
ological combinations, not necessarily extreme, its outer circumference. When flushed, the loss of body heat during prolonged periods of 
within the period of a relatively few hours is “bombshell formation” bursts with a breath- inactivity, a series of low-temperature experi- 

extremely puzzling. In an attempt to discover taking whir of wings. ments were run in the climoactometer. The de- 
the exact mechanics involved in losses of the The common belief is that bobwhites huddle tails of each, together with the results obtained, 
latter type, the Pennsylvania Game Commission in this unusual manner both for the purpose of are briefly outlined in the following paragraphs. 

recently undertook a series of laboratory experi- 
ments dealing with the subject. This paper TABLE I 
represents a brief report on some of the infor- ; F 
mation gathered to date. Average Body Temperatures of Bobwhite Quail 

(Based on readings obtained from 80 individuals held in the hand at environmental temperatures 

Experimental Methods of 45° F. between 5:00 and 7:00 P.M., roughly two hours after feeding.) 

_ The investigations herein reported were car- Skin Surfaces Under Feathers 
ried on entirely under laboratory conditions. je a as eee ee 

The principal equipment employed was a In Gizzard : 
climoactometer, a device designed to measure t Under Left Middle of Centers o- 
the effects of various meterological factors upon Wing Breast Back 
the activity and general physiology of animals. ope tea Sane on a RS aes Seay SSS 
This apparatus has elsewhere been described in ° oT 40° ° 
detail by Gerstell (1938). Thus, it is sufficient tek Oe: oe ae 

to report here that it is a large unit which al- EE 
lows for the controlled simulation of meteor- 

ological conditions. “making a quick get-away” without interfering In the first experiment, seventeen individual 
The specimens utilized for experimentation with each other’s efforts and in order to provide quail were employed. These were broken into 

were artificially propagated northern bobwhite a maximum protection from enemies of all three groups containing eleven, five, and one 
quail (Colinus virginianus virginianus). It is sorts by “having the eyes of the group turned birds. The two larger groups were each 
not claimed that the results obtained from such outward in all directions.” Whether or not this placed in small wire cages fitted with composi- 
specimens are similar in every respect to those is the true and complete explanation of this  tion-board floors one-half inch in thickness. The 

* From a paper presented at the Fourth North American Wildlife Conference, Detroit, Michigan, February, 15-17, 1939. ,



basal area of each cage was just large enough per hour. During the nighttime the chamber center of the huddle) is greater in small than 
to accommodate one of the two “coveys” com- was dark, but brilliant illumination was offered in large coveys. 
fortably and a thermocouple was placed in the during the daytime. i 
center of the floor in order to measure the . 
temperature of the air in the center of each The single bird was dead at the end of the Conclusions 

huddle during the period of experimentation. ninth hour of experimentation, while all others ie = 

* appeared to be in good condition. At the end s already stated, this aber nepresents mere 
At approximately 5:30 P.M. (dusk) the ex- f the thiviecath foue. the entire covey of three ly a progress report on a series of experiments 

perimental birds were removed from outdoor 2 : Decks ‘ a which probably will not be entirely completed 
holding pens. They had just huddled for the were dead, while one bird was dead in each for a period of months. In view of this fact, 
night and had eaten shortly beforehand. The of the UNG ErOupS of five and ten. At the end jt is possible at the present time to draw only 
environmental temperature was 38°F. The of the twientieth hour, four out of the covey a few generalized conclusions which may 

groups of eleven and five, confined in the of five were dead, while the fifth was barely tentatively be listed as follows: 
cages just described, were placed in the climo- alive. In the covey of ten two birds were dead, ae - ; 

actometer at 6:00 P.M. The temperature with- one recently, but all others were found to be te e ay the eee huddling habit of 

in the machine was +2° F. and the movement quite strong and well able to fly. ee oe auie at pia pet IeesC an apart ateDics 
EEC ces reniaehedchite ue cere eee (ss ; sent an instinctive reaction which tends to re- 
four and eight-tenths miles per hour. During The body temperature of the sole living bird duce the heat loss from the bodies of the various 

the entire period of experimentation the en- from the covey of five was found to be 81.0° F., individuals which make up any given covey. 

vironmental temperatures varied only between more than twenty-five degrees below normal. ae Pes. 
+2° F. and -6° F., while the air movement The bird was too weak to stand or even right a zee eo ee Hes 
remained constant. The temperatures at the itself when laid on its side. It was immediately  enyironmental temperatures is directly propor 
center of each huddle were measured hourly placed in an environmental temperature tional to the size of that covey. 
and the birds were carefully observed at inter- of 115° F. One-half hour later its body tem- 

vals of several hours. The single bird was perature had risen to 86.2° F. and its eyes had (3) That the body temperature of individual 
held as a control in a small box where the opened. At the end of one hour, the body tem- quail may drop more than twenty-five degrees 

eee EST) IO" AE perature was 96.0° F. and the bird was able to (Fahrenheit) below normal without the bird’s 
an oe birds were subjected stand on its feet. After two hours the body suffering a breakdown of its thermal regulatory 

= temperature was 104.2° F. and the specimen System which would result in death. 

on the od of the this yt i ore ot the was again able to walk, run, and fly. Certainly In closing, it seems fitting to call to the game ile an- 5 x 

hours two of the birds in the smaller covey At the time of removal from the chamber the tical importance of the results obtained even 

were dead and the remaining three too weak average body temperature of the eight birds from the few experiments so far completed. 
to fly and barely able to walk. In the larger from the ten group was 104.8° F. In all groups This lies in the indication that throughout the 
covey one bird, which had been constantly on the average loss in body weight ranged from northern portion of the quail range, the bob- 
the windward side of the cage, had recently 007 to 0.010 pounds per bird. At the end of white coveys should not be shot down to a 
died, but all the other individuals were in ex- twenty-two hours the live birds were returned Point where their chances of winter survival 

cellent condition. The birds SoS removed to the holding pens where they exhibited no are seriously endangered simply by too great 
from the climoactometer at this time and placed apparent ill effects during the following two a reduction in the average size of the bevies 
in an environmental temperature of 44° F. days: i 

Some indication of the comparative physi- In the third experiment two groups of birds Literature Cited 
ological condition of the two groups of birds numbering three and eleven were each allowed 
at the time of removal from the chamber was free range in one-half of the climoactometer. Baldwin, Samuel Prentiss, and Kendeigh, Sam- 

revealed by the fact that the average body tem- The temperature was held at 0° F. and the uel Charles. 1932. Physiology of the tem- 
perature (taken in the gizzard) of the three average air movement was nine miles per hour. perature of birds. Sci. Pub. Cleveland Mus 
live birds in the smaller group was 100.2° F., Daylight and dark were simulated with the Nat Hist.: Cleveland "Ohio. Vol. UI zs 
while that of the ten live birds in the larger lighting equipment. Again the birds were fee 'y 1-196 ‘ - Ae » PP. 
covey was 106.9° F., with no individual below placed in the chamber at approximately 6:00 z : 
105.2° F. The weight loss, including the dead P.M., having fed within the previous two Errington, Paul L., and Hamerstrom, F. N Te 

birds, averaged 0.008 pounds per bird in the hours. 1936, The n th bab ewhiee? ors iy 
smaller covey and 0.007 pounds in the larger nese eat ae orthern bob-white’s winter ter- 
group. After two hours’ holding at the 44° F. At the end of the twenty-fifth hour one of the ritory. Iowa State Coll., Ames, Iowa. Bull. 

environmental temperature, the weakened birds ere Te apcinea ete 201, pp. 302-443. 
: c , 
pinata be Pascie er a huddled in a corner. 5 All birds in the larger Gerstell, Richard. 1937. Practical management 

age body temperature had increased to 107.7° F. COV&Y appeared to be in good condition. After of the bobwhite quail on northern ranges. 
while that of the other group was 107.9° F. At forty-four hours the two remaining birds in the Pa. Game News, Vol. VIII, No. 9, pp. 10-12. 

this point, the live birds were returned to the smaller covey were found) to)be/dead) winle all 1938. The cliomactometer, a device designed 
outside holding pens where they were carefully members of ees cues can ae Ee and ee to measure the effects of various meteor- 

watched for several days immediately following good condition. At that _ the live birds ological factors upon the activity and general 
wherein no abnormal conditions could be ob- hae cen the holding tens, wnere all physiology of animals. Pa. Game Com- 

ood a See reed radian for several a = mission, Harrisburg, Pa. Research Cir. 
At no time during the experiment did the i . 5 No. 1. 

e eae : n all three experiments it was found that 
control bird exhibit any unusual behavior and except when disturbed the birds at such low : 5 
at the time the experimental specimens were ed onedhe” Huddle at all Kallir, Eva. 1930. _ Temperaturtopographie 
removed from the climatic chamber, the body Secrets einiger  vogel; © Experimentelle  Unter- 
ites © tis sindividuat 107.8° F times and even when frightened by the opera- ann Zeitschritt fh . 
Ve ee eee % 4 tor’s entry into the climoactometer they ap- nee eitschrift fur vergleichende 
The second experiment was quite similar to peared “loath to leave the huddle.” Also, it Physiologie, Band XIII, Heft, 2 1930-31. 

the first with the exception that four experi- was observed that, as hunters have occasionally S. 231-248. 
mental coveys were used. These numbered ten, reported, the larger coveys at times huddled in 
five, three, and one birds. The specimens had two layers, one above the other. In such in- Leopold, Aldo. 1937. The effect of the winter 
been held without food for twenty-four hours stances seven or eight birds huddled on the of 1935-36 on Wisconsin quail. Amer. Mid- 
at environmental temperatures ranging from floor in the usual manner, while three or four land Naturalist, Vol. 18, No. 3, pp. 408-16, 
26° F. to 34° F. They were placed in the individuals formed a small ring resting upon May. 
climoactometer at 6:00 P.M. The temperature the backs of the larger lower ring. Further- 

within the chamber was held at 0° F. with more, the data obtained would seem to indicate Wade, Douglas E. 1937. Death is upon them 
variations of less than 1° F., while the wind that until a few hours before death, the heat | —the record of a winter-killed bobwhite quail 
movement was held constantly at five miles loss (as represented by the temperature in the covey. Bird-Lore, Jan.-Feb.



Copies for: Kirkpatrick Age criteria 

Hamerstrom Quail 
Buss Pheasant 
Hochbaum Chukar part. 

Extract from letter from Starker Leopold, June 4, 1939: 

"In 97% of the cases with the Lophortyx quails and almost 100% with 
the rest, all the juvenal greater upper primary coverts are retained for a 

years In cases of premature replacement, however, one or several 
feathers in the middle of the series will be replaced, but never the two 
distal members, numbers & or 9. And oddly enough the proximal members, 
1 to 3, which are shed first in normal molt, seem also to be retained. 
The normal condition, however, is the retention of the whole series. 

"I would bet my hat that the series is retained in pheasants and grouse, 
too, for Dwight brought out long ago that the two outer primaries are held 
over in all quail and grouse, and I would expect it in pheasants, too, as 
well as a retention of the g.u.p. coverts. I found it-in chukar partridge 
and some (but not all) of the Old World quail. The catch with many species 
is that the juvenal and adult coverts are indistinguishable, so you cannot 
tell anything from skins. I established that definitely for ruffed grouse 
and blue grouse. However, a close scrutiny of those coverts of known age 
pheasants and grouse might reveal differences which could be used. By 
dyeing the whole wing of some young pheasants you could soon tell whether 
the molt was incomplete. I imagine the post-juvenal molt in pheasants would 
be in process by six or eight weeks. The juvenal plumage is a very transitory 
affair." :
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) PROJECT NO. 395 = QUATL MANAGEMENT IN TEXAS 

I. A Study of the Effects of Introducing Texas Bobwhites aa 
(a) A Genetic Experiment at College Station, Texas 26 

b> 
Roesner reports that there are now about 250 bobwhite quail 3 5 

on the poultry farm. He gives the following results of the sex-deter- = 8 

mination examinations of 128 embryo quail up to August 1: oo 

2 Males Females = ° 
4 Mexican? x Virginia 14 1s ou 

son Texas’ x Texas 2 3 a 
ey Virginia x Virginie-Texas Fy 16 14 23 3 

re Virginia x Virginia 17 8 Be Ky 
Gg Mexican x Texas ¥ 6 ao 

Virginia x Texas 12 5 ys 
Virginia x Mexican-Virginia Fy i es om 6 

Total 69 59 Sf 

“tex inus virgini EES 
Mexican - Colinus virginianus texanus. a 8a 
£Virginia - Colinus virginianus virginianus. 3s o 
STexas - local hybrid between Colinus virginianus virginianus and a @ 

Colinus virginianus texanus. 8 § = 

&e O



Aug. 25, 1939 

Hater as Related to Stability of Pheasant Releases | 
Stoddard tells me that releases of artificially propagated quail 

mast be "hardened" to accepting succulence in place of water. If this 

is not done, extreme instability may result, especially in dry, dewless 

periods. 

Quail are hardened by moving the wire-bottomed pens over stands of 

Mexican “clover” (sp?) and withdrawing water. ‘The birds learn to pluck 

the succulent clover through the wire. 

Is this a factor in the stability of pheasant releases? 

What wild eucculence is acceptable, and grows during dry Augusts? 

What tame suceulence is acceptable, and could be grown, for August 

use in hardening pens? 

De the recorded returns from pheasant releases show correlation with 

water, drouth, and succulence? 

What experimental procedure would throw light on this question? 

Who could experiment with it in 1940? 

Acle 

File: Water 2 
Pheasant 

=



Bobwhite folder 

The Soil Conservation Service field officers at Castle Rock, 
Colorado,told me that bobwhite had been indigenous to Plum Creek but had 
disappeared about 1915. 

A.L. 

10/39
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620 GREENUP STREET ‘ att STUDIO 
COVINGTON, KENTUCKY nt JAFFREY, NEW HAMPSHIRE 

January 21, 194 

Mr. Arthur S. Hawkins 
State Natural History Survey Divison 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Art: 

Thanks for your solicitous letter 
of January 15th. Your letter of December 8th 
was promptly received, and being somewhat dis- 

couraging Ruth and I went to Wood County, Wis- 
consin and spent a good Holiday chasing the 
three kinds of grouse there. 

You might be interested in knowing 
that there were more Bob-white in Wood, Jackson, 
and Juneau Counties than I had ever seen before. 

We are planning to return to Babcock 
this May, and stay as long as it seems best. 

I would be very interested in coop- 
erating with you on Wood Duck. Will you be work- 
ing with them especially this year? What time this 
spring do you think would be the best? What time 
would be most likely to cover the hatching season? 

Is there going to be anyone working 
on Bartrams at Leake Milis this spring? 

With (ZZ 

epg r =
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Jan, 22, 1940, 

Fam: A, % Leopold 

Bb. Dr, Rudolph Senmitt 

Anbject: Revised queil bunting reports, 1929 (incorpersting date received from ny father), 

Nov. 17 Howell 3 2 6 3 8 1 3 a 
Mov. 18- Nowell 3 2 3 - 3 - - . 
Mov, 20 Nowell 1 9 $ - 1 - 1 « 
Nov. 21 Texas 2 i 5 - 1 > 3 - 
Nov. 22 Howell 1 1 3 - 1 2 - 
Dec, 9 = Rowell. oo 8 2 = * 3 3 
Bee. 10 Howell 3 2 4 = a - © o = 

fee. 12 Howell i- + 2 - 1 - 1 1 
Tee, 13 Howell .. 8 .- - - 2 2 

/ ‘Bee. 19 Rploy 4-3 ? 4 4 1 6 1 
Bee, 20 = MADSey 4 3 7 = 5 - ? - 
Dec, 21 Ripley 4 2 6 i 5 1 4 3 

Dee, 21 Osark 2 3 6 o - - - Se 

Pee, 22. Mpley -s 7 2 6 - 4 2 
Rec, 22 Nowell 2 z 2 - - - - 

fee, 23 towel 3 1 1 1 - - 2 - 
Dee, 24 Howell 4 2 6 = 2 - 6 3 
Tee, 25 Howell 3 3 - > - i. 2 
Rec. 28 Howell & 2 4 = 3 a 1 - 

Nee, 26 Nowell 2 L 3 - - g '.« 
fee, 29 fougles 2 1 6 1 4 2 $s 2 
Rec, 2 Rougles : 1 . 1 3 i 6 1 
hee. Rougles 1 - - 2 4 

‘ > > a4 - 

ote tag <- 148 birds, 

walyoiss - 

Cocks Adult 20.6 Cocks <= 50 Adults =~ 17.6 
Texature 39.2 

: Fens _— oe Hons <= 50 Irmeture «- 62,4
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GAME Breeder & Sportsman, for March, 1940 4 

7 STI SAREE | MEELECT xege (Continued from page 42) 

8 Se ee Swan ee 7. XO eke lees champion. A smaller rhea shares 

Pa Sa ee Rens gr ge Pee i Kittie’s quarters and the two are very 

Foe Pa. gee Bears foc te : eee ae chummy, although the keeper says 

a be ee Be ae eee aa rheas fight among themselves. 

re ae fa ee cee tad peor REL Zoster A ery. 
a a PS ae < Seinen rae SS s ostrich feather industry was 

ane: 8 eer ME aS cae T a major South African ac- Fe, ) Pheisd, 2) Ps ee SBE ne ated once a major Sout rican ac 

Pea a AS cee kta A, — tivity, but the vogue died with the 3g OF: ae - . 
Biv TOSS 2. | ae World War and the 776,313 birds on 

Se ee gl rs, La SS 2 ostrich farms in 1913 had fallen 85 

E RE . , ROTA co ae per cent by 1926. Queen Elizabeth 

reat eee ea > (hee es wore ostrich plumes on her visit last 

a seca See ree sere Pa. ke year, however, and that started a 

as ee een rae eens mild boom here. One veteran dealer 
says the wholesale value of the 
feathers in America reached $2,000,- 

e 000 in 1939. 
What Bobwhite The number of ostriches in the 

United States is probably under 100. 
That takes in those in zoos and on 

| farms in Florida and California. The 

ats n a ama modern bird is native to Somaliland, 
Kenya, the Sudan, Cape Colony and 
parts of Arabia. A small true ostrich 

py Perry County, Alabama, last Partridge pea (Chamaecrista fas- has turned up in Rio d2 Oro, The 

year, local hunters saved for ex- ciculata and Chamaecrista nictitans) bird’s ancestors probably trace to the 

amination by the Soil Conversation made up 21.8 per cent of the diet Orient, but Dr. Chapin says the ques- 

Service biologist, 225 craws of quail and was found in 107 craws. Part- tion of whether they could fly is 

killed during the open season includ- ridge peas are annuals having from moot. The so-called South American 

ing November, December, January 10-15 pairs of sensitive leaves; red ostrich is really a rhea; the Austra- 

and February. The craws were dried, stems and yellow flowers; flat, brown, lian, an emu. The main difference to 

contents sorted and the percentage many seeded pods with rectangular the layman is that both have three 

of each kind of food in the craw black seeds. Partridge peas are found toes per foot instead of two. F. D. R. 

determined. Then the average per- growing in dry locations along road- better not make any mistakes about 

centage of each food to the total sides and at the borders of cultivated that. 

food consumed was found. fields. 

Fifty-two species of plants were Oak (Quercus sp.) acorns ranked The Snap Shot 
identified in the 225 craws. The six- third in importance, making up 12.9 (Continued from page 39) 

teen most important winter foods are per cent of the winter foods of 43 with your gun in the down position, 

listed below in order of their im-  hjirds, thus attesting to the importance you must learn to hold it at the 

portance. - of woodland for food as well as ready always, and mount it only 

Ay. No.of shelter. when you have determined to shoot. 

Nee oe Cowpeas (Vigna sinensis) were This _ trains your mind in willing 

i rated fourth in importance as they the shot as a single impulse. 

Common lespedeza 22.8 90 averaged 7.5 per cent and occurred When you can do that—and you 
Partridge pea . 213 107 in 26 of the craws collected. When have our word for it that you can, 

Oak 129-43 used as a soil builder and feed crop, within reasonable limitations — you 

Cowpea 15) 26 their importance to quail adds to their have cut down the forward allow- 

Johnson grass 4.5 24 farm value. ance necessary to hit that same tar- 

Wild bean AD 27 Johnson grass (Sorghum halepense) get to a mere 24 feet. You have done 

Butterfly pea aa 48 this perennial grass, which has been something else— 5 
Sweet gum 24s introduced from Europe, occurs all You have worked out for yourself 

Green leaves ig 10 over the Black Belt and is an im- ‘He most difficult of all shotgun- 
Milk pea 1.8 30 portant hay crop. This plant was pointing technique — the so-called 

Beggarweed 17 22 fifth in importance averaging 4.5 per S7@P shot. 

Osage orange 15 t cent of the food and was found in NAP shooting is the approved 
Wild touch-me-not 1.3 8 24 ‘stomachs S edtGE bank Pig nce 
Geeicate 13 9 24 stomachs. é method of bagging fast-flying up 

erch 12 3 The eleven foods of next im- land game where rapid gun-handling 

Wild perennial lespedeza 1.2 21 pOsLANeR ae wild plants found in “follows the unexpected appearance 9! 
rather limited quantities. Thirty- @ target. You were asked to analyze 

Common lespedeza (Lespedeza stri- seven additional foods were identi- sap shooting first because it affords 

ata) often called Japan clover, was fied from the craws but made up less @ proper introduction to all the men- 

the preferred quail food of the win- than one per cent in the final aver- tal and physical variables commonly 

ter season. It formed an average of ages. Animal matter such as grass- present in gun-handling. 

22.8 per cent of volume of the food hoppers and snails made up 3.4 per At some later day, if a friend 

and was identified in 90 craws. This cent of the food and were found in standing behind you at Skeet tells 

annual lespedeza has been naturalized 34 craws, though animal matter is you that “You stopped your gun!”, 

from eastern Asia and is now very not particularly available during the you'll know that the target sailed on 

common in Alabama. winter season. its way untouched because you made 

43



Bobwhite folder 

4o4 University Farm Place 
April 2, 1940 

Dr. Paul L. Brriagton 
Zoology Department 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

: Dear Paul: 

Here is a reference to border-line bobwhites 
which I thought you might miss seeing; "Birds Observed 
at Lake Vermilion, Minnesota, from December 1931 to 
December 1933," by John C. Jones (American Midland 
Naturalist, Vol. 23, Ho. 2, March, 1940, pp. 40¥-H20; 
see particularly page 408). 

Bvidently the author failed to realize that 
quail in St. Louis County were notable, and he entirely 
fails to tell anything about details, particularly whether 
the coveys succeeded in wintering. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold : 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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42h University Farm Place 
April 2, 1940 

Dr. Paul L. Errington 
Zoclogy Department 
Iowa State College 
Anes, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

Here is a reference to border-line bobwhites 
which I thought you might miss seeing; "Birds Observed 
at Lake Vermilion, Minnesota, from December 1931 to 
December 1933," by John C. Jones (American Midland 
Naturalist, Vol. 23, No. 2, March, 1940, pp. 40%—420; 
see particularly page 408). 

Bvidently the author failed to realise that 
quail in St. Louis County were notable, and he entirely 
fails to tell anything about details, particularly whether 
the coveys succeeded in wintering. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Digest of 

Glading, Biswell, and Smith, "Studies on Food of the California 
Quail in 1937." Journal of Wildlife Management, Vol. 4, No. 2 

April, 1940. pp. 128-144 

ec of food in stomachs 

Average, incl. grit, 144 birds 4.3 
During morning feeding 3.9 
After morning feeding 3x8 
4 hours before sunset 4.9 
Roosting time 8.2 

Total daily intake (by wt. loss overnight) 19.6 grams 

Average grit in 30 stomachs 17.5% of vol. 

Forage inventory, 1440 acres, 1 sq. ft. per acre 

99.4% consisted (dry weight) of annuals 
82% consisted of introduced species. 

Seeds found stored in ground where quail had fed, in fall, before new growth 

39.1 cc per sq. ft. of seeds weighing 3.5 gr. (334 lbs. per acre) 
Including Bromus 19.1 cc, rubens 12.1 cc, Festuca 3.6 etc. 
(Dalke's Michigan samples 9.8% lbs. per acre) 

This food would last 44 years if population remained 1 quail per 

2 acres 

Formla 

Desirability coefficient = %Vol. in % Stomachs in which 
Total diet X occurred 

Per cent of this species in total plant 
population 

Aldo Leopold 11/14/40 

ec Calif quail 
Digests 

Yields
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Hy IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS Cd 

AMES, IOWA f 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY Augus t 19 , 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
hol University Farm Place : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your detailed criticism of the bob- 
white frontier MS and believe that you are right on 
nearly all counts. I also suspect that I may agree 
with your reaction to the, MS on the @ight-winter Iowa 
study, but the case her@fien't so clear, especially 
since the summarized data for five of the eight years 
are as yet quite unpublished and may need some "re- 
hashing" of old findings before they will make sense 
to any reader untempe: with my previous writings 
on carrying capacity, winter losses, etc. 

+ 

Although it makes me sick to think of all the 
work I will now have to put on MSS I hoped were about 
finished, I am thankful for the excellent advice and 
am starting in to see what I can do in the way of re- 
vision. 

I don't, however, understand your comment con- 
cerning the pertinence of the weight data. The question 
of whether frontier quail are heavier is not the only 
one; the other relates to the oxigen of the frontier 
quail, which is suggested by the lower rate of weight 
increase north of Tennessee. The discussion of the 
paleontology of the bob-white bears upon the matter of 
possible changes in the stock and is as pertinent to 
this subject as the conclusions of Trautman and Phillips. 
From your remark that “Even admitting its pertinence, 
I would certainly ascribe the opinion on period of 
origin to Wetmore rather than ourselves or yourself," 
I can only judge that you lost track of the quotation 
marks, for this whole statement is given as a direct 
quotation from Wetmore's letter.



Professor Aldo Leopold 
Page 2 

One of the inclosed maps (fig. 1) will give you 
my idea of the extent of the northern and northwestern 
frontiers’ I think the system of ruling shown would be 
far better than plotting of local records, which, 
because of their incompleteness and failure to hold 
from year to year, would only show a false accuracy. By 
restricting the area with whi ch we are concerned to 
that bounded by parallels 41° and 49° and by meridians 
79° and 107°, we can include practically all of the 
country we know anything about, exclude most of that 
we don't, and still get essentially the whole northern 
and northwestern frontier. It seems to me that neat 
Graftsman's brackets, printing, and ruling could make 
figure 1 both presentable and enlightening. 

The regular range should be roughly definable 
by a line starting north from Creston (sw) Iowa; running 
up to Webster City; then through Waterloo; north to 
Decorah; north about half way between Rochester and 
Winona, Minnesota; to about Alma, Wisconsin; east 
about half-way between Eau Claire and La Crosse; then 
down to Sparta; east to Reedsburg; Portage; and Waupun. 
I don't know where the line should go through Michigan, 
possibly from Grand Rapids to Flint. The tip of Ontario 
below Sarnia (opposite Port Huron, Michigan) and St. 
Thomas (below London) should be regular range. 

It seemed to be a good idea to plot on another 
map (figure 2) the location of cities and towns to which 

i reference will be made in the MS as well as others 
that will serve chiefly as landmarks. Perhaps a good 
draftsman could combine figures 1 and 2 on a larger 
map without making a mess of it; another possibility 
might be to show the upper parts of the figure 1 and 
2 maps on the same page for purposes of comparison. 

We may have to use another map (as figure 3) 
for weight averages. Please do what you can to fill in 
the hiatuses, I am hoping that these data will tabulate 
so that we may list authorities more conveniently. It 
might be better to indicate general locations by means 
of degrees of latitude and longitude rather than entirely 
by state lines, which foreign readers wouldn't necessarily 
be able to find; I'll see how this works out, 

Sincerely yours, 

fe 
Research A PLE:fr ssociate Professor
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42k University Farm Place 
August 27, 190 

Dr. Paul L. Errington 
Department of Zoology 
Towa State College 
Ames, Iowa , 

Dear Paul: 

I am relieved that my rather sweeping 
criticisms struck you as well founded. I certainly 
did overlook the quotation marks from Wetmore. 

Your plan for maps sounds workable and I 
will report further later. 

I hope you will disregard my comments on 
the eight-winter Iowa study, which your explanation 
entirely clears up. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

: Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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THE BOB-WHITE QUAIL ON tig yore Ay )NORTHWESTERN FRONT BRS 

By Paul L. Brringtor2/ and Aldo Leopo1ad/ 

The range of the Eastern Bob-white (Colinus virginiams virginiams) 

is described as “Upper Austral and southern half of the Transition Zone... 

(cf-eastorn North Anerica}from South Dakota, southern Minnesota, southern 

Ontario, and southwestern Maine south to southeastern and northern Texas, 

the gulf coast, and northern Florida, west to eastern Colorado” (3:88). 

‘Typically, the Bobewhite is a permanent resident of partly wooded 

agricultural lands 1 (east-central and soutHeastern United States where 

the winter climate is seldom rigorous enough to bring about wholesale 

mortality. J Occasional heavy losses may take place as far south as Missouri, 

( ont nearly every year there may be winter-killing on at least a local scale 

gurdt A 1 in central Iowa and southern Wisconsin. It is on the ill-defined periphery 

of Bob-white range, however, that an observer may be impressed by the per- 

| tinenee of Taylor's restatement of Liebig's Law of Minimum: "The growth 

and function of an organism is dependent upon the amount of the essential 

environmental factor presented to it in minimal quantity during the most 

critical year or years of a climatic cycle." (34:378). 

c An example used by Taylor to illustrate restriction in geogravhic 

range of organisms by extreme seasons is of special application to the 

st < subject matter of this paper: "A species of small mumbers and limited dis- 

ee tribution, as the masked bob-white (Colinus ridgwayi), formerly occurring 

\ shila aaicnaeaaminiavinensnaidiiiseiasacllioesevsaicdlaliidiieuistuitaibliiiiiniialaininiaiiiainamadibeiaiicaiaetie 

1/Journal paper No. of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames, 
Iowa. Project No. 495. 

2/lowa State College in cooperation with the U. S. Biological Survey, the 
American Wildlife Institute, and the Iowa Conservation Commission. 

3/University of Wisconsin.
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in southern Arizona, may be wiped out over much of its range in a single 

unfavorable season. It is probable that complicating factors are almost 

always present. But extreme drouth, or cold, or other critical feature 

of the surroundings mst often be the immediate factor that results in 

limitation of the species or even its elimination" (34:376). 

If, in the above quotation, we think of Colinus yirginianus from 

5 the Dakotas east to Ontario instead of C. ridgwayi in Arizona and sub- 

stitute "unfavorable winter" for “unfavorable season" and "food shortage" 

for "“drouth", the portrayal of lethal crisis remains no less vivid. From 

western high plains to cut-over forest lands of the Lake States, the 

northern Bob-white on its marginal range has two outstanding winter hazards: 

weather and lack or unavailability of food. 

Scope and Methods of the Study 

| This paper is a summary of data obtained between 1926 and 1939. Its 

| s¢ope will Largely exclude the northeastern frontier of the Bob-white's 

range east of Ohio, both because of our lack of first-hand knowledge of 

that region and the difficulty of appraising the effects of the artificial 

__Festocking that has taken place there. "The New England States, even in 

the center of Vermont (Green Mountain section), have received birds from 

80 many different sources and for so long a time that the indigenous stock 

is probably now entirely extinct. After the severe winter of 1904-5, which 

decimated bobwhites all over the northern states from Massachusetts to Chio 

and even to Michigan (Detroit region), there was a tremendous effort made 

at restocking. This period probably marks the end of the big northern 

birds that were able to withstand severe climatic conditions well up inte 

southern New Hampshire, southern Vermont, southwestern Maine, and southern 

Ontario" (28:27).
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The (northern and) northwestern frontier is exceedingly irregular in I x 

outline, {penetrating and merging with environment that is favorable to ee 

[tue Reb-white on one side and totally unimhebétable ty the species on the ee 

gait & jother. It may, moreover, advance or recede according to elinatio and ~ 

| sgetien’ wave changes. For purposes of this writing, it will refer broadly 

to a region 1,300 miles long, and varying in width from less than 100 miles 

| as the eastern end to about 500 miles at the western, that is within the 

Bob-white's range, yet, as a rule, so sparsely populated that it is often 

doubtful whether any quail exist at all in whole townships or even in groups 

of counties. 

Insofar as the greater part of the work the authors and associates have 

done on the Bob-white has dealt with pepulations of established range in 

Iowa, Missouri, and Wisconsin, the frontier investigations were of more 

incidental and supplementary nature. Unlike Bob-white populations of the 

better northern habitats, those of the frontier maintained little constancy 

in numbers from one year to the next, chiefly because of winter mortality 

rates that only occasionally permitted occupancy up to the mild-weather 

carrying capacity of the land (12:409); and the resulting low densities of 

birds to be found over tremendous acreages precluded intensive study in 

more than a few localities. 

Routine and special studies at the edge of the regular “quail country" 

have, nevertheless, provided a useful background for interpreting events 

on the frontier that naturally had to be investigated with less thoroughness. 

It has been possible to obtain accurate measurements of Bob-white winter 

densities and mortality on local areas in central Iowa and southern Wisconsin, 

; some of which have been kept under observation for as long as 11 consecutive 

years (5; 7; 123 23: 25); observational techniques, furthermore, have been
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| reinforced when feasible by experimentation, both in the field (12, 18) 

and with captive birds (11). 

Cc The actual inquiry as to Bob-white frontiers with which we are con- 

| _Gerned was initiated by Leopold's (21) 1928-30 game surveys in Minnesota, 

(Wisconsin, and Michigan. In 1931, Errington, who had been studying Wisconsin 

Bob-whites since 1929, spent most of August and September attemting to 

trace and to explain the limits of Bob-white distribution in his home state 

of South Dakota as well as in Minnesota and Nebraska; in the course of the 

D next two years, he again travelled over much of the northwestern frontier 

with partially the same objective; and, during August vacations, 1934 to 

1939, revisited numerous isolated habitats in parts of South Dakota and 

Minnesota that were long familiar to him, besides extending his investigations 

_ Rorth to Manitoba and Saskatchewan and west to Montana. 

" Following the extraordinarily severe winter of 1935-36, a correspondence 

with selected observers was carried on in an effort to learn the fate of birds 

situated in remote places and in localities where starvation losses accompany 

even benign winters. The response of cooperators was gratifying, particular 

acknowledgment being due L. L. Snyder, Royal Ontario Musem of Zoology, for 

3 wb | information on quail wintering in southern Ontario. U. S. Weather Bureau 

et, es | records were our principal source of date. on meteorological phenomena, 

Quy 

a Winter Survival of Bob-whites on the Northern Frontier 

What we call the Bob-white's northern frontier extends west from 

toronto through southern Ontario id through mich 6f the northern Half of 
the Lower Peninsula of Michigan and central and northwestern Wisconsin to 

east-central Minnesota. It is a relatively narrow strip that grades off 

te "big woods" toward the north ont (webbed aleiant tenet lands)to the south. 

At its northern extreme, snow may accumulate to a depth of several feet
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during the winter; thus burying the suitable foods for which supplies 

(1 a ee scanty, at dest; dryness and stillness of the air make low _ tial 

ot _ bemperatures more tolerable but the cold may pevertheleen become intense, 

roaching minima of from 30 to 50 degrees below zero (F.) almost any winter. 

: While the birds may sometimes winterekill even when well fed (11; 23), 

they are normally able to withstand great cold if in good flesh (5; 11). 

Gontimed availability of high-grade winter food in or (Conveniently) near 

refuge coverts is therefore requisite for Bob-white survival on the northern 

frontier) | and, insofar a6)the nost important foods are seeds of(a muber of 

wont ia crop plants (dependent upon agriculture )(9; 12), survivals that we 

have recorded following hard winters have almost always been in the vicinity 

of farmyards or dwellings. Birds may be fed by interested persons or they 

: may simply pick corn kernels or grain from stock mamre(or those ‘spilled 

about) feed lots or shite’ Sieaiatitng b'soua may feed on acorn (Quercus spp.) 

fragments dropped by squirrels or jays or om achenes of lesser ragweed 

(Ambrosia artemesiifolia) and smartweeds (Polygonum spp.) available above 

bc nin 1 Gia atten, tien tinng Cte 
Leopold's game surveys cssaliileds that there was "...in central Wisconsin 

@ belt of counties, lying between the regular quail range and the nearly 

quail-less area, which contains few or no quail at the present time, but shows 

evidence of temorary abundance of quail in the past" (21:44). ‘The degree 

of fluctuation may be very great, observers reporting thousands of birds 

in some localities for one to four years, then scarcely any the next. 

The sporadic abundances of Bob-whites in this belt--which lies south 

of and generally parallels the northern limit for the maturity of corn-- 

may be ascribed mainly to local recoveries following good winter survivals. 

Much of the habitat is highly favorable in sumer, according to the criteria
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by which such may be judged, and, with the ald of a series of mild and 

open winters, populations may build up rapidly from comparatively low 

levels. Enhanced winter survival may result from contimed availability 

of seeds of certain native plants, as legumes, in addition to those of 

erops and weeds of cultivation. Or again, ecological succession brought 

about by fires may favor pronounced ascendencies of birds in marginal 

range; there were many quail in Pine County, Minnesota, a few years after 

the Hinckley fire of 1895, and Stoddard (32:33) has found judicious use 

of fire effective in the management of shooting preserves in southeastern 

States. 

That starvation may be a chief mechanism in terminating these 

"irraptive" abundances is obvious, for the Bobewhite is not adapted to pro- 
Bven in established southern 

longed fasting, especially in cold weather (11)./ Wisconsin range and 

during the so-called easy winter of 1931-32, an emergency due to covering 

ef food by heavy snowfalls was attended by the loss of about 80 per cent 

of a letal peyulation in about two weeks (§:28); and during real killing 

winters, euch or worse losses may be general over state-wide areas. 

The 1935-36 loss on our principal observational area east of Prairie 

au Sac, Wisconsin, measured 83 per cent--though not exclusively from 

starvation (23; 25). In counties to the south, losses for artificially fed 

populations were listed at from 30 per cent to 69 per cent (23). Similar 

losses were reported from the southwestern tip of 0 tario (Sssex, Kent, and 

Lambton counties), where the Bob-white has been fairly common in late years 

(L. L. Snyder and correspondents, various letters, 1936); from the upper 

two tiers of counties in Illinois (R. B. Yeatter, letter, May 13, 1936); 

and from the vicinity of Cleveland, Ohio (19). Losses were not delieved 

to have been excessive in southern Michigan (H. M. Wight, letter, April 2l,
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1936), southeastern Minnesota (Gustay Swanson and A. F. Laidlaw, letters, 

April 4 and May 14, 1936, respectively), and northeastern Iowa (¥. E. Albert, 

dr., letter, April 4, 1936). 

Examining the U. 5. Weather Bureau data, we find that the mean temper- 

ature for February, 1936, at Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin, was 4.4° (P.) or 

17.2° below the normal; at other places within the regular quail range of 

southern Wisconsin and southeastern Minnesota mean temperatures of 2.6 to 

9.6° and departures of 10.8° to 19.9° below the normal were reported. 

Minimum temperatures between 10° and 30° below zero were of frequent 

occurrence and averaged 6.2° below zero for the month at sex representative 

stations. 

For Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin, which is in about the center of a 

well-known “irruptive" sone, the February, 1936, mean was 0.9° below zero 

and 17.1° below the normal. Mora, Minnesota, had a mean of 3.2° below sero 

and 17.0° below the normal, as well as a minimm of 43° below zero. The 

means from five fairly comparable stations taken at random in this type of 

quail. range vary from 2.1° below zero to 3.2° above, with departures below 

normal of 11.9° to 16.1%. Daily minima for eight stations averaged 10.4° 

below zero, with a temperature in one instance of 46° below. 

Whether the lethal effects of winters as 1935-36 may be attributed to 

acute or to cumlative starvation (11), to the possible wearing effects of 

sustained cold, to imprisonment under ice or snow, to the intensity of 

blizzards, or to combinations thereof along with other variables, it is 

apparent that coverts may be left quite vacant of Bob-whites by spring. 

But spring survivors may often be located over much of the range previously 

occupied, provided that the search be diligent enough. 

(Hote to A.L.: Can you or F.N.H.Jr. add to 
this discussion as concerns quail on the north 
woods fringe? I think some details are needed 
as to mumerical values of the residua, etc.)
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Winter Survival of Bob-whites on the Northwestern Frontier 

The northwestern frontier may be said to fall within a fan-shaped 

region Yvadiating from northwestern Iowa north through western Minnesota 

to about the Manitoba line, northwest through South Dakota to eastern 

Montana, and west through northern Nebraska to eastern Wyoming. This 

great expanse of plain and prairie is largely uninhabitable for Bob-shites, 

and the latter are as a rule of very local distritmtion, except in the foot- 

hills of the Black Hills of western South Dakota. 

The Bobewhite is known to fluctuate considerably in mumbers in the 

corn-raising counties of central and northwestern Iowa, southwestern 

Uinnesota, and northern Nebraska. Matural brush and woods along gullies, 

streams, and lake shores and also planted groves and tree claims serve as 

winter quarters; and, occasionally, quail may be found living in cover no 

better than that furnished by standing corn or growths of tall, weedy 

composites. Populations do not seem to rise so high in peak years in this 

northwestern prairie equivalent of the “irruptive" zone as they do in the 

northern backwoods. Farmyards, as elsewhere in both regular and marginal 

Tange, are resorted to with varying frequency during hunger crises. 

These yards become so important in the economy of Bob-whites over most of 

South Dakota that away from the Black Hillis and the southeastern tip of the 

state one uncommonly hears of the species wintering apart from then. 

In many respects, the northwestern frontier is more inhospitable than the 

northern for wintering Bob-whites. The snowfall is usually lighter, but 

what snow there is has an understandable tendensy to drift; while this may 

aid the birds by uncovering some feeding grounds, it may also bury others 

as well as refuge thickets--the latter perhaps with quail roosting in them. 

Blizzards of days duration may be accompanied both by extreme cold and high
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winds. Brushy cover suitable for quail is generally seanty or poorly 

situated with regard to food sources, and, as diversified farming on the 

dry plains becomes largely restricted to stream valleys or irrigation 

districts, so potential quail hebitat diminishes the farther the “corn belt" 

is left behind. 

There is another factor that may have a significant bearing on Bobewhite 

densities of the northwestern frontier: the competitive presence of the 

introduced Ring-necked Pheasant (Phasianus colchicus torquatus). Pheasants 

are popularly thought to destroy quail nests and to attack the weaker 

speties but we have found no evidence of such aggression being of much 

consequence in governing Bob-white population levels; rather, the possible 

depressive effects of pheasants upon the quail seem to be far less con- 

spieuous and direct. We have noted in Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota 

that small numbers of pheasants and the resident quail coveys may be 

eohabitants of the same local areas and may sometimes be seen feeding to- 

gether or otherwise eonsorting without friction. Wintering Bob-whites, 

however, are intolorant of heavy concentrations either of their own kind 
or of certain other spesies (12); and where the environment suitable for 

Bob-whites is sharply limited and of the open farmland type that favors 

pheasants even more (11), resultant massing of pheasants may actually leave 

the quail with no plate to live. The latter have been observed simply te 

avoid the pheasant-dominated coverts, to station themselves in inferior 

quarters or te wander about the countryside. Our understanding of how 

lethal such evictions may be for the Bol-chite is imperfect at this time, 

but ill-situated or wandering eoveys are especially subject to accelerated 

mortality (12). Serious depletion of available Bob-white foods through 

foraging of pheasants may also occur under some conditions (5113,16).
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The wiater of 1935-36 provided, as might be expected, an illustration 

of what can happen to northwestern Bob-whites. Blizzards in January 

and February, 1936, were ascompanied by wind velocities sonetimes 

exceeding 30 miles per hour and by minimum temperature frequently between 

15° and 40° below sero. Towa had an average temperature ef & above zero 

and enormous drifts Woeked roads and practically covered many ficlds of 

stending corn in regular quail range of the central and southern parts 

ef the state. 

Green and Beed (17) give 55 per cent as the Bob-white winter mortality 

for an area of 6,000 acres near the Missouri border of south-central Towa; 

the birds of Brrington's principal observational area of 500 acres in the 

vicinity of centrally located Ames were reduced from 21 to 4, = loss of 

$1. per cent. lLesses in the vicinity of Ruthven, in northwestern Iowa, 

where meh field work has been done, were very nearly--tt not quite-= 

amniihilative. Survival appeared "spotty" in the southeastern tip of South 

Dakota and neighboring counties of Iowa (William Younworth and ¥. H. Over, 

letters, April 4 and 27, 1936, respectively). 

Starvation was an important cause of those losses, but blizzard 

conditions were doubtless responsible for a good share of them. Scott 

(BL) reported the death of Bob-whites having heads partially encased in 

ice and snow in a woy reminiscent of the freezing and choking of pheasants 

desoribed by Green (16). When well-fed pheasants suffer nearly 40 per cent 

nortality from winter-killing, it showld oceasion little surprise that 

smaller and weaker Bobewhites--less tolerant of concentrations as well as 

less able to obtain food, to withstand hunger, and to recuperate after 

starvation periods (11)--also die under like eireumstances. 

In northern and western Nebraskm, quail survived the winter in scattered
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places (Myron H. Swenk and Frank B. O'Connell, letters, April 8 and 20, 

1936, respectively). The mean temperature for Valentine, Nebraska, 

February, 1936, was 1.8°, a departure of 19.6 below the normal. 

Few quail survived on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation of south~ 

western South Dakota, where the snow was deep (W. B. Elley, letter, April 15, 

1936). At the Pine Ridge Agency, the February mean was 3.6°, a departure 

of 20.8° below the normal. The snowfall in counties Just east of the 

Byack Hills was not great, and the quail were said to have wintered in fair 

numbers, despite low temperatures (=. G. Adams, letter, May 8, 1936); Hot 

Springs had a February mean of 6.8° or 20.9° below the normal, and Rapid 

City one of 1.4° or 22° below the normal. There is evidence that some birds 

wintered in the exceedingly sparsely populated Cheyenne River country south 

of Dupree, at which the February mean was 6.4° below sero and 30° below the 

normal. 

In short, after the winter of 1935-36, the Bob-white as a species 

seemed still in possession of the rough outlines of its northwestern 

frontier; its characteristic "bob-white" call was heard in the summer of 

1936 near Miles City, Montana (G. W. Roskie, Executive, Boy Scouts of America). 

To the north, R. G. Cynningham (letter, June 2, 1938) states that he has 

heard of odd Bob-whites being seen along the International Boundary of 

Manitoba but doubts that they occur in the Province. Recent records in Minn- 

esota include one of a covey of 22 in January, 1938, seen in Marshall County, 

Upper Red River Valley (29); Argyle, the nearest station of the U. S. Weather 

Bureau, had a February, 1936, mean of 12.6 below zero, a departure of 21.6° 

below the normal.
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Tolerance of the Bob-white to Cold and Hunger 

It is fully recognized that air temperatures my differ materially 

from the temperatures ocourring in the particular spot occupied by a Bob- 

white individual or covey. ‘The well-known huddle of the resting or roosting 

covey, while by no means representing exclusively cold weather behavior, 

has great heat-conserving utility, which may be enhanced still more by the 

birds arranging themselves in compact formation in snow or soft, dense, 

ground vegetation. In cold weather, coveys may also reduce their daytime 

activity to the minimum consistent with their securing food and bunch up 

against sun-warmed dirt banks. 

Gerstell's experiments in Pennsylvania indicate "that, at least within 

certain limits, the ability of a covey of quail to withstand low environ- 

mental temperatures is directly proportional to the size of that covey" 

(15:467). Our north-central data concern over 1,000 free-living coveys 

varying in size up to 40 birds and averaging 15, which may be as advantageous 

& number for heat-conserving as any, insofar as coveys mech larger huddle in 

two or sometimes more groups. Single birds or coveys of less than five are 

the ones that are conspicuously handicapped in winter and usually join 

others if they can. 

Regardless of variation in actual exposure of wintering Bob-whites to 

cold, the birds cannot fully eséape the impact of sub-zero weather as long 

as they live outdoors. Many examples of Bob-whites enduring air temperatures 

of 20° to 30° below zero are to be found in our field notes; and it is likely 

that some survived February, 1936, in or near Corson County, South Dakota, 

from which an extreme of 58° below zero was reported.
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While the birds may not break their tight huddle even to feed during 

an exceptionally cold day, they lose weight rapidly if unfed and may 

under experimental conditions starve in as short a time as one week in mild 

weather. In cold weather, their food consumption is distinctly greater 

(W. H. Long, quoted in 4); their weight loss from hunger is alse accelerated 

and, with decline in weight, their susceptibility to cold becomes pronounced (11). 

The "Bergmann Rule", which holds that the body sige of warm-blooded 

- epostea| or Closely related forms jis greater in the colder parte of their 

: es range than in the warmer, is well illustrated by the existing data on Bob- 

: white weights. 

Stoddard (32:74-77) gives an average of 165.13 grams for 739 fully 

mature native Colims yirginianus virginiams killed (chiefly by hunters 

for sport) in February in the area about Thomasville, Georgie, and 

Tallahassee, Florida; 170.17 grams for 18 imported "Mexican" Bob-whites 

(C.y.texamus) killed in winter in the same region, and 169.37 grams for 

_o'\ 38 yizginfams X texams hybrids. Fourteen texanus from Ridgeland, South 

- Carolina, averaged 171.03 grams; and the winter average for 244 mature 

wirginiams killed in Beanfort County, South Carolina, was 176.35 grans 

(data furnished Stoddard by Dr. A. W. Elting). 

(A.L.t Will you finish the above paragraph 
with an account of the Mississippi series 
of weights sent you by DuPont some years 
ago, giving size of series and average in 
grams to the first decimal?)
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Let’ us next consider weight of birds from the middle quail states. 

Stoddard gives 6.43 ounces (182.3 grams) for Tennessee, on the basis of 

the data of "Mr. C. BE, Buckle, Manager of the Ames Plantation, Grand 

Junction, the figures being the average over a long period of years® 

(32:77). Yor southern Missouri, Leopold obtained am average of 

grams for quail shot in late December. 

(A.L.: Please fill in the above, with whatever 
modifications may be desirable; also add anything 
you may have of statistically adequate winter 
series from Kentucky, Virginia, end North 
Carolina. ) 

The average weight of 287 quail taken in southern Iowa in late 

November and early December was 6.75 ounces (191.4 grams) (30). 

(A.L.: Do you have quotable data from Illinois 
and Indiana? I think oe tae heal ie Gan” from 
Louis Manierre (p. 77 of his is too 
approximate for our purposes. ) 

26& 

¥ 
0 

Wickliff (35) presents M. B. Trautman's Ohio winter average for 65 

specimens as 192.96 grams. 

A series of 77 Bob-whites collected in prime condition during early /°~! 

winter and mid-winter, south-central Wisconsin, averaged 196.5 grams (11). 

The limited number of specimens examined from northwestern Iowa, south- 

central Minnesota, and central Wisconsin seem to show about the same weight 

variations as the southern Wisconsin birds. 

From the date presented, it may be seen that the increase in average
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weight with latitude is greater in the southern third of the Bob-white's 

range (about six grams per 100 miles) than it is from Tennessee north 

_ (between two and three grams per 100 miles). It is hazardous to come to 

conelusions regarding weights of birds very far north of the Carolinas 

because of the heavy planting of southern stock. Phillips'(27) measure- 

ment of 15 "Old New England" specimens compare with those of Trautman's 

modern Ohio series of 65 (37). : 

Existing data do not reveal any great recent change in the northern 

Bobewhite except as the result of human mixing of stocks, Trautman's (35) 

comparison of 15 Ohio birds collected from 1874 to 1911 with his 1931-32 

series of 65 brought out no significant differences. Phillips writes con- 

¢erning old museum skins, "There is no way that I can see of telling 

western (Dakote~Missouri region) from New England birds...."(27:206). 

The American Ornithologists' Union lists the modern form of Colime virgin- 

jams from Florida and Tennessee Pleistocene deposits (3:441). "The 

actual age of the Florida material is not altogether certain but my 

assumption has been that it comes from the latter part of the Pleistotene. 

The specimens appear identical with the modern bird....It is my personal 

velief that our modern forms of birds, like the quail, had their period 

of evolution during the latter part of the Tertiary so that they had 

reached their present form by the opening of the last period. Modification 

since in my opinion has been mainly of such minor moment as is used to 

distinguish our more poorly marked subspecies" (Alexander Wetmore, letter, 

December 15, 1933). 

The Bobewhite range in north-central states has increased tremendously 

in the last century (21:24-26). The source of our native Bob-whites on
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the northern and northwestern frontiers very probably was the stock 

that in pre-settlement times was more or less localized along streams where 

the living requirements of the species chanced to be met, the main frontiers 

than being some hundreds of miles south of those of the present. Phillips 

observed “...that our series shows no constant color difference between 

north and south Atlantic birds t111 one reaches at least the vicinity of 

Charleston..." and that, regardless of the similarity of New England and 

western specimens, ".,.the Sing Sing, N.Y., series is identical with the 

Maryland series" (27:206). 

Natural Restocking of Depopulated Areas 

Stoddara's (32) exhaustive banding studies in southeastern United 

States demonstrated that the Bob-white is esentially sedentary, more than 

half of the "returns" being within a quarter of a mile of the site of banding, 

even after the first nesting season. Yew movements exceeding a mile were 

recorded, and the total of 11 native birds that were recovered at distances 

of three to seven miles from where banded represents less than 2.5 per cent 

of the mumber of "returns". Conclusions from investigations in central 

Iowa and south-central Wisconsin were similar, although “in areas sparsely 

populated with quail, the birds seemed to exhibit o greater freedom of move- 

ment...." (12:324). 

Apart from local reorientation over a radius of a mile or so in 

response to fall and winter changes in food and cover or to emergencies of 

various sorts, the most pronounced movements observed in the north have 

followed the breaking up of coveya with the advent of the breeding season 

in April and May. Nests have frequently been found in such places as prairie 

fence rows two or three miles from wintering quarters, and there is evidence
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that unmated cocks on the northern frontier may in spring move at least 

10 miles into previously vacant but summer~hebitable range. 

The researches of Allee et al (1, 2) om minimum populations have 

stimulated us to try to learn just what may be the lowest densities that 

Bob-whites may maintain. We have not recognized any truly critical levels, 

: however, even on the northwestern frontier where populations become 

straggling, indeed. Diligent search and inquiry in terrain familiar te 

Errington (Haakon County, west-central South Dakota) disclosed in 1931 

about one covey per 400 square miles in current or recent residence; and 

the mumbers of birds mst have been reduced below this by the winter of 

1935-36, especially farther to the northwest where the environment grows 

still less hospitable. During the non-breeding months, Bob-white flocking 

habite of course result in very local aggregations over practically the 

entire frontier that the species holds at all, for, with the onset of 

winter, solitary individuals usually either join other birds or perish. 

4s long as reproduction for this monogamous species is not too severely 

handicapped by scarcity of birds of opposite sexes, low densities may 

accelerate rather than depress rates of recovery from breeding stock. 

Broods hatched on frontier extremes often have their pick of so mech good 

sumier environment that they mey be raised with light losses. In the course 

of long-time studies on lecal areas in Wisconsin, we have found the increase 

from spring to fall to be in inverse ratio to the degree the environmen} 

wes already povulated by adult birds. 

On the Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin, erea of five square miles, which has 

been under observation since 1929, the increase following the wintering of 

a carrying-capacity population of one bird per 9.4 atres in 1933 was 28 per 

cent or about one-half bird actually raised per pair, In 1932 and 1934,
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populations of one bird per 11 and 11.1 acres successfully wintered, and 

their rates of recovery were 40 per cent and 43 per cent, respectively. 

The 1931 population of one bird per 13.6 acres gave a rate of increase 

of 69 per cent; one bird per 16.3 acres in 1935, 112 per cent; one bird 

per 28.5 acres in 1930, 129 per cent. For 1936, the increase from one 

bird per 45.7 acres was considerably lower--only 107 per cent--than we 

had expected for this density; but the recoveries of 262 per cent from a 

bird per 71.1 acres in 1937 and of 228 per cent from one per 82.1 acres in 1936 

are more in line. The data for 1929, the first season of study, are but 

partially satisfactory because of lack of precise figures on the population 

wintering before intensive regular censuses were made; piecing together the 

second-hand information available, we arrive at a spring density of about 

one bira per 145 acres from which the rate of increase was about 450 per cent, 

or about nine young raised per pair during the summer. 

Less complete data from other areas substantiate the above so far as 

they go, and recoveries generally followed patterns that were more or less 

predictable for given densities and areas. The Bob-white is a one~brood~ 

per-season species even in the south, but, through its faculty for renesting, 

it, among others of the more prolific gallinaceous birds of the continent, 

is commonly able to bring forth this one brood despite nesting failures 

due to weather, enemies, accidents, desertions, ete. (13; 31:224-225). 

In the north, it is thought that losses of immature birds between hatching 

and late fall account for most of the differences in rates of increase 

observed and that the severity of these losses in turn depends chiefly upon 

Spatial relationships prevailing in what environment happens to be habitable 

and accessible. Rates of increase of about 500 per cent or 10 young raised 

per pair probably ocour frequently on at least the northern frontier, mt
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increases are unlikely to exceed this by a great desl; an averaze of 13.6 

young were hatched from 31 successful Wisconsin nests yielding complete 

data in 1930 and 1931 (6), and we have come to expect losses under 

optimum conditions of two or three young per brood within the first weeks 

after hatching, when chicks dead from miscellaneous causes may be found. 

In contrast with the situation in the southeast (14; 20; 32), fluctuations 

in kinds and numbers of natural enemies have not appreciably influenced the 

population status of Bob-whites on our north-central observational areas; i 

even when northern losses from predation were heavy, they tended to be of 

incidental rather than of primary consequence (10; 12; Lt). 

Extreme drought may decidedly affect population recovery during the 

breeding season (8; 24; 32:185); so, apparently, may what look suspiciously 

like "“eyelic" phenomena (22:58-72; 26) which, for one thing, may be mani- 

fested by failure of populations to recover normally during the breeding 

Season. In view of the contemporaneous status of north-central states grouse 

(etraonidae) long known to have fluctuated periodically, it is a temptation 

to attribute to the "game cycle" abnormally low recoveries of quail in 1936 

at Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin, and in 1936 and 1937 at Ames, Iowa. One 

should not assume that these low recovery rates were simply an aftermath 

of the winter of 1935-36, for very drastic winter-killing studied other 

years seemed not to handicap reproduction of the surviving individuals. 

Wintering Bob-whites that starve down to the point beyond which they cannot 

regain weight and strength in ample time for the breeding season are almost 

sure to succumb to northern cold, anyway (11). 

Discussion 

The Bob-white's potentialities for further northward and northwestward 

extension of range may be of sufficient philesophical interest to warrant
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comment. Extensions of the past have accompanied certain agricultural 

developments, hence those of the future logically should do likewise. 

What, for example, might be the effect of a pronounced advance of the 

corn belt, we may scarcely predict, but the Beb-white would doubtless be 

responsive. 

As we see it, the winter of 1935-36 was a dramatic test of the 

ability of native northern Bob-white stock to withstand extremes of cold 

and storm far in excess of those to which they are ordinarily exposed for 

decades at a time. What this winter did, in short, was to bring the climate 

of the Prairie Provinces to South Dakota and central Minnesota, and the 

Climate of South Dakota and central Minnesota to Iowa. Killing winter that 

it was for Bob-whites, there seemed to be little mortality that could be 

termed a clean eweep over large areas. The fact that many of the survivors 

of historically unprecedented 1935-36 had not only lost at least some 

weight, but were also members of coveys reduced to sizes disadvantageous 

for the conserving of heat in the huddle, lends to the unanswered question 

of what may be the racial limit of tolerance to cold, per se, and in what 

measure survival may be due to physique, adaptability, and luck. 

To speculate upon whether the larger size of northern birds (and 

hence theoretically greater efficiency in heat retention) is vital to 

survival during winter crises would take us beyond our data. In mid- 

winter of any year, one may expect to find fat and, to appearances, mature 

north-central birds that weigh less than Stoddard’s average for Georgia 

and Florida. These are just small individuals; one Wisconsin specimen 

weighing only 148 grams was demonstrating perfectly well, when collected, 

its ability to winter with its covey mates. We share the apprehensions of 

most conservation biologists regarding the planting of southern Bot-whites
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in northern states, but are not convinced that the greatest threat to 

the existence of birds in colder climates necessarily lies in reduction 

in sige. 

The appraisal of the "Bergmann Rule", as it applies to Bob-white 

weight averages throughout eastern United States, is complicated in 

addition by local size differences. “Yebruary birds from the rich 

agricultural lands of central and northern Ohio averaged 211.04 grams, 

while February birds from the hillier and poorer agricultural lands of 

southern and northeastern Ohio averaged but 185.25 grams; likewise the 

March birds from the rich lands of northwestern Ohio averaged 193.93 

grams, while the March birds from the southern Ohio hill counties 

averaged but 176.34 grams" (35:356-357). In the southeast, Stoddard 

: (32:78) found differences of a full ounce (28.35 grams) in average weights 

of birds taken a few miles apart and concluded that the food supply during 

development was of decisive importance in determining size. 

Summary 

This paper deals chiefly with the wintering of the Bob-white on 

the northern (backwoods) and northwestern (prairies and high plains) 

edges of its range. The data upon which it is based were gathered as 

opportunities permitted over a period of 12 years (1928 to 1939). On the 

whole, the Bob-white in the region treated with 1s so closely dependent 

upon man and the corn belt type of agriculture that frontier populations 

are seldom able to maintain themselves away from the vicinity of humen 

habitations, except when a series of open winters, plant successions 

following fires, or other ecological changes may permit the building up 

of abundance peaks. Winter-killing as a result of starvation, storm,
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cold, and combinations thereof may be drastic, but even the exceedingly 

severe winter of 1935-36 left population remnants fairly well seattered 

ever most of the range that was previously held; and the evidence suggests 

that the species could exist in some numbers under climetic extremes still 

greater, provided that ite other environmental needs--especially as con- 

cerns an adequate and available food supply--were met. 
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424 University Farm Place 
September 30, 1940 

Dr. FP. M. Baumgartner 

Department of Entomology 
Oklahoma Agricultural & Mechanical College 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 

Dear Fred: 

Thanks for sending me the quail report. I should 
have told you about the damaging effect of crating on feather- 
marked birds. We had the same experience and found that we 
had to feather-mark directly before release. Previous crating 
invariably destroyed a high proportion of the markers. 

I suppose the real test of survival will come with 
the shooting season this fall. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



: Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechanical College 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY 

STILLWATER 

September 27, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Enclosed you will find a copy of the study that Mr. Martin 
and I made on game farm quail last summer. Due to the fact that 

we were both away during August, data on breeding is obviously of 
little significance. Banded birds with young were seen on two 
occasions by members of the quail farm staff. Approximately one 
brood was wiped out a few days after hatching by a severe rain 
storm. This is a supposition from the observations that both 

adults without young birds were seen on the morning following 

the storm and on several subsequent occasions. During September 

I have not positively identified a single marked bird as the dense 

vegetation makes sight observation extremely difficult. 

We plan to release additional birds in early October and to 

carry on a trapping study this winter that may furnish additional 

information on dispersal and survival. 

Yours very truly, 

F. Me Baumgartner a 
Associate Professor 
Wildlife Conservation 

FMB sh 
Ence



THE DISPERSAL GF GAME FARM BOBSEITE QUAIL 

Introduction : 

This study was undertaken to determine the dispersal of game farm bob» 

white quail as part of a more comprehensive study on the reproduction, sur= 

vival and ultimate value of such stocks 

Deseription of the Ares 
The site selected is the northeast part of the lake Carl Blackwell Lend 

Utilization Area in Neble end Payne Counties of Oklahoma. ‘The dominant uplands 

consist of a mixture of open post and blackjack oak woods, plum and sumac 

thickets, bluestem meadows, and fallow fields grown up to various types and 

densities of weeds. The limited area in shallow ravines and stream beds con= 

tains a dense growth of trees and shrubs that send out finger-like projections 

into the fields and meadows. An artificial lake of approximately 1,500 acres, 

Lake Carl Blackwell, forms the southern boundary of the area and extends long 

armg into some of the ravinese 7 

Due to poor soils, steep slopes and intensive agriculture and overgrazing, 

this area was subject to severe erosion and for the most part became submar~ 

gimal for agriculture. In 1955<1937 the land was taken out of private owner= 

ship and sinee then has been developed as a demonstration area for recreation 

and research by varicus agencies in the United States Department of Agriculture. 

Hunting has not been allowed since 1986 and all agricultural activities 

ceased before 1939. The area was well knowm as good quail range end formerly 

supported high quail populations according to the reports of hunters and resi- 

dents. A census conducted by Dr» Baumgartner in the spring of 1939 indicated 

a breeding population of o bird te 10 acres. However, lack of evltivation and
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unusually severe competitions for winter food from large numbers of cotton rats 

and other rodente led to a basic lack of winter food in the fall of 193% As 

_& consequence extremely severe weather conditions in Jamuary and February, 1940 

brought on a crisis and the quail population fell off sharply until less than 

a bind to 90 cores remined for the breeding seasens 

The spring and early sumer of 1940 seemed particularly favorable for re~ 

stocking the area with bobwhite, The limited nuuber of wild birds in the area, 

lack of predators and food competitors and favorable weather suggested that con- 

: ditions were ideal for the suecessful stocking of the area with came farm birds. 

rember 

Stesssiee- 
A total of 127 adult and 100 seven-week old game farm bobwhite quail was 

liberated in May and June. The sex ratio of the adults was 74 males to 53 fe- 

males; the sex of the young was unimowm. Many of the adults were full<winged 

and full~teiled strong-flying birds but, due to confinement and fighting, sone 

of the adults had badly broken flight feathers and flew poorly. ‘The juveniles 

were all in good flying condition. On May 27, 1940, 20 adult birds were libera~ 

teds on June 1415, 107 adults; on June 26, 100 juveniles. The adult plantings 

ranged in size from 8 to 13 birds while the young birds were liberated in lots 

of 10. All plantings were made in good summer habitat for quail. Many sites 

were at or near water and all were close to heavy escape cover in the form of 

trees or dense stands of tall weeds and brushs The planting sites were approxi< 

nately one-fourth to one-half mile apart and covered an area three and one-half 

miles long by a mile and one-half wide, or roughly 5,000 acres of quail habitet.
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Marking Technique. 
Sixty-sight adults were marked with ealeved feathers and eciered oxtiulelé 

leg bands, The other 59 adults and 100 juveniles were marked with colored cele 

luloid leg bands only. For feather uarkers } flight and tail feathers of white 

chickens were sclected and dyed the desired colors ‘The shaft of the feather 

was cut at a point where the dianeter was approximately the same as that of the 

tail feather of the quail. The barbs were removed about one-half inch above 

the base, then the shafte were shaved diagonally and dabbed with household ce« 

ment. The markers were placed over the center teil feather and firmly tied 

twice with waxed thread. 

Field Observations. 

A total of 208 man hours were spent in the field during the period fron 

May 28 to August 2, ‘The field studies were limited to 37 days scattered mie 

formly throughout the period, Due to greater efficiency of both man and dog 

most of the census work was carried out in the early morning between the hours 

of 5:00 and 10300 acite 

Stripping favorable habitats and locating whistling cocks were the methods 

used in making field observations. 

Stripping was the method used most extensively. All the better quail 

habitats were censused on foot by this method. Open fields were stripped ine 

tensively, since most of the work was done in early morning when the birds 

were feeding in such habitats. 

The other method employed was the locating of unmated cocks from their 

whistling. Generally these birds could be approached without flushing. Most 

of the taferntion on wiles ms dbtatned ty thie methely : 

1. Game Bird Banding Nenual, Game Management Division, University of Wisconsin, 
December, 1957.
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The information recorded on the birds observed was; Sex, age, location, 

type and density of cover, and color of leg bands. The physical condition was 

alse noted. No attempt was made to distinguish between individuals and the 

same individual may have been recorded more than once. 

The birds were not recorded as released birds, unless the markers could 

be distinctly seons 

Success of Markings 

Prom the 68 feather marked birds released only 9 sight records were made. 

The last one was seen on June 22, eight days after liberations Some of the 

| fenther markers were lost while the birds were being transported in erates te 

the points of liberationse All the information obtained indicated that the 

feather marking technique eaployed was not successful. : 

The eolored celluloid leg bands were far more satisfactory. However, this 

method of marking has the definite limitations that the leg bands eamnot be 

seen in flight or when the birds are on the ground in dense vegetations Most 

of the released birds could be closely approached tefore they flushed, Some= 

times it was possible to get as close as 15 feet from the whistling cooks. 

This method of marking would be less satisfactory in the cave of wild birds 

since they de not allow as close an approach. 

Success of Field Observations. 

During the first week after liberation the game farm adults could be 

observed rather readily. Hoth sexes were unsuspicious and allowed a close 

approach. The whistling sales were particularly conspicuous and easy to 

locate during this periods However it was uct possible to obtain a complete 

count of the marked birds in a single day. On some days no birds could be
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located while on others perhaps a third of the population eould be found by 

the methods outlined above. After the first week the adults hid in the grass 

rather than walking in the open when approached. ‘he whistling males were 

still conspicuous, but the females were difficult to locate. As the breeding 

season waned and the cocks no longer whistled continuously in the early morn= 

ing, it became more and more difficult to contact either sexe The young birds 

sewed te ta wane: ditties 4s Jente Heth Oe sex In general it 

ean be said that the metheds of field observations were limited in value be= 

cause the entire range of the birds could not be covered in a single day, and 

at best less than half of the birds in the area censused could be located. 

Dispersal Information. 

Information on the rate of spread from the points of liberation proved 

aiffioult to obtain. Since the birds were only divided into five color groups, 

it was net possible to distinguish individuals or in some cases identify the 

apesttin yleuking dite fem veme ts individual had come. Table I lists in 

chronological order the data obtained from 39 sight records on banded birdss 

Table II swmerizes the information obtained on the extent of dispersal. 

The data from 23 observations on yellow banded birds indicates that at least 

10 out of 26 quail established summer ranges within half a mile of the point 

' of release. Limited data from other plantings suggest that movements were 

more extensive. Perhaps the fact that the yellow-banded birds were liberated 

in a well watered habitat resulted in less dispersal. An extreme example of 

rapid dispersal was green banded male, 39-4922, which was captured at the 

game farm on June 18 three days after it had been liberated near a tixbered 

spring approxivately 2 miles away. One blue banded and feathered male was
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seen 1,400 yards from the point of release 7 days after liberation, end a 

red banded male was found 1,000 yards from the planting site a month after 

liberation. The remainder of the records were less than 1,000 yards with the 

majority under 500 yards. No average distance can be determined because it 

was impossible to cover sufficient area to locate those birds that moved 

long distances before establishing summer ranges. The fact that only one 

bird moved into the territory of the yellow banded quail supports the 

opinion that extensive movements were the exception rather than the rules 

The range of the yellow-banded quail was censused at least 15 tines, but 

apparently the intervening area of more then a mile to the nearest planting 

sites was sufficient to prevent an exchange of marked birds. This cannot 

be explained on the grounds that the intervening area did not offer suitable 

habitat for quail as this area is fairly uniform and all appears to be good 

sumer ranges 

The information obteined on juvenile dispersal was very meager. Birds 

from only two of the 10 plantings were definitely relocated although erall - 

groups of well developed immature quail seen in late July may have represented 

two other plantings. At least half of oe croup were located three times 

during early July (within 15 days of their liberation). On each occasion the 

binds were less than 100 yards from the site of liberation, The single contest 

of a group of at least 5 white-banded juveniles was made at the very site of 

liberation four days later, In late July neither group could be relocated. 

Sumer Ranges 

, At least 10 out of 26 of the yellowebanded birds are believed to have 

taken up summer ranges within one-half mile of the points of release. Data
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om other groups is too limited to have any significance. The size of the 

sumer ranges was not accurately determined because individual birds could 

not be distinguished, However when plotted on a map the sight observations 

give a pattern that indicates that the range of individual males was limited 

to an area of 50 acres or less. 

The sumer habitats selected by the game farm birds were aparently 

the same as those preferred by the wild birds. tu fast wid birds were Sodied 

in all the areas where marked quail are believed to have established ranges. 

Although a wide variety of cover combinations were included, preferred habitats 

appeared to be found in the edges of patches of upland oaks or old orchards 

bordered by old fields growmm up to weeds and bluestem meadows. 

All of the known ranges were within one-fourth mile of water, either 

in the form of small springs or arms of Lake Carl Blackwell, However there 

was no indication that either the adult or juvenile birds were visiting free 

water during the period of the investigations 

Reproductions 
Tt was necessary to hold the adult birds in captivity until the middle 

of June. As a consequence their normal reproductive activities were consid~ 

erably delayed. In fact, most of the hens were laying infertile eggs at the 

tine of their release. One pair of birds immediately tock up residence about 

a house site and were occasionally seen in that area throughout July. In all 

probability they hed a nest nearby. Observations on other females did uot 

sugsest that they were nestings Due to the late nesting broods raised by 

these marked birds would not have shown up during thie period.
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Wild cocks were seen with several females shortly after the birds were 

liberated. In all probability the game farm strain was crosseé with native 

stock in most of the pairing since the wild males were larger, full winged 

end probably more than a match for the game farm cocks» 

Mortality : 

Only one instance of mortality was brought to light. White banded female, 

39-4876, was found dead on June 22, seven days after liberation. No evidence 

was obtained that would suggest the cause of deaths
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fae 

le The feather marking technique used wes = failure because the markers 

éropped off within a few day8e 

2. Colored celluloid bands furnished considerable inforzation on the 

dispersal of marked quail but had the limitation that they could not be seen 

in flicht or in heavy vecetations j 

Be The attempt to determine the rate and extent of dispersal by field 

observations was only partially satisfactory because it wae impossible te 

cover the entire range or find all of the birds in the area that eculd be 

govered on a single day. 

4s In general a considerable proportion of both the adult and juvenile 

quail tock up sumer renges within half a mile of the point of liberations 

In one instance at least 10 adults ovt of s planting of 26 established theme 

selves within this radius. A few observations indieated movements of as much 

as 2 miles from the plasting site. = 

Se ie penktten evideene of Wweeding we sbtatnnd: 

S» There was no evidence of severe mortality; apparently a oosiderable 

portion of the adults and soxe of the young were able to adapt themselves to 

sonditions in the wild. 

Russell ¢. Marten 

and : 

P. MH. Baumgartner 
Oklshora A. & Hs College 

: Stillwater, Oklahoma
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Table I 

Chronological Dispersal of Game Farm Botwhite Quail 
Lake Carl Blackwell Area « Sumer 1940 

Adults 
Fex a Warking 3 Tate of + Date of “: Time ‘Distance fran 

: t Release : Sight Record ; Interval =: Nearest Release Site 

Yellow band 
and feather dune 14 June 15 1 day 100 yés~ 

Yellow band e- * .* 175 
" * * @ ® 17 z ° 200 ” 

perp dren ** * a* soo * 

Yellow band “-* * 19 5 * 50 * 
* ” * # ® 2 * 5 * 

og ® es o4 s * * 175 6 * 

" # x 8 " 99 3 500 " 

2 " * duly 8 24 * 50 ® 

" * oo” ¢ * “ @ es0 “ 

* . «8 * # «8 400 * 

« . * 8 " 18 2 * 250 n 

* * = * 14 50 * 660 8 

« * = = * 18 31 “ 175 n 

a a a @ ® 16 32 " BOO * 

® ® * 8 * wy 35 175 * 

a * « ® 22 se * 250 * 

White band 
and feather May 27 May 29 2° 500 * 

* * dune 15 June 21 = 550 * 

White band * * * " es 8 B00 * 

* a * * ” ge 7 * 650 * 

" * » * * 26 ne 500 * 

* Pound dead, band number checked.
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Table I 
(Continued) 

Sex: Marking ¢ Bate of s Date of + Tine ' Distance 
+ : Release 1 Sight Record sinterval + Nearest Release Site 

Red Band 
and feather dune 15 dune 22 7 days 375 ydse 

Red Band —s * 2 n 200 * 

® n w of July 16 21 * 1000 * = : 

* Green Band == June 18 : 2500 * 

Green band 
ane feather = 2 ©. i 20 * 

Green band 2 = » 3 * 7oo * 

* * eo " 26 n* 900 * 

Blue band 
and feather = ss - 7 * 1400 * 

Teweek=old Young 

3 Yellor band June 25 duly 4 9 daye 100 ydse 

5 * ® " " 5 10 = * zoo 6% 

5 " * » © * 9 “4 * icc * 

5 White band ~ = dune 29 4 * 39 * 

** =€Caught alive, band number checked.
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Table II 

Semner sf Disperen) of Sune tare Dovwnite pail 
r = i 

Eunber of Sight Records Distence from Nearest Planting Site 

7 ade, 18 juve O = 109 yds. 

, > 101 = 200 * 

es 201 ~ 300 * 

3 * 30l ~ 400 * 

6 * 401-600 * 

s* 501-600 * 

z * 601-700 * 

z * 7Ol - 800 * 

z° 801 = 900 * 

z= 900 -1000 * 

= 1400 * 

- 2500 * 

30 ad., 18 juve
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\ Jamary 27, 1941, 

Ae S Leopold : 

fr. Peunitt 

Quail hunting reports, 1940, ' 

Mov. 10 Ripley Con, Moo 2 2 St 38 : 
Mov, 21 Howell Go. Mo, 3 2 3 § 1 2 1 i 3 
Woy. 21 Howell Go,, No.2 2 2 5 1 2 2 3 g 
Mov. 20 Ozark Co, Mo, 1 #1 2 1 - 1 — oS 3 a 
Mov. 22 Howell Go., Mo, 3 3 3 6 ° - = - 6 ‘ 

Nov. 29 Howell Go., Mo. 3 2 7 6 i 3 3 2 2 
Boy. 30 Moweli Co,, Hoe 3 2 3 5 3 3 - 3 2 ¢ 
Dec, 1 Howell Co,, Mo, 2 2 6 4 = 2 2 3 1 : 
fec, 6 Fowl G.,%.2 1 § 3 - 1 2 6 
Dec, & Howell GCo,, M.1 1 1 1 1 - = ~ 1 
fee, 9 Howell Co.,%.2 1 32 2 ~ 1 ° 2 i 
Dec, 10 Onerk Co., fo, 2 1 4 1 ~ 2 ° - Q. ! 
Dec, 14 Howell Co., Mon 1 = 2 4 ~ 2 - 2 ° 
Dee, 15 Howell Cc., Ho. 2 2 3 1 - - - « ° : 
Dee. 16 Dougles Co, Mo, 1 1 35 4 2 3 1 3 ect: 
Beg, 17 Douglas Co, Wo. 2 1 5 9 i 2 2 5 3 
Dee, 19 Howell Co., Mo. 2 2 # 5 2 2 - 2 ° 
Dec, 20 Howell Co., Ho. 1 1 4 * 5 = 2 ° 
Dee, 21 Howell Co., Moo 2 2 3 1 2 1 = = 1 

Fad of “iscourd seacon. 

Jon, GleyCo., arts 2 2 6 §& #8 8 . os 3 
Jon, 2 Clay Co., Arts. 2 1 7 7 [=..% - 7 4 
Jon, 3. Clay Con, 'v®& 2 1 4 2 - 2 - 3 i 
Jen, 4 Clay Gon, ark, 2 #1 4 5 2 10 ~ 4 2 

Jan, 5 oa at ie 1 1 2 i - - - 3 8 
Jen, 12 fulton Co, Arkw 2 1 3 5. 8 4 2 2 2 
Jen, 18 Palton Co, yk, 1 2 6 4 1 2 . 3 i 

Sree ik its 2 Se : % 

Total bag - 163 birds. 

‘Amplysis: 

Cocks Adult . Gocks <= 55.2 Adulte <= 27,6 
Temature 38.0 ; 

Hens Adult 10,4 Hous «= 44,8 Immature <- 72.4 
Irmature 34.4 :



: October 12, 1942 
bobwhite folder =~ 

At 8 a.m., October 12, 1942, a covey of quail of which we counted 11 and which 

probably numbered around 15 was scattered in the poultry yards between the railroad 

track and University Avenue. When last seen they were making their way toward town. 

There seemed to be a preponderance of cocks. The quail paid no attention to the chickens 

but the chickens rushed the quail when they alighted in the poultry pens. I saw one | 

hen light in a tree, and she was immediately attended by six sparrows which seemed 

curious about here. This covey was evidently "on shuffle". 

i Aldo Leopold 

Alice Harper 

A count a little later showed 15 as they were crossing the 014 Entomology lawn. 

This covey seemed to have an eastward orientation. On at least three occasions 

they had a chance to get back to open country both westward and northward, but : 

insisted on an eastward movement into laa



iN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

: DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UNITED STATES SS joe 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR +e bet 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

Chicago, Illinois 

March D, 1943. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

424 University Farm Place, 

& Medison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Enclosed is a quotation I ran across in the Dictionary of 

American English that I thought would be of interest to you as 

showing winter mortality in quail about 1855. The reference 

cited might be of further interest to you as I noted in another 

place that it makes some mention of Madison, Wisconsin, 

Sincerely yours, 

W. L. MeAtee 

Enclosure 2389922, Technical Adviser,
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Wisronsin Academy of Sciences, Arta, and Letters 

Madison, Wisronsin 

April 8, 1943 

Dear Aldo: 

Please accept my thanks for the reference on Quail mortality the 

winter of 1855-6 sent by Me Atee, I am very glad to have it. When I 

reach home tonight I will see if the reference is new. 

Some time ago I ran across a statement that Quail were abundant in 

Sheboygan County prior to 1870. They fed on a species of "wild bean" 

and disappeared with the legume. Fassett thinks that this may have been 

Lathyrus palustris. 

Sincerely, 

BLE, 
A. W. Schorger, 

aca Leer ane eae 

lec Melle poferenee 

ee as



Form G-158 

Dc FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

Celinus_virginianus virginienus--.-. Sex__._____.__._ Date -10/21/Ao__ Hr.________ No.___170.__- 

Come imarguette 2) Bets no Te Re ee eee ae eee eee 

Collector: fis Pash. =o sop Sse ooh ne as pe See Ree (C OPIN Ooo mete are 

Storm, .esse_ce.> Crop_-das 2-ce, VeoG20 2% cAnims MGs meee Gritty = eee te ee 

Examined by ------<% Littl Li Mevadael. gs Date SOG Re Nes 

CCe % 

Ambrosia artemisiifolie (ragweed, Ronan wormwood) fruits 0.7 64 
Chenopodium album (lamb's quarters, pigweed) seeds 0.1 9 
Impatiens biflora (jewelweed, spotted touch-me-not) seed tr. tr. 
Lilium sp. (lily) seeds 0.1 9 
Polygonum convolvulus (black bindweed) \ achenes tr. tr. 
Setaria lutescens (yellow foxteil, pigeon grass) unhulled grains tr. tr. 

Acrididee (short-horned grasshopper) part of Te, tr. tr. 
1 Carabiaae (ground beetle) j tr. tr. 
1 Gryllus assimilis (large field cricket) 0.2 18 

Killed by hitting building i 

Wisconsin Conservation Department WD, ew Pos ke ter 
Acie Se tar. (marke \ Experimental Game & Fur Farm Cpr fad 

EE een . Poynette, Wisconsin fe pon ge
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Pe FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

Colinus virginianus virginienue----- Sex________...._ Date __10/21/40_ Hr.________ No._--170.__- 

(Co, = Marquette 22 et a eR ee Baetar eg ae 

(GON Heir mae) SE a eo Se ee ia OGIE EN Oe e a eee 

Stomc 200. - = cc). Crop. 3 cey (Veg 77% Animes = gee Gritiec@ah 2 Teele Lg, 

Examined by epee ae 2a Poe Date Se et eee 

CCe % 

Ambrosia artemisiifolia (ragweed, Roman wormwood) achenes 1.7 65 
Chenopodium album (lamb's quarters, pigweed) seeds 0.1 4 
Polygonum convolvulus (black bindweed ) achenes 0.2 8 

Acrididae (short-horned grasshopper) fragments 0.5 19 
Lepidoptera larve 0.1 4 

Grit 0.1 

Killed by hitting building 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Experimental Game & Fur Farm 

Poynette, Wisconsin
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ce FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

_ Golimis v. virginjamis _________ Sex_-Male Date 2/21/41 r,s No. 3682. 

Cog cs aoe eh ete he Seu eR eae Oana Pema 
Collection = >= Wert Bier creer 6 ee ane eee et een CollNGme nse eke 

Stom. __.______ce. Crop___4e0___ce. Veg...10Q.% Anim._._._______% Grit ee CC ney 

Examined by —e Pe Dates cae) eee lea tae 

CC. vA 

Ground up, oily, undetermined nuts, having no shell 4.0 100 

Experimental Game & Fur Farm 
Poynette, Wisconsin
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ee FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

_---Colinus v. virginianus, _______ Sex__Male _____ Date _2/21/41___ Hr.___-__-_ No.---368--- 

COs NOOR One hoe eR end g leceme mer. 2S) 

Collectors 25 cS Wis0 6 Gre eas ara eee eS tos can MNO a ae 

Stom LG «aio lee: © Cropsi2s ae sce:, Vern 00% Anime eee Grit. ale ee or 

Examined by wn febactphe a he ee Date —— eu atin ag 

CC. I 

Prunus pennsylvanica (wild red, bird, fire, or pin cherry) stones Od 6 
Thick, tough, brown fragment of undetermined husk c tr. tr. 

Thin, pale fragments of undetermined husks, possibly of 
grains of corn 1.5 94 

~Acrididae (short-horned grasshopper) fragment of leg tre tre 

Grit 1.0 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Experimental Game & Fur Farm 

Poynette, Wisconsin
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- FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

Colinus virginianus_virginianus._____ Sex_Female ____ Date 4/17/41__-- Hr.________ No. 171_____ 

Co. Golvmmbiacs 22 Ws = Seg... DR. Bigiweg near Pomette 222 

Wollector:i: Ge Resa ter Ve fos a ee eat eee or Coll No see 

toms e255 a. eee. “Crop. 9aoo- 800. Vero Gio Anim 87 eg) Grit. ee ee, 

Examined by eee Meee Date 2 

Cle % 

Ambrosia artemisiifolie (regweed, Roman wormwood) , fruits 0.9 7 
Asclepias syriaca (common milkweed, silkweed) seed tr. tr. 
Carex sp. (sedge) achene tr. tr. 
Paspalum sp. (paspalum or sideseed grass) unhulled grains 1.8 3h 
Polygonum pennsylvanicum (smartweed ) achenes ie? a2 
Setaria lutescens (yellow foxteil, pigeon grass) unhulled grain tr. tr. 

4 Carabidee 002 4 
2 Carabidae (small) (ground beetle) tr. tr. 

19 Disonycha sp. (flea beetle) 0.7 15 

Hit by car 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Experimental Game & Fur Farm 

Poynette, Wisconsin



Form G-158 

FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

Colinus virginisnus virginianug--... Sex_Female_____ Date _4/17/41___ Hr.________ No._171------ 

Coy... Galumite 5 a Set. eR eR nee PO ee ee Le — 

Collecter i.e AWS eS ce a ee en a ae 

Stomie 900 ee. “Crop. ss ere, “Ver OR ete = Ann Bee Grit 0520s Ee eeu ey 

Examined by nannnn- <9 Lege (0. pelo Date ae Mice eee a 

ce. % 

Ambrosia artemisiifolia (ragweed, Romen wormwood) achenes 0.2 8 

Paspalum sp. (paspalum or sideseed grass) unhulled grains 1.2 46 
Polygonum pennsylvanicum (largeseed smertweed) achenes 10 38 
Setaria lutescens (yellow foxtail, pigeon grass) unhulled grain tr. tre 

Disonycha sp. (flea beetle) fragments 0.2 8 

Grit 0.2 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Experimental Game & Fur Farm 

Poynette, Wisconsin
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+ FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

Golinus_virginienus_virginianua __ Sex__Mele_____ Date __7/8/41 ___ Hr.__--__-_ No.-172_____ 

Core EO oe Aa Sree Gio oe Lee a eed ant iets remo) Ee rete be peat ov iat Rae ee 

Collector’ — <2 Wer Rare t tee 2S ee ie ei eee ee ee a eee eee et nt COLENO® Aeee se nte 

Stom. __....._--ec. Crop.le2.__-ec, Veg...100°% Anim... tre____% Grit ee 

Examined by nore per ge < 2 tee eS Dates JP Ar ee 

CCe % 

Fegopyrum esculentum (buckwhest) achenes 1.2 1007 

Carabidae, possibly Agonoderus sp. (ground beetle) tr. tre 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Experimental Game & Fur Farm 

Poynette, Wisconsin



Form G-158 

s FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

Colinus virginianus virginienus--. Sex._Male______ Date _7/8/41____ Hr.___-_--. No.--172.____ 

Li eerie <p e ereeet NERS. eee Aerereicr.: So uereie aos Say ane etree tree” Sense Seen reer 

Collector: —--SWa lie Simmeneo 8) Se oe ee ee al gO Momma oc a 

Stom, a 22.2— > <cce.. Crope_2 =. ee) Ver 28O°% Anim = 1a Grit... 0,5. 22 ce = 

Examined by “Zeng id Rae Date --#¢2-____---- 

CC. 5 

Fagopyrum esculentum (buckwheat) achenes 218 82 
Polygonum persicaria (lady's thumb) ‘ achene tre tr. 

Coleoptera spp. (beetles) fragments O4 18 

Grit 0.3 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Experimental Game & Fur Farm 

Poynette, Wisconsin



Form G-158 

“ FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

-CGolinus virginiems virginienus-__ Sex__Female____ Date 9/24/yr.?__ Hr.________ No.-173.____- 

(Go; -= Grew 2 oe ee a Re Rare lerid “and “wooted nti le 

Ce Ui cs SN arate a a a meee i ee ee 

Stom, _=..__-_2cc Crop-_1.9) = ec, Veg.100..% Anim. ay, Ot. 

Hxamined by’ .2------2., Lz A leinthithe Dee 

Cle Io 

Ambrosia artemisiifolia (ragweed, Roman wormwood) fruits 0.3 16 
Setaria lutescens (yellow foxtail, pigeon grass) unhulled grains 09 47 
Setaria viridis (green foxtail) unhulled grains and 1 

piece of a panicle 0.7 37 

Lepidoptera larvae tr. tr. 

Hit by car 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Experimental Game & Fur Farm 

Poynette, Wisconsin



Form G-158 

; FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

~Golinus_virginianus virginienus -- Sex__Femele ____ Date Ofali orf Utes = Noe Aye. 

Cow. Grants. oe ete set. se Le eare tend “and: gooded nile =2 

Gace = hs Tea AAR ge eR aa lee Sor oP eo ey a Dae ee ts COLNE NG, ota ees 

Stom)) 2e2< .22ce: Crops.3_2..ssce.) Ver 8s-2 9- Anim. eee Git eee cele, 

Examined by an Loeb Me Fl Pag WACO (9 ieee ee 

CCo Rb 

Ambrosia artemisiifolia (ragweed, Roman wormwood) achenes 0.3 11 
Ambrosia trifida (great ragweed) achene 0.1 4 
Setaria lutescens (yellow foxtail, pigeon grass) unhulled grains 1.6 59 
Setaria viridis (green foxteil) unhulled grains 0.5 22 

Acrididae (short-horned grasshopper) part of leg tr. tr. 
Insecta fregments of legs tre tr. 
Lepidoptera larvae Ovd 4 

Grit tre 

Hit by car 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Experimental Game & Fur Farm 

Poynette, Wisconsin



Formh G-158 

FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

_-Colinus virginisius_virginianus__ Sex_____________ Date _l2y2y40___ Hr.___-_---_ No._-174____ 

ee eee ENE ee cNe Mens! «AR ameeeerce! LDSeRm beter | Uais/ iy michann ge eaeeRel Seamme USN Parente ein meer em 

Tiaras a a a ae eee 

Stom, == ce, Crop. 2.82 occ: Ver 10077 Anim. = = % - Gritjs= 22 Ce 

Examined by wan EBL wa fi Nett Pinte LOGS 

CC. % 

Bidens coronate (B. trichosperma)(tickseed sunflower) achenes tre tre 
Bidens frondosa (beggar-ticks) achene tr. tr. 
Bidens sp. ? fragments of leaves 0.1 4 

Pyrus (Aronia)arbutifolie var. atropurpurea or else 
P. melanocarpa (chokeberry) fruits 2.5 86 

Pyrus (Aronia) arbutifolia vars atropurpurea or else 
P. melanocarpa (chokeberry) fragments of leaves 0-3 10 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Experimental Game & Fur Farm 

Poynette, Wisconsin



r ‘ Form G-158 

FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

* Golinus ve virginianus ___________ Sex_____________ Datelatter 12/42 Hr.________ No.___381.___ 

Oo. a MONTOR «haa se Seton ee 2 apie see tre eas dR nee ae era 

ACLS fat ora ora NN a eee eet Cou ene CONN ne: one 

Stom. _1e7Z__---ce. Crop_emply ec. Vegl00.__% Anim._______0.__» fGUibe sake ce ey, 

Examined by ---- Liege festa oo eee Date Pelee spe 

CC. % 

* Rhus typhina (staghorn sumac) stones, with fragnents of outer shell 

: : removed while in gizzard 1.7 100 

,,Grit,- only 1 piece about 6x4x3 mm. he $x. 

. The bird was found dead. It was very thin. The lungs were in.a poor condition, 
indicating that the bird suffered from exposure, according to Dr. T. T. Chaddock, 

Pathologist. Thoughthe outer shell of the sumac stones had been eroded in places and a 
‘small amount of the fragnents were in the gizzard, there were present remains of probably 

_.only- one’ seed which had been broken up. Only-one piece of grit was present. 

i The ground has been covered with snow, which has. been crusted over during the probable 

Miscontia Conservation Department 
‘xperiment & Fur F. E 
ra Povnette Wischustis aa (OVER)



: ‘ 

time the bird was dying. 

Des ite. presence of food in the gizzard, starvation may have occurred, (along with 
exposurs See a possible lack of sufficient grit to disintegrate hard shells, and possible 
lack of softer foods.



Form G-158 

FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

_--Colinua_y._virginianus......_____ Sex_Female.____ Date __6/16/41.. Hr.________ No.--_--367__ 

(Goi Wed coc Seer el Sau tee ring Fe cr ia Oe COUR Ne Samet te eee 
Collector: 22.2: 1 NesBe/ Grange. 6 ios ee se ee eet ee oll UNO mer Ig es 

Stom). e209! 2ces Crops. 3-2 = cc Vibes Sa Anim = Ol 8 Grit aw ee ork ay 

Examined by wannabe lO achiral nnnnnnnnnnnn Date Ee noe oh 

CC. kh 

Polygonum convolvulus (black bindweed) achenes O59. 55 

Coleoptera spp. (beetles) small chitinous 
: fragnents 160-67 

Grit,- quartz sand and pebble and fragments of 
chinaware or porcelain 0.4 

Road-kill. 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Experimental Game & Fur Farm 

Poynette, Wisconsin



Form G-158 

FOOD HABITS EXAMINATION 

Golinus_y. virginianug_-____--____ Sex____Female__ Date __1/43 _____ Hr.________ No._---450.__ 

Co. ------Meod______.________-_See.___3]_ 1.22 N. R.2B.. _."Serub_oak & poplar slashing® _- 

Collector-su2.2* 5.2 Wigaia SEA MN geen oe oes ener ec Coll Noes Se 

Stom, __9¢8____cc. Crop__Bapty__cc. Veg.._100% Anim._.________0% Grit.__0.]._____ce.______% 

Examined by wana alias cadet tlc een Date 22 ea = 

CC % 

Rhus typhina (staghorn sumac) stones;- some ground up, some intact 0.8 100 

Grit 3 0.1 

Found dead at feeding station. Corn evailable. Weather had been very cold, snow deep. 

Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Experimental Game & Fur Farm 

Poynette, Wisconsin



Sept. 17, 1943 
Quail folder —— 
Washburn County 

W. Jd. P. Aberg tells me that quail were abundant around Shell Lake and 

in all other cultivated parts of Washburn County from 1901 to 1904, inc. 

He can remember that there were a few quail before 1901, and that 

settlers said that they had "come in with farming" in the 1880's. 

He was not in the region after 1904, hence does not kmow their status. 

Aldo Leopold 

o



fa 

Note from the aN 
Pa. Game News, vol. XIV, no. 7, Oct. 1943, p. 22. 

"On the basis of 2,727 bobwhite quail wings examined by A. S. Leopold 

of the Missouri Conservation Commission staff, approximately 83 per cent 
killed during the 1942 open season were birds of the 1942 hatch. 

Leopold has discovered a method of telling old quail from young quail 
by the markings of the wing feathers. Prior to the 1942 open season 
hunters were asked to send wings--one wing from each bird=--to the Missouri 

Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit here for examination. A total of 2,727 
wings was received. Of these, 447 or 16.4 per cent were found to be from 
adult birds, and 2,280 or 83.6 per cent were from the 1942 hatch." 

ec Starker 
quail folder ,~ :



- Wilson, Kenneth A. and Ernest A, Vaughn. The bobwhite quail in 

= eastern Maryland. Game and Inland Fish Commission of Maryland, FR ae fd a 
(514 Munsey Bldg.)Baltimore 2, Md., 194% Gea iets 

Bedford Road, Route 3 am 
: Cumberland, Maryland Pet grew te aur 

hs Hes f Ce Vay 

July 23, 1944 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
Agriculture Hall 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you for your thoughtful note of July 13 and 
the encouraging words. Until one has worked and 
sweated long hours over a manuscript one does not 
know the morale-lifting value of such letters. 

I have mailed copies of the quail report to both 
Errington and Stoddard, 

Your request for a dozen extra copies has been re- 
ferred to the Baltimore office and by this time 
they should have arrived, 

The extremely light mortality among project quail- 
19 coveys-during the fall and winter it was measured 
may have been exceptional, but I do not think so. ' 
To ome who has seen covey after covey of quail in 
agricultural sections of the country reduced heavily 
by predation winter after winter our findings may 
seem fantastic. But our work with bobwhite was done 
on land 97% forest and mostly in the densest kind 
of cover. Alert birds and juxtaposition of food and 
cover werefound time and again to lower the efficiency 
of foxes, accipitrine hawks, and other quail-eating 
predators. For nine years now (the project will be 
ten years old November, 1945) numerous coveys have 
been observed through the winter losing few or no 
birds. Census data discussed in the chapter "Man- 
agement Of Shooting" indicate that the main mortality* 
--between 40 and 50 per cent--falls during the hunting 
season which extends from November 15 to December 31. 
Each year some coveys get through the hunting season 
without being shot into and our census records show 
them coming through the winter intact as large coveys. 
To cite one example of this: Hunting was light dur- 
ing the fall of 1940 on Block 3 (see middle page 120) 
and that winter seven woodland coveys were found, five 
of which were censused in February and March, averag- 
ing nearly 16 birds. A three-year summary of fall- 

* also applies to the 19 coveys covered in Table 9 
though 11 of these were little effected by hunting.



. 72- 

Professor Leopold 
July 23, 1944 

winter mortality on page 121 shows that of 180 
coveys censused during this period 47(27%) held 
between 11 and 22 birds. These facts, in my 
opinion, emphasize still further the predator- 
proof stability of bobwhites' habitat on the 
project. 

I agree it was unfortunate that we were unable 
to band and measure mortality every year as you 
and your associates have with the pheasant. The 
job would be a full time one, something we could 
never afford, and demand greater success returns 
in trapping bobwhite than our few efforts accom- 
plished. 

Here in Western Maryland I am separated from the 
quail project for good now and the work at hand 

: concerns a management problem with the wild tur- 
key--the few remaining that we have. I am very 
anxious toe have the quail work continued as in 
the past, however, for in my opinion it is only 
through unsuspended long-time game management pro- 
jects like ours that dependable and applicable 

working knowledge is obtained. 

7 Please feel free to ask for a fuller explanation 
of our findings any time. 

Yours sincerely, 

Kenneth A. Wilson 
KAW: w Game Technician
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

Division of Fish and Game 

July 11, 1944 

Dr. A. Starker Leopold 
Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Starker: 

I was about to bow my head in shdme at. the read harry display 
of my Missouri colleague and obseryé, e11,\if he wants to be 
stuffy---", when T made a discovery! /Comihe cross the Bay in the 
train, I had read all articles e@ last/Joprneal of Wildlife 
Management (vainly searching for\ay yeme An Phe various "Lit. cited's"), 
Running out of articles and notes,\I burhed“to that oft neglected 
page, the back cover. Lo ané-beholt, under “Sugeestions to Authors" 
IT saw a statement which fade me ghve ® béller that shook the Bay 
Bridge. The statementY “@ive-sex ratios the standard form of Zi 
males : 100 females for veady comparison\/And not as percentages. * 

Need I say more? | Why sure. /If/ this applies to sex Patios, the 
same is even mope.true\of\age ratiog. If you read that one pepulae- 
tion is 75% yoGng aad anoth 90% young, your mind goes back to 
when you werg ip~knee pahts and get similar grades on your history 
exams. NeitfheyY grade was regarded as particularly bad or good. 

ee Getting back to thg Quail populations, the 90% young population 3 
Hix ar was three tikes\as sug¢esgful as the 75% one, which is beautifully 
pee shown if we saw imstéad gf 75% young, 100 adults : 300 young, ana 

instead of 90% young, +00 adults : 900 young. Getting baek to knee 
pants, did you think you were three times as good when you got 90%? 

My point is that while you apparently simplify your data by fi 
putting it in a stenderd, well used form (percentages), you are 
actually making it more obsoure, in that percentages, while they 
ere mathematically the same as ratios, are not usually used to ex- 
press the relation between two things. Knee pants: you got 90%. 
Did you say I wae ° parts right, 1 part wrong? 

T'l1 take one free beer at our next meeting in full payment for 
: converting your reactionary, fuzzy, obscure knee pants percentages 

: 
|



Pees = 

| Ur. A. Starker Leopold - 2 Jo-11-k. 

to the lucid, grephic form recommended by Emlen, Glading, end the 
Journal of Wildlife Management. a 

Sincerely yours, | 

Ben Gla ding 
Junior Economic Biologist 

BG: mp 

ec: Dr. Tracy I. Storer / 

Mad , 

Bk im rug qual fog of ue lich, Ke fpce lege, Cecacces 

: : : , Fas 

mle 10 Jr tg at a fr age, Gn engl 

an hi, debe, Bet 2b surplir tockr ey adults - 

ce
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Dr. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Conservation Bldg. SH Sure deer me Gerd # Se 
Columbia, Missouri Nias ab fpagune pe Cale. 

Dear Dr. Bennitt: Sot - ie pee, hoa 

This year's sex and age ratios which you have gathered tickle me p -- they habs. 

follow very closely those which I put together in West Plains over a period of 

years, and hence back me up on the conclusions which I am about to present in print. 

Here are the comparisons: 

Adult Inmature Per cent 

Source Males Females Males Females Zotals immature 

NUMBERS OF BIRDS 
Howell County 234 145 634 620 1,633 76,8 

ts, 

Your figures, 1944 289 195 1011 1052, 2,547 ae 4 

Howell County 14.3 8.9 3.8 38,0 100 16.8 

Your figures, 1944 11.3 7.6 39.7 41,3 100 82.0 * 

Your state-wide sample is higher in young than the Howell County figures (it was Ne 

also in 1943 and 1942), But within the two age classes, _ somes hens and immature E 

cocks are represented in almost equal numbers whereas adult cocks outnumber adult 

hens about 3 to 2, This is just what I found. 

I advise you to figure percentages on the basis of the whole population, rather F 

than to figure age ratios separately in the two sexes, Only by following the former , 

course can you show clearly the excess of adult cocks in the population as a whole, j 

I am very sorry to learn that you were left without access to all of my old 

figures, I was sure you had them in one form or another, I enclose a copy of my | 

final report on this subject, which includes in the tables all of my figures, It ? 

will also appear in the January issue of the Journal of Wildlife Management, so 

that you can always find them there in the future, 

I shall be very glad to check the sample of 103 wings which you have sent, As for | 

the question which you raise about birds with adult primary coverts and two faded, | 

but porate outer primaries, those we chss as adults for they are a year and a 

half o the primary molt has not been completed and the old, faded distal juvenal 

primaries of the previous winter are still in evidence), The fact that these 

feathers are so faded tells you at once that they have been worn throughout a full 

year, hence the bird could not possibly be a young one, 

Your reference to the heated discussion in which Mir, Steen and I engaged prompts 

me to say that the argument was not about my paper, with which Mr, Steen was in i 

full agreement, but about the mathematical probability of taking a representative 

semple from a bird population by shooting. ¥ . 

Betty joins me in sending very best regards and wishes for a successful new year 

to all of you in Golumbia. 
As ever, Sébe ZL



“A Wea Lahore © : 
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“* ep K Qc ae A ate FE ar e ig 

at February 7, 1945 fe 

~ gi” 
% Mir. Levi L. Mohler hi 
0 Supervisor of Game 

Nebraska Game, Forestry and Parks Commission 
= Lincoin 9, Nebraska 

Dear Mr. Mohler: 

In reply to your inquiry of January 31, 1944, I may say that your sex 
ratio in bobwhites does look a little one-sided, but still my ratio for 305 
@isconsin birds was 57.7:42.3 (see page 127 of Wilson Bul., 45:122~132, 1933). 

Starker Leopold has just published a paper on Missouri bobwhites (Jour, 
Wildlife Mgt., 9:30-34, 1945), in which he concludes that “Distortion of the 

> sex ratio in favor of cocks is limited to adults. Young birds have a sex ratio 
of 50350, The differential loss of adult hens probably occurs during the 
breeding season” (p. 34). On the latter page, he also suggests thet, ". . .the 
smaller the proportion of young in such populations, the greater should be the 
excess of males, In a sense then, sex ratio is a function of age ratio, and 
excess cocks way be used as an index of the degree of rehfiuctive success in 
the previous breeding season." (Incidentally, a distortion tending to favor 
the females cecurred in the muskrat populations studied in Iowa, the losses of 
adult males being greater in proportion to their numbers during the spring 
dispersal and breeding season (see pp, 838-640 of Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta, Res. 
Bull. , 320:797-924, 1943).) 

N Reproductive success in turn is conditioned chiefly by the density of 
the adult population in relation to such titings as thresholds of security. It 

‘ is a known fact thet quail are heavily shot in Missouri and it would seem that 
much habitat would be under populated much of the time--which certainly is one 
explanation that might be advanced for birds of the year making "up from three=- 
fourths to four-fifths of the autumn population" in that State. In unshot 
habitate in which winter-kill has been low during preceding years, I would 
expect « lower proportion of young birds in the population; henee a higher pro- 
portion of cocks. I can find in my old Wisconsin notesy age data on only 30 

3 bobwhites (obtained in the fall of 1930), for nearly alt of my date sheets on 
collected speclaens were later lost by a student; in this limited series, there 
were 7 adult males, 4 adult females, 12 young males, and 7 young females. 

Pinally I would suggest that you maxe sure that you read «2 paper that is 
coming out in the January number of Seological Monographs (which, however, is 
much behind schedule): “Some contributions of a fifteen-year local study of the 
northern bobwhite to a knowledge of population phenomena." I have little idea 
as to when reprints will be available but you will doubtless find the journal 
in your university library. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul Le 
PLEshis feeperte Leostione Professor



| > 

Arnold Jackson 
March 27, 1945 

On March 21, I heard bob-whiting 100 yds. southeast of the 

of the Mills street enterance to the arboretum. While usking certein 

there were no sterlings in the srea the bird called 11 times. I then 

flushed it to make sure it was a bob-white. The bird was on the edge 

of a covey territory but the covey was not in the vicinity at the time. 

The weather was fair with no wind and the time was shortly efter sunrise.



(COPY) -Coomrrrcatcories Sorte 
Wisconsin Conservation Department a oe 

L 
INTRA-OF FICE {Js , 
MEMORANDUM ddan 

Date November 13, 1945 

TO: Wm. F. Grimmer 

FROM: H, A. Anderson 

SUBJECT: Quail collection 

In ,ccordance with your memorandum of October 13, 1945 

I tried to collect some quail for Professor Aldo Leopold 

while on my vacation in Trempealeau county. I spent two 

full days hunting quail on October 29 and November 9 and 

flushed but one covey of nine quail. Due to poor shooting 

and adverse cover I failed to connect with any of these. 

While hunting pheasants in this same area during the 

1944 pheasant season I flushed at least fifty coveys of 

quail. It is difficult to account for the sudden decrease 

in population. One particular covey that wintered well in 

a ravine in my father-in-law's farm was reported to me as $ 

having decreased in numbers throughout the spring and 

summer with no trace of the covey for the past several 

weeks. Local opinion has it that fox are responsible for 

the present low of both pheasant and quail. 

(s) H. A. Anderson 

Copied 
ab f 
11-15-45 

~ 

e*



H. W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR qt OF Wisem ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

se ta oO Be “ip rece as 
Blovoayaun. gow. ScHNEMERGER eS E SDUCATION--W. 7. CALHOUN once > CONSERVATION Vee DEPARIMEN See i 

OSES J. HW. H. ALEXANDER 

RARISQA \ 
1101. Third Street Sw 
Menomonie, Wisconsin x 

FILE REFERENCE: 

us 

Prof. Aldo Leopold ‘ 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo, ; 

Do you have a few minutes time to look at this brief paper 
on "Bird Detection by Radar"? 

I have sent the original to the Chief of Naval Operations 
for clearance and permission to publish since it contains references 
to confidential literature and to information on radar, I will let 
you know what happens. 

I have sent the first copy to John T. Zimmer, editor of the 
Auk, requesting permission to publish in the April issue if possible. : 
I'll also advise of their action. Do you know Zimmer well enough to 
put in a plea for early publication? 

I have circled or indicated with red pencil the particular parts 
that seem to need "touching up" or completing. Your help, of course, 
is appreciated and always a Godsend. 

Received your letter and the enclosed one from George Becker, 
Port Edwards. Thanks! He sounds like an interesting fellow, and I 
hope to meet him personally soon. Might be a man for one of the 
projects some day - no? 

Quail become more and more interesting to me in Dunn County. I 
am convinced they are as high as they were when I left. Am anxious to 
start trapping some of the located covey's. 

Yours, 

ee es
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Repovtleg dara Sobetl 
! fe 

Report on quail sent in by Warden Ashesky for scientific study. 

#18 Q Taken in Sec. 32, Range 11, Township 13N 10/28/45. Weight 125 grams - 

- bursa, 8 millimeters. Age - young bird. 3 

#19 «of Taken 10/29/45 in Sec. 12, Range 9E, Township 13N. Weight 202 grams.- 

- Age - young. Covey of 15. Bursa - 8 mm. 

#20 oO Taken 10/29/45 in Sec. 12, Range 9B, Township 13N. Weight 190 grams - 

bursa, 7 mm. Age - young bird. Covey of 15. 

#21 9 ‘Faken 10/29/45 in Sec. 12, Range 9B, Township 13N. Weight 186 grams - 

bursa, 6 mm. Age - old bird. Covey of 15. 

#22 ol Taken 10/31/45 in Sec. 26, Range 9B, Township 13N. Weight 164 grams - 

bursa, mutilated. Age - young. Covey of 17. 

#23 o* Taken 10/31/45 in Sec. 26, Range 9E, Township 13N. Weight 156 grams — ; 

bursa, 9 mm. Age - young. Covey of 17. ’ 

#ou of! taken 10/31/45 in Sec. 26, Range 9E, Township 13N. Weight 17% grams - 

5 bursa, 10 mm. Age - young. Covey of 17. 

Report on quail sent in by Warden Button for scientific study. eae 
(Birds came in bad condition, showed signs of weight shrinkage, 

and were decomposing. ) 

#25 g Taken 10/25/45 in Orion Township, Sec. 34, Richland Co. Weight 170 

grams. Wo bursa measurements were made on any of these birds as they 

were beginning to decompose. Age, by coverts, young. Covey of 30. 

#26 of Taken from. covey of 30 birds, 10/25/45 in Orion Township, Sec. 34, 

Richland Co. Weight 184 grams. Old bird. 

#27 oO” Taken from covey of 30 birds, 10/25/45 in Orion Township, Sec. 34, 

Richland Co. Weight 175 grams. Young bird.



: 2 

#28 9 Teken from covey of 13 birds, 10/30/45 in Richland Township, Sec. 26! 

Weight 149 grams. Young bird. ; 

#29 of Taken from covey of 20 birds, 11/4/45 in Orion Township, Sec. 35, : 

Richland Co. Weight 68 grams. Very young bird, perhaps not over six 

weeks. 

#30 of Taicen from covey of 16 birds, 10/28/45 in Dayton Township, Sec. 1, i 

Richland Co. Weight 165 grams. Young bird.



Report on quail sent in by Warden Ashesky for scientific study. Ree 

#16 9 faken in Sec. 32, Rango 11, Tomship 13 10/28/%5. Weigh’ 125 grams = 

bursa, 8 millimeters. Age - young bird. oe 

#19 oo” Token 10/29/45 in Sec. 12, Range 92, Township 130. Weight 202 grams, : 

Age - young. Govey of 15. Bursa = 8 mm. a 

#20 o Taken 10/29/45 in Sec. 12, Range 9#, Township 13. Weight 190 grams - 

bursa, 7 mm. Age ~ young bird. Covey of 15. ; ‘ 

#21 9 Token 10/29/¥5 in Sec. 12, Range 98, fownship 13". Weight 156 grams « 

bursa, 6mm. Age - old bird. Covey of 15. : a 

#22 o” Taken 10/31/45 in Sec. 26, Range 9B, Townshin 13%. Weight 164 crams = 

bursa, mutilated. Age - young. Covey of 17. 

#23 @ Taken 10/31/45 in Sec. 26, Range 9, Tomship 138. Weight 156 grams < 

bursa, 9 mm. Age = young. Govey of 17. ae 

#2% ofl Telken 10/31/45 in Sec. 26, Range 98, Tomship 13M. Weight 178 grams - 

‘barsa, 10 mm. Age - young. Covey of 17. . : 

MGS Aaa att dee mes tae | 
and were decomposing. ) 

#25 @ Taken 10/25/45 in Orion Township, Sec. 3%, Richland Co, Weight 170 

grams, Wo bursa measurenents were made on any of these birds as they 

were beginning to decompose, Age, by coverts, young. Covey of 30. 

#26 ¢* Paken from covey of 30 virds, 10/25/%5 in Orion Tomship, Sec. Fi, 

Richland Co. Weight 184 grams. Old bird. —~ 

#27 0% faken from covey of 30 birds, 10/25/%5 in Orion Township, Sec. 34, 

Richland Co. Weight 175 grams. Young bird. 7



#28 9 aken fron covey of 13 birds, 10/30/45 in Richland omship, See. 26. 

Weight 119 grams. Young bird. 

: #29 «of Taken fv covey of 20 birds, 11/4/45 in Orion Tomship, Sec. 35; 

: Richland o. Weight 66 grams. Very young bint, porhaps not over six 

weeks. © 

#30 of Taken nn covey of 16 birds, 10/28/%5 in Dayton Tomship, Sec. 1, 

: Richland Co. Weight 165 grams. Young bird.
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Report on quail sent in ly Walon Ashesky for scientific study, 

(6 q akon in Soe. 32 Range Ll, fomship 15 10/26/%5. Weight 125 gram 

bursa, 6 millinetors. Age ~ young bint. ; 

#9 07 Taken 10/29/45 in Sou. 12, Range 9%, Township 13H. Welght 202 grams. 

Age = young, Covey of 15. Banas = 8 mn. : 

#20 o7 Taken 10/29/45 in Sec. 12, Range 98, Township 13. Weight 190 crams = 

warsa,-7 ma. Age ~ young bird. Covey of 15. 

#21 g Maken 20/29/45 in Sec. 12, Range 92, Towmship 13%. ‘eight 186 grams = 

wren, G mm. Age - old bird. Covey of 15. ca 

#22 of Taken 10/31/45 in See. 26, Range 92, Township 130. Yelght 1G) grams + 

tursa, mtilated. Age « young. Covey of 17. 

#23 of Balon 10/32/45 in Sec. 26, Range 9%, Tomship 138. Weighs 156 erams = a 

bursa, Jrm. Age young. Covey of 17. 

fo’ of Taken 10/31/45 in See. 26, Range 9B, Township 13. Woight 173 grams= 

bursa, 10 mm. Age - young. Covey of 17. 

Report on quail sent in ty Yarden Button for satentific staiy. 
(Birds came in bad condition, showed signs of weight shrinimgo, 
and were decomosing. ) 

#25 q Taken 20/25/45 1n Orton Towahip, Sea, 3%, Richland Go, Weight 170 

grams. No bursa moncurements were made on any of these birds ag they 

were beginning to decompose. Age, by coverts, young. Covey of 30. 

#26 ¢ Taken from covey of 30 dirda, 10/25/%5 tn Srion Tomship, Sec, Fh, 

Richland Co. Woight 18% grams. Old bird. 

#27 oo Taken from covey of 30 birds, 10/25/45 in Orion Townships Soc. Pty 

Richland Co. Wolght 175 grams. Young bind. So
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#28 9 faken fron covey of 13 birds, 10/30/45 in Richland Tomsh{p, Sea. 26, 5 

Voight 19 exams. Young bird. 

‘ye9 of taken fvon aovey of 20 binds, 11/4/h5 An Orton Tounship, See. 35» 

Fichland Co. Woight 68 grams. Very young bird, perhaps not over six 

#30 o\ Taken fron covey of 16 binis, 10/26/45 in Dayton Tomship, Sec. 1, 

Mohlang Co. Welght 165 grams. Young bird,
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Exerpt from letter by Irv Buss~ ©<\-- \) \AX& 

"Mattison is hot on the bob-whites, He has trapped $2 the last 
four days, and he has a surprising number ready to trap - eating at 

his stations, Here are his catches: 

Ave, 

Adult Youne Covey Covey 

Total _ Weisht 

2 0 12 2 16 |} 200 
0 2 gS 6 16 | 191 
7 1 3 6 IL} 203 
2 1 13 4 20°} 201 
1 2 2 5 10 | 199 
Teh oe 1 9 | 206 

7 & 39 28 82 199.4 

The number of young cocks is slightly out of kilter, but probably 
larger numbers will iron out this disproportion. Stoddard shows the 
average weight for Georgia at 165, Starker shows 186 for Missouri, and 
the Dunn County quail show about 200 for December. Nice weight increase 
from south to north, no?"
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1946 Summer Data, on a Quail Covey coe" 
Leopold Shack, Fairfield Twp. 

Sauk County 

som | CALI 
' 

h/ 20 | Hirst "bobwhite" heard (last heard 8/17.See below) . 4 
5/29 First daybreak call heard Silent | 345 

7/21 | late No real count but estimated a dozen young. 8 Silent 
| Adults flew first. "Much less bobwhiting* 

7/27 12+ _ Counted 9 but were more. Wo adults distinguished 8 x 
7/28 | 15? | Visiting car flushed at a‘distance. Wo count s Silent 
ee | None Silent x 
8/ | Mone 8 Silent 
3/5 None Silent | Silent 
s/10 | § quail seen at Henika's gate 1/2 mile west Silent x 
8/11 15? | No count possible. 1 adult seen separately. | Tt Silent 
8/17 late | Good count, Adults distinguishable. Ss x 
8/18 None | Last bobwhiting heard $s Silent 
8/ 2 | Seen | Covey flew to roost from garden, No count, { x 
3/26 | (1 | Ho count but seemed seme no. as 8/18 { Wu5-hug 
8/31 | None | No quail ween or heard | | x 
9/1 | None | 1 adult seen | | Silent 
9/14 20 | No count, but covey seemed larger than before } x 
9/15 30k | Divided into two croups on flushing. ; | 508-511 

; | Roosted at shack, strong daybreak chorus. Divided | | 
| ' nto 2 groups on flushing. | | 

9/16 None | : { | 513 
9/22 30e | No comt but Mrs, Lgrd estimated 30, Also flushed | be 

| | & covey of smaller quail (8+) and a scattered covey | 
j | of large birds, j | 

9/23 | Es | Wo count, but 2 people estimted “about 30," | 520 
9/28 | Covey 15-20 seen 1/2 mile east, Assume thisis | Mrizzle 

: | a different covey. i j 
9/39 | Wone | { a 
10, oF, | i 
ofa | son i Silent 
10/12, 30% | Flushed at a distance, Fred Greeley est. “nearly jis". | x 

i . | thirty" * i 
10/13 None | Couldn't find any quail, | Silent 

4 } j | 
t | ; i 

| | 

| 4 , 

i | \ 
‘ i 

| | i 

| | | 
| | | | 

| | 

i | |
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MADISON 2 6 ( 

1101 Third Street 
Menomonie, Wis. 
24 February 1947 

Dear Aldo, 

Just a note to let you know what our quail-trapping results 
are to date: 

Juv. Adults 1946-47 

TOTAL 
125 97 2 17 262 

Per cent immature, 84;(in 1945-46 also 84%) 
Inversity: 

1945-46 area population 350 birds (84% young) 
1946-47 area population 460 birds (84% young) 

Banded recoveries: (from 1945-46 bandings) 
Cocks 12 
Hens 10 

Movement, especially at the edges of the area, has caused 
the number of unbanded adults to be somewhat above the expected 
proportion of banded to unbanded adults. The map of movements 
shows this rather well. 

Spring movements appear more influential than fall movements, 
on dispersion of adult birds of the preceding year's bandings. 

It is just about certain that the high turnover which occurs 

efter the trapping season and toithatching time can now be attributed 

to the factorg which I have theorized to you about - predation!! 

I will be in Menomonie until about March 7. 

2 

I0B 
Please show Cyril



1101 Third Street 
Menomonie, Wisconsin 

: 3 March 1947 

Dear Aldo, 

Just a note to let you know that I'11 be back in 
Madison March 10. 

Mattison is getting down in the mouth because the 
quail are most difficult to trap up here without snow. He 
has had to trap practically every bird on bare ground, and 
you know how easy that isn't. 

Here is an interesting comparison of the first 276 birds 

trapped this year with last years' 275 trapped birds: 

Trap Adults Immature 
Year days cocks hens cocks hens Total 
1945-46 54 28 16 124 107 275 
1946-47 64 26 19 127 104 276 

The difference in adult sexes is striking when comparing 
the two year's catches. The lower proportion of hens is no 
accident, snd the difference is significant. It also looks 

like the lower proportion of hens in the immature portion is 
significant. 

We have a considersble number of good observations over 
last year's work in which I know you will be interested. 

Yours, 

4 @



May 23, 1947 

Mr. Walisee L. Aaderson 
4650 Howth Port Yashington Road 
Milwankee 12, Sisconusia 

Dear Wallace: 

Since most of the polnts on which you and Verne Davison want some informtion 
for certain statiotios, I an referring your letter to 3ill Grimmer for reply. 
I wili confine wy remarks to some special observations, 

(5) The population trends since 1920. Wile will be band to give you beomes 
with the exception of the high period 1530-1935, there has been no trend which 
held good for all paris of the state. Ab the present moment, for instance, 
there is a low ali through the southern counties, snd a hich in the northwest. 

(3) Range Yep. Quail hore have a fluctunting boundary an alrendy pointed out 
in our publications. Oaring the high of the varly thirties they extended far 
into the northwoods counties. A% present tho bouwlary is much farther south. 

Yor a generalised boundary tai gives en page Ga hw See Seas to valid 
for high periods, whereas for low periods the southern the irruptive 

_ +eounties would be valid. 

(3) Densities. The cengus data given on :-ge + of the enclosed news letter 
will give you the Gensity of the Prairie du Sac area (4500 acres). ‘The densities 
on this same aren singe 1930 are given in Erringtea's recent paper in Seological 
Monographs. 

Irven 0. Bigs of the Conservation Devartment and Cyril Kabat, one of ay students, 
will publish within the aext couple of yeara on the subject ef quail population 
mechanisms as explored at Prairie du Sac iandédn Dunn County, Yiscousin. Their 
papers in my opinion will be far in advance of anything ovor published elsewhere, 
and a quail beok should take account of their findings. Perhaps your present 
venture will take some time to compile se that the Buss and Kabat paper will 
begome available hy the time you are resdy fer them 

I ageume you know about Schorger's historical paper on Wisconsin quail as follows: 

Schorger, A. W. i9hh 
The quail in early Wisconsin. ‘ransactions of Wisconsin Academy of Sei. 
Arts, ond Letters. 3677-103 (issued 1-12-46). 

Schorger's historical research is outetamling as you know, and I think an intex 
pretation of quail at ite northern teundary would be difficult without his data. 

With kind personal regards, — 
Yours ag ever, 

AL:PR Aldo Leopold



Wis. Conservation Dent. \ 7 
Madison 2, a te 
6 Jamuary 19 / 5 1h 

Dr, A. Starker Leopold im A a 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology | ey be 
University of California |X ‘Mag 
Berkeley , California 0 ww 

% fv 

Dear Starker: \ 

I was very glad to get your interesting letter of December 15, J 
1947, commenting on the Dunn county quail report, and asking about the 
validity of the conclusion that "the period from hatching time through 
winter trapping time is ruled out as one of high turnover or mortality". 
Your letter is a helpful one since there mst be other readers who inter- 
preted the conclusion improperly if you understood it as you state in 
your letter. : ) 

You have a valid objection which I think arises not through 
confusion on your part nor improper deducing on my vart. I looks like 
a matter of bad writing + failure to clarify ideas. 

Your letter came just as I was writing a brief report of our 
current quail trapping operations on the Dunn county area: hence I took 
advantage of the opportunity to clarify your questions directly in the 
report which will probably help other people's thinking on this metter. 
I am enclosing a copy of this report, and I am adding a brief note or two 
below, 

Your mathematics for Missouri quail are mech like those for 
Wisconsin quail, but I would expect your turnover would differ somewhat 
since yours was a shot area. Ours has never been shot ~ e1l turnover is 
natural! Your samples were taken from birds shot in fall, Ours represent 
winter-trapped birds and show the composition of the population at the time 
covey bonds start breaking in late March or early April. In other words, 
we chop winter off the period of high turnover restricting it to a shorter 
period of time. 

Although we have seen practically no mortality during the past 
two winters, I suspect that a tough.one like 1935-36 would show vastly 
different results, That's the kind of winter we are now waiting for to com 
pare with our past two, , 

In April 1946 we had 107 juvenile hens and 16 adult hens living on 
our area (Table lh, p, 8, Wis, Conser. Bul. report), or a total of 123 potential 
breeders for the spring and summer of 196, By winter of 1946 we had only 21 
of these hens left}! Movement? Our bandings show no more egress than incress. 
This area is only part. of a mech larger contiguous area of equally cood quail 
range. Just for fun let's assume no nortelity to these 123 potential breeders 
and assign an average family to each one. We come up with less than 3 young 
per adult hen, Take the next step: apply Errincton's statistics as renresent- 
ing an "average"sunmer for Prairie du Sac (1915, p. 20) to the 123 potential 
breeders and we come up with almost a thousand birds for our area (see de- 
ductions on p. 7 of report). Actually we had less than half this number, 
Or, divide the 263 young of 196-17 into families of 5 and assign one sdult 

; hen to each family. Result: 53 families with 53 mothers or breeders. Five 
young is certainly assuming a low rate of gain, yet what hannened to the 
other 70 potential breeding hens? Every way I know of to attack this problem 
I end up with the same victure - a big reduction in adult hens somewhere 
between the end of winter trapping and the beginning of the next win‘er's 
operations. 

z Kind regards, 

CO ALL. Gene Irven 0. Buse



MEMORANDUM 

February 7, 1948 0 i 
Qa 

Ch) aie To: Prof. Aldo Leopold J.J. Hickey \¥ as 
Irven 0. Buss R.A. McCabe \i 
J.Emlen : Cyril Kabat — 4 

From: D.R. Thompson 

Subject: Inversity and population phenomena ; 

This memorandum is submitted as an attempt to orient 
the concept of inversity in its relation to other phenomena. 

The interpretation, to begin with, that I put on the 
concept of inversity is that the reproductive gain (summer 
gain in the case of Galliformes) is inversely proportional 
to the density of potential breeders (spring density in Gall- 
iformes), with gain being expressed as a ratio of numerical 
increase to density of potential breeders. According to this 
concept low densities of breeders are given a "boost" and high 
densities are suppressed; therefore in Galliformes fall dens- 

ities on a given area should be much more uniform numerically 
than spring densities. 

Thus, to test whether inversity is manifesting itself 
in the case of any set of population data we need merely det- 
ermine whether the fall density figures are more uniform than 
the spring figures. This can be done by determining the 
"coefficient of variation" (c.v.) of each set of values. This i 
statistic expresses the variability of a set of data in terms 
of the mean; a small c.v. representing high uniformity, and 
vice-versa. 

Allow me to present this "test" before further quali- 
fication and discussion. 

Inasmuch as Errington's data is the most readily avail- 
able and complete it has been taken for examination. The 
Prairie du Sac quail data contains eighteen sets of values for 
spring and fall densities. A computation off the c.v.'s yields 
values of 26.4 and 27.6 respectively. These values can be con- 
sidered as nothing else than identical, particularly since 18 
values represents a very small mass of data actually from a 
statistical standpoint. Thus it is impossible by this means 
to demonstrate even a tendency for fall densities to be more 
uniform than spring densities, leading to the inevitable con- 
clusion that on the 18 year basis inversity did not manifest 
itself. 

Errington's data on the bobwhite at Ames contains eight



(2) 

values for spring and fall densities. Here the c.v.'s are 
81.5 and 67.5 respectively. Here inversity may be indicated 
though it is definitely questionable whether the c.v.'s are 
in any degree diferent since eight values represent a very 
small sample where such high variability exists. At any rate 
it is certainly not a striking demonstration of inversity. 
A single "off value" added to this data could completely 
erase the apparent difference in c.v.'s. $5 

ns . 

The fihal example chosen is MMM the Hun data from Fav- 
ille Grove which contains seven valves for spring and fall 

densities. Here the values are and 24.0 respectively with 
an inverse tendency suggested but certainly not demonstrated. 

Other data included by Errington in his 15 Year Study 
of Bobwhites was not analyzed for the following reasaons: 
either (1) the species concerned is not amenable to accurate 
census, (2) the graphs presented do not even hint at inversity, 
or (3) the data is too meager to warrant any interpretation 
at all. Also combined data on more than one species was not 
analyzed since in my opinion such cases should be relegated 
to other categories of information. This does not imply that 
I consider such coactions to be unimportant, as I believe 
they are. 

The analyses presented should not be construed to mean 
that I do not believe inversity exists in certain periods on 
certain areas. I am also aware of the complication with fav- 
orable and depressive phases. The simple point in question is 
whether inversity can be depended upon to operate. I believe 
the evidence is sufficient to indicate that it did not manifest 
itself in the 18 years as a whole in Prairie du Sac bobwhites, 
though it may well have been operating under a screen of other 
phenomena. If so it was not strong enough to assert itself in 
the face of other associated and dissociated variables. 

We actually have no precedent to lead us to believe that 
Gomplex phenomena should be clear-cut with certain aspects being 
matters dominant. For example, it has only recently become 
possible to forecast, within limits, the trend in human pop- 
ulations; here there exists extensive and precise data on cen- 
sus, mortality rates and causes, food and resources limitations, 
and a knowledge of political, social, and psychological phen- 
omena. Human problems are, perhaps, more complex than those 
of game; yet, the store of knowledge on game is primeval com- 
pared to our knowledge of Man. No dictator has ever succeeded 
in "managing" the human species, even when given cooperation. 
The. manager and student of game has the additional dificulty of 
obtaining information on his "subjects".
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This memorandum is, therefore, not intended to "pan" 
Errington's work. Rather the broad scope and searching nature 
of his work can only be highly commended. It is written as 
a suggestion that there cannot be a "simple" explanation of 
phenomena exhibited by game species except in verg local cir- 
cumstances; even descriptions are extremely scant. Sometimes 
a description imasdtetely provides an explanation, but more 

usually the explanation is much further away, and when found 
simply poses more questions. : 

: in 
Practical game management is limited MM its scope to 

those cases where description leads to explanation, that is, : 
where some relatively Obvious environmental deficiency or 
aberration exists that can be corrected. Management, at pres- 
ent, must "bat a low percentage", failing in the face of more 
complex phenomena. 

Donald R. Thompson 
GAME MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
Game Biologist
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RETURN BANDS t je 

Recently the Game Commission was in receipt of an aluminum pheasant 
leg-band, which after investigation was found to have been placed on a Ring-necked 
Pheasant released during the spring of 1915-16, The band was returned from 
Sullivan County with a letter to the effect that it had been removed from a blue- 
checked pigeon, No doubt the person who killed the ringneck removed the band and 
placed it on the pigeon. 

About a half dozen bands from Bobewhite Quail have been received eat the 

offices of the Game Commission so far during the hurting season, Unless the 
sportsmen heave not cooperated as they should in returning bands, few of the 10,000 
quail released this sprinz were killed. The purpose of having bands returned was 
rather en important one in thet it provided a splendid means of keeping a check ; 
on any birds which might micrate into other states,



: DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY ; . 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY : 

FRANK C. MATHERS 503 S. BALLENTINE ROAD 
PROFESSOR OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 

Jan, 3,1930 
Yr. Walter Sheets, } $ 

State Fish “nd Game Dept., 

Indiana -@lis, Ind. ~ 

Dear Sirte 

I read with meh interest the reeent bulietin resardine 
the feeding of quails during the winter. Feeding may be a problem 

_in some vlaees but in our best auail territory it absolutely is NOT. 

Even when corn is plentiful, I find as many quails 

feedin on reg weeds as upon corn, There is unlimited quantities 

of these rag weeds. Ismay add that these is also a considerable 

quantity of unhusked corn . 

What Ido want to bring to your attention is the ; 

necessity of finding out WHAT becomes of the qiails from the time me 

hungting season eands and the »-ginning of the! next hunting season. 

whith good dogs I esn show you perha 4 or 5 covies 
(good big ones) gight now in the course of perhaps5 hours, Over the ; 

sae territory next Novrelo there wilT not be over S°or 6 covies. 

Maybe one more than we can see now. There four covies will have ; 

50 quails and the covies in the same territory next fall will have 

Perhaps 75 to 90’ quails. Why cannot the 50 quails left this year 

produce more than 90 by next year? I eertainly wish you would 

study out and find a remedy for the loss, I:thirk’ foxes, owls and 

i havks are the main trouble, 

I note an agitation fo have the raboit séason open on 

Nov, 10 at the sase time as the quail seeson,' I feel quite sure that 

the rabbit hunters kill very few quails. what little shootings they 

40 is really an sdvantage to the guails in that it makes t-em wild 

enough to prevent the renal quail hunters from slaughtering them. 

I have talikei with no one who has Killed over about 

‘ 50 quails durirg the past senson. YY wish-to aay that there are 

lots of quails left over for next year. 

Bien f> 

fg 
Ht a } j uth , eS WL $ PE A | NA 

Gannot there be a bounty on hayka, owl 1 eet c thers is not 258 man's Bealeton From tie Sox Riiferge ©O*e*s 4 : 
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: 421 Chemistry Building 
“Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 6, 1931 

Dr. FP. C. Mathers 
Department of Chemistry 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, Indiana 

Dear Dr. Mathers: 

I am greatly obliged to you for the: sex ratio tally 
and have read with great interest your letter of Jamary 3 to 
Mr. Sheets. You have raised the fundamental question concern- 
ing quail. ; 

The answer is incompletely mown and much too complex 
to cover in a letter. ‘To the extent that the answer is know, 

you will find it in Stoddard's forthcoming report, “The Bobwhite 
Quail, Its Habits and Preservation," obtainable from Charles 
Seribner's Sons. In so far as there can be an answer in one 
sentence, I would say that if you will improve the environment, 

you will get your increase of quail next year up to, tt not 
beyond, one bird per secre, which is the apparent saturation 
point. 

Just what improvements the environment needs is a ques- 
tion of local judgment. It is not by any means certain that 
predator control is the most needed improvement. After reading 
Stoddard's report you might make a guess yourself as to what 
difficulties exist in your local range. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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/ 2 Izaak Walton League of America 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

St. Louis, Mo. 
October 10, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing the etesalené out on the Quail 
Feeding Stations Program. These stations are simply one 
half to one and two acre lots planted near timber with 
either millet, caffir corn, sorgum and I believe im a few 
instances cow peas were used. I do not know just how many 
stations were established as a number of the Chapters Have 
not reported. However, I. think that the results have been 
worth while and that we can make this a permanent project of 
the League. I am planning to follow up the work by having 
Sportsmen weigh Quail during the season and report to me. 

I am also starting the agitation for a Bureau of Wild Life 
Research at the University but may not get anywhere with it. 

Missouri had the worst drouth in 94 years. For 

eighteen consécutive days the thermometer was above 100. It 
looked like we would not make even the usual weed crop, but 
since the September rains weeds have made an abundant growth 
and of course as you say it depends upon a latefrost. 

We had a very favorable hatching season and the 
consensus of opinion is that we will have a good Quail crop. 

sinceyaly yours, 

Yh Gltuie? 
HAC: TEV. Harrx A,{f Collins, Chairman, 

Misso Waltonian Council, I.W.L.A.
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HELP BOB WHITE 

For the next six weeks every Izaak Walton League Chapter in 
Missouri is asked to help in the quail food survey program. 

What we are trying to do is to find natural food suitable for 
quail that remains on the tree, vine, bush, shrub or plant 
during January and February when food is et its lowest ebb and 
when quail need it most. 

Every Chapter is asked to organize a scamting expedition to 
collect fruit, berries and seeds and mail a sample together 
with a leaf if possible to 

: Harry A. Collins, 
: 506 Security Building, 

St. Louis, Missouri. 

All samples collected will be sent to Missouri Botanical Gardens 
for classification and catalogued for future use. 

We also want every bit of information your chapter can get from 
hunters and others in reference to food habits. of quail. Send 
this in on a plain sheet of paper. 

As soon as this information is compile@ plans will be made to 
establish 5 or 6 experimental quail feeding stations in as many 
counties. 

Next year we will extend the survey to the examination of quail 
crops and extend the experimental feeding stations as fast as 
additional information is available. 

Send in a sample of every kind of fruit or berry you can find in 
your locality. We want this for future use and your contribution 
may prove to be very valuable. 

Yours very truly, 

HARRY A. COLLINS, Chairman, 
MISSOURI WALTONIAN COUNCIL, I.¥W.L.A.
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‘ ly >. Hzaak Walton League of America 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

QUAIL FEEDING STATIONS 

The Quail Food Survey brought out the distressing facts 

that there is very little natural food left for the birds during 
servere winter months. The common sumac was reported from all 

sections of the state, but to transplant sumac from one location 
to another would not increase the food supply. The extensive 

WW use of sumac, dogwood, spice bush, frost grape and other fruit 
wy bearing plants, would not be justified until further experiments 

are 9 have been made with these plants. Information collected from 
row various sources indicate that the quickest way to supply an 

abundance of food is by planting millet, kaffir corn, sorgum 

and either sudan grass or cowpeas, in one to two acre tracts. 

The millet will ripen early and attract the birds and cause 
them to feed there later in the season when other food becomes 
scarce. The kaffir corn, and the sorgum will remain above the 

snow line and will be available all winter. Sudan grass is 

preferable to cowpeas as it will also remain above the snow 
line. 

These stations should be established near brush or 
timber for shelter and near water if possible. We have arranged 
for several stations on lands where they will be protected and 
observed at frequent intervals to determine if Quail will make 

use of them. 

The cost is so swall that every Chapter in Missouri should 

plan to establish one or more stations. Planting should be done 

from May 15th to June 15th. Any local seed dealer can give you 
the quantity needed of each for one to two acre tracts. No shoot— 
ing should be permitted on these stations at any time. Watch the 
stations for signs of vermin and arrange to trap or kill hawks, 

crows or owls destroying Quail. 

‘Yours very truly, 

HARRY A. COLLINS, Chairman, 
Missouri Waltonian Council, I.W.L.A. 

506 Security Building, 
St. Louis, Missouri.
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Szaak Walton Leaque of America 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

HELP BOB WHITE 

The long continued drouth bas brought about a 
serious shortage of food available for quail this 
winter, It is doubtful if there will be the usual 
wood ~~ some counties, Tho situation is so 
serious that we strongly urge Waltonian Chapters 
se Gens wail poeting stations at once. Equal 
P of engerien German Millet mixed, will 
still make a ~~ in Central and North Missouri. 
Sorgum will still make a crop in South Missouri, 

These stations should be planted in one half acre 
tracts and in low moist soil if possible. We have 
arreuged with the Game and Pish Department to pay 
for the seed used in these stetions and all bills 
for seed should be sent to Game and Fish Depertment, © 
Jefferson City, Missourl, giving tho size or screage 
peansede Five or six of these stations should be 

tod by each chapter. 

Lot me urge you again to help, 

Yours very truly, 

Harry A, Collins 
‘ Missouri wren eee unbLl TeBWoleds 

P. 8. Plant near a stream or water if possible 
| gueal will have te migrate for drinking water {f the 

th continues. 

Auguet 7, 1930.



Oct. 14, 1950 

My. Harry As Collins 
506 Security Building : 
St. Lewis, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Collins: 

I was mch interested in the material send with your 
letter of Gecteber 10. In my opinion this is 211 workine in the 
right direction. 

The establishment of wild life research at the Univer- 
sity would be an admirable project for the League and the Icind 
of a project which state divisions will have te deal with in the 
future. I notice Pemsylvenia is making a similar move. Anytine 
that I can back your play in this matter you have only to call on 
mee 

In case you have any quail weighed this winter, by ali 
means have the sexes tallied at the same time. This is even more 
important than the weights. 

: %o get some preliminary sex tally data I sent out last 
year caris like the inclosed to a dozen selected sportsmen in each 
of the states of Indiana, Illinois and Minnesota. ‘his winter i 
would like to get at least a dozen observers in Missouri to make 
a similar tally. ‘hese should be picked for reliability and should 
be well distributed throughout the state. Would you care to handle 
this as a League project, or would you prefer that I distrivmte ay 
ecards to people imown te me personally? I am asking the question 
because this kind of a little thing often stirs up interest and 
leads to bigger things, and you are in a position to capitalize 
such interest whereas I am not. 

Let me imow soon about this, since if I am to act inie- 
pendentiy I mst get the cards out. 

Yourssincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

5 In Charge, Game Survey 

Tnel.
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ee Novetiber 14, 1930 
EDWARD P. PETRI, BELLEVILE 

Mr. Aldo Leopoid 
Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin = 

Dear Mr. Leopoid: 

The first four days of the quail season with 

three dogs and two or three guns, we have killed 

a total of twenty-seven quail. 

The gituation in Iilinois is not oniy depior-— 

able, but is absolutely tragic. Conservation is 

not even a name in this state any more. JI have 

found shotgun shelis, and the first day of the sea-— 

gon my dogspicked up three crippled quail that had 

been shot at least two or three weeks before the 

geason opened. Pheasants were plentiful a month 

and a half vefore the season and in the first four 

days of the season we saw just three. 

Judge Snell of Cariinviile reports that with 

three guns the first two days of the season that aprile : 

he had a total kili of four quail near cariinviiie. 

This is the best quail country in Iilinois and I 

am getting similar réports from many other sections. 

It seems to me that we must arrange at once 

to have the government put on one of the coopera— 

tive quail investigations to determine what is the 

matter or there will be no quail within the next 

three or four years. 

A still greater danger, unless we put on this 

investigation this fail and use that as an excuse 

to postpone action, is that there will be a law 

passed by the legislature which wiii put a permanent 

closed season on quail.



UNIFORM CONSERVATION, 
FORESTRY AND FISH AND GAME 

MEMBERSHIP OF COMMISSION LAWS COMMISSION 
SENATORS OFFICE OF COMMISSION 

bance Stance cncnchain EARL B. SEARCY, CHAIRMAN Room 503 LELAND OFFICE BLDG. 

iS leet Lene ee HENRY C. ALLEN, VICE CHAIRMAN 
EpWarp J. HUGHES, CHICAGO C. F. MANSFIELD, JR., SECRETARY 
RAY PADDOCK, WAUCONDA 

REPRESENTATIVES SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS 
HENRY C. ALLEN. LYNDON 
REED F. CUTLER, LEWISTOWN 
MARTIN B. LOHMANN, PEKIN 
MATT FRANZ, CHICAGO 
EDWARD P. PETRI, BELLEVILE 

Mr. Aldo Leopoid (2) 

We will not be able to tell whether or not 
our bond issue passed or carried for a couple of 
weeks yet. 

I believe it is of the utmost importance that 
you and I get together within the next week to 
work out a definite program and put it in operation. 

The ideal thing, it seems to me, wouid be for 
you to join me for a day or two at my shooting 
place where you can see the actual conditions. If 
you cannot do this, wili you meet me in Springfield 
or Chicago Tuesday or Wednesday November i8th and 
19th? 

Please wire me at my office, Springfieid, Tilii- 
nois as soon as possibie. 

For sOme reasons which I shall explain to 
you when I see you, I think it best that you do not 
taik this situation over with anyone until we have 
had our conference. 

There is an added danger that if the iegisla— 
ture starts on Guaii, it wiil inciude ducks too 
and once they get out of our hands there is no 
telling where they will stop. JI consider this the 
most serious situation that we have ever faced in 

Iilinois. 

With kindest personal regards, I am, 

Sincerely 

ae a Manafeld 

Secretary
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Nov. 18, 1930 

Mr. Phil M. Smith 
Williansburg ‘ 
Missouri 

Dear Mr. Smith: ; 

I was very glad to hear from you, but naturally 
was disappointed to learn about the short quail crop. I have 
had other reports of a short crop in south central Illinois and 
@ somewhat short crop on the south boundary of Missouri, and 
putting these ell together, I guess there is no dodging the fact 
that the hard winter ani the drouth between them were very hard 

; on the birds. 

Thank you very much for offering to keep the sex 
tally. It will be particularly interesting to get a tally during 
this hard year because there might be peculiarities as to mortel- 
ity by sexes which would show up. 

I appreciate your writing me so fully. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



- ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. 

WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY =" (STE VARTIIDGE OOMPANY vy 
MANUFACTURERS t v 

WESTERN AMMUNITION AVY 

EAST ALTON, ILL. 

November 18, 19H. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building (U. W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

I am enclosing herewith a letter from 

KMOX, The Voice of St. Louis, which is a radio 

station having a service of spot announcing by 

Keith McCanse. 

I thought you would be interested in 

the theory which is put forth with respect to an 

explanation for the extreme shortage of quail in 

this locality this season. 

‘I have hunted two half days so far this 
season with extremely poor results." In watching 

the quail around my place I did not detect any 

shortage and was of the opinion there would be 

quite a substantial quail crop this Fall but 

from my own experience and talking with quite a 

number of sportsmen who have been out this season 

I am satisfied we have a very meagre crop this 

year. 

Yours sincerely, 

: AS a+ 

Vice President 

ZL 
J.M.Olin:W ,
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November 14, 4930 NOV 15 1990 

Mr. Je Me Olin \ 
Western Cartridge Co. 
Alton, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Olin: 

At Mre MeCanse's request, we are sehding you copies of 
the Daily Fish and Game Flash to be broadcast Thursday 
and Friday of this week, at 5:00 pem. 

Very truly yours, 

KMOX, THE VOICE OF ST. LOUIS, INC.



Thursday 

November 14, 1930 

ANNOUNCER ; And now we will have the daily Fish and Game Flash by Keith McCanse, 

Hunting and Fishing director fow KMOX. 

KEITH SAYS: “Experience in the field shows that there is a shortage of quail this year - 

not an k alarming shortage, but a definite and substantial ones 

It is thought that the heavy snow and ice last winter is the principal 

factor contributing to the shortage. To a the damage of last winter, we had a dry 

hatching summer. It was so dry that it appeared ideal as our loss of young quail is generally 

attributed to raine 

It is now evident that either extreme wet or extreme dry is detrimental to 

quail production. 

Generally the argument is made that the drouth caused wide-spread quail 

losses, because the birds could not get enough water to sustain life. 

It has remained for Mre Synder Craig, promiment sportsman of Mansfield, Moe, 

to advance the theory that the extreme heat of last summer provented the second hatches, des- 

troying the fertility of the eggs before the hen began setting. 

Mr. Craig's theory seems reasonable to me." 

\\ 
ANNOUNCER : You have just heard the daily Fish and Game Flash by Meith McCansee 

\ 

\ |



Friday 4 

November 15th, 1930 

ANNOUNCER: 4nd now we will have the daily Fish and Game Flash, by Keith McCanse, 

Hunting and Fishing director for KMOX. 

KEITH SAYS: "The theory off Mr. Synder Craig, sportsman of Mansfield, Missour, that the 

heat this last summer destroyed the fertility of quail eggs from day to day as they were laid 

in the nest by the mother hen, appears to be well founded. 

It gibes a plausible answer to the question boing raised by quail hunters | 

as to why the birds being found by them in the field are practically all large birds. Usually 

at the beginning of the mmmmm season there are lots of small birds. This year, there are but 

few "Squeallers" being found, This term, "squeallers" is piven to extremely young birds, 

because they squeal when they take flight. 

The conditions at the time of the first hatch evidently were ideal - not 

much rain and not too hot = and the big birds being found are the first hatche 

Usually a pair of quail hatch the second time and sometimes three times 

during the spring and summer. 

The hen will usually lay 15 or 20 eggs before she begins hatching. If the 

fertility of practically all these eggs were destroyed by the terrific heat beofre the hatching 

began it is reasonalbe to accept Mre Craig's theorye 

ANNOUNCER: You have just heard the daily Fish and Game Flash by Keith McCanse.



BANKERS BROKERAGE Co. 
CONTROLLING INTERESTS IN BANKS. 

BANK STOCKS CARRYING POSITIONS. 

210 WESTEIGHTHSTREET Room 125 Manufacturers. 

; KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI Exchange Building. 

November 21, 1950. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry RBldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: - 

Please note my address, above. Your letter of November 
5th was addressed Merchants Exchange. 

I shall be glad to cooperate in keeping a record of sex 
ratio this season of quail killed by myself and my hunting 
companions, and will send the tally cards in at the close 
of the season. 

I have hunted three days since our season opened November 
10th, and the record to date of myself and two friends is 

40 cocks and 29 hens. 

Yours truly, 

G-M. 0. E. Grecian. 

Mnirds are very scarce compared with last season. We are 
a finding only about one-third as many birds as last season 

<3 on the same grounds." Six weeks of severe winter weather 

pow last winter, during which time snow and sleet covered 
nl the ground continuously, is the cause. 

t 

an’ 
;
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STATE OF MISSOURI 2 

GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT 
DELPH SIMONS, GoMMISSIONER 

a5 ie JEFFERSON CITY 
Curer CLERE E 

Aldrich Mo. Dec,23/30 

‘ Aldo Leopold 

Madison Wis. 

Dear Mr,Leopold; 

f In reply to yours of the 22ond Inst. and thanking you 
for the Game Policy and the article by Paul L. Errington,will say 
that my personal observation is limited to a single nest of eggs after 
the season was long over;However I talked with several parties in different Te > 2 : = - 

parts of the territory that did find a good many. 

It goes without saying that I cant tell just what caused the Eggs to remain 

as: in the nest I observed, The mother quail might have been killed by some 
a predator,or flown against something and killed her self, Howeve._there 

ws was several nests reported to me and some hunters from the north part of the 

nt | state who wer down in Douglas County gthe fore part of this month said they 

: found three nests in one day, ( Douglas has as many if not more quail this 
year than any county in my district) 

There is nothing very dificult to understand in this as in hatching hen 
eggs in incubators there must be a lot of moisture supplied or the air 
space gets to large in the egg and they fail do hatch, Here thru most 
of July and all of August there was not enough dew early in the morning to 
be noticed on yow shoes when walking thru the grass, The ground cracked 

i open and pastures and fields we so dry that fire would runn over every 
thing that was not eaten bare by stock. 

There was a great many pairs of quail in the early spring after they had 
paired off and under natural conditions there would have been a very good 
crop of quail and now hunters tell me that most of the quail they kill are 

old quail. After the season is over pairs that have failed to raise at- 
tach them selves to a flock and I presume thoe pairs got togather and 
farmed a covey after the cool nights tgin to come on, 

mh department gve it out there was an abundance of Quail and I entered a 

mild protest,as I was sure there was not and I based my judgement on the 

amount of territory I tramped over with only occasionaly running onto a — 

flock of young quail, 

On acount of the water supply drying up every where and there being no 
* < + i + + 1 234 < 

dew I amminclined to think some of them perished that did hatch while they 

wer very small, :
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ur legislature meets in a week and I hope we can get a few things 
regulated,not that we need many new laws,but a change in some we have 
to make them workable, 

: I certainly hope that the policy recomended or something as good will 
meet with the approval of the sportsmen and will be adopted and @ nerly 
adopted over the whole country, 

It is very discouraging in my work when I visit a Walton League or a 
Sportsmans organization to find a different advocated policy in every 
one of them and neighboring organizations quarling as to methods and 
olicies 

I will appreciate any of the Reports on Conservation and Restoration 
you may feel like sending me and thanking you again for the Pamphlets 

I beg to remain 
¥ 

3incerely Yours 
4 , 

fa 
’ ¢ } £



ae UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY 

January 8, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

In reply to your communication of 

y Januery 5, this is to advise you that the 

report cards were received, but records have 

not been reported for the reason that they 

would have been of no statistical true value. 

This has been a most unsatisfactory quail 

season that any of us here have ever experienced. 

Many days we were out in good territory with good 

‘ dogs and come in at night after having seen no 

birds, upon other oceasions having found a single 

small covey, with little or no birds killed. In 

other instances one bird only was taken from a : 

; covey so frequently that any effort at computation 

would have been of little value. 

For the above reasons myself and others 

who were working with me gave up trying to make 

a report because we thought it would be valueless 

and misleading. Perhaps the next season may be 

different. 

— 

MPN: IC M. Pinson Se



J. Curtis LYTeER, M.D. 
Frisco BUILDING 

SAINT LouIs 

January 8, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, 

: Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I received your card,of 
January 5, this morning. I am sorry to 
tell you that the drought or something 
so depleted the supply of quail on my 
reservation that I did not kill any this 
fall. Where formerly I had about 150 
to 160 cubies, this fall I had only about 
35 or 40, and they were very small cubies. 
The quail seem to be very large apparent- 
ly old ones. for that reason I did not 
deem it advisable to kill any of them. 
As a result I am unable to give you a 
report regarding their sex. I would be 
quite delighted to have reports from other 
parts of the country. 

I noticed in an article 
from Dupont, a while back, that corn was 
the best food for quail in the winter time. 
I wonder if you agree with that. If so I 
shall make arrangements next winter to have 

; some small patches of corn left along the 
woods where I find quail. I am making ar- 

rangements next spring to sow a mixture of 
millet and kaffir corn in appropriate areas, 
some of the fields will occupy as much as one 

: acre. I have noticed that my quail seem to 
be found more in this mixture than elsewhere, 
especially late in the season. 

Hoping that this finds you 
feeling well and assuring you always of my 
very kindest wishes, I am, 

Most sincerely yours, 

CZ... 
pk? tHrittiog G Asaf 

ff 4 
JCL/AP. LS UV



421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 9, 1931 ‘ 

-. Mr. Fred Buh . 

~ Indiana ore 

Dear Mr. Ruht - 

I om very mech obliged to you for your valuable figures 
on quail sex tally. You will receive the usual compilation later . 
On. 

, I am unable to tell you just how the drouth killed off the 
quail this year. Some claim that the eges addled by reason of in- 

' gufficient moisture. Did you hear of any such spoiled nests being 
found? 

Did you notice fewer or more “squealers" or extra young ; 
birds this year than in an average year? Did your crop this fall 
compare with last year and with normal? If you could give me your 
general estimate in terms of percentages, it would be valnable. 

I was much interested in your report of the large covey 
and entered a note of it in my report, which is just going to press. : 
You will receive a copy about March or April. 

With best regards, and thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO. LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



¥21 Chemistry Building 
: Madison, Wisconsin 

Jamary 9, 1931 

Mr. Ralph EB. Llewellyn 
Terre Haute National Bank & Trust Company 
Terre Haute, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Llewellynt 

I am very much indebted to you for the complete and 
painstaking record of the sex tally. You will receive the usual 
compilation in the near future. : 

I would like very mech to have your general estimate of 
how the quail crop this year compared with last year and how it 
compared with your conception of average or normal for your lecal- 
ity. ‘These comarisons would be best if expressed in estimated 
percentages. 

: I have been mmch interested in the reported finding of 
addled eges and would like to lmow during what month the 10-12 
nests reported to you were observed. I would also like to be 

. sure how your observer knew that the young birds seen were first 
hatchings. I assume it was simply by reason of the absence of ex- 
tremely suall birds or "“sqrealers." Am I right? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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March 5, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

This is in reply to your letter of January the 9th. 
The delay in answering your letter was partly through 
sickness, absence from the city, and neglect. 

In your letter you asked me how the qu 41 erop com- 
pared with last year. I would say that acéording to reports, 
it was only about fifty percent normal, 

In reference to the addled eggs, part of these nests 
were discovered in working dogs in the early fall before YY 
the quail season, which opened November 10, and the rest 
were observed by farmers during the fall plowing. 

My statement as to the birds being from first hatching 
Xx was due to the fact that there were no small birds or 

Ww squealers. 
ww 

I will be only to glad to work with you next year in 
securing as much data as I can in this connection, 

With kindest regards, I am 

Cordially yours, 

l



Mareh 14, 1932 

Mr. Ralph E, Llewellyn 
Izaak Walton League 
832 Wabash Aveme 
Terre Haute, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Ilewellyn: 

4n article on the quail shortage, inclu(- 

ing your information, will be in the next issue of “Outdoor 

America." ‘The map had gone to press, however, before I got 

your observation on the absence of "squealers.* 

Thank you very mech for your help. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALD LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

-_
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Smarr, Licniy & HimiMan COMPANY; 

IMPORTERS 
WHOLESALE GROCERS 

WATERLOG, Iowa. 

Jan. 10, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

This is in reply to yours of January 7th with 
reference to an eleventh hour appraisal of the 1930 quail 
season. 

I am fairly well acquainted with the quail situa- 
tion in Northeastern Iowa and feel reasonably safe in stating 
that any drouth which might have occurred in this section 
last summer had no deleterious effect upon the quail crop. 

w I find that quail inhabit the same cover each year that they 

Peal have been using during the past twenty-five years. However, 

we there doesn't seem to be any material increase in the number 

of bevies. I appreciate that cover conditons have a notice- 

able effect on the number of birds that mate and raise broods. 

On those covers which I am most familiar with there are no 

more bevies than those same covers carried twenty-five years 

ago. This year the number of birds in each bevy was smaller 

4 than last year, which I consider due, not to drouth, climatic 

yp” > conditions or food shortage as the environment is ideal, but 

y to. the fact that nothing has been systematically done in the 

“ way of vermin control. 

I have one property in mind, consisting of 400 

acres of inferior farm land fifteen miles from Waterloo, 

that supports two bevies of birds. I have felt certain for 

years that if this property was given the right kind of 

treatment as to maintenance of cover and the fencing off of 

adequate nesting sites and an intelligent control of vermin 

that it should, and would, easily harbor five to six good 

bevies of birds. 

Summing up my opinion of quail in Northern Iowa 

I should say that birds are not increasing in number of bevies
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or the number of birds in each bevy, and that the crop will 
remain constant or diminished as the present cover is des- 
troyed and put to other use. 

Yours very truly, Koby 

“ad se ) 7 

x 

BGL:BB



Sioux City, Iowa, : 
January 10, 1931, | 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : : 
Madison, Wisconsin, : 

Dear Mr. Leopold: We would be very glad to have 
you make use of the jacksnipe graph inany way 
you wish. Would you care to use the plate we 
made, or do you wish to use a different size? 

Concerning the abundance of quail in Woodbury 
County, my own field observations have been very 

. meager during the past four or five years. I have 

heard occasignal reports that these birds are in- 
creasing. Today I called up Mr. William Schuenke, 
our local game warden, and asked him about the 
“abundance of quail. He said that a year ago he had . 
three covies in the vicinity of Brown's Lake. ‘This 
year he has located seven covies in the same region, 
the largest of which has about 32 birds in it, He : 
thinks that it would be very safe to say the Bob- 
white has increased in our region about 50 %. And Ze 

I think that estimate would tally pretty closely. 
= with other reports I have heard. — 

I also asked Mr. Schuenke about the rabbitfs here, = 
He seems to be quite sure that they do not "hole-in" 
to any extent; that they get their shelter in brush 
piles and in the snow. 

Mr. Cedric Hoskins, who hunts rabbits a good deal : 
was inclined to believe that rabbit$s in this region > 
do both, i.e., hole-in and shelter on the surface. 

: Sincerely yours, 

: 2 aS
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Sedalia, Mo., = 
January 19,1931. " = 

Mr.Aldo Leopold, = 
Madison, Wis., 3 

Dear Mr.Leopold: Fe 

The blank forms you sent me at the : a 
beginning of the bird season, were misplaced upon = 
arrival and I did not find them up to near the end 2 

: of the season, and by that time nearly every hunter 4 
who went out after birds at the beginning had become — =e 
disgusted and put up his gun. I dont believe you 
missed out on any data of value, because there 

: | were so few birds shot that it was scarcely worth the 
: trouble to go out, = 

Quail were searcer-in this.seetion = 
than in any previous year I can remember. On my = 
farm smdin my immediate neighborhood there were : 
plenty, but I did not kill over a dozen all season, 
just enough to train my pup, so my own figures would = 
not have been extensive. I believe the abundance of = 
birds hE at home was due to ‘the fact that I did not = 
let them starve last winter during the sleet. Other == 
places they suffered badly during January 1930, and = 

| when the drought came on there were so few parent 
birds, and so many young perished that there was not 

| more than abovt 15 or 20% of a crop last fall. I 
estimate that I had about 80% the normal number of : 

: ' birds by helping them when they needed it last winter; 
but so far as I knew there was nothing I could do for i 

"them during the dry weather. 

Now Mr,.Leopold, I am very sorry : 
that I was not able to give vou any figures the last é 
season, but will do my best to coos,erate with you ee 
in the future, whenever possible... *" 5 “ut. oe, see 

As you may know there is going to be Se 
= the largest artificial lake in the world completed soon = 

\\ about 70 miles from here, 60,000 acres and 1500 miles 4 
: d\ shoreline. There will doubtless be many ducks come = 

= there and if you are also interested in duck figures ee = 
e I will be able to hel» you there also, : = = 

With best wishes, I am, ——— 
Very truly, < ae 

ea eee 

Se ae Pg ee ees =



ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. 

WL 678 : ec = WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS 

WESTERN AMMUNITION ae 
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EAST ALTON, ILL. 

January 19, 1931. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building,(U. W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I thought you might be interested in a 

letter received from Mr. Weathersby, one of our 

salesmen, who lives at Magnolia, Miss. The letter 

reads as follows: 

"All of us have been worried about the shortage 

of quail this year and I am sure you will be interested 

to know that we are having some good late season ; 

shooting. The birds have come out of the swamps and 

creeks to lespedeza and sage fields and while I 

would not say that there are as many birds as last 

season, there are a good many more than reported 

in first of season. Three of us got forty-five yesterday 

and did not hurt a covey as they were well fortified 

in the briars. In other words, there are plenty of 

pirds left to raise from another season.” 

If this is a correct conclusion, it would 

indicate that a good deal of the shortage of quail 

may be due to their moving to areas containing more 

moisture. 

Yours truly, 

ce President 

J.M.Olin:W
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January 22nd, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In answer to your inquiry regarding the 
quail hatch of 1930, it is my judgment that we are 
better off in Iowa than in many parts of the 
country but the hatch is noticeably smaller than 
in 1929, 

I would have to give you a separate 
estimate on the different parts of the state in 
order to furnish a complete picture of the quail 
situation. The southern tier of counties in Iowa 
produced a normal hatch. There is ample cover and 
water supply in that area. The zone of the state 
in central Iowa running east and west produced 
about a sixty per cent hatch compared with 1929 and 
northern Iowa had about thirty per cent hatch. I 
would say that over the whole state, if you care 
to estimate it that way, we had about a sixty per 
cent hatch in the whole state. 

I have heard no reports of addled eggs 
having been found but I can conceive of no other 
cause for the reduced hatch in the central and 
northern areas where the drouth was most felt. Both 
in central and northern areas there was ample food 
supply and seemingly plenty of water but the extreme 
heat which came during the hatching period must have 
had its effect. 

I got a few minutes to look at your 
survey which Mr. Lichty had with him at a Sunday 
meeting a week ago and envy him the privilege of 
studying it. 

With best wishes, I am 

“ha 
My
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January 24, 1951. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., j : 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir:- 

Your letter received and I regret 
the delay in answering. 

I am sorry I cannot give you 4 very 
true picture of game conditions in northwest Missouri. 
The quail seem very short in Missouri and the counties 
surrounding.St. Joseph, with the exception of some 
good shooting in DeKalb county late in the season. 
This county has been closed for several years and, 

while opened this year, a good many hunters were 
under the impression that it was still closed and 
it was not hunted as hard as some other counties. 
I was out a number of times, but during the quail 
season there was practically no moisture, rain, or 
snow and it was almost impossible for dogs to work. 
I think perhaps this has something to do with the 
difficulty of finding birds. With very little frost, 
the foilage is still very heavy and has afforded a 
great deal in natural cover. Several of my friends 
went to southern Missouri and the northern part of 
Arkansas, having gone there several years with 
wonderful success, but this year the seme dry condi- 
tions prevailed and their results were practically 
nothing. 

In the copy of the report which you 
sent me, I noticed that you misunderstood the abbre- 
viation "California geese." In this locality these 
are called by the hunters "California speckled", but 

: in reality they are "white fronted" geese. 

Sorry that we wé® not able to send 
you a copy of the duck kill for this year. However, 
it amounted to practically nothing, as very few of
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our members hunted at all and the migration was 
practically nothing.in this locality, and on the 
dates of the heavy flight passed over very high. 
I never can remember when sd few ducks were 
killed in this locality before. ; 

I trust that the next time you 
are in this vicinity that you will come to St. 
Joseph end look me up. 

Very truly yours, 

JHiMc: HP ‘6 McCord, h



E.l.DU Pont DE NEmMourRS & COMPANY 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION Detroit Mich 
Jan WH 1931 

Mr -.Aldo Leopold. 
421Chemistry Bldg. 

Madison Wis . 

DBar Aldo- 
I just returned home from attending convention 

League of Ohio Sportsman Columbus Ohio . It looks to me 

Ohio realy does expect to start something after #0 years 

conservation has or is going to be divorced fromppolitics. 

Received and thank you for the Foresters Role In Game 

Management. 

I also received letter from John Ball in regard 

-g to quail crop 9930 and maps of north central states. 

Ohio and Mich. I can not give you any dope but will send 

you some information on Ind. and I11l. soon. 

I expect to get to Madison for a day during the week of 

Feb. 8 th. hope to see you at that time. 

Yours Very Truly 

fe ee 
9 we SAG 

Give my regards to John. 

| gee Ze 
ay, SPORTSMAN'S —R 

ae. «SERVICE 2)



sateassila ak 
E.l.pu Pont pe Nemours & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT Feb, 4, 1951 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 2 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

HENRY P. DAVIS : 

1735 CARRUTHERS AVE 

MEMPHIS, TENN. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wis? 

Dear Al:- 

As per your request of Jan, 7, I have secured for you some 
quail weights, as noted below, These represent the "take" from the 
R. UM. Carrier. shooting preserve, Batesville, Miss,, from Nov, 20, 
1930 to Jan, 17, 1931, as compared with the season's take of last 
year, 

Season 1929-30 Season 1930-31 
Average weights of Nov, cosks wk © ------ ee 5.84 oz, 

Dec, cocks WR 6,123 og, 33 6,14 
Jan, cocks 6,316 28 6,40 

Average season weight of cocks 198 6,236 we 6,20 

Average weights of Nov, hens ——— 5 6,00 
Dee, hens 6.19% £9 6,06 
Jan, hens 6,509 32 6,21 

Average season weight of hens 188 6,254 54 6,15 
” " of cosks and s : : 

hens 386 6,244 126 6G? <= 

I hope that you will fiti@ these weights interesting and that 
they will serve your purpose, 

With kindest regards, I am, 
VEX 

Sincerely, hey 

REZ, S fay Td om S A MO Pra & Y 

cn aera Rta CMe é HENRY /P. DAVIS, 

Noemie ng TE 
SSS 2 / 

SSE me 
ne 2 5 

. SS ee. 
SS &) 

Se eee GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME peseiaen Division



DIETRICH LANGE, HONORARY PRES., ST. PAUL. 

GEO. H. SELOVER DEANE RUNDLETT H. J. DENNEY DR. G. M. PALMER E. W. KLAPMEIER 

PRESIDENT FIRST VICE PRES. ‘SECOND VICE PRES. THIRD VICE-PRES. FOURTH VICE-PRES. 

‘MINNEAPOLIS: MINNEAPOLIS: DULUTH BEMIDJI MORA 

OLE LENDE REV. C. M. BRANDON STAFFORD KING Oo. L. KAUPANGER 

FIPTH VICE-PRES. SixTH VICE-PRES. SEVENTH VICE-PRES. SEC'Y-TREAS. 
‘CANBY WASECA ‘ST. PAUL MINNEAPOLIS. 

rom 
Ge... Minnesota Division 

/ Vl og a 
§ Fhe ‘3 

(s , C7 = 

Oe | lultun Lesquerali 
3 Sts A 
Ee” s As y K a OFFICE OF SEC. TREAS. STATION F., R. 1, 
OS GS Aa 

Te - —— 
OS OH 

f & TEN ee. 
1 ey ON eo 

ES See Sate aga Feb. Sth, 1931, 

DIRECTORS 

KENNETH M. WRIGHT, ST. PAUL DR. 5. JAMES, WINONA DR. E, H. GOERING, DULUTH 2 
DR. EE. CILTNER. WASECA Mr, Aldo Leopold., 

A. J. GOULD, STAPLES 8 = 
DR. PAUL HAGEN, CROOKSTON Madison, 
DR. WELCOME, SLEEPY EYE 
H. M. JOHNSON, BRICELYN Wisconsin, 
F. H. HILLESHEIM, MADELIA 
HIRAM PIXLEY, cLOQUET FRANK BIGHAM, WILLMAR 

GHAS. KOONZE, LONG PRAIRIE Dea Sir:- Pardon my not answering your letter 
GEO, PACKER, ANNANDALE before my only excuse is that I have been too busy. 

©. L. KAUPANGER, LAPORTE ; 
1A: ROSSMAN, GRAND RAPIDS As to percentage of increase of Quail in this local- 
MEL NYMAN, MINNEAPOLI 2 
HARRY THOMPSON, ST. PAUL ity will say that we had two years closed season in 1924 WARREN MENDENHALL, DULUTH ; Poy 

SHERWOOD HOUGH, WHITE BEAR LAKE & 25, In 1923 Quail were very abundant, that is where we 
HE, STEARNS, JACKSON had good cover, When the season opened we wxpected Quail 
Arie SCHAEFER, JORDAN to be very abundant, but quite the apposite. In hunting 
"pe BLOMHOLM, 1 - ; = 

FH, MC GARRY, WALKER over ground where I had raised 9 to IQ coveys in 1983, we 
ALLEN, OW/ ; y 

T. A. LENDE, COTTONWOOD raised only one.convey. We stopped shooting that Fall and 
WT. COX, WINONA J PY g ; 

went out in different localities with our dogs just for a 
check up and found the same condition everywhere, 

They have gradually come hack since that time and 
in talking with other hunters we estimate conservatively 
the increase this year over last year to be 100% md with 
the favorable winter we have been having they shoukd be 
back to normal this season, 

Trusting this information will be of some value, I 
aa 

Yours truly, GA een 

HELP WALTONISM MAKE MINNESOTA AMERICA’S OUTDOOR PLAYGROUND



421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 9, 1931 

Dre F. Se James 
Choate Building 
Winona, Minnesota 

Dear Dr. James: ‘ 

' hank you very mech for your letter and for your figures 
on sex tally. 

I would like very mich to have a general estimte in 
percentage as to how mich better this year's crop was than last 
year and how it compared with normal for recent years. 

Your observation that this year's crop was better coin- 
cides with that of our fellowship student here, who found 150% 
inerease on a certain area subjected to careful census. 

I am delighted to hear the good revort of the Huncarians. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey
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Builders of DESKS and OFFICE FURNITURE 

February 16, 1931. 

.< 

$ 
Qy . Aldo Leopold 
Y 222 Van Hise Ave., 

» g adison, Wisconsin 

a 
y 4 ear Aldo: 

x I have your report on the Quail Sex 
ratio tally for 1929 and 1930. It is interesting 
to see that practically all of the hunters, who 
urned in reports,for the two years, reported a 

number of birds for 1930. Apparently 
€ tofibination of the bad Winter with the summer 

drought had a decided affect on the stock of Quail. 

Yours very truly, 

FL:R. ge 

BURLINGTON, 70 WA
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My experience in Mexico in 1916, checks Stoddard very 4A 
closely. From out of the first carload of 6000 live Bob 49 fv 
Whites, which were paired off, the ehippers had 800 extra \ 
cock birds on hand, and I think they glipped a few extra 
youngsters in on me at that. One of our sister states got 

all the extra "songeters", 
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File Copies t6 Game Committee 

i? ; 

October 24, 1929 F 

Mr. Jobn M. Olin 
Western Cartridge Company 
Eact Alton, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Oline : 

In order to take advantage of the personal acquaintances 
made during the Game Survey, I am helping Errington place the 
attached card calling for a sex ratio tally on quail. A supply 
of cards has been sent to selected observers as follows! 

: (a) Four in Minnesota along the Wisconsin boundary, with 
the request that they place cards with other selected 
sportsmen of their acquaintance. 

(b) Two in northern Illinois along the Wisconsin boundary, 
with the same request. 

(c) Three in eastern Iowa who take out licenses and hunt 
quail in northem Illinois. 

(4) Bight in Indiena, scattered thpwughout the state, with 
the request that they handle their respective localities 
by enlisting other selected sportsmen. 

(s) Bleven in Illinois at large (see list attached). Have 
you any additions to make to this list? 

Obvisualy items (a), (b), and (c) have as their purpose the 
sampling of quail populations around the edges of Wisconsin, and item 

A (a) the sampling of Indiana populations where the excess of cocks was 
most strongly reported, 

Here are a half dozen cards for your personal use if you are 
interested. I am also sending sample cards to the other members of 
the Game Committee, together with copies of this letter, so that they 
will know that this particular project is under way. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 

In Charge, Game Survey.
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wv - Daysay 7 Ratebaugh- 701 West Elm St., Champaign ae 

of CrP -tanetett;—Jrs Lleland Office Building, Springfield 
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AB Best 525 North 26th st. Eaet St. Koos ee 
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<fonass ke Sparice- 8 Cronkhite Avenue, Danville f 

, _/George—intay Merchants & Illinois Nat'l Bank, Peoria 

(ie 6 Datant. Dadant & Sons, Hamilton we 

Y/Y Kenneth Knowlton Knowlton State Bank, Freeport . 

/V- Geteseeiman— Quincy Business College, Quincy ee : 

~yDr._Jd. he Atams- Belvidere :
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Attached is the summarized informatio on the 
quail sex ratio tally, including that furnished by yous. I 
regret the long delay in getting it out, but hope you will 
find it of interest. 

Obviously we did not get enough figures to 
“prove anything yet. I am hoping to again have your coopere- 
tion in gathering the same kind of information next fall and 
will write you about it in advance of the opening of the 
seasone 

I would prefer that these figures not be pub- 
lished, because they are not yet in sufficient volume and 

»» their publication might give rise to premature conclusions. 

With kindest regards and thanking you for 
’ your cooperation, 

a : Yours sincerely, : -; - 

Sale Rec ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey



QUAIL SEX RATIO TALLY, SEASON OF 1929 
Data Gathered for Game Survey, S.A.A.M.I. 

i Aldo Leopold 

Humber of Oct. Nov. Dec. Total Total Percent 
Observer localities. aie SMe, NM. FY. | (Birds 0M. OB ee 

Illinois 

j-T. A. Snell ~ 6 lig 61° 22 25 156 7. 6  % 55 

Vi. EB. Troute 1 46 20 49 UT 162 9 «#467 (Oe 5s 

ple Ce Dadant“ F  5 15 12 28 3% go SCC 

XW. G. Musselman 1 1g 15 33 16 15 55 CO 

v3. Phillips 2 5 1i= 9°16 35 14 @ ko 60 

va. @ Karr 3 15 21 -10 10 56 2a 32 % 55 

vk. W. Miller H 3 P15 31-8 61 37] as 39 

VC. F. Mannsfiela’ 1 57 59 MT OB 208 10% 10h 50 50 

F. Leopold 2. _ = oy Ty 11 1 te ou 1. 560 «(} 

indiana 

C. W. Hymer 78 W 37 «+53 47 

y@. C. Mathers* 2 a: a ee 51 is 235 35 ae 

H, Decker /“ a ie ee 

yR. BE. LlewellynY 5 36 aS 26 oe 2? 3 S ye 

= 9 53 1777 37# 792 142 
Minnesota / 

YF. S. James 2 20 37 l7 205 % Bu 

TOTAL 23 a 31 279 267 197 197 1236 629 607 51% 494 

M = Males 
F - Females
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hg he ae QUAIL SEX RATIO TALLY, SEASON OF 1929 % a 
Data Gathered for Game Survey, S.A.A.M.I. oe 

. ~ Aldo Leopold : 

: ; sNumber of : Oct. : Nov. : Dec. : Total : Total : Per Cent i 
Observer tLocalities: M. Fe :M. JF. 3M. F..:Birds : Me Fe 20° Me B et 

eet : 3 3 : : : 
Illinois t : v 3 t t i / 

3 $ : t 3 3 3 5 

T. A. Snell t Ge 24g 61:22 25: 156 : 70 86: We 55% hy 
: t t t £ : 2 a 

L. BE. Troute t 1 : 246 20:49 47: 162 3: 95 67: Wes 58% 
3 = ? : 3 t 3 8 

L. C. Dadant : 3 t $15 12:28 34: g9 + WR M6: et 52d 
t : 3 : 3 : : 

Vv. G. Musselman : 1 ta 318.15: : 33 2 18 15: 55% Wwe é 
: : 3 i 3 : 3 es 

BE. Phillips : 2 : th 21s 9 10-3 255 2 ah ely Wok Gee 4 
: 3 t 3 : : i 

H. G. Karr : 3 : 115 21310 10:56 + 25 317 WR 55% 
3 3 z i : 3 : 

R. W. Miller : 3 : #2615 111-.°9 3.61 + 37 Ohba 261s 359% - 
: : z Ps 3 : 3 # 

’ 3. F. Mannsfield : 1 : 257 59:47 Wh: 208 :104 10h: 50% 50% 
: . : : 3 : o> 3 3 ; 

a Leopold : 1 ore dy 4 : 1925 “s WN Il: 566 
sie 3 : : : : : : 

Indiana 7 : : £ : 3 3 ie 

C. W. Hymer : : : : + 7 2m 378 536 Uae <i 
ell t 3 .* Z “3 t t 

T. C. Mathers : 2 : 213 2825 45: Hl 3 1S 33:3. 35% 65% 
: : 3 i : 3 : es 

H. Decker t% : oe ae $ 2156 : 81-75: 52%. use 
t 3 3 : : : $ ‘ 

R. EB. Llewellyn : 5 : 136 25316 12: 89 +: 52 37: 58% oe jis 
: : : : t 3 : f 

3 3 3 $ 3 : 3 2 

Minnesota : z . : 3 : , 
: : : 3 : : 3 ae 

F. S. James : £47 "29% : tr. 37:17 20:3 Wee =5t : 

: : 3 es 2 az ¢ oe 
' TOTAL :° 28 : 31 312279 267:197 197 :1236 :629 607: 51% 49% ey 

* : i 

M- Males. et eae 
F - Females ‘ : a ae 4 
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INDIANA : 

I. R. E. Lyons, Bloomington 

», v¥+ C. Mathers, " a 

3, John A. Gude, Bruceville 

y, wR. E. Llewellyn, Terre Haute -~ 

S. Dr. Geo. Hunt, Richmond ; 

. (, wGeo. Cass 

" Fred Ruh, Rochester 

%, vy Harry Decker, Winemac “ 

9, Geo. N. Mannfeld, Indianapolis 
(Supt. Fisheries & Game) 

jo, VChas. Hymer's brother )~ 

; MINNESOTA 

)). Ralph T. King 

)) --Sam Anderson, Hutchinson (Ale. - mo Cardo neces ck) 

)3, vFrank Grover, La Crosse, Wis. 

4 -Dr. F. S. James, Winona 

Towa 

iy, VF. Leopold, Burlington 

it, vdudge Wood, Waterloo (Gove cards fi Tue Mea mew) 

7, Dr. McEwen, Iowa City (doesn't know of anyone) 

ILLINOIS 

: /¢, Kenneth Knowlton, Freeport 

19, y Gus Radebaugh, Champaign fr. (lullies HC lrblee 

: so, VO. F. Mansfield, dr. -~  Jruman A, Suite 

p lnth gather data (0h. ded met anowir Len) 
MH Cards wr aetna Ateterue dh (compbele)



Qh H. J. Bowman, Alton 

do, YN. R. Huff, East St. Louis 

23, vid. C. Karraker, Jonesboro 

ay, Chas. A. Sparks, Danville 

2f, George Luthy, Peoria (got me Meco do) ; 

2G. CARAS Desens, tenitton Ge. ee Ci 

29. vV. G. Musselman, Quincy |- ‘ 

BrFihdams,—Bervitere (ing adds =) 
( 

2 ov John M. Olin, East Alton 

29. pi. W. T. Waller, Jr. 

( Anes oie fig @arda)
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Table $9: Quail Sex Ratio Tally, Season of 1929 ; 

‘Number of : Oct. : Nov. : Dec. :fotal : Total : per Cent 
Observer sLocalities: M. F.: M. F.: M. F.:Birds ;: M. Fe: M. F. | 

Illinois $ : : 3 $ : 8 

T. A. Snell 3 G1 2h8 348 61:22 25: 156 : 70 86: 45% 55% i 

L. E. Troute : i : 246 20:49 47: 162 : 95 67 : 58% 42% 

L. C. Dadant : 5 i 215 12:28 34: 89 : 43 46: 48% 52% 

Vv. G. Musselman: 5 : 218 15: >: 35 3:18 15 : 55% 46¢ 

E. Phillips 3 2 3 : 5: 11; 0 10: 95 2 1A Oi: COE Gee 

H. G. Karr : 3 : 315 21:10 10°: 56 : 25 51: 45% 55” 

R. W. Miller ; 3 : 326 15 :11 93 G1 +t SY SA: B1f- 364 

C. F. Mandsfield 1 : 757 59:47 45: 208 :104 104 : 50% 50% 

F. Leopold : 1 se 31: : s. 28 s 1@ 11: S6Z 442 

Indiana : : z 3 . : : 

~ + @. We Hymer : : : : 3: 76 : 41 S57; 58% 47% 
4 : 3 $ 3 : : 3 
x. C. Mathers : 2 3 215 28:5 5: 51 : 18 35: 55% 65% 

H. Decker t : : : 2156 : 81 75: 52% 46¢ 

R. E. Llewellyn: 5 : 236 25:16 12: 89 : 52 57: 58% 42% 

Minnesota 3 3 3 3 3 : : , 

F. S. James : 374% «20: : : SY 3: 1% 90 : 46% See 

+ 
TOTAL : 28 : 51 Sl 2279 267:197 197:1236 3629 607 : 51% 49% 

3 3 : $ 3 3 3 

M ® Males : ; 
F = Females 

~47-
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E.l.pU PONT DE NEMouRS & COMPANY 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT February 11,1930. 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

The following extract of reports is forwarded 
‘ to you for your information as being matters of interest. I 

think it advisable, however, to omit the name and locality in 
any public use unless this is absolutely essential. 

“Swango Game Preserve, Sardis, Miss. R.M.Carrier,owner." 

“Of the 386 quail taken, 198 of them were cocks and 188 
hens. Covies were raised to dogs points 312 times. Of course, 
some of these covies were flushed many times on different days. 

= ie Average weights for month of December 
Vw over] | Cocks 6.123 ounces 

Hens 6.191 x 
Cocks and hens 6.156 1 

Average weights during month of January 
Cocks 6.316 ounces 

4 Wwe Hens 6.309 _# 
pu par MAM Cocks and hens 6.313 " 

Average weights for season 
Cocks 6.236 outices 

: Hens 6.254 " 
Cocks and hens 6.244 s 

The weights of these birds are somewhat in excess of 
Stoddard's take in his investigation." 

"Records of duck bag from Mud Lake,Ark,for past two seasons." 

Season 1928-1929 Season 1929-30 

Mallards 1368 Mallards 1004 
Black Mallards 19 Black Mallards 15 
Gray duck 1 @reenwing Teal 8 
Widgeon 1 Widgeon 9 
Spoonbill 4. Sprig 9 
Sprig or pintail 19° Black jack 48 
Black jack 53__sGray duck 2 

1470 1090 

Ve urs, 

w/P L.WF. WALLER, JR.--ASSISTANT DIRECTOR



G STATE OF KANSAS 
{ Gov. CLYDE M. REED, CHAIRMAN a 

| FRANK L. PINET, TOPEKA YSN 
‘ J. H. LEE, wichita [a iD 
© Lee LARRABEE, LipeRAL a 

Se 

‘ FORESTRY, FISH AND GAME COMMISSION 

ALVA CLAPP, SECRETARY AND STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN 

PRATT, KANSAS 

February 12, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
A21 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisc. ‘ 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

‘ While it was I. who trapped some- 
thing over 6000 cuail and removed them 
to other sections of the state, I did 
not keep a record as to the males and 
females and am therefore unable to give 
you first hand information and I am very 

sorry. 

The importer from whom I,am buying 
quail claims that the ratio of 12 to 13 

represents the exact ratio of males and 
females in the wild state. Mhnether this 
is a fact or a talking point I do not 
know. 

Yes, I am very much interested in 

having you undertake a quail survey in 
Kansas and I hope you may be able to do ‘ 
so. You may be sure we will give you all 

the help possible. 

Sincerely, 

LY d a FO 
mn“ / 

oak Zi < °° + 0 _ 
Jo State Fish & Game Vayvden. 

pe : 
pet 

s AC:RIC 
o> 

Build a Pond )~,,, 
i pene sot ee . 
Eowe ree-t 

aed



/ STATE OF KANSAS 
" Gov. CLYDE M. REED, CHAIRMAN Aa 

~ FRANK L. PINET, TOPEKA Ye = 
J. H. Lee, wicnita = 
Lee LARRABEE, LIBERAL feo) 

Sis 

FORESTRY, FISH AND GAME COMMISSION Us 

ALVA CLAPP, SECRETARY AND STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN Y 

PRATT, KANSAS 3 

February 18, 1930. ef 

Mir. Aldo Leopold 

421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am buying my quail this year 
of the Pan-American Bird Company of 
Laredo, Texas, I consider them very 
reliable and it is his statement 
that birds in the wild run in the 
exact proportions of 13 cocks and 12 

hens. i should think Wallace Evans A 
could give you some very dependable a’ 
information and there are a number e 
of the border importers who are re- \ 
liable, Dr. Frank Kent, being one. yp a 

IT am going to have a man trap 

quite a number of birds within a 
very short time now and I will have 
him keep accurate count as toe the 
sex and will have him give you exact 

information, 

Sincerely 

2) 

State Fish & Game Warden. 

é AM epine j es AC :RMC 

f) Build a Pond |=... : 
{ Plant a Bush Sais, 

f Grow a Tree-faas 

a



Copy to Mr. Stoddard : 

: February 21, 1930 

Mr. Alva Cla 
State Fish i Yarden 
Pratt, Fansas 

Dear Ur. Clapp: 

Thank you very much for the information con- 
tained in your letter of February 13. 

If the quail you ere going to trap are to 
; come from several different places, may I suggest that 

the sex tally be kept separate for each place? 

The general ratio of 13 to “o> by the 
Pan-American Bird Company coincides very closely with the 
ratio established by Stoddard in Georgia. In both instances, 
however, the figures pertain to large numbers of birds from 
a large region. It remains to be shown vhat variatlonsoceur 
at particular times and places. In this respect your trap- 
ping data will constitute a very valuable piece of scientific 
evidence. 

Your letter does not give me Dr. Frank Kent's 
address, so will you kindly forward the attached letter to 
hin? 

With vest regards, : ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD : 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Inel.



Copy to Mr. Stoddard 

Februery 21, 930 

: liv. Frakic Kent 

Dear Sir: : 

Mr. Alva Clapp, state game warden of Kansas, 
suggests that you might be able to give me figures on the 
sex ratio of bobewhite quail. These figures are desired 
in connection with the quail investigation being conducted : 
by the University of Wisconsin under the guidence of the ; 
U. S. Biological Survey. I would appreciate information 
on any or all of the following qestions: 

(1) thet is the average ratio of cocks to hens? 

(2) Have you noticed any departures from this ratio 

: in any perticular year or in birds from any 

particular place? 

I would eppreeiate your specifying whether your 
replies are based on general recollection and impression, 
or on written records, Your cooperation in furnishing this 
information will be much appreciated, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IsOPOLD 
In Charge, Geme Survey 

fi ‘ oe 

San Reels pe
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i GAME SURVEY 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

421 CHEMISTRY BLDG. tS . 

MADISON, WISCONSIN \ . 

February 21, 1930 < 

Dr. Frank Kent © 

Dear Sir: 

Mr. Alva Clapp, state game warden of Kansas, 
suggests that you might be able to give me figures on the 
sex ratio of bob-white quail. These figures are desired 

in connection with the quail investigation being conducted 
by the University of Wisconsin under the guidance of the 

U. &. Biolagical Survey. I would appreciate information 
on any or all of the following questions: 

a“ a is on = ef OrO 

(1) What is the average ratio of cocks to aan 

(2) Have you noticed any departures from this ratio 

in any particular year or in birds from any 

5 articular plate? aE a ae eee 

Peas es Pee ngen Sop « foacr % GAPE FO ty 

I would appreciate your specifying dine ces vo mak 
replies are based on general recollection and impression, Ce esc \LeeK 
or on written records. Your cooperation in furnishing ae A oi 

information will be much appreciated. ese 

hos Le 
| Yours sincerely, LY es 

‘ z 
os . Qode Keepeld fn 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Surve: : Pi 

: : ee ae. Zh 
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Den Aiky 

Peabody Hotel ,Memphis ,Tenn., 
February 27,1930. 

Mr Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison,Wis. 

Dear Mr Leopold: 

Replying to your questions 21st, while I have kept 
no book records of the ratio of cock bobwhites to 
hens ,I am sure that about 5% in favor of cocks,the 
country over would not miss the mark very far. 

This holds good in Mississippi, Texas and Mexico, 
where I have trapped them in volume,many thousands 
every year. I have trapped no other places,but 
from information that I get from time to time, I am 
sure there is some percentage of excess cocks the 
country over. 

Nature produces them in this ratio for some good 
reason,and why has long been a question in my mind. 
If you have any answer or ever learn the answer, I 
would be very interested to learn of it. 

You will note on page two of my folder,that I explain 
why I ship bobwhite in the ratio 12 hens and 13 cocks, 
I take all birds as trapped from many localities and 
crate them for shipment in this ratio, and yet many 
times I still have an excess of cocks. l Occasionally 

E some particular locality produces a very large percentage 
of excess cocks. One I have now in mind is producing 75 
to 80% cocks. tI 

Trust this will be of value to,you,and that you will 
call upon me at anytimg. 

Sincerely, Wifes
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oh" While Meditating the Selection of the Best Specie of Game Bird to 
Restock Your Shooting Preserves, Consider the Following in 

Reference to the Old Reliable Native Bob White: 

Bob white are native of America. A very significant and important 
point, the more apparent after mature deliberation. A thoroughly ma- 
tured knowledge of the many contributing reasons that your selection 
should be bob white revolve around the fact that they are native. It has 
taken many centuries for the great scheme of nature to evolve a game bird 
equal to the task of surviving the varied adverse conditions common to the 
existence of birds that must live only upon the ground, ground roosting 
and ground nesting. Bob white is nature’s final and most perfected gift to 
the American gunner. No other specie has stood the test, many of them 
becoming extinct shortly after the advent of the unnatural demands of the 
gunner, although all the while bob white has weathered the brunt of Amer- 
ica’s gunning and even yet they remain America’s most plentiful game bird. 

These innate abilities are equaled by no other game bird;-the lack of 
any of such inherent abilities would also prove fatal to their existence 
under the many varying conditions in America. Bob Wwhite‘are the most 
prolific and persistent egg layers, promptly laying again and a again in 
new nests when broken up, thus they are the most rapid and abundant 
in reproduction of all game birds. 

When hatched or liberated, their normal range is within the immedi- 

ate vicinity. When bought for stocking purposes, the fact that they stay__ 
“put” and are not apt to wander off their protected range is a very im- 
portant point, which is not true of any other released game bird. 

Bob white are the cheapest available game bird in first cost, and de- 
cidedly cheaper in the long run because of their proven advantages. 

Why experiment. with less hardy, less prolific, untried, higher priced 
foreign species? Nature has never produced the equal of our own fa- 
miliar native bob white. 

It is reckoned that under usual conditions in America that 90% of 
game birds go to satisfy the greed of their natural enemies, leaving scarce- 
ly 10% for the gunner. Under such conditions it is easy to reason what 
becomes of less able species. - 

Put your dollar in old reliable native bob white. Your money will be 
wisely spent and your judgment unshattered. Good-shooting will be your 
reward to the extent of your successful elimination of bob’s natural ene- 

* mies. You take care of the enemies and bob will care for himself to far 
better advantage than any other game bird. You-will get the enormous 
supply of birds that has been going as prey to the vast horde of bob’s 
natural enemies, dependent upon your ability to eliminate such enemies. 
In this manner bob white will maintain a normally balanced, abundant 

7 supply, allowing splendid annual shooting. But even bob white will not 
stand the unequal strain of all his uncontrolled natural enemies and good 
shooting in the bargain, No man has the right to free shooting—to con- 
tinue to take without an obligation to give in return. 

Moral: “A's ye sow, so shall ye reap.”



March 3,1930 

Mr. M. BE. Bogle 
P.0.Box 837 
San Antonio, Texas 

Dear Mr. Bogle: 

One of the most interesting statements I have 
seen for a long time is the one in your letter where you 
say “Occasionally some particular locality produces a very 
large percentage of excess cocks. One I have now in mind 
is producing 75 to 80% cocks." 

I take it that you experienced this very large 
. percentage of excess cocks in this particular locality dur- 

: ing the past season. Have you any objection to telling me 
where it is? 

Even if you do not have the book figures, could 
you estimate the degree of excess? 

: ‘ Have you trapped in this locality in previous 
years? If so, what is your recollection of how far beck this 
condition goes? 

I will appreciate your cooperstion very much 
in giving me the best answer you can in regard to the above 
questions. 

With best regards, 

es Yours sincerely, 

F ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopola, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

Mr. A.C.Heyward reports his own personal : 

shooting of quail in the southeastern area for the past hunting 

season as follows: 

: Quail killed - cocks 38; hens 17 ; total 55. 

Just before the season closed Mr. Heyward and 

a friend of Mr. A.Felix duPont's were shooting on Mr. duPont's 

Combahee Plantation, killing only 9 quail all of which happened 

to be cocks. 

Most sincerely yours, 

= ha Go ee EES = cone ae 
W/P L.W.T.WALLER, JR,--ASSISTANT DIRECTOR



1930 QUAIL SEX TALLY : : 

Cards sent to: ; : , 

INDIANA : ; 

F. C. Mathers, Dept. of Chemistry, Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind. : 

vHarry Decker, Winamac Motor Co., Winamac, Ind. 
Ralph #. Llewellyn, Terre Haute Nat. Bank & Trust Co., Terre Haute, Ind. 
Geo. B. Cass, Western Cartridge Co., Nappanee, Ind. 

vChas. W. woue brother 
| Fred Ruh, Rochester, Indiana 

ILLINOIS : 

C. F. Mansfield, Jr., 503 Leland Office Bldg., Springfield, Ill. oS é 
Gus H. Radebaugh, Urbana & Champaign Sanitary District, Treatment Plant, Urbana, Ill. 

Enos Phillips, % Green & Palmer, Attorneys, Urbana, Ill. 
Vv. G. Musselman (also his brother), Gem City Business College, Quincy, Ill. 

pl. C. Dadant, Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, Illinois 
Geo. L. Inthy, Merchants & Illinois Nat. Bank, Peoria, Ill.- 

pR. W. Miller (also H. G. Karr), Postoffice, Hamilton, Ill. 

Truman A. Snell, Peebles Bldg., Carlinville, Ill. 

N. R. Huff, 528 North 36th Street, East St. Louis, Ill. 
Ed L. Karraker, First Nat. Bank, Jonesboro, Ill. ES 

pa. T. Willis, G. C. Willis Dry Goods Co., Champaign, Ill. A nee 

L. EB. Troute, No. Side Square, Carthage, Ill. = ioe Sa 
?John M. Olin, Western Cartridge Co., East Alton, Ill. 

H. J. Bowman, Alton, fil. 

MINNESOTA 

UF. S. James, Choate Building, Winona, Minn. ; 

IOWA 

Frederic Leopold : 

MISSOURI : 

Dr. J. C. Lyter, Frisco Building, St. Louis, Mo. 
Dr. M. P. Neal, MeAlester Hall, Columbia, Mo. < : 
Chester E. Clapp, 1020 Syndicate Trust Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
Curtis Weeks, Eldon, Mo. 

v-Andrew Brooks, Doniphan, Mo. t 
0. E. Grecian, 123 Merchants Exchange, Kansas City, Mo. 

Wm. P. Steele, Sedalia, Missouri~ 5 

Phil M. Smith, Williamsburg, Mo. . 
C. D. Via, Rolla, Mo. / z 
Dr. L. B. Ralls, Ellington, Mo. 
Senator Nicolas Cave, Fulton, Mo.
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Nov. 24, 1932 

Mr. Harry A. Collins 
506 Security Building 
St. louis, Missourd 

Dear Mr. Collins: 

I was very glad last year that you went ahead 
on your own and had a quantity of quail sex ratio tally cards 
printed and distributed among Missouri sportsmen. I under- 
stand, of course, that last year's results were unsatisfactory 

because of the very poor quail crop. 

I am still anxious to get all the data I can 
on this subject. If you have sent out cards again this year 
I wonder if I can count on you to let me have the results of 

your findings. Or if you care to seni me the cards I will 
compile them myself and send you a summary of the results. I 
will also be glad to send you at the end of the season a 
summery including the results of all the cards I have sent out 
for the last three years. 

I will certainly appreciate any help that you 
can give me. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
‘ In Charge, Game Survey 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence. 
VE.
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Izaak Walton League of America 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

St. Louis, Mo. 
May 5, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Room 404, 
University Avenue National Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you very much for the 
copy of the game survey of the North Central 

States. I am exceedingly pleased to have this 
copy and expect to make good use of it. We 
lost the Game Commission bill again this Session 
of the Legislature through the opposition of the 
powers that be, but never the less we have made 
progress. We got through the Senate with only 
four votes against us, but the opposition was too 
strong in the House. 

By the way, the Quail Sex Ratio 
cards were a total failure. All the real sportsmen 
in the state put up their guns just as soon as 
it was discovered that we had a very small Quail 
crop. Only a few cards were returned to me which I 
am enclosing. You may keep them if you wish or return 
them to me. I intend to try again next season. 

Again thanking you, I am, 

Very tyuly yours, : 

atry A. Coy¥lins, Chairman, 
Missouri Wd]/tonian Council, I.W.L.A. 

HAC: IEV.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold; 

My brother V. G. has turned over a few cards, and 
I have about a dozen left from last year, which I shall 
place in the hands of local hunters between now and the 
hunting season. 

I shall, likewise, have an evening on radio dealing 
with the "Findings of the Quail Experiment" at Thomasville, 
Georgia. It will probably stimulate a great deal of in- 
terest. I banded quite a number of Quail during the season 
last year, and wondered whether you would care to have my 
returns on these birds. No doubt there will be-some inter- 

7 esting records turned in, 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES WILLIAM H. Lee Attorney 
=e ‘ Population 44,000 Member Law firm of Green & Palmer 

P.W. eee ee 7 T.C.SULLIVAN ‘Treasurer 

J.C. Dodds Vice-President ws PEARSE, GREELEY & HANSEN 
GERD aay NE Consulting Engineers 

CLARENCE N. Ritey . Clerk Chicago, Ill. 
Urbana, Ill. 

© Slime «Cs Oma and Champaign 
District Manager = ° : 

Sanitary District 
Office, Treatment Plant 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

November 8, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of 
October 29th. It will be a pleasure to co-operate 
with you in regard to the check on quail sex for 
the year 1930. I doubt if my efforts last year 
were really worth while as the fellows I handed 
out the cards to did not care to take the time to 
make the entries. I will try and see to it they 
do a better job this year. 

The three cards sent to me are 
being given to the following: 

Mr. Harry T. Willis Mr. Robt. Eisner 
15 Main Street, 1001 West Park Street 
Champaign, Illinois Champaign, Illinois 

Mr. Mark Arie 
West Stoughton Street 
Urbana, Illinois 

With best personal regards, I am, 

Very respectfully yours, 

GHR: IB 
Lc 

Gus H. Radebaugh.
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ak Walt f Ameri aak Walton Leaque of Smevica 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

St. Louis, Mo. 
October 17, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 
421 Chemistry Bldg., : 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: . 

Itll be very glad to send out Sex TallyCards 
to all Izaak Walton League Chapters and ask the Officers 
to see that the cards are placed in the hands of reliable 
people. I think however it would be well for you do 
the same as we probably would not duplicate the work anyway. 
You no doubt know persons who would be thoroughly reliable 
and on the other hand I would have to depend upon officers 
of the local Chapters except ihere in the city*of St. Louis 
where I can get the help of a number of reliable sportsmen. 

I think I shall put off crop examinations and weights 
until I get something started in the University. I should also 
like to take up the investigation of the wild turkey, but of 
course it is a matter of funds. The University is anxious 

to take up this work, but are as usual without sufficient funds. 
However, I intend to take the matter up with the administration 
and I'm going to push the idea of establishing a wild life 
research to the Limit. It may be possible to get a small 

appropriation during the next session of the Legislature and 
it may also be possible to raise a certain amount of money 
through private subscription. 

Sincgrgly yours, Koenee 

a - Collfys, Chairman, 
HAC: IEBV Missouri Waltfnian Council, I.W.U.A. 
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POWDER. COMPANY 
EXPLOSIVES -CHEMICALS - NAVAL STORES 

Wilmington Delaware, 
EXPLOSIVES DEPARTMENT 

November 3, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold:~ 

Referring to yours of October 29th inclosing card 
for record of males and females in quail bag. 

I am sending one of these cards to my brother in 

Indianapolis, and am also giving one to Mr. Henry Winchester, 

who does considerable quail hunting in southern Delaware, 

Hope,when the season is over, to be able to send you both cards 

containing some useful information. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Very ee 

Z Chas. W. Hymex;Mey. 
SPORTING POWDER VISION 

CWH: BMB
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WINAMAC MOTOR COMPANY 
WINAMAG, INDIANA 

Nov.3,1930. 
Mr.Aldo Leopold 
Madison Wis. 

Dear Mr.Leopold- 
I received your data cards and will be glad to assist 

you again this year in any way that I can. i 

Yours truly 

Stated bith LY’ 

: : eT 8 
a rere SS iiss 
Saal i TT i LATHE fini



ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. 

cSTl DARTRIDGE UOMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS 

WESTERN AMMUNITION 

EAST ALTON, ILL. 

November 3, 1930. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
42] Chemistry Building (U. W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I acknowledge receipt of your 

letter of October 29th with the enclosed quail sex 

ratio tally cards. 

I shall be glad to use these so 

far as my own personal use is concerned. I will 

also pass them out to friends of mine if the 

opportunity presents itself. 

Yours truly, 

MA: 
Vice President 

J.M.Olin:W i“



UNIFORM CONSERVATION, 

FORESTRY AND FISH AND GAME 
MEMBERSHIP OF COMMISSION LAWS COMMISSION 

SENATORS OFFICE OF COMMISSION 

EARL B. SEARCY. SPRINGFIELD EARL B. SEARCY, CHAIRMAN HOSE EES ER AMOR RECS 
Ce ae HENRY C. ALLEN, VICE CHAIRMAN 
EDWARD J. HUGHES, CHICAGO C. F. MANSFIELD, JR.. SECRETARY 
RAY PADDOCK, WAUCONDA 

REPRESENTATIVES SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS 
HENRY C. ALLEN. LYNDON 

Giant 6: Contanne Po 
MADT FAANE CHicaco October 19; 1930 
EDWARD P. PETRI, BELLEVILE 

Mr. Aldo Leopoid 

421 Chemistry Bidg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of October 4th and 

the enclosed cards received during Mr. 

Mansfielid's absence. 

I can assure you nowever, that 

Mr. Mansfield wiil be giad to fiii in 

some of these cards and to send some 

to reliabie sportsmen. 

Sincerely, 

) [Di feova 

séc. Wo Mr. Mansfieid 
J Y
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Jlanuron, USA L.¢,Dadant. 

October 30,1950. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

In Charge, Game Survey, 
Sporting Arms & Ammunition Mfgrs. Institute, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of October 28 is at hand and I 
will be very glad, indeed, to have the cards filled 
out by some of our local sportsmen relative to the 
quail killed in this territory. 

I will try to get the tallys back to you at 
the close of the season which ends on December 10, 

= ne as I¢D: BLG :
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October 31st, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I wish to acknowledge your letter of 

October 29th, enclosing tally card for informa- 

tion about quail during this year's shooting 

season. 

I shall try to do better than I did 

last year and hope I will be able to send you 

the information desired. 

Very truly yours, 

tle f\ fee 
_— Geo. L, Luthy —— 

eae 

GLL:COH
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PURE DRUGS NYAL REMEDIES 

THE BLUE DRUG STORE 
ALEX RUH & SON, Proprietors 

ROCHESTER, INDIANA 

Ps 

12-20-30 

Aldo Leopold. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir:- 
I have your letter dated 10-2-30 

and cam now let you know what conditions I found on the 
Harris farm in regard to quail. 

I spent a good part of one day on this @ 
farm this week and it was the first time that I ever was unable 
to put up a sovey of birds. We found only a very few signs of b 
birds and the farmer in charce told us that he had seen no birds 
around this year. All the old fence rows are cleaned out and trere 

is no eover for the birds.This past summer being very dry here 

cover is very poor a great many places.The brush which was renoved 
om above farm has no been allowed to sprout again.Before the ppesent 

progressive omer purchased this farm we alway found three or sour 

covies there. Birds will not stay where there is not the proper 
cover it seems. 

I am keeping a very acurate record this yerr 
on hen and cock birds and if you like at the end of the season(/ 

will let you know the percentage. To date we have killed 89 quéil. 

47 eock birds and 42 hens. The veather has been very open and garm 
but never-the.less we have been finding birds in winter cover.0f 

; course it may be that rabbit hunters have driven them there otherwise 

Ww, I cannot account for finding then there.Ringneeks are multiplying 

y /S ¥8psrtsRidly eround here in Mincieg Gr LE



BOARD OF TRUSTEES : WituiaM H. Lee Attorney 
PAW Whee Beestcat Population 44,000 Member Law firm of Green & Palmer 

Champaign, I. 7 T.C.SULLIVAN Treasurer 
16: podae Vice-President Gh PEARSE, GREELEY & HANSEN 

ampaign, Ill. ., 5 

CLARENCE N. RILEY . Clerk — mee 
Urbana, Il. ° 

cima Urbana and Champaign 
District Manager : . . 

Sanitary District 
Office, Treatment Plant 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

December 29, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

: Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In reply to your card of December 
20th, I wish to inform you that I am writing 
Mr. Willis, Mr. Arie and Mr. Eisner to encourage 
them to get their cards into you on sex ratio of 
quail without delay. I have not had an oppor- 
tunity to talk with these men this fall and I do 
not know if they did much hunting or not. 
I hope they will comply with your request. 

Very respectfully yours, 

GHR: IB fi Rh actebaeg \ 

Gus H. Radebaugh.
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CHAMPAIGN, ILL. 

December 24, 1930. 

Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir; 

I have your card of the 20th. and wish to advise 
that I was out of the State during the Quail season, this 
year, and therefore did not have any chance to go hunting. 

Sorry I cannot zive you the information reque sted. 

Yours very truly, 
/ : 

RE/IR 2



Date County Guns-.iDogs Hours Covies Cocks Hens Total 

11/10/30 Greene 3 5 5a az 14 6 20 

11/11/30 " 2 2 2 4 4 z 6 

11/12/30 " 2 3 2 = 0 0 Q 

11/13/30 " & 3 6 4 0 1 1 

11/14/30 Morgan i QO 15 Min. 5 QO 4 4 

11/15/30 Greene 2 3 3 z 1 & 4 

13/16/50: = 2 se 4 += = 9 

11/19/30 " 2 3 2 2 Ss 2 5 

11/20/30 " 1 2-=- 20 Wing. 1 i 1 2 

11/22/30" I 2 9 se g ee 4 

11/23/30 ” 2 3 8H 3 5 4 9 

11/24/30 " 2 2 4 2 4 3 7 

11/27/30 : % 5 7 

11/28/30 " 5 4 6 4 i: 5 6 

$2/1/30 " 2 z 5a 1 = £ 2 

12/2/30 " 2 3 6 2 2 2 4 

12/3/30 " 3 3 4 i Q 1 4: 

ee 
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QUAIL SEX RATIO TALLY, SEASON OF 1930 

PLACE NUMBER OF BAGGED SEX RATIO--PERCENT 

Date County Township Guns Dogs Hours Covies Cocks Hens Total Cocks Hens Total 

Nov. 10 Vigo Nevins uy 1 6 1 qv 1. ri 2 1 2 @ 

Nov. 14 " Prairie Ck. 1 1 8 2 as i 4 § 1 4 

17 Vermillion No. of Clin- ‘ 
: ' ton i a T 3 1 & 4 10 6 4 10 

18 yi 5 iL ck 8 2 fil z 3 x z 3 

24 Vigo Nevins - a 8 5 /i8 7 15 8 7 15 

» 26 . . a 1 5 3 (fa 5 9 4 5 9 

Dec. & Clay - 

10 mi. So. of 2 1 4 5 pu 8 4 12 8 4 ae 
Brazil : 

6 Clay Near Saline 
City 2 - 3 L 4 3 € 4 3 7 

13 # * 2 2 5 4 ue 4 11 7 4 i 

20 s 10 mi. So. 

of Brazil 3 2 5 4q {18 2 10 8 z £0 

Nov. 29 Parke 4 mi. West 
Rosedale 2 ob 4 5 fay. 4 3 r 4 5 2 

Dec. 10 " " 2 2 3 3 Dse.3 5 6 3 3 6



RALPH E. LLEWELLYN, Pres. WAYNE BIGWOOD, VICE PRES. VERN MCMILLAN, TREAS. OTTO JENSEN, SEc.yY. 

Gerre Haute Chapter 
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Izaak Walton Leaque of America 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

oy SN ad aes 
OFFICE OF THE 4 5S) 832 WABASH AVENUE 

PRESIDENT 2 ‘Dp TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA 

=O, \> 4 ze Sy 5 

December 31, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: A 

All of my tally cards have not been returned 

in connection with survey on Bob White quail. I am 

enclosing a copy of reports so far received. 

I have had reported to me the finding of ten 

or twelve quails’ nests full of eggs. Evidently the 

season was so dry that there was not sufficient moisture 

in the ground to hatch these eggs, All of the covies 

reported were birds from first hatchings. 

: With kindest regards, I am 

Cordially yours, 

ae J Shutllpnr 

REL A 

Enc.



PURE DRUGS NYAL REMEDIES 

THE BLUE DRUG STORE 
ALEX RUH & SON, Proprietors 
ROCHESTER, INDIANA 

& 

12=+26-30 

Mr. Aldo Leopold. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir:- 

Inclosed you will find sex tallies 
filled out which you recently sent me. We have enjoyed 
many happy hours hunting birds this fall and would welcome 
any sugcestions you might give in rezard to protection and 
increasing same. 

I would like for you to let me know in regard 
; to the condition in southern Indiana and several other southern 
| shibes as to why there are so very few birds. I have direct reports 

,yo | that they are very scarce there and they all say on account of the 
} | drouth. Just how does this kill off the birds. Is it in the hatchigg 

| or the fact that the young birds dye. 
Yeu will note that our largest kill this yaar 

was 34 birds which probly is more than three should really take in 
a day,however we found on that dey one of the largest covies of 
birds we ever saw. There certainly ware at least three covies all an 

4 one.It was in a marsh with only short cover and a few clumps of 
_.\2 rose bushes.Not good cover for birds and no good cover near. 

wl Our dog was trailine running birds and at last the froze. There 
were three of us shootins over the one dog and when we flushed the 
covey there were so many birds that we could not pick our birds. 
We fired seven loads from the three guns and picked up 15 birds. 

J know thie ie very peor spent a dnat ea the Peet Lins CHEE? 1



PURE DRUGS NYAL REMEDIES 

THE BLUE DRUG STORE 
ALEX RUH & SON, Proprietors 
ROCHESTER, INDIANA 

fe 

remember of killing over four or five birds on a covey rise. 
The covey split into and half went south the other half north. 
We followed the part that went north and killed seven singtes. 
Quite a few singles flushing wild. Just to find out what was left 
in the covey we hunted the same place about a week later and locatdd 
the covey in about ten minutes. We killed nine more birds from the, 
covey and I know that here were still fifteen birds left. I would 
estimate that htere we at least 50 birds bunched in one large covey. 

You>will note on the tally card that 
we do not hunt many hours a day. Only two days this season did we 
go out before lunch. We must have quite a few quail here to find ta 
the covées we do. Looks like this winter isugins to be mild and easyoNn 
birds. If I can help you in any way please let me know 

Yours truly, 

x + 

lie a



Rnited States Post Office Se 
: Hamilton, Ill. 

Dec, 26,1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

Herewith the quail sex ratio tally cards for 
this season of Mr. Karr end myself. The birds were scarce in 

‘ this territory as compared with former years, and nearly without 

exception we found them in territory where water had been 

available during the entire summer. As far as the sex of our 
birds was concerned, we often remarked at the predominance of 
the hens over the cocks. I trust that these cards may be of 

some benefit to you and will be pleased to know what results 

you may be able to obtain. 

Yours very truly, 

x if Nit
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Bee RAEN E ADIGDKE CUAVODABLE On @EVOND OUR EONTRGE, 

! ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. 

\ a I J c WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS 

WESTERN AMMUNITION 

| 
/ EAST ALTON, ILL. 

January 9, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building (U. W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of January 7th. 

I enclose Quail Sex Ratio Tally covering 

the hunting which I have done this fall. After you look 
it over I think you must admit that it is a very poor 
record for the number of hours of hunting. All of this 

hunting with the exception of November 40th was done on 

the Kirsch property which adjoins my property at Fair- 

mount, or the 150 acres which have yielded such a high 

quail population heretofore. 

I have hunted the property very thoroughly 

to determine just what the quail population might be 

and the maximum number of covies I have found on the 

property has been three. One of these was a very small 

covey consisting of four birds, of which I killed one on 

the 15th. Actually on the 15th I killed two birds but 

could not recover one of them even though I hunted for 

it over half an hour. There being only four birds in the 

covey and having killed two of them I did not pursue 

the remaining two singles after the covey rise. Of the 

two remaining covies found one covey had about twelve 

or thirteen birds in it and the other had about fifteen 

to eighteen birds. So far as I know these are the only 

birds that were on the property this year as I believe 

I hunted every foot of it very thoroughly with a good dog 

and would have discovered the presence of other birds 

if they had been there. 

I have authenticated reports from workmen 

on the Fairmount property that three quail nests, one 

of them containing as many as twenty eggs, were found 

during the middle of the summer with the eggs all intact 

and cold indicating that the eggs would not hatch and



: January 9, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold - Page 2 

were abandoned by the quail hen. 

Of the birds killed on the Kirsch property 
there were only two of them that showed any evidence of being 
this years hatch. These were rather small birds and the 
remainder wer e very large adult birds. It is my conclusion 
that the dry hot weather was responsible for the failure of 
the birds to hateh. I do not believe that they were winter 
killed last year because there was plenty of evidence of 
old birds early in the Spring this year judging by the 
amount of whistling which oecurred. 

We have had practically no winter here this 
year and I have done no winter feeding thus far as it has 
not been necessary but I am expecting to rig up my outfit 
for winter feeding and may have additional information 
by spring. I am also going to plant the Kirsch property 
to see what can be done to supply food and cover for the 
coming year and determine what can be done to re-populate 

the area. 

If in your search for information on this 
subject you have developed any accurate information con- 

a cerning plant life to be put out for quail I wish you would 
WX send it to me and I will sprinkle the planting throughout 

the area so as to provide natural food for the birds. 
I am also looking for a cheap fast growing type of juniper 

- to supply evergreen planting for winter protection. I am 
wondering if you have any information on such a juniper. 

gat’ I believe juniper would be better than evergreen trees 

oe as it grows much faster and has a denser foliage in this 
€ elimate. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

J.M.Olin:W Yas



Winamac Ind. 
Jan.7,1931. 

Mr.Aldo Leopold 
Madison Wis. 

Dear Nr.Leopold- 
I am encloseing card which you will note is not 

fully made out but quail shooting was such a farce this year 
that I just quit shooting birds and did nothing but work a pair 
of puppies. 
It seemed that we would have plenty of birds some time before 

the season opened but the first day of the season I did not find 
a bird and many days after were the same however I feel that we 
have more birds than most people think for in working young dogs 
since the shooting season closed I have found birds that I was 
unable to find before and then I am unable to find them again 
which is a condition that I am at a loss to account for for as 
we all know quail is a bird with more or less fixed habits and 
should not roam far.I hope and believe that it is the inability 
of the dogs to smell birds this year rather than a serious 
shortage. There has been very few days this fall when my dogs were 
able to scent and handle birds properly and as near as I can 
learn this has been universal all over the country. 

Very truly yours 

ferry SLh we 

tee
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Room +04 
University Ave. Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 
February 13, 1931 

Dear Sir: : 

Attached is the compiled sex ratio tally for qail for both 
1929 and 1930, including the figures which you so kindly sent me. 

The significance of these figures will be commented on in my 
report of the north central region, which is now on the press and 
copy of which will reach you probably in March. 

I hope you will be willing to again keep a record next year, 
since I do not think we have as yet reached the bottom of this 
sex ratio question. : 

Knowing your interest in quail, I would like to call your 
attention to the fact that Stoddard's final report on the Georgia 
Quail Investigation will shortly be published by Charles Scribners' 
Sons, New York, under the title, "The Bobwhite Quail: Its Habits 
and Preservation." This, as you know, will be the most complete 
and authoritative work on the management of quail ever issued. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



> THOMAS M. GRACE, PRESIDENT — ; 

: ; 

oo GRACE REALTY CO. 
MONEY TO LOAN as RENTS COLLECTED Unf 

100 NORTH EIGHTH STREET 
EIGHTH AND CHESTNUT 

PHONE, MAIN 4684 FIRE-TORNADO 

INSURANCE PLACED 

St. Louis, Mo,,_Feb.6,5T6 -6, 516 a 93a . 

Mr*Al : 

Mr.Aldo Leopold,iIn charge ,Game Survey. 
42I Chemistry Bldg. 

Madison Wis. : 

Dear Sir. | 

Replying to your favor of Jan.29,$I,beg to say I have been 

unable to answer your letter before this as I have had the flu and a 

Sinus operation and have just gotten up again. - 

Am enclosing your blanks filled out and with what additional data I am 

enclosing I believe it will prove interesting and I hope useful in your 

good work but am frank to say I believe I can shoot a gun a little better 

than I can this typewriter which is a Smith Bros. I878 model full choke 

and it chokes plenty when I shoot too fast. 

Am enclosing 1929 daily cards just as I keep them on each days shoot and 

Ng will appreciate very much your returning them as well as my dogs photos 

yi’ and other items which you might not want to keep,. 

I am a believer in a good days outing with good companion and a good dog 

and am Ioo % Wet so if this goes to a dry territory send everything bac! 

Would rather finish a days hunt with 4 good hard shots twisting round 

thru the trees than a full days limit of all easy shots. ‘ 

A quails flight is estimated at 65 to 85 feet per second and averaging 

have jumped a bird in scrub oak at 8 feet and killed it at 2U feet dist 

* which means about T/s second for gun aim,trigger pull and down bird. 

‘ all which shows I am a good fast drinker. (I mean thinker) joke. 

The picking of a quail dry required I400 strokes time 5 min. to skin 4 

quail I I/2 min. a colt nearly jumped on my dog while pointing a covey 
flushing the birds however I didnt shoot the colt,but took his pjcture. 

a best regards and please return my dope. Yours truly ne Le ty Oak



Mareh 14,1931 

Mr. Wm. L. Grace 
Grace Realty Company 
100 North Highth Street : 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Grace 

Pardon me for the delay in returning your interesting 

photographs, newspaper clippings and bag tally cards sent me on 

February 6. 

IT have at last written up an article on the quail shortage, 

including your valuable information, which will appear in the 

next issue of “Outdoor America." 

I am returning herewith the interesting material you sent 

me, with my hearty thanks. I certainly like the looks of your 

dogs. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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TRUMAN A. SNELL MICHAEL F. SEYFRIT 

SNELL & SEYFRIT 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

PEEBLES BLDG. 

PHONE 97L 

CARLINVILLAE, ILLINOIS 

February 16, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Room 404, University Ave.,Bank Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Many thanks for youf letter and Sex Ratio Tally 
for Quail for 1929 and 1930. I believe I can use 
this as a matter of giving information to the youse 
of Representative at Springfield, Illinois of which 
I happen to be a member. 

I'm quite of the opinion that there is a majority 
of sentiment in favor of closing the Quail Season in 
Illinois. Our Quail population seemingly suffered 
greatly on account of the drouth last year. The real 
sportsmen in my community put away their guns after 
the first few days of the season, because they realizadé 
the Quail weresnot here as usual. Our warm open winter 
has been splendid so far for the birds, but we do need 
a most favorable hatching season for a year or two to 
oring back the Quail population to the usual amount. 

Thanking you again and promising to contime my 
record if we shoot in Illinois, I beg to remain 

Very truly yours, 

TAS: KC MidicauKlasl
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: THOMAS M. GRACE, PRESIDENT wag 

GRACE REALTY CO. 
ee ae. eee eee 3 

100 NORTH EIGHTH STREET 5 
EIGHTH AND CHESTNUT 

PHONE, MAIN 4684 Z * : feo i 

INSURANCE PLACED 4 

March 21,31. ] 
StoLouie Mo. ee 

Mr.Aldo Leopold,Game Survey, j 

Madison Wis. - 4 

Dear Mr.Leopold. ’ 

I wish to acknowledge your favor of I4th.inst. with q 

return of photos,data etc.and am glad you liked the dogs looks. ; 

Am also looking forward to your article on Quail Shortage to be in 2 " 
y 

next issue of "Outdoor America "Will this be the April issue ?. 4 

If you are in town here sometime I will be pleased to show you about ; 

I200 feet of very interesting Quail Hunts in Illinois,Mo. showing 5 - 

nice looking setters and pointers doing their stuff,also duck,rabbit 

squirrel hunts etc. a 

Thanking you for your nice letter of above date.and promising to keep ~ 

close tally next season on the male and female quail with weights etc. ‘ 

and stating that a friend of mine stated on a hunt in St.Charles Co. 

during Nov.1929 that he and his shooting companion killed I5 quail one 

: day up there every bird a cock bird. This was unusual but he is a reliab 

fellow and I believe told me the truth. : 

j Yours truly 2 <a ae 

Too a < : 
St.Louis Mo. : 

\ ee ; wt = oo | a } i : 5
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Bag Tally of Sex Rat4o in Bobwhite 

North Central States 

: OM eI 

Illinois #420 405 52 Wt 162 187 1 6 54 1173 oon + 46 Shs Th5 13 9 51 

Indiana 1190 1821 51 wt 258 193 1 57 by 1168 108 + 62 39 1 61s nest 56 Wy 

Minnesota ta 201 x x1 yi x36 yr x x4 122 gut 57 43 

Missourt + am 201 53 UT i318 2801 53 MT TOM 66: 53 47 

Totals 629 607; St ID Ss EMD 628.153 NT 42198 1986; 52.5 WTS
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JAMES, GALLAGHER & JAMES F. 8. JAMES, D. D. 8. 

§ 

winowa Mow. Deo, 31 at, 1988, goe dh) 

: : &¥ 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, ¥» 
Madison, 
Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir:= Enclosed find my Sex Ratio Report on quail for I93I. I 
am glad to report that we found our quail more plentiful than I have 

: ever seen them in Minnesota. On November Ist, & 8th I took Mr. 
John R. Foley of Wabasha for a quail hunt. Mr. Foley is a member 
of our new Conservation Commission. You will note that on Nov.Ist. 
we flushed seventeen covies, I did not attempt to follow them up 
but raised one covey after another just to show him the actual 
condition. I think the extremly open winter of last year accounts wa 
for the large number this year, also the very favorable hatching 
season. ; 

“ne We are receiving very favorable reports on our Hungarian 
yale Partridge plantings in Minnesota. The State liberate/IOOO more bids 
we! this Fall in selected places. 
ay { 

o Trusting my report may be of some value, I am 

gee Very truly yours, AD eel ,
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
STATE OF ILLINOIS 

57TH SESSION " 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

TRUMAN A. SNELL 
38TH SENATORIAL DISTRICT 

CARLINVILLE 

_= DeG.di , too. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Ave. 
Medison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Enclosed herewith you will please find quail sex 

tally cards which are principally my personal bags. ; 
It too often happens in the hurry to. disband after 
the days hunt, that we separate before the inventory 
as to bird sex. : 

I do Wish to report much improvement in the quail 
conditions in this part of Illinois. Last year (1930) 
I bagges less then twenty-five birds and quit shooting 
because of the draught and scarcity. I can hardly 
understand, there were so many binds this year after 
my experiences in 1930, but therS%£hd lots of birds are 
still abroad. With an easy, open winter and a favorable 
nesting and hatching season in '32, without floods or é 
hail there should be a wealth of quail in this and ad- 
joining Counties next year. 

Hoping for & good season in 1938, I bee to remain 

Wi yours, 

TAS: KC 
Ene.



DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY 

cet ae ice BLOOMINGTON. INDIANA 

; Bee. 30,1951 

Mr. Aldo Lepold, 

Madison Wis. 

My dear Mr. Lepold:- 

I wish to thank you very much for the reprints 

bulletins and books on game whichyou have b-en sending me. I have 

enjoyed wading them very much. 

This has deen the poorest hinting season I have 

ever known. I have asked other hunters and they report the same 

thing. I do not Know what has been the cause. There has been mich 

wining by the men who are out of work. It may be that the very 

great abundence of food has kept the quails scattred over a great 

area whereas gen:rally they come in from the hills into the corn 

fields where the can be found in greater musbers. The m&ld weather 

may heve caused them to remain in the more open places, Anyway . 

the season has been a failure for me. All day yesteraay I was able to 

get just four shots and my dog never worked better. 

F.C.Mathers



T. M. WALKER, PRESIDENT L. H. WALKER, CASHIER O. E. GRECIAN, SEC'yY-TREAS. 

WALKER INVESTMENT COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS EXCHANGE BUILDING 

210 WEST EIGHTH STREET 

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

November 19th, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University Ave Natl Bk Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

Your letter 5th received, enclosing cards for keeping 
quail record this season. 

This will have my attention, and report will go forward 
to you soon after the close of the season. 

I have been out two days since the season opened on the 
10th, with fair success. Birds seem to be more plentiful 
than last season, but not as good as 1929. On the 10th & 15th: 
4 guns and 4 dogs found 8 bevies; killed 33--16 cocks & 17 hens. 
3 v 3 " " 8 t " 29--13 tt 16 " 

Yours truly, 

: O. E. Grecian.



GAME SURVEY 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

404 UNIVERSITY AVE. NAT'L BANK BLDG. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Dec. 26,1931 

Mr. ‘H. Lo Willis 
103 North Prospect 
Champaign, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Willis: 

Now that the quail season is over, 
will you kindly send in your quail sex tally 
card, together with those which may have been 
filled out by your friends? I am inclosing 
a stamped envelope for your convenience.. 

Sometime within a month or two 
you will receive a summary of the results of 

the tally so far. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely, 

-  ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

he es eee 
| : t44., 
lo 4, 

~ZBors od. a CALE DASE ee ge Ae et 

- es } > — /



ee GAME SURVEY 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

404 UNIVERSITY AVE. NAT'L BANK BLDG. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Wene e 1952 

Mr. Wm. L.. Grace 
100 Neth St. 

St. Louis, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Grace: 

Now that the quail season is over 
will you kindly send in your queil sex ratio 
tally~cards, together with any which may have 

been filled in by your friends? I am inclosing 
cee envelope for your convenience. 

wm! Within a month a summary of the 
See oe the tally so far will be sent you. 

Ss 

x Thank you for your cooperation. 

J 
V y 2 wep sincerely, 

at ; yF Wr fp Ptde keaproe dh 
s P \ ALDO LEOPOLD 

Ny \ te Charge, Game Survey
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SPORTSMEN’S MUTUAL 
INCORPORATED NOT FOR PROFIT 

Originator of Sportsmen’s MutualsFarmer 

CosOperative Game Preserve Plan 

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY SJ 
LELAND OFFICE BUILDING Aa XY 

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS ‘ 

7 eas 

January 9, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Ave Nat'l. Bank Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of December 

26th: 

I regret very much that I am unable 

to send you any quail sex tally cards this 

year. My activities with the Sportsmen's 

Mutual involved hunting with a great num- 

ber of different members and it was prac- 

tically impossible to get any accurate 

figures in sufficient quantities to mean 

anything. 

For your information, however, the 

quail supply in our shooting grounds was 

far ahead of last year although Southern 

Illinois and the old time shooting places 

report a continued shortage. 

We killed between 350 and 400 quail 

this year and although I did not get an 

account early when ordinarily the hens 

are killed in greater numbers than the 

cocks, out of one bunch of 48 there were 

30 cocks and 18 hens. 

The last day I put up fourteen covies 

of birds with one old dog and two pups 

that had only been hunted two days. I am 

very, very sorry that I cannot give you 

anything better this year, but it-is just 

impossible. 
Sincerely, ; 

CFM/ ID CEM see g-e bol 
Wagner Game Farms Henry, Ilinoiss Official Illinois Game Farm for the Sportsmen’s Mutual 

8
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, +. Izaak Walton League of America 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

St. Louis, Mo. 
November 27, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

; I am sending out quail sex ratio tally 
cards and will mail the entire lot to you after 
the season. I don't expect very good results as 

some of the sportsmen object to making out these 
cards. They seem to think there is a catch in 
it somewhere and as I do not meet and talk to 
each one personally it does not give me an 

opportunity to explain.the purpose of this tally. ft 
However, the results will no doubt be better than 
they were last year. 

I am glad to help you at any time. 

Sincere yours, 

HAC:IV. “4



9 SPORTSMEN’S MUTUAL 
INCORPORATED NOT FOR PROFIT 

Originator of Sportsmen’s MutualsFarmer 

CosOperative Game Preserve Plan 

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY SZ 

LELAND OFFICE BUILDING AAs 
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS Lory 

November 17, 1931 

Mr. Aldo +eopold 
Game Survey 
404 University ave National Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Replying to your letter of November 

Sth: 

I shall indeed be glad to cooperate 

this season as I have before in your 

gathering of data on the sex ratio of quail. 

With kind personal regards, I am, 

Sincerely, 

{) yo ae of 
i 2 Aig Yi ede 

ce HX phianegwuer 
Executive eee 

.CFM/JD 

Wagner Game Farms Henry, Illinoiss Official Mlinois Game Farm for the Sportsmen’s Mutual 
S's



Winamac Ind. 
Jan,20,1932. 

Mr.Aldo Leopold 
404 University Ave. 
Natl.Bank Bldg. 
Madison Wis. 

Dear Mr.Leopold- 
I sincerely hope that you will excuse 

my negligence but I missplaced the cards that you 
sent me for quail sex ratio tally.I did however keep 
track of the birds last fall and found them to run much 
different than in past seasons. 

I killed in all seventy eight birds,forty nine of them 
. being cock birds. 

Quail were more plentiful this season than for many 
years and the covies were much larger,many times being 
made up of two sizes of birds with as high as thirty 
birds in all. 

We have had a very open winter thus far with plenty 
of feed available so if we do not have very extreme 
weather from now on we should have plenty of breeding 
stock for hext season. 

Very truly yours.
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’S MUTUA SPORTSMEN T L 
INCORPORATED NOT FOR PROFIT 

Originator of Sportsmen’s MutualeFarmer 

CosOperative Game Preserve Plan 

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY SZ 

LELAND OFFICE BUILDING A ™. 

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS - 
Ler» 
eset 

ovember 18th 

Ir. Aldo Leopold, Consulting Forester 

third: : ‘ 

Ss 2) tay or this » 0 iS 

locality which is about 120 1iles north 

sincerely, 2 ? 

- Lae e yreputel 
. UJ 

Wagner Game Farms Henry, Illinoiss Official Mlinois Game Farm for the Sportsmen’s Mutual 

5



ve D. L.MUSSELMAN, Presivent. V. G.MUSSELMAN, Vice PresipenT. T. E. MUSSELMAN, Secretary. 

Besa HMM. Vand OM YO 
mee ES a CO ESTABLISHED 1870 is 

cae lage 

eget ae ees l Wroik 

eae enone Noventer 7, 1952. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

The receipt of your tally cards is hereby 
acknowledged. I mst frankly admit that I have been 
very much disappointed in the lack of cooperation 
that I have received from the hunters in this com- 
munity, as it has been very difficult to get them to 
really give me definite data as to their killings of 

quail. 

However, I will make special effort to have 
this material tabulated, and shall pass out enough 
cards this year to get a good report. As soon as this 
is completed I will send it to you. 

I am glad to know that Mr. Stoddard is having 
a good result. My brother, T. E., was one of the origin- 
al consultants with Mr. Prentiss Baldwin on this quail 
project with which Mr. Stoddard is connected. 

We have been very much gratified at the fine 

results which are being obtained by him. 

Very truly yours, 

VGM/MB ;
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Hzaak Walton Loaque of Ameri za on Keaque of Simerica 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

506 Security Bldg., 
St. Louis, Mo. 
November 7, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have this day mailed out Quail 

Sex Tally cards and have included all the 
persons mentioned in your letter. We have an : 
average Quail crop this season and I am hoping 
that we will get more response than we have had 
in the past two years. 

I will mail you the cards as fast 
: as they are returned to me. 

ee re 

HACsIV. van



Nov. 3, 1932 

Dear Mr. 2 

The quail sex tally on which you have volun- 
teered your help for the past few years is becoming more 
valuable as it covers a longer and longer time. 

It has long since become apparent that the 
average is nearly identical with that found by Stoddard in 
Georgia, but the ups and downs in a single locality as between 

years and the difference in average as between states is of 

great scientific interest and needs some additional records. 

I would therefore appreciate it if you would 
make another tally this year. 

Please center your effort on the same locality 
which your records in past years have covered. The more counts 
from that particular locality, the better. By "locality" I 
mean any place up to the size of a county. 

I mailed you the results of last year's tally 
and will do so again after the cards are submitted this year. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD



WALKER INVESTMENT COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS EXCHANGE BUILDING < o” 

210 WESTEIGTH STREET Pg 

KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI yw 

January 11, 19335. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- : 

I have your recent letter asking for report on sex raito 

of quails killed during the past season, and I am sorry to 

have to report that I was unable to do any quail shooting 
this past season. 

My old hunting partner, Mr. Harry Shuttee, has not been here, 

as he now has a position in this territory for the Amaeican 

Game Association,and was on the road during the quail season. 

He has always furnished transportation (auto) for our hunt- 

ing trip, as I have no car. 

I will appreciate your sending me your summary, after it has 

been compiled, if convenient, and perhaps next year I may 

pe able to furnish you the inforamtion again. 

Yours truly, 
ae 

q Ne \ 

OQ; E. ‘Grecian,
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TERRE Havre First National Bank 
fo | 

eee cite “Set Sean 

Terre Blawr:, Iypiawa. 

January 6, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing two sex tally cards, 

one covering Parke County and the other Clay County. 

My hunting this year was confined, as nearly as I can 

remember, to the territory covered in these Counties 

the last two seasons. 

. The item as of December 20th in Clay 

County shows a considerable percentage of hen quail. 

As I distinctly remember, the last two years the percentage 

of cocks predominate. 

Trusting that this data will be of some 

assistance to you, I am 

Cordially yours, 

a aie a 

Asfistant Cashier. 

REL F



DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY pate 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY (be 

FRANK C. MATHERS 
( 

PROFESSOR OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 

Jan.3,1933 

Mr. Adlo Leopold, 

Madison Wis. 

My dvar Mr. Leopold:-— 

I em encdeing by quali tally. 

You are in touch with the various game 

departments. I hope you will try to influence the department in 

Indiana on two things:- 

1. Open the season on Nov. 1 and close it on Dec. 10. 

This will give the same number of open days. I mean on quaddtas, 

As it is now the la tter part of the season generslly x is 
entirely spoiled py either very intense cold or by shows, Ail *axE 

there is to the hunting anyway As the pleasure of being out in the 

open with the dog. There cannot be any plesure on uncomfortable days. 

There is no chance for the dog to work quails on cold snowy days. 

2. Prohibit the sale of rabbits in the same way that 

the sale of quails is prohibited. The rabbits have become very 

searce 2s compared with 20 years ago. I do not see any way of 

pinevessing their numbers except by the above thing. As it is now 

ferrits are still used and there is a great deal of trapping. The 

real slaughter of rabbits is by the market hunters. 

This sesson hes been unsatisf-cetory becsuse the 

unemployed verple have been in the fields all the time. It was almost 

impossible to find any territory where other hunters had not 

been earlier in the day. 

There are lots of quails left. On the last day 

I was out , I saw 2 big covey in a territory where there had been 

lots of hunting. 
The idea that iack of food results in loss is all 

wrong. This territory is full of rag weeds and there is plenty of 

prush, briers and cover. I saw amny hawks. One hawk eaugh and ate 

the head off a c#ippled quail while I was following over 4 hill. 

I hope a bounty of{ hawks can be vaid. It would help. Also one on foxes. 
Yours truly F.¢C.Mathers
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STATE REPRESENTATIVE AND PHONES—OFFICE 97L 
EX-COUNTY JUDGE RES. 152K 

TRUMAN A. SNELL 

CARLINVILLE, ILLINOIS 

December 13, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

: I ehclose herewith sheet 1 and 2 showing the 
quail sex ratio for the 1932 season. The same is 
self-explanatory and I have no comment except that 
the quail crop was quite plentiful in Macoupin 
County, Illinois, this year. I saw more quail on 
the last day of the seaon than any day during the 
season and if we have a favorable winter and also a 
favorable hatching season next year there should be 
an abundance of birds in 19336. 

Just now we are having some zero weather and 
snow which makes it tough on the birds but they can 
get to the ground, there are lots of weed seeds and 
we hope none will perish. 

Trusting I may be of service to you another 
year or in another way, I am 

Yours very truly, 

uman A. Snell 

TAS: CES 
Enc. 
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DEITRICH LANGE, HONORARY PRES., ST. PAUL 

JUDSON L. WICKS HARRY J. DENNEY E. W. KLAPMEIER DR. PAUL HAGEN HARRY V. TEEGARDEN 

» pRESIOENT first vice-PRES. SECOND VICE-PRES. THIRD VICE-PRES. FouRTH VICE PRES. 
MINNEAPOLIS DULUTH MORA cRooKsTON WINONA 

MEL R. NYMAN M. M. MCGREW M. E. CHAMBERS A. J GOULD L. P. DAY SHERWOOD HOUGH 

feta vice-pres. SIXTH VICE-PRES. SUVENTH VICE-PRES- EIGHTH VICE-PRES NINTH Vice-PRES. TENTH VICE-PRES. 
MINNEAPOLIS RED WING RERKHOVEN STAPLES JACKSON WHITE BEAR LAKE 

©. L. KAUPANGER, SECRETARY-TREASURER, EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT, MINNEAPOLIS: 

sf 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

: x FRANK M. WARREN, CHAIRMAN KENNETH M. WRIGHT P. A. GLAESER MEL R. NYMAN DR. WM. R. BAGELY 

wg MINNEAPOLIS ST. Paut WACONIA MINNEAPOLIS DULUTH 

aks Minnesota Bivision 
pO 
Cons 

4 4 = 

Fd lz ton Deggquesl Amexicn 
ee f S OAS AHS BENT AQ] wa 

3 y. 3 — : 

“2 . a OFFICE OF SEC.-TREAS. STATION F., R.1 
ae 4: ee EXEC. VICE-PRES. 

= a j ae MINS AROLIS.. MIN Ne 

iy g i Winona, Minn,, Dec 3rd, 1932 

DIRECTORS 

FRANK M. WARREN, MINNEAPOLIS 
WF HALL, NORTHFIELD OR. E. © GILTNER, WASECA 
PAUL GLAESAR, WACONIA 
KENNETH M. WRIGHT, ST. PAUL 
ae eee ne es 
esate = adison, Wisconsin, 

Arc. BORGESON, CHISHOLM 
B. , WYER, MINNEAPOLIS D — . 
Oi FS: JAMES, WINONA, = = rie am sheets sex ratio tallies for 
WT NELSON, REEWATIN r. W. L. Baldwin and mpself for 1932 as requested iny 

Pl ny MILLESHEIM, MADELIA your letter of October 29th, 
A. WEMPHER, PLAINVIEW Ps: think this is the first year in my hunting experience 

Me AV FENSKE, NEW ULM : at the female have exceeded the males, On October 30th 
W. HODGE, FINE CITY Soe the pleasure of entertaining Mr. W. D, Stewart, 
GEO. RORINGON, HIBBING : ate Director of the Game & Fish Department, and Mr, 
Bre: JOLLY, ANOKA —— - Foley member of the Conservation Commission , On 
TM. POPE, MORA ovember 6th I ent ertained Mr, W. T. Cox, State Comméission- 
Dr. H. F. PORTER, WILLMAR er of Conservation, I was able to show them both some 

very good dog work and plenty of Quail, I think in numbers 
~~ Quail were about the same as last year, 
e é are also receiving very good reports from our Hun- 
garian Partridge plantings, 

Very sincerely yours, (Spores — 
Phe 

HELP WALTONISM MAKE MINNESOTA AMERICA’S OUTDOOR PLAYGROUND
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THIS MONTH NEXT MONTH 

[JANUARY WEDNESDAY 
S|M|T|W|T|F|S [s [m[T[w]t |[F[s| 

1| 2 4| 5| 6| 7 ee 
8} 9] 10] 11/12] 13/14 7 

15| 16] 17| 18] 19|20|21 1 1 4 
22|23|24|25|26| 27|28 21 
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QUAIL SEX RATIO TALLY 

4-Year Average 

State Observer Ce ee ee ee 

ILLINOIS Geo. Sangier 18 28 | 39 61 
Le C. Dadant 68 61 | 53 47 
H. Le Willis a7 6 | 74 26 
Cc. F. Mansfield, Jr. 
John M. Olin 
He G. Karr 27 29 | 48 52 
Re WY Miller 30 a? | 53 47 
T. A. Snell 73 | 104) 41 So 
Le E. Troute 

V. Ge Musselman 5 3 
E. Phillips 

Fe Leopold 

John Cruttenden 12 16 | 43 57 

State Total a 

INDI AVA R. E. Llewellyn 45 44} 51 49 
Fred Ruh 

F. Ce Mathers 26 21 |} 55 45 
J. Hymer : 43 29 | 60 40 
H. Decker 

State Total [iia [94 | 54.8) 45.2] 732 | 577 

MINNESOTA F. S. James 38 | 44 56 
. Le Baldwin 15 22 | 41 59 

State Total [a5 | 60 | 45 | 57] 167] 164 | 62,1] 47,5) 
MISSOURI 0. E. Grecian 

Aldo Leopold 38 40 
Phil M. Smith 

Cc. D. Via 32 38 | 46 54 
Ve. Re Finley 
Wme Le Grace 

Andrew Brooks 38 43 | 47 53 
Wayman Allen 29 31 | 48 52 
John A, Love 63 61 | 81 49 
Walker Hill, Jr. 12 71 6S 37 
J. Be Poundstone 38 36) 51 49 
We L. Monegan 
We. Pe. Staley a5 id | 65 47 
F. W. Wielandy 
J. W. Powers 25 20 56 44, 

John C. Emerson 27 19 59 41 

Joe Le Fern 28 45 | 66 35 
Nelson B. Gatch 25 ES; 62 39 
HE. E. Pengnet 6 2 

S. L. Parley 23). 25} 48 52 
J. M. Parsley 42 17 4. 29 

State Total [361 [365 | 47.9] 52.1] 1065 | 999 | Bi. 4] 48.6
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=aak Walton Leaque of Simerica 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE ; 

February B, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin. : 
Soils Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. : ‘ 

Dear Aldo: 

I still have several sex ratio tally 
cards out in the Southwestern part of the state, 
which I have been unable to get in. I presume we 
may as well forget about them. I also have several 
out in St. Louis which I may not be able to get in. 
Mr. T. E. Gram, Poplar Bluff Mo. reports that he and 
two or three other hunters killed 142 cocks and 94 
hens during the season, but I cannot get him to fill 
out a card. If you can make use of this report just 
as it is do so, if not,disregard it. 

I have had one or two letters from 
Mr. Beck and am digging up some information for hin. ‘ 
I suggested to Mr. Beck that your committee arrange a 
large turkey propogation project somehwere in the 
Ozark region in this state. I think you will agree 
that Missouri offers an unusual opportunity for turkey 
propogation. 

SincereJy yours, é
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: 2 Azaak Walton Leaque of America 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

St. Louis, Mo. 
January 18, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Soils Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I still have a few quail sex ratio 
cards out which I hope to get in within the 
next week. Last week I wrote you at Washington 
having had a letter from Mr. Beck asking if I 
could put your committee in touch with lands suit- 
able for game refuges in this state. I presume 
this letter did not reach you. 

We had a splendid quail crop. Have 
plenty left for seed and plenty of food. The 
winter so far has been exceedingly mild. Next 
year the season should be even better. 

Sfncerely yours, 

HAC:IV. j



TERRE Hawre Firsv National Bayk 
en eee es 

4. GuAMTOnD ucsEN, veceonenDiNT ele ae are pete ee ROBERT F. NITSCHE, VICE-PRESIOENT ur h rs piretenteei 
CHARLES PADDOCK, ASSISTANT VICE-PRESIDENT aay WM, T. TICHENOR, TRUST OFFICER 

Tere: Blaore, lywiana. 

January 11, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Manager 
1 Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing my report covering quail sex 

ratio tally for 1953. I confined this report to the 

same grounds covered in my report for the last two 

seasons. 

Trusting that this will be of some service 

to you, I am 

Yours very truly, 

TERRE HAUTE CHarTER IZAAK MALTON LEAGUE 

Ley Ke ore Ltt Ube 
By ( < oe a 5 President. 

REL S 

Enc.



DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY 

Eacremsce Sete on eae 
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 

Dec. 23,1933 
Mr. &. Leoplold, 

Madison Wis- 

My dear Mr. Leopold:- 

Ths sscason has been very poor this year, The 

weather was fine. There were fever covies and more hunters. Rabbits 

were very much lecc plentiful than I have ever know and the past 

few years made new low records. 

There are enough quails left over for a big 

crop next year if they would get thru the winter and raise broods. 

One the last day I Know of 25 left in a rather smm1l area with pleny 

of feed and wonderful cover. Next year there will perhaps be just 

three covies in the same area whereas there should be twelve. I wah 

to ask how successful hg@ve Aber the practice im some stetes of hiring 

farmers to trap mails in the f.1l and hold then in pens and buildings 

until spring.’ Has that not inereased the mumber of covies, I wish 

as th it’ bien : 
something could be done in this state besides operat ish hatcheries 

and pay, wardens. Neither of those help the minting at al1.Phe warden 
¢ 

b 
service does no good at ali . I nave never yet seen a pheasant alt h- 

ough the game furt is paying for windreds of then 

Y ours truly F.¢.iathers 
fo 

Ly /



EDW. C. MESERVEY, PRESIDENT L. H. WALKER, CASHIER O. E. GRECIAN, SEc’y-TREAS. 

WALKER INVESTMENT COMPANY 
901 COMMERCE BUILDING 

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

January 2, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Universary of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

Re: Quail sex ratio. 

Your letter received, and I am sorry to have to report 
that I have hot been able to hunt enough this past 
season to justify keeping a record of quail sex ratio. 

I hunted only two days, and the last trip only killed 
one bird. The first trip I killed the limit, but gave the 
birds to a friend and failed to count the sex. 

Next year I hope I will be able to hunt more, and shall 
be glad to furnish you with the record, if you still 
want it. 

With best wishes, I remain 

Yours truly, ; 

O. E. Grecian, x
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

Mr. W. L. Baldwin 
Box 4gh 
Winona, Minnesota si 

Dear Mr. Baldwin: 

This is the fifth year of the quail sex ratio 

tally. I enclose last year's figures and am par- 

ticularly anxious to get your tally this year, because 

the results are becoming increasingly valuable. 

Please tally only your personal bag, or bags 

actually made in your presence and personally counted 

by you. 

Thanking you once more for your kind cooperation, 

» Yours sincerely, 

ae ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh ho kt 
Incl. 

Vitkr Pye A / 

Crasal they en bbe og bf hes pote
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 3 

MADISON 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

New Soils Building 

Mod vy 
Mrich. 3. Wiliis ae es age 

Champaign, Illinois UiM 

Dear Mr, Willis: 

Now that the quail season in your state is over, 

I would appreciate it very much if you send me the quail 

sex ratio tally cards with your bag for this year entered 

on them. ’ 

When the fisures from the several states have 

been compiled I will send you a summary of the results. 

There was considerable delay in this last year, but this 

season you will receive the results as soon as possible 

after we have had the cards turned in. 

Thanking you once more for your generous 

coonveration in this enterprise, 

Sincerely yours, 

Cet, Kaper 
ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/ 2m Game Manager :



JAMES P. NIELSON 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

BLACKSTONE BLDG. 
QuINcY, ILL. 

. December 14, 1933 

Mr. T. Edgar Musselman 
Gem City Business College 
Quincy, Illinois. 

Dear Edgar: : 

The following is a report on the few quail shot by me 
during the open season just closed. 

Date Location Hens Cocks Crop content 
Nov. 10 3 mi. SE of Camp Point,Ill. 2 2 2 weed seeds 

: 2 com 

Vov. 12 2 mi. E of Richfield,Ill. z weed seeds 
Nov. 17 2 mi. Bof Richfield,Ill, 2 2 weed seeds 
Nov, 18 2mi. Ne. of Paloma,!il. 1 2 1 weed seeds 

2 corn 

Vov. 25 2 mi. E. of Richfield,Ill. 4 1 weed seeds 
Dee. 2 5 mi.S of Mendon, Ill. 3 corn & weed seeé 
Dee.8 5 mi.S of Mendon, Ill. 4 2 com & weed seed 

Total 17 9 

All the quail were apparently in good condition, and had no spots on the 
liver. ( The liver so far as I know probably means nothing but since I had 
somewhere gathered the impression that quail might be subject to tularemia 
I took note of the livers.) 

Since talking with you I know that the crop content information 

given above is practically worthless, but will make vows of reformation and 
hope that I may shoot another season and tit you will still be interested 
in examining quail crops. 

Yours Sincerely,



ai ara D.L.MUSSELMAN, PresivenT. V. G.MUSSELMAN, Vice PresiDeNT. T. E. MUSSELMAN, Secretary. 

bgugr : a > 
Sonor VR . c KOU A DUMMODD Yt 

ro fl ak inne ESTABLISHED 1870 

ae ay ig pe chE Re 

GE EEOME (te Meee Duney Manes. 
i an : 

wie deowetiant aa tearbs February 9, 1954. 

“Se 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, \ww oy 
Madison, Wisconsin. &yt 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I had a full-page letter addressed to you Which 
was supposed to have gone out a day or two before I went te 
Washington. I have just read this and‘it is no longer pertinent 
since I had the fine visit I did with you in Washington. I 
am inclosing the group of quail sex ratio cards and hope 
that they will be of some value to you. 

I ‘am working on the Lima Lake project and hope to 
have some information for you soon, but at present the Cummins 

estate of Ghicago is hoping to force the government to vay 
them damages for seepage about which they were warned’ before 
they had started the drainage project of Lima Lake. 

I shall be very glad to have you and Mr. Darling 
plan a trip down here next spring if you can possibly get 
away as I do want to take you over the Lima Lake District 
and let you see what we have to After. 

$i ely, 

= , Le 

TEM: BW. Secretary. 
Inc.



2/20/34 

. \ QUAIL SEX RATIO TALLY 

~year averace 
(ee Fer Sent 

State Observer a ee eee 

ILLINOIS Geo. Sangier 36 36 50 50 
L. C. Dadant 26 29 | 47 53 
He G. Kerr MW | 26 | 61 | 39 
R, W. Willer zy 38 | UT 53 
T, A, Snell 112 | 101 | 53 47 
John Cruttenden 23 29 ih 56 
Vv. G. iusselman - 3 
Earl H, McCandn 38 | 29 | 5t | Ws 
Robt. J, Lichty 3 4 | 
C. F. Badgley 21 13 | 61 2 
Tom Adems 9 6 | 60 
Harlan Timm 22 10 | 65 31 
Homer Swope 4 Heb ne 
Roy Curless lf 3 1 8 15 
J, R, Dushen 10 2 | 83 ay 
Lorin F, Fuellier | 111 97 | 53 47 
James P, Mielson 3. 6 5 

State Total 25 | ts [54.5] 5.5 [1529 |1506 [50.4 [49.6 

INDIANA R. EB, Llewellyn T2 74 | 49 51 
F, C. Mathers 1g 21 | 46 54 
J. Hyner 1g 2 Lo 60 

State Total 10g [122 | 7 53 sto | 699 [54.6 [us 

MINNESOTA F. S.James 51 39 elt 
W. L. Baldwin 6 2 ug 

State Total | ye | B77 45.3) 254 | 296 [53° | 

MISSOURI Aldo Leopold Yh 3u | 55 U5 
G, D, Via Se | Sl | 51 49 
VV. R, Finley 32 2k | 57 43, 
Andrew Brooks 

John A. Love 102 | 83 | 55 | % 
Walker Hill, Jr. 19 23 | 5 2 i 
J. B. Poundstone 102 79 St 3 

W. P. Staley 39 27 22 ty 
W. C. Thomas 62 63 9 51 
Logan Roberts 3u 23 | 40 60 
S. L. Myers 87 70. |. 55 45 
F. B, Smiley o 32 | 61 39 | 
Jas. H. Schuster 6 i 

State Total 6 [525 [5h hs 696] 152h[52.7 |h7. 

TOTAL, ALL STATES 1361 4319 sosfaere pe
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E. SYDNEY STEPHENS, PRESIDENT JOHN P. GASS, RECORDING SECRETARY ROLAND M. HOERR, VICE-PRESIDENT 
COLUMBIA SPRINGFIELD ST. Louis 

OF MISSOURI 

HARRY A. COLLINS, Director 
TWELFTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 

506 SECURITY BUILDING 

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 

March 9, 1936. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: =k 

aioe I am enclosing the last of the \w Y 
sex ratio tally cards for the season of 1935. 
Should you decide to continue this work next 
year, please let me have the cards at least 
thirty days before the season opens. 

(a Sincerely yours, 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS | = 

| BEVERLY L. BONFOEY f : e Q ) 
KIRKSVILLE, MISSOURI | 

| HOWARD BEAZLEY | i 
MARSHALL, MIssouRI | 

CLAYTON O, JUDSON | 
1032 NORTH TENTH STREET 
ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI  HAGSIV / 

J. R. ELLIOTT | = 
1422 GRAND AVENUE | 
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI | * 

DR. WILBUR A. BAKER | 
1030 ARGYLE BUILDING | 
KANSAS CiTy, MISSOURI | 

JOHN P. GASS | 
| 218 PACIFIC STREET | 

| SPRINGFIELD, MIssouR! 

| W. W. SAILS 
709 SOUTH GARRISON 

CARTHAGE, MISSOURI 

PHIL M. DONNELLY 
LEBANON, MISSOURI 

A. G. THURMAN STALLINGS 
MEXICO, MISSOURI 

RUSSELL L. DEARMONT 
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MISSOURI 

| FRANK H. WIELANDY 
1601 Locust STREET 
St. Louis, Missour! 

HARRY A. COLLINS 
506 SECURITY BUILDING 1 

St. Louis, Missouri | 

W. ASHLEY GRAY | 
506 OLIVE STREET 

St. Louis, Missouri |
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November 15, 1935. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Friend Leopold: 

You normally address my brother Mr. V. G. 
Musselman when your letters should be addressed to me. 
Will you please make the change of initials on your 
mailing record. I shall poy ovtwve~ee if you will send 
me about ten more talleys which I shall* gladly put out 
before the fall season. 

® 
I had an interesting experience last week when 

three hunters brought me a pair of American Avocets which 
they had shot on a sandbar near Quincy. They were killed 
from a flock of eleven and this record constitutes the 
first record of these birds in this location. Fifty-eight 
years ago two of these birds were shot across from St. 
Louis on the identical day October 28. 

I have raised a number of quail this year and 
still have three of them in my yard which I shall band 
and release after the hunting season is over. It em- 
bodies a considerable amount of work to rear these birds 
but it can be done very well if a man is willing to 
follow instructions and give them the attention necessary. 

si 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON. WISCONSIN 5 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS New Soils Building 

November 5, 1935 ; 

Mr. Fred Ruh 
Rochester f 
Indiana 

Dear Mr. Buh: 

You may recall furnishing me with sex counts of your 

quail bag in 1933 and several years preceding. 

At that time I said I would compile and publish the 
figures to date, sending you a copy. I have not gotten around 

‘to that, but I have had a student working on the quail sex ratio 
in Wisconsin and he has uncovered some very important new facts 
which I would now like to corroborate by again gathering a sex 
ratio from the entire north central region. 

If you can find the time to keep a count of your bag by 
sexes this fall again, I will certainly appreciate it. ‘he 
usual form card is enclosed. 

Yours sincerely, 

Gabe tapered 
Aldo Leopold 

In Charge, Game Research 
vh 
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WINONA, mew._ Nov, 2iet, I935 

Prof. AldesLeopold, 
Madison, 
Wisconsin, 

Dear Sir:=- Sorry to say that your blanks came too late, I kept 
the sex ratio for 1934 but as you did not call for it I neglected to 
make the count this year, : 

I only hunted one week end here this year. The cover was very 
dense and hunting Quail difficult we got out limit that one week end. 

Dr. G. J. Pattison of Rochester and myself have been taking a trip 
to Missouri last year and this. We were down for the opening seasén on 
November I0th, Incidently I counted the sex ratio one noon and out of 
I5 birds there were IO males and 5 females, 

Sorry I can not be of service but if yo want the count again 
notify me earlier in the season, 

Sincerely yours;: oy / 

Soe Via



E. SYDNEY STEPHENS. PRESIDENT JOHN P. GASS, RECORDING SECRETARY ROLAND M. HOERR, VICE-PRESIDENT 
COLUMBIA SPRINGFIELD St. Louis 

OF MISSOURI 

HARRY A. COLLINS. 
TWELFTH CONGRESSIONAL pee fowk 

506 SECURITY BUILDING \ ae A 
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI Sr 

Ps 

January 28, 1936. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing one Quail Sex 
Ratio Tally card, all that I have been 
able to collect up to the present time. 
I hope to get at least one more back 
within the next day or two and will 
forward to you as soon as it is received. 

— ee Kind regards. S 
| Boarp OF DIRECTORS j 

| BEVERLY L. BONFOEY Singerely yours, 
| KIRKSVILLE, MISsouRI | 

HOWARD BEAZLEY | 
| MARSHALL, MISSOURI | 

| CLAYTON O. JUDSON | 

———— 
J. R. ELLIOTT HAC: IV. 
1422 GRAND AVENUE | 
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI | 

DR. WILBUR A. BAKER 
1030 ARGYLE BUILDING 

KANSAS CiTy, MISSOURI | 

JOHN P. GASS | 
218 PACIFIC STREET | 
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI 1 x: 

W. W. SAILS | 
709 SOUTH GARRISON | \ & 
CARTHAGE, MISSOURI | 4 

PHIL M. DONNELLY | \n 
LEBANON, Missouri | ly ; 

A. G. THURMAN STALLINGS | / 
MEXICO, MISSOURI a~ 

RUSSELL L. DEARMONT 
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MISSOURI 

FRANK H. WIELANDY 
1601 Locust STREET 
ST. Louis, Missouri 

HARRY A. COLLINS 
506 SECURITY BUILDING 

Sr. Louis, Missour! | 

W. ASHLEY GRAY | 
506 OLIVE STREET 
St. Louis, Missour! | 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

MADISON. WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS November 5s 1935 

Mr, 0. BE, Grecian 
Walker Investment Company 
210 West Sth Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Grecian? : 

; You may recall furnishing me with sex counts of your 
quail bag in 1933 and for several years preceding. 

At that time I said I would compile and publish the 
figures to date, sending you a copy. I have not gotten around 
to that, but I have had a student working on the quail sex 
ratio in Wisconsin and he has uncovered some very important new 
facts which I would now like to corroborate by again gathering 
a sex ratio from the entire north central region, 

If you can find the time to keep a count of your bag 
by sexes again this fall, I will certainly appreciate it. The 
usual form card is enclosed. 

Yours sincerely, 

Clade A =e | n 

~ Aldo Leopold 
3 In Charge, Game Research 
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eee Januafy 17, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear friend Leopold: 

I sent out your quail questionnaires this year but not a 
single hunter whom I approached secured more than three or four 
quail and I only have a few records for you. My brother V. G,. 
has not been in the field this season and one hunter whom I 
approached said that the under growth was so luxuriant that once 
the covey spread it was impossible to pick up the singletons. 

The fact is I feel that quail are very scarce. We have 
fewer in number this year than any year formerly. I hope next year 
to raise from four hundred to six hundred birds to be banded and 
liberated. 

I do wish to report, however, a very marked increase in 
Upland Plover. 

On the 28th of October last year two hunters on a Miss- 
issippi River shot into a flock of birds which passed over and ; 
brought me two American Avocets., J believe these are the first 
dead records in the state of Illinois although there have been two 
or three sight records during the last century. I made skins from 
the bodies and shall keep one in my office and shall place the other 
in the Chicago Academy of Science. 

I am sorry that I cannot be of better service to you this 
year but my hunters simply did not cooperate with me, but I shall 
return the two or three records I have if you care for them. If yhaw 
you continue this work next year, I shall make a publi¢ appeal 
through the newspapers. I am writing daily syndicated nature stories 
in the Quincy Herald-Whig and believe that we can get a large number. - 
of records if you will give me a month's time to prepare the cam- 
paign. One other interesting experience lay in my crossing a 
fifteen acre field recently which has been planted in buckwheat. The 
grain has been cut, dragged into piles, ready for harvest. From 75 
to 100 mourning doves are using the plot every day. I want to trap 
some of these and band them as I have an idea that they are coming 
from up your way and are spending the winter here. 

Sincerely yours, 
a 

oN ao 
TEM :MMA ae Secretary.
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State of Alinots 

Office of Attorney General 

January 21, 1936. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Agricultural Hall, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I received the blanks which you sent me upon 
which to tabulate the quail sex in my hunts last fall. 
I thought I would comply but there was such e scarcity 
of the birds that I just quit hunting, oiled the gun, 
locked up the dog and threw the key down the cistern, 
So there is no sex forthcoming. 

I did enjoy some nice duck shooting on the 
Illinois River where there were millions of birds, - 
more than ever seen in years. I hope the federal authorities 
will permit fall shooting in 1956 under regulations that 
are not as asinine as those in 1935. I am a conservationist 
and not a "kicker" but any regulation that lets me kill 
ten ducks in one day and then makes me drive two hundred 
miles home and two hundred miles back the next morning to 
kill ten more is so unreasonable as to border on insanity. 

Hoping our native quail with the help of the 
state come back and that I can continue helping you, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

ve \e
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for the attention of 

—— L.C.Dadant 
JlanmtoN.h.US.A. 

January 14, 1936 

Pref. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Ave. 
Madison, Wiscons in 

Dear Sir: 

I have your letter of January 11. The card you 
refer to was evidently mine and I simply failed to put my 
neme on it, 

The quail shooting here this season was exceedingly 
disappointing due to both a shortage of birds and to a maximm 
amount of cover. Every field was covered with tall weeds 
which gave the birds an excellent chance to hide, Instead of 
hunting only the gullies and hedges, it was necessary to hunt 
the entire territory in order to find birds. The large amount 
of cover will, no doubt, give the birds protection through the 
winter and we should have a better season next year. 

Very truly yours, 

LeD*as
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2/20/34 

QUAIL SEX RATIO TALLY 

aaa ear averare 
ag wer Cent | Ba- | Per Gent 

State Observer hah Meche pe We gil we ee 

ILLINOIS Geo, Sangier 36 36 a 50 
Ve O. Dadant fo | 29 | up es 
VE. G. Karr Wy | 26 | GL | 39 
JRe W. Miller au | 638 | U7 53 
Vi. A, Snell 2140. 53 a 
/John Oruttenden 23 29 nn 56 
{V. G. ifusselman % 3 

) | Barl H, McCanon | 2157 16 
thaw | Robt. J. Lichty 3 i : 

i O-Vwsafe.| Ge Bs Badeley Sigg 1 9 
‘coe VY } Tom Adams 9 6 | 60 6 

: \ Harlan Timm 22 | 10 | 69 31 
| Homer Swope 4 Pi 7 
| Roy Curless 47-1 2 oe 146 
| J. R, Dunham 10 a3 37 
Lorin F, Fuellier | 111 97 | 53 U7 
James P, Wielson | 1 916 

State Total 25 | sg | 54.5) 5.5 [1529 [1506 [50.4 [49.6 

TIDIANA VR. EB. Llewellyn 72 74 | 49 51 
/F, CO. Mathers 18 21 | 46 By 
JJ. Hymer ig | 27 | 4o | 60 

State Total jn208 | 222 | U7 53 | tio | 699 [oto [ibe 

MINNESOTA VB, $.James 5 39 ig ie ld 
VW. L, Baldwin 6 2 ug. 

State Total 871. 72.1 Se 7| Hoe) 254 | 226 | 5s | 

MISSOURI Aldo Leopold yy 34 | 55 5 
VC. D. Via 32 | 3h | 5h 49 
JV. BR, Finley 32 | 2b | 57 | 43 
AndrewBroelzs- 

/dobn A. Love | 102 | 83 5 15 
(Welker Hill, Jr. 19 | 23 e2 
yde B,. Poundstone 102 79 57 3 
(Ww. P, Staley 39 27 22 Wy 
JM, C. Thomas 62 63 | 9 51 
(Logan Roberts 34 | 23 | ho 60 
VS. L. Myers 87 7O | 55 45 
/B. 3B. Smiley 51 | 32 | Gl 39 
Was. H, Scluster | 4o | 36 

State Total 6h | 525 | by NS 2696) 152 [52.7 [476



Sex Tally cards sent to: : ; (et ete 

Jv Bred Reh, Rochester, Inttans- : eee. 
\ Prof. F. C. Mathers, 503 Ballantine Road, Bloomington, Ind. i tee 

yHarry Decker, Winamac, Ind. ; 
yB- B. Llewellyn, 641 Wabash Ave., Terre Haute, Ind. * 

(Va I. Hymer, 5227 Guilford Ave., Indianapolis, Ind. é 

WV Geo. Sangier, R. F. D. 1, Hamilton, Ill. 

/G. F. Mansfield, Leland Office Bldg., Springfield, Ill. ; 

JH. T. Willis, Champaign, I11. 
JY. G. Musselman, Gem City Business College, Quincy, Il. reo 
/Re We Miller, Hamilton, Ill. , ; 
/Traman A. Snell, Carlinville, Ill. 

JL. C. Dadant, Hamilton, Ill. 

/V. R. Finley, 701 Ohio Ave., Rolla, Mo. 
‘ /0. E. Grecian, Walker Investment Co., 210 West Sth St., Kansas City, Mo. 

y Phil M. Smith, Bachelor, Mo. 

fe. D. Via, Rolla, Mo. ‘ : 
/From Harry L. Collins, 506 Security Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.: 

‘ J. W. Powers, 2209 Kentucky, Joplin, Mo. 
a“ John C. Emerson, 1930 Main St., Joplin, Mo. : 

Joe L. Fern, 715 Vine St., Poplar Bluff, Mo. 
John A. Love, 406 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo. 
Wayman Allen, 411 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. : 

f Walker Hill, Jr., Security Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 

gyn Nelson B. Gatch, 411 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. 
B. B. Peugnet, 315 No. Sth St., St. Louis, Mo. 
S. L. Parley, 1114 S. Marshall St., Sedalia, Mo. 
J. B. Poundstone, 1801 Carr, Sedalia, Mo. 
J. M. Parsley, 1011 S. Vermont, Sedalia, Mo. 
W. P. Staley, 830 W. 6th, Sedalia, Mo. : 
F. W. Wielandy, 2944 N. Buclid, St. Louis, Mo. 
W. L. Monegan, 10th & Prospect, Sedalia, Mo. : 

(7?. S. James, Choate Block, Winona, Minn. 
‘ _ W. L. Baldwin, Box 484, Winona, Minn. 
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= lee OK, For ALK nales Ieee, lel, 

Dear Mr, ------s= 

> 
MPocto sea iene tabulation representime a swmary of the quail 

sex ratio tally in which you have cooperated for the past five years, I 
trast 

weme/you will find these figures interesting, : 

This five-year tally will form the subject of an article which 

I hope to gind time to write this summer, and in which I will try to, fea 

en interpretabkem=e@ these figures. I cannot promise just when I will be - 

able to get this out, but you will receive a reprint as soon as possible after 

the article is published. : = 

z Needless to say, this project would have been impossible without 

the gemeroxs help of the many individuals who participated init, and I 

want again to thank you for your very generous cooperation. 

- Yours sincerely, : 
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TELEPHONE :- CABANY 8700. : 

TELEGRAMS *- FORSYTHE HOUSE,CLAYTON. 

INCOME INVESTMENT Co,, FoRsYTHe House, 

JOHN ALLAN Love 8020, ForsyYTHE BLvp., 

Mamanae ontiaece CLAYTON, MISSOURI. 

February 16, 1937. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your postal card of January 
6th regarding quail sex tally, I wish to advise that 
these records are down at my cabin, and I will forward 

same to you the next time I am down there. 

Trusting this will be satisfactory, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

‘John A. Love. - 

JAL:V 
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ge Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Quail hunting was very poor this year. The 
birds were scarce. This last summer I started a cam- 
paign among the farmers, and at the present time we 
have four units under the Adams County Farm Bureau or- 
ganization which put on a big conservation program. : 

One unit includes 1800 acres, another 2000, 
another 2800, and the last has 5000 acres on which 
they allow no hunting. They have their own "Keep 
out, no Hunting" signs and have had several members 
deputized to inforce their program. They have erected 
winter shelters for quail and have established a feed- 
ing program. This next spring they will start plant- 
ing gulleys and washes with hazel nuts,. berry cushes, 
and other bushes. Later small strips will be planted 
with hemp, millet, broom corn, and sun flowers which 
will be allowed to stand and fall so that it will fur- 
nish an abundance of feed. Do you have any suggestions 
that will help me in my planting program? 

Mr. Lummis of Paloma reported his year's kill 
of quail with thirty-two males and twenty-one females. 

a. Only one other hunter reported to me that he had a five 
| to three ratio, also in favor of the males. 

My brother, V. G.’, and I were out hunting but 
once, and killed two birds. Both of these were hens. 
This information is so scattered that I am afraid that 
it will be of little value to you. However, I know you 

; will be interested in the conservation units which I 
have helped to organize. 

Perhaps you are not aware that 1 was present 
at the organization which started the great quail exper- 
iment at Thomasville, Georgia, and was approached to 
know whether I would consider handling the experiment.



Mr. A. Lee 

I have always been vitally interested in the con- 
servation of these birds and last year I raised a couple of 
broods of young birds which were banded and released. I had 
very good luck in my experiment and I am hoping that our 
State Commissioner will let me carry out a very large and 
elaborate quail project on one of the Farmers! Conservation 
units which I have recently helped to organize. 

Please feel free to call upon me at any time you 
have help which I can give you. 

Sinceyely, : 

Y 
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State of Dinas 

Office of Attorney General 

OTTO KERNER Springtiteld 

January 8, 1937. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

I have nothing to report on your quail sex tally 
record this year. I did not kill nor did I try to kill a 
single quail. They are too scarce now from droughts and 
winters, and unless the season is closed for at least two 
years, it means extermination, in my opinion. 

While on the subject of game, I wish to comment 
on the asinine regulations promulgated by the biological 
survey = Department of Agriculture, outfits. The federal 
authorities might just as well have closed the season on 
ducks and saved the sportsmen their money spent trying to 
bag a daily limit. I spent at least $100.00 and got home 
with exactly thirteen ducks. Of course, I scratched down 
a lot more ducks than I killed but could not find them. 
This is not conservation. If the government intends for 
the sportsmen to kill ten ducks a day, it should be willing 
for him to decoy them in close enough to do so, kill the 
ducks in such manner as to get them, and quit for the day. 
As it is, honest sportsmen are cussing the government, 
damning the flag and turning Red. If you have anything 
to do with it next year, I hope you'll get some sense into 
the federal regulations. 

With the compliments of the New Year to you, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

Dunant yl, TAS: MLN I; 
LUDA os Serer



JOHN S. ano JOHN W. CRUTTENDEN 

FARM MORTGAGES 

BLACKSTONE BUILDING 

QUINCY, ILLINOIS 

January 4, 1938. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Sir: 

As per your request I am sending in Quail sex-ratio Tally. “as you will 

note there are very few quail recorded here. The hunting this year was 

very poor and I have never seen the birds so scarce. Others hunters in 

this locality also found the birds very hard to find. 

On some of the farms on which we have protected the quail and alhowed 

no shooting, there scems to be quite a few birds. Many say that the 

cold winter, dry summer and the fact that there are an unusually large 

number of foxes this year has caused the decrease. In my opinion these 

things may all have something to do with it but the real cause is the 

hunter. The birds that have been protected seem to have stood the ele- 
ments very well and show no decrease so this would indicate that shooting 2 

is responsible for a large percent of the missing birds. 

I personally should like to see the season closed for a few years to 

help bring the quail back but this, of course, is probably not possible. 

Yours very truly, Q 

JOHN R. CRUTTENDEN. 

7 Pe 
a
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January 8, 1937 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am indeed sorry that I have no quail sex talley 

this year. Owing to our severe winter and extremely dry 

summer, the quail crop in this locality was very short, so 

my dog and gun have been up all during the hunting season. 

In one location where I usually find 7 or 8 coveys, we found 

2 single birds, during our first days hunt with three dogs 

and three men. If you wish a report for next season, I will 

be only to glad to help in any way I can. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Yours very truly, 

2 (avd — 
ve \° 

: 

REL § :



January 6, 1937 

mm & 
=> > 
a —_ 

Dear ir. Grecian: 

= = I am wondering if you have 
anything to report. in the way of a quail sex 
tally this year. I dislike to be a bother, 
but may I hear from you at your convenience? 

Ad Hay, Lite, te ey) yar, Yours sincerely, 

Goa Qreotane wd Keopoed. 

_— Ke Lact of Se Aldo Leopol e 
iat ete aX Ss 1532 University Ave, 

= ss dison, Wisconsin 
JAN &- 1937
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Sedalia, Moe, Jan. 4th 1937 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Agricultural Hall, 
Madison, Wisconsins 

Dear Mre Leopolds 

Some time ago I received a quail sex ratio 
tally for season of 1936« iI an very sorry to say I have no 
report to make this years 

I was out the first day of the season and 
flushed two small covies, one with six birds ani the other with 
eight\bitds. This was on the same farm and where I have always 

hunted before and found generally three nice coviesse Well we, 

my Son and I unloeded our guns, called the dog ard drove home 

without a shote 

I have been out twice since then and found 
practically the same thing only the location was southwest of 

Sedalias 

; Reports from the hunters this fall were practi- 
cally the same, no birds and no lucke I think J.B. Poundstone 
end may~bg J.M.e Parsley killed « few birds and I will see them 
abd gave them send the cards ins 

I will be glad to assist you next fall or any 

time you want any information I can furnishs 

You can congratulate us, The Sportaman of Miss- 

ouri creating a by=partisian game and fish commission of four men : 

who shall have the power to employ end experienced fish cultruist 

end game breeder. I am Snclosing herewith clipping from one of 

the paperse As you know Harry Collins,(Jeck Cunningham who hes 
passed on to that other hunting ground)and my self practically 

carried on the fight for the past ten years, without results. Then 

good old Frank Wielandy together with Harry Collins celled a meeting 

in St. Louis and erganized a conservation and restoration federation 
and everyone got in the boat end the results is now history. There 

is no question but whet Missouri can be made on of the best states in 

the union for hunting and fishing in a few years times



Mr. Leopold, Sheet #2 

Well here's hoping hetter luck next fall, 
and wishing you 2 happy end prosperous new year, I am 

Yours sincerely, ‘ 

WeP. Staley, 
830 West 7th Ste, 
Sedalia, Mos 

ee [a2
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Notable Progress Toward Wild Life 
e e Se ea a eee ee eee ee 

Preservation Made During 1936) xx,» = s,ct first national wild life conference 
: : in Washington and the formation of 

a temporary general wild life fed- 
: . eration which is to be made per- 

Missouri’s Sportsmen Put Over Most Com-|manent at the second conference to 
e held in St. Louis in March. Also 

plete Program Adopted by Any State ee outstanding importance was the 
in United States. migratory waterfowl treaty with 

ae ge that country with 
By ALLEN QUINN. the United States and Canada in an 

A year of notable progress in movements to arrest the rapid decline pense ton eS pa ducks, 
in the wild life resources of the state and nation, and to set afoot pro-|® Wir other yal * Oat i 
grams of restoration, was the twelve months just closing. E a ihe eee aaa of 

The year saw the first concrete and concerted national movement St a et we fn ¢ paar 
for restoration and, in Missouri, a constitutional amendment to launch a|i)) RBG Eie pe ee a see 
permanent program for wild life, steps that set the stage for greater and the Ebene 2 Howe te ade 

eo eee eee eae ee ay agencies of virtually all of the states 
The step taken ‘in TERS ne 3 of the nation to bring back wildlife 

1936, after years of agitation by|o¢ politics and place it under ajand good hunting and fishing, in 
sportsmen. and others who saw th€/nonpartisan commission. While not|cooperation with the governmental 
state's wild life declining at an}. drastic as the step in Missouri,|arseicies working on the problem. 
alarming rate, was the most com-/ine proposed plan in Kansas has|, | 

prehensive of that yet taken by|many of the features of the Mis-|] SCC 
any state. \ © souri program. 

Majority Overwhelming. But while all that was going on 
A number of other states in the|Missouri and Kansas sportsmen ex- 

| last score of years had adopted per- perienced the worst hunting and 

manent wild life programs similar|fishing seasons in years, due largely 
to what Missouri will have, but|t© climatic conditions as well as to 

Missouri's change has been the|the scarctiy of game. <i 
most complete. The others accom-| |. Heat Bnolls Li ing. 
plished their programs by legis- h oe Sei oe and extreme 
lation, but Missouri sportsmen nee ee ee out BS poor ae x it could be, The fall’s moderate 
feared such a yee might be temperatures kept the normal 
upset by succeeding legislatures.|fjahts of ducks from coming South 
So the constitutional amendment|in the hunting season and the dry- 
was put on the ballot by initiative|ness and moderate temperatures 

petition and adopted November/make quail hunting a futile task 
3 by overwhelming majority. in most cases. 

That amendment, which goes in-| From a national standpoint, 1936 
to force automatically July: 4, 2037, | sssissssssiesinmemsmenstscmmseasen—eiscemean 
gets. Up a non-partisan commission|y =... == ~*~ SCS 
of four members who will receive 
no salary. They in turn will ap- 
point a director of conservation to 
set up a permanent program of re- 
storing Missouri’s wild life to a 
semblance of what it was in the 
time of our grandfathers. 

Not only will the commission 
have charge of all the game and 
fish of the state, but its forests, 
song birds, wild flowers and fur 
bearing animals. The powers given 
by the amendment are broad 
enough to give the commission a 
free hand in accomplishing its 
purpose. 

United States Provides Help. 
With that accomplished in 1936, 

sportsmen of Missouri and the Mid- 
del West can look forward to seeing 
in 1937 the actual launching of the 
program which is expected to make 
Missouri one of the greatest hunting 
and fishing states in the Union, It 
has greater potentialities than any 
other state and the program to be 
launched can fulfill them. 

While “Missouri sportsmen were 
conducting their campaign for this 
step, the federal government, in co- 
operation with the present game and 
fish department under Wilbur Bu- 
ford, was paving the way, however 
unintentionally, for a flying start on 
the restoration program. Some 7 
million dollars have been spent in 
Missouri in the last three and a half 
years by the federal government, 
under its emergency conservation 
work, on the state parks, in improv- 
ing fish hatcheries, streams and 
game preserves and refuges. 

Much Material Ready. \. 
As the year closes, Missouri has| * 

10 modern state fish hatcheries, in-|, 
eluding the finest one in the Middle 
West at Chesapeake state park, and 
thousands of acres of state-owned 
land and 3 million acres of national 
forests and game preserves ready 
for use in its program. 

Missouri’s neighbor, Kansas, also 
is launching a program of restora- 
tion, and the coming legislature will 

. see the introduction of a bill to take 
control of its fish and game out!-
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i SANIINT x. CANeG Beeswax 
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BeeBooksHoneyLabels 
Pure Honey 
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— ‘DADANTS FOUNDATION 
Mark your REPLY. 
for the attention of 

Jlassmrow.Iu.USA. ee 
December 29,1936. 

Mr.Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Game Management 

1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I am enclosing, herewith, my quail report for the 1936 season. 

The season was very disappointing and the number of covies were even 

less than in 1935. 

The very cold winter of 1935-36 with snow on the ground for 

several months at a time, combined with a drought and terrific heat : 

of the summer of 1936 prevented any headway being made by the birds 

in establishing themselves. 

The few covies that we found were not hunted very hard as my 

records will show. 

It looks as though this section of the country would have to 

have some fresh stock if we are to have a good quail season again any 

time in the early future. 

Lack of cover undoubtedly contributed to the poor showing. 

Due to the drought there were no weed patches worth mentioning and 

fields where the birds usually fed were entirely bare of proper cover. 

Very sincere], 

LCD:BD 4



JAMES & JAMES b cotisesnues Gioia 
DENTISTS 

CHOATE BUILDING, SUITE 202 

WINONA, vinw,_ Deo, 16th , 1936, =~ 

Prof, Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Sir:- I was out only onewhalf day here in Minnesota and 
was with Mr, Baldwin so he will make the report, 

I am reporting our féwe day hunt in Missouri, It had been un- 
usually dry done there and Quail were not as plentiful as the last two 
years, Many small streams had been dry all the season and I think 
many small birds perished for lack of water, 

There are plenty of birds left for restocking as there had been 
no frosts and we found the birds in scrub Oak cover and the shooting was 
difficult on account of dense cover, The preponderance of males was 
larger than I have ever seen before, 

Trusting this’report will be of some interest to you, I am 

Sincerely, aS (ay 

é



JAMES & JAMES We ae ebhass 0a! 
DENTISTS 

WINONA, MINN.,____ Get T7th, T8356, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, 
Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr, Leopold:= Your letter came yesterday, 
The last two years Dr, Pattison of Rochester and myself have been 

going to Northeastern Missouri for a few days Quail huntin Their seas@n 
opens Nov, Ioth, I doubt if I do very mech hunting ‘his. 70a as our 

season i@ open the same time, May get out for a day or two and would 
a be glad to make the Sex count, I am sure my,ffiend W. L. Baldwin will be 
§ glad to help. Would you be interested in a 8 ‘count of the Quail taken 

in Missouri? If so let me know by return mail’ and inclose an extra blank, 
Sia Made a trip to Southeastern Saskatchawan for Bharp Tail Grouse and 
Hungarian Partridge, They have plenty of birds up there and we had a 
fine time, 

Sincerely Yours Kk, PR 

i ya . A121



October 21, 1936 

Dr. F. S. James 

Choate Building 
Suite 202 
Winona, Minnesote 

Dear James: 

Yes, I would like very much to have your sex count of Missouri quail, but 
naturally would like to have this on a separate card which I enclose. 

T understand how your own Minnesota sex count will be limited this year, 
but if Mr. Baldwin can give me some sex counts I will appreciate it greatly. 

. With best regards, 

AL: MIG Aldo Leopold 
Enc. Professor of Game Management
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W.L.BALOWIN, AssistantSecretary. General Manager. 

Winona, Minnesota, 

November 16, 1936, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 Uniersity Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

As per your request I am enclosing you herewith 
Quail Sex Ratio Tally for the season of 1936. This covers s 
myself and partner. Dr.F.S. James hunted with me only the 
first day, November lst. On Nov. 7th. and Nov. Sth. I hunt- 
ed with L. Wychgram; Nov. 15th. I hunted with Douglas James. 

The sex ratio was fairly uniform except on the last 
day when you will note there were only two cocks and five hens, 
but I am of theopinion that we just happened to get more hens, 

and that nature is taking care of aboyt an equal distribution 
anyway on account of the mating habits of the quail in pairs. 

2s We did not see as many quail as usual and believe 
Pee that the of 1936 was responsible. Do not believe 

4 that hunters deplete the quail to any great extent when there 
are plenty. But in view of their scarcity nowthink we should 
have a closed season in Minnesota for the next two years, and 
are coing to recommend it. Perhaps that should apply also to 
Wiseons Wismee 

Yours truly, 

es HX (ald 

_



: 1936 Cards to Quail Sex Ratio Tally Cooperators 

Tllinois 

1. Adams, Tom, Prairie Avenue, Quincy 
V2. Sine . 

3. Badgley, CG. F., Quincy z 
4. Curless, Roy; Loraine , 

v5. Dadant, L. C., Hamilton 
6. Dunham, J. R., Kinderbook, Quincy 
7. Fuellier, Lorin F., 618 Hampshire, Quincy : 
8. Karr, H. G., Hamilton 
9. Leopold, Frederic, 111 Clay St., Burlington, Iowa. 
10. Lichty, Robt. J., Quincy 
ll. Mansfield,C. F., Jr., 503 Leland Office Bide., Springfield, 
12. Miller, R. W., Hamilton : ~ 

/13. Musselman, V. Ge, Quincy Aemended, 
14. Nielson, James P., 1G 
15. Olin, J. M., P. 0. Box 373, Alton : 
16. Phillips, #., # Urbana : 

AT. Sengier, Geo., R.F.D.1, Hamilton Mwmuded  — 
18. Snell, T. A., Peebles Bldg., Carlinville reminded 
19. Swope, Homer, Quincy 
20. Traute, L. %., No. Side Sq-, Carthage 
21. Timm, Harlan, 631 College, Quincy 
Willis, H. T., Champaign 
23. McCanon, Earl H., 2534 Vermont St., Quincy 

indiana 
Decker, H., Winamac 

-Hymer, J., 5227 Guilford Aye., Indianapolis 

Llewellyn, R. B., Terre Haute First Nat'l Bk., Terre Haute Memerded 
Mathers, F. C., 503 Ballantine Rd., Bloomington 

Minnesots 
/ 1. Dr. F. S. James, 326 W. Wabasha St., “inona 

2. W. L. Baldwin, Box 484, Winona 
s Missouri 

1. Allen, Wayman, 411 Olive St., St. Louis 
/2-» Brooks, Andrew, P. 0. Box 36, Daniphan, Mo. 

- 8. Emerson, John C., 1930 Main St., Joplin, Mo. : 
4. Fern, Joe L. 715 Vine St., Poplar Bluff . : 

\5. Finley, V. R., 701 Ohio Avenue, Rolla wwwded 
6. Gatch, Nelson B., 411 Olive St., St. Louis : 

/%- Grecian, 0. Ee, 210 W. 8th Ste, Kansas City penewded 
8. Hill, Walker, Jr., 506 Security Bldg., St. louis 
9. Monegan, W. L., 10th and Prospect, Sedalia 
10. Parley, 5. L., 1114 So. Marshall, Sedalia 
11. Parsley, J. M., 1011 South Vermont, Sedalia 
12. Pengnet, EH. E., 316 No. 8th St., St. Lowis. 
13. Poundstone, J. Be, 1801 Carr, Sedalia : 
14. Powers, J. We, 2209 Kentucky, Joplin 5 
15. Reid, M. Be, 221,Hereford, Ferguson numinded 
16. Roberts, Logan, 1720 So. Carr, Sedalia 
17. Schuster, Jos. H., 4455 Castleman, St. Louis 

18. Smiley, i, Be, Belleville, Illinois 
19. Smith, Phil M., Bachelor 

\/ 20. Staley, W. P., 830 W. 6th St., Sedalia ? 5 

21. Thomas, *. C., 360 No. 7th St., Poplar Bluff 
722. Via, ©..D., Rolla : 

" 23. Wielandy, B, W., 2944 N. Suclid St., St. Louis 
&-24. ove, John “., 406 Locust, St. Louis nemundet 

' 25. Myers, 8. L., 615 No. Main St., Poplar Bluff



To Cooperators in Quail Sex Ratio Tally: 

First of all I want to thank you 

for your patient cooperation in furnishing me the sex count of your quail 

bage The tally has been under way since 1929, and I have usually sent you 

a summary of it each yeare So few birds were killed in 1935, however, 

that I am omitting the usual summary. 

The tally has disclosed some very interesting facts. Without doubt 

there is a tendency for cocks to preponderate in poor yearse There are, 

however, some puzzling exceptions to this rule, which I cannot decipher 

without more datas Moreover, the heavy winter loss of 1935-6 raises an 

interesting question of what t he sex-ratio will be this fall. I therefore 

request that you again keep a tally during the 1936 season, using the 

attached carde : 

It is especially desired tthat those who have reported in past years 

continue the tally this year. New reporters are desired only if they 

hunt in the same county as covered by your past reports. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely 

YQ FON. 
AL:MIG Aldo Leopold Z ‘ 
Enc. Professor of Game Management



Summary of Quail Sex Ratio Tally 

From Hunters! Tallies, North Central States, Collected by Aldo Leopold 

Year 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1935 1936 Total 

Cocks 629 850 719 760 1361 269 203 4791 

Hens 607 751 628 $11 1158 198 136 4es9 

Total 1236 1601 1347 1571 2519 467 339 900 

Cock: Hen 

Ratio 51:49 53:47 53:47 4g:52 Bu: 46 58:42 60: 40 53:47 

Number of 
Hunters 14 27 20 28 34 g 10 

Bag per 

Hunter 83 59 67 56 4 58 34 
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February 22,1938. Ss , 10 
7 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Deer MrsLeopold: 

Replying to your letter of February 17th, will say that the hunting: here 

this fell was very indifferent end I am sorry that I am unable to make 
any report. I did not keep track of my birds and in fact did very little 

shooting. 

There were plenty of birds but there was even more cover and hunting was _ 

very difficult. 

We have had a very mild winter so far end with the carryover of birds thet 

we het, we should have plenty of quail the coming fall at which time I will 
endeavor to do better andmake a report to you. 

Very truly yours, 
7 ) 

LCD:BD by: Lh)



TERRE Havre Furst National bank 
WILSON N. COX, PRESIDENT 

RCE F-FALEY, cna oF TH tea ees pa nau Lei ear cone 
hisreeg vinci tie ace at FIRST RALPH C. ROUTZAHN, ASSISTANT CASWIER 

ee nee 2 a Pore ogni 
WA. wiLson cxsien = NELSON SCHWOEDERnosant UST OmnEsR 

Terre Harve, Iymiana. 

February 11, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing one report tabulated by my- 

self on quail killed in Clay County by my two sons, ten and 

twelve years of age. These were the only three trips in the 

field and were made for the purpose of training the boys. 

Since the freeze of two years ago, the quail 

have been very scarse in this locality and from personal 

observation in the past, I feel that it will be at least eight 

or ten years before the supply will be back to normal. There- 

fore, I have not shot many quail for the last two years. 

The other cards, as yet have not been returned 

to me, but if and when received, I shall be glad to forward 

them to you. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Yours very truly, 

Jib E Gall 

REL S
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1532 University Aveme 
November 19, 1937 

Mr, Ralph E. Llewellyn 
First National Bank 
Terre Haute, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Llewellyn: 

Here I am again, asking you to keep a sex tally of your 

quail this fall. 

I have recently compiled all the tallies since 1929 and they 
point to this very interesting conclusion: the percentage of cocks 
Tises and oe mith the we This relationship, however, is 
true only of the mass na ve states. Individual states and 
localities seem to vary at random, except that high cock years are 
usually poor quail years. 

In order to be as sure as possible that my deductions are 
conservative, I am asking those few cooperators with the longest 
records to again keep a tally for 1937. 

As usual, I want only those counts which you yourself have — 
made or can vouch for. Make a separate card for each hunter. 

I will publish on this question during the coming year 
and will of course send you a copy. Thanking you for your help, 

Yours sincerely, 

"Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 

encl
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Quail Sex Ratio Tally, Season of 19397 
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‘ Instructions For Making Tally 

Enter your own personal bags on one card. 

Use separate cards for the bags of other sportsmen or parties, 

but only if the sexes bagged by them have been personally tallied by you. ; 

: 5 The dotted part of the table to the right should be left blank. 

At the end of the season please return filled-out cards to Aldo 

ST IW : 
: Leopold,—906-University Ave., Madison, Wisconsin.
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Instructions For Making Tally Y j 

Enter your own personal bags on one card. : 

Use separate cards for the bags of other sportsmen or parties, 3 

but only if the sexes bagged by them have been personally tallied by you. 

The dotted part of the table to the right should be left blank. 

At the end of the season please return filled-out cards to Aldq 

ITE 
Leopold, 9O& University Ave., Madison, Wisconsin.
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WINONA, minn.._Nov, 30th, T9337, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
1538 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- Your letter came after our season closed, 

I was out twice but only put up four coviies in the two days, they 
were too scarce to hunt, 

We made ovr annual trip to Missouri November IOth and hunted four 
days at Edina, Knox County, three men, three dogs bagged 80 Quail in four 
days, Cocks 50, Hens 30, We found many more birds this year than last 
year, There was more cover, 

In Minnesota we have had similar consitions three times during 
my observation averaging about every ten years, I9I5 & 16, 1925 & 26, 
and 1936 & 37, They have always come back in the past and I expect them 
to increase for the next few years, From what they tell me in Missouri 
I believe they have the same cycle and are at the low point now,the only 
difference they have meny more Quail at any point in the cycle. 
Rabbits were very scarce this year, 

Hoping this will be of some hekp, I am. 

Yours truly lg erie 
4, SD 27g 

F. S, James a
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you very much for your letter. I am clipping 
the second paragraph and placing it in my scrapbook under 
“Oust p. 

It was interesting to get your idea that the percent- 
age of cocks rises and falls with the game cycle. I am inclos- 
ing a letter which you will enjoy, together with two cards 
which may be of some interest and value. 

I heve just leased a new farm property on which I 
control twenty acres for experimental work with birds, and the 
additional ninety acres is farmed, but no shooting is allowed 
on the entire property. Furthermore, I have helped organize 
my neighboring farmers until we have a five thousand acre area 
on which no shooting is allowed. This next spring I hope to 
raise from three to five hundred quail, which will be distrib- 
uted over this large area. 

My system of raising quail is somewhat dissimilar 4 
from that used by most game firms, but I doubt if any ef them 
have a better record for the development of mature birds than 

a 

The Missouri Conservation Committee is introducing 
Chuecar grouse. This is an importation from India and is twice 
as large as the quail and is a fast flyer. It is different 
from the ruffed grouse in the fact that it can easily be reared 
in captivity. I have the assurance that they will supply me 
a setting of eggs next spring, which I hope to raise along with 
my quail, but I shall probably keep breeding stock for another 
season. Please do not misunderstand me in the belief that I 
am doing this as a commercial project. It is my hobby, and I 
am doing what I am doing for the good of the cause. 

About ten years ago I was aware that bluebirds were 
nearly extinct in this locality, due largely to the fact that



Mr. Sue -5- 

they had no nesting sites. A couple of merchants supplied 
me box boards, and a carpenter cut these into conventional 
sizes with a band saw, and at the present time I have nearly 
five hundred of these standardized boxes lining the highways 
of Adams County, and the increase from three to five thousand 
birds a year makes itself known very quickly. 

I am inclosing a copy of this pamphlet for your 
files. In the future will you address T. E. Musselman in- 
stead of my brother, V. G., who is interested in birds but \ 
is not the conservationist. 

Sinc 5 

v 
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THETHUSeeiMAn eciLorta November 27, 1937. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your cards are being turned over to several hunters. 
I am not shooting quail this year but I am trying to send these 
through to some responsible men. I have made up several addi- 
tional which I shall hand out. 

You are performing a fine service and I feel that the 
scientific value of your findings will be interesting in the 
future. I am handing your letter to my brother, T. B., who as 
you know is vitally interested in migration, conservation and 
blue birds. He is working on a blue bird project which is 

decidedly interesting. He has a series of trap lines aggrega- 
ting perhaps a hundred miles with his own type of blue bird 
boxes approximately every quarter of a mile. 

He is banding these birds, keeping a-record of the 

history of each box from the laying of the egg to the flying 
away of the young birds and is also covering the second nest- 
ing. His findings have been very surprising as this is the 
first experiment with blue birds on a big scale. This ex- 
periment has now been in progress for three or four years. 

I assure you that we shall be glad to cooperate with 
you to our fullest extent. 

Yours truly, 

vou /e Vie@ President.



1532 University Aveme 
November 3, 1937 

Dr. F. S. James 
Choate Block 

; Winona, Minnesota 

Dear Dr. James: 

I have been working recently on compiling the data 
on sex ratio in quail which you have been helping me collect. 

: I shall be sending you shortly a summary for criticism. 

Meanwhile I would like to ask you to make another tally 
this fall if you heve an open season. Your season is usually 
early, so I am writing you at once rather than awaiting the usual 
circular to cooperators. The usual blanks will be sent you 

shortly. 

I admit that I promised to discontinue the study last 
year, tut the ratios show clearly the influence of the 10-year 
cycle and they will clinch the proof that fluctuation in sex 
ratio is cyclic. 

I hope you can get Mr. Baldwin to also keep a tally this 
fall. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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Instructions For Making Tally ‘ 

4 Enter your own personal bags on one card. 

Use separate cards for the bags of other sportsmen or parties, 

put only if the sexes bagged by them have been personally tallied by you. 

‘ The dotted part of the table to the right should be left blank. 

At the end of the season please return filled-out cards to Alda 

153 ; 
Leopold, 905 University Ave., Madison, Wisconsin. ‘
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION gu 

MEMORANDUM. Cay eu ) 

= ; Date_Jamuary 12, 1242 ( a 

FROM: =a, 8, Leopold 

a: , Dr. Bennitt ee == Clark, Aldo Leopold, A, Ht, Miller 

; : Below are tabulated all the data which I have collected to date on 

‘ gex and age ratios among quail in the south central Gzark Plateau region 

of: Missouri, The sample for 1938 is small end the figures on sex ratio 

aye lacking, All figures through 1940 ere based only on birds which I 

myself handled, but this past fall I had several hunters in the vicinity 

_ .¢ of West Plains save for me one wingofrom each quail, segregating the sexes 
‘ inte containers which I supplied, At the end of the season I collected 

ve all the wings, aud made the age determinations myself. By this means I 

‘ was able to bring the 1941 sample up to 524 birds. | 

: not Renata” 

: ' =e percentages - Coop. Research Unit 

: : Socks Adult Xumeture figures for Ozark 
5 : : Plateau. 

1988 50 quad. Whcocke JO fue 22,0 18,0 1.52 

1939 148 quail 56 50 17.6 0 -82.4- 1.74 

1940 163 quail $5.2 44.8 27.6 72.4 1.52 

1941 524 quail 51.4 48.6 22.8 77,2 Not yet available 

Hunting success, indicated by your figure “Birds per gun hour", is = 

probably more or less closely correlated with quail density. So far there ee 

appears to be a positive correlation between “Birds per gun hour” and the s 

percentage of immature birds in the population, which, assuming that ny 

data are significant (though based on small samples), would lead to the : 

conclusion that good quail hunting years are the result of productive f 

breeding seasons, This of course, is e very reasonable assumption to j J 

make anyway. Poor quail years uay be due to low carry-over of breeding 3 

stock, umsual winter losses, or unproductive breeding seasons, Age ratio 8 

figures wil] help explain the low years too I think, I intend to keep a 

thie record each year henceforth, and by soliciting the assistance of other 4 
hunters to keep my ennual samples over 500 birds. 3 

The sex ratio is interesting too. Below I tabulate these same dete in 

another form, listing each sex and age class separately, It is worthy of 

<@E>1 x20667



: “22 

note, I think, that emong immature birds the sex ratio always approxi- 
mates 50°50, whereas among the adults the cocks always considerably : 
outnumber the hens, This probably means that the hens run a much greater 

Ses eer ee ee ae, & ee ey eee ee 
<aer muanabity (ees Tietz), or portage both, MifpreLiak MoTat, arcey 

vot Sauohe 50% ond ssc Slesges (in percont) 

: Adult Immature 

19398 (i<“ws( tw _— --e—-2 _ 

1939 148 102.8 6.8 39.2 43.2 

1940 163 17.2 10.4 38.90 34.4 

1941 $24 : 13.4 9.4 © 38.0 39.2 

Going back to the first table, there seems to bea tendency for the 
sex ratio of the whole population to tend toward 50-50 in high quail years 
when young birds make up a very large percentage of the population, aud : 
to tend toward more cocks on the poorer years when adults are more 
prevalent in the total sumber of birds, This could be explained on the _ 
basis of the differential mortality among adults, ; 

Unfortunately, I note that your much more extensive sex ratio figures 
do not bear me out, but my material is very local in nature, and perhaps | 
will not conform too well to regional or state-wide data, : 

Though I realise that my materiel is too scant to meam a great deal 
Se ee seat ae at 

ties, and I intend to stay with it, and to obtain larger samples of 
_ birds in the future. a
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Digest of "Shooting in California Today & 50 Years Age2 , 
(sn Account of Market fant ing For Quail) wy 

Welter &. Beleh Gy 
(Pron “Cal. Fish & Game - April - 1923) = 

pe 123 Se et Se ee ee 
rotherse 

128 aa Ralston, of Selston & Johnson (market tumters) says his 
bag in 1 day was 121 quell. Shot ever 6000 shots in seacon 

ef 1385. Averaged 70 quail per day in good weather. 

eee As transportation improved morket hunting spreed from 
and San Nateo inte Monterey and other esuthern counties. 

From &)'s until 1901 centered around Bradley, King City, Jolon, 
Pleyto, Foss, San Arde, Paso Robles, Santa Margarita. 

128-5 mpi, rappers used 1* mesh wire 15 x 50 ft. strange on willow 
Baited with water ond grain and eprung with a string. 

— eee ee Several hunired eaught et 
a 

125 a Re ee Te ue te ee 
Single trappere operated 100 traps each. Average 

eateh 1290 quail per week per man. ; 

126 _Befees paid market hunters 50¢ to $1.75 per dos. 

Z Becronse notices iy ea Game Commission surveyed mrkets and 
gat following figures: 

Sold in Los Angeles and San Francisco markets 3 
3 ; 1895-6 --.--~--------- 177366 quail ; 

These came frome Monterey Co. 39, 831 ; 
San Lins Obispo 25,526 

; San Bernardino 12,663 
: Les Angeles 11,026 

Paid for 177,366 quail --<<~------..------0nsae---e-e=- $15,160 
(about 10¢ each) 

126 
FA PTET. 05 yor say ant sake proktniven, (Bootlogeing : 

eontinued however for years efter) 

127 Helch's nrpcras for rostoretiont(1) Yan enforccvent (2) onal 
with cover and water. :
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A CRITICAL FACTOR IN THE EXISTENCE very short segment of the life cycle of our quail. 

OF SOUTHWESTERN GAME BIRDS Briefly, a brood of newly hatched quail must find 

CompPLaInt is continually made, on the part of aisele wager rehes caenee aes cutee Be 
i 5 : it emphasized, for the little quail) of water to drink 

both sportsmen and bird lovers, that despite all sorts fy them, within a few Hoare of hatching Annet 

oe paeys oe he cea 2 ae ce: ing this ee the old quail seek nesting sites accord- 
ists oe ee Cee Dee re: ae a Teeog ingly. For without water the young are doomed to 

ties which have been set aside under public or private tench 4f time of hatching uepoens total wants 

SUREICES RUE Senne peel? ene wee pros of rainless or dewless period of weather. Failing to 
shooting is enforced, this diminishment in the num- find shake iti ‘tel th ti A 5 

: : propitious site, the nesting of a given 
were (Ce duail contaties to De Ronen ‘ pair of quail is a failure for that season. 

Bp ees eee Peene 9 ase the disappearance Throughout the southwestern United States the 
of game birds, where living conditions otherwise re- thi f tect ea ao beet 

* : Sas mg of very greatest economic demand by the 
main seemingly favorable, to the activities of so- ai dlyaitereasing — hurnan “ea Nltion ia eae a 
called “vermin” of various kinds, giving little weight ™ pe ee POP ¥ z 
to the fact that in most parts of the country said nee uuneral) met uote ue t ears Hany, sueaee 
“vermin” (hawks, owls, foxes, wildeats, ete.) have trickle, in every foothill ravine, which will yield water 

also become greatly depleted since the time when the Bote clon pt ie aay, seabon? peuay eens 
On ulal: balancasprevadlad: throughout the long late spring and summer dry 

In casting about for some cause to hold respon- “@#8°") 38 ema) tapped. At first the surtace water 
sible for the diminishment noted in such birds as the led off by pipe line to the thirsty ranch below. 
California quail, the student of natural history may But a next step quickly follows : he Beepace Js 

properly proceed to check off the various factors tapped underground, a tunnel being driven in, and 
known by him to bear importantly upon the existence the water is drained from the porous rock or bed of 

of the species in question, one by one, and see what and below the surface. Then the mouth of the tun- 

may be left. On certain brush-land areas in south- él is screened, for the very purpose of keeping out 
ern California, familiar to the writer now and thirty 2nimals of all sorts (so as to prevent “contamina- 
years ago, I am quite sure of the following conditions: tion”). In other words, the natural water supply, 
(a) The food supply remains, in so far as I can see, Under original conditions provided at the surface, 

in both kind and amount about the same; (b) shelter, nd accessible to the water-dependent wild animal life 

that is, “cover,” is of quite the same character and in the vicinity, has disappeared. It is only available, 

quantity as formerly; (c) natural enemies are most t best, in the very near vicinity of some human 
certainly fewer in individual numbers and hence levy habitation far below, to which the pipe line leads, but 
less of a draft on the quail population than formerly; Where house cats, dogs and human beings prevent 
(a) hunting by man has in large measure been done Safe approach by quail. Not only for the thirsty 
away with on the particular territories in question. youngsters but for the adult quail the original water- 

Sportsmen and some biologists have stressed the ing place has vanished. 
probability of some disease having invaded the quail There is, I believe, a critical distance, which, rain 
population. Upon this question I have nothing worth or dew failing, is the absolute limit a quail’s nest 
serious consideration to offer one way or the other, may be located from safely accessible water and re- 
save to point out the opportunity afforded for infee- sult in a matured brood. I estimate, from an ac- 
tion by domestic birds of drinking places accessible cumulation of impressions (I grant) of my own, that 
on country farms to wild game. However, my pres- maximum distance to be 400 yards. If a pair of 

ent inclination is to minimize the chances of this sort quail can not find suitable cover and safety for its 
of factor entering into the present problem. nest within that distance from water which will be 

Then what critical factor does remain, to account accessible by the newly hatched young on foot, either 
for the marked decrease of the quail, even where gen- the attempt is abandoned or that nesting is destined : 
eral conditions remain altogether favorable? to failure. The common observation that few quail 

I originally got the idea set forth in the following are raised in years of severe drouth supports this idea. 
paragraphs from a sportsman long resident in Marin Immediate accessibility to water under conditions 

: County, north of San Francisco Bay. It involves a of safety, on the part of the little quail before they 
factor active chiefly, but nevertheless vitally, in a acquire wing power which will enable them to go
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long distances between forage grounds and possible of foothill brush-land otherwise suitable for the sup- 
drinking places, is then, I think, the prerequisite to port of an abundant quail population come to lie 

maintenance of our quail and certain other upland untenanted by these esthetically attractive and recrea- 
game birds, even where all the other critical factors tionally valuable game birds. 

are favorable. And that factor of water supply, in The water supply available in the dry season is a 
the breeding season of the quail, is the one which, factor delimiting not only human but certain other 

under the stress of human population growth, is be- vertebrate populations in the arid southwest. 
coming more and more the determining one. Prop- Josepx GRINNELL 

erly safeguarded watering places are becoming fewer MUSEUM oF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY, 
and fewer, with the inevitable result that large tracts UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
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dures a higher temperature than many associated herbs and trees. The 

relation of thickness and density of the testa and inherent characteristics : 

of the species appear to account in part for the differences in temperature 

endurance. 

8. A New Concept of Forest and Some Ecological Implications. (30 

min.) (Lantern.) W. C. Lowdermilk, California Forest Experiment Station, 

Berkeley, California. 

A series of experiments at Berkeley, California, have indicated that 

forest litter functions far beyond its saturation by rain water in influencing 

the absorption of precipitation by soil profiles. Destruction of litter by 

burning or otherwise baring soils, increases surficial run-off from sloping 

lands; reduces soil supplies of absorbed moisture and sets in motion ac- 

celerated erosion in excess of geologic norms responsive to climate, vegeta- 

tion, topography, soil development and time. 

[© Parasitism of the California Valley Quail by Haemoproteus Lophor- 

tyx. (15 min.) (Lantern.) E. C. O’Roke, Division of Fish and Game. 

| The finding of a blood parasite of the genus Haemoproteus in the Cali- 

fornia Valley Quail at Yountville, California, in December, 1927, yielded 

| the first record of parasitism by this type of protozoan in a bird belonging 

to the genus Lophortyx. Extensive studies carried out since that time show 

that the parasite is widely distributed among all of the species and sub- 

"species of the genus Lophortyx in California. The parasite is new to science 

i and has been described as Haemoproteus lophortyx. Forty-five per cent 

- of the quail are infected. It is transmitted from quail to quail by the para- 

| sitic louse fly Lynchia hirsuta Ferris. It has a complicated life cycle simi- 

i lar to that of the malaria parasites of man. The sexual cycle has been 

_ worked out in detail and an important contribution made to the knowledge 

_ of gametogenesis in a sporozoan of this type. 

erent 
5. Ten Years of Statistical Studies of Marine Phytoplankton at the 

Seripps Institution of Oceanography. (15 min.) Winfred Emory Allen, 

Scripps Ins.‘tution. 

; These studies have been made on material collected along the East 

coast of the Pacific Ocean from Callao, Peru to Dutch Harbor in the Aleut- 

ian Islands, and along steamer routes from San Francisco to Hawaii, to 

Australia and New Zealand, but mostly off the coasts of California. Special 

methods and equipment (including the Allen closing bucket) have been de- 

vised to meet the obligatory conditions of collecting. The total number of 

collections is nearly twenty thousand, all made by filtering a measured 

amount of sea water through No. 25 bolting silk (mesh openings between 

fifty and one hundred micra in diameter.) About eighteen thousand catches 

have been made from the surface level and over one thousand from levels 

be
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SANCTUARIES ASSURE A FUTURE |their lands, embracing approximately 
FOR STATE BIRD 500,000 acres upon which, it is said, there 

Now that the California valley quail|are some 400,000 quail. In area the 
(Lophortyw californicus), by a large | Sanctuaries range from an acre or so to 

majority of the votes cast by thousands | several hundred acres. 
of people, has been selected and de-| In Lake County alone upwards of 50 
clared to be the state bird of California, | separate quail sanctuaries have been es- 

the sportsmen of the state should have | tablished through the activities of volun- 
another reason to unanimously support |teer deputies, totaling 9260 acres. On 
the efforts to rehabilitate this bird within | September 1, 1930, there were estimated 
the state. This most beautiful, gamest|to be 8796 quail inhabiting these newly 
of our native game birds, and a species | closed areas. Volunteer deputies in many f 
found nowhere else in the world, has | other counties are equally as active. 

brighter prospects of an assured future. It is believed that by encouraging land- 
Aside from the protection afforded by | owners to voluntarily set aside part of 

state law which prohibits the trapping| their lands as quail sanctuaries upon 
or sale of any quail at any time and | which no hunting or shooting will be al- 

provides for a daily bag limit of 15! lowed, and by assisting them in properly 
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Fic. 113. Lake Almanor. This section of the lake is favored by anglers. Photo- 
graph by EB. S. Cheney, May, 1929. 

valley quail and a weekly bag limit of | posting these sanctuaries against hunt- 
80, and further provides, with the excep-|ing and shooting, coupled with the ef- 
tion of district 1}, that the month of | forts that will be made by the California 

December shall be the open season for | Fish and Game Commission for the estab- 
quail shooting, constructive steps are be-|jishment of state quail refuges upon 

) ing taken to establish numerous small | which quail will be propagated and from 

inviolate quail Seee nies throughout which quail may be distributed into the 
the state through the medium of the 550 game fields of the state, and with the 
volunteer deputies of the division, and ti a tof th 
the cooperation of the members of the hearty Boob ery non Wang euauor 2 c 
various fish and game protective asso- people in these matters, ever a of 
ciations and clubs who are sponsoring | the millions of acres of suitable quail 
the appointments of these deputies habitat within the state will, within the 
within the state. next few years, become satisfactorily re- 

Though this movement is barely under | Stocked with valley quail. California’s 
way, already much progress has been | state bird, from the nucleus of wild quail 

made. About 400 sanctuaries have been | already in the game fields of the state, 
voluntarily established by land owners on | will thus be reinstated in small measure
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to the abundance the old timers love to mote ledges were also brought into life 
tell about. through the medium of lights. 

While the efforts being made to intro- Exit was also made through a cabin 
duce exotic species of game birds are re- door. It has been estimated that every 
ceiving favorable support and commenda- | one of the 350,000 persons who entered 
tion, as a matter of state and local pride, the grounds visited the exhibit of the 
every effort should be made to reestab- division at least once. Scores of persons 
lish native game birds. | visited the exhibit several times. 

The introduction of foreign species; Rather than burden a pleasure-seeking 
into the game coyers of the state, so to | publie with a suecession of dry, colorless, 
speak, is an experiment. We do not | statistical exhibits, the managers tried to 
know and we can not hope to know with-| appeal to the nature-loving interests of 
out a trial how the new environment | the people. They succeeded admirably. 
will affect these exotic birds, or what 
the result will be, but we do know that PROPAGATE BLACK. BASS 
out native valley quail is a bird of Righty cans of black bass were recently 
beauty and that it is one of the gamest | shipped to the Izaak Walton League at 
birds in the world. We also know that | Palo Verde and Blythe. 
no species of game bird will respond| These young fish were planted in 
more quickly to protection or afford more | natural rearing ponds along the Colorado 
sport with gun and dog than will this| River by the members of the league. At 
little “plumed knight of the chaparral.”— | the proper season, when the fish have 
WaLrrr R. WELCH. | attained a good size, they will be planted 

|in the main stream. 
CALIFORNIA WILDS IN MINIATURE | ‘The rearing ponds have been developed 
There is little doubt but what the dis-| by the league and will prove to be of 

play of the Division of Fish and Game} great value in the propagation of bla¢k 
at the State Fair this year was the | bass. 
finest and most interesting exhibit in the Another shipment of ten cans, about 
great pavilion. If permissible, it would| three hundred fish, was shipped to 
have taken a first prize—being a state| Wagas Lake, near Lancaster, for plant- 
exhibit this was impossible. ing. 

This exhibit represented a panorama 
of a California mountain scene. En- CONSERVATION PROBLEMS 
trance was made through the open door| There is no problem of public interest 
of a “log eabin.” quite as complex today as that apper- 

Once inside, the scene unfolded to the | taining to our natural resources. Sci- 
observer as though looking through a | entists and other great thinkers are quick 
huge window. A. fresh, artificinl lake | to recognize this fact. To the ordinary 
contained many spécies of game fish and | individual who is more or less interested 

skirted the edge of the cabin. Beyond | in our out-of-doors, many primary facts 
this, in painted relief, there appeared| are not taken into consideration, with 

mountains, streams, a fish hatchery, | the result that we have a great variety 
wardens and other conservation workers, | Of biased opinions with which to con- 
camp fires and a beautiful lake. It all | tend. 
gave a very realistic idea of our great} A phase of the problem is dealt with, 
wilds. in an interesting manner, in the July 

Several waterfalls tumbled boisterously | issue of the New Mewico Conservationist, 
into the artificial lake and many deer | * fish and game periodical issued by our 
appeared to graze in secluded spots along | Sister state, and a portion of the article 

the landscape. The painted lake reflected | is quoted here: : 
the pale blue sky above. “Probably no other department of ; 

The lighting effect was excellent.| state government deals with a problem . 
Through skillful manipulations of vari-| having so many and diverse angles as 
colored lights the spectacle of fading|does the Game and Fish Department. 
day and breaking morning was enacted to | Our charge is the successful administra- 
perfection. A great, round moon cast | tion of a multitude of separate species of 
a shimmering path of light over the lake. | living mammals, birds, and fishes, each 
By some skill of the operator, banks of | having its own peculiar habits and eco- 
threatening storm clouds were made to | logical requirements, and distributed over 
pass over the summit of a mountain|a tremendous area of country embracing 
range in the distance—one could al-| six of the seven life zones to be found on 
most feel the chill of the oncoming storm.|the North American Continent. Some 
The painted waterfalls back in the re-|species have adapted themselves, through
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WATER FOR QUAIL | | Consequently, for the first time in Cali- 

For several years R. J. Little of Ban-| fornia, troughs have been built at The 
ning, deputy of the State Division of Fish| Tanks, Quail Springs, Warrens Wells, 
and Game, has been impressed with the| and the Pipes Wash Well, on the desert 
loss of game birds, especially quail, in the| east of Morongo Valley, for the conven- 
desert sections of Riverside and San Ber-| ience of the game birds, by the San Gor- 

nardino counties, through lack of water. | gonio and Redlands chapters of the Izaak 
Recently he found two new and enthusi- | Walton League. The troughs are oval in 

astie Izaak Walton chapters in the sec-| shape, made of cement, with shut-off 

tion looking about for a place to expend | valves to prevent waste, and will hold 

their energy and their money, and filled| about one and one-half inches of water. 

with a thirst for “conservation.” On his| Special attention was paid to placing 
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Fic. 110. Watering place for quail at “The Tanks.” 
Photograph by R. J. Little, May 12, 1929. 

trips to the desert in the past years Game | them under bushes or under a built shel- 
Warden Little has found hundreds of| ter so that “Old Man Hawk” can not 
young quail either drowned in the larger | swoop down for his “daily dozen” as the 

cattle troughs, where they have been at-|small birds are drinking. The troughs 

tempting to drink, or dead for lack of | are also fenced to keep cattle from de- 

water. These tiny denizens of the wilds | stroying them. The hearty cooperation 

were sacrificed to the fact that there had | of Talmadge Brothers, large cattle ranch 

been no overflow in the desert watering | operators in the desert section, and of 

places since the “dry years” have pre-| other property owners there, has been 

yailed. Mr. Little saw a splendid oppor-| secured for this unique project. The 

tunity to turn enthusiasm into action. members of the San Gorgonio Chapter of
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the Izaak Walton League, which includes] THE VALUE OF THE WILDERNESS 
citizens of Banning and Beaumont, and The value of the wilderness must be 

members of the Redlands chapter are} judged ultimately by its contributions to 
watching the outcome of their conserva-| social welfare. We have no better cri- 

tion project with much interest. terion. What, therefore, are some of the 
At each trough this sign is placed: benefits? First of all let us turn to our 

7 own history for a few suggestions. Our 
“NOTICE! American public first learned of natural 

This Water Trough was placed here for} conditions during its pioneer history. 

the Convenience and Protection of our | Historians have shown us how much our 
American democratic institutions have 

GAME BIRDS been a direct outgrowth of our pioneer- 
Courtesy of the San Gorgonio and Red-| ing, and how this has tended to encourage 

lands Chaniee f th independence, self-reliance and other 
aD Dyers) e traits which have contributed so much 

IzaAaK Watton LEAGUE. toward our institutions and our ideals. 
There is a whole literature built upon 

BE A SPORT this phase of our national life. Without 

Do not shoot or disturb birds at this question this background and our public 
trough.” domain, out of which we could, with 

‘ i relative ease, set aside national parks and 
According to Game Warden Little,| national forests, have been dominating 

these watering places should be the means | influences in acquainting Americans with 
of saving thousands of birds in a few]|the charm of the wilderness. Our first 
years. Moving pictures and stills were] and greatest champion of all this was 
taken of the troughs which are proving} John Muir, who exemplified the benefits 
most interesting to lovers of wild life} derived from the appreciation of the wil- 
everywhere.—Mrs. R. H. Combs, Ban-|derness. He was a naturalist, an artist, 
ning, California. and from the wilderness he derived 
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Fre. 111. Watering place for quail at “Warren Well.” 
Photograph by R. J. Little, May 12, 1929.
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In order to secure representative figures, only those days were 
selected when both boats landed sardines. This occurred 16 times. 
The total landings for these 16 days were: 

Boat A Boat B 

397,345 pounds 379,065 pounds 

The slight difference is in favor of boat A. On eight of these 16 
days, boat A had the greater tonnage; while on the remaining 8 days, 
boat B was more successful. It is apparent that in the season of 1928 
when boats and nets were comparable, results were strikingly similar. 

Let us now examine the figures for 1930. Boat A remains as in 1928, 
with gear unchanged. Boat B has meanwhile converted its round haul 
net into a half ring or semi-purse seine and installed a power winch. 
Other factors remain the same. 

The total lands for the season 19380 were: 

Boat A Boat B 

354,270 pounds 657,390 pounds 
Boat A secured this amount in 19 successful trips, while B landed 

nearly twice that quantity in 21 trips. As in 1928, we shall select 
only those days when both boats landed sardines. There were 14 such 
oceasions, and the total landings for these days were as follows: 

Boat A Boat B 

267,750 pounds 529,440 pounds 
In these 14 days, B landed just twice the quantity of fish, or a daily 

average of 37,817 pounds against 19,125 pounds for A. The averages 
for the 16 selected nights in 1928 were similar for the two boats (24,834 
pounds for A, and 23,691 pounds for B). In the same year each boat 
was more successful than its competitor eight times in the 16 days. 
In the 1980 season boat B surpassed A, in the quantity landed, 12 times 
out of 14. On the assumption that the net was the controlling factor 
and that no other influences were consistently operating to favor B, we 
may conclude that in this instance the round haul net was only about 
50 per cent as efficient as the half ring or semi-purse seine. 

He Cede Quind 
GAME BIRDS AND CITRUS FUMIGATION 

By Gorpon H. Trus, Jr. 

For a number of years the Division of Fish and Game has bee 
receiving, at intervals, reports of heavy mortality among game birds, 
particularly quail, as a result of the commercial fumigation of citrus 
groves. It is a practice among citrus growers to fumigate their groves 
with cyanide gas for the purpose of controlling scale and other insect 
pests. This is accomplished by placing canvas ‘‘tents’’ over the trees 
to hold the gas which is then introduced. The ‘‘tents’’ are left on for 
a specified length of time and are then ‘‘pulled’’ to the next row of 
trees. Since the fumigating is done at night roosting birds may be 
imprisoned beneath the canvases and destroyed by the poisonous 
eyanide fumes. Hence the reports from various individuals and sports- 
men’s organizations of ‘‘hundreds of birds’? being destroyed where this 
method is in vogue.
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Since it was obvious that a detailed study of the situation was neces- 
sary, a survey of a number of groves was made by Deputy E. C. Vail 
who chose for his work the citrus-producing area to the east of Dinuba 
and Visalia in Tulare County. Deputy Vail commenced his investiga- 
tion on July 10, 1930, and continued the study for period of 20 days 
during which time 14,916 trees, comprising 18 distinct groves, were 
fumigated. Of this number 4925, or approximately one-third of the 
trees, were inspected. The inspections were made at dawn following 
each night of fumigation. A record was made of the number and 
species, the latter in so far as it was possible, of birds and other animals 
that were destroyed and notes were taken relative to the situation of 
the grove with respect to the surrounding country and to the activities 
of the fumigating crews. 
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Fic. 34. The result of commercial fumigation of seven acres of oranges on the 

A. L. Arnold Ranch: Twelve quail, three roadrunners, four doves and one 
goldfinch. Photo by Gordon True, Jr., July 15, 1930. 

Quail were found dead in eight of the groves, the total kill amounting 
to 27 birds. Twelve birds were found in one grove, two others yielded 
four and six respectively and one was recorded from each of the remain- 
ing five. The largest number were found in an orchard which was 
bounded on three sides by wild, rocky land. Deputy Vail had visited 
the grove on the previous evening and had watched five coveys of quail, 
numbering in all about 75 birds, coming to roost. Dead doves were 
recovered from six groves, the maximum kill in any one orchard being 
a half-dozen birds. The total number was twenty, a large proportion 
of which were young birds which were not yet able to leave the nest.
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The list of birds also included a number of non-game species; namely, 
17 sparrows, ten mocking birds, three goldfinches, three roadrunners 
and one linnet, a bluejay and a ‘‘brown bird somewhat smaller than a 
robin’’ which was probably a towhee. To the list of birds must be 
added the record of the deaths of four cottontails and on unfortunate 
tree-toad. 

The above record of birds taken shows that one bird was killed for 
every 100 trees fumigated, or approximately one bird to the acre. In ) 
considering game birds alone the ratio becomes one to 200, or one | 
game bird to two acres. When the number of birds which probably '| 
spend the night in an orange grove is considered, the death rate is not 
very large. These results would seem to lead to the conclusion that the 
problem is not yet a really serious one especially when the importance of 
the fumigation work is considered. 
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Fig. 35. Birds killed by fumigation: Six quail, seyen doves, thirteen linnets, 
seven mockingbirds. Photo by H. C. Vail, July 29, 1930. 

A perusal of the notes taken by the investigating deputy reveals the 
fact that nearly all of the birds killed were, at the most, half grown, 
some being destroyed in the nest. Most of the adults seemed able to 
leave the cover as the ‘‘tent’’ was being pulled over. Here, we have 
another interesting fact. In those trees which were of a relatively 
small size bird mortality was the greatest because, due to the size of the 
trees, the time required to ‘‘pull’’ the canvas was short. In the older : 
groves, where the trees were larger, the extra time required in setting 
the correspondingly larger tents gave the birds an opportunity to make 
their escape. Still another point to be noted is the disposition of mem- 
bers of the crew. Some men, hearing a bird strike the inside of a tent, 
would lift a corner of the canvas and release it. Others did not care 
to take the trouble and in consequence, the birds were killed.
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Serious or not, any condition resulting in a needless loss of wild life 
should be corrected if possible and there are certain steps which may be 
taken to reduce the number of birds killed as a result of cyanide fumi- 
gation. First, the orchard owner, who should be interested in main- 
taining the population of game birds on his property, should go ahead 
of the fumigating crew and drive out the birds; second, the loss may be 
considerably reduced if the members of the crews will make it a prac- 
tice to release imprisoned birds when it is possible; and lastly, in those 
groves in which large numbers of birds are killed year after year spray- 
ing may take the place of fumigation as a method of controlling insect 
pests.
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SOME FLOCKING HABITS OF THE CALIFORNIA QUAIL 

WITH ONE ILLUSTRATION 

By JOHN B. PRICE



SOME FLOCKING HABITS OF THE CALIFORNIA QUAIL 

WITH ONE ILLUSTRATION 

By JOHN B. PRICE 

The California quail (Lophortyx californica) is one of the common residents 
of the Stanford University campus where it is protected and has become quite tame 
and fairly easy to observe. During the two school years of 1927-28 and 1928-29 

: the writer made a study of the local movements and habits of some of the birds 
of the Stanford campus. In the first year most of the work was done with the 
zonotrichias, but in the second year the quail were observed on an average of about 
an hour a day. 

The first thing noticed was the well known fact that quail are usually seen 
in flocks or coveys and this suggested the following problems: 

Do the quail form definite flocks or is each covey a haphazard group of birds 
changing from day to day? 

Does a flock have a definite territory or range, with a definite roosting place? 
Does a flock remain the same size throughout the winter season? 
Do the same individual birds remain in the same flock or do they change from 

one flock to another? 
Do birds change flocks from year to year? 
What happens to the flock during the breeding season? 

Methods of study.—For observation a pair of 6-power Leitz field glasses was 
used. Many of the observations were made from a parked automobile. The Stan- : 
ford campus is intersected by many lanes, and the birds did not seem to fear an 
observer in a car as they did one on foot. ‘The use of the automobile also enabled 
the observer to cover more ground and study several flocks in the time required 
for a foot observer to locate and count one. 

In order to study the movements of individual quail, it was necessary to 
mark them so they could be distinguished. ‘This was done by banding and by stain- 
ing with distinctive colors the feathers of the birds. 

Ever since 1923 bird banding has been carried on by various persons on the 
Stanford campus, although not many quail were captured before 1927. The writer 
is indebted to the previous workers at Stanford for some of the results, showing the 
ages of birds captured. 

Banding birds has the disadvantage that the bird must be recaptured to have 
the band read. ‘The stain on the feathers, on the other hand, enables one to dis-
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tinguish birds with field glasses in the field. ‘The stain used was originated by Mr. 
Wilbur K. Butts (4uk, xtiv, 1927, p. 329) at Cornell University. It is made by 
dissolving artist’s oil colors in carbon-tetrachloride. It was applied to the light feathers 
of the neck and head of the quail with a medicine dropper, and apparently did not 
do any injury, as several birds stained were recaptured in good condition the follow- 
ing year. The other quail did not persecute the stained ones in any way, and the 
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Fig. 1. LOCATION OF TERRITORIES OF QUAIL FLOCKS ON THE STANFORD UNIVER- 

SITY CAMPUS FROM OCTOBER, 1928, TO FEBRUARY, 1929. THE ROOSTING TREES 
ARE SHOWN IN SOLID BLACK AND THE TERRITORIES OF THE FLOCKS BY PARALLEL 
LINES. 

color could be distinguished for a month and a half; and in the case of one quail 
the color was clearly visible 74 days after being applied. 

Results of the work.—Nine separate quail flocks were found on the campus 
(see fig. 1). It was soon noticed that each flock roosted in the same group of trees 
night after night. Most flocks preferred date palms, although a few used oaks or 
cypress trees. With a definite roosting place each flock was given a label which is
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shown on the map. ‘The writer got up before sunrise eighteen times during the 
last year to observe the flocks coming down from the trees, and he watched them 

go to roost forty-six times. At various intervals during most days he would make 
the rounds of the campus in the car and note where the quail were and what they 
were doing. During the months of October to February, inclusive, the flocks of 
quail were always to be found inside the limits of their own ranges as shown on 
the map. They were never seen outside, and two flocks were never observed to 
mingle together. 

Each day the quail follow an elastic program. On a typical winter day the 
actions and movements of a flock at Stanford are as follows: About twenty to ten 

‘ minutes before sunrise the quail start to chatter in the roosting trees. ‘Then one 
will fly at a sharp angle to the ground and start feeding. ‘The others soon follow 
one by one, and within ten minutes the whole flock is on the ground near-by. 

In half an hour, more or less, the flock starts walking to other parts of the 
range, feeding on the way. During the middle of the day the quail remain quietly 
resting under bushes or up in trees. At this time the flock spreads out to some 
extent and is difficult to observe, but it can always be located by one familiar with 
its range. 

In the middle of the afternoon the flock reassembles and resumes its feeding 
and gradually walks back (or in the case of the Church flock flies as a unit) to 
the ground in the vicinity of the roosting trees, reaching there about half an hour 
before sunset. About a quarter of an hour after sunset two or three birds will fly 
up to the trees. Others follow, and soon afterwards the main body of the’ flock 
(sometimes going in two sections) flies up, leaving only a few stragglers left on 
the ground. These follow suit, and the birds quiet down for the night. On March 
20, 1929, however, the quail were heard at 9 p. m. in the palm tree by the museum, 
calling softly in the moonlight. 

The above program is not rigid by any means. On a cloudy day the quail 
are slower in coming down from the trees and go to roost earlier than usual. Some- 
times a flock (especially the museum flock) will split into two separate divisions 
in the morning and does not reunite until evening. The Sequoia Hall flock roosted 
in two places (the palm trees by Sequoia Hall and the cypress hedge by Dr. Jordan’s 
residence) but fed together during the day. The Angel of Grief flock changed 
its roosting place during the season from one group of palms to another and in the 
spring changed back again, but in spite of these exceptions the movements and 
actions of the quail were remarkably standardized; and each flock was always to 
be found in its own range of about 120,000 square yards. 

Counting the numbers in a flock is a difficult matter, as the birds are fond of 
staying in the underbrush. However, enough counts were made of the flocks through- 
out the year to show that the size of each one remained almost constant during the 
winter season. The sizes of the flocks were as follows: 3 

Church flock 76 Row flock 70? 
Lake flock 100? Nursery flock 100 
Angel of Grief flock 30 Sequoia Hall flock 114 

Art Gallery flock 112 President Hoover’s flock 50? 
Museum flock 114 Total 766? 

The question naturally arises “Do the same individual quail remain in the 
same flock during the season?” Banding and staining were resorted to, to decide 5 
this question, which was answered in the affirmative. Fortunately the quail are 
hungry early in the morning. Grain was scattered under the roosting trees for
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several days, and the quail soon formed the habit of eating it the first thing after 
coming down from the trees. It was a simple, though cold, matter to place a drop- 
trap under the trees before sunrise and pull the string as soon as a portion of the 
flock was under. In this way twenty or more quail could be captured at once. 

The birds in the museum flock were stained orange on the head and breast; 
those in the art gallery flock were stained yellow on the head; and those in the church 
flock (trapped in the evening instead of the morning) were stained red on the head. 
These colors were distinctive, and with field glasses there was absolutely no danger 
of confusing the quail from one flock with those of another. Many observations 
were made of the flocks with the following results. 

Flock and Number Number seen in Number seen in other flocks 
color stained same flock Oct.-Feb. ‘Mar.-May 

Museum 65 216 5 a 
(orange) 
Art Gallery 34 57 none it, 
(yellow) 
Church 44 137 1 6 
(red) 

The above results of stained birds seen in the field only show those cases where 
an accurate count was possible. Sometimes when watching a flock some stained 
birds would be seen; but, as the quail were darting in and out of the bushes, it 
was not possible to tell just how many colored birds there were. In the notes they 
were recorded as “‘some’”’ and were always seen in the same flock from which they 
were stained. ‘The church flock had 13 such extra records; the museum flock 10; 
and the art gallery 1. From the above it is evident that as a rule individual birds 
remained in the same flock, but that there was some shifting from flock to flock 
in the spring. 

Some results were obtained by trapping that seem to indicate that the quail : 
often remain in the same flock year after year. In the 1928-29 school year 18 
quail were captured that had been banded at Stanford in previous years. ‘The 
following table shows that most of them were still in the same flock they were 
banded from. 

Number captured Number captured 
Year first 1928-29 in same 1928-29 in other 
banded flock territory flock territories 

1923-1924 1 none 
1925-1926 1 none 
1926-1927 5 none 
1927-1928 8 3 

In 1927-28, 54 quail were banded by the writer at Stanford. The next year 
11 of these were recaptured, or over 20 per cent, which is a high return for banded 
birds. In contrast with this there is the case of a female quail, number 286191, which 
was banded at Stanford on March 12, 1928, and recaptured there on October 28, 
1928. On February 20, 1929, she was reported by the Biological Survey to have 
been found dead at San Jose, California, about 19 miles southeast. 

In March, 1929, the flocks became more extended in their ranges and more 
loose in their organization. ‘The first nest, containing three eggs, was found on 
April 14 in an area outside the winter territory of any flock. ‘The first young of 
the season were seen on May 4. ‘The writer expected that the flocks would entirely 

break up during the mating season, but such was not the case. During the whole 
season about half the winter ‘numbers of the flocks could be seen going to roost 
in the regular roosting trees. (Some sections of the flocks were also seen roosting
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in other trees outside the winter territory.) Those present for the most part were 
in pairs, with some single males. 

In some cases, at least, the young were brought to the flock before they could 
fly. One pair had a young one that took three days to learn to fly to the palm with 
its parents. The first two nights, after many vain attempts to reach the tree, the 
female led it to a nearby bush where the two spent the night on the ground. ‘The 
male of the pair roosted in the palm tree. ‘The other adult quail often pecked at 
the young one but did not seem to hurt it much. 

One pair of quail had a nest in the bushes by the English Building. In the 
evening the two birds would walk across the lawn together, the female would enter 
the bushes always at the same place which was some distance from the nest and 
spend the night on it, while the male would fly to the roosting palms of the art 
gallery flock about 100 yards away. 

Only one female was captured on the nest, in the east oval (with a net at night), 
on May 15, 1929. She proved to be number 440124, banded on March 20, 1928, by 
Mr. Hugh Israel from a trap by the Stanford Library. She also had been recaptured 
on March 25, 1929, with the art gallery flock, so it will be seen that this bird 
spent at least two years with the same flock and nested in the same area. 

The writer had hoped to continue this work with the quail the following year 
by staining birds and moving them from one flock to another in order to see if they 
would return to the original flock. However, it was not possible to finish the work, 
but it is hoped that it will be completed at some later date. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The California quail is resident at Stanford and forms definite flocks which 

nearly always roost in the same groups of trees throughout the winter season. 
Approximately the same number of quail is found in each of these flocks dur- 

ing the winter season. 
In the winter season each quail flock has a definite territory or range, of about 

120,000 square yards. ‘The birds do not move out of it. 
The same individual birds stay in the same flock during the winter season, 

and there is very little interchanging of birds among the flocks. The quail often 
remain in the same flock for several years. 

In one case a quail left the Stanford campus and was found dead in San Jose, 
19 miles southeast, 4 months after last being captured at Stanford. 

During the spring the quail are often found outside their winter territory, 
and there is some interchanging among the flocks. But even during the breeding 
season of 1929, about half the strength of the flock roosted in the usual trees, and 
in some cases, at least, the young were brought to these trees as soon as they were 
able to fly. 

Glendale, California, June 3, 1930.
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TP issven water The place—a e e@ Essentially a foothill and valley 

sunken water-hole on the east- 2 . : bird, however, i 
erly Sim ot that erent expand A brief character sketch of this glorious above ak eee a Le 

of shimmering sands and grinning little fellow, together with a few California Mountain Quail, and in 
skulls—Death Valley. The scene—a hints in the matter of his pro- the deserts of southern California 
ae ee ges tection, restoration, and and Arizona is supplemented by his 
opelessly towar e land of the set- . : very close r i 

ting sun—the land of gold—Cali- ed es ree pe re pene 

fornia. e When California was first settled 

Only the shadow, they were, of that ‘ by white men, the California quail 

hilarious band of hardy adventurers who ed peacefully in the brush below. It roamed the State in numberless throngs. 
months before had set forth from the Was a beautiful picture, but to those Thousands in a single flock were often 
banks of the Mississippi. They had Starved travelers uae birds meant more yecorded, and in the early days when 
wrestled with the hardships of the than that—food, life, and a rescue for market shooting was permitted, the 
plains, they had fought the terrors of friends behind. numbers of these birds killed for the 
the Rockies, and now, when victory market was almost unbelievable. One 

seemed almost within their grasp—this ee above is a chapter from actual report, about 1890, shows that 100,000 
greatest barrier of all; this desert waste history. I have often wondered if birds were disposed of in the San Fran- 

of alkali and death, 300 feet below the possibly the descendants of those pi- cisco markets alone over about a four 

level of the sea! To go on as they were oneers had not been instrumental in se- months period. In 1881 and 1882, over 

was impossible. But one chance re- curing the well earned recognition 384,000 quail were shipped to San Fran- 

mained: if two of their num- cisco from two southern 

ber could push their way Se =e SMES : i counties, Los Angeles and 

through to the settlements 2 SN i a: Nag 7 8 ey San Bernardino. These birds 

in California and return Ve Ree ‘ rey S ye eS MEME Em netted the hunters one dol- 

with aid they might yet see ace ie Be st oun Pit foe eh fh: E lar a dozen, and at that time 

the realization of their 4 oa Po Gee Use one could buy quail-on-toast 

____ dreams. If not—this water- ay Re. ON es, tt > re at any restaurant at the for- - 

hole would surely mark ce NS ZANT 9 iy, ae fee My —=Ssoiddiing price of thirty cents Se = 

their final resting place. Ml Bh a bak = ated Pee Be eae 5 : per plate! 

Bea a eee a. i cr a erm Ms eel “a With the oncoming tide 

another day the chosen two i fi Sons Reaiitt. ale vat ax # of civilization, however, this 

departed. For days they - ea oer ae i little fellow has been grad- 

fought the burning sands. '@ = 2 es ee — = 3 ually pushed back from his 

Then came the tortuous, me cae ee "Se pp Xe —o ~s former haunts, and will, to- 
einai “canes sand tne ere = a Se NO Sr Zs ae? day, be generally found fre- 

ragged peaks of the Pana- heeagle > pees ee ay a cee c ae 2 quenting the rolling foot- 

mint Range, and the track- co a ae © a eS . ais hills adjacent to the lower 

less wastes of the Mojave oe een es — ee Bei oc pict valleys. This does not mean 

Desert far beyond. Days Ben me Sea eg = that he is of an unfriendly 

passed into weeks. A moun- . EE = eee on nature. Quite the reverse is 

tain pass lay straight ahead, ad re true, as a matter of fact. 

put the limit of their en- The author and some of his pals. With just a little encourage- 

durance had almost been ment he will take up his 

reached. The summit was finally at- awarded this beautiful little fellow in residence in the immediate vicinity of 

tained, however, and there beyond lay the past few months—his official ap- your house; he will take his meals with 

the broad and fertile San Fernando Val- pointment by Governor James Rolph as_ your chickens; will even raise his brood 

Jey—the road to safety—to life itself. the “California Bird.” Surely there is jin the gardens around your home. 

But the desolate country through no other bird so entitled to this dis- 

which they had just passed had beea tinction. Not only has he played an im- § A GAME bird, the California quail 

parren of game. For days they had sub- portant role in the history of the State, JX has no superior in the land—and I 

sisted on roots and leaves, and almost but he stands today as the paragon of (Hie ath ervations whatso- 

the last vestige of strength had left excellence to the upland sportsman. In sacl no Tee 

their bodies. Unless food was speedily the matter of his original distribution °V°™ although most paseo ee 

obtained, they would die within sight he is again eminently fitted for such a Prone fo rate tne Bobwhlie: Sven o 

of the haven they were seeking. title, as he is found in almost every OUP Ripon bird: a iepealg tials pe 

Suddenly from somewhere down be- nook and corner of the State but in few California quail will not stand to the 

low a strange whistle greeted them, re- places outside its poundaries. Equally 0gs but will make good his escape by 

peated much closer, and followed by a at home in either the damp and humid running. This is 99 per cent erroneous. 

noisy chattering in the brush close by. coastal belt, the fertile valleys or the Place the California quail in country 

‘Then their attention was centered on the arid regions of the interior and the where there is a reasonable amount of 

source of that whistle—a quail, a Cali- higher mountain country up to approxi- cover, and no Bobwhite in the world 

fornia quail perched high on a rock to mately 5,000 feet, his adaptability to would sit tighter, or efface himself in 

the left—a sentinel on guard as his flock varying conditions is truly remarkable. the scenery anymore completely than 
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does this bird of the western foothills. ness, curiosity and fight, all moulded acity which this quail hangs on to his 

Another, and I believe perhaps his into one, this little beauty is. The value existence in the face of almost insur- 

greatest asset, is the fact that instead of these characteristics to a bird forced mountable difficulties. These two or 

of roosting in a circle on the ground, to cope with not only his natural ene- three little canyons mentioned formed 

as does the Bobwhite, this little fellow mies, but with a ruthless onslaught of the whole world for that flock of quail, 

insists on roosting within the protecting modern ammunition and guns, and the as there was a gap of several miles of 

branches of some tree or shrub. In a _ hoggishness of so many so-called sports- utterly barren country between them and 

country infested with predatory animals, men is quite obvious. the next piece of country which could 

the effectiveness of this procedure is To illustrate. just how well he can support them. Their existence there has 
quite evident. take care of himself under adverse con- been known for a great many years by 

There is still another characteristic ditions, allow me to outline in brief my numerous hunters; still they survive. 

of this gorgeous little beauty—his ag- last hunt of the past season in a little However, most of the people who know 

gressive fighting spirit, his bulldog ten- group of brushy arroyos ina large range of this covey of birds are decent sports- 

acity and his aggressiveness. I have ob- of barren hills, just thirty-five minutes men and are satisfied to go in and get 

served many birds, and I can make the ride in a car from the center of Oakland a few birds and let it go at that. Turn 

unqualified statement that I never have and within ten minutes ride of a town loose one of our multitude of “clean-up 

seen one so completely devoid of the of several hundred people. Not much _ squads” on them, and the quail in that 

inferiority complex as the California chance for any quail remaining there, particular canyon would be a matter of 

quail. He is a cocky, self-satisfied and one would think. Yet I know of at least history. 

egotistical little ball of feathers and a dozen people who know of this little 

you love him for it. Even when run- oasis and that there are always a few 6 Bases brings us to the matter of their 

ning away from something which has birds there. protection and restoration. Exhaus- 

startled him, his carriage is erect, his It was the last day of the season, and tive studies by the Fish and Game Com- 

head in the air and his gorgeous little the prospects for flushing any quail mission of the State of California, over 

plume flouting defiance to the world. geemed remote. I had never tried the a long period of years, indicate that the 

Many times have I seen a quail chase a gpot so late in the season. It was just native quail in California are decreas- 

full grown Ringneck pheasant clear ine o’clock in the morning as I start- ing at a tremendous rate—becoming 

across the yard, and never have I seen eq up the main canyon, and by nine- more rapid each year. True, there are 

the reverse of that procedure. thirty had covered the ground in the a great many contributing causes, but 

first side canyon without so much as_ the ruthless shooter is largely respon- 

pas doesn’t mean, however, that the seeing a rabbit. sible. 

quail is by nature a quarrelsome Tt didn’t look any too promising, as ‘I believe that the ultimate outcome 
bird. Quite the reverse is true, I think. |] phesan the ascent of the last side can- is going to depend, not upon the laws 
I have seen a quail and a dove taking yon 1 had almost reached the head of that are made, but primarily upon the 

a dust bath side by side, the dove al- jt when, with a roar, a pair of beauties sportsman himself. Rules such as the 
most pushing the quail to one side, yoke cover directly behind me, and following are not set down as the final 

even pecking at him occasionally. The hurtled downward toward the main ar- answer to the problem, but I can assure 
quail simply ignored it. royo. I had obviously walked within you that by adhering to them your sport 

Almost every evening last spring two feet of the birds, and they had not will be in no way impaired, and it will 

when I gathered the quail eggs from a so much as moved until I had passed be the means of securing for yourself 

certain spot in our yard, a male quail ahead of them. A lucky shot brought one some shooting, say ten years hence. 

would be standing close by on the down just as he was disappearing be- It is not merely a matter of preserving 

ground. Allow me to say that the hind a ledge of rock. The sound of the the game for posterity—it is also a mat- 

scorching tongue lashing daily admin- shot brought up another, some thirty ter of protecting yourself. 

istered to me would have done credit feet away, which likewise headed be- Don’t kill more than the limit, and 

to the toughest sergeant that the army low. The echo of the shot had scarcely if you don’t need that many, why, don’t 

ever produced. Occasionally he would let died away when a half-dozen more left even kill the limit. Good lord!—if you 

me pick him up. Usually, however, he their shelter on the opposite side of the just want to brag to your friends about 

would just sidestep a few inches and gulch and beat a hasty rereat for the your prowess with the scatter gun— 

continue his scathing denunciation of brush of the lower canyon. lie a little bit. The result to your friends 

my actions with blood in his eye. Then began the battle of wits. These will be just the same, and will be a 

Mr. August Bade, superintendent of birds, I knew, were all hidden in that lot easier on the birds. 

our State Game Farm, related tome the big main gulch, but the job of finding Don’t wait around the only waterhole 

story of a pair of wild quail which were them was no easy task. I had no dog in the country and shoot the birds as 

nesting a short distance from the farm. or no companion on this little trip, and they come in to drink. Give them half 

They hatched ten babies and got off to I simply started to cover that ground in a chance, anyway. Suppose some one 

a flying start. Then one day there were a systematic manner, much as if I were shoots over that waterhole every day 

only nine. The youngsters gradually dis- looking for a bird that was down. for a week? 

appeared until finally the last had gone To make a long story short, I eventualiy Don’t clean out a whole covey. With 

the way of the first. The next morning flushed eight of the birds and managed an experienced hunter and a good dog, 

a house cat was observed sunning her- to get four of them, and let me say that this is very possible and often done. It 

self on the railroad track nearby and every one of those birds flushed broke is the most deadly practice that one 

licking her chops. There standing on cover not more than six feet from where could engage in. The little hunting spot, 

the rail, not three feet away was father I stood. Doubtless I passed several with- previously described, is a shining ex- 

quail, scolding and screaming at the top out flushing them at all. Again I say ample of what will happen when good 

of his voice—scolding as only this little that no Bobwhite will sit more quietly judgment in this respect is used. 

fellow knows how. Nerve? Plenty of it. and camouflage himself more beautifully Lastly, whenever infractions of the 

Many similar instances might be re- than these quail from California. law are brought to your attention, re- 

Jated, but these will show you what a My original purpose, however, in de- port them to the proper authorities. 

strangely blended mixture of friendli- scribing this hunt, was to show the ten- (Continued on page 124) 
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HUNGARIAN PD, Se 
PARTRIDGES BANDING GAME BIRDS sented only part of the actual order, ar- 

2 poe thirty-eight years Mr. H. J. Dive- Tived in excellent and healthy condition, 

key of the Illinois Supply Company with the low mortality of about 114%. 

BOB WHITE QUAIL has been making and selling all types The birds were packed in 62 sanitary, 
of aluminum bands for marking poultry three-tier cases, each tier containing six 

& and pigeons. For many years this com- compartments of three birds, male and 

pany has been working with the con- female separate, or a total of 27 pairs 
WILD TURKEYS servation departments of several states to each case. The shipment was re- 

& in developing high grade bands for all dispatched to a large Western State the 
types of wild game, and today state they ‘#me day, and reached its final destina- 

MOUNTAIN QUAIL are able to produce all types of bands tion in perfect condition. 
with modern machinery. This means Julius Loewith, Inc., are sole distribu- 

Also ei bull lane of Other uniformity, smooth edges, pure alum- ‘tors for the largest and oldest shipper 

Game Bude acd Haney, inum, legibility, and permanency. of Cae ely tae - Horacek, mao 

é Bands are very useful for marking has excellent facilities for preparing 

Birds birds for breeding purposes. Illeo bands these famous game birds, thus enabling 
can be purchased either flat or formed. them to stand long voyages. They sup- 

Write for Prices The formed bands are strung on a wire Ply many large State game farms in the 

in consecutive numerical order. This United States and have successfully 
makes bird banding a quick and simple shipped birds as far as Japan. 

W. J. MACKENSEN operation. Bands will help the sale of In addition to Partridges, Julius Loe- 

Mackensen Game Park your birds, as they aid the purchasers with, Inc., import many Pheasants, 

YARDLEY, PENNA. in keeping a check on life and habits of Black Game, Capercailzie and other for- 

birds released. eign game birds. They have a large com- 

The Illinois Supply Company say they mercial game preserve in Chester, New 

—— are anxious to-serve the eame breeders Jersey—only 50 miles from New York— 

of America and will welcome any op- containing several hundred acres, and 

portunity to work with them in furnish- supervised by a thoroughly experienced 

How About ing bands for special purposes. gamekeeper. 

> LARGE HUNGARIAN CLARK NEW CONNECTICUT 

E GS G Ss r4 IMPORTATION GAME SUPERINTENDENT 

: ae : Ox of the largest single shipments Arthur Clark, editor of the Game 

ee ple SE ane ee of Gray Partridges to reach the Restoration Department of the National 

We'll have eggs to offer from wonderful United States in the last seventeen years Sportsman, is the unanimous choice of 

quality birds of the following: arrived in New York recently, from Connecticut’s Fish and Game Commis- 

SN aC aeces wat Czecho-Slovakia, addresed to Julius Loe- sion to fill the post left vacant by the 

anistic Mutant (pure), Golden, Silver, with, Inc., 150 Nassau Street, New York, death of John W. Titcomb, former State 

poe Fe ee een ey largest importers of wild game birds in Superintendent of Fish and Game, whe 

per, etc. this country. These birds, which repre- passed away in January. 

DUCKS: Grey Calls, White Calls, 
Mallards, East Indias, Brazilians, - ee eee 
Woods, Mandarins, Rosybills, etc. ‘ 

St eae nee California Quail 

wioed pha gpeate Ye oe (Continued from page 106) 

ley) Sealed, Garber e, Miountetne Nee Granted that an informer is usually one during the past year 1931, in the 

GUINEAS: Pearl, White, Lavender. to be looked down upon—in the case of neighborhood of 1,5 were liberated. 

APRIL SPECIAL the protection of our game, this is by All birds liberated/under the supervi- 

é no means the case. sion of the Staté are provided with 
Golden, Silver, Amherst pheasants at 
Se ree ae make room, mative to the matter of restora- cnet leg bands, ao from the ee 

A : and location of the killing of these birds, 

SWANS, Mutes, mated breeders and tion, the planting in proper areas of : : : 2 

younger birce: domestically raised birds is one of the °™ ere study is being made oftheir 

10 tol vital problems of the future, and has natural habits. 

we have just what you want at the price already been undertaken on a fairly ex- May we strongly urge that bands on 

you want (0 DOTE NOW Sonics a tensive scale here in California. While birds killed by sportsmen be forwarded 

satisfaction await you at this address: figures on the number of birds planted at once, together with the date and the 

SUNNYFIELDS FARM by private individuals are too inaccur- location of the killing of the bird, to 

Box & Wallingford, Conn., U.S.A. ate to be quoted, the State of California, the Fish and Game ee of praat 

“WHAT you want WHEN you want it” in the season of 1930, planted some 600 ever State you are in, that bird studies 

quail in various parts of the State, and may be assisted. 
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The Artificial I bat ft 
California Quail E 

ALIFORNIA quail have been do- i i Cc es Sohne By Cc. S. SEABROOK Pe cae would have to determine 

the western country for many - ea ee 

years past, and when raised with ban- The Problem oe pa 2 = pe one 

tam hens as mothers, the problem pre- The job of raising these fellows in pens . Ae 
sents no greater difficulties than those this truly artificial manner, automatic- so sim: we Ot ee ae eae 

encountered in raising any sort of wild lly divided itself into two major prob- ee a 
game bird under domestic conditions. lems: first, the successful incubation ena pee ieee 

During the past few years, however, Of the eggs; and second, the raising of ne Nem soper yr ene Vereen eae 

the demand for these birds has in- the chicks, once they were hatched. tle : " aeitee ea 
creased by leaps and bounds, and, since it As last year’s work was devoted in a a oe Sean te eho 

has been pretty definitely demonstrated large part to the study of the problems proper ae ea tee ae 

that the quail, and not the pheasant, is of incubation, it is to that department real problem fee neo 

the logical bird with which to rehabili- of the work that I shall devote these few As far a a ee so 

tate the dry and barren coverts of the lines. The problems of artificial brood- cerned, it te eo oe 

greater part of our western country, it ing present a separate and distinct ee cae os cone 

is quite obvious that the demand for study and will b i Or ae e discussed i i i 

this little beauty will increase with later date. oa fa re He oni Maca terete: y ‘ is ut, since the conditions of ventilati 
even greater strides within the next i i apne pss The successful operation of any kind were so inseparably tied up with those 

To raise these birds ee aa oe ae lem plainly resolved it- 

ee _ self into first securing 

would be a task of end- * * -.. ee ee. 

less proportions. There- ces - fs -: 
fore, the necessity for r Oe ee . ! gue: bs be a cenimegpeameamiinel Oe Herat ee ecagansais maintaining all the ven- 

= via the incubator and eee ee a — s - - ation, -hossible..under — a —— me a ss ra ares those conditions. : 

came very apparent in- | SS i erga Fe ieee eee yy ~~ os a gh y Lig 2 ie Method of Approach 

rious move in this di- ? Shh ah ~~ OS FS a ete ne 
Suétione Was<the) wider ~ ws oi — y a) eae when the con- 

eu enne ation _ N SSS , is as E a A ions of incubation 
a Poe Ot ae as 

at our State Game be. roe ae ae Tre ee Gee TE oan ee ane 

F i ‘ ee Ree mgt "oujegee, progress of the e ‘arm in Yountville, in [= oi Sees Rhee ee eaee e 3 SEs, 

1930, under the very ferme era oy 2 oe . Pe So oe Guile: Ob yousl yaaa 

able direction of Mr. Wea eS et ae ee e ee 

August Bade. ee crincar there were font ngust Bade gt AMMEN «INES? Thero wore fust 
there was, at that time, Californi: i ie me, ia Valle 7 
practically no technical : oa ae oe 

information or past experience avail- of an incubator, hatchin i Cae ” g any kind of by d ini 

able upon which to base the work, the eggs, depends generally upon four fun- Cee: Gee 2 ne re 

results achieved were pleasing, to say damental factors: Bei Pa eee 

the least, and Mr. Bade is certainly to 1. Temperature anee eae 

be congratulated upon the excellent 2. Relative Humidity Sete age aieees Sen oe 

work he has done. During the first year, 3. Ventilation stil hh i i 

out of some 2000 eggs produced, in the 4. Turning and Cooling the eggs. howeve ane oe 

neighborhood of 600 mature quail were To attempt to evaluate these i ctors weight ae Cae ee ce 

raised. In the year that followed (1981) according to their relative importance Hee ee vue ee a ae 

about 1500 birds were reared from would be a wast i i 1 ae ae e of time, as the serious and the point i 
something like 5000 eggs. failure of an; pega I ese g ; y of them would certainl 

My own introduction to the problems’ spell disaster. ad on sane ine ssotn Nes tae Me 

involved came just one year later than As a starting point, however, a brief started Peeks Smee en 

5 the introductory attempts at the farm, study of thes i ith : : - e four factors, with a view i i i 

that is to say in 1931. For years past I to determining which of them merited pe nee ae ue 

had raised many of these birds, using the most weighty consideration, re- ae ea oe 

bantam hens as foster mothers, and the vealed some interesting facts. ; sibl me oe oS. e na 

work had always been so highly success- The matter of femperibure! while of ene . pe ee ee aia pies 

ful that the proposed change of meth- 3 i ‘ bitabyiegieenad! eins prime importance, was not so much of a_ set, and th i 

ods was not a reassuring prospect, but problem i imi i eee , as the possible limits were fourteenth. 

necessity required it, and th t i ight pondered ves ope aoe e attempt amet ae narrow, say between 99 the weights thus obtained, the actual 

~ egrees and 103 degrees. Constant ex- loss in weight, in percentage of the
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fresh weight, was calculated for the curacy with which it will respond to the Studying the Chart 
first, second and third weeks and these automatic controls. I have never used a The progress of the various hatches 

figures accepted as the answer to our machine of this type which reacted with ji, the incubator was recorded on the 

question. greater sensitiveness than did the one part in much the same manner as that 

It meant just this: that if the eggs just mentioned, and the results of the o¢ the eggs hatched under the bantams, 
placed in the incubator were progressing study were in no small measure the re- except, however, that dotted lines were 
normally, they should show a loss at the sults of that accuracy. used, ack dotted line representing one 

2 complete individual hatch put through 

i the machine. SESE ee crue eect cee ett nee eee ete PEE ELL tea ai 
oe  etehrce becees | pi the Hehe on ihe evan wil eee ee eee ees) = small tabulation of figures represent- 
PE Vial pone dees oragmee oF ANN | sen |e faded aoa Bay | Ta | “ ; Eo emia tote ee A Neel 82 | te] is|sisfiae) ‘Ne the actual physical results of the va- 

Te) cmaes tne number of eggs in each set- 

Ese etapa eter ca A study of the conditions indicated 
eee ee aaa gee ac eg a : ' ‘ 

| on the chart, with special reference to 
eee ee 1. The position of the dotted lines 

cae egg gp) 2 aS ese eg ed i to the “average” 
Se With reference es 

ee Se ee a ened ene 
Ce ee ee ae 2. The curvature of the dotted lines as 

aes tannar anne eet Gece cee ee 2K E8020 L380 Rua naan eee ea tor hatches indicated, 

ioe eee é ee will reveal the following facts: 

end of each successive week approxi- In all, about 1200 eggs were put 1. The amount of weight loss, or in 

mately the same as was the case when through the incubator in hatches of other words, the conditions of tempera- 

the eggs were set under a bantam. approximately 200 eggs each. In each jure and humidity during the first 
~ “Phe figures arrived at with these ban- case about 10% of the total number of week, are of relatively minor impor- = 

tam-incubated eggs were as follows: eggs were weighed with the 

At End of % Loss same degree of accuracy and at ev Quail — Eaa Production Chart 

work of conducting the study, will be ch week, the loss in weight *f | | | | | 0 4 

percentages of the eggs hatched by the Tf too much weight had been « | | gg jf 
bantams. The upper line denotes the up- 108, a higher percentage of , = ge 

graph above will correspond with this ‘ucing the amount of ventila 4 | 5g) | 8 0 

could not be reduced below a cer- errs a ee eee ae a 
Operation of Incubator tain point. oe 

machine incubation, and, by weighing should be lowered, which was | 
Coa é 7 FE aan ee ener eee ero eer a what humidity was existent in the in- ventilation. The whole scheme i ae |. 

cubator at all times, to deduce from the was simply a matter of balanc- ee 

loss of weight noted whether the humid- ing the loss of weight noted ee 

ity was too high, too low, or just right. against the heat and humidity 

The incubator used in the experi- in the machine. tance. This is quite evident as some 

ments which followed was a Charters A higher degree of heat, of course, of the best hatches shown started out 

machine of the flat type, heated by hot was another method of increasing the quite poorly. y 

water coils, the water in which was loss in weight in the eggs, and vice 2. The conditions just mentioned are 

heated by an oil lamp. versa, but the known limits of tempera- of prime importance during the final 

The most essential feature of any sort ture were so narrow that the possible week of incubation. It will be noted that 

of an incubator is the speed and ac- changes had very little effect. (Continued on page 160) 
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AT LAST THE-ARTIBICIAL. INCUBATION - |... 
eed eats ec cess menteaateecen OF CALIFORNIA QUAIL EGGS MALIBU QUAIL HATCHERY 

ee reer (Continued from page 139) Crested 4 
Se — f Californi is Al | ee =a\ | the auality or the percentage of the oe & on 

u SS ee hatches varied almost directly with the Quail soy As 
geese FS eet Se a = a og peor anes Msg 
ee ee proximity of the upper end of the dotted Gaus & ee Peacock 

as SLOG PARTITION ; i z Y. jes Partridge Three adjustable compartments and an ad- line representing them to the upper Ornate or Vex. 
justable roosting ayer Heed pan 4% in. end of the “average” line. S 

pice ace te Gece : , 4 d livered, li ival d. 
ie oae ee en ore acepald 8. The percentage of the birds dying |] Properly ‘slanted wil thrive, increase'and tay 
24 in. long......... .65¢ 7.15 in the shell just before the hatch varied put’’ in any climate in the U. S. Fall inscruc- 
36 in. long ........ .80c 8.80 ; ently eee ne ene tions for care and planting with each shipment. 
BEYER GAME PRODUCTS CO. EEA S ODIO MENS UR I NO GU Shipments made in our especially designed 

Portage Wisconsin versely, of course. humane crates any month in the year. 
“Buy from Beyer and Buy the Best” 4. The general tendency of the aver- 614 Walden Lane, Beverly Hills, Calif. 

age curve, from the seventh day on, is 
Bee oe slightly convex upward, indicating a GULF BROOK FARMS 

Pheasants—Quail—Partridges slight drop in the rate of evaporation at Pheasants—Game Birds 

Ornamental and Buff Cochin and the end of the run. The dotted lines __ Fancy Fowls 
Se Bak Silbis Bantams show generally the reverse tendency, Now ROORIES TORY ope betching oe 
ED. VOLLER, Browns Mills, N. J- that is they are a trifle convex down- PERE opsimer Breeding stock, eggs, breeding pens, feeds and z 

supplies ward, indicating that we caused too 28 Colony Rd. West Hartford, Conn. 

nuch evaporatin— ha tolahnie—y~==>=ESELE"Eppp>p>p>p=p=pBN||||=@—s 

SOLD ity—at the end of the run. 

through my advertisement in The Game - FOR SALE Breeder all my Results and Conclusions 
BOBWHITE QUAIL Having progressed thus far in our in. || RINGNECK- PHEASANT 

t breed hold igation, i i Watch for agoouncenens of 98s" cferings. | Yestisation, it remained but to compare EGGS 
DR. E. F. NORTHRUP, Princeton, N. J. the data thus arrived at with the daily 

records of temperature and humidity Book your orders now 

used i incubator duri the va- : * . 2 en deg PHEASANTS as oo oe Also Stocking Birds in Season 
iggs in ceuoni or healthy vigorous c all field reared 

reeders These records, of course, are too 
NORTHERN Wey RINGNECK lengthy to be printed in the space allot- MACKLIN CUNNINGHAM 

; WM. ELLING, Proprietor ed to such a discussion as this and LITCHFIELD CONNECTICUT 
NORTHVALE NEW JERSEY would probably be of little interest even 

SSeS — if they were. The study was merely a 

English Ringneck Pheasants matter of judgment and reasoning, bal- QUAIL EGGS 
topo" ast eee cocks and hens ancing one against the other and then 50c pach 

Alsos kage sone nae pen ge ns drawing the most logical conclusions : : 5 medina delivers) possible: From Pen Raised Native Bobwhite. 
Special prices on orders of roo or more Bee aerate ence 

. LA BRANCHE ESTATE The net results of the observations HIGHLAND GAME FARM 
eeledales 5 oe meats NEN LORE regarding the best possible tempera- | Moyock No. Carolina 

tures and humidities to be used can be 

D very briefly stated as follows: IL CO LEG BAND Ss 
UMMY Time Temperature Humidity e 
EGGS ast week 10114 degrees F 45% Te fe ul } Quail, Pheas- 

A fo Lysij¢7, Vel 
2nd week 1011%4 degrees F 45% Cae) reg ed a ae 

Pheasant and Quail = Ee eres 8rd week 101% degrees F 60% 

‘Glass Clabber Dishes’ In this manner was the problem of the eae beeen FEL/e 
i correct temperature and humidity CATALOG VLE etal Grain Feeders 

studied and an answer arrived at. You At teas Peed ee 
ei vi : «, ” ands formed in circle. Correct gauge 

Egg Shipping Boxes will notice that I do not say “solved. of aluminum and sizes. State your require- 
I do not maintain that these figures are ments. 

Clay Water Dishes the last word and cannot be improved ILLINOIS SUPPLY CO. 
(Vitrified) upon. They are the best that have been | BOX 8, AURORA, ILL. ‘ 

Feed Cookers secured thus far, and I know will give 

: most excellent results if carefully fol- i Oil Burners cl Ringneck Pheasants 
Eggs f healthy bird: d 

Nest Boxes The matter of ventilation is simply as for lee ant orders Taudied ‘prometiy 

Brae stated before—all that can be secured | 2” satisfactorily. 
in any given machine while still main- J. M. CADWELL 

Coops taining the desired humidity. Flatonia Texas 
Traps There is very little data at hand to 

indicate exactly what is the best method = NORWELL PHEASANT FARM & 

of procedure in the matter of the turn- ASSINIPPI BES MASS. 
Game Breeders Supply Co. ing and cooling of the eggs. During eat eam ee . 

*. £ ew nglant e] re 545 Fifth Avenue New York City the season just past, mine were turned Ringnecks, Mongolian cross. Doug 
Tel. Vanderbilt 3-4091 twice a day and cooled approximately oe poe breeding stock at reason- 

six to ten minutes each time. It is high- Ez Ba —————> ES 
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ee ly probable that turning them oftener oe] 

would be beneficial. ‘cc ” S$ 

Another The matter of chicks hatched with WILD Bp 

= crooked feet is another problem which 

Importation merits no small amount of considera- Wild Turkeys Loar 
Ghukars Sand Grouse tion. Though no exact and definite re- Cae 

Boe : sults were arrived at, I did find that } pas 

Asiatic Stock Pigeons the number of cripples was very nearly fase ne abso f 

Francolin Partridges proportional to the number of birds that range which pro- J f 
5 5 ‘ duces a_ wild, eh 

fete ante na died in the shell just before hatching, healthy bird far 

Feet eee. NGuanta ta HALT are and since it was clearly shown that the || superior to the pen raised birds. | My 
idee and Seven which has made latter was directly proportional to the selves when released. Now booking or- 

is farm nationally known. ne : ; * ders for future delivery. 
Here are to be had many rare ya- conditions of incubation during the last 

SHRP ap Giecaite breeders ne week of the run, it is altogether reason- GEEBERT Fs JOHNSON: Blabons N- Ds 
selection. able to suppose that the number of 

Your inquiries will be cheerfully cripples may be dependent upon those % . 
and detailedly answered panobeondiians, Northern Bobwhite Quail 

Leland Smith Game Farm Regarding the number of germs that Becsleeeutecniees 
Tiiporter | 9s Brestiee! | 21 Denier died in the shetl in the early stages of P sede Grd 

FAIR OAKS CALIFORNIA incubation, there was apparently no re- Qe ee 

pee abi Sees a oe Offering limited number. 

itions of incubation. e only rela- Immediate shipment. 

Py nS EGA UNE tionship which could be observed at all Re Fr 
a y te edsonable. 

Bre ders of ghinese Ringneck, Mongolian, a tee fact that an is these 
and English Ri sants. California noted was, in practically all cases, Vier onl weiter Ceres eee eeactically all cases, |! TAR HEEL GAME FARM 
lected breeding stock now available. roughly proportional to the number o Guilford Coll A vee uilford College N. C. 

EGGS IN SEASON eggs set. This would seem to indicate 
Your Correspondence Invited that they were merely weak germs, and 

would have died in any case. 

PHEASANT EGGS : Ringneck Pheasants 
from ANS a matter of interest and compari- 

Strong Unrelated Stock son to those of my readers who 600, ate 1931 hatch, large beau- 
Write for prices may now be raising or expect to raise tiful birds, reared on range. 

. WOODGLENN GAME FARM any number of these California quail, I For Spring Delivery 
CALIFON, N. J: z ‘| present another chart dealing with the "Special price on large lots. - 

. laying activities of my breeding stock 

during 1930 and 1931. The main feature BORDERLAND GAME 
ATTENTION! of interest is the average curve show- FARM 

Wild Turkey Hunters ing the number of eggs that may be NO. EASTON MASS. 

We are extending our research work expected at any period in terms of the Ton rete ee 
in connection with the Eastern form number of laying hens. 

a aS bette raieteatd ht yescae On first glance it will appear a better who may be fortunate enough to secure i 

ae Seen cota rent Me anes laying percentage was secured in 1930, DUNBAR GAME FARM 

inati ind classification. i i 
a"This study has been carried on at Ark phen phere were nt ex Dale & Dee Game and Fancy Pheasants 
Farms for upwards of 30 years. instead of 25 pair, as was the case in Ne 

_ Please mark your spateric! a= follows Jf 1931. Don't jump at conclusions, how- Melanistic Mutant 
bey ie ee ee  uteoring at ution | amare INDIANA 
data which will be of interest. yet, myself. 1931 was generally a very 

Address all communications to poor year out here for quail, and most 
WILLET RANDALL breeders, I believe, had a much smaller E G G Ss 

(Ack acme ahd Zoo percentage than the writer. During the 

North Creek, N. Y. coming season, which I hope will be a All varieties including 
good one, I shall have 35 pairs of birds BOB WHITE EGGS 

to the pen. When the season is over 

HORSESHOE QUAIL FARM and we have a chance to examine this Also 

Native Bob White Quail year’s curve, it will be time enough to Ringnecks, Pure Mongolians 
NO MEXICANS draw some definite conclusions on this and a large selection of fancy 

Orders for eggs and fall delivery of quail subject. pheasants. 
now being booked. ‘ i 

Addresevall correspondence to In conclusion, and to indicate that the C. M. KELEHER 

J. T. Bishop, 65 Broadway, New York City studies conducted during the past sea- 2 2 

son were productive of some real con- 3344 Tilden St. Phila., Pa. 
: x crete results, may I quote the following 

mee offer for spring delivery figures, indicating the net results of all e 

e} set during th m, i i ull Ling : Ringneck Pheasant Eggs BES uring the season, including yp i as 
both good hatches and bad. Prompt Attention To Your Orders 

from strong, healthy stock Largest Stockin America, Fine New Rifles, AllMake Pistols, 
his sks Total number of eggs set—1200. New Shot Gun Barrels: Expert Conseaithings Restocking, 

Fertility—90 per cent. Desenineh reat Mets iet tector Aes coer” 
SUMMIT GAME FARM Sek ear eicg i veSend 25c in stamps for this 144 page catalog.--« 
Box 97 WESTHAMPTON, L. I. sg ks Maree gamete A. F. STOEGER, Inc. 

Total eggs hatched—77 per cent. 509 Fifth Avenue (at 42nd St.) New York, N. Y, 
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Reprinted from Tue Convor, Vol. XXXVIII, May-June, 1936, p. 126 

California Quail Feeding upon Acorns.—In his report on the life history of the Cali- 
fornia Quail (Lophortyx californica) Sumner (Calif. Fish and Game, 21, 1935, p. 191) reported 
observations which led him to conclude that this bird rarely, if ever, eats acorns. At the same time 
he demonstrated that quail tend to develop taste for certain foods locally and that sometimes they 

f are slow to change from one preferred food to another. In view of these conclusions I was especially 

interested in the following observations which I was able to make in December, 1934. For several 
days I noticed that a covey of twenty or more quail foraged across a vacant lot next to my home 
at the north boundary of Berkeley, California. 

At this time the lot was nearly bare of vegetation except for a single live-oak (Quercus agrifolia) 
growing near its margin. Beneath this tree the ground was rather thickly littered with acorns. 
Each day as the covey of quail moved across the area, it was plain that they were attracted to 
the acorns as food. All the birds appeared to be busy picking at the thin shells which they seemed 
to crush before picking up the contents, rather than attempting to swallow the acorns whole. The 
daily return of the birds to this spot for a long period indicated that they came by choice to get 
this kind of food—that it was not just an isolated example of a freakish occurrence. It may be that 

quail feed upon live-oak acorns often when they are available—Jean M. Linspate, Museum of 
Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, Berkeley, February 15, 1936.
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In California there are three types of land upon which quail shooting may be en- 
joyed =~ 

lst ~ Federal and State owned public land on which unrestricted hunt= 

ing is allowed. 
2nd - Privately owned land, unfenced and uncultivated, on which hunt- 

ing is allowed and upon which the hunting privilege may be with- 
drawn at any time by legal posting. ae 

3rd ~ Privately owned land either fenced or cultivated, upon which no 
hunting is allowed without the written permission of the owner. 

Unrestricted hunting can only be maintained on the first type of land if the 
natural increase is sufficient to replace the toll taken by hunters. Deer are 
apparently able to maintain themselves satisfactorily under these conditions 
with the help of the present bag limit and season. Quail, on the other hand, in 
spite of short season and small bag limit, have decreased wnder this system to a 
critical point. 

Grazing and water diversions, together with the recent cycle of dry years, have 
played their part in depleting certain areas. Intensive improvement of sanctuar~ 
ies surrounded by public shooting grounds will help to a certain extent, but is 
expensive and any marked increase in the number of quail will be offset by the 
added concentration of hunters. Unless some unexpected change should occur to 
improve weather conditions or to improve habitat conditions, it seems probable that 
unrestricted quail shooting will continue to decline. 

The second type of land is under the control of the land owner and hunting is only 
allowed by sufferance. The tendency is to post more and more of this land from 
year to year, withdrawing it from open hunting territory. , 

It is with the third type of land that promise of continued quail shooting ap- 
pears to lie. Naturally, some recompense must be offered the land owner for 
shooting privileges and some incentive given to encourage him to raise more gamée 
Also, he must be protected from vandalism and allowed to stop further shooting 
when the safe crop of game has been harvested, 

If the hunter pays for the privilege of shooting, he has the right to know that 
quail are on the property and that he is being charged a reasonable fee based on 

their abundance. 

If the Fish & Game Commission sponsors a project of this character, it shovld fix 
the charges, receive an accounting of the birds killed and be assured that proper 
measures are being taken by the landowner to conserve and increase the game 

supply. 

With these factors in mind, the following plan is offered for discussion:- 

Land offered for the consideration of the Commission shall be in- 
spected by a qualified representative of the Commission and classified according 
to the abundance of quail. He will also determine the number of quail that may
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be shot during the coming season, and the maximum number of hunters that may be 
accomodated in any one day. The Commission will fix the shooting fee for each 
class and furnish the landowner with a form on which to record the number of birds 
killed by each hunter, together with his name, hunting license number or such other 
identification as will satisfactorily protect the landowner from vandalism, 

The landowner should have a financial incentive to increase the game on his prop- j 

erty. Two methods of achieving this present themselves. First, the shooting fees 
should be proportionate to the density of the game population and second, the 
Commission could well afford to contribute to improving the habitat conditions, 
This contribution would be far less than that expended by other states in leases 
and purchases and would directly benefit the game as well as the landowners 

Quail are more abundant and more easily shot at the beginning of the season than 
at a later date, It might be advisable to reduce the shooting fee for the latter 
part of the season, and to compensate for this somewhat by increasing the Comnis- 
sion's contribution at this time. Reducing the fee would encourage shooting to- 
ward the end of the season and if the contribution is based on the number of birds 
killed, there will be more incentive to keep an exact record of the birds killed 
and to stop shooting when the allotted number had been taken. 

Such a project can be successful only if it meets with the approval both of the 
landowner and the sportsman, To secure this approval it will be necessary to ex- 
plain its features at meetings of those interested. Farm Bureaus and sportsmen's 
organizations form ready means of contact and in some cases joint meetings can be 
arranged to advantage and in themselves tend to improve the relations between 

these groupse 

The Commercial Gun Club License Act requires that a license be taken out by anyone 
charging a fee for shooting, There probably is no legal obstacle to refunding 

the money paid for the license if at the end of the season, all the regulations 
. have been satisfactorily complied with. 

The first step in putting the project into operation, is to inspect the property 
offered and determine the approximate number of quail on it. A certain percentage 
of these, say 50%, will be the number allotted to be shote The maximum number of 

hunters to be allowed on the property during any one day will be in proportion to 
the quail population, say 100 quail per hunter during the first period of the : 
season, and 150 quail per hunter during the second period. Determining the number 
of quail also classifies the area as for instance, Class A, less than 1-1/4 acres 
per quail; Class B, 1-1/4 to 2% acres per quail, Class C, 2% to 5 acres per 
quail, and Class D, 5 to 10 acres per quail, The shooting fees to be charged are 

definitely set as soon as the property is classified. Assuming that the charge is 
to be reduced as the season progresses, the first period will be until one~half 
the allotted birds have been taken, or the first period will end automatically 
when the first half of the open season has elapsed, even if one-half of the allotted 
birds have not been killed. This will prevent hunters being charged the higher, 
first period rate after the birds have been reduced. To partially offset the re- 
duced income of the landowner during the second period, it is suggested that the 
Commission's contribution be increased during the second period, This contribution 
+o game management is logically based on the number of birds killed and might be 
at the rate of five cents a bird for the first half of the allottment and ten : 
cents a bird for the second half. This money will be paid to the landowner for 
quail habitat improvements ee under the guidance of the local warden, 

FD) on Veter es : 
An area of 22,000 aares has beén surveyed, on which some 6000 quail are to be 

found at the ovening of the hunting season or about three and two thirds acres per 

quail, placing it in its present condition, in Glass C, The following tabulation 

shows, as an example, the income to be expected from this area under various de- 

grees of development. The average daily kill per hunter has to be estimated in
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order to determine the number of hunters required to harvest the crop and has been 
set to take into account the quail density, 

A B 2 D 
Acres per quail On-1# 13-25 23-5 5=10 
Crop per 1000 acres Over 400 400#200 200=100 100-50 

Area ~~ Acres 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 
Number of Quail 20,000 12,000 6,000 3,000 

FIRST PERIOD 

Shooting Charge $10,00 $5 200 $2.50 $1.50 
Crop 5,000 3,000 1,500 750 
Max. Hunters per day 200 120 60 30 
Estimated Bag 14 iz 10 8 

Total Hunters 357 250 150 94 
Income from Hunters $3570.00 $1250.00 $375.00 $141.00 
Income from birds at 9 .05 250.00 150.00 75.00 37650 
First Period Income: $3820.00 1400.00 $450.00 $178.50 

SECOND PERIOD 

Shooting Charge $5.00 $2.50 $1.50 $1400 
Crop 5,000 3,000 1,500 750 
Max. Hunters per day 100 60 30 15 
Estimated Bag 12 10 8 6 
Totel Hunters 416 300 188 125 
Income from Hunters $2080.00 $750.00 $282.00 $125.00 
Income from birds at $.10 500.00 300.00 150,00 75,00 

Second Period Income: 32560200, $1050.00 $4S2.00 $200.00 
First Period Income: 3820.00 1400 ,00 450200 _ 178.50 
Season Income: 36400 00 $2450.00 $882.00 378,50 

Income per bird: 264 o41 2295 225 

It is apparent from this tabulation how rapidly the income increases in the dif- 
ferent classes and what a real incentive is offered the landowner to improve the 
area and increase the game supply. 

There is nothing for the landowner to do in the way of administration except to 
have the hunter register and to record the number of birds he kills, As cach of 
these birds has a monetary value, the landowner is not likely to neglect to record 
them. This record allows the hunter to check the previous kill and determine 
whether or not the first period has terminated. 

Hunters may be identified in the field by numbered badges, armbands, crossed shoulder 
straps or any other marks that may be easily distinguished at a distance. 

This project is suggested as a basis for discussion which it is hoped will result 
in a workable plan that will be satisfactory to both landowners and hunters,
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July 1, 1936 wh 

Mr. Aldo Leopold coe 
New Soils Building gor 
University of Wisconsin Ky 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

My research work in game management here in California so far has been 

limited almost entirely to establishing a norm to be used as a basis amd=es 

a-eontvel for projected environment manipulation experiments I have in mind. 

My principal experimental range is a tract of about 2,400 acres of grade A 

farm land carrying (January 1936) about 196 valley quail in 13 coveys. Seven- 

hundred and sixty acres of this, which I am watching very closely, belongs 

to the University and will, according to my plans,be kept as a control area. 

The Straloch Farm, located one mile west of the University Farm and within 

the 2,400 acres, has some of the best cover of the region. Even here, however, 
improvement is badly needed. I have been trying to interest the owner, a 

wealthy Los Angeles absentee land owner, in quail development and am submit- 

ting to him at his request a plan of development,acopy of which is enclosed 
with this letter. i 

While I was working we this report I wished many times for your council. 
My practical field experience with actual cover manipulation is very limited 
to date as you know, nor do I know of anyone in this state who has had it. I 
would welcome any and as much criticism as you would care to make to this 
report. 

: With best wishes, 

Very truly yours, 

x lee y ome 

John T. Emlen, Jr. 
Junior Zoologist in the 

Experiment Station ‘ : 

fe 

encl.



A TAME OF GUAT), HANAGESEME PROPOSED FOR 

STRALOCH FARM, DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 

The plan outlined below has two objectives: 

(1) To improve cover conditions, and inerease the valley quail on Straloch 

Farm, 

_ (8) To provide information on the desirability and effectiveness of various 

management practices on agricultural lands of northern California (as a part of 

the game management research program of the University of California). 

GENERAL GONSIDERATIONS 

A heavy population of quail requires: 

(1) An adequate and well-distributed food supply, 

(8) A sesttering of brushy eseape and loafing cover in which the birds may 

take shelter from the sun, from storms, and from predatory animals, 

(3) A seattering dispersion of evergreen trees suitable as cover for night 

roosting, 

- (4) A euattering of exitable wal cafe necting cover where the binds will 

nest and where they will be reasonably safe from their »rincipal enemies which 

are mowing machines, diseing machines, irrigation water, livestock cats, crows, 

jays, ete. 

There is no adventage in having dense or extensive stands of any type of 

eover. Such a condition would be detrimental rather than beneficial to the birds. 

Quail prefer open spaces in which to feed, provided these are not distant from 

escape cover or from the habitual roosting site. 

Sinee valley quail are naturally very prolific the protection offered by a 

simple improvement of the essential cover conditions should result in a substan- 

= ehak Sneweniie fn pepdatden in @ few youre without reseures to the planting of 

artificial stock,
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PRESENT CONDITIONS ON STRALOCH FARM 

During the winter of 1935-56 four coveys totalling approximately sixty-nine 

valley quail were resident on the 536 acres of Straloch Farm, This is a nominal 

population of about one bird to every eight acres of land. Since three-fourths 

of the farm was untenanted by any birds the actual density was about one bird per 

two acres on the populated portion. 

; Conditions of the natural game cover are as follows (see map 1): 

(1) Am ample supply of natural food on nearly all of the fern, 

(2) A deficiency of brushy eseaps and loafing cover on a large portion of 

the fem, 

(3) Sufficient roosting cover on only about one-third of the farm, ‘The 

southern part of the property is deficient in this important factor. 

(4) A serious deficiency of suitable and safe nesting cover on all parts of 

the farm. (Approximetely three-fourths of ell quail nests on farm lends in the 

vicinity of Davis are destroyed before hatching time.) 

PLAN OF MANAGEMENT 

It is proposed that cover management units or plots of six types be installed 

on the Straloch Yerm as indicated on the accompanying map(2). Units of types 1 

to 5 inclusive are designed to improve nesting conditions; types 3 to 6 to improve 

wintering conditions. 

{1) Unoultiveted orchard plots. Quail frequently nest in the cover ¢rop 

. or natural vegetation of uneultiveted orchards, In a majority of cases orchard 

nests are destroyed before hatching time either by the cultivator or by irrigation 

water. In order to insure safe orchard nesting sites, amall plots (approximately 

3 trees on @ side) should be exeluded from the usual early spring cultivation. 

When the orchard is diked for the first irrigation these plots should be ex- : 

plored thoroughly for nesting birds, In the event that a nest is located on a 

plot, a small protéeting dike should be thrown up around the nest. The protected
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area around the nest need not be more than ten or fifteen feet in diameter. iy 

the time a second irrigation is needed the eggs will be hatehed and the young 

dispersed. 

Nests established before the first spring cultivation may be located by 

using @ simple flushing bar on the tractor. Islands of vegetation fifteen to 

twenty feet in diameter should be left around seach nest, protected by small 

levees as described above. 

(2) Undisturbed hay shocks. Quail will frequently lay in hay shocks 

during the short period that these are allowed to remain in the field. Most of 

the nests are destroyed when the hay is brought in, A number of strategically 

d loeated shocks should be allowed to remain undisturbed near the periphery of 

the fide on top of irrigation levees where they will be safe from irrigation 

' water. 

(3) Brushy fence lines, diteh banks and fallen logs. Srushy or erassy 

field borders are attractive to quail for both nesting and winter shelter. Nests 

located along grassy fence lines are usually destroyed before hatching by hoeing, 

burning or cutting of the vegetation in the frequently exaggerated drive for 

clean cultivation. Selected strips of fence line grasses should be exempted from 

Clean-up activities. In addition some hardy and inoffensive shrub attractive to 

quail such as wild grape, wild rose or elder berry should be planted along fence 

lines and ditch banks and around fallen logs wherever cover is needed. 

, (4) Fenced pesture plots. Much potential quail range in the open pastures 

of Straloch fara is now untenanted by quail because of the absence of islands of 

escape and nesting cover. 

Small rectengular or triangular pasture plots should be fenced off to ex~ 

@lude stock, Such plots can be made attractive to the quail with very little 

labor.
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(5) Brush piles. Where units of types 3 and 4 are impracticable piles of 
brush or orchard prunings should be dumped in field corners, Cover units of 

this type are easily made and inexpénsive, end would be very effective at all 

seasons of the year, 

(6) [inter roosting cover. livery successful wintering quail covey requires 
@ central roosting shelter. If untenanted areas of the farm are to be made 

available to quail, roosting shelter must be provided in addition to introduced 

escape and loafing cover. Small groups of hardy dense foliaged evergreen trees 

such as olives, or evergreen tanarix should be plented. Wild grape vines, al~ 

though deciduous, often form tengles dense enough to shelter roosting quail and 

should prove useful along Puteh Creek where the roosting cover is now inadequate. 

PREDATORS 

The improvement of cover conditions as outlined above should greatly lessen 

the dangers of predation. With adequate cover healthy quail are seldom taken 

under natural conditions. The domestic cat is undoubtedly the most important 

predator on Straloch Yarm and should be reduced by controlled shooting and trap- 

pings 

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

(1) Twelve or fifteen orchard plots of type 1 would involve no expenditure 

of money or lebor, In locating the plots attention has been given to the general 

appearance of the orchard as well as the essentials of quail requirements and 

preferences, 

When quail are nesting prior to the first spring cultivation the location of 

the plots will be determined, of course, by the birds. a, 

(2) fen undistrubed hay shocks (type 2) would involve no expenditure of 

money or labor, The crop loss would be negligible especially since in many cases 

the field would be opened to stock later in the season. ; 

(3) Ten patches of vegetation along fence lines or ditch banks ( type 3 ) 

would involve a limited expenditure of money and lebor, Nerdy and inexpensive
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shrubs will be seleeted. ‘The location and planning of the plots will include 

a consideration of lendscaping values and the dangers of weed dispersion. 

(4) Bight fenced pasture plots (type 4) would require about 50 fence 

posts and 1500 to 2000 feet of barbed wire (3 strand fence with posts at 10 

foot intervals). The combined erea of these six plots would be about one-tenth 

of an acres 

(5) Twenty piles of brush or orchard prunings (type 5) would require no 

expenditure of money or labor. 

(6) ‘The establishment of « dozen roosting cover units would require several 

dozen young trees of varietios chosen for their quail attracting properties, 

lendseaping velues and ability to survive under existing conditions with a 

minimum of attention, Suggested locations for olive trees, temerix and wild 

grape reosting shelters are shown on map 2.
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HARRY L. CROCKETT , 
90 Columbus Avenue : ‘ 

Phoenix, Arizona gy Q 

July 4, 1936 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: - 

This is to acknowledge your letter of 

May 25, requesting separates of our Condor art- 

icle, A tree Nesting Quail. Sorry we did not 

have separates printed as we did not think of 

anyone wanting them. 

It may interest you that we located 

another tree quail nest on the next place, 400 

yards from the one described. The little hen 

was scared after laying six eggs, it was in an 

umbrella tree and very close to a house. 

Thanking you for the interest you 

have shown in our paper, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aleva/ 4 ; * Cre Ae
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE gay 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

DIVISION OF ZOOLOGY 

BRANCH OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 

March 8, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Here are a few California quail density figures which might be of use 
to you in your compilation: 

Locality County Description of country Acres in Date of Birds per 
survey record acre 

1 Davis Yolo Intensively cultivated--cover on 800 Jan. 1936 reg 
ereek 

(eek bal : “ - June * Leh 
es " “ * * Jan. 1937 1:38 

4.78 " 7 - * June * Lei 
Ss * 2 * ° ? Jan. 1938 1:15 
. * * * * 2400 Jan. 1936 1:12 
7 8 * * * Jan. 1937 1:10 
8 O'Neals Madera Sierra foothills--grazing--scattered 

oaks 3600 Feb. 1936 1s 
oi " " " " NYav.\95) 32s” 

10 Ono Shasta Dry coast range chapparal--2000' alt. 650 Mar. 1936 1:20eaf> 
ll We. of Yolo¢ Coast range--open timber and chappa- 

Dumigan Colusa rel c1000 = Nov.1936 =. 1:3% each 
Zz . * * Jan. 1937 1:8% et. 

13 Glenn Glenn Sacto. river banks and sloughs-- 
timbered--vine tangles ¢2000 Jan.1937 221 at 

14 Jacinto Butte = = CQ500 ©=Tom. 193 Q:\ we 
15 . " * A 0-2 ifm vine 2° 0° Jone pe ts) eof PSone dG" 2 Area adjacent to (13, 2to + mi. from 1: <eat 

river--pasture, orchard ¢ 2000 
17" " Area adjacent to 164 tolo mi. from 

river--rice. € 2000 : 1: 20 ao}. 

I imagine you want only general statistics. Some of these figures would 
require considerable explanation before they could be published, but I believe they 
are quite accurate and suitable for illustrating general conditions for class use. 

The heavy density on the Sacramento River timbered areas (items 13, 14 and 
15) apparently extends for roughly 50 miles along either bank of the river and inland 
from 1/8 to Smiles on either side.



Mr. Aldo Leopold 2 March 8, 1938 

According to reliable reports from Gordon True (CF & G) and E, E. Horn 
(Biol. Surv.), similar dense populations are to be found in many localities in 
southern California. Even greater populations are apparently present in lower 

California and up into San Diego County. In Ory ountry the fall flocking habit 
(to water holes) makes density figures more vanes than in bobwhite I 

unless very large tracts are included in the survey area. Mos? f fhe Sactra — 
is wiMeut — Anderson repos one certs 51 9 bike on The 10,02° acre Sach. Waterfowl refuge a® Willows. 

I have noticed that in our local Davis population there seems to be 

a definite relation between covey size and covey territory size (roughly one 

bird per acre within territory limits). This year with the lower population, 

territory acreages have decreased proportionately. I have pretty good evidence, 

however, that this phenomenon does not apply in some localities. 

I hope that this information will be useful to you, and I will be much 
interested to get a copy of your compilation. 

With best regards, I am 

Very truly yours, 

John Enlen 
Junior Zoologist in the Experiment Station 

and Instructor in Zoology 

JTE:IM



Extract from "The Game Birds of California" Cok, 2. 
by : 

: Grinnell - Bryant — Storer ; 

(Published by University of Cal. Press) : 
: Berkeley ~ 1918. i 

(Chapter on Natural Enemies - page 22) 

‘The ground-foraging Roadrunner has been accused of destroying the eges 

and young of Valley Quail. An attempt to obtain light on this point brought 

little positive evidence. The investigation included a review of every 

published reference to the food of the Roadrunner in California, as well as 

the analysis of eighty-three stomachs of Roadrunners taken in southern Cali- 

formia (H.C.Bryant, 1916). The <trivestigation showed that, although the Road- 

rumner may occasionally attack small birds, its bird-eating and egg-eating 

habits have been exaggerated, and that the killing of this bird as an injurious 

species is wholly unjustified, It “is only in very rare cases that young quail 

are molested, " : 

“ey = - eS



CoB, 2d 
Extract from "The Game Birds of California" 

Grinnell tas — Storer 

' (Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley - 1918. 

: (Chapter on Decrease of Game, Page 17) : 

. : ‘We know of no other instances of game birds dying as a result of | 

disease except quail which in captivity often fall victims to a “quail 

disease", This disease is known technically as coccidiosis. No cure 

is know, but good sanitary surroundings appear to be a preventative. 

There are no recorded instances of the disease becoming epidemic among 

wild birds.in this stete. Although quail and other game birds are often 

infested with tape worms and round worms, these parasites seldom, if ever, 

cause death directly."



File 
Bobwhite : 
Cal. Quail (7 

Extract from The Auk, Jmuary,1950, Vol. XLVII. 

General Notes, p. 80. 

A Bobwhite X California Quail Hybrid.--These two partridges 
were introduced into Utah, many years ago and at the .time 
of my sojourn at Salt Lake City, in 1895, both were plentiful 
in that vicinity. About December 14 of that year, while 
shooting at a valley farm south of the city, I killed a fine 

; plumaged male bird that was undoubtedly a cross between the 
; two species. ly pointer had made game in a little island of 

: rocks and wild rose’ bushes, fifty yards out in plowed ground 
and I followed. A full covey, apparently of Bobwhites, whirred 
up from the close cover and I dropped one with my right barrel. 

. At the shot a second covey arose from close to where the first 
had been and I caught one of these with my other barrel. This 
bird was a normal Bobwhite but the other was the hybrid. The 
general color effect was imilar to a Bobwhite but the pattern 

: was modified and there were two straight plumes two inches 
long on the head. These recalled the Plumed Quail but I saw 
at once that they were the soft crest feathers of the Bobwhite 
much extended in length. Another trip to the same spot resulted 
in securing two female California quail which were normal except 
that the throats were black like the male. With hybridism 
kmown to exist in the flock this discrepancy might have been 
due to the same causes 

. All three birds were sent to a texidermist but upon return- 
ing for them several months later I found that he had gone, out 
of business and no trace of my birds could be found.--C. E. 
Aiken, Colorado Springs, Colo.
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19, 1929. 

Profes
sor 

C, T. Vorhies
, 

Uni
ver

sit
y 

of Arizon
a, 

Tucson,
 
Arizona

. ; 

Dear Profess
or 

Vorhies
: 

he 

Thank you very much for sending
 
me the reprint

 
of your paper 

"Do Southwe
stern Quail Require Water?” 

My own expsrie
nce 

tends to coerob
orate your view on thia 

quest
 
ion. 

I-em trying to compile a graphic record of periods of short- 

ages and abunda
nce in upland game birds. Cou

ld 
you without

 
going to 

moch trovble fill in the rough outline at the bottom. of this letter 

for the Tuceon region?
 

I, of course,
 

expect to go into this matter in 
more detail

 
when I get around te a game survey of Arizona

, 
bat in the 

meanwh
ile 

a rough record of this kind would be of value. 

With kindest
 
reg

ard
s 

and hoping
 
to see you again one of 

these deys, I em 

Yours sincer
ely, 

&L06 LEOPOLD
, 

. 
In Cha

rge
, 

Game Survey
. 

Fille in as far as you can from recolle
ction: 

Sealed Game), 

ee
 
ee
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Extract from "The Game Birds of California" 

Grinnell es 2 Storer i 

(Published by University of California Press) 
Berkeley - 1915. 

(Chapter on Valley Quail, pp. 535-536.) 

"Hedderly (1912c, p. 309) gives an account of the successful rearing 

of Valley Quail in captivity by William Schneider of Whittier, Los 

‘Angeles County. Starting with six birds in 1905, by 1912 he was able to 

rear between 400 and 500 young birds, more in fact than he needed for his 

own table. Some interesting facts, learned in the course of his experience 

with the qgail, were: that they are not polygamous, each male selecting 

one female and remaining with her until the young birds are hatched, and 

paying no attention to other females even when kept in the same enclosure; 

¥ that two broods were reared by his birds, in each season, one in February 

and another in April or May; and that bantam hens were found capable of 

hatching the quail's eggs successfully, where the latter had been deserted 

during the early part of the season". a 

t ~ i gf ll
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Digest of "Parasites and P. itic Disease in the 

By E. C. O'Roke, California Fish and Game, July 1923. 

(Note: This is a progress report on a Survey of Game Diseases in Cal. 
supervised by Dr. K. F. Meyer, Director Hooper Foundation, University 

bf California.) 

P. 194 Parasites. Birds found free from external parasites, protozoans 
in the viscera, caecal worms, round worms (asearidae). Only 1 lot 
had tapeworms and these nominal. : 

195 Blood slides. Microfilaria found in 2 birds from Napa Co. This was 
- near State Game Farm at Yountville. Inference was this had spread 

from Farm but chickens and pheasants at farm were found free. Later 

haemoproteus found in quail in Contra Costa, Santa Clara, and Stanislaus : 
Counties. Organism related to that causing malaria. 

196 Blood Counts. 1 - 7% of corpuscles from wing veins found parasthized 
by haemoproteus. Infected birds anemic and weak; when they die they 
show enlarged black spleen and pigmented liver. \ é 

198 Nature of Transmission. In Europe and Africa haemoproteus is spread 
among pigeons by a biting fly of family Hippoboscidae. 2 species of 
this fly found on Valley Quail. Investigation to be continued,



File Warliten Quad”. 
: 9/23/25. 

Digest of "Shooting in California Today & 50 Years Ago. 
(An Account of Market Hunting For Quail) - 

: Walter R. Welch 

(From "Cal. Fish & Game" - April - 1928) 

p. 123. Market Hunting began in Marin County in the sixties, by the 

Butchart brothers, 

124, Bags: Ralston, of Ralston & Johnson (market hunters) says his 
best bag in 1 day was 121 quail. Shot over 6000 shots in season 
of 1885. Averaged 70 quail per day in good weather. 

Locations: As transportation improved market hunting spread from : 
Marin and San Mateo into Monterey and other southern counties. 

From 80's until 1901 centered around Bradley, King City, Jolon, ’ 
Pleyto, Poso, San Ardo, Paso Robles, Santa Margarita. 

124-5 Netting: Trappers used 1" mesh wire 15 x 50 ft. strung on willow 
poles, Baited with water and grain and sprung with a string. 

Natural springs were filled with brush. Several hundred caught at 
a time, : 

125. Locations: Alameda Co. and San Joaquin Valley became market dis— 

- triets also. Single trappers operated 100 traps each. Average 
catch 1200 quail per week per man. 

126. Prices paid market hunters 50¢ to $1.75 per doz. 

Decrease noticeable by 1895. Game Commission surveyed markets and 
gathered following figures: 

Sold in- Los Angeles and San Francisco markets 
: 1895-6 —— — — — — — — 177366 quail 

These came from: Monterey Co. 39,831 : 
San Lins Obispo 25, 526 
San Bernardine 12, 663 
los Angeles 11,026 

Pel far 1777360 Quall = = — oo ee | SIG IO 
(about 10¢ each) 

126. Protective Measures: 
1901; Bag limited to 25 per day and sale prohibited. (Bootlesging 
continued however for years after) 

127. Welch's program for restoration: (1) Law enforcement (2) small 
refuges with cover and water.
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6 CONSERVATION AND INDUSTRY 

| FIELD NOTES and COMMUNICATIONS | 

“Ocracoke School and community are in- water adjoining tidewater, according to 

terested in a reforestation project,” writes Mr. Moore, has caused salt water to back 

David B. Taylor, principal of the school at up into these streams, destroying many 

this place, to State Forester J. S. Holmes. game fish. : 

“Will longleaf and loblolly pine grow well ——. 

here where the winds from the sea and More than a score of county organiza- 

land are rather fierce in winter and where tions were represented at a meeting of the 

the loosely packed coarse sand is under- Walton Council of North Carolina in Ral- 
laid at a depth of three to four feet with igh, Wednesday, February 25. Among 

shell and gravel? other business was the approval of recom- 
“There are only two pines on the island mendations of the legislative committee 

that I have seen in the four months that I and the authorization of a new committee 

have been here; so, if possible we would to consider an official publication for 
like to secure a thousand seedlings and set the organization. 

them in several plots so that natural re- eet i 8 

forestation would go forward faster ence Resolutions in appreciation of Capt. R. 
the seedlings are large enough to dissemi-  stedman, ardent conservationist, who 
nate seeds.” died several weeks ago at his home in 

Zee ae age ll Winston-Salem, will be drawn up by a com- 

“Thrills and thrills were enjoyed by the mittee authorized at the Raleigh meeting 
younger members of the family and a real of the Waltonian Council. 

treat to the classroom as well as some of 

the older Coe who looked over your “Ror three years I haye been reading 

several booklets,” writes Parker Haydon, thn interest whan OEE aulicntion 

of Oakland, Calif., in acknowledging litera- a mies Me 2 aot 
z pope onservation and Industry” writes Lieut. 

ture on North Carolina sent by Statistician Gale Picervellt oe ectonan DC 

Bryan W. Sipe. ros » 0 ECO Uae vent 
and several times have planned tentatively 

“We thank you a thousand times for to visit North Carolina and try the trout 

: your kindness. I personally gained a new and bass fishing which I have gathered is 
and delightful picture of your beautiful exceptionally go ie to your erva- 

State. I guess California hasn’t all the tion methods* I have at last found “my 

beautiful scenery after all.” opportunity.” 

Col. C. Seymour Bullock, national field AIL SPEED TIMED 

representative of the Izaak Walton League 

of America, spoke over Radio Station WITH SPEEDOMETER 

WPTF on the legislative program of the foerare es 

Waltonian Council of North Carolina and Quail, which hunters have always de- 
the mutual relationship between the far-| scribed as “shooting up like bullets,” do 
mer and the sportsman on March 1. About\ not fly as fast as their startling whirr of 

two years ago, Colonnel Bullock made a wings would indicate, an investigator has 

tour of North Carolina in interest of ex- discovered after trying days of racing the 

tension of the league in this State. game birds in his automobile. 

a Donald D, McLean, of the California Fish 

Extremely dry weather up to the time and Game Department, has informed the 

of recent rains in Eastern North Caro- American Game Association that the great- 

lina has taken a large toll of fresh water est burst of speed he was able to time with 

game fish, according to Chas. J. Moore, his speedometer was 58 miles an hour. The 

Beaufort and Hyde county game and fish average “cruising” time was around 40 

warden. Reduction of the volume of fresh miles an hour, he stated.
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Phase TABLE 1.—Preference of birds among genera of fleshy fruits* 

Number 

eae Kinds of bird: those desirable to attract that tent of birds | Kinds of birds among those desirable to attract thai 
Common nome - )) Pdeniinename |) iogate are most fond of the fruit 

eat the 
fruit? | 

Juniper; redcedar__---| Juniperus___---- 39 | Yellow-shafted flicker, European starling, evening 
grosbeak, pine grosbeak, purple finch, cedar wax- 
wing, myrtle warbler, mocking bird, robin, eastern 
bluebird. 

Greenbrier____..-..---| Smilax_-......-- 39 | Cardinal, mocking bird, brown thrasher, catbird, 
hermit thrush, robin. 

Bayberry-__-..--------| Myrica_...-.-.-- 73 | Bobwhite, downy woodpecker, yellow-shafted flicker, 
eastern phoebe, European starling, meadow lark, 
chewink, tree Swallow, white-eyed vireo, myrtle 
warbler, brown thrasher, catbird, Carolina wren, 
black-eapped chickadee, hermit’ thrush, eastern 
bluebird. 

Haokberry -... = -=-.| Celtis: _-. =. 40 | Yellow-bellied sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, star- 
ling, cardinal, cedar waxwing, mocking bird, brown 
thrasher, robin, eastern bluebird. 

‘Mulberry = Moms: 1 52 | Yellow-billed cuckoo, red-headed woodpecker, red- 
bellied woodpecker, downy woodpecker, kingbird, 
starling, Baltimore oriole, orchard oriole, cardinal, 
purple finch, scarlet tanager, cedar waxwing, red- 
eyed vireo, yellow warbler, mocking bird, catbird, 
wood thrush, robin. 

Pokeberry.....-..----] Phytolacca__.--- 49 | Mourning dove, yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, star- 
ling, cardinal, mocking bird, catbird, hermit thrush, 
gray-cheeked thrush, olive-backed’ thrush, robin, 
eastern bluebird. 

Spicebush-_--..-.----| Benzoin_.--_..-- 17 | Kingbird, red-eyed vireo, wood thrush, veery. 
Sassafras____________-_| Sassafras_.____-- 18 Bonet Kingbird, red-eyed vireo, catbird, veery, 

robin. 
Strawberry--..--...--| Fragaria_.____-- 46 ene eatbird, brown thrasher, wood thrush, 

robin. i 
Raspberry; black- | Rubus.___-...-- 118 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, red-headed woodpecker, 
berry. . yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, European starling, 

Baltimore oriole, orchard oriole, pine grosbeak, song 
sparrow, fox sparrow, white-throated sparrow, che- 
wink, California towhee, spurred towhee, cardinal, 
rose-breasted grosbeak, black-headed grosbeak, 
cedar waxwing, red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, cat- 
bird, brown thrasher, tufted titmouse, wren tit, 
olive-backed thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern 
bluebird. 

NaS nee sie Rosa__---.-.---- 25 eunee ere, sharp-tailed grouse, prairie chicken, 
obwhite. 

Mountain-ash .___...-| Sorbus______-_-- 14 | Red-headed woodpecker, Baltimore oriole, evening 
| grosbeak, pine grosbeak, cedar waxwing, Bohemian 

waxwing, catbird, brown thrasher, robin. 
Chokeberry....-.----| Aronia_-_---.--- 13 | Meadow lark, brown thrasher. 
Hawthorn, orredhaw_| Crataegus._____- 33 | Ruffed grouse, pine grosbeak, purple finch, robin. 
Dwarf apples___-_..-.| Malus___..-.-.-- @ Ruffed grouse, ringneck pheasant, red crossbill, pine 

grosbeak, purple finch, cedar waxwing, mocking 
bird, robin. 

Shadblow, or Junc- | Amelanchier-_-- 40 | Yellow-shafted flicker, Baltimore oriole, cedar wax- 
berry. wing, catbird, hermit thrush, veery, robin. 
Wild cherry_.......-.| Prunus....---.-- 74 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, mourning dove, red-headed 

woodpecker, yellow-shafted flicker, kingbird, Euro- 
pean starling, Bullock’s oriole, Baltimore oriole, 
orchard oriole, evening grosbeak, purple finch, rose- 
breasted grosbeak, black-headed grosbeak, Louisi- 
ana tanager, red-eyed vireo, cedar waxwing, mock- 
ing bird, catbird, brown thrasher, olive-backed 
thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Buniae 8a aoe 93 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhiteyvaley quail) downy wood- 
pecker, red-bellied woodpecker, red-shafted flicker, 
yellow-shafted flicker, phoebe, European starling, 

goldfinch, golden-crowned sparrow, chewink, white- 
eyed vireo, Audubon’s warbler, mocking bird, cat- 
bird, California thrasher, brown thrasher, Carolina 
wren, black-capped chickadee, Carolina chickadee, 
wren tit, hermit thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

1 Barberries (Berberis), buckthorn (Rhamnus), and coe and currants (Ribes) are omitted be- 
cause they serve as alternate hosts of rusts attacking wheat, oats, and white pine, respectively. 

? When 10 or more. 
8 Included on the basis of field observation or because fruit was found in 10 or more stomachs, 
4 Thirty-eight kinds of birds are known to feed on apples of various sorts, but it is not known just how 

many seek the small-fruited flowering apples, which are the best to plant for birds. 
6 Only nonpoisonous species of sumac are considered.
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Tasty 1.—Preference of birds among genera of fleshy fruits—Continued 

' Number 

orbiae Kinds of bird: th desirable to attract that aoe of birds inds of birds among those desirable to attract that 
Common name | Sclentifie name |inownto are most fond of the fruit 

eat the 
fruit EB: 

Parpaciene areal Schinus.________ 11 | Cedar waxwing, phainopepla, hermit thrush, varied 
i thrush, robin. 

ON yf es [eye ee eere end 45 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, valley quail, yellow-hellied 
| sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, cedar waxwing, 

mocking bird, catbird, brown thrasher, hermit 
thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Supplejack_ -...--.-..| .Berehemia- .._-_| 13 | Mocking bird, robin. _ Z 
‘Wild grape... 22-22) Mite os 77 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, pileated woodpecker, red- 

bellied woodpecker, red-shafted flicker, yellow- 
shafted flicker, kingbird, European starling, cardi- 
nal, cedar waxwing, mocking bird, catbird, brown 
thrasher, wood thrush, veery, robin, western blue- 
bird, eastern bluebird. 

Virginia creeper. ...../ Parthenocissus-- 39. | Red-headed woodpecker, red-bellied woodpecker, 
yellow-bellied sapsucker, yellow-shafted flicker, 
European starling, evening grosbeak, purple finch, 

scarlet tanager, red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, brown. 
423 thrasher, tufted titmouse, hermit thrush, olive- 

: backed thrush, gray-cheeked thrush, robin, eastern 
bluebird. é 

Buffaloberry__.....-.| Lepargyrea_____ 16 | Sharp-tailed grouse, pine grosbeak. 
Silverberry, Russian- | Elaeagnus___._.- ® Sharp-tailed grouse, prairie chicken, cedar waxwing, 

olive, ete. catbird, robin. 
Wild-sarsaparilla ___._| Aralia__________- 14 | Bobwhite, robin. a 
Dogwood. _- 2.2 55-22.) Cormus= cc. 86 | Ruffed grouse, bobwhite, downy woodpecker, yel- 

low-shafted flicker, red-shafted flicker, kingbird, 
European starling, evening grosbeak, pine gros- 
beak, purple finch, white-throated sparrow, song 
sparrow, cardinal, cedar waxwing, warbling vireo, 
red-eyed vireo, mocking bird, catbird, brown 
thrasher, hermit thrush, olive-backed thrush, gray- 
eke thrush, wood thrush, robin, eastern blue- 

‘Tupelo, or sour gum__| Nyssa_-_--_.---- 36 | Yellow-shafted flicker, European starling, purple 
finch, cedar waxwing, gray-cheeked thrush, olive- 
backed thrush, robin. 

Crowberry--_-.......-| Empetrum____-_ 16 | Pine grosbeak, snowflake. 
Bearberry -...........| Aretostaphylos__ 16 | Ruffed grouse, dusky grouse, valley quail, mountain 

quail, fox sparrow, wren tit. 
Huckleberry...._..-| Gaylussacia_____ 35 | Pine grosbeak, chewink, robin, 
Blueberry - - -..-_...-! Vaccinium______ 67 | Ruffed grouse, ‘valley quail, \kingbird, orchard oriole, 

pine grosbeak, chewink, cedar waxwing, catbird, 
brown thrasher, black-capped chickadee, tufted tit- 
mouse, hermit thrush, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Beautyberry, or Mexi-| Callicarpa______- 10 | Mocking bird, brown thrasher. 
can mulberry. 

Partridgeberry ____...| Mitehella_______ 10 ified grouse. 
Elder. ...2-.22)-=--4_| Sambuens eo 106 d-headed woodpecker, yellow-shafted 

i 7 rm kingbird, Arkansas kingbird, black 
phoebe, European starling, California towhee, 
white-crowned sparrow, rose-breasted grosbeak, 
black-headed grosbeak, phainopepla, red-eyed 
vireo, mocking bird, catbird, brown thrasher, 
California thrasher, wren tit, olive-backed thrush, 

r robin, western bluebird, eastern bluebird. 
Snowberry_.-_...---.| Symphoricarpos. 25 | Sharp-tailedgrouse, evening grosbeak, pine grosbeak, 

varied thrush. 
Blackhaw-_._-...----| Viburnum__.__. 28 | Ruffed grouse, yellow-billed cuckoo, yellow-shafted 

flicker, European starling, purple finch, rose- 
breasted grosbeak, cedar waxwing, catbird, brown 
thrasher, robin, eastern bluebird. 

Honeysuckie___.....-] Lonicera-___-_... 15 | Bobwhite, pine grosbeak, white-throated sparrow, 
| ecatbird, brown thrasher, hermit thrush, robin. 

ee 
® Data given are based entirely on field observations; total number of birds eating the various species of 

Elaeagnus unknown. 

MUNICIPAL PARKS AND PICNIC AND FAIR GROUNDS 

Picnic grounds, fairgrounds, and parks may be improved as 
places of public gatherings, recreation, and. education by increasing 
their bird population. Moreover, the alterations that improve a 
park as a bird haven may, and should, themselves be made to add
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